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ABSTRACT
The ability to satisfy the objectives of future NASA Office of
Applications programs is dependent on technology advances in a number
{	 of areas of data systems. This report examines the hardware and soft--
I	 ware technology of end-to-end data systems (data processing elements
through ground processing, disseminsti.on, and presentation) in terms
of state of the art, trends, and projected developments in the 1980 to
1985 timeframe. Capability is considered in terms of elements that arei
j either commercially available or that can be implemented from commercially
available components with minimal development.
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}EXECUTIVE. SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The ability to satisfy the objectives of future. NASA Office of
Applications (GA) programs depends on technology advances in all areas
of data systems. This report examines the technology of end-to-end data
systems (space processing elements through ground processing, dissemina-
tion, and presentation) in terms of state of the art, trends, and pro-
jected developments in the 1980 to 1985 timeframe. Capability is con-
sidered in terms of elements that are either commercially available
or can be, implemented from commercially available components with
minimal development. The following paragraphs of this Executive Summary
highlight the trends and projected developments in some of the more
important areas of data systems as far as NASA's future programs are
concerned. The summary and report itself begin with a technology per-
spective that focuses on. the ongoing revolution in microelectronics.
This first section of the report presents a background and a basis for
many of the trends and projections that are given in the remaining
sections of the report.
Data systems technology hardware is advancing at an unprecedented
rate. Announcements of new products that outperform existing systems
are made daily. The majority of advances are primarily the result of
improvements in integrated circuit technology. Products are becoming
faster, smaller, less expensive, more efficient, more flexible, and
More reliable, to name a few areas of improvement. Although the major
advances are occurring at the chip level, these advances are being imple-
mented at the system level almost as rapidly as they Occur. This report
presents the technology status at both the chip level and the System
level, with emphasis ni the lattet area vince this is where the effects
of NASA's programs will be most heavily felt.
Although the major emphasis throughout the report is on Hardware
technology, a section on software technology has been added to this report
update. Software technology is addressed in Section 11. Software is
1.
important not only because it is a potential bottleneck in data sysramp	 Y	 P
development but also because it is expected to represent an increasingly
larger percentage of the NASA budget for future data systems. of course
this is the case only because of the significant advances that are
occurring in hardware technology.
The Executive Summary is presented in the same sequence as the
report. The emphasis throughout this summary is on trends and projected
developments.
TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVE
Microelectronic technology has advanced to the point where many
established data system concepts are already being reevaluated in order
to take advantage of these advances. Although past developments in
microelectronic technology have already significantly reduced the cost
per unit of performance_ of data system hardware, the impact of future
developments should be even greater.
The state of the art in large--scale integrated (LSI) logic device
technology includes logic devices with compexities in.excess of 2 -\ 104
transistors per chip and memory devices with complexities in excess of
1.3 x 10 5 transistors per chip. as complex as these devices may seem,
submicron technology* promises to add approximately two orders of magni-
tude to the complexity of logic and memory devices by 1955. Currently,
the two major candidates for the manufacture of suboptical microelectronic
devices are X-ray lithography and electron--bean: fabrication. However,
photolithography continues to improve and push into the suboptical domain
with the use of deep ultraviolet lithography. For example, one company
recently reported a photolithographic system capable of fabricating
0.5-µm linewidths.
In addition to advancements in wafer processing, considerable
work is being dune toward developing new logic families that will provide
imnrovements in Teeth tatty delav .times and $reed-oower uroducts.. Addi--
SPACE PROCESSING ELEMENTS
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have higher carrier mobility (hence higher speed) than silicon are already
in the advanced stages of development. During the next decade,
impressive data system performance improvements will occur as the advances
in submicron processing techniques are combined with new device tech-
nologies to produce very large integrated circuitry that offers signifi-
cant increases in complexity and performance over today's technology.
Space processing elements have traditionally been characterized
by extremely rugged construction, relatively small size, low-power operation,
high reliability, and high cost. In order to achieve the required
reliability and performance, a considerable effort was normally expended
on packaging design, efficient electrical design, analytical models
(worst-case electrical, thermal, etc) and extensive quality controls.
The design of many early spaceborne computers (with a few exceptions)
did not seriously consider either software development or architectural	 r
compatibility with already existing machines.	 r,
Developers of state-of-the--art spaceborne computers such as the
NSSC IT which is currently being developed b IBM for MSFC recognizes
^	 y	 $	 P	 y	 a	 a	 i- E
the importance of architectural compatibility and the rising cost of
software; therefore, the NSSC II utilizes an IBM. 360 architecture.
By 1985, commercial minicomputers with approximately the same	 I. ^
complexity as the NSSC II will be available on one or two chips. The
availability of such a great amount of computing power in such a small 	 €:
package will lead to greater application of imbedded processors and 	 s
distributed processing within spacecraft subsystems. Because of the
extremely small size of commercial minicomputers, there will be less
difference between the physical configuration of a spaceborne computer::
and a commercial minicomputer and essentially the same machines may be
used in both applications.
3
Space data storage has typically been performed with magnetic
tape recorders that are limited in capacity, reliability, and lifetime.
although magnetic tape recorders will still be used extensively in space
into the mid-1980's and possibly beyond, new technologies that are poten-
tially more reliable are beginning to emerge. The most promising tech-
nology for replacing tape recorders across a broad front in space is
magnetic bubbles.
NASA is currently: developing a prototype 10''-bit bubble memory
system. although this system will not be competitive with existing
magnetic tape recorders in terms of vclume, weight, power, and storage
capacity, it will provide for an early demonstration of flyable bubble
memory recorder. Additionally, it will provide a mechanism for demon-
strating the alleged higher reliability of bubble memory storage systems.
The potential . for bubble memory spaceborue data recorders lies
in the e-%petted chip storage capacity increase from the currentl y* avail-
able 10 5-bit chips to 10"^-bit chips by 1985. The larger-capacity bubble	 .
chips will make the performance of bubble memory systems competitive
with tape data recorders for storage capacities of up to 10 20 bits by
1985.
High density= airborne digital tape recorders cat? be aenerally
classified as rotary-head recorders and fixed-head recorders. The fixed-
head recorders currently offer the highest.data transfer rates. RCA is
developing a 420--Mbitjsec fitted--head data recorder for GSFC that records
120 active data channels on a 2-in.-wide tape.
uthoritias are predicting that the rotary-head tape recorders
will be used extensively in future data systems that either require Eery
high storage capacities or must interface with onboard digi.tl.l computers
that store and access data in bloc', rather than continuousl y as is cur-
rently done in most aerospace recorder systeris.
Tech :aalagy projections for 195;5 are for aerepace data recorders
xwiLh storage densities of tip to iQ 3 bits%in ` and data transfer rates of
up to 10 9 bits/see.
t	 a
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SPACE .
 DATA HANDLING ELEMENTS
Future general-purpose data systems will provide increased flexi-
bility, reliability, and data throughput capacity. Microcomputers will
be incorporated into future remote terminal unit designs to provide remote
programming and processing capabilities that will significantly increase
.{	 the overall data system throughput capacity by elf.ainating much of the
nonessential data bus traffic and reducing the central computer processing,
lead. Space-qualified 64-hbit RAM chips and 1--Mbit bubble memory chips
should be available by 1950, These devices will make it feasible to
.;^	 package microcomputers with upwards of 10 6 bytes of memory by 1980 without 	 n
increasing the current size of the remote unit. Imlrovements in analog
and digital circuit integration levels will more than offset the additional
size and power required for the remote unit processor and memory functions.
By 1450, low-cost, low-power, monolithic analog-to-digital con-
verters and digital-to-analog converters should be available from a
number of different saurces.
Technology projections for 1955 that will impact the ultra-high
4..F data rate and high-s peed digital data handling systems of the future
include the following:
• Spa.ce-qualified GaAs MES'EET logic with propagation
delays of less than 100 psec and clock rates in
excess of 5 GHz will be :available.
• All monolithic analog-to-digital series-parallel
converters will be available with a conversions speed
of 10 nsec for 8 bits.
Hybrid analog-to-digital parallel converters will be
available with a conversion speed of Z nsec for S bits.
r Short-channel Wt S analog switches will be available
with switching speeds less than 7001 psec.
These developments will provide the technology neccessary to build data
systems hawing analog sample rates of up to 400 MIiz for 3-bit resolution
and output FCM data rates of up to ? GQ for a single output serial
data stream, . This technolo gy will support the development of real,-time
imagine systems similar to the Thematic Mapper with resolutions of Ness
e	 than 5 m.
r !
I	 .'
Projected power consumption per gate for the high-power 5-GHz
3^ti.
GaAs MESFET logic is 10 W per gate. 	 At this power level, only medium-
scale integration can be used. 	 For applications that require logic
spieds less than 1 GHz, low-power GaAs MESFET logic with power dissipa-
tions of only 0.3 mW per gate can be used to provide highly reliable i-
f	 '
LS:> designs with integration levels in excess of 1,000 gates per chip.
These developments in high-speed, relatively low-power logic,
coupled with the developments in bubble memories discussed in Section. 3.2 ,.._.
and semiconductor memories discussed in Subsection 7.2.1, will matte high-
rate data handling much easier by 1985.
Another development that is likely to have a significant impact
y on data handling system designs by 1980 is the optical data bus. 	 Both
the Air Force and the Navy are actively pursuing the development of
- optical transmission lines in an operational airborne environment. Ali
Advantages claimed include transmitting higher serial data rates (up to
i
100 Mbits/sec), reduced weight, and less susceptibility to RFT/aII/Erie.
i^
SPACE-TO--GROUND COMNIMMATIONS ELEMENTS
Bo th solid-state and tube-type power sources for space-to-ground
communication systems are currently experiencing improvements in power
I	
'i
,j
frequency bands,output, efficiency, and size over a wide range of 	 and
a
the current trends are expected to continue through the 1980 to 1985 I'.
time period.	 Transmitters will be using a variety of devices for I	 ^
different frequency bands between now and 1985.	 Below 6 GHz 	 bipolar
	 	 	
}	
devices will be competing with TWTs for size, power, and efficiency.
FETs should be equivalent to the I PATTs of today in the 6- to 50-GHz a
band by the mid-1980 ' s, whereas IMPATTs should improve in power and
# efficiency to provide .approximately 1 to 2 W at 100 GHz.	 Efficiency in
FETs should increase significantly by 1985, approaching 70% of the
theoretical maximum.	 In spite of these advances, TWTs will continue
to either equal or outperform solid-state devices in terms of efficiency,
gain, and power output in most frequency bands.'
s
fi
The major areas of research in communications are going on at
frequencies above 30 GHz, including the optical band..
	 Improvements
in these frequency bands are likely to be reflected in the lower
frequency bands also.
Reflector-type antennas will be prevalent in all bands through
1985.	 These will be folding types below 10 GHz, and will be deployable
at all frequencies. 	 Prime focus and offset reflectors with cluster
array feeds will be common.	 Phased-array antenna systems will be
capable of competing with reflector types in performance, weight, and
volume.
	 However, they will be more expensive by a factor of 1.5 to 2.
Phase arrays will handle much higher power without experiencing multipactor.
Array feeds of low-loss air-stripline or microstrip networks using high-
permittivity substrates will allow designs with sidelobes that are
down more than 30 dB.
The use of the TDRSS for a civilian space data relay satellite
` will continue through 1990. 	 An upgrading of the system-would be tech-
nically feasible during the mid.-1980`s, but current NASA planning does
not incorporate any design changes.
	
The use of relay satellites employing
laser technology will be feasible by 1985, with such systems capable of
a
data rates in excess of 1 Gbit/sec.
Future developments in ground station antennas will be related
to the continued increase in frequency of the satellite communication
systems.	 Ground station antennas at these higher frequencies will use
3
the same design . techuiques that }lave been developed for the lower bands.
The ground antennas at the 4- to 6-GHz and 11- to 14-GHz bands will
employ frequency reuse techniques that will require stricter pointing
tolerances and lower sidelobe levels.
Asa result of developments in super eomponen.ts, receiver sizes
in all frequency bands will decrease to somewhere in the range of 25 to
50% of their present size by 1985, while performance will improve.
Power consumption will continue to. decrease to approximately 50% of the
present consumption by 1985, especially for the higher-frequency receivers.
ry
j.
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Solid--state devices will be capable of operating at higher frequencies
with sufficientl y
 low noise figures and high enough gains to replace
TWTs in most systems.
The analog portion of the receiver of the future will shrink as
Fiore and more digital circuitry is used. Tho trend is to have digital
ciruuitry from the convirsAn to bas bard to the output of the receiver.
Wien short 0512-bit) PN Codes are used, it is likely that CCD transversal
filters twill be employed ..
Modulation schemes for data transmission through 1985 will be
for either low-data-rate narrowband s ystems or high-data--rate wideband
Systems. The high-rite systems will use M -ary PN schemes-for frequencies
below the optical band. Data rates for both the optical and RF hands
will range up to 1-Gbit/see for terrestrial systems and up to 300-Mbits/sec
for spaceborne systems.
Error correction coding will exhibit a trend toward convolutional
cedes for error correction and concatenated codes for multipurpose
applications and extremely high-quality data. Future systems that use
higher frequencies will be more susceptible to fading and atmospheric
disturbances and will not necessarily employ the same error correction
techniques used at the lower frequencies.
PREPROCESSING ELEMENTS
Preprocessing elements include those hardware and software
elements that take the outputs from the ground communications system
(ground station receivers) and perform the functions necessary to .input
the data into the ground processing system. Functions performed by the
preprocessing elements ;aclude data detection and synchronization,
demult:i,pleling, reformatting, data buffering, decoding, error correction,
and calibration.
The TDRSS ground station, currently under development; represents
the state of the art in operational ground stations. When operational in
1580, the TDRSS ground station will handle data rates to 300 Mbits.!see
_	 8
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r^	 and will employ a Viterbi decoder system that is capable of data rates to
	 ^^
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50 1%Ibits/sec Develo nient hardware for future s stem a lications is^ P	 Y	 PP
currently being tested in the laboratory with bit synchronizers that
operate at 500 Mbits/sec and demultiplexers capable of handling rates to
1 Gbi:ts/sec.
I In general, the trends in preprocessing elements are toward
higher data rates and more real-time processing and data handling,
including real-time data reformatting, retransmission, and distribution.
Tape recorders currently used for ground data storage are mostly
the fixed-head, high-density digital instrumentation type. 	 Trends in
high-density digital instrumentation recorders are toward wider tapes,
more heads per :inch of tape; and higher data. rates.. Several companies
t^ are currently developing f i_-xed-head instrumentation recorders with data
recording rates in excess of 200 Mbits/sec.
The use of rotary-head type data recorders will increase because{
of the higher data packing densities and faster start-stop times that can
f	 ^^	 .,.a be achieved with the rotary--head systems.
Flexible high-rate instrumentation recorders should be available
by 1985. 	 that record and play	 at data rates up to 1 Gbits/sec with
_ data storage densities of 10 7 bits/in2.
i
GROUND PROCESSING ELEMENTS
Data processing elements covered in this report include micro-
computers, minicomputers, large-scale computers, super-scale computers;
bipolar memory systems, MOS memory systems, CCD memory systems, electron-
beam memory systems, core memory,. disks, tapes, and firmware.. 	 Sor:tware
is discussed in Sections S and 11.
The market size and capabilities of microcomputers will continue
to increase during the m o to 1955 timeframe. By providing very ineN--
pensive low-end processing, microcomputers will find their way into mans*
new designs, performing functions that could not be done . economically with
o:
^	
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st ^,programming (o, done at all) before The most powerful microcomputers
Of 1950 and 1995, ca pable of achieving instruction rates of 5 and 20
million instructions
 per second CKIrS1 , respectively, will expand the
m„rket for these computers on the high end. Software for this class
o f computers will bec.;l re somewhat more sophisticated, but., with rare
exception, will riot..rig al that of larger machines.
The rapid growth in the capabilities of minicomputers experienced
during t;he past decade swill continue during the 1980 to 1985 timeframe.
By taking advantage of the predicted improvements in LSI logic circuits
and semiconductor  memories, the most powerful minicomputeru of 1980 and
1945 ,houl.d he capable of 12 ana tit_ .TIPS, respectively , .at pests in the
vicinity of $40,000. Mean time between failure for these systems is
expected to approach 10,000 hr, and software offered with the machines
Is going to become much mare sophYticated, rivaling that of meadium-
sca.lo computers of today,
The historic 12 to 151 ,annual
	
improvement in
La rge--scale computers will continue during the 1980 to 1985 timefr:ame
as a result of achievements in logic circuits, main memories, and mass
storago. the desire for ever greater speed will force the continued
giowt>h of mulLilevol hierarchical stornge systems. In particular,
this use of buffer memories will expand. Fiore emphasis will be placed
on system reliability, with improvements achieved through the use of
error-correnting Was In ttiomor1 systems, fault-t±oleraut< design, and
hardware redundanc y . The most powerful largo-scale computers of 19$0
will be capable of 45 MIPS, with increases to 100 i IPS by 1985. Expanded
woo of di:strib.utod dot”
 processing systems will occur in conjunction
with, rather than instead of, the growth oflarge-scale computers,  Many
of the large-:scale computers of the next decade will he Seared to large
data tease management operations,
Soper-scale computors of the next docnio wi..11 vont kue to have
a va ty ARM mml kep t, zaddressing problems that throughput larSe ,imvunts
of data , and to cwhtoh ci'mpistAtions are highl}, parallel in nature. Their'
F'
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characteristics will continue to improve, with emphasis placed on larger
memories and Easter execution times since the quality of the solution
to the prob lems addressed depends on the number
 of data points con-
sidered and on the number of computations performed. Both vector and
parallel designs will tie used to .build . systems.
Vector super-scale computers are expec ted
 to achieve 100 to 150
NIPS by the early 1980's, .with increases to 200 to 300 MIPS by the mid-
1980's. parallel super-scale computers will be capable of achieving
instruction rates as high as 1,000 MIPS by 1985. One limiting factor in
achieving these rates is the .extent to which"the parallel at vector
capabilities are utilized, which depends primarily on software advances.
Since software development is slower than hat_, ,re development, it will
be the limiting factors, presenting the more optimistic piojectious made
by some experts from being achieved. Only very limited software support
is available on most swate-ot`--the--art.super"scal_e computers. ~ajar
advances in software suppport are needed so that systems can be more
fully utilized. For this reason, emphasis will be placed on software
development during the next decade.
BIOS technology, particularly NMOS, will continue to be the UK-
nsnt processor me ory technolog y= during the 1950 to 1985 timeframe.
Major improvements will occur in all performance categories of N IXOS and
CMOS memory systems during.this time period. By 1980, chip densities.
will quadruple, and access and cycle times will improve b y AN By 1985,
chip densities will increase by an additional factor of 16, and .access
and cycle times will improve by 60h
Charge Coupled Device (CCD) memories offer the greatest densities
available in semie. onductor read-write memories; however, CCD memories
are generally organized as serial rather than random-access devices and
thus have relatively long access times. 'This position sho"ld be main-
tai.n.od or improved on in the 1980 to 1985 timeframe, with devices 'storing
256 Kbiis and 4 Mbits being available in 1980 and 1985, respectively.
r
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Electron beam memories offer great potential in terms of per-
formance, cost per bit, and total system capacity. 	 However, for major,
advances to occur, the following problem areas must be overcome:
Electron optics must be upgraded to accomplish submicron
beam diameters in production.
•	 Cathode development must occur to accomplish increased
` beam brightness with decreased beam size.
If sufficient progress is made in these areas, electron beam memories
should be commercially available in 1980 with capacities to 2 x 10 9 bits
for two-stage deflection units with access times of 3.3 }.sec (no
operation changes involved) and costs on the order of 0.01 to 0.02 c;oit.
a
By 19.$.5,. similar units should have capacities to 8 X 10 9 bits, with
access times of 2.5 usec and costs of 0.001 to 0.005 1^/bit:
Because of the rapid advances being made in semiconductor memory i
technology and beceuse of the limited research currently going into i
electron-beam memory technology, electron-beam technology may never <'s
reach its projected-potential as..a.via . ble candidate to f.ill.the 4,:
- memory access time gap between semiconductor and moving magnetic media.
Fixed-head disk storage technology is still evolving and viable
although moving-head disks (see below) are evolving faster.	 By 1985, ,	 1
areal density, spindle capacity, and system capacity will improve 150°x, E,
and cost per-bit will improve by 300 (drive) to 60 -6 (system). 4	 .
Moving-head disk storage technology is also still evolving
..'	 and viable.	 By 1980, 'spindle capacities, maximum system capacities,
and cost per bit will improve by 50%, and transfer rates will improve
by 25% over current values.	 By 1985, spindle capacities and maximum
system capacities will improve by 150%, cost per bit will improve by
80%, and transfer rates will improve by 275% over current values.	 However,
access time will.
 not experience. major. advances..	 Fixed-disk packs will
become common once again to achieve the tighter mechanical tolerances
needed to accomplish higher densities at the least cast.
Floppy disks are currently used in low-cost key entry and loTT
i
storage capacity applications.	 Trends in Floppy dish technology are
toward increasing the storage capacity and transfer rates by increasing
j ,	 ai
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i
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the track and in-track densities, improving reliability by using
better media and encoding, and lower pou rer consumption. By 1955,
capacity should improve by 300%, transfer rates by 75%, and power con-
sumption and reliability (DiTBr) by about 20%.
Cartridge disks are gap fillers between floppy disks and full-
sized disks.. Some trends in cartridge disk technology are toward more
cartridges per drive, more disks per cartridge,.and higher areal density.
These will cause the storage rapacity per drive (and cartridge) as well
as the transfer rate to increase and cost per bit to decrease. By 1985,
drive capacity should increase by 100%, system cost should improve by 50%,
and transferrates should. improve by 35%.
Half--inch reel,-to-reel tape, : in 7- . and 9--track formats; is the
major medium used for storage and interchange of digital data throughout
the world. Major trends . in half-.inch tape are toward higher in--track
density, higher transfer rates and capacities, and lower cost per bit.
By 1985, these measures will have improved 1000"0 for both low-cost and
high-performance
. 
tape drives,. with two exceptions. Cost per lit for
low-cost half--inch: tape drives will have improved only 50%, while
.transfer rates for the same class will improve 400%.
Cassette/cartridge tapes are used in data entry terminal and
small business systems. Trends include increasing tape speed and more
tracks to reduce access time.. By 1985, these characteristics will have
improved around 100%.
Trends in . data :
 processing communications elements are toward u!-.e
of single microelectronic devices to do all, or important portions of,
various communications tasks. This reduces the power consumption (cohere
loner levels of integration were used before) 'and/or frees the main
processor element for other cork (where the processor did the communi,ca
tions . task before). By 1985., fairly complex byte-oriented 1/0 channels
will be implemented on one small printed circuit board with the main
tasks being done by less than 10 integrated circuits. Modems capable
of 9; 600-=baud transmission/reception, will be built in the same way, as
will other important communications controllers. 1+tultiplexers/demu:,riplesers
with.Gbi:t/sec.data.rates will also.be  available.
33	 _	
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Read--only memories,'. particularly M05 and bipolar.ROMs..and MOS Ci}	 ^,
^.. PROMS, are fallowing the same trends as read-write memories.
	 Major
improvements will occur in all performance and capacity categories.,'
though ROMs twill probably be speed-optimized rather than power- or
capacity-optimized.	 By 1985, chip densities will improve by a factor
(j of 16, access and cycle times will improve by 75%.
11 DATA BASE SYSTEMS ELMONTS ?,^
Data Base Management Sys ;em (DBMS) software and/or techniques
are receiving wide attention for managing the large data bases of the
future.	 Some of: the key issues . associated tTLth :DBMSs are data indepen-
dence (loosely defined as the immunity of applications _programs to the
data base structure), data base security, data models, and data base
machines,
,. Data independence is gradually becoming a reality with certain.
limitations.	 It is expected that existing applications programs will
essentially be immune to data item changes, as well as to changes that 1
E add a relationship, by no later than 1.982.. 	 At the same time, chan.ging.:.
{ relationships will still be a problem under many circumstances for the
foreseeable future.
Present.DBMSs provide security at the data base and file level.
Projections call for security at the record level to be widely available
-
by 1980, security at the data aggregate level to be standard by 1983,
and the individual data item to be protected by 1984. 	 These features will
be implemented primarily in software prior to the mid--1980's, when .such
features' will be. available in hardware`, pra'Uab?y as an option.
Data models are receiving the attention of a number of software
and hardware vendors...	 Curreat ' DBMS. soft_ware.:i's primarily oriented toward
hierarchical models . .	 The current trend is away from hierarchical data i.
models toward relational and network models. 	 Although there is very. high.
interest..in relational models, the network model is expected to be the
primary data model available and in use : through 1985. 	 In this respect,
a high-level language capable.
 of translating a data base from `°a lierarchi-
E	 , cal model to a netxaork model is expected to be_ available b y 1983.
1^
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j Many authorities are of the opinion that the major mainframe
manufacturers will orient. their next generation of computers toward data
base 'management, and thus create the so-called. data `
 base machine. 	 Such
' a machine will ethibi.t a hierarchiLaj memo ry structuretuz; 	 sophis t cated da td
clustering capabilities, and a full ubui lement of subsidiary DMBS pvoees,
sons capable of performing functions such as searching, sorting, security
checking, etc.	 Projections are that a vach.ine cra.th capabilities such as
these is ea-peatad to be available by 1952;
:.
1NF0MMON DISTRIBUTION t l.HMEXTS
Terrestrial networks will continue to.prov.ide the dominant method..
of interconnection for data communications in the early to mid-1950's,
although long-Maul links will tend to use more and more satellite char-
nels.	 The .average user,. hawaver	 will interface to the satellite via a
telephone line in lieu of hawing a satellite terminal. 	 At the same
time, the use of small satellite terminals, particularly .for. reception.
? of wid.eband data,, will grow at a rapid rate.
Terrestrial ae0mrks will stir be predominantly analog, and r	 i
,a
thus require modems, into the	 urith a continued strong trend
toward an all--digital network. 	 By 1955, the major lung-haul netcrarks
will
.
 probably be digital, with a.cont.inued dominance of analog circuits
i, to subscribers.	 Optical fibers will be used extensively in future
networks.
Data rates over voic:e"grade. lines are expected to increase to
9 600 bits/sec on multi-point lines, including switched voice-grade lines,
.... and to . appa<oach 14 to 15 Kbits/s.ec on paint--:tc^^-point lines. 	 : 'i`!i^ improve-
ilts will he pr^:maril	 the res^zlt o^ improvements in softcaare techniquesme	 y	
and modem hardware.	 However, the use of digital links between switches
- t,ill. also . is	 an im octant p ole in rncreas3n	 the data rtes.
Packet-switched networks will continue to increase and will play
a: major. role i7a ` computer:. Com mutUcations`: of `.thy €iiGttie. :. Small s. tell :te 3
to minal.s uAll see increased use (particularly rec.eivingr terminals) and k
will likely .grove to be feasible for distribution, a.f wideband ZRASA data E	 '
_°T that require East turnaround.
a	 c I'	 j	 ti	 i 
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INFOUTATION PRESENTATION ELEMENTS
Information' . Presentation Alements :include both . the dynamic of
real--time systems ( :terminals, graphic display systems, and image presen=
tation systems), and hardcopy systems (COR, printer/plotters, etc.) for F
presentin	 data in a viewabl e form .	 :advances `:in ca :abili	 xn ail areasg	 p	 ty.
of information presentation will result from research in the specific
tochniaJ ogy ar-eas:` as t^rell as.: xesearch i n ::related . areas . of. data processing
::.	 .
and memory , sys teals.
Ttie capability
	
.flexibility, and . throughput of all types of infar-.
mation presentation systems twill increase as the individual devices
become more intelligent and thus more independent of 'the :Bost processor.
Flexibility 	 f both dyiianii c &nd ,hardc+apy systems: will increase- as .a:
result of internal processingand memory capacity. 	 In genera]:; prices i.!	 --:
are likely either to remain constant .or to increase as a result of the
added capability.
q
r
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The cathode ray Cube will remain the dominant display medium
^F
;
for most a .	 lications where' size is not a limiting . factor:	 The '.s.ize
.	 Pp	 g	 (. .
of CRTs.is not expected to, exceed 25 in.).	 Plasma panels will .become ^	 r
more- economical and will be usedfor applications requiring a display
with mechanical ruggedness and a thin profile. 	 Electroluminescent displays t`.
' will become available on a limited basis by 1950 and will he capable..
of good quality video by' 1.985.	 The liquid' crystal panel displays will
t
become a major competitor . of the :CRT .for:,devices not ..disp7ayi.ng. motion.
.
In the haxdcopy _area, there will be a continued improvement
in. the area of COIF! technology, primarily as . a result . of the use of front-
endprocessors:; 	 COM prates will not decline in .the fores.eeabl'e future,
since any reduction in component prices will be reflected in greater ^.
sophistication  ancl flekibyl%alr
s	 ...
With few 'exceptions`, printers will employ weld-developed and
..
tinie3priaveri .tecY►ritalogv:.	 `lie Loss;-speed printers 	 e hibit.l	 tCle CO no
improvement	 speed and will decline only: slightly in cost.	 The higher-
sp..eed impact_px.inters will remain constant in capability and'will be
l 6'
replaced by the nonimpact technologies..
	
The very-high-rate . (above
?^I 1pitt) rl=unpact printers will remain constant in speed but idll
increase 1n. reliability -and decrease in cost'.
-
5ysttrtttts .sof tt.*are.:parta.culorly operating . systjtts	 are :an
important extension of the hardware, serving to interface applications =,
programs	 ith the hardware while making the hardware configuration
invisible to theta
	 icab'ons so t	 re	 Operating systems will continueppl	 ^,	 f wa	  ^'	 ^ .' ^' .	 e,111s	 ^	 ^.]. c x
to.Iteep pace with tile. hardware in the 2980 1 s.	 TIiey are expected to
be more usable, fle.%ibie, and dependable,	 arware-ecnol.o
-	
	
	 H dware technol gy : «i'1.1 aid...
- -
this development during the :X9S0 1 s . as larger and larger portions of
the operating systems «i1.1 be implemented in firinware.
..
. Software includes both systems software and .applications software.
Due to the rapid advances of data processing hardware technology in the
1.980.
 ` s, ..both. systems and .. applicate ons. sa tware .will become larger. (an..:
i texuts of number of instructions) and more complex.
The three maj or concerns about software are cost, pt ograliltlleT... n
productivity, and aual.it
	 These concerns	 pint to aA'	 y^	 _	 Y•	 p	 general concern.
as' to. whether the technology that produces the software can continue to
meet the. demands for the:.larger rand ever nioYe complex- programs in: : the
1980 1 s.	 Analysis of two aspects of software ,engineering technology
Language and methodology	 indicates that by 1955 software technology.
nsay:well' 'becoina the li^lfitrlig factor in data systeills devraopntenC.:
	
Pre--
- gramming-has traditionally been practiced as .a craft, and although there
1 s : a, nlove^llerxt , by -the: txdustry. tow rd 111C1re Sc i entif^c anal u sc iplined
approaches, soktxmre enginea inn is still In its infancy.	 In fact, it is
at least 10 *ears behind the related discipline of digital engineering
"
N,hicllPrnduces U4ilardNar	 It : i$ possible fox sotwaie engineering
to camp up Stith the demands placed on it by the development of a
universal .engineering.  1axt;gage and increased :use: of so to re; 1^b s . ies ^
"
However, the izadu a try remains content to invent general.-purpose coding
gg
.languages and tighter programming tontrels: with the hope that these
-hough!" a
	
preseAt	 there areactions :wail provide a major
	
breakt
f no trends to indicate that either the' existing. solution attempts can
provide the. trreakthrough or that before 1985 the industry will dive up
crying to make them work. -Similarl y, there is no trend. to ind.' ate that
programmer productivity ixvill increase beyond, its present 3% growth rate,
CONCLUDING
	 .6=5
F In. suUmary, all areas of data systems technology are advancing
at unprecedented rates.	 alth6Ugh technology is advancing rapidl}T anr3 	 ^
there is a high probability of: .sat%51n: M, SAI s tutiire requirements,
teciinblogical. cag3bility does not imply availability 	 and developments
at the :System level 'may be required Ina nAmber of areas.' 	 T	 ev^ of
1this 	 a cantxnuin-: assessment of technology at the compaaient and the
system level is required to esta'tl.ish iehere such developments. . are needed
and hock to beat accomplish. the desired resu1t:
p -	 ^
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INTRODUCTION
OVE, RVIETrT
Future NASA Office of Applications (OA) programs require the
Collectionand subsequent disseini^iation of unprecedented Volumes of
data an a .timely basis over widespread geographic areas.	 Users of the
data range from large.Governmeut dep2rtmen.ts (ITLterior, A riaulture.,
etc) to the individual	 college professor, ^resear.cher, etc.) with a
common limitation: 	 budget.
The 0A foresaw the technical, logistical, and irate--atioa prob-
lems associated with such a'complex undertaking and implemented the ?
Data Management ^?ro^ram to reviewsad:n iut' to those functions 'that
a
.,-
affect vASA's participation in the objectxves, including requirements,
_.t
capabilities, integration, and budget assessment. 	 This report covers
one :aspect of: the 'capabil:itia.4 . function:	 i.e., technology assessment.
also, because technology assessment covers cost as well as performance,
} inputs . to budget will ..
 result.
The ,scope of _a technology assessment forend-to-end data systems
is so massive that it was impossible to provide the breadth and depth ... .
of coverage that is desirable within a limited .resources program.'
Selected areas of technology that were considered as critical to YaSA's
future programis have been given the b oadest' and : :most in^depth:,c overage. :.
. = Technology assessment as 'defined herein is directed toward.
establishing the state of:the art . trends, .ancl.tutuxe'.cap.abalities',
(1980-1455) for and-to-end data systems.	 Data systems' elements mal" Cpl
up end-to-end data systems were defined by the NASA Data Systems
h Laborato. ry and see. as follows:.
w Data Generation - Sensing of: physical' parameters
that characterize the phenomena to be i-nvestigated f
and translation. of these parameters auto' electrical r
signals acceptable to a data system.
F
`,^
'
t• Data Processing (Space) -- Processing of data,.-
usually but not exclusively :.n the digital mode,
to change them to a form more accep;able for
data transmission, storage, or use onboard
• Data Storage (Space) - Storage of data for
delayed transmission; for delayed processing,
display, or other use onboard; or for physical
return of the storage media
• Data Handling (Space) - The acquisition and/or
distribution of data for data processing,
display, storage, or other use onboard. The
combining of data streams from several sources
or the modification of single data streams to
a format suitable for storage and/or transmission.
• Communication (Space to Ground) - All functional
elements necessary to transfer data to or from a
spacecraft to the ground. Includes the functions
performed by modulator, transmitter, airborne
antennas, relay systems, gro^.ind antennas,
receivers, and demodulators
• Preprocessing Elements (Ground) - The data
processing elements (hardware and software) that
take either predetection or postdetection data
and detect (as necessary), demultiplex, and
reformat the data into a parallel, digital
format with calibration
• Processing Elements (Ground) - The hardware and
software components that take parallel formatted
digital data (either raw or semiprocessed) and
produce end products suitable for either further
processing, display, or storage within a data
base
• Data Base System Elements (Ground) - The hardware
and software components that enable the creation
of an integrated data base from logical files
and the subsequent retrieval of information from
the data base using either specified keys and/or
relationships
• Information Distribution Elements (Ground) - The
manual and electronic means (hardware, software,
and protocol) for requesting and distributing
processed and preprocessed data in response to
a user request
20
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• Information Presentation Elements (Ground) - The
hardware and software elements necessary to
provide hardcopy and dynamic visual presentations
of image, alphanumeric, and graphic data.
In the following sections, current and future data system tech-
nologies are discussed within the context of the above definitions with
the following exceptions. Data generator elements, which are covered by
a separate contractor study, are not covered in this report. This
section, which would have been Section 1, was replaced by a new section
entitled "Technology Perspective" that discusses the microelectronic
revolution as it relates to the various technologies discussed through-
out the remaining sections of the report. Another modification to the
report format was the inclusion of the software technology discussion
as a separate section (Section 11) gather than as part of ground-based
processor technology as . orginally outlined. Thus the .report is organized
into 11 sections with Sections 2 through 10 consistent with the corre-
sponding data system elements as defined above. The. elements. are dis-
cussed in terms of the sube.lements or levels that make up the parent
element. For example, data processing elements make up hardware (proces-
data storage, etc.sors,	 	 ) and firmware (memory and microcode). The tub-
elements are discussed in.terms of state of the art (performance capa-
bilities of typically top-of-the-line or high-performance devices),
trends (uses, effects on cost and performance, historical extrapolations,
etc.), and projected developments (forecasted capabilities for some
future time .period -- 1980 to 1985 for this :report.)
;.] c!
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will frequently have application in several data systems element areas.
For example, semiconductor memories could conceivably be used in any of
the 10 data systems areas. To minimize repetition of data within the
report., discussions relating to a specific data system element or com-
ponent are presented within the parent element section where its appli-
cation is expected to most heavily affect NASA data systems. In the
above example of semiconductor memories, the subject is covered under
Data Processing Systems Elements (Section 7) and is referenced in other
sections where applicable.
Finally, an important consideration concerning the. technology
forecasts is that a Forecast does not necessarily imply availability.
Further, a list of specifications does not imply that all specifica
tions within a given list will be feasible within the same system. For
examples - speed and power consumption are usually opposing considerations
(i.e., as the propagation delay within a circuit decreases, the power
increases) and the specification for low power consumption per bit may
not correspond to the best projections for access and cycle times. To
clarify limiting factors such as these., verbal discussions that attempt	
l
to .identify pertinent considerations are presented within the report...	 ^ R
Thus the user must interpret data herein within the .intended context
for it to be meaningful.
APPROACH
	 i
The. approach to developing the assessment was based on a combi-
	 {
nation of analysis of literature in the different technology areas and
a-sampling of opinions of experts and authorities currently working the
areas.
Many authorities in the data systems field responded to requests 	 i 3.'ffi
for information via the mail, telecons, and visits, and significant
parts of the forecasts are the result of their contributions.. Many of.
the respondents generously gave permission to use their names as the
source of the information. However, the sponsoring agency (NASA)
requested that specific references be made only to published literature
22
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to eltminate the possibility of embarrassment to either the individual
or the organization. Individuals and organizations that contributed
are listed alphabetically at the end of the report. Many of there
3	 individuals are outstanding in their fields. Their contributions are
gratefully acknowledged.
As with literature, the responses of individuals regarding
future capabilities varied rather widely. These responses had to be
weighted biased on some criteria. Frequently, the criteria used were
in favor of the majority of responses. another criterion was the 	 -
availability of prototype hardware that appears to have potential as
production equipment in the timefraame of interest. Finally, the past	 4 I
experience of the individual within a given area was weighted heavily.
For example, if an individual or his organization has been dominant in 	 ^ 3s
s given field for a reasonable length of time, then the opinions of
that Individual wer, weighted. heavily.
SPECUL CONSIDERATIONS
A number of traps exist in any report of this type, even when
reporting state of the art. One of the first traps is to distin.^uish
in the literature and in replies to questions between what is .feasible
on as production basis versus what is available on a custom-design
(higher-cost) basis. Beyond this, one must distinguish between what
is available on a custom-design basis and what is available only in
the laboratory: and"finally, for space applications, there must be a
distinction between what is available for terrestrial applications
versus space applications. The literature is usually vague can these
distinctions.
Another very important consideration Is that :just becaamse
technology will support a capability, this does` not mean that the papa
bility will be available. The availability in many instances is a
function of market demand or emphasis in the :area of. convern. Stic ro-
processors, semiconductor memories, and other integrated circuit devices,
for example, provide the capability for building tremendous flexibilitios
AL
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into data system elements, but the capability does not imply availability.*
Similarly, various elements of data systems comprise several underlying
technologies:	 i.e., RF technology and integrated circuits.	 Thus devel-
opments in one technology -= e.g.., IC speed -- that would permit an
' advance in a data system element capability is not necessarily reflected
} on a one-for-one basis because of either the limitations or lack of
. emph,,:sis in another area..
	
Attempts are made to account for this in the
discussions where possible.
In summary, an attempt was made to distinguish between what is
likely to be available commercially and what is feasible in terms of
technology.	 Projections are based:on the use of commercially. available
components; thus developments at the component level will not be required.'
Developments at the system level (above the IC level) may be required.
REPORT FbR1 T
The report is formatted to comply with NASA's data bank organi-
zation and to facilitate update.	 As a result, a .large number of pages	 {
are only partially filled. I-
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1.	 TECHNOLOGY PERSPECTIVE
During the last decade, the evolution of electronic technology
has been so dramatic that. it has often.been referred to as a revolution.
The common denominator in this revolution, whether it be space data
r,
systems or digital watches, is the "miracle" of the chip. 	 Although
there have been significant advances in a number of other technology
areas that relate to NASA end--to-end data systems requirements, none can
compare with the advances in-microcircuit technology. 	 The complexity of
microelectronic devices has increased exponentially during the last
15 years, and all indications are that the microelectronics revolution
is far from having run its course. 	 In fact, it is currently projected
that the revolution should continue at its present pace for at least l
another 10 years or more. 	 It is for these reasons that the technology
perspective presented in this section focuses on the microelectronics.
a
t.
revolution and attempts to project where it is headed within the 1980-
1985 .timeframe. .The information presented in this sections<tfiva;.provides
a common thread for many of the projections found throughout the-
remaining sections of this report.
Another important aspect of the technology perspective presented ^
y
in this section is that it ew-phasizes the need for accurate technological
G forecasting.	 Now, more than ever before, timing is most critical in the
devel.opme.at and/or procurement of large data . systems or data system
elements.
	
One example that underscores the tremendous current economic
pressures resulting from advancing technology is the recent price reduc-
tion of larger-scale. computers by most of the.indus.trv.. including the
largest price reductions ever made b y IBM.	 These price reductions are
representative of the trend in improving cost/performance that is
: . .I expected to continue for the next decade, as explained in Section 7. 	 This
,. example also illustrates the importance of using technological forecasting
as a tool to reduce the .cost of data systems development and /or
procurement.
F
As a result of the microelectronics revolution, data system
technology has advanced to the point at which requirements are beginning
to assume their rightful role as driver of the data system design. This
will increase at an accelerated rate in the 1980-1985 timeframe. Future
a
space data systems will have access to new technologies that are capable 	 !'
of enhancing every aspect of space data management from the space sensor
through the final processed and displayed data on the ground. The
designers of these data systems will have considerable flexibility in
where the data are processed, where and in what form they are stored,
when and how the data are transmitted to the ground, and how they are
handled on the ground. Capabilities available for future data systems
include:
• Data management systems with adaptive features and inter-	 1-
a	 active capabilities (including limited voice interaction)	 [
onboard and via space--to-ground communication links
• Space processing options that range from sophisticated
dedicated processing to shared resource processing,
.:	 with on-line, fast-access storage for data and complex
software algorithms. , `Processing capabilities may be
distributed at any point from the sensor to the final
display'.
• high-capacity data base storage (10 11 to 1012 bits)	 f
onboard the spacecraft with update capabilities either
onboard or via the ground-to-space communications link
:A
• Programmable/adaptive data .handling systems with
asynchronous, variable-bandwidth, priority-controlled
message handling, using store and forward techniques .	 ^
• Communications power and bandwidth capabilities to
satisfy the most com l.ex orbital re u.irementsP	 q
• More powerful ground data processing and data manage-	 i
ment capabilities through faster processors and
memories, more sophisticated system architectures,	 t
and more sophisticated vendor software
• Capabilities for distribution of wideband data via
small satellite terminals, and increased terrestrial i
capabilities employing packet--switching techniques {
and. advanced hardware technologies.
'a
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The ability to implement the preceding capabilities will be
based to a large extent on the availability of microelectronic (integrated
circuit) devices, including extremely low-cost computers and high-
capacity memory devices on a chip. The need to share computer and .memory
1".
resources onboard the spacecraft will be nil. Each subsystem will have 	 1
its own processor and storage devices, except in instances AY-ere the
same data are shared by many users. Even in the case of shared data,
there will be instances. where it is cost/performance-effective to dupli-
Cate data in different memo l-ies onboard a spacecraft. Thus distributed
processing and distributed data bases onboard the spacecraft will be 	 ^.
the norm.. t
This section addresses the technologies that will be available
to support future end-to-end system designs froth the standpoint of cur-
rent trends and projected developments in basic microelectronic technology,
4
The capabilities of specific data system elements at the subsystem level
are discussed in the remaining sections of the report.
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1.1	 MICROELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
Microelectronic devices, also designated Integrated Circuits (ICs),
play an extremely important role in present--day data systems, and this role
is projected to increase significantly in future data system designs.
This section discusses the technology of microelectronic devices in
general. Other sections of the report discuss specifics of micro-
electronics as they relate to microprocessors, memory devices, peripheral
devices, communications, display systems, and related subjects. Discus-
sion in this section centers on factors that are common to-all micro-
electronic devices, such as state of the art in microelectronic technology,
how microelectronic devices are used in current data systems, what factors
are affecting future development of microelectronic devices, and future
projections for microelectronics. The bibliography^ lists a number of
excellent articles that provide a more detailed discussion for those
readers who wish to pursue the subject in greater depth.
1.1.1 Background
The history of microelectronics began with the development of the
transistor by W. Shockley of Bell Laboratories in 1947. During the 1950's
the digital computer provided a large market for the transistor and stimu'-
lasted research into methods of further microminiaturization. 'Most of the
initial research was aimed at miniaturization of conventional computers
and/or hybrid packaging techniques. These techniques were in general
expensive but in many cases were adapted for aerospace applications where
the additional cost could be offset by significant reductions in weight.
The origin of modern integrated circuit technology can be traced
to the development of the plantar process, at Fairchild. Semiconductor in
1959. The planar process was based on two important process patents.
The first, by K. Lehovec of Sprague Electric, provided a means for
electrically isolating the individual transistors fro rn the integrated
Circuit substrate, thus allowing a circuit to be fabricated on a single
..substrate with mulE iple :. ac.t.iv .e devices. , The second invention, by
l-4
d:5-i
J. Hoerni of Fairchild, provided a method for using silicon dioxide as
K an insulator between the interconnzeting metali.zation patterns and the%
underlying semiconductors.
'. In 1964, five years after the production of the first planar
transistor, Gordon E. Moore observed that the number of components in
advanced integrated circuits had been doubling every year....Xr. Moore,
who Was theta the director of -research at Fairchild., predicted that the
doubling process would continue into the foreseeable future.	 Today,
after 19 vears, there has been no significant deviation from Moore's
original .projection (also called Moore's Law) . 	 Moore's Law, illustrated
in Figure 1.1.1-1, extrapolates the forecast to 1384 and overlays some of
the circuit devices . that have kept pace with the law..	 If this trend con-
1	 ' tinues, the number of components per chip for production integrated circuits 	 I
will exceed 30 million by 1984.	 The probability of this trend continuing
is discussed in the following subsections,
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1.1.2 State-of the Art in Microelectronics
Electronic technology has progressed through several levels of
integration [small-scale integration (SSI), medium-scale integration
(MSI), and large-scale integration (LSI)] to the point where very-large-
scale integration (VLSI) is beginning to emerge, with initial production
devices providing complexities in excess of 100,000 circuit elements
(resistors, capacitors, transistors) per chip. Laboratory devices that
contain more than one million circuit elements have been developed, and
techniques capable of dwarfing these figures are being researched.
The state of the art in terms of production devices that are
currently being built on a single chip includes a variety of digital and
analog devices, as well as mixed devices capable of handling both analog
and digital signals. Some examples of state-of-the-art single-chip
microelectronic devices are: 16--bit microcomputers with 2,048 bytes of
ROM and 144 by tes of RAIM on the chid, 65-Kbit random access memories,
262--Kbit sequential storage chips, and complete multi-channel data..
acquisition systems that include a 16-channel analog multiplexer and a 	 i
10-bit A/D converter.
Advances in microelectronic devices are normally discussed in
terms of digital devices. The major emphasis in this report is also on
digital devices since the trends for future d._ta systems are so heavily
oriented in that direction. Actually, however, significant advances ire
occurring in both analog and digital devices. Analog devices that are
available as monolithic (one-chip) devices include operational amplifiers,
power amplifiers, isolation amplifiers, filters, regulators, oscillators,
mixers, analog switches, multiplexers., and other related components.'
Beyond the fact that these components can be fabricated as monolithic
uni ts, mixed processing techniques enable the development of linear
..devices with very unique character istics. As an example, aMpl.ifiers can
be fabricated with FET inputs and bipolar outputs. The FET input
operates with low input bias . current as a result of the high input.
impedence, but the bipolar output provides good linearity on the output
side. Both of these advantages are not achievable with either an all-
SET device cr. an. all-bipolar device.
1-^
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Simultaneously, the technology permits mixing of analog and
digital circuitry on the same chip, including but not limited to analog-
to-digital and digital-to-analog converters. One unique device in this
category that is nearing market availability is a programmable CCD
filter. The device operates as a transversal filter under the control
of a separate microprocessor and read-only memory. The device can be
factory programmed to operate. as one of four types of filters, low-pass
or bandpass, each in narrawband or broadband versions. This device is
discussed further in Section 2.2.
Because of the complex nature of current microelectronic devices,
the Large number of integrated: circuit device processes currently in
use, and the large number of microelectronic manufacturers, the exact ..
state of the art of microelectronic technology is difficult to assess .
except in terms of the general complexity and performance characteristics
of available devices and the fundamental limitations of current device ,.
fabrication techniques. 	 Since performance characteristics for several .^
state-of-the .-art devices.are discussed in subsequent sections, only the ..,,A_
latter topic is discussed here.
For those readers who are interested in greater detail on how
state--of-the-art large-scale integrated circuit devices are manufactured, [
an article from the September 1977 issue of Scientific American is
sutgested for further reading. 	 The article, "The Fabrication of Micro-
electronic Circuits" by William G. Oldham of the University of California 1 #
at Berkeley, is very readable and contains a number of useful illustra-
tions that demonstrate fabrication and packaging processes. 	 The article
I
discusses the factors that currently limit the economical production of
high-.complexity microelectronic devices such asthe effects o:f.circuit
size on process yield.	 The article also discusses several advanced wafer i-
processing techniques, including X-ray lithography and electron-beam
lithography.	 Additional information and future predictions for semi-
conductor fabrication techniques are discussed in Subsection 1.1.3.
1
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1.1.3 Trends and Projected Development in Microcircuit
Complexity
This subsection discusses the outlook for the continued evolution.
of microcircuit device complexit y . At the present time, semiconductor*
microelectronic devices are beginning to emerge with complexities in
excess of 20,000 circuit elements for logic devices (Ref. 1-1) and in
excess of 130,000 circuit elements for memory devices (Ref. 1-2).
Measured. in terms of logical functions and/or bits of storage, these chips
represent complexities of approximately 2,000 gates with 11,000 bits of
read-only storage and 65,000 bits of random-access storage, respectively.
As comple-% as these devices are, they are not nearly as complex as the
devices projected for 1990 by Dr. Carl Hammer, Director of Computer
sciences, Sperry Univac (see Table 1.1.3-1). In a recent paper (Ref. 1-3)
Dr. Hammer predicted that by 1990 memory devices would contain up to
800,000,000 bits per chip and logic arrays (processors) would contain .up to
6,000,000 logical functions per chip. Measured in terms of today's
technology, these projections represent an increase in chip complexity of
at least a factor of 2,000 (or 2 11 ) over today's technology. As pointed
out by Dr. Hammer, even these 1990 projections are still well within the
macroscopic domain; 	 sti11 not approaching atomic dimensions.
TABLE 1.1.3-1. COMPARISON OF STATE4F-THE-ART LSI DEUCE
COMPLEXITY 141TH DR. CARL HAMMER'S . 1990 PROJECTIONS
MEMORY CHIP COMPLEXITY LOGIC CHIP COMPLEXITY
1978 1.3 x 10 5 transistors 2.2 x 10'	 transistors
1990 r	 8 x 10 8 	 transistors 6 x 10 6 transistors
Projected 6.1	 X	 10 1 2.7 \ 102
Improvement
Factor
In order to underFtand how the complexity of future micro-
electronic devices ma y  evolve, it is appropriate to first discuss the
relationships between minimum device fabrication geometries and logical%
storage cell dimensions. These dimensions can then be related to the
practical and ultimate limits of the various process technologies to
provide future device complexity projections.
If we call the minimum circuit feature W. then the area or a
memory storage cell or circuit . device ( transistor, diode, etc.) can be
:f
	
^ a	 expressed as NW`'. Two other measurement units commonly used to express
device size or memov cell size are square mils and square micrometers.
The area of the device can be expressed either as the number of circuit
tu.nctions per square unit of measure or as the number of square units
or measure per circuit function. Since one nail is equal to 25.3S :m,
	
,.1	
one square mil is equal to 644 om`.
The area of state-of-the-art memory ;s torage cells varies from
4 W`' for contiguous disk bubble memories (see Section 3.2) up to 52.2 W,
(
	
	
For dynamic MOS.random-access. memories..(Pef. 1-2). Static and other
less efficient memory configurations have storage cells that are larger
than 100 W2 .  Since complex logic devices often contain a mixture of
	
z	
random logic and. structured storage arrays, a similar measure of average
device size is less . meaningful. However, state-of-tile-art microprocessors
have device densities as low as bO ^W'`' (,Ref. 1-1) ..
Currently , most state-of-the-art production LSI circuit devices
have minimum circuit features of from 4 to 6 um. The optical lithography
systems used by most manufacturers employ high-pressure mercury are
lamps with ultraviolet output in he 200 to 600+gym range. Depending
on the lithographv system used, the.minimum circuit features that
can be printed routinely vary from about H jum usin ,4 proximity print-
ing with a 10-pm ga p dog.-n to 1.6 dim for f--2.55 profe` u.ic:n printers. Some
of the 65K memory circuit devices scheduled for production in late 1978
or early 1979 are expected to employ '-tlm.circuit features. Although
1 Prt was . previous-y considej,ed an ultimate limit for optical lithography.
^„q
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several companies are currently researching device features down to
0.5 pm using deep ultraviolet lithography.
X-ray lithography and electron-beam lithography are currently
the two most viable techniques to eventually replace optical lithography
and. thus overcome the limitations of resolution and depth of.fo.cus
imposed by the wavelength of light. Electron-.beam systems have been touted
as the next logical step in the fabrication of microcircuits. These
systems are currently employed on a limited basis to produce masks that
are then used in the standard lithographic processes. Further, some
E-beam systems are.used as direct-wafer-exposure devices for laboratory-
and/or custom-developed chips. The general feeling among American.
authorities is that the initial cost, the low throughput, and the yield
forbid the use of these systems for direct wafer production for at least
3 to 4 years. On the other hang:, the Japanese have based their entire
VLSI program on the use of.E-beam fabrication devices. Some of the
advantages of scanning electron-beam lithography systems are:
• Computer control rather than masks is used to form
the pattern and. provide a. high degree of pattern
flexibility.
• Microscopic pattern distortions can be compensated for
in real time.
• They provide excellent pattern registration and overlay.
The major disadvantage of scanning electron-beam systems has been the
difficulty in achieving the necessary throughput for cost-effective use.
IBM has been .researching electron-beam fabrication.systems for
the past 15 years and currently has a system (designated EL-1) which has
a throughput rate of 22 wafer exposures per hour based on 2.25-in. wafers
with 2.5=4m minimum features. The system design is such that it may be
adjusted to make exposures in the 1-dim range.
Table 1.1.3-2, extracted from an article in the June 7, 1977,
issue of Electronics by L. Altman and C. Cohen, entitled "The Gathering
Wave of Japanese TechnoloQv". shows the zoals of the Japanese VLSI
F
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:. program using direct--wafer-exposure E-beam processes. The program calls
for production devices with minimum line widths of 0.02 mils (0.5 pm) by
1983. In order to achieve 30 million components per chip, as discussed
in Subsection 1.1.1., the circuit dimensions must be no .larger than 0.2 um.
Although the Japanese VLSI program will most likely not reach 0.2 dam by
1984,. 	 it is probable that the competition for business in this highly
profitable area will push American firms to achieve this level of
complexity by that time.
TABLE 1.1.3-2. GOALS OF JAPANESE VLSI PROGRAM
(J,
RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORY MICROPROCESSOR
MINIMUMW	 D
 SIZE	
.
3IT DiNSITY CHIP SIZE LENGTH LINE WIDTH
(.x	 1, 00.0 mil x ) ^Kbits) lx	 1,000 mil = } (bits) (mils)
19x6 32 16 52 8 and 16 0.2
1979- 32 64 50 16
0.07
1980 50 256 60 32 0.04
1981- 45 25, 55 32
0.03
1983 60 1,024 65 32 0.02
If 0.2-}gym line widths are not achieved by 1984,, 	 it is only a
matter of time until: line widths of this size are capable of being fabri-
cated. Another fabrication technique that shows great promise for
achieving line widths down to 0.1 }im and less is X-ray lithography. In
essence, X-ray lithograp hy is similar to optical lithography except that
soft X-rays are used to expose the semiconductor material instead of
ultraviolet radiation. Masks for this process can be generated with
standard electron.-beam . devices.. A number of problems remain to be over-
come before X-ray lithography becomes feasible. Among these problems are
sufficiently sensitive resist materials, improved alignment and pattern
=. t rA.
r
}
Lincoln Laboratory has used an optical interferometric technique to
achieve 0.02-pm alignments.
	 The technique is said to be compatible withq	 P
w ,, both photo and X-ray lithographic systems and is capable of a super-
position precision on the order of 0.01 pm.
	 Other researchers at Li.tcoln
Laboratory reported the development of very-low-distortion polyamide
4.
membrane masks that are used in X-ray lithography.
In addition to improvements in the area of exposing the lines
and in resists, significant improvements are required in the etching.
—
. ..r^
process.	 Up to now, most etching has beer! done with wet etchants.
	 Wet
..	 ..
i.
a	 k_ etchants generally cannot be used for line dimensions below 2 pm.	 Some
manufacturers use drx,
 etchants with a reasonable degree of success, but
a the general b elief is that plasma etching; ofter5 the best promise for
the future, with known capabilities well below 0.5 Pm.
Authorities generally agree that electron beam direct-wafer-
fabrication devices are 3 to 4 years awa y , although as pointed. out earlier,
Japan plans to use E-beam direct fabrication techniques as production
dtavices in the 1981-1983 time period or earlier.
	 Research in the area
of electron team devices is continuing, including the development of a
variable-shape electron beam that substantially reduces the number of
exposures required to create a circuit pattern.
	 Similarly, .l'-ray
lithography is believed to be at least 5 or more years away at this time.
Probably all::au.thorities would agree that line widths of 0.2 to 0.1 Pat
can be achieved during the 1980's and that the market demand will force
the fabrication of chips with these line widths.
	 Whether it will take
place on a production basis by 1984 is speculative at best, but the
t probability of building custom design devices with these circuit features
is very high.	 In fact, laboratory devices have alread-N, been built with
circuit features even smaller than 0.2 pm.,
	 Viguxe 1.1.3-1 presents
projections of minimum circuit features necessary to satisfy Moore's
- Law and compares it with the Japanese VLSIProgram, labor'ato'ry devices
that have been built, and resist resolutions.
	 Points 8 and 9 of this
figure are notewo.rthy.since they represent laboratory devices that have
been produced by IBM
 and Hughes with circuit features that	 re smaller
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than the 0.2 pm required to sustain Moore's Law. Both of t"ese devices
were produced using Evbeam fabrication techniques, which . should. be
 rather
widespread in the mid-1980's. Simultaneously, the figure shows that
optical .lithography is continuing to progross and will fill the Sap until
sut;h time as E-beam technology becomes economically feasible for pro-
duction environments.
related technology that cannot be overlooked wheat considering
microelectronic devices is magnetic bubble memories. The s`koclwell .L-Mbit
bubble memory (point 5 to Figure 1.1.3-1) has 1-gym featur?:3.and uses the
asymmetric disk structure with 1.5-}.m bubbles and an 8-m' period to provide
a storage density of 10 * 106 bits/00 (secs Section 3.2), Projecting the
minimmm circuit feature to 1984, or :0.2 pmt,: and changing. the structure
to the asymmetric chevron, which provides twice the density at the
asymmetric disk., yields a b IN& device with a storage Unsity
.
 of
7.5 x 10 bits/cm', or a storage capacity of o7 Mb.its for a relatively
small-geometry
 this. Such a device would have in excessf oz 67 million
circuit elements (car propagate elements) . If we fort:hel assume that the
contiguous disk bubble structure is used, which can provide at least
four times the density of the asymmetric chevron. and Wat the size of
the chip is increased to 4 W2 (which should be reas"o i, ble by 1985 using
electron-beam fabrication with s ep-and-procoed and a^j ,=acent field
s titch capabilities), the storage capacity of the resiti,ng device could
exceed 10 9
 bits. Of course this assumes that stable tabbles can be
sealed down and detected with diameters of 0.05 um. ;; -ever, even this
circuit: density would still only tie .using device feaxj^.zres with areal
<densities that are 225 times less than might be acni.tlr ded, if the best cur--i
rent: research (0.008 pm) ever reaches production static.
Four technical conditions are necessary to achieve superscal.e
integration,
• The dimenoi.on cE minimum circuit teatures ' on a chip roust
decrease to : ubmic,ron dimensions,
o L,ogi.c, techno,logie.s with ,.err loti^ ;eager-tte`La_r products
must be de-.reloped.
h
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1.2	 EVOLUTION OF SOLID-STATE TECHNOLOGIES
Evolution in solid-state technology has taken place at many levels,
including the device level, the device family level, the degree-of-
integration level, and the solid-state material level. This section
emphasizes the historical developments in materials and the degree of
integration used, the two most slowly evolving levels. Subsequent
sections also cover device family and device evolution as well as develop-
ments in solid-state technology.
Evolution of semiconductor materials, presented in Table 1.2-1,
has been From selenium to germanium to silicon to gallium arsenide. Each
of these materials has exhibited one or more properties, such as _lower.
leakage currents or higher carrier mobility, that has made it more
desirable than its predecessor for use in semiconductor devices. However,
the use of a new material has in general not eliminated use of predecessor
materials. Instead, these predecessor materials have continued to be
used in special-purpose applications, and even in simple, nondemandng
new applications. Future development in semiconductor materials will be
in the direction of c^)mpound semiconductor materials such as gallium
arsenide or indium phosphide. Indium phos-phide, as well as .other new
semiconductor materials, is currently being researched.
Some nonsemi:conducting materials are.also being researched for.
use in other new types of solid-state devices. The evolution of these
materials is presented in Table 1.2-1. The two most important device
types using these materials ar,e magnetic bubbles and Josephson junctions.
x
Evolution of the level of integration used in solid-state devices,
also p.res:ented. in Table 1.2-1, has been.firom discrete elements to small
,.'	 scale to medium scale to large scale to very large scale. At each of
these levels, more functional devices have been packed into . a single
$$
chip". However, the introduction of a new level of integration has
`-	 never completely eliminated the use of predecessor levels. Devices of a
lower .level. of integration t4:, wn to the .individual diode or transistor')'
are generally required to "stick together" the larger-scale devices in
1-1b
MATERIAL DEVICE TYPE LEVEL Of INT€GRAT10H YEAR
Selenium Diode None 1930's
Germanium
Diode done 1950
-	 -
Transistor None Early to mid 1950's
Sifiicon
Diode None 1954
Transistor None Mid to Late 1950's
Integrated Circuit
Small Scale Early 1960's
Medium Scale Mid 1'960's
Large Scale- 1969
Very Large Scale Na,c in fate development
and early production
Gallium Arsenide
Diode/Transistor None. Early 1970's
Integrated Circuit
Medium Scale Now in late development
-	 -
large Scale Now in research and
early development
Very Large Scale Now in.research
Garnet" etc. Magnetic; Bubbles. Large to Very Large Scale 1977
Various" Josephson Junction Various Now in early development
Indium Phosphide
and others
Integrated Circuits Various Now in early to mid research
1.2.1 Life Cycle of Solid-State Technologies
Solid-state technologies at an y level (individual devices, device
families, nd materials) have a limited life cycle. This life cycle,
illustrated in Figure 1.2.1-1, is characterized by a general rise which
is then followed by a fall in interest. The time axis of life--cycle
chart can be subdivided into four identifiable though overlapping regions:
research, development, production, and phase-out. Figure 1.2.1-1 shows
some device families and materials in their relative current positions
with respect to these regions and each other.
Figure 1.2.1-1 is not meant to imply that devices, families, and
materials traverse the life cycle at the same rate. individual devices
traverse the cycle faster than their respective families, and device
families traverse the cycle .faster than the material from which they
are made. Furthermore, some devices/families/materials complete the
cycle faster than others, and the "speed" with which a device, family,
or material traverses the cycle may not be constant. For example,
a device may stay in research and development for a long time and in
production fox a short while, or visa versa. In attempting to use the
life cycle concept to predict the future, one further complication arises:
namely, "false: starts". Many device families (and to a lesser extent,
individual devices and materials) show early promise but never get beyond
the research or early development phase :. This often happens because of
a single practical problem that cannot be-overcome,. or because some:newer
technology with even more promise catches up on the lire cycle and
causes researchers/developers to lose interest in the older circuit
..family
 or ma.terial'.
1.2.2 New Solid--State Dpyice Technologies
This subsection addresses a number of new solid-state device
technologies, :with particular attention paid to their potential: as high
-speed and/or low--power (high-density) logic devices and memories.. Figure
1.2:2-1 compares the gate delay, power, and power-delay (or speed-powe11
product of several advanced technologies. Few of these technologies are
far enough along in their . life..cycle to be-considered for current designs.
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and some m4y never get beyond research or early development (the "false
s,:a.rt" problem). Despite this, some of them will be used in the nett
decade for high -speed and /or high-density (low-power) logic and memory.
system designs. In general, a device's technology is considered better
if it ,-ither reduces power, increases speed, or does both simultaneously.
There are several things suggested by Figure 1.2.2-1. One is
that some of the newer device technologies are just as f,.st as or faster
than ECL yet have per-gate power consumptions compatible wi.th .LSI and
VLSI designs. Another is that It appears that some of the newer device
technologies appear to be closing the gap between the performance semi-
conductors and Josephson junctions.
1.2.2.1 New Silicon Technologies - A number of new silicon
device technologies have been reported in the last few years. Some of
them, notably VMOS and DMOS, are already in the production phase of their
life cycle. Others, such as silicon MESFETs, EEL ., and SITL, are still
in research or development.
VMOS (V--groove MOS), DMOS (double-diffused MOS), and MOS (high-
performance MOS) are variations of NMOS technology. RHOS, in fact, is
essentially a scaling down of "traditional" NMOS by using higher-resolution
production techniques to produce finer lines and spaces and thus smaller
devices. This is a rather straightforward extension of the scaling
technique that has been used in integrated circuit technology since its
beginning. HMOS. will not be considered further.
WIOS is a new MOS Eechnology in which a V-shaped groove is
formed at the site on the silicon wafer at which a transistor is to be
formed, and the diffusions usually done on the flat surface of the silicon
are done on the sides of the groove This process may save some space
o	 i	 t 1- 1 it h rt	 th 1	 th of the channel that ttieut more mpor an y	 s o ens a eng
carriers must traverse This, of course, speeds up the switching of the
transistor and thus of the entire device.
i
	
	
MMOS, also known as DSAMOS (diffusion self-aligned MOS), is
another short-channel NiIOS technology. In DMOS, the effective channel
length is shortened by diffusing two areas, one lightly and the other
1-20
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heavily doped, where only one heavily doped area is diffused in tradi-
tional NMOS. More information on DMOS and WIGS, especially as they apply
to memory products, may be found in Subsection 7.2.1-2.
Static Induction Transistor Logic (SITL) is a new silicon tech-
nology that uses both MOS and bipolar techniques in a single logic
element.. Static Induction Transistors (SITS), a type of vertical FET
MET), axe used as output devices, with a regular bipolar PNP transistor
used as an injector. SITL shows some promise for VLSI nanosecond t:o
subnanosecond logic.
Elevated Electrode Logic (EEL) is a new silicon bipolar technology
that shows some promise for LS1 subnanosecond logic. It is currently
at too early a stage of development to accurately predict its future.
Silicon HESFETs (metal semiconductor FETs) are currently eclipsed
by work on the faster GaAs MESFETs. Nevertheless, Si MESFETs may find
some application in the very-low-power (very-high-density) med.ium-speed
area.
1.2.2.2 Gallium Arsenide. Solid-State Technologies The use of
gallium arsenide (GaAs) as the , basic semiconductor material (in. lieu of
silicon,. which is currently used in practically all integrated circuit
devices) for digital logic and integrated circuits has been under investi-
gation in the microwave field for several years. Some properties of GaAs,
such as high electron velocity and mobility, make it more suitable than
silicon for very-high-speed circuits (e.g., beyond ? GHz, the current
limit of silicon planar logic circuits). $ecause . of this high-speed.
ability, GaAs is already being used in microwave communications devices
as frequency dividers, shift registers, etc. (Subsecti,-)n 5.1.1.1 pro-
vides additional data.)
uzgztai uaas aevlces may oe rea.iizea as 'iransierrea-L:tectron
Devises (TED.$), Metal-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MESFETs),
or Junction Field-Effect Transistors (JFETs). To date, most accomplish-
meats in the field have been with MESFETs, in depletion.-mode (normally on),
_	 f	 I*WA.
	enhancement-mode (normally off), and Schottky diode versions, but work is
	 'may
going on for all the device types. Figure 1.2.2-1 illustrates the
speed, power dissipation, and speed-power (power-delay) product for these
(and other) devices. Note that Schottky diode MESFET logic outperforms
depletion-mode MESFET Logic in that it can be both faster and lower
power. Thus depletion-mode MESFET logic receives little attention here.
Figure 1.2.2.2-1. shows the construction of several types of FETs.
Comparing parts a and b of that figure illustrates the difference between
a MOSFET and a MESFET. For all FET devices, a voltage at the gate
contact regulates the source-to--drain current. For enhancement-mode
FETs (Figure 1.2.2.2-1 a, b), no source-to--drain current flows unless
the gate voltage goes positive and creates a surplus of electrons in the
P-type region near the gate. For depletion-mode FETs (Figure 1.2.2.2-1 c),
source-to-drain current flows normally, but is inhibited by a negative
gate voltage that causes a lack of electrons in the thin. N-type region
near the gate. For either type device, a source-to-drain current change
may be transformed to a voltage change suitable.
 for driving the gate of
another FET by having it flow through a resistive load.
High-speed AESFETs are realized with depletion-mode devices.
These may be used as the basic "switches" for logic gates. Because of
the depletion-mode characteristics of MESFETs, the voltage change at the
load is not compatible in level with..the input voltage change,_	 so the
voltage level must be adjusted to drive the next stage (see Figure
1.2.2.2-2 a). Actual laboratory devices using depletion-mode GaAs
technology MESFETs include basic logic gates, master-slave flip-flops,
frequency dividers (using flip-flops), counters, and data multiplexers.
Clock rates in th(_.- . 2-to-4-GHz .range for .the flip=flops, frequency
dividers, etc., have been reported, while propagation delays of 140 psec
for the basic gates (corresponding to an equivalent , c.lock rate of about
5 GHc) have been reported Power dissipations.of 20 mW per gate have
been reported, thus yielding a speed-power product of 2 pJ. Experiments
have outlined methods of fabricating depletion-mode GaAs M
-
E.SFET.s with
processing yields of 96% per functional logic gate. Tharefore, taking
into consideration the normal limits of power dissipation per chip (about
c
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1 W) and the economic necessity of reasonable fabrication yield per chips.
ICs using normally on GaAs MESFETs are currently limited to approximately
` 50 gates/chip.	 This Limits ICs using this logic to small-scale Integra-
tion (SSI; i.e., about 10 gates/chip) and medium-scale integration
(MSI; i.e., 10 to 100 gates/chip). !
3
Schottky .diode depletion-mode.MESFET combinations.are under
y
investigation for use in high--speed, low-power logic devices.	 The Schottky
diodes are used for most logic functions except inversion and gain, which
are attained with depletion mode Schottky gate GaAs FETs (see Figure
1.2.2.2-2 c).	 Unlike regular depletion-mode logic, no level shifting is .
required, which is an important factor in reducing power dissipation.
a ^
Actual devices realized in the laboratory with Schottky diode .FET logic
include NOR gates and ring oscillator's. 	 Typical propagation delays are 4
about 140 psec for lower-power devices and 82 .psec for high-speed devices k,
(corresponding to equivalent clock rates of about 3.5 and 5.9 GHz,^
a
respectively).	 Power dissipations of 0.335 mW per gate for lower-power
CA
devices and 2.5 mW per gate for high-speed devises are typical, yielding t
speed:-power products of 47 .fJ and 200 €J, respectively,	 Although no
figures on processing yields are available, the power consumption of !^
these devices .would seem to make them suitable for large-scale integration
l(LSI; i.e., more than 100 gates/chip). i{{
i
"`.: ,
Low-power MESFETsare made using enhancement-mode FETs. 	 These 1
may be combined to form logic functions just as. in the depletion-mode case: .3
Like Schottky diode FET`logic, the voltage level at a load is already
suitable for driving the next stage . (see Figure 1.2..2.2-2 b.)..	 Actual
devices realized in the laboratory with normally off MESFETs include`
ring oscillators and basic Logic gates.	 Propogation delays of 2.90 psec
have been reported for.:tYiese devices (an equivalent. clock .rate. of 1..7 GHz),
The lower speed of a normally off MESFET logic is due to the necessity of
operating the MESFET in regions where its trans conductance ("gain") is
Y
small.	 Power dissipations of 0.17 mW per gate are typical, yielding a
.- speed-power product of 0.05 pJ. 	 'The :power consumption of these MESFETs .	 ;
would. seem to make ahem suitable for ISI devices with perhaps more than
1,000 gates/chip. 	 l ^;
s ,Y
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^, GaAs JFETs (enhancement.-mode) work in much. the same way as
enhancement-mode MESFETs. 	 Some types of logic gates have baen fabricated
laboratory experiments (see Figure 1.2.2.2-2 d), and work is underway on
-_ memory (data) multiplexers axed analog-.to-digital (A/D) converters.
Reported speeds for the logic gates are about l nsec. 	 Power consumption
is reported to be 2 mW per gate, yielding a speed-power product of 2 pJ.
The low power dissipation of GaAs enhancement--mode JFETs gives rise to a
promise of LSI logic with nanosecond or subnanosecond propagation delays.
i TEDs [sometimes called Transferred-Electron Logic Devices (TELDs)]
may also be used for high-speed logic devices. 	 Some devices that have
been fabricated in the laboratory using TEDs include a Binary Phase-
Shift Keyed (BPSK) modulator, BPSK demodulators, a one-bit A/D converter
cell (cascadable for multi-bit conversions), shift registers, and logic
gates.	 Most of these devices actually use FETs as well as TEDs. 	 Reported
g capabilities of the multiplexer, and demultiple-Ners include top carrier
frequencies of 5.to 10 . GHz and top data rates of 1 to 1.6 Gbits/sec. ^
Y Reports for the A/D cell indicate a top sample speed of 5 giga samples/
w.
second with a 25-psec aperture. 	 Few data are available for speeds of
I
other devices.	 Power dissipation of T Ds is .very high, with one-report !-}
' of 900 mid per logic gate.- 	 Other reports indicate that power consumption
Yfigures of 180 to 250 mid per gate are currently achievable and speed-
power products of l to 2 pJ are achievable in the near future.	 The {^
} power consumption figures alone would limit GaAs TEDs to SSI products
at the present time.
Several integrated circuit manufacturers, domestic and foreign,
have shown continued interest in .GaAs digital devices. 	 This, coupled
j with the promise of very-low-power and/or very-fast devices and the
interest.,shown by the military, will keep the research in GaAs devices
f:or Gliz logic active.. 	 It is hot evident at this time when production
devices will reach the marketplace. "
[ 1.2.2.3	 Josephson Junctions : - Josephson ,junctions-are logic .
devices built to operate at cryogenic temperatures. 	 Basically, a single
t:E
6
unction is two pieces of metal in a superconducting state separated by
4
r-
s
r`
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CONTROL LINE
an insulator, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.2.3-1. This insulator may be
in. either of two states, depending on the presence or absence of a magnetic
field. Phis field is controlled by switching a small current through a
control line. In the absence of the control current (and therefore, mag-
netic field) the insulator becomes a 'ruperconductor itself and current
may flow across it with no voltage drop. In the presence of control cur-
rent (and therefore, magnetic field) the insulator goes into a state that
allows electrons to tunnel through it with a small voltage drop.
SUPERCONDUCTING
METAL
FIGURE 1.2.2.3-1. DIAGRAM OF A JOSEPHSON JUNCTION
Josephson junctions exhibit both high speed and low power dissi-
^pation. Furthermore, device sizes are also suitable for LS1 to VLSI.
fl However, many problems remain to be overcome before completely practical
VLSI Josephson junction devices may be fabricated. For instance, very-
thin., very uniform insulating layers are required. This problem is close
to being solved. Also, mechanical problems resulting from stresses
between the several layers of a junctionAuring temperature cycling
between cryogenic (near absolute zero) and room temperatures need to be
fully solved.
An interesting projection of what may be expected from Josephson
Junction technology was recently given by Dr. Wilhelm Anacker of IBM
(Ref.. 1-4). Dr. Anacker 's projection, presented in Table 1.2.2.3 1,
gives a comparison of the volume, speed, and power of a future Josephson
junction computer with an IBM 3033.
41
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VOLUME SPEED
POWER
(LESS COOLING)
IBM 3033* -4 x 10' in' 6 MIPS 50 kW
IBM Josephson Junction 8 in' 300 MIPS 100 mw
Computer*
Improvement Factor 5 x 10 , 50 5 x 10'
}
*Botts configurations assume 4 Mbytes of memory.
1.2.2.4 Magnetic Bubbles - Magnetic bubble solid-state memories 	 I
are discussed in Section 3..
1.2.2.5 CCD Devices - CCD solid-state devices are discussed in
Subsection 7.2.1.3. ;a
1.2.2.6 Other New Solid-State `technologies - I 2L bipolar solid-
state devices are discussed in Subsection. 7.2.1.1:. SUS solid-state
targets used in Electron Beam Addressed Memories are discussed in Subsection
7.2.2.1.
s
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lZ. SPACE DATA PROCESSING ELEMENTS
Space data processing elements include the hardware and software
required to process data and thereby change it to a form more accef'itable
for data transmission, storage, or use on board, as illustrated in Figure
2-1. The hardware technology elements, including general-purpose computers,
distributed processors/multiprocessors, signal processors, and component/
packaging technology, are discussed in this section. Hardware technology
for onboard data base storage is discussed in Section 3, and spacecraft
internal communications elements are covered in Section 4. Onboard soft-
ware is not covered; however, the software technology discussed in Seet:lon
11 has implications to space data processing.
Characteristics that have traditionally distinguished space data
processing hardware from other t ypes of computer hardware are reliability,
packaging, and power type and consumption. In general, the reliability
requirements for space applications impose the need to use a.ma'ture tech-
nology with established reliabilit y
 characteristics, a sigh-reliability
Darts program, intensive quality controls, and appropriate redundancy.
Packaging of most space hardware differs from avionic hardware in
that shock mounting is not utilized and cooling is generally accomplished
by radiation and by conduction to.the spacecraft structure or coldplat.e.
This implies that, in .addition to being able to withstand severe shock and
vibration, the internal circuitry of the computer must be packaged to
provide good thermal conductivity
 to the external surfaces for efficient
cooling. The Space Shuttle Orbiter is an exception in that most of the
avionic..hardware, including the IBM AP101n computers,' uses forced-air cooling..
Spaceborne electronic equipment normally operates from 28--Vdc power
supplied by batteries. The power consumption of the onboard computers is
usually limited by the available battery power. Onboard computer processing
speed is therefore often restricted to conserve available spacecraft power.
Consequen ;tl yr', Many spacecraft control functions in the past were implemon.ted
by ground command.. Currently, the trend is toward onboard, computer--managed,
autonomous spacecraft operation. This trend should accelerate as
.
 
th. perform-
ance and reliability of spaceborne computers continues to improve.

h	
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2.1	 GENERAL--PURPOSE.SP'CEBORNE COMPUTERS
During the past two decades, digital computers have been employed
` in an increasing variety of spaceborne applications that includeguidance,
navigation, and control of launch vehicles, manned spacecraft, manned
r ' laboratories, and deep space probes; experiment processing on board
manned and unmanned spacecraft; and stabilization, pointing, and control
of observation and communication satellites. 	 These diverse applications
have used a variety of general-purpose computer types ranging in size
from small units weighiag less than 10 lb with power consumptions under
10 W to large, multiple-processor systems weighing more than 200 lb with
power consumptions in excess of 1 k:W.
General-purpose spaceborne computers consist basically of various
combinations of the.following elements:
•	 CPU
• Memory
•	 I/O
•	 Redundancy management hardware
J r	 Power supply
•	 Mechanical structure or housing.
The discussion in this section places major emphasis on the technology 	 j
evolution of the CPU and memory elements.
The memory technology is generally the major factor in determining
computer size, cost, power, and reliability.	 Spaceborne computers have
traditionally used nonvolatile memory. 	 A nonvolatile memory is one that
retains its contents after removal of power.	 In addition to nonvolat lity,
some space processor memory designs also provide nondestructive readout
(NDRO) operation.
	
In the past, N.DRO memory implied the use of plated
wire, whereas nonvol.atility implied the use of either plated wire or
magnetic core for random-access alterable.storage. 	 Nonalterable storage,
such as used in read-only memories (ROMs) and programmable read-only
memories (PROMs), have been used recently in spaceborne computers and
represent the first use of semiconductor memories in space.
2-3
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Techniques for improving the reliability of spaceborne computers .
include ultraconservative. electrical, thermal, and mechanical design and
extensive quality controls. 	 To acbieve the high reliability necessary
for long-term space missions, it is usually necessary to use some form
y of redundancy to achieve required mission reliability levels. 	 Redundancy.
methods employed in the past include triple-modular redundancy (TMR) at
the component level (Saturn),. a standby computer and a watchdog timer
b` (Skylab), two active computers and a spare (ILLS), and triple redundant
computers.. Other redundancy techniques used to improve- reliability
include the use of redundant power supplies and memories.
Another method for improving the reliability of spaceborne com-
puter memories is the use of bit independent storage coupled with error
detecting and correcting techniques. 	 For example, a semiconductor memory
cart be organized in a "bit-per-BOW (basic operating memory) configuration
= with each bit of each word stored in a separate memory. 	 Storing each bit,
in an independent memory makes it possible for an error-correcting code ;Y
to be used to correct bit errors.	 In addition, s pare memory modules can "k
be switched in as required to provide even greater improvement in memory
system reliability. 	 Such techniques can be used to ; permit the system
to continue operation, even after multiple component failures. {
^l
1
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a2.1.1 State of the Art in S aceborne Computers
Spaceborne computer state-o£--the-art characteristics include the
circuit and packaging technology used to implement the various computer
circuit elements, the architecture, and thQ supporting software. 	 Some
of the general characteristics of state-of-the-art spaceborne computer
designs are:
a	 Asynchronous data bus architecture for communicatiin
a between CPU, I/0, and memory
•	 Extensive use of highly inte g rated MSI and LSI in isg	 Y	 g	 g
devices for CPU, memory, and I/O controller implemen-
L
ta:tions
t •	 Modular design for memory and I/O to allow various
r combinations of standard modules .. to be. easily
integrated for different applications:
•	 Communication with other spacecraft subsystems via
serial time division multiplexed data buses.
13 (1
^ - Most of the larger spaceborne computers also provide various ^.
`^ hardware and . software features or options such as hardware floating
point, flexible interrupt handlers, custom I/O controllers, and eaten- fir;
sive support software (such as high--level language compilers, simulators,
and extensive subroutine libraries).	 in addition., most offer modular
memory designs with various memory module options such as semiconductor,
core, and plated wire.'
`a
Although there have been some improvements in architectures,
the major factor influencing spaceborne computer technology in recent
" years has been the microelectronics revolution discussed in.Sections.l ;;
and 7.	 Circuit technology improvements have resulted in significant
improvements.in spaceborne computer speed,. power consumption, and circuit
density.
: E At the present time, the architecture of state--of-the-art general -
purpose computers cati be generally grouped into two categories.	 The first
category includes the smaller microprocessors and microcomputers and the
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other category includes all the lamer computers. 	 Most of the lamer
..? spaceborne computers utilize a CPV that is composed of some type of
i high-speed bit slice devices (such as the M 2900) that are under
r.k
microprogram control.	 The micrQprb rammed bit slice architecture
allows the instruction set to be modified by changing the computer
c.:.
microprogram, which is normally implemented as a semiconductor read-
only memory.
Several companies have developed space-qualifiable microprocessor/
a
,.^
i
microcomputer LS1 hardware based on various semiconductor technologies
r that include 010SIS05	 'LOMOS	 and 1L.	 Companies that are developing2	 p	 p	 g
r^ space-qual3:fiable L,SI C 'W)S SOS processors include Harris, Hewlett-Packard,
RCA, and . R 0 —well.	 Hewlett-Packard recently re;aorteci the development of
a CMOSjSOS 16-bit microprocessor chip. 	 The chip contains 9,600 transistors,
executes 34 basic classes of 16-bit instructions with an average instruction
rate of 1.05 µsec, and consumes a maximum of 0.5 W when operated from.a
single 12—V supply.
Integrated. Injection Logic	 microprocessors are currently
} being buil=t by several companies, including Fairchild and Texas Instruments.
Texas In:,t.ruments has a ruggedized, 16-bit 1 4 L microprocessor (SBP 9900)
with a complexity of 6,300 gates that operates over a temperature range
of -55 to +125'C,	 The SBP 9900 is software-compatible with the Texas
Instruments M 9900 microprocessor, which uses N-channel silicon-gate
technology.	 TI has developed a ruggedized, high-reliabilit y family of
standard computer modules around the SBP 9900 microprocessor. 	 as with
most other microprocessor.system hardware, these modules are designed
to function either as stand-alone computers or as embedded processors.
Some examples of microprocessors employing NiMOS:technology.include
the INTEL 8080, Motorola 6501, Signetic.s''650, General Instruments CP1600,
Zilog 7-80, Mostek 3570, and the Data Genial microNO'VA; however, only a {
) few of these units, such as the 308.0, have been qualified- for Military
or space applications.
;.i
?.-6
i
{Table 2.1.1-1 presents generalized. characteristics for stat..e-o.f-
the--art general-purpose spaceborne computers. The characteristics summarized
in the table are for general-purpose computers such as used for spacecraft
control or onboard data management.
Another way in which microcomputers will be used in Tutu.e space-
craft data systems is as embedded processors within the various spacecraft
subsystem elements to implement specific logical and control functions.
As the capabilities .of . available microcomptiters increase, the embedded
processors will evolve into general- purpose computers that are contained
within the various subsystem elements and function in conjunction with
the other spacecraft subsystem processors-as a distributed processing
system network.
TABLE 2.1.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN GENERAL-PURPOSE SPACESCRNE COMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS MICROCOMPUTER L+IRGE COMPUTER
CPU
Word length & or 16 S.	 16, or 32
Technolo gy 121, r1MOS. CMOs/SOS T2 
Humber of Instructions 40 to 400 70	 to +100
Add Time (R-R) 1.5 to 2.0 usec 1	 to 2 ;isec
Multiply Time . 6 to 12 usec 3 to 6 nsec
Average Throtigliput 200 to 300 Kops 500 to 600 `ops
memory Addressability 64K 1M
Floating Point Software Hardware Option
Memory
Technology HMOS. Core NMOS, Core. Plated Wire.
Cycle Time
Internal	 Capacity 32 Kbytes 121; Kbytes
external	 s_xpansiort 128 Kbytes 1,024 Kbytes
110
Parallel Rate 200K to 2M bytes/sec 4009 to 4M,'bytes/sec
Serial Rate 1 Mb'it%sec	 " 2 to 10 Kbitsfsec
System
Power 20 to 60 W 100 to 350 W
401 time 300 in' (32. Kbytes) 1;OOO.in.? (l	 S Kbytes
we l gii t 10 to 30 lb 15	 to 60 lb
MTRF 30.000 hr 10.000 hr
Type Binary. 2 1 5 Complement Binary. 2's Complement
Fixed Point Fixed or Floating Point
a.,
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	 2) .1. 	 Trends in Spaceborne Computers
The tre.,.;s in spaceborne computes hardware will closely parallel
the trends in microcomputers and minicomputers discussed in Section 7.
	
{ ?	 Spaceborne computer trends will be toward much smaller size, higher
{	 processing throughput, and lower power consumption.
Currently, the largest physical items in a large spaceborne
computer are the memory
 and power supply. Current state-of-the-art
computer designs generally provide approximately 10 6 bits of storage
hardware within the computer housing assembly, in addition to the CPU,
I/0, and power supply.
	 3
By 1985, space-qualified 10 6
 bit random-access memory chips should.
be available; thus the equivalent storage capacity of a computer such as 	 a
the IBM AP I01a will be reduced to a single chip. This means that a
a
computer equivalent to the IBM AP101A could be packaged with power supply
in a volume of approximately 30 in', with most of the space allocated}
j	 to the power supply and interface circuitry, by 1955. The implications
of such a drastic.,reduction in the physical size of spaceborne computing
power goes far beyond the obvious savings in weight, power, cost, etc.,
	
k ^`	 and many of the current concepts concerning spacecraft computer system1
architecture will need to be reexamined.
Because of the significant reduction in CPU and memory size
	
4	 resulting from improved microelectronics, it is anticipated that enough
t .	 redundancy will be designed into standard spaceborne computer hardware
to eliminate all single-point failure mechanisms, thus eliminating many
1t
	
	
of the problems and the high costs associated with defining and implementing
failure-tolerant computers in the past.
The trend in I/O hardware technology will be toward the increased
t.
use of op'Mica1 data base technology to provide extremely high data rates
and small size. The optical data bus will a-lsa.provide extremely good
electrical isolation and noise immunity. optical technology is discussed
in Section 4.
7
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'	 2.1_3 Projected Developments in Spaceborne Computers
The advancements in LST fabrication processes and new device
S
technologies discussed in Section l will result in significant improve-
ments in both processor and memory technologies within the next decade.
These improvements will produce the following significant changes in
spaceborne processors by 1985:
s Faster CPU speeds
_	 s. Faster man storage speeds
#.	 a Lower power consumption
• Significantly reduced physical size
s Hierarchal memory structure with built-in mass storage.
'.`	 Table 2.1.3-I summarizes the projected characteristics for spaceborne
computers for 1985,
r.
TABLE 2.1.3_1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR
f	
G
SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS „1985
i
}
3
4
Nil  onN ,a used as emo?dded processors.
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venience. The distinguishing characteristic of signal processors is
not that they operate on arrays of data but rather that they operate on
very Long sequences of data that may be segmented into arrays.
The FFT and other special transforms are basic to most signal
processor applications. For example, consider Figure 2.2-1, which shows
two methods. for implementing a. digital filter.. `In the time domain, the
filter algorithm can be performed by convolving the transfer function
of the filter with the input data. In addition to performing convolu-
tion in the time domain, the filter can be implemented in the frequency
domain by transforming the input fun;etian into the frequency domain,
performing the filter function and then transforming the resulting
function back into the time domain. This implementation is based on
the fact that convolution in the time domain (y = x*h) is equivalent
to multiplication in the frequency (or transform) domain (Y = X•H).
For digital: signal, processor applications, the above filter
function can be implemented in the transform or frequency domain with
2-10
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FIGURE 2.2-1.	 TWO METHODS FOR IMPLEMENTING DATA FILTER
significantly fewer. processor instructions than in the time domain. 	 For
example, the time correlation of two complex arrays each containing 1,024 I,
sample points requires more than a'million complex multiplies using direct
convolution in the time domain and only 16,384 complex multiplies using.;
the FFT approach.
A
t	 '`
x.2.1 State of the Art in Spacebor'ne. Signal Processors
Signal processor technology is currently proceeding in a number
of directions corresponding to various applications requirements, proc-
essing techniques, and component technologies. Some recent developments
include:
• Analog transversal filters employing CCD technology
s Digital charge-coupled logic, a new 'digital logic .'
that is particularly well suited for signal processor
applications
• The programmable digital signal processor, which
represents a new kind of computer that is more spe-
cialized than a general--purpose computer yet provides
extremely high throughput for certain classes of
problems.
• The integer ring transform, which is computationally
more efficient than the FFT for certain classes of
applications.
Analog CCD transversal filters are beginning to find widespread
application. For example, Texas Instruments has developed CCD trans-
versal filters for the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) processor that
JPL, is currently developing, and Reticon Corporation recently announced
the first commercially available unit, designated the R5602. The
Reticon device is a 64-tap split-electrode device that can be factory
tailored to provide various analog filter characteristics..
Figure 2.2.1-1 functionally illustrates the basic transversal
filter organization cons1sting of a sampled data shift register, .
weighted transfer elements, and a summing network. Since the shift
register is basically an. anal.6g sampled-data delay li-ne, CCD technology
is well suited for implementing the shift register portion .of the filter.
After each clock pulse, the output of each stage is nondestructively
multiplied by a weighting factor, hk. These weighted outputs are then
summed to..provide the cross-correlation function or the filter output.
NW
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The method for generating the fixed weighting function can be
understood by referring to Figure 2.2.1-2, which shows a top view of
the electrodes in the CCD shif t register. The weighting is accomplished
by dividing the electrodes of one of the three phases normally used to
clock the shift register into two parts as shown. Since the drive cur-
rent passing through each electrode is directly proportional to the
charge being transferred, a gap located in the center will produce no
net differential current, or a weig=i:ting function equal to zero. As
the gap is moved up or down, the eorrespoi:tding weighting function becomes
positive or negative. By connecting all the split electrodes to a com-
mon driver as shown and measuring the .combined differential current,
the transversal filter function of Figure 2.2.1-1 is achieved.
Although CCD analog filters have performance limitations when
compared with digital filters, some of their potential advantages
include lower cost, smaller size, less power, and Higher reliability
than digital. filters.
Another recently developed device technology that is particularly
well suited for spaceborne signal processor applications is DI-gital
Charge-Coupled Logic (DCCL), TRW Systems Group has recently reported
the implementation of digital logic.functions using charge-coupled.
devices in pipeline configurations (Refs. 2-1 and 2-2).. DCCL provides
higher functional density and lower power dissipation than either NMOS,
Chios, or l 2L over the full: range . of clock frequencies.
Arithmetic functions implemented in DCCL must be organized in a
pipeline manner.as illustrated in Figure 2.2.1-3 since.DCCL does not
have the ripple-through logic capability that is needed for carry propa-
gation in binary adders employing conventional logic technologies.
Although the DCCL pipeline approach is not suited for general-purpose
processors that execute random instructions,, it is well suited for
signal processing applications such as FFT implementations. An advantage-
of the DCCL pipeline adder is a very high throughput rate. For example,
data enter the adder at the maximum clock fate (two input words each
cycle), and. sums exit . the adder some time later at the same.maximum
clock rate
2-l4	
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FIGURE 2.2.1-2. NO ELECTRODE WEIGHTING ILLUSTRATED
FOR ANALOG TRANSVERSAL FILTER
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It should be noted that the eventual impact of DCCL will not be ,r
in the production of single functions such as a 16 by 16 multiplier.
The major impact will be in the development of complex VLSI signal
processing devices that contain multiple multiplier/adder subfunctions.
The state-of-the art programmable. digital signal processor is a
form of general-purpose processor that has been optimized for signal
processing applications.	 The present machine has evolved as a result
of efforts to combine the effic1ency of a hardwired signal processor
with the computational flexibility of a general. -purpose computer.	 Some r
^
i	 typical state-of-the-art architectures are described in References 2-3,
2-4, and 2-5.	 In general, all of these configurations employ some form
of functional parallelism; i.e., they use a parallel array of lower
performance devices (arithmetic units and. memory units) to achieve a
.,} higher performance function.
	
Another characteristic of state-of-the-
art programmable digital signal processors is the. separation of the
f	 overall control, timing, and test functions from the memory and computa-
tional elements.
	
This division allows a single host or control processor
to .provide parallel control of several array processors.
IBM in Reference 2-6 has briefly described the implementation
of an integer ring transform that is reported to be much faster than
the EFT for the class of applications to which it applies.	 According
to IBM, the integer ring transform requires less than 1,024 complex
multiplies to perform a- cross-correlation of two 1,02.4-point arrays that
normally requires 16,384 complex multiplies using the FFT approach.
r
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2.2.2 Trends in .Spaceborne. Signal. Processors
The development of signal processing technology has been sup-
ported primarily by the real-time processing requirements of military
radar, sonar, and electronic countermeasure (ECM) systems. Technology
is currently advancing in the areas of transform algorithms, device
technology, architecture, and software.
Architecturally, signal processors are being designed to provide
greater signal processing throughput and flexibility at reasonable costs.
This is being accomplished by combining hardware and software modularity
with top-down programming in a way-that achieves very high signal proc--.
essing throughput while allowing the system to be programmed efficiently.
Some of the current trends in signal processor hardware and software are
the following:
9 Evolution of faster, more complex, and lower
power LSI and.VLSI signal processing chips
• Architecturally, the trend is toward a central
control function with multiple arithmetic and
memory units. The arithmetic units are
typically structured in a "pipeline" organization.
• Software trends are generally following existing
trends in the general.-purpose computer area; i.e.,
high-order languages.are. evolving to achieve
greater programmer efficiency.
t The development of new computational techniques
(transform algorithms) that increase processing
speed without increasing computer operational
requirements.
The combined effect of these trends should result in significantly
greater throughput for low-power programmable spaceborne signal processors
by 1985, as . illustrated in Figure 2.2.2-1.
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2.2.3	 Projected Developments in Spaceborne Signal. Processors
The development of new signal processing computational tech-
niques based on recent theoretical developments is expected to have
a'marked impact on future signal processor capabilities.
	 The new
approaches rely heavily upon number theory and advanced algebraic con-
cepts such as ring theory and Galois field theory.	 These techniques
generally involve converting the input data into a residue arithmetic
representation, performing all calculations with respect to small
integer moduli, and finally, using the Chinese Remainder 'Theorem (CRT)
to decode the results.
	 Some of the promising new transform techniques
include the Number Theoretic Transform and the Galois Field Transform.
The.aclvanta.ges of these new transform techniques coupled with faster
logic technologies and faster architectural implementations should
press airborne /spaceborne signal processing speeds to around 100 million n
operations per second by 1985.
k
Signal processor architectures are generally distinguished by
the way in which they implement multiple simultaneous computations as
opposed to general-purpose computers that typically execute only one
operation at a time.	 At the present time, there exists.very.1i't.tle ay
,t
commonality	 n programmable signal	 p	 g	 	 processor architectures; however, - AN
it is anticipated that by 1985, families of software-compatible signal
processors will have evolved;. supported by high-level .languages for
S
efficient development programming. 	 Another factor that will influence
... the trend toward	 reater hardware and sof Mare commonalityg....	  is the
Iincreasing application of signal processors in commercial applications,
such as seismic analysis and mechanical vibration analysis.
2-19
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	 3. SPACE DATA STORAGE ELEMENTS
Space data storage elements discussed in this section pertain
to the devices and techniques used to store space data for either delayed
transmission,.delayed processing and display onboard, or physical return
of the storage media. Figure 3-1 identifies the subelements that were
considered as potential candidates for such storage. The majority of
the subelements identified in the referenced figure have been ruled out
as likely candidates for space data storage either because certain
features of these subelements are undesirable for a space data storage
system or because they have not been used previously, and there are no
known developments going on to make them more attractive for space
applications.
The most likely candidates for space data storage between 19777
and. 1955 appear to be tape recorders (currently the primary means of
data storage for subsequent playback to Earth), magnetic bubbles, and
film (for return to Earth physically). Tape recorders are addressed
in Subsection 3.1, and Bubble memories are addressed in Subsection 3.2.
The approaches that have been ruled out as being Likely candidates
for space data storage and the-rationale for their elimination are:
a Disks Disks had been ruled out previously in favor
of tape recorders, and the technology improvements
occurring in both areas do not tend to give disks any
more favorable consideration than in the past.
a Semiconductors Semiconductors have been ruled out
primarily on the basis of the volatility. However,
.certain semiconductor devices (CCDs for example)
have a number of desirable features that could make .
them contenders for future use as space data storage
devices. Also, certain types of semiconductors
(MNO.S) do not exhibit the characteristic of volatility.
Semiconductor memory technology is discussed in
Section 7.2.1.
a. Core Core was eliminated from contention on the
basis of cost,  speed, and size.
A
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FIGURE 3-1.	 POTENTIAL SPACE DATA STORAGE ELEMENTS
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• Plated Wire - Plated wire was not considered a likely
candidate on the basis of storage capacity and cost.
0 Optical Systems - Optical systems were eliminated
on the basis of technology status, which is primarily
I.-Amited to laboratory type systems at present.
• Electron Beam Addressable Memories - E-beam memories
were ruled out. because ongoing development work on
AEROSPACE MAGNETICTAPE RECORDERS
Magnetic rape recorders have provided the primary means for
mass data storage onboard spacecraft since the early days of the space
program i and at the time of this report, they are still the only
operational system capable of being used for storing and retrieving
dynamic data in space: This section is restricted to tape recorders that
are qualified for aerospace applications. Section 6 addresses wideband
tape recorders of the type used for recording wideband instrumentation/
j 4	 telemetry data; Section 7 addresses digital tape recorders for data
processing applications; and Section 8 addresses mass storage tape record.-
ing devices of the type used for archival storage. High-performance
magnetic tape recorders are generally classified as either digital recorders,
instrumentation recorders, or video recorders. Digital tape recorders are
used primarily to support data processing applications and are characterized
by the need for start-stop operation to permit real-time access and
readout of individual records within a tape file. Instrumentation
recorders generally are capable of higher performance in terms of
storage density and throughput than data processing tape recorders.
They are also character Jzed by continuous rather than incremental operation.
Instrumentation recorders are Used primarily to store wideband data,
including wideband analog.and digital telemetry signals, both on the
ground and onboard spacecraft. Video recorders are extremely wideband
recorders designed for recording And replaying video signals such as
those associated. with broadcast television. The video recorders achieve,
extremely wide bandwidth by utilizing rotating heads to effectively
increase the speed at which the-tape move's across the head. Video
recording techniques are currently being applied to the design of
both instrumentation and digital tape recorders to achieve higher
storage capacities and higher data transfer -rates.
The emphasis throughout this section is on recording densities,
data rates, and capacities. Theseparameters are a function of the
record head and the recording media characteristics. Although not
discussed in this section, significant improvements in the state of :the
art are also occurring in the recorder electronics. These improvements
are discussed in other sections of the report.
.3 4
A.erospace magnetic tape recorders have traditionally used either
direct, frequency modulation (FA) , 47r high-density digital recording
techniques for recording onboard data. The recorders that provide the
highest performance and represent the state of the part in technology
use digital high-density recording techniques. Titus this portion
of the report is directed toward that class of recorder.
The major improvements in aerospace tape recorder designs in
recent years have centered around increased data transfer rates and
increased storage capacity. In both cases, the pertotznance improvements
have been achieved primarily by increasing the numbev of tracks per
inch, either by usxag higher-density longitudinal heads ar by employing .
rotating-head video recording techniques.
The ERTS (Landsat), Skylab Airlock, and Apollo/Soyuz recorders
all used rotary-head recorders. Recording densities of 6.25 X 10'
bits/in` were achieved on those programs using this technique. The
NASA 240--iiibit/see recorder currently under .development employs
longitudinal (fixed-head) recording techniques and will be capable of
achieving a storage density of 2.7 x 10 6 bits/in s . The U.S. Navy is.
currently developing a variable- data-ra:te,. rotary-head recorder with a
storage density of 2.7 x 10' bits/in`.	 Although the Navy unit is not an
aerospace recorder., it illustrates what can currentl y be achieved with
ruggedi.ied hardware in terms of storage density. Specific-atio.ns for
some of the various NASA aerospace tape recorders currently under develop-
inent are presented in Table 3.1.1-1.
Technology advances are taking place in a number of ;areas of
magnetic tape recording that will affect the future capabilities
of spaceborne High--density digital recorders. Among .the.-most..important.
advances are improvements in:
L2
• Read-write Mead materials	 ^
• kead-vmite bead fabrication techniques
Automatic scan tracking techniques
s Continuously var iable data rate record i ng-'"t^ech'niques
• Tape materials
	
+"	 [ .^:
• Channel coding techniques.
1
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TABLE 3.1.1-1. NASA AEROSPACE TAPE RECORDERS CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT
MANUFACTURER ODETICS ODETICS RCA
Model /Name SCS 1001 ( NASA 10 9 ) DDS 6000 (Spacel ab HDRR) 240 MBS
Year Operational 1978 1978 1979-80
Volume .1,648	 i•n 3 3,393 in 3 5.3 ft'
Weight TBD 85 lb 200 lb
Maximum Input Rate 8.192 Mbits/sec 32 Mbits/sec 240 Mbits/sec
Maximum Reicird 120 i n/sec 92 i`n/ sec 100 in/sec 
Speed
Number of Tracks 8 or 16 22 data + 2 servo 120 data + 22 other
T ape Length 2,442 ft 9,200 ft 6,200 ft
Tape Width 0.5- in. 1.0 in. 2 in.
-Storage Capacity .4 x 10'9 (16 Tracks) 3.8 x JO' a 1.8 X	 1011
BER 5 x 10-7 1	 x 10- 6 1 X 10-6
Head Type Fixed Fixed Fixed
Configuration Coaxial Coaxial Coplanar
Maximum Power 31W (serial) 161W 27OW i	 F
fabrication, and design techniques. These include the multi-turn, thin-
film head design recently reported by Applied Magnetics, Inc., and
improvements in rotary-head designs, such as TBM' s 3850 helical-scan
digital recorder in which the heads "Fly" at a ti:,iominal! .10 Pin. above the
tape surface. Because rotating -head recorders have tape--head speeds of
1,000 to 1,500 in/sec, a head life of about 1,000 hr is considered normal
with "in-contract" heads. The "flying" head should provide virtually
unlimited head life.
Improvements in automatic scan tracking allow the reproduce head
in video tape recorders (VT s) to follow the written track more accurai-el}
and thus allow-closer track spacings. State-of -the-art VTRs achieve
tracking errors of less than 1 mil through servo control of the tape
speed and drum speed and through mechanical guidance of the tape.
Similar techniques are being developed for high-density, fixed-head
recorders. Automatic scan tracking also makes possible continuously
variable data ra ge changes.
Continuously variable data rate recording provides a high degree
of adaptability for data systems with variable data rates. These types
of recorders should find increased application in future spacecraft
with multiple observation systems that operate asynchronously.
The development of dc-free modulation codes for recording is an
important ;improvement in digital instrumentation recorder design
because it. provides. a significant improvement in BER without an increase
in bandwidth . . Typically, repetition of a. worst-ease pattern with. large
dr. content in a conventional digital recorder causes a do buildup that
results in a distorted output waveform and increased BER .  The new codes
are adaptive such that a code changes patterns to eliminate do buildup
whenever a pattern with the potential or do buildup occurs.
3.1.2 Trends in Aerospace Magnetic Tape...kecorders
The trends in aerospace magnetic tape recorders are toward moreI,
tracks per inch of tape width, use of wider (2-in.) tapes, higher data
transfer rates, faster start /stop
 times, variable data rate recording
higher performance tapes, and use of more sophisticated coding for error
control. Other trends include greater use of integrated circuitry, and
}	 increasing use of .rotary-head
 techniques. A zesal,cing trend is lower
cost pez bit of storage.
The trend toward more tracks per inch of tapewidth is driven by
efforts to achieve greater packing densities (i.e., higher bits p ­_.
square inch and higher bits per cubic inch) and higher data rates.
The reason for increasing tracks per inch (tpi) rather than bits per
inch (bpi) is that for a moderately high -bpi system, a bpi-versus-tpi
tradeoff favors tpi increase and bpi decrease. The reason for this is
that a 2:1 i*icrease in bpi packing density costs 18 dB of $IN margin,
whereas increasing the tpi by 2:1 costs only 3 dB. Difficulties with
multi-channel. head fabrication and with multi-channel electronics
have so far prevented widespread adoption of fixed-head machines with
track densities.exceeding 4. tpi.
Rotary-head digital recording is emerging as probably the most
viable magnetic tape recording technique for future spacecraft storage
applications Rotary-head recorders have already been used for at least
three different spacecraft data recording applications-and are also
finding increased application as ground-based
 instrumentation recorders.
This trend plus the need to provide both digital recording with fast
start-stop operation and onboard mass storage capability onboard future
spacecraft, assures the increased use of rotary-head recorders in
space. One of the main advantages of the rotary-head . recor:der is its
ability to provide fast start/stop operation with minimum tape motion.
Currently, high-data-rate (>100 ylbits/sec) recording can only be
accomplished. by using longitudinal .fixed-head type recorders since the
maximum data rate is a linear function of tape speed, number of tracks,
and bits per inch of tape. Existing.rotary-head.type recorders do
3-$
not employ multi-track heads and thus are Limited to approximately
20 Mbits/sec. Rotary-head recorders currently under development
will employ multitrack heads and provide I/O rates in excess of
1.00 Mbits/sec.
Authorities in the field predict that both.rotary-head and
fixed-head machines with transfer rates of 600 Mbits/sec using 2-in.
tapes will be available by the early 1380's. Figure 3.1.2-1 illustrates
the trend in maximum data transfer rates for spac.eborne tape recorders
through 1985. As may be seen in this figure, the data transfer rate is
projected to increase to 1 Gbit/sec by 1985. The technology currently
exits to build 1-Gbit/sec ground-based recorders; however, the limited
market does not justify the development cost. By 1935, the widespread
use of 1-Gbit/sec optical data links should create a significant market.
for high-rate recorders for ground-based applications.
Figure 3.1.2-2 illustrates how the number of t.racks.per inch
is expected to increase through 1985 for both fixed-head and rotary-head
( i,	 recorders. As previously explained, the increase in track density will
be made possible by a combination. of head fabrication techaiqu es and
automatic tape-track-following techniques using a servo loop.
Figure 3.1.2-3 shows the future trend in areal storage,d.ensity
for both aerospace recorders and ground recorders. Although there are
no technical reasons, other than power and weight requirements, for
the aeruspace recorders to lag the ground-type recorders in areal
storage density, most of the current developments in state-of-the-art
recorders are for either .ground-based or shipboard :applications. For
example, RCA is developing a 2.74fbit/in 2 recorder for the Navy, and
Bell and Howell has a contract with Northrop to develop a 270-Rbit/sec
recorder for. :the-Air Force., both of which exceed NASA airborne recorder
capabilities. One source indicated that NSA i. currently looking for a
600-Mbit/sec recorder; . data on this recorder were unavailable..
Another current trend is to develop and space-qualify bubble1	 _
memory systems as replacements for spaceborne tape recorders. Act.lsally,
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these units will only be used to replace relatively low-capacity
recorders, but eventually they will be competitive for the storage
Applications up to 10 12 bits. Figure 3.1.2-4 shows. the trend in the
cost/performance crossover point for magnetic tape versus bubbles through
1985. The 10 8 bit recorder presently under development was assumed
as the starting point for this curve. The crossover point as a function
of time is based on the use of approximately 1,000 state-of-the-art
magnetic bubble chips (see subsection 3.2) to build a recorder. The cost
for a magnetic bubble recorder will still be more than a comparable
capacity tape recorder, but the reliability and lifetime will be much
greater. Base,' on the curve presented in Figure 3.1.2=4, NASA will have
at least a 5-year lifetime after development for the tape recorders
presently being developed before being replaced by an equivalent bubble
memory system.
+	
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3.1.3 Projected. Developments . in Ae,.rospac? Ma net,c Tate
Recorders
Advancements in aerospace tape recorders will closely parallel
the advancements in ground-based tape recorders, as previously discussed.
,s Future spaceborne tape recorder developments will be limited to those
providing extremely high data storage capacity. The requirements for
recorders of low data capacity will be filled by magnetic bubble memory
systems as shown in figure 3,1.2-4.
Aerospace tape recorder technology in the 1985 timeframe should
provide storage densities approaching 6 X 10 6 bits/in 2 and provide data
transfer rates of up to 10 9 bits/sec. The projected characteristics
j	 of a high-performance spaceborne recorder in the 1985 timeframe are
given in Table 3.1x3-1. In addition to very high—capacity data recorders,
it is anticipated that the increased application of spacecraft onboard
processing will result in the need to develop a large-capacity spaceborne
mass storage system that is analogous to the mass storage systems
-.1 discussed in Section 8. These mass storage systems will probably be
impl.emeated in the form of automatic tape libraries with intermediate.
bubble storage for staging-and data .buffering. Technology will support
the developments listed, but the requirement for spaceborne mas s storage
systems will depend heavily on the emphasis-of NASA programs in the mid
19801s.
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TAKE 3.1.3-1.. PROJECTED CHARACTERISTICS FOR
AEROSPACE MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS IN 1985
Storage Capacity
	 10" bats
Tape Width
	
Z in.
Tape Length
	
8,400 ft
Maximum Data. Rats
	
1 Gbit/sec
Maximum Recording Speed
	
1`00 inl sec
Weight
	
S00 1b
Size
	
5 fta
6ER
	 1 x ^ 0"'
Maximum Pewee
	
21 00 ,W
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3.2	 MAGNETIC BUBBLE ;UMORIES
Memory devices that employ magnetic bubble technology exhibit
very favorable characteristics for space data storage applications, 3
including high storage densities, large data storage capacities,
relatively low power consumption per bit of storage, high reliability,
and nonvolatility. in addition to space data storage applications,
magnetic bubble technology is considered the front-runner in the race
to fill the speed/capacity/cost gap that exists between semiconductor
memory systems and rotating magnetic mass memories.
Magnetic bubbles are mobile cylindrical magnetic domains that
can be generated in a thin, flat magnetic film material and moved
about in the medium by the application of an external magnetic field.
The bubbles are . guided within the film layer (storage array) by
interaction with propagate paths that are processed into the layer and
magnetized by the external magnetic field. The process by which bubbles
move along the propagate path in response to a magnetic field is
illustrated in Figure 3.2-1. A bit of information is represented in
this figure by the presence or absence of a magnetic bubble. (The
presence of a bubble may be interpreted as a "1", in which case the
absence of a bubble would represent a "0".) .During the write
process, the chip circuitry generates the bubble and handles the
transfer into the storage area. During the read process, the circuitry
performs a repl cator/annihilator.func.tion whereby bubbles are duplicated,
with the copy going to the detector and the original being returned to
the storage area. Chip circuitry also provides the . detection function,
whereby either the presence or absence of a bubble is sensed.
	
-?	 Magnetic bubble memory technology has advanced dramaticallyi
since.1967, when magnetic bubbles Caere first invented by A. H. Bobeck at
Bell Laboratories. The f irst devices employed 100-pm bubbles and
provided a storage density of 580 bits/cm2. By contast, current
laboratory devices employ 1.8-lim bubbles. and provide storage densities
of 1.6 x 10 6
 bits /cm` . Impressive as this past wont has...been, future work
	
1	 inay be even more impressive as bubble diameters tend toward the
theoretical limit, which is estimated to be 0. 01 tin (Ref. 3-1)	 Geometric
3--I
features and the effects of these features on performance characteristics
of magnetic bubble storage devices are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs.
Magnetic bubble storage systems capable of providing large-
capacity storage for space applications are being developed by both.
NASA and the U.S. Air Force. The Air Force efforts include a program
with Texas Instruments to develop a fast-access mass memory, support
of second-generation technology employing smaller bubbles, and a
feasibility study with Rockwell for a 10 12-bit airborne memory. NASA
is currently developing space-qualifiable 10 7- and 10 8 -bit bubble
memory systems for space data storage applications. This developmeat
work, combines with the rapid developments in the commercial arena.
makes magnetic bubble memory a primary contender for future use as a
mass storage device in spacecraft.
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3.2.1 State of the Art in 'Magnetic. Bubble Memories
Magnetic bubble memory chips were introduced commercially for
the first time during 1977. The first memory chip to enter the
commercial market was the Texas Instruments TBM 1.01 chip. The chip,
which had a storage capacity of 92 kbits, included two orthogonal
drive coils to provide the rotating magnetic field, a permanent magnetic
set, and a magnetic shield to protect the data from external fields.
It was packaged in a.14-pin dual in--line module measuring 1.0 by 1.1 by
0.4 in. The chip architecture is major loop/minor loop, as illustrated
in Figure 3.2.1-1, and contains a total of 157 minor loops each consisting
of 641 bubble positions, resulting in a total capacity of 100,637 bits.
To enhance production yields, as many as 13 of the 157 minor loops on
the chip may be defective and the chip still meet specifications. The
minimum data capacity of the remaining 144 good loops is therefore
92,304 bits.
In addition to the TI chip, another magnetic bubble system
that saw limited co=ercial application during 1977 was a voice a:nncunce-
,nent system placed into service by Western Electric/Bell Laboratories.
le 272-kbit system used four 68-kbit chips manufactured by Western
Electric and was capable of storing a 12-sec voice message for use on
the Bell telephone network.
The state of the art is to the point where development pro to type
and: limited production chips in the 65- to 100-kbit range are fairly
.widespread (Ref. 3-2). Pilot production devices include a 262-kbit chip
from Texas Instruments and a Western Electric/Bell Laboratories 272-
kbit chip that is scheduled to replace the four-chfp configuration
in the voice announcement system identifi.ed . above. Recently
reported laboratory developments include 1-ilibit chips by both Rockwell
and Bell, Laboratories. The Rockwell 1-Mb .t chip is fabricated on a
400- by 400--mil die with 1.8-pm bubbles and an 8-dim period. Other
companies currently involved in bubble memory development work
include IBM, Intel, National Semiconductor, Rewle-tt-Packard, Univac,
Hitachi, Fujitsu, Plessey, and Phillips
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1. T-BAR
a 7/16 PERIOD MINIMUM FEATURES
a DEFECT SENSITIVE BARS
2. ASYMMETRIC HALF DISK
a 1/8 PERIOD ,MINIMUM FEATURES
a NO BARS
a NO CHANNEL-TO-CHANNEL
INTERCONNECTS
3. ASYMMETRIC CHEVRON
a GAP TOLERANT
a INTERMESHED ADJACENT CHANNELS
4. CONTIGUOUS DISK
a NO CAPS
a IMPLANTED PROPAGATE STRUCTURE
a 1/2 PERIOD MINIMUM FEATURES
a —
1/15 a
a^
FIGURE 3.2.1-2. EVOLUTION OF PROPAGATE STRUCTURES
8--pm period to construct a l-Hbit chip with a storage density of
1.6 K 10 6 bits/cm 2 . The asymmetric: chevron, which was also invented
at Bell Laboratories, provides almost a factor of two improvements
in chip density over the asymmetric half disk. The asymmetric chevron
structure enables chip densities approaching 3 `Ibits/cm 2 using current
wafer-processing techniques. The contiguous disk, discussed in Section
3.2.3, is an experimental propagate structure that provides a factor of
at least four increase in density over the asymmetric half disk.
At present there are two popular chip architectures for
organizing the bubble shift register structures. The simplest organiza-
tion is a single-loop shift register. A 100-kbit single--loop chip
operated at a 100-kHz shift rate has an access time of 0.5 sec. For
applications requiring improved performance, the major/minor-loop
organization illustrated in Figure 3.2.1-1 is most frequently used.
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The access time for the 100-kbit chip is reduced to lass than 4 cosec if
a maJor/minor-loop organization is used. This improvement in performance
is obtained with an attendant increase in bubble chip complexity, inter-
face electronics, and control logic. Since total access time is a com-
bination of the minor--loop access time plus the major-loop access time,
replacing the major loop with a decoder circuit further decre=ases
access time. Rockwell has reported success (Ref. 3-3) in decreasing
access time through the use of hybrid systems involving a combination
of major/minor loops and decoder organizations. Although decoders
decrease access time. they are considered complex, they dissipate
relatively high power, and a reliable decoder is difficult to achieve.
Near-future applications for bubble: memories as onboard spacecraft
storage devises are for high-reliability tape recorder replacements:
hence access time is not the major design consideration. The 10 -bit
bubble memory recoruer currently being developed for NASA b y Rockwell
has an access time of 0.5 sec.
Data transfer rates for a bubble memor y sy stem are a function of
drive frequency, chip density, chip organization, and system organizaation.
Typical drive frequencies range from 50 Hz to 300 kHz, with several
companies reporting; chips capable of operation to 500 kHz. The maximum
drive frequency is limited by the maximum bubble velocity and the
repetitive circuit period, N. For a bubble memory with an S-ism period
fabricated from garnet film with a maximum bubble velocity of approxi-
mately 1,000 cm/sec, the practical upper frequency limit is approximately
600 kHz. In systems such as the 10 0 -bit NASA bubble memory, data rates
much higher than the chip drive frequenc y are achieved by parallel
reading or writing of multiple chips within tha memory system.
Chip fabrication yields on the order of 20 to 30% have been
reporte=d. The application of improved propagate structures such as the
asymmetric chevron proposed by Hell Laboratories with only one permalloy
feature and only one gap per propagate period should further improve
chip yield by lowering the statistical probability of processing defects
that cause probl'oms.
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At least one memory system emplo y ing magnetic bubbles for space	 `j
data storage is currently under development, and others are known to
be in the study phase. Rockwell International's Autonetics Group is
currently developing a 10 8 -bit bubble memory system for NASA/Langley.
The program is intended to determine the applicability of bubble technology
to spacecraft data recording applications by design, development fabrica-
tion, and test of a flight-qualifiable, solid-state data recorder.
Table 3.2.1-1 presents the specifications for this system and compares
it with the NASA 10-8 and 10-9 bit tape recorders that are also under
development.
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NASA 10 s -BIT
BUBBLE MEMORY
NASA 10°-BIT
STANDARD RECORDER
NASA 10'-BIT
STANDARD RECORDER
Manufacturer Rockwell RCA Odetics
Year Operational 1978 1976 1978
Volume 616 in' 363 in' 1,648 in
Weight 40 lb 14 lb TBD
Storage Capacity 1 x 10 $ bits 4.5 x 10° bits 4 x 10' bits
Data Rate 1.2 Mbps{serial) 2 kbps to 2.56 Mbps 6,25 kbps to 8.19 Mbps
2.4 Mbps	 {parallel)
Power:	 141n/Max 13.5 W/103 W 7 W/17 W 18 W/46 W
Standby TBD 2.3 W 1 W
BER I x 10+8 1	 x 10- 6 (EOL) l x 10'6(EOL)
MTBF 44,004 hr 30,040 hr TBD
wJ"^^
TABLE 3.2.1-1. COMPARISON OF NASA 10 9 -BIT SOLID--STATE RECORDER MITH STANDARD 108--BIT
AND STANDARD 10 3 -BIT MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
Awl
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3.2.2 Trends in Bubble Memories
Research in bubble memories is proceeding on all fronts, including
materials, lithography, propagating structure design, chip organization
and configuration, fabrication processes, and packaging. The results are
enabling improvements in a number of important areas, such as storage
density and capacity per chip, higher yields on larger chips, improved
temperature and bit error performance, improved packaging that enables
bubble chips to be used with integrated circuit chips, improved fabrica-
tion techniques leading to one-step fabrication, lower cost, and increases
in potential applications.
Currently, bubble memory chip designs are evolving in two direc-
tions, corresponding to identified market areas. One chip design is con-
figured for maximum storage density and is intended for applications
where access time is not critical, such as airborne tape recorder replace-
ment. The other chip design is intended for disk replacement applications
that require access times less than 1.0 cosec. Figure 3.2.2-1 is a pro-
jection of the trend in bubble memory chip storage capacities for these
two market areas through 1985. Chip capacities are currently increasing
by a factor of four per year. This trend should continue through 1980.
By 1935, commercially available chips should have approximately 1,000 times
the storage capacity of currently available chips. however, smaller-
capacity chips (2 to S Mbits) with faster access times will most likely
dominate the bubble memory market. The larger-capacity bubble memory
chip designs will incorporate on-the-chip, fault-tolerant circuit
arrangements to maximize the processing yield for the large-capacity
devices.
The use of electron-beam fabrication and X-ray lithography will
enable chips with much larger capacities to be fabricated by increasing
both storage density and chip size. Chaps fabricated using photolithography
are currently limited in size to approximately 1 cm' with 1
-NM minimum
features. Using electron beam fabrication and X-ray lithography, as
discussed in Sectio.i 1, the resolution limit can be reduced to 0.2 pm
or less. Electron-beam fabrication also makes possible much larger
chips; however. it is not believed that chips significantly larger than
1 cm ` will be economically practical.
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The cost of commercially available bubble memory systems is
currently about 50 millicents per bit, as shaim in Figure 3.2.2-2. As
seen in the figure, the system cost should drop to 1 to 3 millicents
per bit by 1985, depending on memory size, access tames, etc. These
cost trends are based on the opinions of various experts for fast-access
bubble memories as represented by curves A and B of Figure 3.2.2-1.
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3.:.3 i'yo_l ecte?d Develo pme nts in Bubble 'Memo ries 	 6
The rapidl y
 changing state' of tiles tochnology .its m;tgne:tic bubbles i
assures signiticalst improvemollt5 taVt`r tile t3\istin g tit:lte o f tilt? :art.	 { '
rile tt'umd5 prestt41ted ill the proviou_ soetiotl were based oil trends in i
bubble techno.log} in the 11173-1077 timet r,%me and on an assossment of	 i
the statt:utallts of a number of authorities in the field. 'rile trends
tdontifieYd in Section 3.2.1 will result ill the itttrutiuctiotl of a number
at products employing ula ,;tttrtic bubbles during 1978, with substantial
inereasas in such products during the coming years. Appiicatious that
will omp.lov bubbles memories extensively by 1980 include mieroprocessors,
minicomputers, tiuedrt term.issttls, desktop computers. point--of-hale termi-
nasls, and reptacemonts for fixod-hey :►d disks acid drums. tither pOL011ti;l1
app.Ltc.tr,.iuits for 1080 .include mlLt.tary systems, airt^ra fC and sp;leocraft
recorders, data co lleet iols Cc'I'l11.i11:115, :end spaci: ► 1 st^;u:ll-i?roce^lsing
devices. Applications projected for 1985 iuetudo all they above ; ► ppli-
cattons on a larger scale. including, replacements for head-per--track
disk cslld mass storage s ystems ill ge ►leral.
Several authorities have projected th:lt chips with stor;ag
capacities of 10 6 bitslehip will be commercialiv avallablo by 19,85.
rhi:s will be achicivett by ;s combinatLon of fabricatin g Lave e.r ehipa,
LmpreOved 11170118g:ttO tit ructureS . :and util izat Lon of smallor devices
ge,ottle tries . For ex: ►lelp.Lo' tile couti.guous disk and bubble lattice device
structures wil..l pravidt" 15 to -'0 times the stor-,lgv density of the 'r-bar
structures used ill tht% Ti 92-kbit chip, :lnd circuit fabrication resolution
sheaulti iltcrt^,tse: by ;l f:lt ttsr of 5 to l0 ti1llt?s .	 The:relore, .10 11 bits; chit,
may btu possible without increasing the chip die slz%•.
The contiguous disk currentl y appears to offer the most proul.iso
as the next-generation bubble memory. The contiguous disk device uses
propagating structuro:s conststin g, of connected oLe'ments sh, ►ped like
disks or diamonds (see Figure 3.2.1-2). Bet:.ause of the absence of gaps
that have Ca be resolved phutu g,raphically, the density can hem increased
by at least a factor of four over the densit y of the .asymmetric half
disk
_. 1 4..x-._..1	 _ 1.. 1 . . —_3_ ...__.e .	 . i .	 «	 . —	 ... L.­ 	 . . ..1.	 l	 7	 I	 t
The bubble Lattice appears to offer a highly promising approach
for long-range bubble systems.
	 The bubble lattice is a fundamentally
different type of bubble memory device from those that are currently
available.	 Bubble lattice devices pack bubbles closely together in a
hexagonal lattice and store the information in two kinds vi bubbles with
different magnetization.
	
According to Ho and Chang of IBM's T. .3. Watson
Research Center (Ref.	 3--4),	 the bubble lattice will necessitate more
complicated structures than discrete bubble devices when .implemented in
functionally complete chips. 	 IBM reported the development of an experi-
mental	 l-k bubble lattice chip at the 1977 Conference on Magnetism and
Magnetic Materials 	 (Ref. 3--5).	 The experimental device contains a
32-row b y 32-column hexagonal array (like a honeycomb). 	 The bubbles
have a diameter of 5 pm and a center-to-center spacing of 11.5 dam, 	 for
a storage density of 5 %LIbits/in ` 	(O.iS x 10 6 bits/cm').	 bubble lattice
devices pack the bubbles much closer than conventional bubble devices;
hence they have the potential for storing much more data in a given area
than conventional bubble devices.
	 For example, if the current IBS! lat-
tice device were built using the same bubble diameters as the Rockwell
1-Mbit memory, they
 lattice file Would provide almgst five times the
storage density as the asymmetric half-disk structure.	 Future lattice
devices should improve the storage density by an even greater factor by
further reduction in the lattice bubble-to-bubble spacing.
In the bubble Lattice device, every location in the lattice
must always contain a bubble; hence information cannot be represented
as the presense or absence of a bubble as in conventional bubble memory
devices.	 Information is represented in the bubble lattice by the magnetic
state of the "domain wall" that surrounds each bubble.	 The bubble
structure can be forced into either of two magnetic states to represent
"
v anes" and "zeros".
	
Whenever a bubble is shifted out of the lattice,
another one with the same information content is entered at the rear of
the column to prever.:
	
the Lattice from collapsing. 	 The information
stored in a particular bubble is read by denoting whether it moves for-
ward along the .line of the colcmm or at a 30-deg angle from tae Line
when it is removed from the lattice.
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In addition to increased storage density, another advantage of
the bubble lattice is that the bubble motion is controlled by electrical
currents flowing through microcircuit patterns. that are deposited
directly on the electrically insulating bubble film material (yttrium
iron garnet).. This method.of controlling bubble motion eliminates the
rotating magnetic -field and associated coils used in conventional bubble
devices.
The. major factors ultimately limiting high-density bubble chip
designs are: high-resolution fabrication (line resolution), bubble--to-
bubble spacing restrictions, and magnetic properties of small bubbles.
Figure 3.2.3-1 illustrates how the aerial density cha!sges as a function
of minimum line width resolution and bubble size. if the line width is
the limiting factor, the bubble lattice file and contiguous disk are
about equal in bit packing density; however, if the bubble diameter is
the limiting factor, the density of the bubble lattice file is much
better than either the contiguous disk type or the types of bubble
memory devices that employ permalioy propagate structures.
Although most authorities believe that bubble applications will
be limited to storage requirements of 10 9 bits or less, Rockwell currently
has an Air Force contract to study the feasibility of-building an air-
borne 10 12 -bit bubble memory system. Rockwell claims that this system
could be operational before 1985 and the system goals represent a reasona-
ble.estimate of projected spaceborue bubble memory technology for that
time period. The conclusion after completing the first year of the study
is that most of the system design goals, with the exception of volume
and.power,.can be achieved..with current bubble technology, and it is
reasonable to assume that a.system that meets all the system goals can
be built in the early I980's. Table 3.2.3-1 compares the system goals
for the Air Force 10 1 '-bit bubble memory system.and NASA 10 -bit bubble
memory data recorder currently under development.
NASA's Langley Research Center is also developing a standard
107-bit bubble memory (SBM) .xor relatively low-storage-capacity appli-
cations, The SBM will weigh 15 lb and occupy a volume of 275 in'. The
SBM will have the capability for recording or playback of asynchronous
data from do to 1,024 Mbiti/sec. The SMI will also provide the capability
to simultaneously record and play back.
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TABLE 3.2.3-1. COMPARISON OF NASA 10 8-SIT BUBBLE MEMORY DATA RECORDER
AND.AIR FORCE.10' 2 -SIT MEMORY SYSTEM GOALS
a. --, , ", -
NASA 10 8 -91T
..BUBBLE MEMORY
AIR FORCE 10' 2 -.BIT BUBBLE
MEMORY SYSTEM GOALS
Year Operat,ional 1978 1985 (est.)
Vol ume 616 in' 3a,.456 i n
Weight 40 1b 120 1b
Storage Capacity 10" bits 1012	 bits
Power (maximum) 103 W 200 W
Data Rate 2.4 MHz 50 MHz
(maximum)
was ..	 W
t3.3	 ELE(
Elet
space data
rapid throu!.
E-beams were
space for tt
RpH-BEAM ADDRESSABLE.,MMORIES
ron-beam addressable memories were considered as a potential
orage medium because of the high storage densities and
put rates projected for this technology. After evaluation,
eliminated from contention as a possible storage medium for
following reasons;
s	 the time of this report, only one company
icro-bit) is known to be actively pursuing
F beam memory system development, and all of
t eir research is being directed toward the
c mmercial market.
• a e Micro-bit 950 system, which is scheduled
i r first delivery in 1979, is packaged in a
c binet that is 8 ft long by 5 ft high by 3 ft
L ep. The 950 system as physically packaged
i r the commercial market contains approxi-
r rely 2.1 Mbytes/ft 3 , whereas the first-
i nexation NASA/Rockwell 10 8 -bit Solid-State
F corder (bubble memory) packages 35 Mbytes/ft3
d the RASA/RCA 240 MBS tape recorder packages
750 ,ibytes/ft 3.
• 1 e economics of current E-beam system designs
i based on sharing the electronics among
veral storage tubes. Therefore, the cost/
F rformance of smaller systems (such as might
t packaged for space applications) that contain
c ly a few storage tubes is not attractive.
• Z _re are no near-Future requirements for large
s ace data storage elements with capacity/access
c aracteristics that are uniquely characteristic
E beam systems.
Tech icaliy, an E-beam system could be packaged for space and
should perfc u extremely well in the vibration-free space environment
if sufficer j..ustification: existed.to pursue development of the system,
but this dot not currently appear to be the case. Early storage tube
reliability roblems that were characteristic of small-area MQ5 targets
have been sc z%rhat overcome by use of larger storage tubes. Current
estimates of 3torage tube reliability is about 5 years for both the
cathode and 1e ta:rSet. A detailed discussion of.commercial E-beam
technology i presented in Section 7.2.2.1.
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.fin Y1i_	 4. SPACE DATA HANDLING ELEMENTS
Space data handling as used herein encompasses all functions
that occur between the output of the data source (sensors, computers,
imaging systems, etc.) And the input to the downlink modulator. The
standard functions of signal conditioning, multiplexing, analog-to-
digital and digital-to-analog conversion, intra-spacecraft communications,
data formatting, and data buffering are included, as well as those
functions that are derivatives of the standard functions, such as onboard
data base management, data compression, error correction procedures, and
adaptive systems. Figure 4-1 organizes and depicts the standard data
handling elements for digital data systems, and Figure 4-21 presents the
corresponding information for analog data systems. The major emphasis
throughout the text is on digital systems, since the trend for future
data systems is heavily oriented in that direction.
Space data handling systems offer the greatest potential of
any single data system element for improving the performance and cost-
effectiveness of future NASA data systems. Technology advances in data
handling will result from improvements in device speed, storage capacity,
size, power consumption, and cost; but the most significant advances will
be the result of the implementation of data handling system architectures
that have the capability to select, process, format, and control the flow
of information to the ground. Included in this category are intelligent
sensors; asynchronous data collection systems; high-speed processors;
high-capacity, fast throughput buffers; and packet-handling communication
links.
This section discusses the devices that are unique to space
data handling, such as signal conditioners, AID and DJA converters,
and multiplexers. These devices form only a portion of the data handling
system and must be considered in conjunction with technology in other
areas, such as space processors, magnetic bubble memories, semiconductor
memories, microprocessors, and mass storage system. The systems' impacts
of interconnecting all of these devices are presented in Section 1.0
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4.1	 DIGITAL DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS
Digital Data Handling System (DDHS) technology is discussed in
subse,quent paragraphs in terms of signal caonverAton elements, intra-
spacecraft cowuniwatians, and system control. El,dmunt configurations
dial flier functions typically associated with these ei&ments are depicted
in Figure. 4.1-1. Digital data handling s ystems included within the
categories discussed herein may serve as an input to a communications
do nnikzk and/or ca :gin onboard data management system with the capability
to adapt . to current conditions. Technology advances Will make oubo and
data "nagament more technically anti economically feasiblo &%Ad thus
war* prevalent on future LISA missions, bath manned and unmanned.
Technology aspects of signal conversion and tntra-spacecraft
communications are d:iscussod at both the component and the system level
within this secetWu. and DOUS control is discussed at the system/ tune t ional
level. Component-level elements of system control are covered in other
sections. Sections and I present procasoor technology; Section 3 presents
space data storage devito tecthnologv, including magnetic bubbles: and
Section 7 wavers se-miconduc:tor memories. including charge-coupled devices.
Section 1 addresses system-level considerations in general. with specific
Applications to digital data handling. which is one of the more
Important elements of data 4vstems from the standpoint of future
improvements.
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4.1.1	 Stateofthe Art in Digital Data - Handling 5yatems
Digital, data handling systems may be classified into two basic
categories;	 namely, general-purpose and unique/dedicated systems. 	 Although
this elassif icatiun is not particularly signif icant to technology develor -
ments, the component technology that is applied to each of these system
types is different as the. result of the different requirements that
characterize chase two different types of data handling systems. 	 Table
4.1.1-1 presents the general characteristics for the two categories.	 The
principal differences between the two categories are data rate and flexi-
bility .	 Whereas the general-purpose systems typically support lower data
rates, the requirements for f-lexib.ility are generally more stringent,
Circuit technologies capable of providing the high speeds associated with
the dedicated systems have typically consumed relativel y high power
and it has not bean feasible to provide both the high data rates and
the flexibility.	 Cast has also been a factor.	 Although the spead-power
products of the never circuit technologies are improving along with
cost, the uniqueness of most high-data-rate systems tend to maaket it more
feasible from both a cost and performance viewpoint to retain the basic
characteristics illustrated in Table 4.1.1-1.
General-purpose digital data :systems include the variaaas types
of low- to medium-data-rate PCM telemetry and instrumentation systems,
ranging in site from small PCH multiplexer/encoders to relatively large.
remote, multiplexed instrumentation system that can accommodate several
hundred input eha{nnals. Typical systems that are available for space
applications opaarate at rates ranging from 25 Kbits/sec to 5 Mbits/sec.
Some custom designs So as high as 10 Mbits/sec. Such systems are
available from a number of companies, including: Aydin Vector, Base Tan
Systems, Gulton, Spaacaetaac, Sperry Phoenix, SCI Systems, and Teledyne
Telemetry. 'These general-purpose sy stems are normally capable of
accepting various combinations of high-level and low-level analog signals
and discrete (bi-level) signals. Additionaally, most offer some flexibility
in selection of sample rates, word length, bit rate, and synchronization
codes via both programmable and hardware options. Systems in this
4-u
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TABLE 4.1.1-1. STATE-OF-THE-ART DATA SYSTEM CRARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTIC
9ENERAL-PURN SE
DATA SYSTEM
UNIQUE-DEDICATED
.DATA SYSTEM.-
System Type PCM.Telemetry or Computer PCM-High.Data Rate
Interface
Output Data Rate <10 Mbits/sec >5 Wts/sec
I/O Format Variable/Progratmable Fixed
IRIG-Compatible Generally, Yes Generally, No
Availability Off-the-Shelf or Custom Custom Design
Design
Number of Inputs 30 to 1,000 1	 to 10
Function-Typical Payload Data/Scientific Visible Imaging/
Data/Housekeeping Data IR Imaging/Digital
Radar
Typical Hardware Shuttle MOM/IUS Data System Multispectral Scanner/
VISSRa
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classification are often available as off-the-shelf hardware. These
systems normally provide POI outputs that are IRIG-:compatible. Not all
general-purpose data systems are characterised by a PCM output to a data
collection ground station. Some data systems, such as those used in
advanced military aircraft, communicate via a data bus to a central
computer that provides the data monitoring, display, and control
functions in real time. The hardware used in general purpose aircraft
data systems (such as the B-1 CITS) is very almilar to data systems
hardware used in space applications (such as the Space Shuttle MDM).
The unique/dedicated digital data systems include these systems
that are either dedicated to a single high-data rite sensor or require
unusual data-handling capabilities that are not practical to implement
with a general purpose data system. Examples of unique/dedicated data
systems are the various types of IR and visible imaging systems, such as
the Multi-Spectral Scanner data system on Landsats 1 end 2 and the
Thematic Mapper on Landsat-D.
Classification by application provides a convenient means for
comparing technology at the system level; however, it does not provide
a convenient subdivision for discussing component-level technology.
Subsequent discussions of space data handling systems are therefore
divided into the following functional elements:
• Signal Conversion
• Intra-spacecraft Communications
• Systems Control.
This subdivision provides a convenient means for subdividing and grouping
the various types of circuit technology used in various data system
designs. The interrelationships of these functional elements for a typical
data system was illustrated in Figure 4.1-1. The following sections discuss
the state of the art, trends, and projected developments in digital
data systems from the standpoint of both system-level and component-
level technology.
tics
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4.1.1.1 Sian-1 Conversion - Signal conversion hardwar.. includes
signal conditioners, a!talog/frequency-to-digital converters, digital-
to-analog converters, and analog/digital multiplexers that are used to
interface the data system with other spacecraft subsystems. Some of the
more frequently encountered signal conversion hardware elements include:
r Signal conditioners
A Special amplifiers
Special networks
A Sample-and-hold circuits
A Filters
• Multiplexers
A High-speed analog
• 'recision analog
A Digital
t Converters
A Analog-to-digital
• Frequency-to-digital
• Digital--to-analog.
Signal conditioning circuitry is generally used to either
transform voltage levels, isolate grounds, filter inputs, or provide
analog signal sampling. In addition, signal conditioning circuits are
also used to provide special functions such as transducer excitation/
compensation or thermocouple reference compensation. In most data systems,
the signal conditioning circuitry filters, scales, etc., the input
signals so as to provide standard voltage levels to the multiplexer
input.
The multiplexer allows a number of analog inputs to share a common
analog-to-digital converter or to simply provide sample sequencing or
selective buffering in the case of a digital multiplexer.
The converters are used to transform analog signals into a
digital format that is compatible with the data system or to transform
digital outputs into their analog form to provide spacecraft control
signals.
4-q
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4.1.1.1. 1 Signal Conditioning
.
 - Data system designs have
	 M`
traditionally utili..ed signal conditioning circuits between the outputs
of the various seumors or transducers and the inputs to the data system
multiplexer. Functions performed by the signal conditioning circuitry
include: scaling, filtering, offsetting, demodulation, buffering,
isolation, and nonlinear amplification.
Many state-of-the-art data systems eliminate much of the con-
ventional signal conditioning circuitry by the use of differential analog
multiplexers with programmable gain/programmable offset amplifiers. This
technique effectively places the multiplexer ahead of the signal con-
ditioning circuitry, thus eliminating the need for providing separate
signal conditioners for each individual channel. Programmable gain and
programmable offset also increase system flexibility by allowing a single
input channel to function either as a high-level channel or a low-level
channel simply by reprogramming the format controller. Programmable
gain ranges that are available in state-of -the-art systems range from
less than one to greater than 500.
Signal conditioning technology advances have been closely tied
to advances in linear circuit technology and advances in hybrid circuits, 	 >:
especially the ability to fabricate precision, stable, thin-and -thick-
film resistor networks. Table 4.1.1.1-1 illustrates typical component
types that are required to fabricate different types of signal conditioning
circuitry.
in general, the degree to which LSI can be employed in linear
circuitry is limited compared with digital technology because linear
circuits must withstand higher voltages, typically 30 to 40 V. 'Therefore,
oxides in linear devices must be 5 to 10 times thicker than for digital
circuitry; hence the resulting device geometries are much larger. Also,
certain components, such as precision capacitors used in precision
integrators, are not available in a package suited for hybrid design.
Therefore, these type components must be packaged outside the hybrid
or monolithic circuit module or an alternative design approach must be
used. One such alternative design approach is to use digital circuitry;:
if possible to replace analog circuitry. For example, an analog integrator
can be replaced by a voltage
-
controlled oscillator and a digital converter.
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TABLE 4.1.1.1-1. EXAMPLE OF SIGNAL CONDITIONING CIRCUIT COMPONENT USAGE
r
SIGNAL CONDITIONING FUNCTIONS
Demodulator, 400 Hz
Thermocouple
instrumentation Amplifier
Presampling Filter
Resistance Thermometer
Bridge Network with Excitati ons
Logrithmic Amplifier
Signal Conditioning Assembly
Power Supply
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Characteristics of state-of-the-art operational amplifiers are
presented in Table 4.1.1.1-2. Two recent innovations in amplifier
	
r
technology are BI-FLT operational amplifiers, in which FLT and bipolar
devices are fabricated on a single chip, and thick-film hybrid isolation
amplifiers. Prior to the recent Burr-Brown announcement, all commercially
available isolation amplifiers were packaged as modules. The BI-FET
amplifiers provide extremely high input impedance, excellant gain
linearity, and low cost.
Hybrid circuit packaging techniques are used to achieve small
package size in many state-of-the-art data system designs. The adaptation
of hybrid packaging to signal conditioning applications is often limited
because many of the specialized components used in signal conditioners
(i.e., transformers) cannot be readily adapted to hybrid designs.
According to various authorities, there have been no radical changes in
hybrid circuit packaging technology during the last 5 years. The packaging
of hybrid circuits has been evolving slowly during the past 5 years and
should continue to do so in the immediate future.
4.1.1.1.2 Multiplexers - Space da ta system designs utilize a variety
of analog and digital multiplexer configurations. Multiplexing as applied
to signal conversion includes the analog and digital multiplexers used to
interface with other spacecraft subsystems. Multiplexing functions not
associated with signal conversion include data bus multiplexing and the
interleaving of data from the various subsystems of the data system.
These types of multiplexer functions are discussed elsewhere in Section 4.
Some of the most demanding state-of-the-art multiplexer requirements
are associated with high-data-rate imaging sensors such as the Landsat-D
Thematic Mapper. These type systems require analog multiplexer speedy
on the order of 10 Msamples/sec. Only a few spaceborne multiplexers
have been designed to operate at these high rates. One recently developed
system was the "Multimegabit Operation Multiplexer System" (MOMS, Ref. 4-2),
which was developed by Harris Corporation for the Goddard Space Flight
Centex. The system was developed to prove the feasibility of implementing
Ell
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eTABLE 4.1.1.1-2. COMPARISON OF STATE-OF-THE-ART A14PLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS
w
INPUT INPUT UNITY GAI N'
AMPLIFIER OFFSET BIAS BANDWIDTH SLEW RATE
TECHNOLOGY CLASSIFICATION VOLTAGE CURRENT (Hz) (V/psec) PRICE (	 ^
Mono) ithic Low offset, low 50 jjV to 0.5 mV 1	 to 10 nA 400K to IM 0.1 2drift
:Precision, low bias 0.5 to 6 mV 50 pA to 2nA 500K to IR 0.1 2
Chopper-stabilized 50 to 80 pV 15C pA 3M 2.5 25
Bipolar input 1 to 5 mV 20 nA TOOK to IN 1' to 5 5
BI -FET 15 mV 20 pA 1-00 K to IM 1 to 5 5
Hybri4 Low Offset, Low From 8 PV From 10 pA 1 . 5M 0.6 10
drift
High voltage, high From 2 mV From 20 pA 5M 30 50
current
Bipolar input 0.2 mV 40 nA 2M 10 15
FET input 5 mV 10 nA 600K 2 25
Modular FET input 200 pV to 1 mV 0.1	 to 25 500K to 5M 0.25 to 1,000 50
pA
Precision chopper 10 to 25 pV 50 to 150 loom 0.2 to 100 75
pA
Wideband 1 to 3 mV 100 pA to 60M to 120M 300 to 1,000 75
5nA
Precision electro- 1 to 10 mV 10 fA 21000M 0.0004 100
meter
a high-rate data system for the Landsat-D Thematic Mapper application.
MOMS consists of two 140-nit/sec aubsystems from which the outputs are
interleaved to produce a combined sysrem iutput data rate of 280 Mbits/sec.
Each of the 140-Mbit/sec subsystems consists of a multiplexer with 30
radiometer channels and 2 vidicon channels, sample-and-hold circuits,
and a 20-;Msam le/sec b 7-bit analog-to-digit-al converter. Althougheter Altho^	 p	 Y	 8" _ 
MOMS was only implemented as a breadboard, the system has a projected
volume of 625 in 3 and a power requirement of 30 W. The MDMS multiplexer
uses a two-level gating arrangement that employs a sophisticated bipolar
analog switch with a 12-asee settling time. The sample-and-hold
circuits are used only for the two vidicon channels.
LSI multiplexer chips that include 16 differential analog
channels with channel selection decoders have been available for several
years; however, the use of LSE circuitry for spaceborne analog multiplexer
applications is often limited by system design constraints that include
requirements that do not allow a multiplexer circuit failure to affect
multiple channels.
A number of commercial monolithic data conversion components
have begun to emerge with the multiplexer and converter functions inte-
grated into a single chip. These converter subsystem chips have been
initially offered by National Semiconductor and Fairchild and provide
an analog multiplexer with an 8-bit converter at about one-fifth the cost
of similar hybrid devices. In fact, it is becoming increasingly difficult
to distinguish between what is a component and what is a subsystem.
4.1.1.1.3 Converters - Numerous techniques are used to perform
analog-to-digital conversion, including successive approximation, integrate
and count schemes (such as double ramp and triple ramp), and high-speed
parallel. Depending on the application and conversion technique employed,
conversion speeds vary from 10 nsec to 3 sec and accuracies from 4 to
16 bits. Converters utilized in spacecraft applications generally
require conversion rates that are faster than 50 psec, and the following
discussion is limited to this type converter.
1
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The primary methods used to perform relatively high-speed
analog-to-digital conversion are:
• Successive approximation
• Series-parallel
• Parallel
• Cyclic..
State-of-the-art characteristics of converters employing these techniques
are presented in Table 4.1.1.1-3, which indicates a wide variation in
the cost and performance of the different types of converters. This is
due in part to the current rapid emergence of monolithic converters,
which are providing a significant reduction in converter Bost per unit of
performance. Monolithic, successive-approximation, two-chip analog-to-
digital converters are now available with resolutions up to 10 bits.
Precision Monolithics and Harris Semiconductor have both recently
announced single-chip, 12-bit digital-to-analog converters and Analog
Devices recently announced the industry's first 10-bit, successive-
approximation analog-to-digital converter that is completely self-
fTA
VW
contained on a single chip.
Successive approximation is the most popular method for medium-
to high-speed (1 to 50 usec) analog-to-digital conversion. Successive-
approximation converters use either current summing or voltage summing
ladder networks in which successively smaller voltages are sequentially
summed and compared with the .input or unknown voltage. After each com-
parison, the previously added voltage is either removed or retained
depending on whether the sum is greater than or less than the unknown
input as determined by the converter's voltage comparator. The speed of
successive approximation converters is limited by the number of bits
(successive operations) and by the gain-bandwidth products required to
resolve each voltage comparison to the required accuracy. One major
advancement that has been made in the design of successive approximation
converters is the ability to circumvent transient and settling time
problems that are inherent in these types of analog-to-digital converters
by the addition of an error correction feedback technique. SCI Systems
0)
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TABLE 4.1.1.1-3. STATE-OF-THE-ART IN ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
PR ICE
RANGE
TYPE CONVERSION TIME, TECHNOLOGY NOTES
General -Purpose
8-bit 1 to 20 usec 8 to 190 Monolithic/Hybrid Successive Approximation
10-bit 2 to 30 usec 25 to 330 Monolithic/Hybrid Successive Approximation
12-bit 2 to 50 usec 50 to 350 Hybrid/Module Successive Approximation
High-Speed
6-bit 1.0 nsec minimum TOD Mono  ithic/Hybrid
8-bit 20 nsec to l usec 225 and up Monolithic/Hybrid
10-bit 100 nsec to 2 usec 250 and up Monolithic/Hybrid
High-Accuracy
14-bit 6 uses minimum 420 and up Module Successive Approximation
16-bit 8 µsec minimum 795 and up Module Successive Approximation
*Various methods of high-speed A/D conversion are discussed in the text.
has developed a converter that has the ability to correct encoding
errors prior to the final decision provided the net decision error
is within certain bounds. This type of converter is useful in systems
utilizing multiplexed programmable amplifiers with gains of up to 500
that require significant settling time. With a self-correcting converter,
the conversion can begin before the data input has completely settled.
The analog-to-digital converter used in the MOMS, previously
discussed, is a series-parallel type that consists of two series stages,
each of which contains 16 parallel comparators. The first stage encodes
the four most significant bits. These four bits are then converted to
analog by a digital-to--analog converter and subtracted from the input
signal. The second stage encodes the subtracted difference. Since
completing the MOMS contract, Harris has redesigned the analog-to-digital
converter to provide 8-bit resolution at 30 Msamples /sec.
In addition to the series--parallel type of analog-to-digital
converter used in MOMS, two other types of ultra--high-speed analog-to-
digital converter designs are frequently used in high rate data systems.
These are the cyclic converter and the parallel converter.
The parallel converter is a "brute force" approach the utilizes
2
N-1 
comparators to implement an N-bit converter. Although the parallel
type converter is very fast (<20 nsec), except for use in low-resolution
applications, most designs to date are too large and require too much
power to be used in aerospace data systems.
The cyclic analog-to-digital converter consists of a series
of nonlinear amplifier stages each with a transfer function as shown in
Figure 4.1.1.1-1. The converter is named cyclic because the voltage at
the outputs of each stage cycles up and down as the input voltage varies
linearly. The cyclic converter has the advantage of high speed with
minimum circuitry. The main disadvantage of the cyclic converter is
accuracy, since accuracies in excess of 7 bits are difficult to achieve.
The cyclic converter binary representation is inherently generated in Grey
code. For applications requiring binary, grey-code-to-binary converters
are used.
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FIGURE 4.1.1.1-1. CYCLIC ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER STAGE
TRANSFER FUNCTION
The Computer Labs MATV series of analog-to-digital converters
overcomes the accuracy limitation.of the cyclic converter by using cyclic
scheme to encode the six most significant bits and a parallel encoder for
the two least significant bits. The MATV converters provide 8-bit
accuracy and are packaged in a configuration suitable for aerospace
applications. Other specifications include a conversion time of 50 nsec,
power consumption of 8 W, and size of 5.5 by 4.8 by 0.85 in.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., is currently developing a 4-bit
quantizer chip with 8-bit accuracy. Each 4-bit quantizer chip contains
lb high-speed comparators with an associated resistor divider network
and logic packaged as a single LSI integrated circuit. Using two of
these devices plus some additional circuitry, a series-parallel 8-bit
converter with a 20-Msample/sec ward rate can be built. Sixteen of these
ICs can be used to build a parallel 8-bit converter with a 100 Msample/sec
(800-Mbps) word rate. These 4-bit quantizers make it feasible to build
relatively small, med &W'd-accuracy parallel type converters for use in
aerospace systems.
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A number- of companies are employing LSI circuit technology to
produce high-performance and/or low-cost monolithic converters. Several
companies are producing single-chip 8 -bit successive approximation
converters that sell for less than $20.00 in small quantities. TRW has
recently announced a family of ultra -high-speed analog-to-digital con-
verters that employ LSI technology. This family includes an 8-bit
converter with a 50-asee conversion time and a 10-bit converter with a
100-nave conversion time.
TRW is also developing a 4-channel, 5-bit, 400 Msample/sec data
system for the Air Force Avionics Laboratory. The system contains a
parallel type analog-to-digital converter packaged as a single hybrid
module that uses four 3-bit quantizer chips and an emitter-follower
differential logic family that has gate delays of 250 to 350 psec per gate.
ICJI
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4.1.1.2 Intra-Spacecraft Communications -
4.1.1.2.1 Serial Time Division Multiplexed Data Buses - During
the past 10 to 15 years, serial digital time division multiplexed data
bus communications techniques have played an important role in space
data handling system designs. Most general-purpose data systems utilize
a serial biphase encoded transformer coupled data bus as the communica-
tions link between the various components of the systems. These
systems generally operate the bus at data rates of 1 or 2 MHz. Very
large data systems such as used on the Shuttle orbiter employ multiple
data buses. Multiple buses can be used either for redundant communica-
tions or to increase the data rate of the system.
Serial data bus designs were first utilized during the 1960's
on various missile systems such as the Titan and Agena in an effort to
reduce the weight of the instrumentation system. In 1969, the A2K Committee
of the Society of Automotive Engineers was formed to investigate and
develop standards for aircraft multiplexing. The work of the A2K
Committee eventually evolved into MIL-STD-1553A, which was adopted by
the Department of Defense in 1975. The initial application of multiplexing
to commercial aircraft was the passenger- entertainment system for the
Boeing 747. The F-15, which was first test flown in 1972, was the
first operational fighter aircraft to employ an operational 1 MHz data
bus as the primary avionics system communications medium. The F-15
flight test system also utilized a serial data bus. The Space Shuttle
has several types of serial data buses. The Shuttle Orbit-or has a
1-MHz bus similar to the MIL-STD-1553A data bus. The Spacelab and
External Tanks also use similar data bus techniques.
Most data bus designs employ transformer coupling with balanced
twisted shielded pair cable to allow the system to operate in extremely
high common-mode noise environments. Another technique sometimes used to
achieve high isolation and common-mode rejection is the use of optical-
isolators. Because of the high current requirements and temperature
instabilities, optically coupled devices are generally not used in the
larger systems that require multiple (up to 32) modems on a single data
bus.	 j
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4.1.1.2.2 Fiber. Optic Data.Buses - The fiber optic data bus
has been gaining widespread acceptance since about 1970. Fiber optics
offer the advantages of small size, light weight, extremely high data
handling capacity, high security from jamming, high immunity to MG/EMP,
crosstalk immunity, potential low cost, and lower transmission loss
per length of cable. Both the Navy and the Air Force have sponsored
several fiber optic demonstration programs and are currently engaged
in developing components and modules as well as systems. The Navy is
working on devices for second-generation 104fbit/sec systems. The Air
Force is concentrating or the development of low-cost electrical-to-
optical and optical-to-Electrical interface circuits. The Navy program
is being managed by the. Naval Electronics Laboratory and the other
program by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory. The outcome of these.
programs should significantly affect the role of fiber optics for Future
data bus applications in general-purpose data handling systems.
Some fiber optic demonstration systems already tested by the
Navy include: a secure telephone system that was installed on the USS
Littlerock in 1973,.
	 a fiber optic sonar link (FOSL-1) that consisted
of 52 parallel channels to provide analog signal transmissions, and
a 10-Mbit airborne optical data multiplexer designed to MIL-E-5400P
standards for the Naval Ocean Center's Airborne Light Optical Fiber
Program (ALOFT) and test flown on the A-7 aircraft for 150 hr. As
a result of the ALOFT demonstration program success, the Navy is
considering a point-to-point fiber optic system for the Advanced Harrier.
In addition to these military demonstration programs, numerous fiber
optic data links have been implemented for ground communciation applica-
tions. These are discussed in Section 9.
A fiber optic data link consists basically of a light- emitting
source for optical fiber transmission media and an optical receiver.
Each of these areas is discussed below.
There are three basic types of optical fibers:
1. Single-mode step index - A core small enough (1 to 10 ism)
to contain only - the lowest mode is bound by an outer
cladding of higher refractive index, resulting in an
abrupt increase in index at the interface.
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2. ilSultimode step index - This fiber resembles the single-
mode step-index fiber but has a much larger core
(30 to 70 pm).
3. Graded index - The refractive index varies directly
with radius in the graded-index glass fiber, which
consequently exhibits low loss and low dispersion.
Figure 4.1.1.2-1 shows the relative conceptual differences between these
basic fiber types.
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GFor any optical communications application, fiber attenuation,
fiber dispersion, and cost generally determine the type of fiber to be
used. Attenuation loss in optical fibers is due to material absorption,
material scattering, waveguide scattering, and radiation loss. For any
fiber material there will be spectral regions of low and high loss.
Figure 4.1.1.2-2 gives a typical attenuation curve for graded-index
glass fibers as a function of wavelength. The graded-index fibers have the
lowest attenuation loss but are more costly than the step-index types.
Attenuation loss in production quality graded-index fibers has been as low
as 5 Wi= for glass fillers whose spectral region of lowest loss is
between 0.85 and 0.90 Vim. The plastic multimode fibers are the lowest
cost but have higher loss and dispersion than the other types.
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Another important fiber characteristic is optical dispersion, which
is a measure of the spreading of optical pulses per unit length due either
to the material or mul .timode group delay. The best value of dispersion
for production quality graded- index. fibers is 5 nsec /km. Experimental
fibers have exhibited dispersions as low as 0 . 2 nsec/km. It should be
noted that for relatively short distances, such as encountered onboard
spacecraft, neither attenuation nor dispersion should limit system data
rates.
Electrical data bus systems provide a capability for connecting
multiple terminals to a single electrical bus. This is possible because
the data bus receivers reflect a high impedance ("la K) to the but and
the data bus transmitters function as active elements and are only
it
	
to the bus when the data terminal is transmitting.
The current "first-generation" optical data bus systems employ
either an optical tee at each data terminal or use a star coupler. The
tee configuration minimizes cabling but can provide only a limited number
of terminals without signal amplification. The star coupler configuration
employs a single optical mixer or "star" to which all of the data
terminals are connected. A comparison of worst-ease loss as a function
of the number of terminals for tee and star systems is shown in
Figure 4.1.1.2-3.
Source characteristics for fiber optic communication systems are
adequate output power, ease of modulation, long lifetime, high efficiency,
low cost, and fiber compatibility. Three sources with these general
characteristics are:
• Semiconductor light emitting diodes (LID)
• Semiconductor injector lasers
• Solid-state lasers.
In LED structures, the optical output is emitted over a solid
angle of 2Tr sr. Therefore, even if the device has high output power,
its output radiance, or output power emitted into a unit solid angle
per unit emission area, can be low, resulting in high coupling losses.
Emphasis is placed on high radiance output in LEDs to overcome these
losses.
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High current density, thermal shock, and mechanical stress can
all limit the lifetime of an LED. Current LEDs have been run up to
3 years, or 25,000 hr, in test environments. The results of accelerated
life testing indicate that lifetimes in excess of 100,000 hr are possible.
The output spectral width is inversely proportional to the
material dispersion of the fiber. LEDs have a spectral output width
of 40 nm in the best case, approximately an order of magnitude wider than
injection lasers.
Optical energy generated by injection lasers is essentially
limited to a 30-deg cone angle so that a quch larger fraction of
energy may be coupled into the multimode fibers than is possible with
LEDs; hence coupling losses are lower for injection lasers than LEDs.
Injection lasers can be directly junction-modulated by varying
the injection current, thus providing wide modulation bandwiL the and
faster data rates. Injection lasers have an output spectral bandwidth
that is a factor of ten better than LEDs: 4 nm.
S
The most highly developed semiconductor material far injection
laser use is aluminum-doped gallium arsenide, which operates in the
spectral region of low loss for glass fibers: 0.80 to 0.85 um. Other
semiconductor materials are being developed to operate further into
the infrared. Research is also being performed in developing low-loss
fiber materials to operate in the far infrared.
The Nd:YAG laser is a solid-state laser that requires optical
excitation in pump bands located at X - 0.75 and 0.81 um. It has been
considered for fiber optical applications because its laser emission
at A * 1.05 pm is In the low-loss range of glass fiber attenuation.
Its output spectral width is less than 0.1 nm, resulting in very little
material dispersion (see Table 4.1.1.2-1). However, the device must
employ external modulation because the upper energy levels have a long
fluorescence lifetime of about 200 psec. Consequently, direct laser
modulation is limited to bandwidths below megahertz rates., thus .restricting
the data handling rate. Miniature Nd:YAG lasers that are compatible with
optical fibers have been fabricated using LED end-pumping schemes.}
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TABLE 4.1.1.2-1. STATE-OF-THE-ART FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS COMPONENTS
D
COMPONENT PROPERTY PRODUCTION RESEARCH
Fiber Optics Pulse Spread 5 nsec/ km 0.2 nsec/km
Bandwidth 400 MHz I GHz
Attenuation 5 dB/km l dB/km
Detectors NEP 10-12 to 10-14 W 10-16 W
Rise Time 10-9 sec <10-12 sec
Data Handling 100 Mbit/sec 1 Gbit/sec
Sources
LEDs Spectral Width 40 nm 40 nm
MTBF 104 hr 106 hr
Injection Spectral Width 4 nm 4 nm
Lasers
MTBF 10" hr 105 hr
Nd: Spectral Width <0.1	 nm <0.1 nm
YAG MTBF Not Available Not Available
A typical optical receiver consists of a photodetector, a front-
end amplifier, a filter, and demodulation circuitry. For most fiber
applications, the detector is usually a p-i-n or avalanche photodiode.
The photodiode response time is the rms sum of the charge collection
time in the depletion region of the semiconductor and the RC time constant
produced by the load resistance and the sum of the ,junction capacitance
and stray capacitance. The response time, or rise time, describes the
speed with which a detector responds to a change in the incident flux
and hence limits the data rate. The stray capacitance (assuming low
load resistance) is the limiting factor in the response time. The
capacitance can be reduced, however, by reducing the active surface area.
This causes a shorter rise time but in so doing decreases the overall
coupling ability of the photodiode. In this sense, the response time
can be a deceptive figure, and it is necessary to understand which values
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of load resistance and active surface area the manufacturer is implying
in his response time quotations. Current values for rise time are less
than a nanosecond. Some present-day photodetectors ixave demonstrated
a data handling rate as high as 700 Fits/sec, but with low signal to
noise ratio.
The noise equivalent power (NEP), or the minimum incident power
required to generate a photocurrent equal to the total photodiode noise
current, is of great importance because it defines the minimum detectable
power of the photodiode. Like the response time, the NO can be an
ambiguous figure if the test conditions are not specified. A manufacturer's
NEP figure implies knowledge of source power, chopping frequency of the
radiation, and noise bandwidth, as well as the previously mentioned
values of resistance and capacitance. The NEP for current photodiodes is
10-12 to 10-7.4 W.
Characteristics of state-o€-the-art fiber optic components are
presented in Table 4.1.1.2--1.
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4.1.1.3 System. Control - The data system control function can
either be integrated with the signal conversion hardware, as in small PCM.
systems, or it can be a separate hardware element, as in the larger data
systems. Data system control functions include the following:
• Data selection (sampling sequence generation)
• Internal communications control
• Data interleaving and output formatting
• Data buffering.
4.1.1.3.1 Data Selection and Internal Communications . Control -
State-o£-the-art data systems provide control of the input data sampling
sequence by either hardwired logic or program control. Data acquisition
systems with relatively simple data formats use either hardwired logic
or a combination of hardwired logic coupled with some type of externally
wired program plug. The larger, more complex data systems generally
use some type of centralized controller that stores the data sampling
sequence on a programmable memory.
In the past, most spaceborne data systems have utilized a system
control unit that is separate from the onboard computer to acquire house-
keeping and telemetry data. Frequently, the guidance, navigation, and
control system have used a separate data system dedicated to these functions.
State-of-the-art spacecraft data system designs integrate the data
acquisition and control distribution functions into a single system.
In some of these systems, the data acquisition process is controlled by
a dedicated processor or controller. In other configurations, the controller
is implemented as a computer I/O channel that shares memory with the
central computer by cycle stealing to generate the data sampling sequence
and control the flow of commands and data between the controller and the
various system data acquisition terminals. Both types of controllers
are used in the various Space Shuttle data systems.
In systems that have a separate system control unit, interfaces
are usually provided between the system control unit and the onboard
processors, onboard data storage units, and the communications downlink.
In general, the technology used to implement system control units is
`^	 the same as used in spaceborne processors with the single exception that
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Lgreater,  emphasis is placed on low-power operation for the controllers.
The computer technology discussed in Section 2 also applies to data	 F;
system controllers,
4.1.1.3.2 Data Interleaving_ and Output Formatting - Asynchronous
multiplexing, data interleaving, and data buffering has within the last
few years become an important aspect of spaceborne data system design.
The Orbiter Payload Data Interleaver and the Spacelab High Rate
Multiplexer are examples of these types of hardware. The High Rate
Multiplexer is the most advanced general-purpose high-rate digital
multiplexer development reported using commercially available components.
The High Rate Multiplexer is a 5O-Mbit/sec general-purpose asynchronous
multiplexer being developed for NASA by Martin Marietta. This system
has 16 multiplexer inputs, each of which will accept up to lb Mbits/sec.
However, the maximum combined system input data rate is 48 Mbits/sec.
The system is coded in NRZ-L format with separate clock lines to each
input. The system is designed using technology capable of being space-
qualified. The High Rate Multiplexer does not buffer blocks of data for 	 1
formatting purposes. Data are output and multiplexed a word at a time
in a manner similar to conventional data systems in the past. Fill bits
are output when data are not available from the asynchronous inputs.
One of the major problems in high-rate digital data handling
is power consumption. One technique for reducing power in aerospace data
systems is to operate parallel subsystems constructed from components
with lower power-delay products and to combine these subsystems outputs
using a minimum of high-power logic to produce a high-speed system output.
Another way to reduce power is to attack the basic physics of the power
consumption problem, which is the amount of energy required to charge
device capacitances. The power can be reduced by reducing either voltage
swings or device capacitances. Harris used custom-designed, large-
scale ECL logic in MOMS to reduce both the internal logic voltage swings
and the integrate capacitances. Typical power-delay products achieved
were an order of magnitude less than MECL III for 200-MHz operation.
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Several new logic technologies with extremely low-power delay products
are discussed in Sections 1 and 7. These include enhancement and
depletion mode GaAs MESFET, low-power silicon MESFET, static induction
transistor logic, and elevated electrode logic.
Another system utilizing custom-designed ICs is a high-rate
digital multiplexer developed by TRW Systems for the Air Force Avionics
Laboratory. The multiplexer has six input channels. Each channel
multiplexes 8 bits of parallel data at a 2041Hz word rate. The system
adds the synchronization code and converts the data to a 1-GHz serial
data stream. The logic technology employed in the system is TRW's emitter-
follower differential logic with oxide-lined transistors and junction
isolation. Typical gate delays are 250 to 350 psec.
Subsection 9.1.1.2 reports on a 274-Mbit/sec multiplexer (AT&T's
D34 multiplexer) that began operation on a test basis between New York
City and Newark, New Jersey, in 1975. The D34 system, accepts three
44.736-Mbit/sec pulse streams into each of two 137 Mbit/sec multiplexers
and interleaves the two 137-Mbit/sec bit streams at the last instant
to minimize the requirement for high-speed (=1-nsec) logic. This system
Is not restricted in power consumption, weight, size, etc., as in a space-
borne system. However, as reported in Section 9, the same types of ICs
were used in this system as in the system discussed below, which is
being built for space data-handling purposes.
Another high-rate data system that uses commercially available
components is a 200-Mbit/sec simulator built by Martin Marietta in 1974
(Ref. 4-2). Work is currently being performed on a 500-Mbit/sec system
that uses faster components than were available when the 200-Mbit/sec
system was built. The 200-Mbit/sec system was designed with Motorola
MECL 10,000 and MECL III components and was successfully operated at
230 Hbits/sec under- varying signal conditions. MECL III components
were used where speed was a primary consideration and either MECL
10,000, TTL, or CMOS components were used where possible to minimize
power consumption. The engineer responsible for the program was contacted
to determine the power consumption and the feasibility of this high-data-
rate system.for space applications. The actual power consumption was
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not established, but the opinion was that the consumption of power was
too high for space applications.
At the time 200-Mbit/sec system was built, the state of the art
in available logic components permitted a toggle rate to approximately
350 HHz using the Motorola MC 1670 type D flip-flop from the MECL III
series. Presently. Fairchild semiconductors offer flip-flop components
capable of toggle rates to approximately 720 MHz. Thus improvements
in speed by a factor or two over previous systems are reasonable to
expect.
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4.1.2 Trends in Digital Data Handling Systems
The trends in general-purpose digital data systems are toward
increased capability and flexibility, smaller size, and lower power
consumption. Flexibility will continue to be enhanced in future systems
as microprocessors and memories with greater capacities are incorporated
into the designs. Bubble memories (Subsection 3.2) will probably replace
plated wire memories and EPROMs for nonvolatile program storage in
future system format controller designs.
Future general-purpose data systems will utilize microprocessors
within the remote terminals to perform functions such as data queueing,
data compression, and buffer storage. These intelligent remote terminals
will significantly reduce the amount of traffic on the data bus by
eliminating much of the nonessential, data transmitted on the bus.
Unique/dedicated data system trends are toward higher data rates
and the application of onboard processing to control selective sampling,
control sensors, perform data compression., and provide limited onboard
real-time data analysis. Although there is a current trend in unique/
dedicated data systems toward higher data rates with the Landsat-D
Thematic Mapper data rate almost six times the rate of the Landsat-C
Multispectral Scanner, the data system needs for the immediate future do
not provide a significant technological .challenge. The technology
currently exists to build data systems having 8-bit resolution with
output data rates up to 1 Gbit/sec. Current developments in LSI analog-
to-digital converter technology, GaAs metal-semiconductor field-effect
transistor logic technology, and short-channel NMOS technology for analog
switches should make possible the construction of even faster data
systems by 1985.
,Although the technology is available to build much higher- rate
data systems than currently exist, it is unlikely that these types of
systems will be utilized by NASA in the immediate future since ultra-
high-rate space-to-ground data links do not currently exist and none
are planned that will accommodate in excess of 600 Mbits/sec. It may
therefore become necessary beyond Landsat-D for onboard data systems to
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include a significant amount of data processing to selectively sample 	 sw^f
and/or perform data compression.
Many of the current developments in data systems circuit
technology are being driven by radar processing and electronic counter-
measures applications. This includes both ultra -high-speed analog-to-
digital conversion and onboard real-time processing. Several companies,
including Barris, IBM, Motorola, 'TAW, and others, are developing high-
rate data systems for radar processing. JPL has a 5-year program to
develop a synthetic aperture radar (SAA) processor. Possible applica-
tions for the SAR processor include SEASAT-C, Spacelab, and Venus
Orbiter.
1
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	 4.1.2.1 Signal Conversion - Many authorities predict the con-
tinued demise of sensors and subsystems that output analog signals to
the data system. Although this trend has already eliminated most of
the analog type outputs from the larger spacecraft subsystems s . ich as
inertial platforms and experiments, there are a number- of types of
onboard sensors (e.g., temperature and pressure) that most likely will
continue to provide analog inputs to the data system and require some type
of signal conditioning.
Increases in the speed and complexity of integrated circuits,
decreases in power consumption, and decreases in cost for complex chips
can be expected to continue for the foreseeable future (Subsection 7.2.1),
and the effects on space data handling systems will continue to be felt.
Another trend that will impact signal conversion technology is the
increased use of MOV 0105 linear devices in Future high-speed multiplexer
and analog-to-digital converter applications as the performance and cost
of these devices challenge their bipolar counterparts. It has been
known for many years that majority carrier devices (such as NMDS) should
be faster than minority carrier devices (such as bipolar transistors).
However, only recently have short-channel MS devices that were faster
than bipolar devices actually been fabricated. The integration of
short-channel MOS technology into analog multiplexing and analog-to-digital
converter subsystem designs will provide significant improvements in the
speed of these devices.
Several companies, including National Semiconductor and Texas
Instruments, have recently introduced BI-FET operational amplifiers that
combine the advantages of a high-impedance FET input with a bipolar
output on a single chip. National is also applying BI-FET technology
to other signal conversion applications including analog swtiches,
comparators, and sample-and-hold circuits.
The trends in monolithic analog-to--digital converters are toward
lower cost, higher resolution and accuracy, and faster conversion rates.
Figure 4.1.2.1-1 presents the cost trend for 8- and 12-bit monolithic
and hybrid successive approximation analog-to-digital converters projected
through 1985.
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4.1.2.2 Intra-Spacecraft Communications - Flexible data system
designs utilize standard infra- spacecraft communications interfaces to
achieve modularity. Although most state-of-the-art data systems utilize
some type of standard interface bus between the various subsystem com-
poneots, there are indications that simple standardization will not be
suffizien:t to provide future system growth capacity required to accommodate
rapidly evolving sensor and processor technology. It is anticipated that
future data bus designs employing fiber optic technology will be
structured to provide "growth-oriented" modularity such that the system
communications throughput rates can be increased as necessary without
redesigning the subsystem interfaces on the system data bus.
Figure 4.1.2.2-1 projects the trend in serial data bus data rates
through 1985. It is anticipated that the current MIL-STD-1553A twisted
shielded pair 1--Mbit/sec data bus will be supplemented by a MIL-STD-1553A
format-compatible for 10-Mbit/sec fiber optic bus by 1980 and that the
data rate will be extended to 100 Mbits/sec by 1985. Systems requiring
data rates in excess of 1004tbits/sec will most likely employ parallel
buses.
The availability of optical fibers with low attenuation (less
than 20 dB/kin) has stimulated significant commercial interest in the
technology for ground point-to-point communications. Figure 4.1.2.2-2
shows the trend in attenuation characteristics of fiber optic materials
through 1985. As seen in Figure 4.1.2.2-2, optical. fiber attenuations
are currently lower than the best coaxial cable at 10 MHz. As a result
of the widespread commercial interest in fiber optic.;: it is anticipated
that this technology will continue to evolve at a rapid pace, resulting
in the development of commercially available low-cost, high-stability
optical fibers with attenuations of 1 dB or less per km by 1985. Optical
fibers having attenuations of less than 0.5 dB/km have already been
demonstrated in the laboratory. As previously illustrated in Figure
4.1.1.2-2, graded-index glass fibers have the lowest attenuation in the
infrared region of the spectrum. Improvements in manufacturing techniques
0
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should produce higher purity fibers. Graded-index glass fibers have
been produced in the laboratory with a dispersion of 0.2 asec/km.
This will most likely be the state of the art in fiber dispersion for
1985.
Research is being performed in developing fibers of different
materials to operate in the far infrared (6 to 35 um) with improved
characteristics. There is little available source technology in this
spectral region, as compared with visible and near infrared regions
previously discussed.
Research is currently being performed to reduce the solid angle
of output radiance by altering the semiconductor configuration, but
major improvements are not expected in LEDs by 1985 because of the
emphasis being placed on injection lasers as sources for optical com-
munication systems.
Semiconductor materials are being developed to operate further
into the infrared. Technology for fibers and emitters in the far infrared
region is seriously lagging the near -infrared advances, and no major
breakthroughs are anticipated by the mid -1980s. Injection lasers
operating in a spectral band commensurate with spectral regions of lowest
loss for glass fibers will be the most likely optical communications
source in 1985.
If the modulation problem of the Nd : YAG laser can be solved, the
Nd:YAG laser will likely become the preferred source fo r fiber optic
communication systems. However, in view of the complexity of the laser/
modulator combination compared with the success of semiconductor devices,
it appears that the Nd : YAG laser will not be realized as a major technology
in optical communications by 1985.
Photodetectors with data handling rates in excess of 10 9 bits/sec
are expected by 1985, but resulting low signal-i -to-noise ratios and
system design standards in effect at that ime may force designers to
use systems with lower data handling rates.
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4.1.2.3 System Control -Two current treads in data system
control hardware are distributed control and asynchronous data handling.
Distributing the control function to the various subsystem elements
reduces the data bus traffic in general-purpose data systems by eliminating
the need to transmit control or sampling commands to the remote data
terminals. NASA and JPL are currently planning the development of a
Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) that will initially contain an 8-bit micro-
processor with lK words of programmable read-only memory (program storage)
and 2K words of random-access memory (buffer memory). A simplified block
diagram of the RTU is shown in Figure 4.1.2.3-1. It can be assumed that
as more complex microprocessor chips and memory chips become available,
more .sensor processing will be incorporated into future systems designs.
NASA has instituted a Low Cost Systems Office for the purpose of
promoting hardware standardization throughout NASA. Hardware such as the
RTU will become a "standard" component to be used throughout the various
programs of the various NASA centers. This trend toward hardware
standardization should provide significant cost savings for future
NASA data systems.
USER INTERFACE
FIGURE 4.1.2.3-1. REMOTE TERMINAL UNIT BLOCK DIAGRAM
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.	 GSFC has initiated another program to develop and flight qualify
standardized equipment for the performance of onboard telemetry and
command functions.
	
The basic elements of the Standard Telemetry and
Command Components (STACC) are illustrated in Figure 4.1.2.3-2.
	
The
STACC system has a multiplexed data bus for remote distribution of commands
and remote multiplexing of telemetry data. Other characteristics of the
ST&CC equipment are:
• Onboard computer interface to provide communications
between the computer and all spacecraft subsystems and
experiments
• Two command-selectable telemetry (TL %I) formats con-
trolled by read-only memories, plus variable formatting
through use of an anboard computer
• Fully redundant multiplex data bus
• All components can be used in redundant configuration.
STACC equipment is currentl y
 under development and should be
available during 1478. The first scheduled user of the STACC: equipment
will be the Solar Maximum Mission, which is scheduled for launch in the
sec^^nd half of 1979,
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5A data compression technique that will likely be implemented
in next-generation spaceborne systems is "data-set selection". This
is a technique for screening and selecting only useful data sets for
onboard processing or transmission to the ground. For example, in the
case of Landsat imagery, data containing excessive cloud cover might
be completely rejected.
The application of distributed processing to spaceborne data
system designs will result in the increased use of asynchronous data
handling techniques employing packet-switched data. These priority-
controlled data handling systems will use stare and forward techniques
to provide variable bandwidth capabilities for more efficient management
of the available data link capabilities.
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4.1.3 Projected Developments. in . Digital Data Handling Systems
4.1.3.1 General -Furpose Systems - Projected developments in
general-purpose digital data systems are toward flexibilities and capa-
bilities heretofore unavailable. The most significant development will
be the ability by 1985 to package a powerful computer with a large
memory (on the or-der of 10 Mbits) on a single small PC board, thus
making it possible to perform complex processing functions within each
remote data terminal.
Another projected development is an increased requirement for
asynchronous multiplexing and associated data buffering. Low--cost
bubble memories and/or CCD memories will be used to provide buffer
storage for asynchronous data interleavers and temporary data buffers.
As discussed in Section 3, the availability of relatively small bubble
memory devices with in excess of 10 10 bits will make data-set selection
and other limited analysis techniques feasible for next -generation
data systems. Table 4.1.3-1 compares some typical characteristics
of current general-purpose data systems and general -purpose data systems
projected for general use by 1985.
As seen in Table 4.1.3-1, the maor difference between the
future and current data systems is the transformation of the intelligence
or processing to near the source or sensor. Another ?,ajor difference
in projected capabilities of general-purpose data systems is much higher
intra-spacecraft communications data rates as a result of fiber optic
technology.
4.1.3.2 High-state Sys.tew - The data system for the Thematic
Mapper is probably the most advanced 8-bit data-handling system currently
under development for advanced NASA programs. Currently, NASA has no
exploratory data system development work for data systems beyond Landsat-D.
The Air Force system previously discussed in Subsection 4.1.1 represents
the highest-data-rate (2-Gbps) system currently under development employ-
ing a single analog-to-digital converter. High-speed GaAs NESFET logic
currently achieves 100-psec propagation delays in laboratory tests, and
L"
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TABLE 4.1.3-1. COMPARISON OF TYPICAL CURRENT AND FUTURE GENERAL-PURPOSE
DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS
CHARACTERISTIC CURRENT (1971) 1985
System Type Modular, stored program, party Modular, stored program, party
line 1 i+ne
Data Output Rate 500 kbits/sec 5 Mbits/sec
Party Line Construction Twisted shielded pair Fiber optics
Party Line Rate 1 Mbits/sec 100 Mbits/sec
Party Line Operation Command-response Asynchronous demand
Remote Unit Capacity 32 32
Central Unit Processing Sample format, gain offset Remote unit parity, data queueing,
Capability security encoding, correlative
analysis, etc.
Remote Unit Programming Remote unit address Channel (sample rate), offset,
Capability data distribution, data compres-
sion, self-test, limited analysis,
etc.
jUltra-High-Speed Logic GaAs MESFET, elevated electrode
logice
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frequency dividers have been operated with actual counting rates of
4 GHz. Projections of current device technology trends to 1985 result
in the high-rate unique/dedicated data system characteristics presented
in Table 4.1.3-2.
TABLE 4 . 1.3-2. HIGH-RATE DATA SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS FOR 1985
Analog Multiplexer Switch 	 Short -channel NMOS
Analog Switching Speed	 1 <400 psec
Analog-to-Digital Converter All parallel for 4 to 8 bits,
series-parallel for 8 to 12
bits
(Conversion Speed
	
2 nsec for parallel converter,
10 nsec for series-parallel
converter
Serial Output Data Rate
	
To 5 Gbits/sec
II
The response from authorities and the results of in-house
analysis indicate that progress in commercially available high-rate
data handling systems will continue, but possibly at a somewhat slower
rate than has occurred over the past 5 years. The lack of more rapid
progress over the next decade is based on a lack of emphasis in the
area more than on a slowdown in the supporting technologies. What will
happen in high-cost militarized systems cannot be established because
of security reasons.
Some authorities predict that the highest -rate space-qualified
general -purpose digital multiplexers that will be available as off-the-
shelf components in the 1980 -1985 timeframe will operate on the order
of 100 to 125 Mbits / sec. Motorola has been producing shift registers
in the MECL III series that operate in the 300-MHz range for the past
4-4
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3 to 4 years. The device is based on circuitry with propagation delays
on the order of 1 nsec. Subsection 7.2.1 reports the state of the art
in EGL components as 0.5 nsec at present and projects improvements to
approximately 0.2 nsec by 1980 and 0.1 nsec by 1985. As reported in
Subsection 4.1.3.1, TRW is currently building custom Logic with propaga-
tion delays as low as 0.25 nsec that operates at 1 GRz. The Air Force
Avionics Laboratory (Ref. 4-4) projects that, by 1981, reasonably com-
plex GaAs ICs will be available to operate at 5 GRz, with power levels of
5 to 10 mW per gate. In view of these projections, development of a
600-Mbit/sec data system in the immediate future appears feasible.
Reference 4-2 by John Goodwin emphasizes the importance of RF
design techniques for these high bit rates. Others in the area also
emphasize the same points. Thus, for data rates beyond 500 MHz, attention
must be given to such other aspects of the system design as low-capacity
printed-circuit-board materials such as Teflon and R. T. Duroid.
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4.2	 ANALOG DATA SYSTEMS
Analog data systems are discussed in terms of time-division-
multiplexed (TDM) systems, frequency-division-multiplexed (FDM) systems,
and hybrid systems that employ a combination of time and frequency multi-
plexing. Except for instrumenting development vehicles to obtain
vibration and acoustic data, analog data handling systems have been
replaced almost completely by digital data nystems.
In general, other than minor packaging innovations, no major
new developments have been made in analog data systems during the past
15 years. Since the state of the art in analog data systems is not
changing as fast as it is for the digital data systems, this report
emphasizes the digital system technology.
0
4.2.1 fmuencZ Division Multi lexip _.(FDM)
Most of the current FDM systems utilize IRIG-compatible FM sub-
carrier oscillators that are packaged as microminiature pluggable assemblies.
The microminiature subearr-ier oscillator package configuration that is
most popular was first introduced by Vector (now Aydin Vector) in 1963.
Several other companies, including Microcom and Omnitek, have developed
somewhat smaller (submicrominiature) subcarrier oscillator designs. The
Omnitek series 30 subcarrier oscillators are packaged in a standard 14-pin
integrated circuit DIP configuration. These units are mounted by soldering
to a PC board rather than plugging into a socket.
Future analog channel bandwidths will be increased significantly
by the latest change in the IRIG Standards that are scheduled to be
published later this year. The IRIG STD 106--77 expands the bandwidths
of the baseband and increases the number and the bandwidth of the available
channels. For example, the number of proportional channels will be increased
from 21 to 25 and the highest center frequency changed from 165 kHz to
560 kHz.
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4.2.2 Time Division. Multiplexing_(TDM)
Analog time-division multiplexing data systems used in the past
have included pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) and pulse-duration
modulation (PDM) techniques. During the past 15 years, PAM systems
have been replaced by PCM systems except for some small missile test
applications that continue to use PAM. The TRIG STD 106-1975 deleted
PDM because of a lack of usage. It is not anticipated that any
spaceborne systems of the future will employ either PAM on PDM. Technology
projections are therefore not given for these types of data systems. The
analog multiplexers used in the digital data systems are basically identical
to the multiplexers used in the PAM. However, since practically all PAM
systems in use conform to these IRIG standards, it is antiripated that
technology advances will only be incorporated in these types of systems
to reduce hardware costs.
L
0
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4.2.3 HArid S .BL5
ed hybrid systems
Spats data systems in the past have employ vision and time-
that included various combinations of frequency- 	
1e one of the FM
division multiplexing
 in a single system. For examp_
subcarrier channels on the Saturn
 V was modulated by a PAM time-
division multiplexer.	
stems will
It is not anticipated that hybrid PAM/FM 
analog system
r be employed in operational spaceborne 
systems; however, hybrid
eve
PCM/FM systems may be 
used in future booster /spacecraft 
tear programs.
FDM system with one or
The PCM/FM configuration would consist of	 a PCM wavetrain . The FM
more of the wideband FM channels modulat
ed by
subcarrier channels would handle 
wideband (2-kHz) acou 
ation
 data, and
the PCM sys tem would handle low-
frequency (50-Hz) vibr
For this type of hybrid configuration, 
the technology discussions alread
y
presented in 
Subsections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1 apply.
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0	 5. SPACE-TO-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS ELEMENTS
Data systems elements that make up the space-to-ground communica-
tion link are depicted in Figure 5-1. Level 2 hardware elements are
discussed in terms of the principal components that establish their
key characteristics, and Level 2 signal design techniques are presented
in terms of relationships between the techniques and advances in
technology. The primary emphasis throughout the discussions is on
digital communication links since trends and major developments indicate
an almost exclusive use of digital data in the future.
A major portion of the section is devoted to transmitting devices.
This emphasis appears justified as a result of the trend toward greatly
increased data rates, which results in a need for higher transmitter
power and, in extremely high data rate cases, operation at a higher
frequency. Advances in the technology of all communication devices are
making communications at these higher data rates feasible; however,
advances in signal-generating devices for transmitters appear to account
for the greatest improvement of any single area.
The section addresses data relay satellites as one element
of the space-to-ground link. The coverage of relay satellites in this
section is restricted to wideband links between Earth -orbiting vehicles
and the ground. Point-to-point transfer of ground telecommunications
data via relay satellites is addressed in Section 9. In both cases,
the information is presented in terms of the capabilities of planned
satellites within the time periods of interest in lieu of discussing
the technology elements that make up the satellites.
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}5.1	 5P.ACEBORNiE TRANSMITTERS
The trend in spare communications is toward increased data rates,
which dictates an increase its transmitter capability, including wider
bandwidths and higher output power. In the event of extremely high
data rates, transmitters must operate at higher frequency bands in
order to accommodate the increased bandwidths. Future ►LASA programs,
beginning with the space shuttle, will be making use of their higher
operating frequencies.
The communications industry is involved in a number of mayor efforts
to develop active signal- generating devices that are capable of improved
performance at all assigned frequency bands. Although the major efforts
appear to be going on at 35 GHz and below, developments are occurring
at .frequencies in excess of 200 GHz.
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5.1.1 State of the Art in Spaceborne Transmitters
Frequency ranges and characteristics of interest for spaceborne
transmitters are presented in Figure 5.1.1-1. This section presents
state-of-the-art characteristics (power, efficiency, and gain) for the
most important solid-state devices and 'Traveling Wave Tubes (TWTs) in
the designated frequency bands, as well as lesser used devices such as
klystrons, crossed field amplifiers (amplitrons and magnetrons), and
backward wave oscillators. Pertinent data are presented in both tabular
and graphic forms.
5.1.1.1 Solid-State Transmitter Devices - The most important
solid-state transmitter devices in the frequency ranges of interest are
bipolar transistors, gallium arsenide Field Eff ecL Transistors (GaAs
FETs), and INTATT devices. Power, gain, and efficiency for state--of-the-
art devices in each of these categories are presented in Tables 5.1.1.1-1
through 5.1.1.1-3. The data are presented as a function of frequency
in the tables and in Figures 5.1.1.1-1 through 5.1.1.1-3.
F
Data in the tables and figures are for currently available
production-type devices rather than devices that are available only in
the laboratory. However, most of these solid-state devices are not
space qualified since the advancement in technology has been so rapid.
Some of the major- developments during the past year (1976-1977)
have been in the area of GaAd FETs. Appendix A contains several tables
listing specific state.-of- the-art devices and their performance data.
Efficiencies of the lower frequency GaAs FET devices are noteworthy,
particularly one laboratory-type device that is 68% efficient at 4 GHz.
Typically, GaAs FETs offer high efficiency, high gain, and medium power
with respect to other solid-state devices. These devices are currently
Approaching the effectiveness of bipolar transistor devices in the 4- to
6-GHz frequency range. GaAs FETs also offer low noise and good efficiency
in the 6- to 13-GHz range, with power levels ranging from 4 W at lower
X-band to 1 W at upper X-band. Above this point, IMPATT diodes provide
high power and moderate gain and efficiency. GaAs FETs are replacing
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TABLE 5.1.].1-1. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY (GHz)
1 4 6 10
Power Output (W) 40 6 2.5 0.7
Gain (dB) 9 6.5 5.5 3.7
Efficiency (%) 65 37 31 25
TABLE 5.1.1.1-2. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART GaAs FET DEVICES
CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY (GHz)
4. 6. -.10 40
Power Output (W) 3 1.5 1 0.1
Gain (dB) 11 10 8.5 2.5
Efficiency (%) 45 30 18 1
TABLE 5.1.1.1-3. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART IMPATT DEVICES
CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY (GHz)
__..
6 10 40 100
Power Output (W) 10 7 1 0.2
Gain NO 12 11 8 4.5
Efficiency (%) 40 30 10 4
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IMPATTs, low-noise TWTs, and Gunn diodes for power levels up to 1 W at
frequencies below Ku-band. In addition to power amplifier applications,
FETs offer a capability for microwave signal processing. Applications
include the direct measurement of microwave signal frequencies and
frequency synthesis using phase-locked loops and digital frequency
dividers.
Other solid-state device technologies also are promising for
'	 microwave applications. One of the most promising is VMOS, a v- groove,
n-channel, MOS field-effect device currently undergoing a major development
effort. Three of the major semiconductor manufacturers either have, or
will soon introduce, a line of RF power VMOS Ms. Devices are currently
limited to 10 W at 400 MHz for production units, with laboratory models
capable of operation at frequencies up to 700 MHz. One of the more
favorable characteristics of VMOS is its very high switching speed (to
0.3 usec). These speeds are useful for both microwave generation
devices and direct microwave signal processing. Another technology
that has potential use as a microwave device is double-diffusion MOS
(DMOS) technology. Recent tests of the DMOS PET have demonstrated a
30-dB gain at 3 GHz, with greater than 40% efficiency. A 7-dB gain
was obtained at 2 GHz, with usable gains extending to 12 GHz.
Table 5.1.1.1-4 presents the characteristics for several state-
of-the-art solid-state amplifiers operating in the 9- to 11-GHz frequency
range. These devices use DTATTs, FETs, and a hybrid combination of the
two. The PET amplifier has better efficiency, although the power output
is the lowest. The noise figure for one of the PET stages is about
20 dB lower than for an MPATT stage. The overall amplifier noise figure
is 3 to 4 dB lower for the all -FET amplifier than for the hybrid amplifier.
The highest gain is obtained with the hydrid amplifier, being some
3 to 4 dB higher than the other units.
The microwave power combiner provides a method of obtaining
higher output power from a solid-state amplifier. Typical broadband com-
biners employ a central cavity with radial transmission lines leading out
to the active devices. Each device is driven in phase, and the outputs
are added to achieve power levels above that of an individual device.
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TABLE 5.1.1.1-4. STATE OF THE ART FOR
<m 9- TO ll-GHz POWER AMPLIFIERS
ACTIVE
DEVICE
CHARACTERISTIC* IMPATT
IMPATT
FET-IMPATT
HYBRID FET
FREQUENCY (GHz) 9.2 to 9.8 10.7 to 11.7 9.1	 to 9.8 9.2 to 9.8
POWER (W) 3 2 1.2 1
EFFICIENCY (16) 8 2 8 13
BANDWIDTH (MHz) 600 (1 dB) 300 (1 dB) 703 (3 dB) 600 (1 dB)
GAIN (dB) 22 23 26 22
*Based on actual state-of-the-art devices
Since the output is the sum of several devices, a failure of any device
results in a graceful degradation of the power rather than a catastrophic
failure. Several of these devices exist for operation at .l'-band frequencies.
A 12-way combiner using GaAs FETs achieves 4.4 W at 8.5 GHz with a com-
bining efficiency of 87.4'9. A similar technique uses a five-stage IMPATT
amplifier having a peak pulse output power of 1,024 W at 9.9 GHz. The
output consists of 64 diodes connected through a 32-way combiner. The
amplifier achieves a 30-dB gain and has an overall efficiency of 202.
5.1.1.2 Microwave Tubes - Microwave tubes continue to offer
benefits in the space communications area despite the challenges from
solid-state technology. The major types of microwave tubes include Ttr"Ts,
klystrons, crossed-field tubes (amplitrons and magnetrons), and backward
wave oscillators. The most important microwave tube by far is the TIWTf,
since it can be used as a high-power output stage. Second to TWTs is
the klystron, a tube useful as either a signal source (oscillator) or
an amplifier.
5.1.1.2.1 Traveling. Wave. Tubes - TWTs have undergone significant
improvements in power and efficiency during the past few years, especially 	 >
in the 11- to 14-GHz satellite communications band. The SATCO"t 12-GHz,
a 50% efficient, 1-00-W Wr developed by NASA is currently being used .gin
')
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the Canadian Communications Technology Satellite (CTS). The technology
used for this tube is currently being applied in the development of
100- and 200-W TWTs for operation in the 41- to 43-GHz and the 84- to 86-GHz
satellite bands. The European Space Research Organization (ESRO) TWT
(TH3525), a 12-GHz, 40% efficient, 20-W, 60-dR gain tube is also in
operation on the CTS. Other space-qualified TWTs generally range from
25 to 302 efficiency for the 10- to 12-GHz band. Table 5.1.1.2.1-1 lists
the major characteristics for several K-band tubes. Table 5.1,1.2.1-2
TABLE 5,1.1.2.1 . 1. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART K-SAND AIRBORNE TWTs
FREQUENCY
(GHz)
POWER
(W)
GAIN
(dB)
EFFICIENCY
W
APPLICATION
10 to 12 20 so 25 to 30 Domestic
Satellites
12 200 TBD 5a CTS
12 20 60 40 CTS
35 to 40 12 28 20 TBD
TABLE 5.1.1.2.1-2. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART TWTS
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY (GHz)
l 4 6 10 40 100
Power Output (W) 50 100 100 200 12 100*
Gain (dB) 40 45 40 5D 28 25*
Efficiency (b) 35 40 50 50 20 10*
*This tube is for ground use; all others are space-type tubes.
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lists the characteristics for other state-of-the-art TWTs. All of the
characteristics given in this table are for space-qualified tubes, except
the unit operating at 100 GHz. In laboratory-type TWTs, the current
major achievement is a coupled-cavity TWT with 900 W of continuous power
output at a frequency of 94 GHz. The gain of this tube is 30 dB and the
operating efficiency is 30%.
Helix-type TWTs are being used in the 35- to 40-GHz range. Watkins-
Johnson has achieved 202 efficiency at 12 W, 35 to 40 GHz, with a gain of
28 tl dB in a high-CW-power-level TWT designed for satellite and airborne
communications. A new variable-power TWT has been developed by Hughes
Aircraft Company for use in Earth terminal satellite communications.
The tube is capable of operating at power levels betweon 500 and 1,200 W.
with an instantaneous bandwidth of 7.9 to 8.4 GHz (500 yHz).
TWTs are undergoing significant improvement in efficiency and
size for the 5- to 200-W power range. The Air Force Avionics Laboratory
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base has developed a new cathode material
that appears promising. The new cathode uses a pliable nickel-based
material that is formed in the shape of a dish. Preliminary tests show
the new material to have several advantages over conventional tungsten
cathodes. The nickel alloy cathodes can be shaped Co close tolerance
easily, whereas the tungsten cathodes are extremely hard and must be
machined into shape. The nickel also offers a lower operating temperature
than is available with conventional cathodes. The new TWT, operating with
a cathode current density of 10 A /cm^, will reach a cathode temperature of
852°C, whereas the conventional cathode would reach a temperature of
1,000 to 1,100°C under the same operating conditions. One additional
advantage of the new cathode is a shortened activation time. The new
cathodes undergo an activation time of a few hours, whereas the old cathode
material could require as long as several days for the process.
At frequency ranges below 12 G1iz, the principal advantage of TI?Ts
over solid-state devices is a higher efficiency (40 to 50%). Efficiency
factors of 59% have been reached can several coupled-cavity tubes, and
some research work indicates that 84Z efficienc y could be accomplished
'	 in a four-stage, coupled-cavity design.
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5.1.1.2.2 Klys-tron_Tubes , - Klystrons have application in both
transmitters and receivers. Klystrons can operate at frequencies as
low as URP and as high as a few hundred gigahertz. Table 5.1.1.2.2-1
presents frequency and power characteristics for reflex klystrons
operating between 3 and 200 GHz. The individual efficiency of each
tube is unavailable, but typical efficiencies range frog► 20 to 30%,
degrading somewhat for the higher frequency tubes. Of special interest
is the 10-m ►W tube operating in the 170-- to 220-GHz range. This is a
recently developed tube that represents the state of the art in millimeter
tube technology, with 220 GHz appearing to be the frequency limit.
The two-cavity klystron oscillator is capable of a much greater
power output than the reflex klystrons. Table 5.1.1.2.2-2 presents the
characteristics for several typical two-cavity klystrons covering the
5-to 40-GHz range. Again, the individual efficiencies are unavailable,
but the tubes typically have efficiencies from 20 to 30%. In the
frequency range above 30 GHz, the extended-interaction klystron oscillator
offers both good efficiency and relatively high power. Efficiencies for
these devices run as high as 40%. A typical tube for the 30- to 50-GHz
range has 100--W output, whereas the 50- to 80-GHz tubes are rated at 5 W.
From 80 to 110 GHz, the typical power is 10 W, and 5 W can be obtained
from the 110- to 140-GHz tube. These power ratings are for standard tubes.
Similar devices with power- output ratings of five to eight times higher
can be obtained on special, order.
5.1.1.2.3 Crossed-Field. Tubes - Crossed-field tubes, such as
magnetrons and amplitrons, are very efficient (over 80% in pulsed applica-
tions) at low frequencies (2 to 6 GHz) and high power (hundreds of watts
at 6 GHz), but they are currently used for radar applications rather than
communications. Work is in process at Raytheon to develop higher
efficiency tubes and, at the same time, to lower the inherent noise.
Testing on these new designs will include noise measurements, and it
is thought that developments may bring about a design with applications
for communications. Until this research is completed, the constraints
of high noise and loan gain ('10 dB) limit these tubes in their usefulness
for satellite communications.
F
TABLE 5.1.1.2.2-1. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART REFLEX KLYSTRONS
CHARACTERISTIC* FREQUENCY (GHz)3 5 10 50 100 200
Power Output (W) 1 2 1 0.35 0.3 0.01
Gain (0) 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 TBD T60
Efficiency 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 TBD TBD
*For typical state-of-the-art production devices
TABLE 5.1.1.2.2-2. SUMMARY OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STATE-OF-THE -ART T'WO-CAVITY KLYSTRONS
CHARACTERISTIC* FREQUENCY (GHz)
5 10 20 40
Power Output (W) 5 10 4 1
Gain (dB) 30 to 40 30 to 40 30 to 40 30 to 40
Efficiency (") 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30
*For typical state-of-the-art production devices
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5.1.2 Trends and Projected Developments in Spaceborne
Transmitters
Transmitters will be using a variety of devices for different
frequency bands in the mid 1980's. Table 5.1.2-1 presents a summary of
the more common solid-state devices for use in the microwave region.
This table lists the devices, their applications, and typical operating
frequencies, in addition to future trends. The table indicates that many
of the devices will be replaced by bipolar transistors, GaAs FETs, and,
at the higher frequencies, by IMPATTs. Those special-purpose devices
not being replaced will be capable of increased speed, power, and stability.
Below 6 GHz, bipolar devices will be competing against TWTs for size,
power, and efficiency. GaAs FF.Ts will replace low-noise TWTs and bipolar
devices above 5 GHz. The upper frequency limit of the GaAs FET will
increase, and GaAs FETs will replace IMPATTs below 40 GHz. IMPATTs will
continue to improve in both power and efficiency, reaching 2 W at 100 GHz
by 1985. Tables 5.1.2-2 through 5.1.2-4 list the proj ected key character-
istics for solid-state devices in 1980. Tables 5.1.2-5 through 5.1.2-7
present this information for 1985 devices. Power, efficiency, and gain
projections based on the information in these tables are plotted as a
function of frequency in Figures 5.1.2-1 through 5.1.2a-3. Profiles for
state-of-the-art devices are shown in the same figures for comparison.
Improvements in substrate technology are enabling greater power
outputs and increased efficiency for FETs and IMPATTs. All major semi-
conductor manufacturers are striving to produce high-quality devices
operating with state-of-the-art specifications. As in the past, the
trend is for smaller package size, becoming 70 to 75% of the present
size by 1980 and 45 to 55% by 1985. Costs of the devices will have a
slight downward trend, with the 1.085 costs becoming 900 of current
cost for TWTs and 50 to 60a of the current cost for solid-state devices.
Other solid-state device technologies will continue to develop
during the early 1980's. VMOS devices will develop into microwave
devices as continued research allows increases in frequency. VMOS
]
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TABLE 5.1.2-1. SUMMARY FOR SOLID-STATE MICROWAVE DEVICES
PRESENT APPLICATION OPERATING FUTURE TRENDS
DEVICES FREQUENCTES
Tunnel Amplifiers, 0.1 to 40 GHz Will be replaced by GaAs FETs
Diodes Oscillators,
Detector/Mixers,
Switching
GaAs FET Broadband Low- poise 2 to 18 GHz Devices will have higher power and
Transistors Amplifiers, will operate at higher frequencies;
Tuned Oscillators, will replace low-noise TWTs and
Receiver Front Ends bipolar devices above 5 GHz; will
compete with tunnel diodes for
oscillators and mixers; will
replace IiMPATTs
Bipolar Amplifiers, V!'fF to 6 Gliz Lower cost in future; GaAs
Transistors Oscillators, bipolar used for special
Low-Power Tube applications and higher speed
Replacement
Gunn Oscillators, Low- 2 to 60 GHz Frequency will increase to
Diodes Power Radar 100 GHz; will replace mul'.tiplier
step recovery diodes
TRAPATT Microwave 1 to TO GHz Wil'1 be replaced by bipolar and
Diodes Oscillators, GaAs FET devices
Low-Power Radar
TABLE 5.1.2-1 - Concluded
PRESENT APPLICATION OPERATING FUTURE TRENDS
DEVICES FREQUENCIES
IMPATT Microwave Above 5 GHz Provide improved do to RF efficiency
Diodes Oscillators, far :pulse and CW, iincreaseduse for
TWT Replacement millimeter wave oscillators; bower
frequency devices being replaced
by GaAs FETs
Schottky Mixers, Detectors, 0.1 to 40 GHz GaAs will replace silicon in these
Barrier Power Rectifiers devices; frequency will be greater
Diodes than 100 GHz; wil y replace point
contact diodes
Parametric Low-Noise, Hi lgh- 2 to 40 GHz Will be replaced by GaAs FETs below
Diodes Frequency Amplifiers 10 GHz; increased use above 1 .0 GHz
Min Phase Shifters for Up to 20 GHz Will provide higher power and faster
Diodes Phased Array response time
Antennas, Switching,
Attenuato.rs, RF
Limiters
Varactor Tunable Filters, VHF to 35 GHz Will achieve higher stability and
Diodes Phase Shifters, higher switching speeds; GaAs will
Oscill',ators and replace silicon
Amplifiers
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TABLE_ 5.1.2-2. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS IN 1980
CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY (GHz)
1 4 6 10
Power Output (W) 80 12 5.5 1.6
Gain (dB) 10 7.5 6.5 5
Efficiency (%) 67 40 34 29
TABLE 5.1.2-3	 PROJECTIONS Of KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR GaAs PET DEVICES IN 1980
CHARACTERISTIC
.. -
FREQUENCY	 (GHz )
a 6 10 4 . a
Power Output (w) 7 4.5 2.5 0.3
Cain (dB) 12 11.5 10 4.5
Efficiency (°") 65 40 25 2.5
A -.
TABLE 5.1.2-4. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR IMPATT DEVICES IN 1980
FREQUENCY (GHz)
CHARACTERISTIC 6	 10	 40	 100
Power Output (W) 20 15 3 0.7
Gain (dB) 13.5 12.5 9 6
Efficiency (S) 50 35 15 6
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5	 TABLE 5.1.2-5. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS IN 1985
CHARACTERISTIC
FREQUENCY (GHz)
1 4 6 10
Power Output (W) 170 29 13 4
Gain (dB) 12 9.5 8.5 6.5
Efficiency (S) 70 44 39 34
TABLE 5.1.2-6. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR GaAs FET DEVICES IN 1985
CHARACTERISTIC
_FRE. UENCY	 GHz
4 6 10 40
Power Output (W) 10 8.5 5.5 1
Gain (dB) 13,5 13 12 7
Efficiency (ro} 70 55 35 6
TABLE 5.1.2-7. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR IMPATT DEVICES IN 1985
CHARACTERISTIC
..........
FREQUENCY (GHz)
6a 10 40 100
Power Output (W) 50 40 8 1.5
Gain (dB) 16 15 11.5 8
Efficiency 65 50 20 10
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operation will be possible at S-band by the mid 1980's, giving a new 	 r_
source of low-noise, high-power amplifier devices. Additionally, DMOS
operation at frequencies through Ku-band will be comon. Other micro-
wave device technology will develop as additional techniques of the high-
speed computer logic industry are applied in power device areas.
A summary of the more common microwave tubes is given in Table
5.1.2-8. Thir table presents the tubes, their applications, typical
operating frequencies, and future trends. The major microwave tube for
the mid 1980's will continue to be the TWT. The trends for TWTa will
include higher power and greater efficiency, especially At frequencies
above 15 GHz. For low-power and low-noise applications, TWTs will be
replaced by solid-state devices. For the higher power levels, TWTs
will continue to be used.. . For wide-bandwidth applications (10% of
operating frequency), helix-type TU'Ts will be used. For applications
requiring only 1 to 2% bandwidth, the coupled-cavity tubes will offer
increased power levels and greater efficiency. These higher-efficiency,
narrow-bandwidth tubes will have their greatest impact at frequencies
above 40 GHz. Tables 5.1.2-9 and 5,1.2-10 present the projected key
characteristics for T%`Ts in 1980 and 1985. The data reflect greatest
improvements in the 40- and 100-GHz ranges. This will occur as space-
type tubes begin to approach the power and efficiency ratings of current
terrestrial TWTs.
For other microwave tubes, the trend will be toward higher power
and efficiencies also. High-power klystrons will operate at higher fre-
quencies with increased efficiencies. The low-power klystrons will be
replaced by solid-state devices. Crossed-field amplifiers will have
increased power and efficiency and lower noise. Their communication-
oriented applications will be limited to ground use, however.
Continued advancements in microwave devices depends heavily on
demand as well as the research and development funds that are applied
to these areas. Many of the devices covered in this section have a great
demand in industrial uses as well as space applications. This is
5424
PRESENT APPLICATION OPERATING FUTURE TRENDS
DEVICES FREQUENCIES
Traveling ECM, Radar, l to TOO GHz For high-power TWTs: 	 higher
Wave Avionics, frequencies, greater power and
Tubes Communications efficiency
For low-power TWTs: 	 replacement
by solid-state amplifiers below
10 GHz
Klystrons Radar, ECM, 0.1 to 220 GHz For higher-power tubes: 	 gain and
Comnuni ,cations, frequency will increase; solid-
Instrumentation state replacement not likely.
For low-power tubes: 	 will be
replaced by solid-state amplifiers
Crossed- Radar Transmitters 1 to 17 GHz Increased gain; pealk power
Field increased to 5 MW; solid-state
Amplifiers replacement not likely
Backward Type "0" Used for 0.5 to 350 GHz Will be replaced by solid-state
Wave Microwave Test oscillators in the 1-to-12-GHz
Oscillators Equipment; Type "M" region.
Used for ECM
Equipment
Magnetrons Airborne Radars, 0.5 to 40 GHz For high-power tubes: 	 increased
ECM frequency agility
For low-power tubes:	 replacement
by solid-state oscillators
{ rl
TABLE 5.1.2--8. SUMMARY FOR MICROWAVE TUBES
, A
TABLE	 PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR SPACEBORNE TWTS IN 1980
CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY (.GHZ.)
1 4 6' 10 40 100
Power Output (W) 70 120 135 250 50 50
Gain (dB) 43 48 44 53 35 30
Efficiency (%) 40 45  55 55 25 18
TABLE 5.1.2-10. PROJECTIONS OF KEY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR SPACEBORNE TWTs IN 1985
CHARACTERISTIC
-
FREQUENCY (GHz-)
1 4 6 10 40 100
Power Output (W) 100 150 170 350 200 200
Gain (dB) 4ti 53 so 60 45 40
Efficiency 45 52 60 60 35 30
_j
especially true of the solid-state devices. For the higher-frequency
Turfs, some industrial devices already exhibit very impressive
characteristics. A gap exists here between the industry and space devices,
and only some additional development efforts will. close this gap. In
general, the higher frequencies (above 30 GHz) and the optical wavelengths
are receiving more development effort than the intermediate bands, the
major cause for this being the allotment of higher frequencies to space-
craft communication. Improvement of hardware at the 41- and 84-GHz bands
should influence performance at the lower frequency bands also.
Projected trends in available transmitter power for different
device types operating at different frequencies are given in Figures
5.1.2-4 through 5.1.2-9. These figures are based on the information
contained in the tables giving state of the art and projections for the
various microwave devices. These figures show trends of increasing
power, with the largest gains coming for devices operating in the 40- to
100-GHz range. The values shown are for output stages using single devices.
Higher power levels can be obtained with the solid-state devices by using
a radial power combiner to efficiently add the output from a number of
devices. This not only provides higher power levels but provides a graceful
power degradation in the event of an output device failure. The general.
increase in device power is dependent on an increase in device efficiency.
Trends in transmitter device efficiency are given in Figures 5.1.2-10
through 5.1.2-15. Efficiencies of the devices will increase in all cases,
with the greatest increases below 40 GHz being for FETs and the greatest
increases above 40 GBz being for TWTs. These figures reflect the device
efficiencies. The efficiency of the last stage has an important role in
determining overall transmitter efficiency. The system efficiency will
generally run from one-quarter to one-half the efficiency of the final
stage. The trends for transmitter device gain for several frequencies
are shown in Figures 5.1.2-16 through 5.1.2-21. TWT gain is expected
to increase at a greater rate than for solid-state devices. The TWT gain
should reach 60 dB at 10 GHz. At frequencies above 40 GHz, the gain will
increase to a level comparable with current TWTs operating at lower
microwave frequencies.
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5.2	 SPACEBORNE ANTENNAS
Several categories of antennas are suitable for spaceborne com-
munication applications. Figure 5.2-1 shows the types considered most
important for future applications. The trend in the past has been for
omnidirectional and low- and moderate-gain designs, but future uses will
require higher gains and more involved designs. Space communication
antennas currently operate on a number of frequency bands, but many of
them are of minor importance. The two bands of major importance are
S-band and Ku-band, since these will be the satellite communication bands
in primary use in the 1980-1985 timeframe.
SPACESORNE
ANTENNAS
MODERATE TO
HIGH GAIN
LOW
GAIN
CONICAL LENS I I HORN I I REFLECTOR I I ARRAY I 1HELICAL
FIGURE 5.2-1. TYPES OF SPACEBORNE ANTENNAS
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5.2.1 State of the Art in Spaceborne Communication,.Antenna-s
Most of the current spaceborne communication antennas operate at
S-band. in the past, the downlink data rate has been low enough to allow
the use of low-gain antennas for the low-Earth orbital operations. A
common type of antenna for this application is the S-band conical
antenna. This unit is physically small and can be deployed when necessary.
It exhibits a 0-dB gain, a wide bandwidth, and a reasonably isotropic
pattern. For applications with high data rates (above 50 Kbits/see) or
greater distances (synchronous and deep-space missions), it is necessary
to use an antenna with gain. The types of antennas that have been most
often used to achieve this gain are the reflector (dish) types and horn
types. Some use has been wade of helical antennas and fixed arrays
employing simple, low-gain elements.
In view of increasing data rates and an increase in distance when
using geosynchronous relay satellites, it has become necessary to develop
high-gain spaceborne antennas capable of tracking. One such antenna is
the Airborne Electronically Steerable Phased Array (ALSPA) system being
developed under the guidance of the Marshall Space Flight Center. The
program has produced an S-•band antenna system that has a diameter of 22 in.
and a weight of 39 lb. The details of this 48-element.antenna are con-
tained in Table 5.2.1-1. In the transmit mode, it develops an Effective
Isotropic Radiated Power (FIRP) of 35.8 dBW, and in the receive mode it
has a boresight gain of 31.3 dB. The antenna array achieves a 5.6-dB
noise figure in the receive mode. The phasing of the individual array
elements is accomplished by a 3--bit, switched line arrangement. Work is
currently underway on an ABSPA system for Ku-band operation. The
preliminary specifications for this system are given in Table 5.2.1-2.
The proposed transmitting array uses 707 elements to achieve a 20-dB
gain, while the receiving array uses 363 elements to obtain a 16-dB
boresight gain. This system uses a ceramic microstrip 3-bit phase
shifter to control each dipole element in the flat-plate array.
5.38
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TABLE 5.2.1-1. S-BAND PHASED-ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS*
I	 CHARACTERISTIC	 I	 SPECIFICATION	 I
Coverage	 Conical, ±60 deg
from boresight
	
3-dB Beamwidth	 16 deg
Overall sire
	
22 in. diameter by 4 in.
Number of Elements	 48
Polarization	 RHCP
Weight	 38.5 lb
do Power	 220 W
Transmitting Characteristics
Frequency
	
2,252 to 2,312 MHz
Gain ('boresight)
	
31.8 d6
Gain Loss at 60-deg Scan	 4.4 dB
RF Drive Required	 2.5 W
EIRP	 35.8 dBW
	
Scan Angle (deg)	 Sidelobe Level (d§.j
	0 	 -16
	
20	 •11
	
40	 -13
	
60	 1	 -8
Receiving Characteristics
Frequency	 2,071 to 2,131 MHz
Gain (boresight)	 31.3 dB
Gain Loss at 60-deg Scan
	 4.0 dB
	
Noise Figure
	
5.6 dB
	
Soan'Anq.le (de.9	 Sidelobe Level (dB).
	0 	 -15
	
20	 -14
	
40	 -12
	
60	 -11
*This antenna system was developed under NASA's AESPA
program.
Ad
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TABLE 5.2.1-2. Ku-BAND PHASED ARRAY PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS*
CHARACTERISTIC	 SPECIFICATION
Coverage	 Conical, t60 deg
from boresight
Size	 Less than 1 m diameter
by 10 em thickness
Weight
	
Less than 25 lb
Radiating Elements
	
Active spirals or
waveguide ports
Transmitting Characteristics
Frequency	 14.6 to 15.2 GHz
Gain (boresight)	 Greater than 20 dB
Number of Elements	 707
Receiving Characteristics
i
Frequency	 13.4 to 14.0 GHz
Gain (boresight)	 1	 Greater than 16 d8
Number of Elements	 363
*This antenna system is being developed under NASA's AESPA
P rog ram.
Other work on airborne phased arrays includes a system to be
operational in late 1980 on the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(`1'DRSS). The Adaptive Ground Implemented Phased Array (AGIPA) system
will be used for the S-band multiple access service. The antenna is a
30-element multibeam steerable array capable of providing data relay and
tracking services for up to 20 individual spacecraft simultaneously.
The 20 beams (28 are theoretically possible) of this array will be con-
trolled from the ground. The Air Force has several programs underway to
develop an airborne \-band steerable phased array. but the details of
these programs are currently unavailable. These units represent the
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current state of the art in airborne phased-array antennas that have
been built and tested. New-device technology in solid-state components
and in microwave stripline waveguides will influence the development of
other phased-array systems.
Another high-gain type antenna that is important in spacecraft
applications is the reflector type antenna. Reflectors have been used
in space for many years, but several new modifications have been used
or proposed recently. One state-of-the-art reflector antenna is the
deployable 30-ft parabolic dish used on the Applications Technology
Satellite, ATS-6. This 132-1b antenna consists of three main sections:
a hub, a set of 48 ribs, and a total of 48 reflective mesh panels. The
unit is wrapped around the hub until ready for deployment, at which time
it forms a 30--ft reflector. The antenna is capable of producing a
55-dB gain, at a frequency of 8.25 GHz.
The majority of space reflector antennas used to date are of the
11prime focus" type. Work is underway to develop dual-reflector (Can-
se rainian or Gregorian)Bar  systems for space applications. This approach
gives better on-axis gain than conventional single-reflector antennas.
An example of one of the designs being studied is a 100-GHZ Cassegrainian
reflector. The system uses small corrugated feed horns offset so that
no aperture blockage occurs. This allows a multiple-beam antenna with
low sidelobe levels. This antenna has not been flown on any spacecraft,
but it represents the type of work being done to develop the next
generation of spaceborne antennas.
0
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5.2.2 Trends in Spaceborne Antennas
The data from low-Earth-orbiting, unmanned spacecraft have in the
past been transmitted directly to ground stations. This allowed the use
of low-gain, omnidirectional antennas on the satellite. The satellite
attitude was a major determinant as to the location and number of
antennas used. The data rates were low (typically 50 Kbits/sec or less)
by today's standards, relatively short distances were involved from low
Earth orbit. The requirements for these spacecraft will change signifi-
cantly by late 1980, however. With the operation of the TDRSS, all but
three of the Space Tracking Data Network (STUN) ground stations will close.
This forces spacecraft to relay data to Earth by way of geosynchronous
satellites. As a result of the greater distances and higher data rates,
the spacecraft will be required to use a high-gain tracking antenna system.
For some spacecraft with special mission-dependent attitude requirements,
the use of two or more of these antennas may be required. The data from
future low-Earth-orbiting missions will fall into two categories: low
data rates (50 Kbits/sec or .Less) and high data rates (multimegabit rates
for imaging data). The low rates will be handled by the S-band Multiple
Access (MA) service of TDRSS, and the high rate data will be handled by
the S-band Single Access (SSA) service (up to 6 Mbits/sec) or the Ku-band
Single Access (KSA) service (up to 300 `!bits/sec).
Requirements for these higher gains will result In the use of
several types of high-gain antennas. Prime focus reflector type antennas
will be deployable and in some cases collapsible. The use of dual-
reflector antennas will become feasible a: research work continues to
produce lower sidelobe levels and as lighter materials are used in their
design. The requireinent will develop for steering systems as these high-
gain, narrow-beamwidth antennas come into use.. In addition to steerable
reflectors, phased arrays will became more prevalent as advances are
made in the state of the art of microminiaturization. New designs of
phased arrays that use short-backfire antennas and other medium-gain elements
to replace the current dipole designs will be developed. Increased use
will be made: of swit.chable-beam and multiple-beam antennas. New materials
5-42
will enable reductions in weight of many antenna designs, thus permitting
the development of more complex antenna syotems. The continuing develop-
ment of feed systems will improve antenna gain performance and will
reduce the sidelobe levels.
0
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5.2.3 Pro e_cted_ Bevexopmn_ta _ in Spacet o_me r►tennas
Reflector-type antennas will be the predominant design used
through 1985. Reflectors will be used for all major communication bands,
with prime focus reflectors being replaced somewhat by Cassegrainian
reflectors. The use of multiple feeds for reflector antennas will
become common. Tracking systems will be used with these reflectors to
satisfy their pointing requirements (as in tracking the TDRSS). Folding-
type reflectors will be common at frequencies below 10 GHz, and deploya-
ble design will be common for all communication bands. .High-gain
reflectors will be used through 1985 as the principal antenna type for
frequency bands above 20 GHz.
During the 1.980=1985 timeframe, phased-array antenna systems will
become competitive with reflector types below 20 GHz. The phased-array,
systems will see increased performance and decreased weight and volume.
Phased-array
 
cost will decrease, reaching a point of Being 1.5 to 2 times
more expensive than steered reflector antennas. Phasing of groups of
elements will become common as phase shifter designs allow the use of
smaller phase increments. The dipole and slot antenna array elements
will be replaced by more efficient, higher gain elements such as short-
backfire elements, Arrays will handle much higher power levels without
experiencing heat rejection problems or being subject to breakdown of
the wavegudes. Array feeds using low-loss air-stripline or microstrip
networks with high permittivity substrates will allow designs with side-
lobes that are down more than 30 dB. Advances in microprocessor con-
trollers will allow adaptive designs capable of tracking and RF inter-
ference avoidance.
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!S . 3	 RELAY SATELLITE TECFII!TOLOGY FOR SPACE DATA TRANSFER
Relay satellites are addressed in this subsection from the
standpoint of the technology and capability for relaying data from an
orbiting spacecraft to the Earth. The capabilit y is presented in terms
of the orbiting spacecrafts' data throughput as a function of IRP and
other factors such as coding, single access by the spacecraft, and
shared or multiple access with other users. The relay satellite
technology for point-to-point and multipoint transfer is addressed in.
Section 9 . 1.2. Data presented herein are oriented more to planned
capabilities than to technology, since all relay satellites that will be
operational in the mid 1980's are already under development.
Transmitter, receiver, and antenna technologies for low -Earth orbiting
spacecraft and Seosynchronous relay satellites are covered elsewhere in
Section 5.
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5.3.1
Relay satellites capable of transferring wideband data from
orbiting spacecraft on an operational basis are not currently available
for use by civilian spacecraft. The TDRSS is currently under development
for this purpose and is scheduled to be launched in mid 1980. The
operational date for the satellite is November 15, 1980, with all but
two or three STDN stations to be closed down beginning in early 198.1.
The TDRSS network (to be provided by Western Union) will consist
of two geostationary satellites .located over the equator at approximately
41' and 171° W longitude, and a third in-orbit unit that serves as a spare.
The Earth station for the system will be located in the continental
United States jn New Mexico. The satellites are positioned to as to
permit direct contact with low-Earth-orbiting satellites for approxi-
mate;ly 85% of the time. The coverage exclusion zone, centered over the
Indian. Ocean, is a function of the user spacecraft orbit inclination and
attitude. For example, an orbital altitude of 200 Ian permits coverage
for at least 85% of the time. An altitude between 1,200 and 2,000 Im
will receive 100% coverage, with the coverage decreasing toward zero
as the satellite altitude approaches a synchronous orbit.
TDRSS capabilities are covered in a number of documents, includ-
ing a document entitled "Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)
Users' Guide" (Ref.. 5-1) by the Goddard Space Flight Center, from which
the technical specifications provided hereiy were extracted. No other
attempt will be made to repeat the information found elsewhere, other
than to provide an overview of the primary technology parameters of
bandwidth, sensitivity, power, etc., that affect the user interface
with the spacecraft.
Each Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) will provide
multiple services to user spacecraf-, on S- and Ku-bands. Multiple
Access (MA) service may be shared by up to 20 simultaneous users, each
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with a data rate of 50 Kbits/sec or less. All MA users operate on the same
frequency and are discriminated by unique Pseudo -random Noise (PN) codes.
Two single-access services are available; Single Access at S-band (SSA)
for data rates up to 6 Mbits/sec and Single-Access at Ku-band (KSA) for
data rates of 300 Mbits/sec or less. The available RF bandwidths are 5 MHz
on MA, 10 MHz on SSA., and 225 MHz on KSA, with coding requirements limiting
the maximum return link data rates, especially on MA.
The link calculations for the M return link (orbiting spacecraft
to relay satellite to ground), the SSA return link, and the KSA return
link have been extracted from the TDRSS Users' Guide and are included
herein as Tables 5.3.1-1 through 5.3.1-3.
TABLE 5.3.1-1. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS FORMA RETURN LINK, S-BANS]
BER 10- s
User EIRP EIRP dBW
Space Loss -192.2 dB
Polarization Loss -1.0 dB
TORS Antenna Gain at +_13 deg 28.0 dB
Ps at Output of Antenna -165.2 dBW + EIRP
Ts (Antenna Output Terminals) 824 K
T i
 (Due to Direct Other User Interference) 255 K
K(Ts + Ti) -198.3 dBW/Hz
Ps/K(Ts + Ti ) +33.1 dB-Hz + EIRP
Transponder Loss -2.0 dB
Demodulation Loss -1.5 dB
PN Loss -1.0 dB
Antenna Beam Forming Loss -0.5 dB
System Margin -3.0 dB
Required Eb/No (APSK) -9.9 dB-Hz
Achievable Data Rate +15.2 d6 + EIRP
FEC Gain, R - 112, K = 7 5.2 dB
*Achievable Data Rate +20.4 dB + EIRP
*This achievable data rate it the user's information rate.. It should
not be confused with the channel symbol rate, which is twice the
information rate.
NOTE: Extracted from GSFC Document STDN No. 101.2 - TDRSS Users' Guide
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BER 1 O-s
User EIRP EIRP dBW
Space Loss -192.2 dB
Pointing Loss -0.5 d6
Polarization Loss -0.5 dB
TORS Antenna Gain 36.0 dB (500)
Ps at Output of Antenna -157.2 dBW + EIRP
Ts (Antenna Output Terminals) 586 K
KTS at Output of Antenna -200.9 dBW/Hz*
PS/KTS 43.7 dB-Hz + EIRP
Transponder Loss -2.0 d8
Demodulation Loss -1.5 dB
PN Loss 0.0 dB**
System Margin -3.0 d8
Required Eb/No (APSK) -9.9 dB-Hz
Achievable Data Rate 27.3 dB + EIRP
FEC Gain, R = 112, K = 7 5.2 dB
***Achievable Data Rate 32.5 dB + EIRP
myTABLE 5.3.1-2. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR SSA RETURN LINK
*Does not apply when operated simultaneously with DG2
**-1 dB for DGl
***This achievable data rate is the users' info m ,!ation rate. It
should not be confused with the channel symbo" rate, which is
twice the information rate.
For more information, refer to TDRSS Users' Guide
NOTE: Extracted from GSFC Document STON No. 101.2 - TDRSS Users'
Guide
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TABLE 5.3.1-3. SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR KSA RETURN LINK
C
BE-R 10-5
User EIRP EIRP dSW
Space Loss -209.2 dB
Pointing Loss -0.5 d6
Polarization Loss -0.5 dB
TORS Antenna Gain 52.6 d8 (55%)
Ps at Output of Antenna -157.6 dBW + EIRP
Ts (Antenna Output Terminals) 893 K
KTs at Output of Antenna -199.1 dBW/Hz*
Ps/KTs 41.5 dB=Hz + EIRP
Transponder Loss -2.0 dB
Demodulation Loss -1.5 dB
PN Loss 0 dB**
System Margin -3.0 dB
Required Eb/No (dPSK) -9.9 dB-Hz
Achievable Data Rate 25.1 dB + EIRP
FEC Gain, R = 1/2, K = 7 5.2 dB
***Achievable Data Rate 30.3 dB + EIRP
*Does not apply when generated simultaneously with DG2
**-1 dB for DG1
***This achievable data rate is the users' information rate. It
should not be confused with the channel symbol rate, which is
twice the information rate.
For more information, refer to TDRSS users' Guide
NOTE: Extracted from GSFC Document STON No. 101.2 - TDRSS Users'
Guide
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A user currently receiving support by means of STDN is assumed
to have the following equipment and capability:
• S-band receiver and transmitter
• S-hand low-gain antenna
• Sufficient transmit EIRP and receiver sensitivity
for operation with a 9-m ground antenna system.
MA users of the TDRSS must add equipment and capability as
follaws:
s A spread-spectrum receiver with Pia correlator and
a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) capable of handling the
frequency hop preamble used in acquisition
• A digital command decoder
• A spread spectrum transmitter
• Additional do power for transmitter if continuous
real-time operation is required
• A digital telemetry system capable of convolutional
coding
• Increased EIRP, which may be accomplished by a higher
gain antenna. Higher antenna gains and narrower beam-
widths mean that the user will have to provide are
antenna pointing (tracking and/or steering) capability.
SA users of the TDRSS must also have MA capability. SA requires
higher receiver gains than MA, as well as higher EIRP.
The primary user interfaces on the ground will be the TDRSS
ground terminal, the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and the
Johnson Space Center (JSC). The communication link between these three
ground centers will be implemented via the NASCOM network. The present
configuration incorporates a link between the TDRSS ground station and
GSFC, between the TDRSS ground station and JSC, and between JSC and
GSFC. Each of these lines has a capacity of 1.544 Mbits/sec, but the
users' data rate is limited to a nominal 1 'ibit/sec. The current NASCOM
system configuration does not accommodate high multimegabit-rate data,
but expansion of the network to accommodate up to 7 Mbits/sec is being
considered. Other special cases may use leased services on a domestic
communications satellite, with the receiver Earth terminal located at the
user facility.
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5.3.2 Trends in Sgac:e Data Transfer Via Relay Satellites
A number of trends in data relay satellites in general (migration
to higher frequency bands, raider bandwidths, and higher data rates
within these higher frequency bands) could affect apace data transfer
by means of relay satellites. The current TDRSS program (to be opera-
tional in late 1480) is defined for a 10-year lifetime, and there are
no plans at this time to incorporates any of these changes. For a mere
detailed discussion of trends in data relay satellites in general.,
refer to Subsection 9.1.2.
The Air Forces Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. is
working on a laser satellite relay experiment to be performed in 1979.
This system will use an Nd:\aG laser to transmit data at 1.000 Mbits; sec
from a geosynchronous satellite. USA's Coddard Spaces Flight Center is
developing an experimental laser data relay syscem called Advanced
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (ATDRS) , which is similar in opera-
tion to the TDRSS. Their developed hardware has demonstrated a 300-
":`	 Mbits/sec data rate and can track Dopple3r frequency variations over a
*100-MIU. range*. There area no currant planar to implement this .4vsrem.
For trends in relay satellites subsystems, refer, to Subsections
5.1 and 5.2.
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A5.3.3 protected Developments in Space Data 'Transfer Via
Relay Satellites
Projections for the 1980--1985 timeframe indicate the use of the
TDRSS for purposes of space data transfer by means of relay satellite.
The current TDRSS program is defined to be operational until late 1990.
Although an upgrading of the system would be technically feasible during
the 1980-1985 timeframe, the currant NASA planning does not incorporate
Any design changes.
The current TDRSS data rate is limited by allotted bandwidths
rather than equipment limitations. However, data rates for the current
NASA mission model are satisfied by TDRSS capabilities throughout the
1980-1985 time-frame. Since the TDRSS is a true repeater (bent-pipe)
system, it is insensitive to the modulation type.' In the event of a
requirement for data rates greater than that provided by the system,
a high-efficienc, ► modulation technique. (Subsection 5.6) could be
implemented. The major restriction foreseen for the 'TDRSS system
during its 10-year lifetime is a possible lack of bandwidth.
Projections for a second-generation space data relay satellite do
not show implementation until 1990. preliminary system studies are not
expected to begin until 1982 or 1983, and serious design work on the
system will not start until the 1985 timeframe.
For projections of other relay satellite capabilities, refer to
Subsection 9.1.2. For projected developments in relay
 satellite subsystems,
refer to Subsections 5.1 and 5.2.
.a
5.4	 GROUND STATION ANTRNNAS
Ground station antennas represent a key link in communication
satellite systems, as evidenced by the fact that two of the important
measures of communication system performance are directly influenced
by the gain of the ground. station antenna. These measures of performance
are: I) the EIRP and 2) the figure of merit of a receiving system. The
EIRP is expressed in decibels above 1 W (dBW) and is obtained by adding
the radiated power in dBW to the gain of the antenna (in decibels above
an isotropic source) to which the power is delivered. The figure of
merit of a receiving system is the ratio of the antenna gain to the
system noise temperature, expressed as dB/K and written as G/T.
Since many other antenna parameters (e.g., bandwidth, sidelobe
level, and efficiency) are related to the gain (G) and/or noise
temperature (Ta) of the antenna, these two parameters generally
describe the performance of a given antenna. The antenna noise
temperature, along with the noise temperature of the Low Noise Amplifier
1	 MA), determine the system noise temperature, which is a good basis for
ground station performance.
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5.4.1 State of the. Art in Ground.-Station. Antennas.
The majority of ground station antennas currently in use or
planned for the near future use some form of parabolic reflector with
diameters ranging from less than 3 m to more than 30 m. Over the past
several years, ground station antennas of a given diameter have experienced
significant improvement in galm and noise temperature. These improvements
have resulted from the development of more efficient feed designs
(including corrugated horns and beam waveguides), from the ability to
maintain tighter surface tolerances during fabrication and assembly, and
from the implementation of surface co.rrei_ting systems that maintain these
tolerances in the field. These improvements in antenna gain and noise
temperature, when combined with the increase in available transmitter-
power (see Subsection 5.1) and the decrease in receiver front-end noise
temperature (see Subsection 5.5), have resulted in increased values for
ground station EIRP and G/T. Furthermore, the availability of high-gain,
low-noise antennas, higher-power- transmitters, and ultra-low-temperature
receivers has led to coat /configuration tradeoff studies relative to	 ,..
achieving a specified EIRP or G/T. The performance of meaningful
tradeoff studies tends to minimize the overall cost (acquisition and
ownership) of a ground station designed to achieve a given performance
level.
As the more desirable orbital positions of space begin to fill,
especially at synchronous altitudes, the demands placed on ground station
antennas start to increase. It becomes necessary to maintain lower
sidelobe levels and narrower beamwidths. In addition, the shortage of
available frequencies creates a need for "frequency reuse" techniques
and/or the use of higher frequencies. One common method being used is
that of cross-polarization of the signals. By transmitting two signals
with orthogonal polarizations (either linear or circular), the satellite
can effectively realize a doubling of spectral bandwidth. This technique
is currently being used for the 4- to 6-GHz communication band and has
been tested extensively at the 11- to 14-GHz Ku-band and at the 30-GHz
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satellite band. However, rain causes a mayor problem when using
this technique. The water reduces the isolation between the two orthogo-
nal signals, causing interference between them. Tests indicate that
rotating the axis of polarization of the receiving antenna will compensate
for part of the problem when using linear polarization, but no solutions
have been found for circularly polarized systems. Another frequency
reuse system employs spatially isolated antenna beams. In this configu-
ration, a satellite may use the same frequency for two beams, or the
same frequency as an adjacent satellite, but with the beams pointed in
opposite directions. This method provides a fair amount of isolation
between signals, but it introduces more critical requirements for ground
station pointing, beamwidth, and sidelobe suppressioL.
In addition to the standard parabolic reflector ground stations,
the technology is available for use by 2hased-array systems. Several
Large phased-array radar systems have been established for military
operations, and test results indicate that satellite tracking is
feasible with a phased-array ground station. A phased-array system
allows the use of a large aperture with high gain, since there is no
requirement for mechanical steerability. The systems built have
exhibited high gain, high power, and low noise response. The current
disadvantages of the phased-array system are increased complexity
and higher cost.
For general data transmission and reception requirements, it
is possible to achieve a given EIRP or G/T with various combinations of
antennas and transmitters or LNAs. This makes it difficult to quantize
the state of the art of ground station antenna performance. On the
other hand, qualitative descriptions can be obtained by plotting
representative values of EIRP and G/T as functions of antenna diameter
for some existing systems in a given frequency band. Figure 5.4.1-1
presents the EIRP and G/T for typical ground stations operating at
S-band. Figure 5.4.1-2 shows the information for C-band stations and
Figure 5.4.1-3 covers Ku-band stations. The S- and Ku-band information
a
l'.
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is presented for ground stations using cooled parametric amplifiers,
whereas the data for C-band Is based On COMulftic-ation-type antennas
using uncooled GaAs FET amplifiers. Data for systems operating at
higher communication bands are currently unavailable.
0
5.4.2 Trends in Ground- Station Antennas
Trends in ground station antenna design will be in the direction
that permits increased capacity for existing systems and supports the
implementation of additional systems at lower overall costs.
with the continually increasing volume of traff is in the 4.- to
6-GHz band, methods of increasing usage of the available spectrum will
continue to be developed. More satellites will be implemented with cross-
polarization systems, and the ground stations will be designed to take
full advantage of this technique. Ground station designs will be required
to implement sidelobe suppression and frequency reuse techniques. Ground
antennas that are not using state-of-the-art technology will  cause severe
degradation to the new and somewhat critical frequency reuse designs.
Therefore, it is important to maintain an ever-increasing quality of
station antennas.
Even with the increased capacity provided by frequency reuse,
the 4- to 6-GHz band will lack the capacity and capability to support``
the increasing demand for additional channels. Both high-speed digital
data transmission and broadcast television distribution are shifting
from terrestrial to satellite links. As this trend continues, the
current band will be pushed to limits, even with frequency conservation
and reuse techniques. To avoid this situation, many of the future
communication satellites will use the 11 = to 14-GHz (SATCOM) band.
The move to these higher frequencies has already stared, with
several experimental satellites in orbit and several commercial ones
i	 in the planning or construction stage. To support the use of the
11- to 14•-GHz band, ground station antenna development will cover the
entire range of antenna diameters from less than 1 m to greater than
100 m. The larger antennas (greater than 80 m) will be used principally
for radio astronomy and extraterrestrial research. For the most part.,
the high-density, high-speed digital communication traffic will be
handled by antennas in the 10- to 20-m range. Smaller antennas in the
3- to b-m range will be used for television transmission and/or reception
i
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and for low-density FDM and single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) traffic.
Antennas between 0.5 and 2-m in diameter will be used for television
reception from satellites. The latter use will depend on achieving
very high values of EIRP from the satellites.
Antenna designs based on the parabolic reflector will be the
dominant choice for ground station antennas. Some tradeoffs exist in
the choice between prime focus (low sidelobes) and Cassegrainian (high
gain, high efficiency) feeds, particularly with regard to the smaller
antenna sixes. Cassegrainian antennas will become more popular for
ground stations as research work continues to reduce sidelobes. Offset
feed and multiple-beam designs will become popular. In addition, the
need to reduce outages (caused by Sun transit, satellite failure, etc.)
will require the development of steerable-beam feeds for use with the
:larger- reflectors. At higher frequencies, beam waveguides will become
more common, since they reduce the structural requirements on the antenna
and its mount and offer the potential for low loss.
Cost reductions will be realized through the use of more reliable
-=' equipment, including antenna steering and control systems, small fixed-
position receiving antennas with geosynchronous satellites, and a trend
toward standardized rather than one-of-a-kind ground stations.
5.4.3 Prg ec_t.ed Developments .in Ground Station Antennas
Future developments in ground station antennas will be related
to the continued increase in frequency of the sat:•l.lite communication
systems. An increase to the 20- to 30-GHz band, where the international
Telecommunications Union (ITU) has allocated contiguous bandwidths of
up to 2,500 MHz, is inevitable. Ground station antennas at these
frequencies will use the same design techniques that have been developed
for the lower bands. The required tolerances on these antennas will
increase, however, with surface and pointing tolerances being major
design drivers.
At the 4- to b-GHz and 11- to 14-GHz bands, the antennas will
employ frequency reuse techniques. Pointing tolerances will be stricter
and sidelobes will be lower. The G/T for ground stations will be
exceptionally good as lower noise receivers are built. Many of the
ground stations will use low-noise, uncooled GaAs FETs in their
associated amplifiers. Multiple-beam and steerable-beats antennas
will come into general usage. Most of these designs will continue;°"
to incorporate the use of parabolic reflectors. Phased arrays will
find only limited use because of higher cost, restricted field of view
(±60 deg), and the lack of a need for continuously variable tracking in
most applications.
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5.5
	
MICROWAVE RECEIVERS
As the trends in space communications migrate to higher data
rates over greater transmission distances, the need for improved
receiver performance assumes increasing importance. Frequently, the
performance improvements produce conflicting demands on receiver design,
such as improved noise figure with increasing bandwidths. Such demands
obviously require technology advances in receiver front ends, higher
receiver frequencies, frequency selection techniques, and improved
oscillator ;stability, as well as the usual physical considerations.
The microwave receivers discussed herein include that part of
the overall receiving system between the antenna and the demodulator.
Thus, the receiver defined in this subsection provides gain, frequency
selection, frequency conversion, and bandwidth limiting. Demodulation
of the signal is discussed in Subsection 5.6.
^k
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5.5.1 State-of the. -Art in-Microwave Receivers
Data receivers are designed to operate within a multiuser
frequency spectrum, and the permissible bandwidths are standardized
by Inter-Mange Instrumentation Group (IRIG) regulations. The restrictions
imposed by these regulations generally preclude bandwidth from considera-
Lion as a technology it,?m (use of available bandwidth is a function of
the modulation and coding scheme, and is discussed in Subsection 5.6).
The primary items of concern from a technology viewpoint then become
receiver frequency, receiver noise figure as a function of frequency,
local oscillator stability, frequency selection techniques, and physical
considerations, including size, weight, power consumption, system
configuration, and environmental limitations. These receiver parameters
are shown in Figure 5.5.1-1 for clarification.
The availability of efficient, reliable hardware at frequencies
above 10 GHz is of primary concern to designers of future systems because
of bandwidth crowding at the lower frequencies and because of the wider
bandwidths associated with the higher frequencies. Significant improve-
ments in both commercially available and developmental Front end devices
have occurred within the past 2 years, particularly in the area of GaAs
FETs, with some improvements in extending the upper frequency of cryo-
cooled parametric amplifiers to include the 35- to 36-GHz band. Figure
5.5.1-2 presents curves of noise temperature as a function of frequency
for various devices commercially available in 1977. Typical values of
receiver noise temperature for several types of front ends are given
in Table 5.5.1-1. The values presented in this table represent commer-
cially available hardware.
Recent developments in low-noise amplifier UNA) designs include
uncooled parametric amplifiers having noise temperatures of 40 to 100 K
and operating in the 2-to-15-GHz region. High-performance, ultra-low-
noise parametric amplifiers have achieved noise temperatures of 1.5 to
70 K in the 11- to 40-GRz region. In addition, low-noise commercially
available GaAs FETs have achieved noise temperatures as low as 120 K
at 2 GHz, with several developmental units approaching 100 K. A listing
of commercially available GaAs FETs, along with their specifications,	 3
is presented in `fable A-6 of appendix A. This table indicates a lack
of commercially available GaAs FETs at frequencies above 12 GHz.
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RECEIVERS
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FIGURE 5.5.1-2. STATE-OF-THE-ART RECEIVER FRONT END NOISE TEMPERATURE
AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
TABLE 5.5.1-1. 1977 STATE OF THE ART
IN RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE
CHARACTERISTIC
FRONT END
DEVICE {BOISE TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY(K) (GHz)
Bipolar 125320
1
4Transistor 500 6
120 2
GaAs FET 200 5
350 10
Parampl i fi e;r 4065
4
10('Electrically Cooled) 170 36
Parampl i f i er 1725 410(Cryo-Cc)oled) 65 36
Several recently developed low-noise amplifiers are listed in
Table 5.5.1-2. The table includes a space-qualifed., low-noise, Se-band
parametric amplifier that has 18-dB gain and a noise temperature below
50 K. The unit weighs 21 oz and consumes 8 W of power. In the 4-GHz
satellite band, several "small terminal" type amplifiers are available
in the 75- to 85-K range. For larger- 4-GHz terminals, a parametric ampli-
fier designed for "hub-mounting" can give noise figures of 45 K. At
Ku-band, recent developments have produced a two- stage, 26-dB gain
amplifier for operation in the 14.7- to 15.2-GHz band. The noise tempera-
ture of the unit is 82 K and the 1-dB bandwidth is 650 MHz. . Finally,
at Ka--band, there is an electronically tunable paramplifier down converter
operating from 36.5 to 38.5 GHz with a noise temperature of 300 K and an
instantaneous bandwidth of 150 MHz.
In general., data tend to indicate that receiver front ends at
the higher frequencies (above 40 GHz) do not use RF amplifiers. Instead,
the signal is fed directly from the preselector to the mixer. As lows-noise
amplifiers become available at these frequencies, the trend will be to
amplify before mixing, as is now done at the lower frequencies.
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TABLE 5.5.1-2. STATE OF THE ART FOR
UNCOOLED LOW-NOISE AMPLIFIERS
DEVICE
FREQUENCY
(GHz)
GAIN
(dB)
NOISE
TEMPERATURE
(K)
Paramplifier 2.2 to	 2.3 18 50
GaAs FET 3.7 to	 4.2 TBD 75 to 85
Paramplifier 3.7 to	 4.2 16 45
Paramplifier 14.7 to 15.2 26 82
Paramplifier
Down Converter 36.5 to 38.5 TBD 300
In the area of local oscillators, several options are available
to the user. Frequency synthesizers offer a convenient but expensive
method of implementing variable frequency receivers. By programming
the synthesizer, it is possible to tune the receiver to any number ,
 of
desired frequencies. Frequency synthesizers are available for most of
the common microwave communisation bands, including the 18- to 40-GHz
frequency range. Several available units offer good stability, low noise,
and broad frequency coverage. Whether the oscillator frequency is derived
from a synthesizer or on a fixed-frequency basis, it is necessary to have
a stable local oscillator. The state of the art in local oscillator
stability is presented in Table 5.5.1-3 for the three more commonly
used sources. Of these three sources, the cesium source is a primary
standard, meaning that it does not require reference calibration. The
rubidium and crystal oscillator- sources axe secondary standards and
must be calibrated periodically. Because of cos4.limitations, quartz
crystals are the most commonly used sources. Highly accurate quartz
Oscillators with stabilities of ±5 x 10-10 /day are available for
medium-tolerance frequency control, whereas less costly models are
available with stabilities on the order of ±1 x 1Q-6 /day. The use of
rubidium or cesium sources is generally limited to applications,
requiring extreme accuracy (e.g., tracking receivers).
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W,	 TABLE 5.5.1-3. COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE OSCILLATOR CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTIC CESIUM RUBIDIUM QUARTZ
Stability
Relative Cost 23K 9K 600
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5.5.2 Trends in Microwave.Receivers
Continuing pressure to improve performance has motivated manu-
facturers to find more effective methods of implementation for receiver
4	 hardware. This has resulted in placing more functions per module and
reducing the-life--cycle costs of microwave systems. The combining of
a number of active and passive components chat would normally be packaged
separately has led to the "super component". An example of a super
component at Ku-band is the integration of six component functions
into one box. An input switching matrix, limiter, voltage variable
attenuator, coupler, detector, and output switching matrix can be
incorporated into one package about the size of a discrete-voltage.
variable attenuator. The resulting circuit not only saves weight
and size but reduces the external interconnections and their associated
losses. Tolerances are more strictly controlled, and the end product
is far superior to a discrete design. Costs of the super components
remain about the same as for discrete designs.
Increased use of Large-Scale Integrated (LSI) circuits will
allow increased capability, improved reliability, reduced maintenance
cost, lower power consumption, and a reduction in size. Items such as
Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) and Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters
have the potential to provide further reductions in receiver size.,
while providing very stable, maintenance-free bandwidth filtering.
Technology is moving in the direction of developing an entire receiver
on one substrate. However, unless there is a greater- standardization
of receiver IF bandwidths, the use of SAW devices and integrated IF
modules will not be coat-effective. (A system such as commercial
television has a broad, standardized market that will enable SAW
devices to become common.)
Further development of gallium arsenide (Ga) and Indium
phosphide UAP) FETs will allow the replacement of low-noise TWTs
at frequencies below 18 GHz. This will raise receiver efficiency,
lower receiver power, and allow more reliable operation. As micro-
electronics continue to develop, the trend will be toward "smart
'I)
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IJ receivers". Under microprocessor control, the receiver would be
capable of precise frequency locking and could exhibit a variable
bandwidth IF optimized to signal conditions.
With the use of higher receiver frequencies, new techniques
will be developed in the millimeter and submillimeter regions.
Currently available mixer diodes are capable of detecting signals
at terahertz frequencies, but conventional receiver designs limit the
frequency to 100 GHz. Development of "quasioptics" and new chip mounting
techniques will allow receivers to Have frequency capability approaching
the inferred region (laboratory models reaching 670 GHz have already been
demonstrated).
Trends in the noise temperatures of several devices are presented
in Figures 5.5.2-1 through 5.5.2-4. These predicted. trends are based on
the recently developed low-noise amplifier designs, as well as work
currently being done at the laboratory cevelopment level. The trends
show noise temperature being reduced for all devices at all frequencies.
The greatest reductions are for GaAs FETs at all frequencies between
2 and 18 GHz, and for the paramplifier devices at frequencies above 30 GHz.
With the incorporation of super components and LST, receiver
size will decrease greatly during the 1980 to 1985 timeframe, being
reduced to half-size by 1985. In addition, the use of uncooled solid-
state amplifiers will reduce the power consumption at the same time
that size is reduced. The typical receiver power consumption by 1985
will be somewhat below current power requirements, even though the
receiver capability will be increased. Costs for receivers will not
vary greatly, with the lower costs of integrated functions being offset
by the higher cost of design development.
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5.5.3 Projected_Developments in Nivrowave Receivers
The receivers of the 1980-1985 tmefreme will be capable of
providing lower noise operation while Handling increased data rates.
Projections of receiver noise temperature for 1980 and 1985 are given
in Tables 5.5.3-1 and 5.5.3-2. These projections are based on recent
trends in low-noise amplifiers and expected developments as a result
of current laboratory research.
The use of LSI, SAW bandwidth filters, and microprocessor
controllers will allow increased capability by optimizing the receiver
to the signal. Super components will reduce receiver size and increase
system reliability and performance. Reliability and performance will
also be increased by the replacement of TWTs by solid- state devices
at frequencies of Ku--band and below. Many of the environmental restric-
tions of receivers will be. reduced as the cryogenically cooled and
electrically cooled parametric amplifiers are replaced by ambient-
temperature parametric amplifiers and GaAs FET amplifiers. The fre-
quency ranges of parametric amplifiers and FETs will increase, allowing
pre-mixer amplification at frequencies well above Ka-band. For fre-
quencies in the millimeter and submillimeter regions, quasioptics
and new chip mounting techniques will allow reliable receiver operation
with very high bandwidths (tens of gigahertz) available.
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0 TABLE 5.5.3-m1. 1980 PROJECTIONS OF
RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE
CHARACTERISTIC
FRONT END
DEVICE
NOISE TEMPERATURE FREQUENCY
(K) (GHz)
Bipolar 115210
1
4Transistor 400 6
105 2
GaAs FET 170 5
290 10
Paramplifier 3657
4
10(Electrically Cooled) 145 36
. ...... ... 	 .. .	 .	 .
Paramplifier 1522
4
10(Cryo-Cooled) 55 36 .
TABLE 5.5.3=2. 1985 PROJECTIONS OF
RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE
FRONT END
CHARACTERISTIC
NOISE TEMPERATURE FREQUENCYDEVICE
(K) (GHz)
Bipolar 100220
1
4Transistor 300 6
85 2
GaAs FET 135 5
210 10
Parampl i f i er 3046
4
10(Electrically Cooled) 110 36
Parampl i f i er 1318
4
10(Cryo-Cooled) 36
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5.6	 MODULATION ,_DMO ULAT.IONg-..AND.CODING
Modulation, demodulation, coding, and detection are the major
areas of signal design and processing for data communication systems. The
first three areas are discussed in this subsection:. Detection has
arbitrarily been relegated: to Subsection 6.1.
As data rates increase, requirements for acceptable bit error
performance do not lessen, and in fact frequently increase; yet the
bandwidth crowding and lower bit dwell times for high-rate data tend to
cause even more errors. In most cases the increased data must be
accommodated on a channel of fixed bandwidth; therefore, efficient use of
assigned channel space becomes a critical factor. As these demands on
the data systems increase, the modulation/demodulation and coding/decoding
processes frequently become the only media for further- increases and thus
these processes take on increasing importance with each demand for more
efficient channel utilization. A number of techniques to reduce the
required bandwidth-to-bit ratio have been developed over the past 20 to
25 years, but many of these techniques have not been feasible to implement
until recently, when microminiaturization of electronic devices became
feasible. This subsection addresses some of the techniques that are
currently feasible and projects the trends and developments that are
expected as further improvements in microelectronics take place.
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0	 5.6.1
The processes of coding /decoding, modulation /demodulation, and.
bandwidth compression are included in the category of signal design
techniques and are discussed herein as methods rather than hardware.
5.6.1.1 Modulation - Modulation characteristics of interest
are shown in Figure 5.6.1.1-1. The two major classes of modulation
are angle and amplitude modulation. Angle modulation is further broken
into Phase Modulation (PM) and Frequency Modulation (FM). The factors
of bandwidth, linearity, and implementation cost apply to all forms of
modulation. The use of Amplitude Modulation (AM) for data transmission.
is generally restric ted to the optical band (laser) in today's systems
because of its simplicity of implementation with optical devices. A
few terrestrial data systems use a combination of AM and PM, but these
techniques have not been applied to spacecraft data links. The use of
FM for data transmission is generally restricted to Frequency Division
Multiplexing (FDM)/FM systems where data rates are relatively low (less
{	 than 50 Kbits /sec). The most common form of communication data modulation
is PM, finding use from the lowest to the highest data rates.
The more common type of PM is Binary-Phase-Shift-Keyed (BPSK)
modulation, a technique in which the data modulates an RF carrier to
0- or 180"deg phases [also called Phase Reversal Keying (PRK)]. The
use of BPSK is well-established, both for space data transfer and
terrestrial systems. To transfer more data in a limited amount of
bandwidth, it is possible to introduce more phase angles into the
modulation system. Quadriphase-Shift-Keying (QPSK) involves one
binary bit stream modulating a carrier between 0 and 180 deg while
another bit stream of the same rate is modulating the carrier- between
90 and 270 deg. This effectively allows the transfer of twice the
data rate within the given amount of RF bandwidth required for BPSK.
Aft
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FIGURE 5.6.1.1-1. MODULATIOR CHARACTERISTICS
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5The need for transferring more data through a finite bandwidth
has resulted in another measure of technology, i.e., bits-per-second-per-
hertz (bits/sec/Hz). Ordinary BPSK modulation results in 0.5 bits/sec /Hz
(two cycles of bandwidth for each bit of data). QPSK modulation doubles
the rate, allowing 1 bits/see/Hz. Systems using 8- and 16-Level PM schemes
increase this number, as shown in Table 5.6.1.1-1. Table 5.6.1.1-2
lists the bandwidth efficiency as a function of modulation technique
for a number of operational and experimental systems currently in use
(Ref . 5-2) .
As the required bandwidth decreases, the Bit Energy-to-Noise Ratio
(Eb/No) must increase to maintain the same Bit Error Rate (BER). For
example., for a BER of 10- 6 , the required Eb/No
 goes from 10.6 dB for BPSK
(Table 5.6.1.1-1) to 18.2 dB for 16-Level PM. This places a restriction on the
system by requiring an improvement in signal-to-noise techniques. Addition-
ally, in a multiuser environment, the multiphase modulation techniques are
more susceptible to errors, since any small shift of carrier phase will be
detected as data, even though the shift results from an interfering signal.
As a result of these restrictions, use of multiple-phase modulation will
likely be limited to QPSK for space applications.
QPSK can be accomplished by using two bi-phase modulators. For
low-power and low-to-intermediate.-frequency systems (at X -band and below),
a bit stream modulates each BPSK unit, with the resulting outputs combined
in parallel.. This approach has been used for data rates of up to I
Gbits/sec. Another approach is to BPSK modulate the carrier with one
bit stream and to then BPSK modulate the resulting carrier with a second
bit stream. This series QPSK modulation technique adapts readily to
waveguide circuits and can be implemented with PIN diodes, Schottky
diodes, or FE"Ts. In addition, these methods can be implemented on chips,
with current capabilities being the modulation of a 5-GHz carrier using
a 1-Gbits/sec data stream.
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center has recently completed a 5-year
study of satellite-to-satellite laser communication systems. Data rates
of up to 300 Mbits/sec have been achieved using a CO2 laser with a 0.95-W
W
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TABLE 5.6.1.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF M-ARY-PHASE-
SHIFT-KEYED MODULATION SCHEMES
REQUIRED Eb/Nj
MODULATION EFFICIENCY' BANDWIDTH FOR BER - 10-i
TYPE (bits/see/Hz) PER BIT (0)
BPSK 0.5 2:0 10.6
QPSV 1.0 1.0 31.4
8• PSK 1	 2.0 0.5 12.7
16-PSK 4.0
	 J 0.25 L	 18.2
*For typical ground-based transmission systems.
TABLE 5.6.1.1-2. BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF
MODULATION TECHNIQUE (REF. 5-2)
LEVEL TYPE MODULATION bits/sec-/Hz WHERE USED
2 2 4 PSK (.using M) 0.50 Canada Thin Route
Norway
Marisat TTY
4 QPSK 0.94 SBS
QPSK 1.12 SPADE (Intelsat)
QpSK 1.53 Telsat
SQPSK 1.30 Sell Systen T3 trans-
mission via 11=uiz
radio
QQPSK 1.80 Experimental (F. Chethik)
FFSK 2.20 CTS Canada(23 Experiment 011144 ft
capability) through 85-MHz 8W!
6 QPRK 2.25 Microwave Associates
11-GHz terrestrial
radio
7 Zero-memory Nyquist 4.00 Lenkurt system for
correlati ve coding: transmitting 6.312
modulating a PCM-FM Mbits/sec T2 over
system 3-MHz terrestrial
radio channel
8 8 4 PSK 1.81 TOMS through Intelsat
IV by Fujitsu Ltd.
8 4 PSK 2.20 NEC terrestrial radio
nor 11 GHz
16 16 0 PSK 4.00 Comsat Laboratories/
Japan NTT/CCL
16 APSK+ 4.00 Japan NTT/ECLy
32 4-bit QASK— 4.00 JPL for Space Lah4"
49 Hexagonal type signal 4.00 Japan YT'T/ECL-
Format using super- (experimental)
Imposed modulation
• Combined amplitude and phase shift keying
•"luadrature amplitude shift keying
t K. Myauchi, IEEE Trans Comm., February 7976
+-J. Smith, Al pA7^ aper ",rte"
^-so
'	 output. Modulation is achieved using a cadmium telluride rod to change
the polarization of the laser output (polarization modulation). By using
linear polarization for the system, the change in polarization caused by
modulation will either increase or decrease the received signal, resulting
in AM. However, if the light output is circularly polarized, the change
in polarization (due to the modulation) will be detected as a change
in frequency (FM).
5.6.1.2 Demodulation - Demodulation, as covered in this subsection,
provides the conversion of the IF output of the receiver into a baseband
signal.. Demodulation has the same characteristics as were illustrated
for modulation in Figure 5.6.1.1-1.
The major- type of demodulation used in the past for missile
telemetry systems was FM. It is still used for FDM/FM signals of (now)
relatively narrow bandwidth. The PDM baseband as defined in TRIG- 106-75,
"Telemetry Standards" (Ref. 5-3), is limited to about 200 kHz. This
FDM system allows the user a maximum of 21 analog data channels with
frequency responses from 6 to 2,475 Hz. PM demodulation has been used
mainly for PCM/PM signals since the trend to coherent digital transmission
of signals has become predominant. AM for space data transmission is
currently limited to the optical band. (A combination AM /PM is used
for some high-data-rate terrestrial cable systems.)
BPSK modulation is very common for low to intermediate binary
data rates. BPSK is a specific case of PCM/PM where the binary data
modulates the RF carrier to 0- or 180-deg phases. Demodulation of
BPSK requires a carrier reconstruction (i.e., a carrier without PM).
This is accomplished by multiplying the received signal by two and
phase-locking the local oscillator to it. The doubled signal modulation
is modulus-360 and thus the doubled carrier appears to have no modulation.
QPSK modulation is also used where the carrier is modulated by one binary
bit stream between 0 and 180 deg while also being modulated by a second
binary bit stream of the same bit rate between 90 and 270 deg. Demodulating
QPSK requires that the carrier be reconstructed in a manner similar to
d	 BPSK. This is accomplished by multiplying the received intermediate
5..81
frequency signal by four to phase-lock a local oscillator to it. The
X4 multipliers use step-recovery diodes, tapped delay-line frequency
multipliers, or FETs. Demodulation of the higher phase systems (8- and
16-^ PSK) is accomplished in a manner similar to BPSK and QPSK systems;
however, these higher phase systems are currently used only for terrestrial
data transfer.
5.6.1.3 Coding - The encoding of digital data began with the
use of binary bit codes (e.g., NRZ, RZ, bi-phase) to vary the character-
istics of the spectra produced. Block codes (e.g., adding parity bits
to a word or frame) were introduced as a means of detecting bit errors
and thus increasing the reliability of the data. Continuous codes
[e.g., convolutional and Pseudo-Random Noise (PN)] were later used for
Improving data reliability, spectrum spreading, signal identification,
and measuring satellite range and range rate.
Certain communication links under development, such as the TDRSS,
require the use o f concatenated (multiple) codes. In concatenated codes,
the data are encoded using one code and the resultant bit stream is again
encoded to produce a layered effect. In the case of the TDRSS, a 218.E
bit PN code is used for spectrums spreading, range and range-rate infor-
mation, and user identification. This PN code is then convolutionally
encoded to improve the data reliability for transmission over the long
distances required. In decoding the data:, the convolutional code (last
code applied) is first removed, leaving a high -quality PN coded signal.
The PN code is then decoded and the transmitted information can be
obtained from the resulting data.
In the - past, power limitations on the transmitted signal resulted
in the additive noise being the predominant cause of random errors.
This limitation on power no longer exists for many applications, and
the once-frequent random errors have become less significant than
burst errors (loss of multiple bits in a group) and slippage errors
(addition or deletion of a bit). The convolutional codes currently
used are capable of correcting random errors, but they must be inter-
leaved to correct long burst errors and are of little value for correcting
slippage errors. Block codes such as the BCC: code and the Reed-Soloman
code are capable of correcting all three types of errors. The use of
these codes, however, is declining, since speed constraints limit their
usefulness at high data rates. 	
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5.6.2
The trend over the years has been to transfer information at
ever-increasing rates. in the 1960's and even early 1970 t s, FDM of
analog signals was quite common. RF bandwidths of 400 kHz or less
were adequate in most cases. More and more, analog signals are being
converted to digital signals before transmission. Once converted to
digital signals, multiple-phase modulation schemes are being used
extensively to increase the bits/sec/Rz that are transmitted over
available bandwidths. The typical data rates for ground systems are
expected to increase to around 1 Gbits/sec by 1985. The data rate for
civilian space systems is expected (with rare exceptions) to remain
limited to 300 Mbits/sec, first because of bandwidth limitations of
the TDRSS, and second because onboard processing (data set selection,
compression, adaptive sensors, etc.) can be implemented to reduce the
data output of future high-rate sensors.
<+,
	
	 Modulation schemes for data transmission through 1985 will tend
to divide into two types: 1) low-data-rate, narrowband systems and
2) high-data-rate, wdeband systems. The latter systems will use M-ary
PM schemes for frequencies below the optical band. The optical band
will continue to use AM. Data rates for both the optical and RF bands
will be in the range of 200 to 1,000 Mbits/sec for terrestrial use and
300 Mbits/sec for space use.
Demodulation will be performed on h,4q .er data rates at greater
IF frequencies and wider IF bandwidths. Space data demodulation for
the 1980-1985 timeframe will be mainly of the PM type, with BPSK and
QPSK being most common. Implementation of 8- and 16-^ PSK systems
will be unlikely before 1985. The use of FM demodulation for apace.
data transfer will see decreasing use, with the main application being
TDM/FM of ground data through domestic communication satellites. The
use of AM demodulation for space data transfer will be limited to the
optical band.
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The demodulation schemes of the 1980's will be implemented
with SAW devices for fixed-tuned bandpass filtering and CODs for
transversal Filtering. Additionally, demodulation will be performed
with large=-scale integrated devices, allowing complex systems to be
built with a reduction in size and power consumption. This is
especially true for the high-rate, M-ary PM techniques.
In the area of coding, the trend is toward convolutional codes
for error correction and concatenated codes for multipurpose applications
and extremely high-quality data. Both the Space Shuttle and the TDRSS
utilize convolutional codes for error detection and correction. Compati-
bility with MASS and Shuttle will necessitate the use ef these continuous
codes in future spacecraft systems. Since coding schemes must be respon-
sive to the error phenomenon, future systems that use higher frequencies
will not necessarily use the Same techniques as those at lower frequencies.
The higher frequencies are more susceptible to fading and atmospheric
disturbances, and errors encountered at these frequencies will probably
result from both bursts and long fades. To reduce errors at these
frequencies, it may be necessary to employ concatenated codes, with one
code correcting the short burst errors and another correcting errors
caused by weak signals during the long fades. Finally, the use of
"Packet Telemetry" will allow the repetition of any group of data
that cannot be decoded without errors.
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	 b. PREPROCESS ING ELEMENTS
-
	
	 Preprocessing elements are defined herein to include the elements
identified in Figure 6-I. Thus the preprocessing elements consist of the
data storage and data manipulation (hardware and software) elements that
take either the pre-detection or post-detection serial bit stream and
detect (as necessary), buffer or store, demulti.plex, and reformat into a.
parallel ., digital output with calibration. Figure 6-2 is a block diagram
of the data transfer, preprocessing, and processing elements as discussed
in this report. Synchronization, decoding, decommutation/demultiplexing,
and wideband recording technologies are presented in this section. The
preprocessing functions use computers for both control and data reduction.
The discussion of the processing elements is presented in Section 7.
Similarly, software is discussed in Section II.
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6.1
	 BI'T. SYN_CHRONIZER. ELEME;!ITS
This section addresses the technology for bit synchronizers as
used for ground station preprocessing. The bit synchronizer is normally
interfaced between the output of the detector and the input of the
demultiplexer or recorder, as illustrated in Figure 6-2. The bit synchro-
nizer input is normally a noisy PCM signal that is typically in either
bi:--phase or NRZ format. The bit synchronizer uses some type of phase-lock
technique to lock an internal oscillator onto the incoming signal to
derive an output clock that is in phase with the serial binary output.
Additionally, the bit synchronizer generally employs some type of filter
such as a digital matched filter (or integrate and dump) to improve the
signal quality.
Bit synchronizer hardware normally falls into two divisions:
those units operating at data rates below 20 b its/sec and those operat-
ing above 50 Mbits/sec. The units operating below 20 Mbits/sec typically
have variable-input data rates that are front panel or keyboard program-
mable. The units operating above 50 Mbits/sec are usually custom designed
	 T)
for specific data rates that can be varied only within a limited range.
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Currently available bit synchronizers perform several signal con-
ditioning functions in the ground receiving station. 	 The data coming from
"
the detector are subject to a timing ambiguity due to phase jitter and
clock frequency instability.
	 The bit synchronizer employs a phase=locked
loop to track the input data stream and in turn sends out the data at a
rate that is synchronized either with an internal clock or more likely
with the station clock. 	 Additionally, the amplitude level of the data is
stabilized so that wide variations in level do not affect the other pre-
processing elements.-
The characteristics for several stat e-of-the-art
 
data bit s nchro-
_	
y 4^ 3
niters are listed in Table 5.1.1-1.
	 The EMR model and the IED model are
both typical of the lower-rate programmable synchronizers.
	 They cover
s
variable data rates over widely programmable ranges and accept a number
of coding formats.
The Harris model is of more interest due to the high data rates x
involved.	 This synchronizer will operate at a. rate of 120 or 240 Mbits/
sec (+5x) for BPSK or at 240 or 480 Mbits/sec (+5%) for QPSK. 	 Additionally,
the hardware can be modified to cover a +10% range with some performance
I
degradation.
	
Performance at these high data rates is exceptional., with
3
'
.y
3
bit error degradation with 1 dB of the theoretical value of .BPSK.
	 The
performance characteristics of the synchronizer minimizes degradation
due to input level variations, bit-rate static changes, phase fitter, base-
line variations, bandlimiting, shifts in transition density, and noise. f'a
Bit slippage is less than 1 X 10-7 for a signal-to-noise ratio of 2 to d
 F
12 dB.	 The output of the synchronizer is compatible with emitter-coupled
logic.
x
^I
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TABLE 6.1.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS FOR SEVERAL 
STATE-OF-THE-ART
'BIT SYNCHRONIZERS
DATA LOOPRATE
	
TRACKING.
MODEL BANDWIDTHbits/sec)	 CODES
	
RANGE
	 BIT ERROR
EMRI to 5M
	
PERFORMANCE
720-02	 NRZ-L	 0.1
NRZ-m	 1.0	 :Within I dB of Theoreittcal upNRZ-S
	
0.3	 3.0	 to 2.5 MHz810-L
	
1.0	 'Ir .. i 
'.
ljol. 0
RZ
DM-M
DM•.S
TED
d/pad one
	
1,00 to Im!	 NRZ	 0.05 to lo
'HARRIS
(for !NASA.)
	
1-20M1240"
	 NRZ-L
	 0.1 to 2 f5 Within 1 dB of The
7777777-	 n-1--
6.1.2 Trends and Prole-cted Developoents in Bit Synchronizers
The general trend for satellite data communications is toward
>d
higher data rates, as discussed elsewhere in this report. The lower=
bit-rate synchronizers will change very little in capability during the
1980-1985 timeframe. The major changes in these units will be a shift
to microprocessor control and a resulting increase in programming ability
and status monitoring. The low-data-rate models now offering microproces-
sor control perform such functions as self diagnosis and testing, bit-
error-rate calculations, and CRT display of system parameters, in addi-
tion to the bit, frame, and subframe synchronization. These .functions
and many more will be available as more manufacturers introduce a line of
microprocessor-controlled synchronizers.
The high-data-rate synchronizers will be of more importance for
ground station use in the 1980-1985 timeframe. The implementation of the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) with its high-data-
rate capabilities (up to 300 Mbits/sec) and the evolving of high-data-
rate orbital systems such as Space Shuttle and Landsat -D will cause the
need for high-rate-data sync-h.ronizers. Custom-built models operating at
240 Mbits/sec for BPSK are available currently, and laboratory models
approaching I Gbit /sec have been implemented by several researchers.
Projections for data rates in the 1985 timeframe extend to 1 Gbit/sec
and above. Custom-built bit synchronizers will be capable of handling
these I-Gbit/se.c rates, but standard off-the-shelf commercial units will
not provide rates in excess of 50 Mbits /sec in this period. The custom-
built, high-rate synchronizers will rely on very-high-speed logic such as
Static Induction Transistor logic. Shottky GaAs ASPET logic, or TED GaAs
logic families. The general characteristics of the 1985 bit synchronizer
will not differ greatly from the 240-Mbit/se.e models now available. The
major difference will be in data-rate capacity.
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6.2
	
SIGNAL DECODER ELEMENTS
This subsection addresses the technology for error-correcting
decoders as are used on current and planned NASA missions. The decoder
can be placed in the ground station data link at several locations, as
shown in the block diagram of Figure 6-2. Error-correcting codes are
discussed in Subsection 5.6.1.3, the decoding hardware is discussed in
this section.
Current coding techniques generally use either block codes (i.e.,
BCH, Reed-Soloman) or convolutional codes. In some applications, concate-
nated (multiple) codes are used, with a combination of block and convolu-
tional codes for high data reliability or pseudo-random noise (PN) and
convolutional codes for unique. characteristics (as for 'T.DRSS ranging and
tracking). The shift in emphasis is toward convolutional codes, and they
will continue to gain importance with the implementation of the Space
Shuttle and the TDRSS in the early 1980's.
E-8
6.2.1 State.__o,f the_ .Art in Decoders.
Today's error-correction decoders are available in a wide range
of types covering assorted codes and bit rates. These decoders are avail-
able for each of the many block codes and for the several types of con-
volutional codes. The more popular types of convolutional decoders are
the sequential decoders, maximum=likelihood (Viterbi) decoders, and con-
volutional binary feedback decoders. Figure 6.2.1-1 presents the perform-
ance. characteristics for several types of decoders, both block and convolu-
tional. The sequential decoders and the Viterbi (coding rate 1/3) decoders
both perform better than the other types of Convolutional decoders. The
Viterbi (rate 1/2) decoder performs better than the block decoders or the
convolutional feedback decoder, is simpler than the sequential decoder,
and requires less channel bandwidth than the Viterbi rate 1/3 decoder.
The implementation of the TDRSS to relay spacecraft data through
a geosynch.ronous satellite to Earth presents several unique problems,
one of which is a restriction on available signal power, especially for
wideband links. To maintain a reasonable bit error rate (BER) while work-
ing in a power- limited environment, convolutional coding was chosen because
of its significant coding gain over block codes. Additionally, the con-
volutional coding system has a simple spaceborne encoder design, and it
maintains a relative simplicity and wide availability for ground station
decoders. The choice of convolutional coding for the TDRSS and Space
Shuttle effectively sets the coding specifications for spacecraft during
the 1980'x. For this reason ., convolutional decoders will be the main
area of discussion for this subsection.
The two major types of convolutional decoders are the Viterbi
decoders and the sequential decoders. Both of these have certain unique
characteristics, and the selection of the decoder type must be based on
the application and the performance requirement. Table 6.2.1-1 preseats
a list of relevant characteristics that should be considered in selecting
a decoder. Each decoder has a certain amount of delay associated with
it, and a buffer is supplied to hold the data prior to processing. In
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TABLE 6.2.1-1. CHARACTERISTP,CS FOR SEVERAL TYPES
OF CONVOLUTIONAL DECODERS
m
DECODER TYPE
CHARACTERISTIC MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SEgUENTIAL
Overflow Errors Short bursts of 10 to 20 bits Long bursts of several thovsand^lbits
with error rate of the raw channel
8.8 dB at 10-6 BER with R = 1/'2Achiiewabhe Coding 7.7 dB at 10- ' 6 BER with iR = 1/3
Gai n for BPSK 6.5 dB at 10-' 6 BER with R = 112
Decoder Delay 64 bits 200 to 65,000 bits
Tailoff Degradation Mianimum amount Severe degradation due to bong bit
delay sequence
Coding Rates 1/2, 1/3, others Limited to 1/2; other rates require
comp;Tex hardware
Quantization Hard' decision or soft Limited to hard !
 decision
quantiz ation
Channels with frequent errors Channel's with occasi,onal errors andType of Applications
for Optimum and short bursts long bursts
Performance
fthe event of input data with an abnormally high error rate, the decoder
is unable to process the data at a sufficient speed to avoid a buffer
overflow. If a buffer overflow occurs, the maximum-likelihood decoder
will produce data with short-burst errors of 10 to 20 bits. The sequen-
tial decoder produces long bursts of several thousand bits with the error
rate equivalent to that of the input channel.
The amount of decoder delay is important, especially for high-
speed data. The Viterbi decoder has a relatively short delay, typically
less than 64 nits. The sequential decoder has a delay that varies from
approximately 200 bits to as much as 65 ,000 bits, with the longer delays
providing the better error correction performance. Systems operating
with switched inputs, such as time division multiple access, lose a con-
tinuity of the error code when switched and experience tailoff degrada-
tion. The severity of this degradation is proportional to the decoder
delay, and the longer delay lengths of sequential decoders make them
especially susceptible to this problem.
The amount of coding gain that can he achieved with a particular
system is likewise an important characteristic. The achievable coding
gain is a function of the output error rate, and for purposes of compari-
son, a 10-5 BER is chosen. The sequential decoder provides the highest
coding gain, typically 8.8 dB with a rate 1 / 2 code and BF5K modulation.
The maximum-liki.hood decoder provides a 7.7-dB coding gain at a coding rate
of 1/3 and a 6.5-dB coding gain at a rate of 1/2. The Viterbi decoders
are easily adaptable to coding rates of 1/2, 1/3, and other rates, but
the sequentia ,
 decoders are limited to rate 1/2 because of greatly
increased hardware complexity at the other rates. Likewise, the sequen-
tial decoder is limited to hard-decision decoding, while the maximum-
likelihood decoders can be adapted to either hard- -decision or soft quanti-
zation. The maximum-likelihood decoders are better suited for channels
having frequent errors in the form of short bursts. The sequential
decoders are better suited for channels with occasional errors that con-
sist of long bursts.
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Convolutional decoders operating at data rates of up to 100 kbits/
sec are quite common, and rates well over a megabit are widely available.
Viterbi decoders with data rates of 10 Mbits/sec are generally considered
to be the maximum value for a standard "off-the-shelf" configuration.
Higher data rates of up to 35 Mbits/sec can be achieved using ECL, but
these devices are not available as standard equipment at present. A 50-
Mbit/sec maximum-likelihood decoder has been built in the laboratory, but
constraint length, complexity, and long delay times limit its applica-
tions. Sequential decoders likewise are common at data rates up to
approximately 10 Mlbi.ts/sec. Several commercially available sequential
decoders handle data rates of up to 40 Mbits/sec, but operation becomes
marginal at these higher rates.
The decoder design chosen to handle the 5041bit/sec downlink
from the Space Shuttle is a system using five 10-`obit/sec decoders in
parallel. Figure 6.2.1-2 is a functional block diagram of the 50"Mit/
sec decoder system used for Shuttle data at the TDRSS ground station.
The data enter the bit synchronizer and are routed through the demulti-
plexer with each consecutive bit going to a consecutive decoder. This
method allows a more conventional technology to be applied to the high
data rates. The parallel system does exhibit a lower reliability than
would be obtained with a single unit, but this is corrected by placing
spares into the stack and incorporating an automatic fault detection
scheme.
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6.2.2 Trends. and Projected Developments in Uecaders
The trends in error-correcting decoders will generally be toward
an increase in data. rates and quality of data and a decrease in power-,
size, and weight requirements. Table 6 . 2.2-1 presents the state of the
art and projected characteristics for a typical 10=Mbit /sec maximum-
likelihood decoder. The state -of-the-art unit is based on a commercially
available design with mostly TTL integrated circuits. The decoder designs
of 1980 will use some MPS technology and will exhibit higher speeds with
decreased power and size. By 1985, decoders using GaAs and other GHz
logic technologies (see Section 1) will be commercially available, provid-
ing data rates of up to 100 Mbits /se.c for a single decoder unit while
reducing power and size requirements. In each case, parallel processing
can be applied, allowing the decoding of higher data rates. Using parallel
processing, 150 Mbits /sec can be achieved in 1980 and a 1-Gbit /see data
rate could be processed by 1985.
Figure 6 . 2.2-1 reflects the trends in decoder power requirements
for the 1977-1985 timef-r
	 Power will decrease from the 225 -W require-
ment of the state-of-the-art 10-Mbit/sec decoder to slightly over 100 W
for a 200-Mbit /sec decoder by 1985. This reduction is mainly credited to
lower power logic families. Figure 6.2.2-2 presents the trends in decoder
size. Large--scale integration and lower power dissipation will allow the
1985 size to decrease to approximately one-third of the 1977 size. Decoder
data rates will increase as shown in Figure 6.2.2-3. Higher-speed logic
will mainly be responsible for the increase in the data rate of a single
decoder. The trend for parallel decoder banks is alsc shown on the chart.
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TABLE 6.2.2-1. STATE OF THE ART AND PROJECTED
CHARACTERISTICS FOR DECODERS
CHARACTERISTIC* STATE-OF-THE-ART
PROJECTED
1980
PROJECTED
1985
Data Bit Rate (Mbits/sec) 10 25 100
Data Bit Rate (Mbits/sec) 50 150 11000(Parallel Processing)
Power (W) 225 170 110
Size (W) 900 530 315
Weight (lb) 25 17 9
Cost ($} 12.7k T B D TBD
*Characteristics for single decoder except when noted
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6.3
	 DENMTIPLEXER_ /_DEC! MMU'TATQR_ ELDIERTS
Demultiplexe:r/deconnutator elements fit into the preprocessing
network as shown in Figure 6-2. These elements are divided into either
analog or digital classifications, as shown in Figure 6.3-1. Analog
demultiplexers are further subdivided into frequeucy-division multi-
plexing (FPM) and time-division multiplexing (TDM) systems. Since analog
TDM has been replaced by digital PCM for space data handling applications,
advances in analog TDM decommutator technology are not reported.
In general, the technology for decommutator-s and demultplexers
is comparable, with the technology for multiplexers as reported in
Subsections 4.1.1 and 9.1.1.2, since the same system technology (e.g.,
data rates, bandwidths, and codes) applies in both areas. In fact, decem-
mutator technology should be ahead of spacecraft multiplexer technology
because of less restrictions on size, power consumption, weight, etc.
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6.3.1 State of _the_Art...n,._Aemulciplexer/Aecommutator Elements_,
FDM signals are defined by IRIG 106-75, "Telemetry Standards".
The development of FDM decommutators in recent years has been toward
smaller, more universal, plug-in type discriminators with low power
consumption. However, until recently very little has been done toward
increasing the number of data channels or data capacity. As with other
areas of communication electronics, the development of M5I and LSi cir-
cuits has done much to reduce the size and power consumption of these
units. Because of the trend toward higher data rates and all-digital
systems, there has been very little new development in FDM demultiplexers.
The number of FDM wideband channels was increased by IRIG 106-77
to provide additional channels above the former constant-bandwidth and
proportional-bandwidth channels. The number of narrowband constant-
bandwidth channels did not increase, however. Systems requiring a
larger number of narrowband channels are required to use nonstandard
channels to accommodate the data needs.
Digital demultiplexers represent the area of demultiplexing where
the greatest changes resulting from technology improvements have been
made in recent years. Demultiplexers available today on a commercial
basis tend to be capable of handling data rates on the order of 2 to 5
Mbits/see, with some units available at 10 Mbits/sec on a more-or-less
custom basis. Current technology permits decommutation. hardware capable
of handling hundreds of megabits, aad a few systems are in existence
that will handle these rates. As discussed in Subsection 9.1.3.2, the
terrestrial telephone network is using a digital coaxial cable system
operating at 274-4,bit/sec rates. Additionally, the TDRSS ground station,
which is being built by Harris under a subcontract from TRW, will be
capable of handling data rates of up to 300 Mbits/sec.
The Air Force has an operational laboratory model of a 1-Gbit/sec
digital data system that includes a six-channel demultiplexer. The system
uses custom-designed integrated circuits.
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6.3.2
Improvements in LSI and standardization of high-data-rate systems
will allow a reduction in size and power consumption and an increase in
capabilities. I14MSAT has developed a set of LSZ circuits that are
available to users to provide PCX encoding/decoding, convolutional
coding/decoding, transmitter synchronization, and bit tinning recovery
for their system. High-speed logic circuits, such as the Plessey 1.2-G8z
programmable divider, have become common.
Increased flexibilities in decommutators can be expected through
1985 as a result of the availability of low-cost memory and microprocessors.
The "decom" boxes wit' contain more internal intelligence and will become
multiported to accommodate distributed processing of high-data-rate
signals. More digital signal processing will be employed in the signal
detection and synchronization areas. Improvements will be made in signal
processing performance, and increased throughput (data rate), through the
use of distributed processing, and improved human factors for units can
be expected. Increased development of LSI/VLSI	 high-speed/low-power
silicon and GaAs logic technologies with their reduced propagation delays
will significantly increase demultiplexer data rates by 1985.
The multiplexers used in future space-to-ground data links are
expected to be digital. Two types of digital demultiplexers are fore-
seen: $eneral-purpose and unique/dedicated, with the general-purpose
types being restricted to the lower data rates and the unique/dedicated
types being built for special-purpose systems or experiments such as
the Thematic Mapper.
The technology will support hundreds of megabits; however,
standard commercial products for 1980 will be of the general-purpose
type and capable of handling 10 to 12 Mbits/sec, with increases to 35
to 40 Mbits/see for 1985. At the higher data rates, custom demultiplexers
will be built using either ECL, GaAs MESFETS, or other high-speed logic
technologies that become available.
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Decommutators will have more output ports to accommodate distri-
buted processing of high-data-rate signals. They will also be more
adaptive in an attempt to overcome nonstationary noise and signal con-
ditions. Concatenated coding will be implemented to correct errors
from random noise, bursa errors, and signal dropout. The error proba-
bilities will be within l dB of theoretical for data rates up to 5 bits/
sec, within 2 dB for 5 to 24 M6its /sec, and within 3 dB for 20- to
54-Nbit /see signals by 1985.
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6.4	 WTDEBAND RECORDING ELEMENTS
This section addresses the technology for instrumentation type
tape recorders such as those found in telemetry ground receiving stations
for recording w.ideband analog and digital (PCM) data. Section 3.1
addresses the technology for using magnetic tape recorders for space-
craft data storage, and Subsection 7.2.5 examines the technology for
data processing magnetic tape recorders. Most of the discussion in
Section 3.1 is applicable to ground instrumentation recorders, particularly
the projections of Subsection 3.1.3.
Magnetic tape recorders have been used in the instrumentation area
for many years. During this time, major progress has been made in improving
the performance through advances in the recording heads, the electronics,
the drives, data encoding, and the media (i.e., the tape). Also, standards
have evolved for tape speeds, tape widths, data bandwidths, etc.
Currently, most of the new developments in instrumentation.
recorders are directed toward achieving higher data rates and greater
storage densities in high-rate digital recording systems.
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6.4.1 State o;f..
 the art in Wideband Magnetic Tape Recorders
-_
Today's instrumentation recorders are available in a wide variety
Mf	 of standard configurations as defined in Table 6.4.1-1. The recorders
^	 1
listed in this table are the fixed-head instrumentation type recorders
a
	
	
such as those manufactured by Ampex and Bell & Howell. Fixed--head
recorder designs have progressed from 14 tracks/in. in the 1960's to
42 tracks/in. at present. Frequency responses of 2 MHz are standard,
and experimental systems are being tested with frequency responses of
4 HHz at 120 in/sec. Several companies are currently developing recorders
that use 2- in.-wide tapes with up to 84 tracks; however, these recorders
are not yet commercially available.
According to Bessette (Ref. 6-2), fixed-head recorders currently
achieve 50% of the theoretical potential number of bits per inch (80
kbits/in) and 10% of the potential number of heads per inch (3,000/in.).
This implies that fixed-head recorders achieve 5% (10% of 50%) of the
theoretical data packing density (5 x 10 7 bitslin 2) using currently
available media. These figures indicate that future improvements in
recording density will be achieved by increasing track density rather
than attempting to increase bit density.
Increasing the number of da ta tracks also increases the total
input data rate for digital applications. However, for analog recorders,
the bandwidth can only be increased by increasing in-track response
either by increasing the data density or by moving the tape at higher
speed. Factors that affect the response of a track are the tape magnetic
particle size (12 4in.. typical), the head gap, and the tape speed. The
small gaps required for higher-frequency response require shallower pole
.face depths, which are difficult to achieve and have shorter lives. New
methods of tape lubrication are being developed to improve the head life.
Developments in magnetic materials to allow smaller particle size and
thinner oxide coating are also occurring.
In addition to the "standard" instrumentation recorder configu-
rations, there are several other types of instrumentation recorders.
i
l
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TABLE 6.4.1-1. STANDARD INSTRUMENTATION RECORDER CONFIGURATION
Tape Speeds	 15/16 to 240 in/sec
Tracks	 7, 8, 14, 16, 28, 32, or 42
Tape Widths	 1/2, 1 in.
Reel Size	 8, 10 1/2, 12 1/2, 14, 15,
and 16 in.
Record Methods	 FM, direct, digital high density
Bandwidth/Data Rates(per track)
FM	 do to 600 kHz (at 120 fn/sec)
Direct	 100 Hz to 2 MHz (at 120 in/sec)
Digital H.D.	 to 3.5 Mbps (at 120 in/see)
One is the Newell drive type recorder manufactured by Emerson. The other
?	 type is the rotary-head recorder manufactured by RCA, Ampex, and Echo
Science.
The Emerson TITAN recorder features 42 tracks on a 1-in.-wide
tape with tape speeds of up to 600 in ./sec. The TITAN will record digital
data at up to 10 14bits /sec/track.
Rotary-head recorders offer a number of advantages, including:
higher data storage density, ,rapid start/stop, and high rate at low tape
speed. Because of these advantages, the rotary-head t;pe recorder will
find increased application for instrumentation recording in the future.
The RCA VERSABIT 200 is repr-eaLmtative of the state of the art
in rotary-head recorder designs. This system records 20 Mbits/sec on a
standard 2-4n.-wide television tape at a tape speed of only 4.53 in/sec.
The VERSABIT 200 records at an in-track density of 10,000 bpi at 133 tpi.
RCA is currently developing a double-density system with a track density
i
of 266 tpi.
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	 ( i6.4.2 Trends. and. Projected Beve
Tape. Recorders
The trends in fixed-head instrumentation recording systems are I.
toward wider tapes and more tracks per inch of tape. This results in
higher data rates for high-density, digital recording and more channels
for analog recording. As a result of the trend toward digital instru-
mentation and communication systems, it is unlikely that analog recording
will still be in use in the 1980 - 1985 timeframe for ground-based data
handling systems.
Current equipment under development includes a Bell b Howell
recorder being built for Northrop. The unit is to be incorporated into
an Air Force system that has 84 tracks on a 2--in.
-
wide tape and records
at an input data rate of 270 Mbits /sec.. RCA has recently demonstrated	 i
a laboratory model of a 240-Mbit /sec recorder with 120 data tracks.
These recorders are forerunners of the next-generation commercial .fixed-
head instrumentation tape systems.
Rotary-head recorders will find increased use in systems that
utilize instrumentation recorders to provide temporary buffering as Well
as permanent data storage where frequent start/stop /replay operations
are required such as on-line processing of satellite data.	 ,g
Trends in rotary-head recorder designs are toward higher data
rates using multiple heads, more tracks per inch of tape., and tape head
designs that reduce head wear. As previously mentioned in Section 3.1,
IBM's recently announced 3850 Mass Storage System employs a helical
scan rotary
-
head system that " flies" across a 2.7-in. ==wide tape with the
head at 10 uin. from the tape to minimize head wear.
A number of improvements in both analog and digital recorders
are within current technological capabilities. Improved tape handling
will be realized through use of vacuum chambers and zero loop configura-
tions by 1980. Improved maintenance and calibration will result from
the use of microcomputer interfaces by 1985. 	 Y^
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Analog recorders in the early 1980's will accommodate a 4-riHz
bandwidth at a tape speed of 120 in/sec with up to 48 tracks/in.•on
either 1-in.- or 2-in.-wide tapes. The heavy trend toward digital
recording places some doubt on the use of wideband analog recorders by
1985. If analog recorders are still in use by then, the bandwidth should
approach 6 MHz.
The use of digital recorders will increase and very-high-density
digital recorders with throughput rates of near 1 Gbit/sec at densities
oaf 10 7 bits/in 2 will become available in the 1980-1985 timeframe. The
projections presented in F'igur'es 3.1.3-1, 3.1.3--2, and-3.1.3-3 for sere+-
space instrumentation recorders also apply to ground instrumentation
recorders.
A number of other projections foreseen in the 1980-1985 timeframe
include a move from longitudinal to rotary, helical, or transverse heads
to permit the use of very narrow tracks without excessive costs; rapid
start-stop capability along with continuously variable speeds; and
improved reliability and head lifetimes through improved head designs,
tape-lubrication, and other techniques.
t.T
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7. GROUND PROCESSING ELEMENTS
Ground processing elements represent a significant portion of
the NASA end-to y-end data system in terms of both cost and performance.
Processing elements discussed in this report include hardware, soft-
ware, and firmware, as depicted in Figure 7-1. This section presents
the state of the art, trends, and projected developments through 1985
in processers (micros, minis, large-scale, and super-scale), storage
devices (main memories and auxiliary memories), and firmware devices.
Software (languages, operating systems, and methodology) is discussed
in Section 11. certain data storage elements (e.g., archival data
storage devices) are discussed in Section 8. Communication elements
are discussed in Section 9, and information presentation elements
(displays, pointers, and platters) are covered in Section 10. Data
base management systems are discussed in Section 8. Space processing
hardware elements are discussed in Section 2. Space data storage and
space data handling are covered in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Pre-processing elements, which overlap with ground processing elements,
are presented in Section 6
Figures 7-2 through 7-4 present the different hardware elements
in terms of their Level 2 and higher elements. Subsequent sections
present the state of the art, trends, and projected developments for
the different levels.
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7.1	 PROCESSOR/COMPUTER..ELEMENTS
Processor/computer elements are presented in terms of four areas
of processing capability that are considered to be representative of
the processing technology in general. The four areas, illustrated in
Figure 7-2, are microcomputers, minicomputers, large--scale computers
(defined herein to be the upper end of the mainframe manufacturer's
line), and super-scale computers. Precise distinctions between each
of these classes of computers are difficult to establish and are becoming
more difficult to define daily. These boundaries, as defined in the
various subsections, are illustrated in Figure 7.1--1 for each of the
four areas of processing capability. Figure 7.1-1 also includes pro-
jections for the throughput performance of single -chip microcomputers
and super-scale computers for the 1985 timeframe.
One notable feature of this figure is the tremendous increase
shown in processing power projected by 1985 for single-chip microcom-
puters. This growth, as discussed in this section and Section 1, will
significantly impact the architecture of large -scale computer systems
by 1985. in general, large -scale computers of 1985 will distribute
functions now handled by the central processor to both remote peripherial
processors and to local peripheral devices within the central computer
complex.
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7.1.1 Microcomputers
To identify the characteristics that distinguish a microcomputer
from any other computer, it is convenient to compare it with its pre=
decessor, the minicomputer. Both the microcomputer and the minicomputer
acquired their names because of relative size differences when comparing
them with their predecessors. Like the minicomputer, the most obvious
microcomputer distinctions at the time of first introduction were in
physical size., cost, word size, limited processing capability, and input/
output (1/0) mechanism complexity. However, as time passes the dis-
tinctions between the microcomputer and the minicomputer become less
and less clear, especially in the capability borderline region (the low
end of the minis and the high end of the micros).
Microcomputers could b: identified initially by their exclusive
use of large-scale integration (LSI) circuitry, whereas minicomputers
initially used either discrete components or small-scale integrated
circuits. Today, most minicomputers use LSI and many microcomputers
use a multichip CPU (bit slice) resembling those used in many mini-
computers. Microcomputers were initially constrained by memory size,
whereas minicomputers of the same time period were not. Today, some
microcomputers can use memories to 1 Xbyte (not directly addressable).
In the not-too-distant past, high-level languages such as FORTRAN and
BASIC were only available on minicomputers, but now most microcomputers
have one or both of these. The software packages available for mini-
computers are still much more complex than those available for micro-
computers. In several instances, microcomputer throughput, equals or
exceeds that of some minicomputers. However, for this report, the dis-
tinguishing features between the microcomputer and the minicomputer are
constrained to those presented in Table 7.1.1-1.
ii
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TABLE 7.1.1-1. COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENT
MICROCOMPUTERS VERSUS MINICOMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS MICROCOMPUTERS MINICOMPUTERS
Cast $500 to $5,000 $2,000 to $100,000
Size Desk top 19-in. rack mounted
Software Being developed, Already established,
relatively simple fairly complex
Input/Output Front panel or control Front panel and/or control
terminal interface terminal interface built
built in; serial in; line printer, reel-to-
printer, cassette tape reel	 tape, hard disk,
floppy disk, etc., etc., interface optional
interface optional
^0
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7.1.1.1 State-cf-the-Art in-Microcomputers - The term "micro-
computer" is currently used to describe any of a large variety of
computer types constructed from high-complexity integrated circuit
building blocks. These building blocks are derived from a number of
different large-scale integrated bipolar and MOS circuit technologies
that include TTL, Schottky TTL, I 2L, PMDS, NMDS, CMDS, and COS/SOS.
In general, the bipolar building blocks are characterized by
higher-speed operation and lower complexity than the MS microcomputer
,a
	 building blocks. For example, state-of-the-art Schottky TTL 4-bit-
slice processor elements contain about 300 gates (limited by power dis-
sipation) and operate at a clock frequency of approximately 10 MHz.
Depending on the circuit family selected, anywhere from S to 40 LS I TTL
building blocks are required to implement a typical 16-bit microcomputer.
The microcomputer designs that contain only a few TTL LSI devices
usually execute a fixed instruction set, whereas the more complex TTL
microcomputers utilize a microprogrammed architecture that allows the
microcomputer to emulate various instruction sets simply by changes in
the microcode. Emulation of previous computer architectures makes it
possible to use existing applications software, thus providing significant
savings in software development costs.
The IBS microcomputer building blocks are generally much more
complex than the bipolar circuits just discussed. For example, Intel
Corporation recently reported the development of a dual-processor,
microprogrammable, N-channel MS chip that contains approximately 22,000
transistors. Because of the Lower power- consumption per gate and high
circuit density of the MDS--type microprocessor building blocks, it is
possible to build a single-chip microcomputer. These single-chip
microcomputers are curreati finding widespread application in a
variety of consumer product applications. Programming these single-
chip designs is either accomplished during the fabrication process or
by using erasable programmable read-only memories (EPROMs) that are
contained on the chip. Multi-chip microcomputer designs are currently
7-10
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_	 available with single-chip microproces.sora providing up to 16-bit
parallel operation. State-of-the-art 16-bit microprocessors feature
direct addressing of up to 64 Kbytes of memory, multiple addressing
modes, and average instruction execution speeds of approximately 1.0 "ee
at a power dissipation of 0.5 W.
Another bipolar technology that provides both high circuit com-
plexity and low power dissipation is integrated injection logic (ILL).
Although I-L is somewhat slower than TTL, it has a power -delay product
lens than 1 pJ (TTL typically exceeds 10 pJ). The circuit packing
density of I 2L is much greater than TTL because the circuit is configured
such that the isolation islands used in TTL between transistors are not
required. Microcomputer building blocks that are currently available in
I=L technology range in complexity from 4-bit-slice processor elements
that typically contain 1,600 gates up to complete 16-bit microprocessors.
Economically, the emergence of the microcomputer is most important
because it has provided the system designer with the basic elements neces-
sary to develop relatively complex solutions to specialized processing
and control hardware design problems at low cost. An additional benefit
provided by microcomputers is that they have provided an increase in
commonality of usage of integrated circuits among diverse applications,
thereby providing a reduction in the proliferation of special-purpose,
high-cost circuit types.
The architecture of today's microcomputer, though assembled with
a particular manufacturer's unique enhancements, consists of four basic
elements: an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU), a control unit, a storage
unit with program and data store areas, and an input/output (I/n) unit
(see Figure 7.1.1.1-1). The combination of an ALU, control unit, and
registers (used in arithmetic and logical operations to hold data,
memory addresses, etc.) is cared a Central Processing Unit (CPU).
The normal architecture for a multi-chip set is to have the CPU
on one chip and the storage and I/O on separate chips. The limitations
of this configuration are that the data width (4. S. 16 bits, etc.) is
fixed and the instruction set is located within the CPU and is not
changeable. The bit-slice bipolar microcomputers use multiple chips
by design to implement the CPU. Hence the data width can be tailored
! j
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FIGURE 7.1.1.1-1. TYPICAL MICROCOMPUTER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
as required to meet the designer's requirements (4, 8. 16...32, 48, 64
bits). Most bipolar bit-slice microcomputers use a 4-bit slice as their
basic building block. The maximum data width size for state-of-the art
;DS microcomputers is 24 bits (Four Phase Systems System IV), with most
designs providing 1.6 bits or less.
Microcomputer acceptance and utilization throughout the com-
mercial, military, and aerospace industries continues to increase
exponentially. Table 7.1.1.1-1 shows some of the more typical uses of
microcomputers at the present time. A summary of the characteristics
of state-of-the-art microcomputers is presented in Table 7.1.1.1-2.
The cost of a microcomputer system can range anywhere from under $500
to well over $50,000. The high-cost end is determined by the types
and numbers of peripherals, types and sizes of memo ry/storage, the
number of microcomputers utilized in the system configuration, and the
capabilities of the software that either comes with the system or must
be developed. Note that in many instances the cost of the peripheral
devices can be far greater than the cost of the microcomputer and its
memory. Those systems costing about $500 ma y not have any peripherals.
The consumer products and automative industries are two of man y users
of low-cost microcomputers.
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TABLE 7.1.1.1-1. APPLICATIONS AND CA'PABILITI`ES OF MICROCOMPUTERS
AS A FUNCT1 OF WORD SIZE AND CONFIGURATION
w
CONTROL DATA PROCESSING
DEDICATED GENERAL PURPOSE DISTRIBUTED CENTRAL
4-bit 8- to 1 ,6-bit 8-bit 16-bit
Single chip Siingl,e chip Multi-chip Multi-chip
High volume (10,000 Medium volume !:ow volume Very Tow volume
.piece lots.)
:Low cost Medium cost High cost
Very low cost ($3)	 ^.
Consumer oriented: Industrial: Business and , real-time Read-time data
°
control: processing:
TV tuner Instrumentation
Nonvideo games Automotive Intelligent terminals Data base
CL Appliances Peripheral controller Industrials-control Data processing
Cl-
cr
Entertainment Machine controller Process control Big business
Sci lenti fi1c
Limited chip capability: -Fairly extensive chip capa .ci ty : Extensive chiip capac ity: ' ; Veryy extensive chip
4-bit data 8- or 16-bit data handl Ting 8- or 1 1 6-bi t data. capaci ty:
h manipulation 2 Kbyte program ROM handl iing 16- to 32-bit data
Small program ROM 1'28 bytes of RAM 64 !Kb ytes of ROM
handling
CLQ Small on-chip 'RAM Extensive 1/0 64 Kbytes of RAMi
64 Kby tes of ROM
ca
Limited I/O Extensive I/O
256 Kbytes of RAM
Not expandable
Expandable
Unlimited expansion Unlimited expansion
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TABLE 7.1.1.1-2. STATE OF THE ART IN MICROCOMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
iPU (Microprocessor)
Data Word Length (bits;
Instruction Word Length(bits)
Type Of LOgi C Circuitry
Cycle Time (.sec)
Acid Time (usec)
Number of Instructions
Total No. of Registers
NIPS
Random-Access Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Capacity (bytes)
Nord Length (bits)
Read-Only Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Capacity (bytes)
Word Length (bits)
Programmable ROM
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Capacity (bytes)
Word Length (bits)
Input/output Control
1/0 Ward Length (bits)
No. of 1/0 Channels
No. of Interrupts
Maximum 110 Rate(Words"sec)
Software
Assaarbl ers
High-level Languages
Simulators
Monitor/Operating
system
Physical Characteristics
Temperature (•C)
Cast of Basic System
MTBF
RANGE
Choice from over SO vendors
d	 64
a	 64
IMOS, BIPOLAR, PMOS, CMDS
0,125
	
13
0.2	 20
32	 197
2	 104
0.1	 4
NITS, CMOS. BIPOLAR. PMOS
100 2,DOO
1 K I 28
4 16
NMOS, PMOS, CMOS. SIPOLAR
65 1.500
256 512K
8 16
NMUS, 9IPOLA . PMOS, CMOS
65 1.600
256
1
128K
8 16
1	 20
2
	 512
1	 256
73K	 4M
Resident and/or cross
assMlers available
PL/M, BASIC, FORTRAN
FOCAL. PLUS, COBOL (most
available as cross
compilers Only)
May be Available
Monitor usually available
0 to 50	 •55 to 125
3500	 $14,900
NA	 NA
TYPICAL
8. 1E
8, 16, 24
NMOS
1
2
78, 72
7. 6, B
1.0
NNUS
450, S00
64K
8. 16
NMOS
450
64K
8
NMOS
450
64K
8
8
251:
8
1M, 2M
Assembler
BASIC (resident),
FORTRAN
Yes
Small (1 Kbyte)
monitor
0 to 70
$1,500
NA
i-1#
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7.1.1.2 Trends in Microcomp_u .ters - Since the introduction of
the first chip microprocessor ( the CPU of a microcomputer) in 1971,
there has been a continual explosion in the advancement of microcomputers.
This explosion, however, is not singular and appears to be branching into
three speific areas: 1) commercial microprocessors in consumer products,
2) commercial microcomputers functioning as general -purpose or special/
dedicated-purpose machines in both real -time and non-real-time environ-
ments, and 3) military/aerospace ruggedized microcomputers. Technology
advancements in the near future will be primarily directed toward lower-
ing production costs and further market penetration of the extremely
large volume consumer product markets at the low end of the microcomputer
scale.
Other trends in microcomputers include continuing development of
more complex chips, improvements in operating spi^.eds, and lower costs per
unit of performance. As explained in Section 1, the number of components
or circuit elements contained in the most complex integrated circuit
chips should continue to double each year through 1985. As the bridge
W. ^	 from optical fabrication techniques to suboptical (or submicron) tech-
niques is crossed around 1980, there may be a temporary slowdown in the
circuit complexity growth rate. However. once the manufacture of sub-
optical devices becomes widespread, the doubling in complexity each year
should resume and continue for at least an,% -ber 10 years.
The result of higher chip complexity will be lower cost both per
unit of complexity and per unit of performance. Figure 7.1.1.2-1 illus-
trates how the cost per component (resistor, transistor, etc.) should
decrease as a function of time through 1985. For example, .a 16-bit
microcomputer chip with a 4-Kbyte ROM and a 4-Kbyte RAM will need approxi-
mately 10 5 circuit elements and should sell for about $10 in 1980 (con-
stant 1977 dollars). By 1985, 32-bit microcomputer chips with larger
on-chip memories will be available for about the same price.
The speed of LSI /VLSI microcomputers will increase by more than
an order of magnitude by 1985 as a result of smaller -geometry devices
4
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FIGURE 7.1.1.2-1. TRENDS IN MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENT COST
and the development new high-speed, low-power circuit technologies.
Typical gate delay times for LSI microcomputer elements employing NM. S
and 12L technologies are currently about 10 nsec. By 1985, typical gate
delay times for VLSI microcomputer circuits will be less than 0.4 nsec,
or more than 25 times faster than current LSI technology. This is
illustrated in Figure 7.1.1.2-2.
Some of the newer logic technologies currently under development
that have demonstrated both high speed and low power consumption and
thus show promise for implementing next-generation microcomputers
include; DMDS, VMOS, elevated electrode logic, static induction tran-
sistor logic, E-mode GaAs MESFET, Schottky GaAs NESFET, CCD logic, and
Josephson junctions. Most of these technologies have power-delay prod-
ucts that range from 20 to 1,000 times less than high-density ECL and
can be faster than ECL.
One conclusion that can be made concerning 1985 computer tech-
nology is that by that time all production computers will employ some
form of VLSI microcomputer technology. Another important conclusion
7-16
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FIGURE 7.1.1.2-2. TRENDS IN MOS LSI MICROCOMPUTER PROCESSING SPEED
is that, from now into the mid-1980's, the trend in the time span from
initial computer hardware introduction to hardware obsolescence can be
expected to decrease from its current value of about 4 to 5 years to
less than 3 years. This shortened time period, coupled with the manu-
facturers' need for higher dollar investments in advanced development
and production equipment, will cause a large percentage of the existing
manufacturers to leave the field.
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7.1.1.3 Projected Developments in Microcomputers - By 1980,
single-chip microcomputers with 32-bit word lengths will be available
with performance speeds of 2 million instructions per second (MIPS) or
more. Using a multiple chirp microcomputer configuration, throughput
performance of 5 MIPS is expected by 1980, and by 1985 approximately
20 MIPS should be possible. Coupled with speed enhancements will be
the emergence of many microcomputers with specialized architectures,
some of which will use many of the performance. techniques utilized in
the large computers of today. An example might be a microcomputer
containing a pipeline for matrix operations or a microcomputer especially
suited to a Fast Fourier 'Transform. Space and power requirements for
comparable systems will drop to about 1/50th of today ' s requirements.
System reliability will be substantially higher due to both the reduc-
tion in the number of circuit interconnections and the opportunities
that a disassociated system architecture provides for the introduction
of system element replacement and redundancy.
A major problem foreseen with the microcomputer is the need to
assemble federated or democratic networks of computers to achieve the
high throughput levels required by the user. The s ystem software con-
trol and data base management mechanisms for accomplishing this net-
working are noL well known and are only in the preliminary stage of
investigation. It is anticipated that by 1985 these problems will be
partially resolved and that development of the software controls and
data base management will in effect be automated to the point where
some degree of automatic software generation will be available.
Table 7.1.1.3-1 contains projections of the state of the art
in microcomputers for the 1980 and 1985 timeframes.
In the military / aerospace area, utilization of improved VLSI
microcomputers will proliferate. Savings in size, weight, power con-
sumption, and cost in additiosx to enhanced system lite and improved
reliability will be the driving factors. By 1985, the military/
aerospace community will be rxtilizing their s ystems approach to develop
,v
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TABLE 7.1.1.3. 1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS FOR TYPICAL. MICROCOMPUTERS
CPU (microprocessor)
Data Word Length (bits)
Instruction Word Length
(bits)
Type of Logic.Circuitry
Cycle Time (u.sec)
Add Time (nsec)
Number of Instructions
Total Ho. of Registers
MIPS
Random-Access Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Word Length (bits)
Capacity (bytes)
Read-Only Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Word Length (bits)
Capacity (bytes)
Proarammable ROM
Type
Cycle Time (nsec.)
Word Length (bits)
Capacity (bytes)
Input/Output Control
I/O Word Length (bi ts )
No. of I/O Channels
No. of Interrupts
Maximum I/O Rate
(words/sec)
Software
Assemblers
High-Level Languages
Simulators
Monitors/Operating
Physical Characteristics
Temperature ('C)
Cost of Basic System
MTBF
Choice from 30 vendors
16. 32
S. 16, 32
NMOS, VMOS, HMOs, DMOS
0.1
0.2
100 (1/2 selectable)
16, 32
5
NMOS, VMOS, HMOS., DMOS
300
16, 32
64K
VMOS, HMOs. DMOS I3L
200
16, 32
64K
a, 16
Selectable
Selectable
IM
Assembler
BASIC, FORTRAN
(available in resident
and Crass *^compile.r
versions)
Yes
Small-sized monitor
(a few Kbytes)
0 to 70, some -55 to 125
51, 000
NA
7-l9
Choice from 20 vendors
32,:64
16. 32
VMOS, HMDS, DMOS, GaAs
0;025
0.05
150 (all selectable)
16, 32
2D
VMOS. HMOs, 0M05
300
32, 64
256K
VMOS, HMOs, DMOS
200
32, 64
64K
16, 32
Selectable
Selectable
2M
Assembler
BASIC, FORTRAN
Higher Languages
(resident)
Yes
Medium--sized monitors
(several Kbytes)
0 to 70, some -55 to
125
$500
NA
VMOS. HMOs, DMDS
	
VMOS, HMOs, DMOS
200
	
200
I 6, 32	 32, 64
64K	 64K
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the software first and then assemble mission hardware to fit the soft=
ware. This approach will eliminate current problems experienced with
obsolete hardware caused by early selection and long development/
production time schedules. System spares will be procured with the
.
production hardware. This will eliminate a future problem of no manu-
facturer available to fabricate obsolete logic. Since hardware cost
will have fallen to low dollar levels, the cost of excess purchases of
spares will not be significant. Software will still be the driving
cost factor with the systems through 1085. The system operational life
of 10 to 20 years will not change. System upgrades will be accomplished
with state-of-the-art hardware assembled to emulate the desired architec-
ture. Advancements in radiation hardness tolerance levels will occur as
an unexpected byproduct in commercial developments (no extra cost) and
as a direct result of continued funded research and development. in
addition, system designers will pay closer attention to the computer
operating environment and utilize commercially acceptable items w1here	 !^
i
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7. 1.` Knicomu_ters
7.1.21 .1 State of the art in Minicomputers - The capabilities
of today's. minicomputers cover a very broad spectrum in terms of the
size and speed of CPU and memory, software capabilities, instruction
sets, and related areas. In view of the wide range of capabilities
offered, the summary of the basic characteristics of state-of-the-art
minicomputers presented in Table 7.1.2.1-1 includes one listing for
the average or typical minicomputer and one listing for the typical
super-minicomputer. The cast of a minicomputer system can range
anywhere from under $1,000 to well over $200,000, with computing power
increasing rapidly with increasing cost. Many of the super-minicomputers
take advantage of high-speed bipolar integrated logic circuits, bipolar
Bache m-mor'ies, and/or memory interleaving to achieve high-throughput
performance levels. The typical minicomputer uses MMOS technology,
sacrificing some speed fo. lower cost.
Both core and MOS main memories are found in minicomputer , systems,
!	 with neither technology dominating the other at the present time. Faster
bipolar main memories are available on some systems as a customer-selected
option, but the cost diff erential is too great for widespread use. as
an enhancement to system performance and throughput, a.few super-minicomputers
offer virtual memory capabilities and several super-minicomputers offer
bipolar cac.,e memories and/or memory interleaving for the purpose of
increasing processing speed and decreasing average memory cycle time.
The use of these techniques is particularly significant for those systems
still using the slower core main memory. Examples of the effectiveness
of these techniques are:
a The 240-nsec bipolar cache memory on the PDP-11/70
reduces the 930-nsec cote memory cycles time to an
Average of 400 nsec.
^► Memory interleaving and dual-instruction look-ahead
on the Interdsta 8/32. reduce the 750=nsec core memory
cycle time to an average of 300 nsec.
,:1
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TABLE 7.1.2.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN MINICOMPUTERS
.,j
t
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CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MINICOMPUTER SUPER-MINICOMPUTER
CPU
Word Length (bi ts ) 16 16 or 32
Type of Logic Circuitry 11MOS TTL
Cycle Time (usec) 0.250 to 0.400 u.i60 to 0.300
Add Time Ns.ec) 1 to 3 0.3 to 0.7
Number of Directly 256 to 32K 32K to 1,024K
Addressable Words
Numbe r of Instructions no to 150 120 to 300
Total Number of 0 (for some stack machines) 0 to 32
Registers to 32
MIPS 0.25 to 0.60 0-.7	 to 2.0
'Main Memory
Type Core or NMOS Core or NMOS
Cycle Time (,sec) 0.8 to 1.2; 0.5 to 0.7 0.5 to 0.98; 0.2 to 0.7
Minimum Capacity (words) 4:K to 32K 16K to 64K
Maximum Capacity (words.) 64K to 256K 128K to N
Word Length (bits) 16 plus parity for some 16 or 32 plus error correction for
systems some systems
I/O Maximum Rate (words/sec) 11M to 2M 1'M to 6.6.7M
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CHARACTERISTICS I	 TYPICAL MINICOMPUTER SUPER-MINICOMPUTER
Software
Assemblers Assembler Assembler, macroassAmbler
High-Level Languages FORTRAN, BASIC EORTRAN, 'BASIC, COBOL, RPG
Gperating Systems Batch., real-time Batch, real-time, time -sharing,
iinteractive
Physical Characteristics
Volume (in') 4,500 50,000
Voltage (Ya.c) 115 at 60 Hz or 220 at 50 Hz 115 at 60 Hz or 220 at 50 Hz
Operating Temperature 0 to 50 0 to 50
Range (OC)
Humidity Tolerance (%) O to 95 O to 95
Cost of Basic System (CPU, $5,000 to $20,000 $20,000 to $100,000
power supply, front panel,
and minimum memory in a
Chassis)
I
FITBF (h !r) NA NA
Comments Mary newer systems use bipolar
cache memories and/or memory
i n terl'ea vi ng
c^
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's #	 Sv stem reliability has been enhanced through the use of memory
i parity ohe.eking, storage prate-ction. and LST. logic circuits. Use of LSL
c.irettits in tttinic-omputers has permitted the manufacturers to make, the. Ms
smaller, faster, :ind inhecreentIv more rellah.lte. Parit y
 checking and tstor:ige
protection fe:► tures, it not included as part of the haste system. are
offered as options to the customer. Aot tin additional feature. mt?st of
the recently .announce=d minicomputers are including a 1-bit error carrteCt
and a ?-bit error detect capability.
The instruction seLS available oil minicomputers vary greatly,
bath t,n number of instructions and complexity. Most of the super-
minicomputer instrucetion sets now :include hardware multiply/diviwe
anti haidware floating point tir,ithmetice, either as option:a,l or ;standard
equipment. Availability of .control storage can super-minicomputer systems
in tlue form of RUM. PROM. or WC.S (wr.ttable control storage) is alga
widespread. This allows the venc;or :and/or tt:teer to t.alior the minx•
eomputeer's internal processing eal!ahil.it.iees to hatter meet the users'
needs. User-accessible snic:tclpra g rammtth.il ity through WCS greatly incre.u;es
the flexibility at wdav';s ::v,tesu.,s.
The itrd• 1► .it4ecttires of today 's minioomputers tall. hito three elai ses
h:►;sed on the type .?f hus structure incorporated into the ;sv tcm design.
These cltt+ases, Sitltile bus, e..em}►:rtihle* input, output taus and multiple 'bus
structures. :ire illustrated in Figure-. 7 ..1.'_'. I.-1 throul'.s	 (Ref. _ -L) .
Single bus struetureAs, t ypified by the patented Unibus of DEC's
PDP-11 family to( minicomputers, use one hits that interconnects a.11.
:system elements (processor. memory modules, and .i.nput,'c►utput (1"0) 0c►n-
trol.lers) . Protocol fter list 4,§i the bus is identical for all elements.
thus making it poss.ibl:,. Cor various iaLemeents to commun.iente directly
without processer (CF11) control, as an Input/output device can communicate
directly with memory or anothee. I/O device. Note, however, that while
.such as operation is taking pla ec= , the t rV %• annot use the lours and thus
remiIn:s idle unless it i;t hussy with a task that, does not require bus
.sews ie.h., .i,nstrur.t,ien Jeeoding, exeeution of : ►
 rtegi;tter to register
Add) .
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Compatible input/output bus structures require two buses that
use compatible protocols. One bus carries communications only between
the CPU and the inputioutput controllers. the other only between the CrU
and the main memory modules. The need for compatLb.le protocols :arises,
when the Direct Memory Access MMA) unit is used to prov.tde a path for
data flow between 4n I/U controller and a memor y module. The speeds
of the two buses do not have to be equal, thus permitting slower and more
economical I/O controllers to be used.
Multiple bus structures further divide the 1/0 bus into a
programmed input/output bus and a AMA input/output bus. (This structure
is used by a large number of minicomputer manutac:turers. .including
Data General. NCR. Texas tnstruments, and Varian.) Unlike the compatible
VO bus structure. each element is assigned to a particular 1/0 bus and
cannot be used for both buses -- the programmed l!O and DMA 11'0. The
speed and protocol of each bus can be tailored to the :specific require-
ments of the users' operation. As a result, the bus DMA may be
feaster or slower than on a compatible .I/0 bus structure. 	 € ,
Section y discusses the technology for implementing data buses.
wl.th
 emphasis on .fiber -optic devices. which will se` wide use in futarre
data bus designs.
0
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7.1.2.2 Trends in Mincomyuter-s - Since their introduction
approximately a decade ago, minicomputer throughput capabilities have
increased steadily while their costs per processed instruction have
decreased. Technological and manufacturing innovations will continue
these trends over the next several years, as illustrated graphically
in Figures 7.1.2.2-1 through 7.1.2.2-5. Super-minicomputers will rival
the far more costly medium-scale computers in terms of processing power
and flexibility. Increased use of mcro.programmed logic will enhance
the flexibility of minicomputers in general. As a result of these trends,
there will be an ever-widening market for these small, economical., and 	 i^
surprisingly fast computers. Although most minicomputers are now used
in process control and laboratory instrumentation, increasing emphasis
is being placed on their use in distributed processing and conventional
business data processing applications. Primarilv because of the lack
of sophisticated software, minicomputers are really gust beginning to
make a significant impact in the business world. There is also a definite
movement by minicomputer manufacturers toward the development of complete
systems, with the computer mainframe, peripherals, and sophisticated
software all provided and working together to totally meet user needs
effectively (turn-key systems). This movement will become attractive
to the potentially very large market of business data processing users.
There is a clear-cut industry trend toward increased use of LSI
logic circuitry in minicomputers. NMCS and I2L technologies will continue
to be directly competitive and most likely will coexist over the next
several years for low- and medium-speed applications where a minimum
number of chips and /or cost are of great importance (Ref, 7-2). Use
of TTL and gCL technology as well as newer, fast, high -cost technologies
will be restricted to high-Performance systems, where the higher costs
can be justified.
The use of LSI technology makes the CPUs smaller, by increased
logic density on a chip; faster, because of the reduction in the propa-
gation delay time between circuits; and inherently more reliable, by
U}
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reducing the number of solder joints and Connections. The use of error-
correcting codes in minicomputer memory systems will become standard and
thus further increase system reliability.
Although bipolar main memories exist in some minicomputer systems
and core main memories dominate today's installed base of minicomputers,
the trend in new installations is clearly toward the less-expensive MOS
technology. Continued demand for higher performance at a lower cost will
bring MOS main memories into dominance. Main memory sizes will continue
to increase. Virtual and cache memories will become standard on super--
minicomputers and optional on most typical minicomputers.
Although any .
	in minicomputer architecture are hard to
discern, it is probable that bus-oriented structures will continue to
be used through the earl y. 	mid-1984's. The single bus system will
be especially important in very small systems which will have compatible
microcomputers using the same bus system. In midi- and super-minicomputers,
bus orientation will begin to yield its position to channel-oriented
architectures now associated with large-scale computers by the early 1980's.
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FIGURE 1.1.2.2-1. MINICOMPUTER ADO TIME TRENDS
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7.1.2.3 Pro ,e t .ed Developments in Minicomputers - Improvements
in LS1 logic circuits and semiconductor memories will continue to occur
as a result of advancements in fabrication proc esses. Of major importance
will be breakthroughs realized in the use of electron beams and X-ray
lithography. These breakthroughs will be reflected in minicomputer
performances improvements in many areas. including:
• CPU speed
• Main memory size and speed
• Cost
• Physical si ze
• Reliability
• Power requirements.
Tables 7.1.2.3-1 and 7.1.2.3,2 summarize the projected characteristics
of minicomputers in 1980 and 1985. respectively. By this early 1980's,
a complete minicomputer on a chip will appear. including a 16-bit
CPU. 32 Kb.its of memor y , and simple I/O interfaces, with a manufacturing
cost under $10 (Ref. 7-2). The cost of minicomputer systems utilizing
these chips will be :a function of peripherals, the volume purchased. and
software capabilities provided with the system, sinew the hardware cast
will be practically negligible,
The minicomputer of 1980 and 1985 will be able to support a fully
capable data processing system, with case of use in interactive appli-
cations being the primary design consideration (Ref. 7-3). This approach
will force the typical minicomputer of 1985 to have a large main memory
and a virtual operating system. By the early 1980'x, hierarchical
memory systems will be aided b y the introduction of low-cost CCD-based
or bubble memories for us e as intermediate storage systems between main
memory and disk storage. Physical volume and } power requirements will
drop to about 11100 of today's systems in the 1980-1985 timeframe.
As the market addressed by minicomputers widens to include
distribu ted processing and business data processing to a larger extent.
greater flexibility of the basic minicomputer will be needed. To
provide this flexibility, implementation of the instruction set in
WN	
microprogrammed firmware rather than hardwired combinatorial .Logic
yl	 will be more prevalent.
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TABLE 7.1.2.3-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS FOR M^I41COMPUTERS, 1,980
w
CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MTKICOMPUTE R SUPER-MIN11COMP ! TER
CPU
lord Length ('bits) 16 or 32
Type of Logi c Circuitry NMOS, some I 2L 7TL or ECL
Cycle Time (usec) 0.100 to 0.250 0..050 to 01. 100
Add Time (usec) 0.50 0.10
Number of Directly NA NA
Addressable words
Number of Instructions -NA NA
Total Number of 0 to 32 O to 32
Registers
NIPS !0.8 to 1.2 2 -to 4
Maim Memory
Type Core or'NMOS NMOS
Cycle Time (Psec) 'NA; 0.200 to 0.400i 01.1110 to 0i. 400
Minimum , Capacity. 	 (words) 8K to 64K 32K to 128K
Maximum Capaci ty (words) 128iC to '512K 256K to 8M:
:Word Length ('bits) 16 pl,us parity, 	 for most; 116 or 32 p1-us error correction for
error correction for some most systems
systems
1/0 Max imum Rate (words sec) VA !	 NA
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TABLE 7.1.2.3-1 - Conc1udedi
CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MINICOMPUTER SUPER -MINICOMPUTER
Software
Assemblers Assembler, macroassemblier Assembler, macroassembl,er
High-Level Languages :NA NA
MonitorslOperatitng , NA MA
Systems
Physical Chairacteri-stijcs
Volume (in 3) 3,000 30,000
Voltage (Vac) 115 at 60 Hz or 220 at 50 Hz 115 at BO Hz or 220 at 50•Hz
Operatfng Temperature Oto 50 0 to '50
Range 00:
Humidity Tolerance (%) O to 95 0 to 95
Cost of Basic System (CPU ; , $7,000 to $118,000 . $20,000 to $75,000
power supply, front panel',
ands minimum ,memory in a
chassis)
MT1 1BF	 (hr) NA NA
Comments Virtual memory and cache 	 I Virtual memory and cache memory
memory on some systems on many systems
&I
TABLE 7.1.2.3-2. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS HR MINICOMPUTERS, 1,985I-
CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MINICOMPUTER SUPER-MINNO14PUTER
CPU
Nord Length (bits) 16 or 32 32
Type of Logic Circuitry NA NA
Cycle Time (psec)l 0.010 to 0;.0 1 5 0,.-004 to 0.008
Add Time (psec) 0.03 01.008
Nimober of Directly !NA NA:
Addressable Words
Number of Instructions NA NA
Total Number of Registers NA ANA
MI PS 10 to 20 ,	 1 30, to 60
Main Memory
Type NMOS NMOS or Bipolar
Cycle Time (.Psec) 0.1100- to 0.250 0.080 to .0.250; 01.055 to 0.085
Minimuml Ca lpacity,	 (words) , 16K to 1128K 64K to 256K
Maximum Capacity (words) 256K to IN liff to 16M,
Word Length (bits) 16 or 32 plus error correc- 32iplIus error correction
tion for many systems
I/O Maximum Rate l(words/sec) NA NA
M.
	
0
TABLE 7.1.2.3-2 - Concluded
..,
'.T;
CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MINICOMPUTER SUPER MINICOMPUTER
Sof tware
Assemblers Assembler, macroassemble.r Assembler, macroassemblier
High Level , Lanquages NA NA
Moni tors/Operating NA NA
Sys tems
Physical Characteristits
Volume (10) 50 500
Voltage (Vac) 115 at 60 Hz or 220 at 50 Hz 11'5 at 60 Hz or 220 at 50 Hz
Operating Temperature 0 to 50 0 to 50
Range (',C)
Humiidity Tolerance (x) 0 to 95 0 to 95
Cost of 'Bask System Ism, S10,000 to $15,00(1 $20,000 to $40,000
power supply, front panel,
and minimum memory In a
chassis)
MTBF (hr) 10,000 1'0,000
W(ments Virtual memory and cache Virtual memory and cache memory
memory (in many systems on most systems
tPRtl :zkS^:••'art"el:risv.u+sdiK.c^.eAa.^aa85olf;...k^
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Channel-oriented architectures used in large-scale computers
of today will be found in some super-miaicemputers of 1980 and will be
commonplace by 1985. Bus-oriented architectures will continue to remain
popular in the lower and. middle ranges of minicomputers even. in 1985.
But even here, channel-oriented architectures will begin to make inroads.
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7.1.3 l.a r, a-tie a l ee Comlaut e rs
7.1.3,1 S tat te :ate tilt, Art: in . La r ►;ee-Scaale, l.onpu ters
 - A tinuit:try cet
tilt--* basic chaaracterlsties of tilt ,
 most power.t'uL current large-scale comput-
ers i.s given in Table 7.1.3.1-1. The eo4t of a bassi.e sv teem (.('1'11,
I./C) ctearlslel:s. system ►ansea.le`. pe?wt,r distri-bution unit. and sai.ttitnum
amount of memory) varies between _t million and $5 mIJIie)n. with Cost
generally :increasing with speed and computing power. The high pertormatncey
Levels of recent vintage Lirse-scale
 s ystems, espect.al.ly
 their speeds.
have [wen achitoved through they
 use of intograted l.ogle circuitr y , scvii.--
conducter maitt mmori .es, buffer or eaache memories. i.tlestructicn .look-
aht,ad. concurrent CIT and 1/0 proce."tti . a nd multiprocessing;. :ldva tic e-
ment:s in these,
 areas have reduced :4gnifivant1y the prier-1performatnee
ratio for large-scale sv%tew, as refie!cted ill thr i,ow cost ([}.5d?) C0
perform 1,00,000 computaattons.
Although di.screta components :stil:l,appear in at very lt,w CITs.
most now utilize i.ntegr;tted circuits wittl H:t'la ti'..htlology. the result.
i	 hat:: been taster aaud Wherent l y
 mor e] relia:ble 0,111s;. some models .i,tloor-
porato mieroprol raunmed control logic for added fle:xibi.lity.
Core main memories have not tiven totall y e.l.f.mi.tivCed, but tilt! use
of Scmi.cOnductor main memories is now predcttninant. As a: result, the
plivsic.atl volume oceupied by tilt,
 maim memory in a system for a comparable
numbetr of stor.:ag v tocat.t,ons hats decreased greatly. A,ithougtl bath bipolar.
slid `OS t.edinologies are in use today. more systems use NOS memory because
it is by far more cost-effeeetivee. The Major advatlta ge of bipolar over
MOS is greater speed, but: tills is obt:t.itled at tile- expense. clt higher Cost,
much greater power eon sumpt ton, higher heat d:issssipat ion, and lower
packing dansities. Memory tntey rle,;a4ing; techniques are used to .inereatse
eff'2etive Speed So that b1polas-'s speed is- unneeessaary
 in moat cat:aeti.
The current large- scale
 computer% have matx: imttnt ma -im memory catpaaiAttes
till to Its Mbytes.
	 Virtual. storage capabilities. aavaai..l.able, Ill about ha t
of these ci?mli ta ter:s, further On 1, ar," the ea t-. t ect; lvek memory . eaapac ity . f rom
thee user's viewpoint. but the, ovi"t rhee;ad required may itatr+educe utule-
siraablee delays.
-_:7
TABLE 7.1.3.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN LARGE-SCALE COMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits)	 32 or 48 or 60
Type of Logic Circuitry	 ECL.
Cycle Time (nsec)	 25 to 80
Add Time:
Fixed Point (usec)	 0.055 to 0.13
Floating Point (usec)	 0.110 to 0.7
Number of Instructions*
	
100 to 2.00
Total Number of Registers	 8 to 64
MI PS	 1 10 to 25
Main Memory
Type
	
MOS or Core
Cycle Time (nsec)	 300 to 500-3 750 to 900
Minimum Capacity (bytes) 	 IM to 2M
Maximum Capacity (bytes)	 4M to 16M
Word Length (bits)	 Same as CPU plus parity
or error correction on
most systems
Cache Memory
Type
	
TTL or ECL
Cycle Time (nsec)
	
32 to 80
Capacity (bytes)	 16K to 32K
Virtual Memory	 Some systems
I/O Maximum Rate (bytes/sec) 	 4M to 18M
*Instruction sets are very comprehensive, including capabilities for
fixed and floating point decimal and binary arithmetic and string
manipulations, among others.
I
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TABLE 7.1.3.1-1 - Concluded
trIN
,
CHARACTERISTICS
Software
Assemblers
High-Level Languages
Monitors/Operating Systems
Cast of Basic System (CM, 1/0 channels,
system console, power distribution unit.
and minimum memory)
Cost per 100,000 Computations (0
MTBF (hr)
Macroassembler
FORTRAN, COBOL. BASIC.
ALGOL, PL/l, etc.
Complex batch, time-
sharing, etc. , operating
systems
S3M to $5M
0.5
150 to 250
7_;;)
Buffer or cache memories are included in many large-scale
computers. This relatively small but very fast memory is provided to
optimize the processing capability of the CPU. The most frequently
referenced items are kept in this fast memory, which causes a decrease
in the average memory reference time. For the same purpose, instruction
look-ahead is used, either in conjunction with or instead of buffer
memory. This !technique increases CPU utilization by minimizing the time
required for memory references needed to access sequences of instructions.
All of the state
-
of-the-art large-scale computers have separate
1/0 processors that operate independently of the CPU. This allows con-
current data transmission and CPL' execution, yielding an increase in CPU
utilization and system throughput. Multiprocessing, i.e., the us e of more
than one CPU in the system, achieves even greater increases in throughput
through concurrent execution by the CPUs. Several of the current large-
scale computers are designed to operate in a multiprocessing mode.. The
instruction overlap or streaming structure (sometime¢ erroneously referred
to as pipelining) found in some CPU`s lies at an intermediate level, 	 ^ }
allowing several instructions to be in.some phase of execution concurrently
within a single CPU.
More emphasis has been placed on reliability in the current large-
scale systems. The use of integrated circuits makes the logic circuitry
inherently more reliable because of reduced component count and fewer
solder joints and connections. Algebraic codes incorporated in the
data stream increase the reliability of data transmission. Code bits
within each memory word allow correction of single-bit errors and detec-
tion of all multiple errors. Extensive parity checking is performed on
instructions and I/O data. Most systems have an au tomatic ins truction
retry to correct transient errors. Fail-soft capabilities are being
emphasized, on.?abling a system to remain in operation at a reduced level
of performance when failures occur. As a result, system reliability
with a mean time betweEw failure (MT-BF) of 150 to 21 50 hr is now typical.
i
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0 The instruction sets of the large-scale computers are generally
very comprehensive. Most repertoires include instructions for data
movement, shifting, logic and control operations, binary arithmetic,
variable-length fixed and floating point decimal arithmetic, and bit and
byte string manipulation. The most powerful computers permit floating
point and integer operands of single and double precision to be combined
freely, and also include vector mode operations.
Almost all current large= scale computer systems use a channel-
oriented architecture as shorn in figure 7.1.3.3-1. Many variations
on this basic architecture exist, including number- and use of buffers,
multiple processor- units (CPUs), multiple memory units, several levels
of memory, a large variation in the number and types of 1/0 channels,
and some degree of parallelism within modules. In general, the power
of the computer is higher in designs that incorporate more of these
features. As an alternative architecture., at lust one computer mane-
factures has used a bus-oriented structure in its midscale computers.
For a discussion of bus-oriented architectures, see Subsection 7.1.2.1.
^^^.^.^ ^^ +^^ ^^ r.^ ^.^rr S^wr^ ^^ n.r ^. w. A ^ ^ ^^ ^. ^Y ^ w ^r r f^ a ♦Y^ r^^^
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CPU
	
BUFFER	 CHANNEL
MODULES)
(SEVERAL	 CONTROLLER
_ 
DEVICE	 DEVI CECONTROL FLOW	 CONTROLLER	 CONTROLLER
------- DATA AND CONTROL	 _
_
FLOW
I/O	 I/O
DEVICE	 FDEVICE
I/O DEVICES MAY INCLUDE STORAGE DEVICES
SUCH AS DISC, DRUM, AND MAGNETIC TAPE.
FIGUR€ 7.1.3.11. LARGE-SCALE COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
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7.1.3.2 Trends ._In Lair-It-Scale. Clomput-
 rs - During the past decade,
the capabilities of large.-scale computers have increased rapidly while
their costs per HIPS have decreased. Technological and manufacturing
innovations will continue these trends over the next several years,
as illustrated graphically in Figures 7.1.3.2-1 and 7.1.3.2-2. Although
the graph depicting WIPS as a function of year (Figure 7.1.3.2-1) was
originally produced in 1972, its predictions for today's large-scale
computers are still valid and those for large-scale computers of the
1980's are consistent with more recent predictions. The historical 12
to 15% annual price/performance improvement will continue as the
result of achievements in logic circuits, main memories, and mass storage
(Ref. 7-4). Reflecting this trend, the cost to perform 100,000 com-
putations will continue to decline., as illustrated graphically in
Figure 7.1.3.2-3.
There is a definite trend toward the use of large-scale integrated
(LSI) logic circuitry in large-scale computers. In the future, only LSI-
compatible logic types will be used. Denser logic chips will continue to
be achieved through research and developments in scanning techniques,`"
projection techniques, electron beam technology, and X=ray technology.
Improved system speed and reduced system power dissipation will be
achieved, both through the use of these denser chips and the use of
nearer logic circuit technology such as Josephson junctions, GaAs, or
short-channel. MOS (VMOS, DMOS, etc.). The use of microprogram con trol logic
will become more pronounced and more sophisticated.
During the next few years, emphasis on system reliability will
increase. Fault-tolerant design with redundancy at the module level will
be aided by the increasing availability of larger and denser LSI devices.
There will be continued widespread use of on-line monitoring and diagnostic
capabilities with automatic re-try and path switching. The use of error
correcting codes in memory systems will grow.
Although core main memories still exist in some of today's installed
large-scale computers, the trend is clearly toward semiconductor main
7-42
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FIGURE 7.1.3.2.-3. LARGE-SCALE COMPUTER COST PER 100,000 COMPUTA-
TIONS TRENDS (Ref. 7-6)
memories. Main memory capacities will continue to Increase while their
physical dimensions will continue to decrease. These trends are illustrated
graphicall y in Figures 7.1.3.2--4 and 7.1.3.2-5.
The desire_ for ever greater speed will force the continued growth
of multilevel hierarchical stora ge systems. In particular, buffer
memories will be included in strategic locations throughout .Large-scale
computers and will have .larger capacities and smaller cycle times.
The trends in large-scale computing include a move in some :appl.i-
cl,ttons from single-machine computers toward distributed processing, where
dedicated, interconnected processors work on eac h segment of a task
(Re f. 7-7). Much research is being; done in this .area. Such systems
are projected by many experts for applications lsuti• ing specifi.c. pr Liems
such as speed or data organi:aticyn. As support for their positions, these
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experts cite the increasing complexity of the large computer systems,
partieulariy the software required to utilize their vast array of features,
and the decreasing cost and increasing capabilities of minicomputers
ar microcomputers. Although distributed processing has progressed
only to the first stage, where a small amount of processing has been
taken away from the CPU, a greater degree o f off-loading of the CPU
can be expected (Ref. 7-8).
Some trends in architecture for large-scale computers are toward
increasing use of multiple CPUs, more and larger buffers, and larger
memory. Additionally, more parallelism within modules (borrowed from
current super-scale computer architecture) is being incorporated in
large-scale computers. A somewhat counter trend toward bus-oriented
architectures is weakly evident in w dscale computers but is not likely
to be eery important through the mid 1980's.
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7.1.3.3 Projected. Developments _in .Large-_Scale Computers -
Improvements in LSI logic circuits and semiconductor memories will con=
tinue to advance (see Subsection 7.2.1). These improvements will be
reflected in improvements in large-scale computers in many areas,
including:
• CPU speed
• Main memory size and speed
• Buffer memory size and speed
• Cost
• Reliability.
Tables 7.1.3.3-1 and 7.1.3.3-2 summarize the projected characteristics
of large-scale computers in 1980 and 1985, respectively. Bipolar logic
circuits will continue to be dominant in the CPUs of large=scale
computers because speed is more eritIcal than packing density for these
machines. Microcoded instruction setts will be used extensively in the
1980's for flexibility and protection against plug-compatible devices.
Hierarchical storage systems with larger, faster, and more
iatelligent buffer memories will be dominant in the large-scale systetes
by 1985 to aid in achieving desired system performance. The semiconductor
main memories of the hierarchy will have capacities up to 256 Mbytes in
1985, while virtual address spates of 10 12 bytes are likely by that
time. By 1980, low-cost CCD-based or bubble memories which have already
begun appearing in the hierarchy of some superscale computers (Ref. 7=9)
will be available as secondary storage on large-scale machines.
rr
	
	 Error detection and error correction in memory systems and fault-
tolerant circuitry will become standard, thus increasing the reliability
of large-scale systems. Multiple=bit error correction in memory systems
will become available. Multiprocessors will be included in some
systems, primarily for increased system reliability.
Distributed processing systems will increase in-number through.
the 1980's, with increasing amounts of the processing off-loaded from
the CPU. By 1980, the distributed processing network era will have
arrived (Ref. 7-6). However, this progress will be in conjunction with,
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TABLE 7.1.3.3=1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR LARGE-SCALE COMPUTERS, 1980
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits)
Type of Logic Circuitry
Cycle Time (nsec)
Add Time:
Fixed Point (usec)
Floating Point (usec)
Number of Instructions
Total Humber of Registers
MI PS
Main Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Minimum Capacity (bytes)
Maximum Capacity (bytes)
Word Length (bits)
Cache Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Capacity (bytes)
Virtual Memory
32 or 48 or 60 or 64
ECL, some CML
18 to 58
0.04 to 0.09
0.08 to 0.51
NA
NA
40 to 45
MOs
110 to 300
4M
64M
Same as CPU plus error
correction on most systems
TTL or ECL
26 to 64
32K to 64K
Some systems
I/O Maximum I/O Rate (bytes/sec)
	
NA
Software
Assemblers
High-Level Languages
Monitors/Operating Systems
Macroassemble.r
FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC, ALGOL,
PL/1, etc.
NA
7-48
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TABLE 7.1.3.3-1 - Concluded
CHARACTERISTICS
Cost of Basic System (CPU, 1/0 channels, 	 $2.6M to $4.5M
system console, power distribution unit,
and minimum memory)
Cost per 100,000 Computations (t) 	 0.22
MTBF (hr)	 350 to 650
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits) 32 or 48 or 60 or 64
Type of Logic Circuitry TB
Cycle Time (nsec) 5 to 32
Add Time:
Fixed Point (.usec) 0.005 to 0.032
Floating Point (usec) 0.04 to 0.28
Number of Instructions NA
Total Number of Reg isters NA
MIPS 90 to 100
Main Memory
Type MOS or Bipolar
Cycle Time (nsec) 5.0 to 100
Minimum Capacity (bytes) 17.4M
Maximum Capacity (bytes) 256M
Word Length (bits) Same as CPU plus error
correction
Cache Memory
Type TBo
Cycle Time (nsec) 20
Capacity (bytes) INK to 256K
Virtual Memory Many systems
I/O Maxximum Rate (bytes/sec) NA
Software
Assemblers Macroassembler
High-Level Languages FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC
ALGOL, PL/1, etc.
Monitors/Operating Systems NA
yt
1?	 ,
i
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TABLE 7.1.3.34. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR LARGE-SCALE COMPUTERS 	 9
1985 (Refs. 7-9 and 7-10)
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TABLE 7.1.3.3-2 - Concluded
CHARACTERISTICS
Cost of Basic System (CPU, I/O channels,
system console, power distribution unit,
and minimum memory)
Cost per 100,000 Computations W
MTBF (hr)
$1.8M! to $3.75M!
0.08
1.500 to 2.500
011
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rather than instead of, the evolution of large-scale computers. In
addition, many large-scale systems of the 1980's will be geared to
large data-base management operations.
Large-scale computer architectures of the 1.980's mill be very
similar to today' s . archi:tectures, with additional emphasis on multiple
CPUs, additional buffers, and increased parallelism. By 1985, these
additions will be more pronounced and features to support distributed
processing will be incorporated.
it
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7.1.4 Super-Scale__.Compu_te.rs.
7.1.4.1 State._of_the Art_in__ . 5uper-5cal.e Computers - Computers
that execute 50 MIPS or more are generally classified as super-scale
computers at the present time. The super-scale computer state of the
art encompasses three basic designs: vector or pipeline processors,
parallel array processors, and associative array processors. All three
types are designed primarily to solve problems that throughput large
amounts of data and in which computations can be structured in a highly
parallel manner, such as weather forecasting, sonar processing, air
traffic control, and image processing. Nonparallel (sequential) problems
may also be handled by these machines, but with a great reduction in
execution rates. For problems of a highly sequential nature that still
demand very high throughput, large-scale multiprocessor computers are a
viable alternative to super-scale computers.
The architecture of vector super-scale computers is very similar
to that of large-scale computers, with a few additions. Vector super-
scale computers are characterized by a single data stream that passes
through a pipeline of sequentially connected processing units. Each
processing unit operates on the elements of the data stream sequentially.
Once results are first obtained from the pipe, they will be produced at
the rate at which it takes a single processor of the pipe to perform one
operation. Thus the high instruction execution rates claimed for these
computers are based on the assumptions that there is a long string of
data, i.e., a vector, which needs to be processed by the same sequence
of operations, and that these data items can be fetched from.memory at
speeds corresponding to the processor speed. A few of these pipelines
maybe paralleled. Additionally , the I/O facilities of these computers
are often structured more for communication with smaller computers
(used as front-end processors) than for communication with user-oriented
devices.
A summary of the basic characteristics of state-of-the-art vector
super-scale computers is presented in Table 7.1.4.1-1. Although scalar
^,	
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processing capabilities are :included in these systems, emphasis is placed
on vector processing. It is through the utilization of vae vector capa-
bilities that extremely high instruction execution rates are achieved.
The rates included in Table 7.1.4.1-1 are the smAximum rates possible.
In actual applications, the rater achieved are about one-third to one-half
of these maximums. To enable the system to operate near the high vector
rates, the vector super-scale computers contain the following features:
• Bipolar integrated logic circuits
• Bipolar main memories
• Instruction stack with look-ahead hardware
• Independent 1/0 processors
• I/O channel buffering capabilities;.
'The newest systems use ECL logic circuits and memories because of the
speed advantage of this technology over other semiconductor technologies.
The high main memo ry speeds and large main memory capacities enable Chest
systems to handle the large ;amounts of data inherent in the problems they
address at rates commensurate with the vector rates. All of these systems
include separate 1/0 processors operating independently of the CPU. This
feature :allows concurrent data transmission and CPU execution, yielding
optimized CPU utilization. several of these s ystems utilize a separate
large-scale mainframe acting as a host to the vector :super-scale computer.
This configuration off-loads most of the control tasks and some of the
sequential tasks from the vector computer, allowing the vector computer
to execute primarily in its fast vector movie.
Architecturally, a parallel arra y
 processor is a single-instruction-
stream, multiple-data-stream computer. It container man y
 independent Identical
processing elements. each operating on a separate data stream but all under
control of the single instruction stream. An :associative array processor
is just a special class of parallel array processor in which the processing
elements are simple, serial-by-hit units connected to :►n associative me;nory,
one unit per row of memory . Parallelism is achieved by performing the
same operation on all words of the associative mewory c•on4urrent..ly. The
high instruction execution rates claimed for array pro cessor super- scale
W4
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TABLE 1.1.4.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN VECTOR SUPER-SCALE COMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits) 32 or 64
Type of Logic Circuitry TTL or ECL
Cycle Time (nsec) 12.5 to 40
Minimum Computation Times:
64-bit Add (nsec) 12.5 to 20
64-bit Multiply (nsec) 12.5 to 48
64-bit Divide (nsec) 40 to 80
Maximum Vector Result Rate (nsec) 12.5 to 40
Number of Instructions:
Scalar 64 to 177
Vector 64 to 70
Total Number of Registers Tens to hundreds
MI PS 50 to 80
Memory
Type
	
'	 TTL or ECL
Cycle Time (nsec)	 50 to 160
Maximum Capacity (words)	 lM
Bandwidth (Mwords/sec)	 80 to 400
Error Correction	 Single error correction
on some systems
Virtual Memory	 Only on a few systems
I/O Maximum Rate (bytes/sec)
	
I	
To 400M
Software
Assemblers	 Macroassembler
High-Level Languages	 FORTRAN
Monitors/Operating Systems
	
Batch operating system
1)
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SABLE 7.1.4.1-1 - Concluded
	
^^ f
CHARACTERISTICS
Physical Characteristics
Volume (ft')
Mainframe Weight (tons)
cost ($M)
MTBF (hr)
Maximum Number of Pipelines
170 to 450
5 to 20
7.5 to 12.5
2.5 to 5 (no memory error
correction)
40 to 60 (memory error
correction)
1, 2,or4
^x
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computers are based on the concurrent operation of all processing elements,
which in turn is dependent on the availability of very large amounts of
data requiring identical processing. To an even greater extent than in
vector super-scale computers, the performance of these computers is
seriously degraded by the need for scalar processing.
A summary of the basic characteristics of state-of-the-art parallel
and associative array processors is presented in Table 7.1.4.1-2. The
instruction execution rates included in the table are the maximum rates
possible. In actual applications, the rates achieved are about one-third
to one-half of these maximums. The newest systems use ECL logic circuits
and processing element memories because of the speed advantage of this
technology over other semiconductor technologies. However, the individual
processing elements are not extremely powerful and do not have large amounts
of memory. It is the concurrent operation of these processing elements
that yields a high-performance system. A large-scale mainframe is included
in the system to execute control tasks and many of the sequential tasks,
allowing the processing elements to operate in parallel as much as possible.
Super-scale computers are relatively unreliable because they
include massive amounts of hardware concentrated in one place. A number
of features have been included iu bGth types of systems to aid reliability,
including:
• Error-correcting memories
• Automatic instruction re-try
• Integrated logic circuits.
Array processors have the added advantage that an element failure can
usually be tolerated and frequently even ignored in the kinds of problems
addressed by them.
Software support for the super-scale computers is fairly limited.
It generally includes an operating system, an assembly lan guage, FORTRAN
or a FORTRAN-like higher-level language, a library of mathematical routines,
and a general utilities package. The operating system overhead is kept as
low as possible because computers designed for heavy computational workloads
f.
TABLE 7.1.4.1-2. STATE OF THE ART IN ARRAY SUPER-SCALE COMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS PARALLEL ASSOCIATIVE
Processing Elements
Number per System 64 to 288 256 per module;
up to 32 modules
Word Length (bits) 32 or 64 32
Type of Logic Circuitry ECL NA
Cycle Time (nsec) 75 to SO NA
Processing Element Data Memory
Type NMOS or ECL NMOS
Cycle Time (nsec) 1-00 to 240 200
Maximum Capacity 2K words 256 bits/processing
element; 64 Kbits/
module
Error Correction Yes Yes
MIPS 1	 to 4 NA
System MIPS 100 to 500 53.3/module**
Program and Data Memory*
Type NMOS NMOS
Cycl e Time (nsec) 200 200
Maximum Capacity (words)
1
132K
f^
	 4K***
Error Correction Yes i	 Yes
I/O Maximum Rate Relative to i Relative to maximum
maximum rates rates of external
of external devices
devices
Software Minimal Minimal
System Cost ($M) 10 0.7 to 3.5
System Up-Time (hr/5-day wk) 60 NA
*On some machines
**Word search operations
***Also 32K words of bulk core memory
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function most of iciently under these vircum_stances. Much work is needed
in the area of software :support. especially support to allow better
utilization of the vcctdr or parallei capabilities of the super-scale
nonouters .
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7.1.4.2 Trends in Su er-
_5c4le Curs users - Historicall y , tlae	 t ,
performance levels of super-scale computers have increased rapidly while
their costs have increased at a slower rate, resulting in a continuous
priee/performance improvement. Technological and manufacturing innovations
in the areas of logic circuits, main memories, and mass storage will con-
tinue these trends into the 1960's. as illustrated graphically in Figures
7.1.4.2-1 through 7.1.4.2-4. These figures, as well as the other figures
contained in this subsection, are intended to illustrate trends onl y
 and
should not be used to extract numbers for any particular year. Because
of the limited market for super-scale computers and their high development
cost and level of complexit y
. the lead time for the production of a new
system is long. As a result, improvements occur in jumps spaced several
years ,apart rather than in small .increments ever y year or so. For as given
year. the curves :indicate what the capabilities would probabl.y be if a new
system were to be introduced that year. It is probable that onl y
 one new
generation of array super-scale computers will appear during the 19517-1985
time.frame.
Emphasis will be placed on larger metuories, faster execution, and
	 ! i
improved software in the super-scale computers in the 1980's (without
changing the basic architecture of the machine). The same problems will
continue to be addressed and the quality of their solution depend: on the
number of data points considered and the number of computations performed.
Figures 7.1.4.2-5 and 7.1.4.2-6 graphically illustrate the expected growth
in memory capacities. ECL technology will soon be replaced b y advanced
technologies that provide both greater speed and much lower power and
are thus compatible with LSI circuit technology. Some potential future
logic candidates include Schottky Gaels MESFETS, Josephson junctions.
short-channel MOS devices such as WOS and LIMOS, and elevated electrode
logic. Most of there technologies are discussed in Section 1. Denser
logic chips and memory chips will be .achieved.. These achievements are
basic technology improvements and are reflected throughout the computer
industry
 -- not constrained to a particular group of computers. Improved
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logic and memory speeds will be realized through the use of these denser
chips, yielding improved system performance. Array processor systems will
include larger numbers of processing elements to further increase system
performance.
in the 1980's, emphasis on system reliability will increase.
More sophisticated error correcting and detecting codes will be used.
There will be a continuation of on-line monitoring and diia,gnostic capa-
bilities with automatic re-try.
Major advances are. needed in software support for super-scale
computers. Problem programming for a parallel or vector machine must
be made reasonably straightforward and simple so that the system can
be more fully utilized. For advances to occur, a better understanding
of the hardware of the super-scale computers must be developed. Emphasis
will be placed can the development of this understanding, and of software.
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Improvements in LS1 logic circuits and semiconductor memories will continue
to occur through 1985 (see Subsection 7.2.1). These improvements will be
reflected in improvements in super-scale computers in many areas, including:
• Processing speed
Memory capacity and speed
• Reliability
s Price/performance.
Tables 7.1 . 4.3-1 and 7.1.4.3-2 summarize the projected characteristics of
vector super-scale computers in the early and mid 1980's, respectively.
Table 7.14.3-3 summarizes the proj ected characteristics of array super-
scale computers in the 1980-1985 timeframe. The instruction execution
rates presented in these tables are conservative projections. The rates
that will be achieved in super-scale computers of the next decade will
depend on two things: 1) the eirent to which the parallel or vector
capabilities are increased, which depends primarily on hardware advances,
and 2) the extent to which the parallel or vector capabilities are
utilized, which depends primarily on software advances. Since software
development is slower than hardware development, it will be the limiting
factor, preventing the more optimistic projections made by some experts
from being achieved. The basic architecture of these machines will be
J	 the same as that of current machines.
Super-scale computers will continue to have a very limited market
among installations with specialized applications that are highly parallel
in nature. These applications require an ever-increasing number of
computations to be performed on an ever-increasing amount of data. To
meet these requirements, ECL and CML logic circuits and ECL memories
with large capacities will be included in the super-scale computers of
the next decade. System costs will be higher, since performance improve-
ments will more than balance any lowering of component cost. The typical
computer installation will not be able to cost-j ustify the use of a
super-scale computer.
U
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TABLE 7.1.4.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR VECTOR SUPER-SCALE
COMPUTERS, EARLY 1980's
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits) 64
Type of Logic Circuitry ECL, CML, possibly GaAs
Cycle Time (nsec) 10 to 30
Minimum Computation Times:
64-bit Add (nsec) 10 to 15
64-bit Multiply (nsec) 10 to 35
64-bit Divide (nsec) 30 to 60
Maximum Vector Result Rate (nsec) 10 to 30
Number of Instructions:
Scalar NA
Vector NA
Total Number of Registers Hundreds to 1,000
NIPS 100 to 150
Memory
Type TTL or ELL
Cycle Time (nsec) 100 to 35
Maximum Capacity (words) 2.5M
Bandwidth (Mwords/sec) NA
Error Correction Single error correcting
Virtual Memory A few systems
I/O Maximum Rate (bytes/sec) NA
Software
Assemblers Macroassembler
High-Level Languages FORTRAN
Monitors/Operating Systems Batch Operating
k
i -ov
TABLE 7.1,4.3-1 - Concluded
CHARACTERISTICS
Physical Characteristics
Volume	 NA
Mainframe Weight (tons)
	
NA
Cost (SM)
	
12.5
MTBF (hr)	 100
Maximum Number of Pipelines
	
NA
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TABLE 7.1.4.3.2. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR VECTOR SUPER-SCALE
_	 COMPUTERS, MID 1980's
CHARACTERISTICS
CPU
Word Length (bits) 64
Type of Logic Circuitry GaAs or Short-Channel MOS
Cycle Time (nsec) 2 to 10
Minimum Computation Times:
64-bit Add (nsec) 2 to 10
64-bit Multiply (nsec) 2 to 15
64-bit Divide (nsec) 10 to 30
Maximum Vector Result Rate (nsec) 2 to 10
Number of Instructions:
I
Scalar j	 NA
Vector
s
!	 NA
Total Number of Registers NA
MIPS I	 200 to 300
Memory
Type ECL
Cycle Time (nsec) 15
Maximum Capacity (words) 16M
Bandwidth Nords/sec) NA
Error Correction I	 Double error correcting
Virtual Memory A few systems
I/O Maximum Rate (bytes/sec) NA
Software
Assemblers Macroassembler
High-Level Languages FORTRAN, etc.
Monitors/Operating Systems NA
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TABLE 7.1.4.3-2 • Concluded
CHARACTERISTICS
Physical Characteristics
Volume (ft')	 NA
Mainframe Weight (tons) 	 NA
Cost ($M)	 15
MTBf (hr)	 200
Maximum Number of Pipelines
	 NA
7 -1-) a
TABLE 7.1,4,3-3. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR ARRAY SUPER-SCALE
COMPUTERS, 1980-1985 TIME-FRAME
	
^.
CHARACTERISTICS
Processing Elements
Number per System
Word Length (bits)
Type of Logic Circuitry
Cycle Time (nsec)
Processing Element Data Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Maximum Capacity (words)
Error Correction
MIPS
System MIPS
Program and Data Memory
Type
Cycle Time (nsec)
Maximum Capacity (words)
Error Correction
I/O Maximum Rate
Software
System Cost ($M)
System Up-Time (hr/5-day wk)
Up to 1,000
64
CML, GaAs or Short-Channel
MOS
30
ECL
50
16K
Yes
NA
500 to 1,000
NMOS
80 to 120
40M
Yes
NA
Minimal
	
a
20
100
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7	 7.2	 DATA STORAGE ELEMENTS
Data storage elements are discussed in terms of two major cate-
gories considered to be representative of memory technology in general.
The two categories, illustrated in Figure 7-3, are moving media memory
and electronic/optical memory. The electronic/optical memory category
encompasses semiconductor, core, and other electronic/optical memory
and is covered in Subsections 7.2.1 through 7.2.3. The moving media
category encompasses disk and tape storage and is covered in Subsections
7.2.4 and 7.2.5.
Many of the memory types covered in the subsections below are
impacting other memory types in ways that are not always obvious. One
of the impacts that is obvious is that which MOS RADI is having on core.
For several years, the high speed and low cost of MOS memories has been
driving core out of all applications except those that require long-term
primary storage memory retention after loss of primary power. Although
currently well-developed MOS technologies are volatile, short-term
	
„.	 retention of data is easily provided by capacitor or battery backup of
the primary power source. Long-term storage after power failure may be
provided by "rolling out” the data to some nonvolatile secondary storage
(using backup power to complete the transfer) and "rolling in" the data
after primary power is restored.
Less obvious is the impact MOS Wis and ROMs will soon have on
bipolar RAMs and ROMs. In theor y , MOS devices should be faster than
bipolar devices due to MOS's use of majority rather than minority car-
riers. Until recently, this advantage had never been realized in
practice; however, the short-channel MOS devices make higher -speed MOS
technology a reality. in addition to the short-channel MOS types, con-
ventional MOS memories have been gaining on bipolar memories as device
geometries are scaled down.
Several, types of electronic/optical memories are (or will be)
impacting moving-media storage devices. CCDs and magnetic bubbles are
just beginning to invade the markets currently served by magnetic disk
7-71
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and drum. (Drina seems to be on the way out anyway, and will not be
considered further.) Both CCDs and bubbles promise to equal or exceed
the performance of disk devices in all areas. CCD has a speed advantage
over bubbles, but bubbles are nonvolatile. Thus each may have a place
in the marketplace as electronic replacements for disks. Disks will
probably retain a significant share of the market, but only in those
applications requiring removable media (e.g., small computers using disk
for changeable file storage, etc.).
Although not Currently important, laser/holographic storage
shows some promise of impacting reel-to-reel magnetic tape where the
latter is used for archival storage. The high packing density and ease
of storage (no periodic rewinding of tapes to retard prntthrough)
achievable with laser/holographic means is attractive, but actual impact
will depend on how fast these systems are developed.
F
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7.2.1 Semiconductor Memory
in addition to the technologies covered in Subsections 7.2.1.1
through 7.2.1..3, several new semiconductor technologies are emerging
that have possible application in semiconductor memories. The general
aspects of these new technologies are covered in Section 1 of this
report. The discussion here is limited to those aspects of these
technologies that directly relate to memory applications.
Several new device types, such as Static Induction Transistors
(SITs) and Josephson junctions, and new semiconductor materials, such
as gallium-arsenide (GaAs), are impacting semiconductor memories. SITs
are a type of vertical field-effect transistor (VFET) currently receiving
much attention in research. In memory applications, work has been done
that suggests that RAMS are possible with very high density (>64 Kbits),
high speed (subnanosecond switching, few-nanosecond access), and low
power (a few microwatts per bit). Research into these memories is cur-
rently at an early stage, so the future of these. devices in memory
applications is unclear.
Research on using Josephson junction devices in RAMs is also
underway. Current work is aimed at proving the feasibility of 16 itbit,
15-nsec access time, 30-nsee cycle time memories using Josephson junction 	 ^a
devices as the storage cell. Other projections for the Josephson junc-
tion technology being developed by IBM include a fanout limited by per-
missible delay (3.4 psec/pH inductance of the output line), a speed-power
product of 6 X 10-7 J/pH of output inductance, a power dissipation of
10 uW/bit if the chip is selected, and. ero power dissipation in a
nonselected chip.
In the area of new semiconductor material, GaAs is the type
receiving the most attention. Most of the research into digital devices
using GaAs as the base semiconductor has been in the atea of logic cir-
cuits rather than memory circuits. The same benefits that use of GaAs
gives in logic circuits should be realizable in memory circuits: i.e.,
high speed and good speed-power product.
(D
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7.2.1.1 Bipolar Memory
7.2.1.1.1 State of the Art in. Bipolar - _Memory = TTL, ECL, and
I2L technologies are used to build bipolar memory chips. For each of
these three technologies, Table 7.2.1.1:.1-1 presents a summary of the
characteristics of state=af- the-art RAM chips and of the memory systems
built from these chips. TTL and ECL RAM chips are used to build memories
for high-performance applications, such as scratchpad and buffer- memories,
control stores, and fast main memories, where operating speed is very
important. ECL is the fastest bipolar technology but has the highest
power dissipation. In general, for both TTL and ECL chips and memory
systems, the fastest access and cycle times listed in Table 7.2.1.1.1-1
are associated with the highest cost per bit and the largest power dissi-
pation. The packing of 1 to 4 Kbits on TTL and ECL chips is opening the
way for practical use of bipolar RAMS in larger systems because the ease
of interfacing such RAMS allows the design of memory systems in which
control and peripheral circuitry add little to the system's total access
time. The 4-Kbit TTL and ECL chips listed in Table 7.2.1.1.1-1 are just 	
3
reaching production.
Integration injection log-c (12L) is the newest bipolar tech-
nology. It is being used to design dynamic bipolar memory chips with
potentially more bits per chip than achieved using either TTL or ECL
technology. 12L is believed to have the density and low-cost advantage
of the MOS process as well as speeds only slightly lower than those
achieved with TTL technology. As in the case of the other bipolar tech-
nologies, the fastest access and cycle times listed in Table 7.2.1.1.1-1
are associated with the highest cost per bit and the largest power dissi-
potion. Nearly every semiconductor manufacturer is either actively
investigating or currently introducing I2L memory products.
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TABLE 7.2.1.1.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN BIPOLAR MEMORIES
CHARACTERISTICS TTL 4:K TTL ECL 4K ECL !	 I?L
Chip
Capacity ( Kbits) l 4 1 4 4
Size (mil l ) 15,000 NA 15,000 23,600 ! 14,500
Maximum Access Time (ns ec) 30 to 60 50 to 70 10-to 35 25 to 40 50 to 1.001
Minimum Cycl e Time (nsec.) 50 to 100 70 to 120 , 25 to 50 40 to 60 1100 to 200
Maximum Power Dissipation ( pW/bit) 500 to 200 400 to 300 812.5 to 500 400 X122 to 12.2
Cost (¢/obit) 1.5 to 0.6 NA 1.5 to 0.6 NA 0.7 to 0.2
Type S tat ic Static S tati c S tatic Dynami c
MT8!F (h r) l0 7	 to	 11011 NA 10' to 110 a NA NA
System
Capacity ( bi ts ) Up to 64M Up to 128M Up to 64M Up to 128M Up to 128Mi
Physical Volume NA :NA NA NA NA
Maximum Access Time (ns.ec) 60 to 1100 80 to 120 25 to 55 40 to 60 80 to 140`
Minimum Cycle Time (ns ec) 80 to 140 100 to 1160 32 to 70 47 to 80 11,30 to 240
Maximum Power Diss ipation (pW/bit) 512 to 212 412	 to	 312	 '', 836 to 524 420 134 to 24
Cost R-bit) 3.40 to 1.20:' NA 3.40 to 1.20 NA 0.97 to 0.31
M, B,F (hr) (with e:rrov correction ll0 3	 to	 11O 4 NA 10 3 to 110 J NA NA
on larger memories)
F,
7,2.1.1.2 Trends_ in Bipolar Memory - Many competent organizations 	 '-
are developing and prodi_Ing bipolar RAM chips in a highly competitive
market. This will assure continued improvements in all aspects of the
three bipolar memory technologies. Chips will get both larger and denser,
as illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.1.2-1 and Table 7.2.1.1.2-1, and the growth
rate for chip density will continue to exceed the growth rate for physical
chip size. As the chips become denser, chip and memory system speeds will
increase, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.1,2+2. Improvements in manufac-
turing processes and yields should continue to result in cost per bit
reductions, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.1.2-.-3. System=level cost per
bit will decrease more rapidly than chip-level cost per bit because when
denser chips are used in a.memory system the memory chip cost is a greater
percentage of the total system cost. Although power dissipation per chip
will increase slowly, power dissipation per bit should decline steadily,
as illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.1.2-4. This trend will aid the development
of denser chips because power consumption and removal of the heat generated
by it are limiting factors to the growth in bipolar chip density.
As a more mature technology, bipolar RAMS, especially TTL and ECL,
will improve at a slower rate than MdS RAMs (see Subsection 7.2.1.2.2).
TTL and ECL RAMS will continue to require about five times the chip area
of MS RAMs because of the complexity of circuitry and the need for passive
components, to cost two to five times as much per bit, and to dissipate
substantially more-power. 1 2L RAMS will suffer- much less from these
handicaps.
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7.2.1.1.3 Projected Developments in Bipolar Memory - The trends
	 -}
in bipolar technology over the past decade and the assessment of several
	
	 !
i
authorities in the field indicate that bipolar RAMs will be commercially
available in 1980 and 1985 with the characteristics given in Tables
7.2.1.1.3-1 and 7.2.1.1.3-2, respectively. As with current RAM chips	 i
and memory systems, the fastest access and cycle times listed in these
!
tables are associated with the highest cost per bit and the largest power
dissipation. The 1980 and 1985 system-level access times, cycle times,
and power dissipation figures were obtained by assuming that the same	 [i
overhead circuitry will be needed in future systems that is needed in
i
current systems and that improvements in the characteristics of this
I
circuitry will occur at the same rate as improvements in these same
characteristics on the chips themselves.	 I
TTL and ECL RAMS will continue to be used to meet fast-access
requirements, appearing both as buffer memory and as main memory when
the cost can be justified. The fastest bipolar semiconductor memories
can be expected to use ECL or some circuitry to be developed. The newness
of I 2L technology leaves a greater degree of uncertainty as to what its
role will be in memory systems during the neat decade. One group of
experts believes that 12L RAMs will be the next generation of high-density,
lows-cost components for main memories, competing with NMOS RAMS. Another
group sees more use for J2L Wls and ROMs as elements for Programmable
Logic Arrays (PLAs). As a new technology, I2L is in need of refinements
to achieve better production yields and higher speeds.
Improvements in chip-level reliability will occur during the
next decade, with resultant increases in system-level reliability. How-
ever, the chips will not reach the degree of reliability required to
enable large bipolar memory systems to roach the desired level of system
reliability. To achieve high system reliability for these large memory
systems, error correcting codes will be used.
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TABLE 7.2.1.1.3-1 PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN BIPOLAR MEMORY, 1980
s
CHARACTERISTICS TTL ECI. 12L
C:hip
Capacity (Kbits) 4 4 16
Size	 (mil') 20,000 20,F)OO 20,000
Maxiirrum Access Time (nsec) 24 to 48 7 to 28 40 to 80
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 40 to 80 19 to 40 80 to 160
Maxilmum Power Dii ssi pati , on	 (IjW/bi t) 250 to 100 406 to 250 61	 to 6.2
Cost (Obit) 0.75	 to 0.3 0.75 to 0.3 0.35 to 0.1
Type Static Static Dynamic
MTBF (hr) 107
	 to	 10 .8 107	 to	 1'0 1 NA
System
Capacity	 (bits) Up to 160M Uhl to 160M Up to 492M
Physical Volume NA NA NA
Maximum Access Time (nsec) 48 to 80 19 to 44 64 to 112
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 64	 to	 11.2 25 to 56 104 to 192
Maximum Power Dissipation (NW:/bit) 2'56	 to	 1 1 06 418 to 262 67 to 12
Cost (t/bit) 1.0	 to 0.41 1.0	 to 0.41 0.39 to 0.12
MTBF (hr)	 (with error correction 104 10 NA
on larger memories)
CHARACTERISTICS TTL EC'L I2L
Chip
Capacity (Kb i ts) 116 16 64
Size	 (mil t ) 44,000 44,000 38,000
Maximum .Access Time .(nsec) 18 to 36 5 to 21 30 to 60
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 30 to 60 14 to 30 60 to 120
Maximum Power Dissipation NW/fait) 125 to 50 2'03	 to	 12'5 30 to 3
Cost (t/bit) 0.315 to 0.15 0.375 to 0.15 0.175	 to 0.05
Type Static Static Oynami c
MTBF (hr) l06	 to	 110 9 10l to 10 9 NA
Sys teat
Capacity (bits) Up to 1G Up to 1G Up to 2G
Physical Vo llume NA NA NA
Maximum Access Tive (nsec) 36 to 60 14 to 33 48 to 84
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 48 to 84 19 to 42 78 to 144
Maximum Power Dissipation (WW/bit) 128 to 53 209 to 131 33 to 6
Cost (t/bit) 0.45 to 0.2 0.45 to 0.2 0.19 to 0.06
MTBF (hr) (with error correction 105 105 NA
on larger memories)
i
rs
TABLE 7.2.1.1.3-2. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN 'BIPOLAR MEMORY, 1985
'.2.1.2 MOS Memory -
7.2.1.2.1 State of th
-
e-Art_in MOS _Memory - PMOS, NPIOS, CMOS,
MNOS, VMOS, and DMOS technologies are currently used to build MOS memory
chips. Table 7.2.1.2.1-1 presents a summary of the characteristics of
state-of the--art WI chips and. of the memory systems built from these
chips. For each of the chips and systems summarized, the fastest access
and cycle times listed in this table are associated, in general, with
the highest cost per bit and the largest power dissipation. Reduced
cost per bit and reduced overhead circuit requirements have made semi-
conductor RAMS attractive for the replacement of magnetic core memories
in computer mainframes. For most new developments, semiconductor RA..Ms
are dominant up to 10 6 bits, which is 64K words in a 16-bit minicomputer
system, and semiconductor memory systems have been built containing more
than 10 9
 bits. Currently, about 60% of the new main memory market belongs
to semiconductor memories, with 40,a belonging to MOS memories and 20%
belonging to bipolar memories. MOS memories alread y plat= a strong role
T	 in large-scale memory systems. Although core technology still dominates
the installed base of minicomputers, MOS technology dominates the new
announcements. The principal advantages of MOS memories are higher
speed, lower cost, reduced space requirements, lower power consumption,
nondestructive readout, and simplified maintenance. The main disadvantage
is volatility, and the newer MNOS technology is designed to offer non-
volatile semiconductor storage.
PMOS is the oldest MOS technology. The 4-Kbit memory chip
represents the state of the art for this technology. Since the newer
NMOS technology offers nearly a factor of two increase in operating
speeds because of lower capacitances and lower threshold voltage, PMOS
is basically an obsolete technology.
NMOS is the MOS technology that offers the best combination of
memory access time, chip density. power dissipation, and cost per bit.
Both static and dynamic NMOS RIVI chips are in widespread use today.
Dynamic chips store data as a capacitive charge and periodicall y refresh
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TABLE 7.2.1.2.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN MOS MEMORY
CHARAf_IFRI'S7if..5 Ws NHi1S YHOS NWS tFi<15 MfOS
Ch tp
rapacity (Mbi•ts) 4 4 4 f6 1 4
Sine (nail') :33,600 30,000 1-4,0116 3n.(M 11,200 37,000
i+la.0mum Access Tim (nsec) 60 45 to 250 55 to 1 1 50 1150 to 250 60 to 300 1;600 (read[)
100 nmsec (write)
Minimum Cyr.la lime (nsec) 180 130 to 320 NA 375 to 410 450 to 600 NA
Hes-imrmm Power 6issipation (kA/b rit) 232 1'60 to 90 active 1. 120 to	 110 active 45 to 30 active 20 to 10 active 75 to 100
160 to 5 standby 25 standby 1.2 to 0.6 standby 3 to 0.05 standby
Cost (t/btt) NA 0.35 to (1.15 0.61 0.3 to 0.1 2.8 to 0.9 0.3
Type 0yndMk Static Statiic 0ynanik Stotit Static
H1HF (hr) NA i0' to lo' 1:06	 to I0 , li1' to 10' HA HA
Sys [F:rtm
Capacity
	
(hilts) Up to 1288 lip	 to	 12811 Up to 1 1 28M Up to 1 128H NA Up to I,am*
Phys i to l
	
Vo l umae NA HA NA NA NA NA
Fla ., i rrium Acees s 	 Time (ns er.) 90 to 100 85 to 290 90 to 190 1190 to 290 100 to 350 2.000 per I K bd'ack
Himiminm Cyciie	 Time	 (nser-) 2.10 1'60 to 450 NA 400 to 450 4A0 to 640 4;000 per lK block(read)
260 msec per lK block(write)
HaAirrumnm Power Uissf-patron	 (i;Y/bit). 256 172 to 102 atti've 1.34	 to 122 active 57 to 42 active 32 to 22 active
172 to 10 standby 134 to. 33 standby 7 to 5 standby 8 to 5 standby NA
Lost (4/1110 HA 0.50 to 0.25 0.75 0.34 to 0.12 4.60 to 1.60 NA
mror	 (hr) NA 10'	 to	 )il' HA I0''	 to	 1.0 1, NA NA
•60PAH ('61 rs(4 Organ i aed RA") system
this charge before it can leak away, as opposed to static chips that
store data in a bistable multivibrator and do not require periodic
refresh. A dynamic cell requires only a fraction of the transistors
needed by a static cell and also does not require a do power component,
although the sense amplifier may or may not dissipate do power depending
on the particular memory system design. The ac power dissipation of a
dynamic cell is a function of the rate at which the memory is cycled,
increasing as the cycle time increases. Obviously, density is greatly
improved with a dynamic chip and power requirements are potentially much
Less. Dynamic chips are also less expensive and faster. However, they
do require constant memory refreshing from additional support circuitry.
For small systems that cannot tolerate the additional support
circuitry required by dynamic RAMS and for systems that cannot allocate
time for memory refresh, static RAMS are essential. The state of the
art for static NMOS RAMs is the 4-Kbit chip, organized as either 4K X 1
bits or 1K x 4 bits, packaged in an 18-pin dual in-line package, and
requiring a single +5-V supply. Chirp and system characteristics are
 listed in Table 7.2.1.2.1-1. A few of the high-performance chips still
use multiple power.
 supplies. Static RAM chips are available in both
static and quasi-static configurations. Both configurations employ a
static memory array, but in the quasi-static configuration, power applied
to peripheral circuits can be switched off to conserve power, allowing
standby power dissipation to be much lower than active power dissipation
at the expense of circuit complexity. For the static configuration,
standby and active power dissipation are the same., but this RAM chip is
simpler to design into a memory system:.
For main memory applications, one is primarily concerned with
dynamic RAMS because of the power requirements of static RAMS. The
state of the art for dynamic NMS RAMS is the 4-Kbit and 16-Kbit chips,
with the 16-Kbit chips now reaching full production status. Several
companies are known to have prototype or planned 64-Kbit dynamic NMOS
RAMS, including Nipon Telegraph and Telephone, Texas Instruments, and
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.Sostek. Sample devices are anticipated for mid-1978, with full produc-
_ion due in 1979. Chip and.system characteristics for 16-Kbit RAMs are
Listed in Table 7.2.1.2.1-1. The large-board, dense RAM chip systems
:ost substantially less than their smaller counterparts because both
:he storage and the nonstorage costs per bit decrease with increasing
-hip density.
CMOS is the high-speed, low power-dissipation, high-noise-
Lmmunity MOS technology. Its state of the art is the l-Kbit chip with
the characteristics listed in Table 7.2.1.2.1-1. CMOS memory system
zharacteristics are also Listed in this table. CMOS chips utilizing
305 (silicon on sapphire) technology have the fastest access and cycle
time but also cost the most per bit. Chips not using the SOS technology
are available for under 1 (,/bit but have access times greater than 100
nsec. Because of the very low power requirements, 1-Kbit CMOS RAMS that
operate from a small battery are available, thus providing a nonvolatile,
portable memory package. Since CMOS is a static design that uses more
silicon per cell than other technologies, it is generally agreed that
the high cost of silicon will make CMOS useful for memories no larger
than 1 Kbit in capacity, except for special applications for whi^h some
4-Kbit CMOS chips are available.
MHOS is the MOS technology that attempts to overcome the volatility
of semiconductor memories through the use of a double insulator laver
structure. its state of the art is the 4-Kbit chip. Chip and system
characteristics are listed in Table 7.2.1.2.1-1. Expected data-retention
time quoted for state-of-:the-art MOS memory systems is 10 years, and
researchers claim to have increased this time to 200 years in laboratory
models. However, the long-term reliability of MHOS memory systems is
still greatly debated. Because of the large access and write times,
much improvement is needed for MNOS memories to become a viable alternative
in general-purpose memory applications.
VMOS and DMOS are new MOS technologies that increase speed by
shortening the effective channel Length of the individual MOS devices.
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jTheir state of the art is the 4-Kbit chip, with some manufacturers known
to be working on 64-Kbit VMOS chips. Chip and system characteristics for
4-Kbit devices are listed in Table 7.2.1.2-1-1. The potential spced
advantage of MOS devices over bipolar devices (due to MOS's use of
majority carriers rather than minority carriers as for bipolar) is
enhanced for VMOS and DMOS devices. This is because the short channel
length of these devices lowers the gate capacitance, allowing it to
charge more quickly, and thus speeding up the switching of the device.
Power dissipation per bit for both VMOS and DMOS is currently higher
than for other MOS technologies, but should come down dramatically with
further research and increasing chip densities. DMOS is also known as
DSAMOS (Diffusion Self-Aligned MOS). Development of DMOS is going on
mostly in Japan, while XrL%IOS is being developed mostly by domestic
companies.
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7.2.1.2.2 Trends in MOS .Memory - Many competent organizations
are devel(a.ping and producing MOS memory chips in a highly competitive
market. This will assure continued significant improvements in all
aspects of MOS technology and will secure the position for MOS memories
as the dominant processor memory technology, at least through 1985.
NMOS RAM chips will get both larger and denser, as illustrated
in Figure 7.2.1.2.2-1 and Table 7.2.1.2.2-1, and the growth rate for
chip density will continue to exceed the growth rate .for physical chip
size. These improvements will be the result of continued improvements
i.^ lithography, fabrication., and packaging. The historic .factor-of-
four improvement in NMOS PUAM chip density approximately every
 2 years
will continue during the next several years. When photolithographic
limits are reached with the 256-Kbit NMOS R,*1 chip ., X-ray lithography or
direct-electron-beam etching will be available. The 256-Kb.it
 chip will
benefit from direct-electron-:beam die etching and/or X-ray
 liti-,ography
because of the potential yield increase due to smaller chips. in the
opinion of most experts, cost-effective use of these techniques is 3 to
4 years away for electron-beam etching and 5 more years away for .l'-ray
lithography. CMOS Refit chips will probably get smaller, with the chip
density maintained at 1 to 4 Kbits because of the high cost of silicon.
As the chips become denser, chip and memory system speeds will
increase, as illustrated in Figures 7.2.1.2.2-2 and 7.2.1.2.2-3. Since
semiconductor memories generally rely on increasing chip density to
reduce cost per bit, the growth in chip density, aided by improvements
in manufacturing processes and yields, will allow the trend of a 30 to
35% cost per bit reduction each year to continue (Ref. 7-11), as illus-
trated in Figure 7.2.1.2.2-4. Sys tem-level cost per bit will decrease
more rapidly than chip level cost per bit, because when denser chips
are used in a memory system, the memor y chip cost is a greater per-
centage of the total system cost. Although power dissipation per chip
will increase slowly during the next decade, power dissipation per bit
should decline steadily, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.2.2-5. This
trend will aid the development of denser chips. Reliability at the chip
level will continue to increase as denser chips and improved fabrication
processes are developed.
r-
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TABLE 7.2.1.2.2-1. MOS MEMORY CHIP DENSITY TRENDS
YEAR
	 7- STATIC DYNAMIC
19-69 Z5.6
1570 1 
1971
1972 lK
1973 4-K
.1974
1975
1976 4K 16K
1977
1979 --- 16K
1.980 ....	 ..... 15 K
1981
_
1982. 64K im
1983
179-84
1985 256K* 4M*
*NOTE: These high density memory chips will use new MOS
device technologies.
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7.2.1.2.3 Projected Developments in MOS Memory - The trends in
MOS technology over the past decade and the assessment of several authori-
ties in the field indicate that NMOS and CMOS RAMS will be commercially
available in 1980 and 1985 with the characteristics given in Tables
7.2.1.2.3-1 and 7.2.1.2.3-2, respectively. As with current RAM chips and
mem_civ systems, the fastest access and cycle times listed in these tables
are associated with the highest cost per bit and the largest power dissi-
pation. The 1980 and 1985 system-level access times, cycle times, and
power dissipation figures were obtained by assuming that the same over-
head circuitry will be needed in the future systems that is needed in
current systems and that improvements in the characteristics of this
circuitry will occur at tkhe same rate as improvements in these same
characteristics on the chips themselves.
MOS RAMS will be the dominant main memory technology during the
next decade. However, the highest-speed devices typically will not be
used in the largest-capacity systems because of their power requirements.
The portable file storage area, now dominated by floppy and fixed--head
disks, will be penetrated by MOS memories as the result of bet-ter MOS
memory reliability and the achievement of Nigher densities and lower
costs (Ref. 7-12). Continued improvements in fixed-head and moving-
head disk and drum systems will block MOS memories from entering the
mass storage area.
Improvements is chip-level reliability will occur during the
next decade, with resultant increases in system-level reliability. How-
ever, the chips will not reach the degree of reliability r-,l.ired to
enable large MOS memory systems to reach the desired level of system
reliability. As MOS memories are used in larger-capacity memory sys-
tems, the use of error correcting codes will expand to achieve high
system reliability. As the cost per bit continues to decline, the extra
bits and associated logic required for error correcting codes become
insignificant when compared with the cost of emergency service.
1
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ITABLE 7.2.1.2.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN MOS MEMORY, 1980
w
CHARACTERISTICS NMOS NMOS CMOs
ichi p
Capacity (Kbits) 16 64 1	 to 4
Sire (mil') 40,000 40,000 NA
Maximum Access Time (nsec). 35 to 150 50 to 150 36 to 1+80
Minimum Cycle Time (used 78 to 192 90 to 219 270 to 360
Maximum Power 'Dissipation Q/bit) 	 active 40 to 23 20 to 15	 15 to 2.5
standby 40 to 2 1.5 to 0.7 0.75 to 0.0125
Cost	 (0/bit) 0.09 to 0.04 0.08 to 0.02 0.7 to 0.23
Type Static Dynamic Static
MTB'F (hr) 1107	 to	 1 108 1'07	 to	 l'0 $ N'A
Sys ten,
Capacity (bits) Up to 512M Up to 512M NA
Physical Volume NA NA NA
Maximum Access Time (Alec) 54 to 174 68 to 174 60 to 2110
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 96 to 270 108 to 270 Z88 to 384
Maximum Power Dissipation QW/'bit)
	
active 46 to 29 26 to 21 11	 to 8
standby 46 to 5 5 to 4 V14 to 3
Cost (1/bit) 0.1	 to 0.05 0.09 to 0.02.6 1.2	 to 0.14
MTOF (hr) 104 1104 NA
TABLE 7.2.1.2.3-2. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN M S MEMORY, 190
CHARACTERISTICS NM05 Umos CMUS
Chip
Caphow wits) 64 to 256 1,024 to 4,096 1	 to 4li ze 	 (mil') 48400 48,000 14A
Maximum Access Tbe (nsec) 25 to 1-00 35	 to 100 24 to 120
Minimum Cycle time (nser_) 52 to 128 60 to 146 180 to 240
Wimum Rower Dissipation Q/bit) active 16 to 9 9 to 7 2	 to	 1
standby 16 to 0.5 0.56 to 1108 0.3	 to 0.00:
Cost	 (	 /bit) 0.020 to 0.009 0.02 to 0.005 0.25	 to 0.07
Type Static D/namic static
MrEF Or) 10" to 10" 10' to 10 NA
S / s t errs
Capacity	 (bits) yip	 to 2G Up to 26 NA
Physical	 `p lume NA fib. NA
Wimum Acceso Time Qoec) 36 to 116 46	 to	 116 40 to 140
Minimum C/cle Time {cosec) 64 to 180 72	 to 180 192	 to 256
Wimum p ower Dissipation (;W/Bit) active 19 `o 12 12	 to 10 5 to 4
sta dby 19	 to 2 2 2	 to	 1.5
coot Wbit) 0.030 to 0.012 0.03 to 0.009 0.4 to 0.09
M7RF {hr) 10= 10'' NA
' -se..3r w.tl.,a^,	 ^---..•_.s.at -' .	
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7.2.1.3 Charge-Coupled Devices - Charge-coupled devices CCDs
were invented by Boyle and Smith in 1969 and first described in the April
1970 $ell _System Technical. Journal (Ref. 1-13). Charge-couplings is a
principle in semiconductor electronics whereby mobile "packets" of stored
electric charge are manipulated by the application of external voltages.
i
I	 CCD devices are manufactured using N•-channel !. S (NMOS) processing
c
technology. However, the CCD manufacturing process is somewhat simpler
than for standard NMOS memories since the CODs are contact free in the
I main array areas, which weans that they can be 
processed with higher
yield.
t
The major applications of CCD devices to date include: image
i
sensors, sampled-signal processing devices, and memory devices. The
f	 -
application of CODs to signal-processing is covered in Section 2. Recent
{ advances in CCD technology have produced new kinds of digital logic
devices and a new random-access memory technology. CCD memory technology
L
is discussed in the subsequent subsections.
T
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I7..`'-..1.3.1 State of the Art in CCD Memory - CCD memory chips are
currently available in 64-Kbit/chip packages. These 64-Kb it devices were
.first introduced in 1976 and are the highest density semiconductor memory
devices currentl y available. State-of-the-art CCD memor y device charac-
teristics are presented in Table 7.2.1.3.1-1.
The inherent CCD memory configuration is the shift register with
serial-in/serial-out operation. There are currently three basic types of
CCD memory organization: the serpentine configuration, the series-
parallel-series (SPS) configuration, and the line-addressable random-
access memory (L.A.RAM` configuration. Some other organizations derived
from these basic configurations include thca multiplexed electrode per
bit, the interlaced SPS, and the addressed drum type structure.
The serpentine organization is obtained by connecting several
sequential multi-stage shift registers in series by means of refresh
cells. Internally, all data bits are sequentially shifted through all
cells of the memory. An advantage of the serpentine configuration is
that it permits construction of very long reg.isters with excellent low
.frequency operational characteristics. A disadvantage is that the power
required is higher at higher shift rates than for the other approaches
because all bits are moving at the same frequency.
The series-parallel-series (SPS) organization provides the advan-
tages of greater packing density of the basic CCD shift register with
lower power consumption. The input data in the SPS organization are
first shifted into a horizontal register. After the horizontal register
i is Tilled with data, the data are transferred in parallel to several
vertical registers. 'Thus the shift rate of the vertical registers is N-1
that of the horizontal input register, where N is the ncanber of bits in
the horizontal register. In the SPS organization, a separate horizontal
output register is normally used. An advantage of this Configur-ation is
low power dissipation that results from the slow verticai clock rite.
The main disadvantage of this configuration is the .long delay between
input and output. This limits the .Low-frequency :tnd hig'11- temper3turc
!	 i
'j„au
!	 !	 r	 J
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TABLE 7.2.1.3.1-1. STATE OF THE ART INI CCD MEMORY
CHARACTERISTIC 1977 1975
i,h i p
Capacity 65,536 bits 16,304 bits
Size 40K mil = 44K rii 1=
Organization 16, 4-Khit SPS Loops* LARAM
Maximum Latency 820 ksec (at 5 MWz) 32 usec (at 16 MHz)
Maximum Data Transfer Rate h Mbits/sec 16 Mbits/sec
Power - Read/Write (at 5 MHz) 260 mW (at 5 MHz) 200 mW (at 16 MHz)
- Standbv 25 mW 50 mW
Packaging 16 p i n dip 22 pin dip
Cost 0.1	 ^/bit 0.2 c/bi t
MTB F NA NA
System
Capacity 4 Mbytes/chassis 2 Mbytes/chassis
volume NA NA
Maximum Access Time 1	 ntsec 40 usec
Transfer Rate** 5 Mbytes/sec 16 Mbytes/sec
Cost 0.15 4/bit 0.4 c/bit
Error Rate NA NA
MTBF NA NA
*Each addressable 4,096-bit loot:~ o rga nized as 32 by 127 SPS.
**System design dependent.
7.^iti7
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operation of the memory because of leakage currents. This configuration
does, however, offer extremely fast data rates and is therefore an attrac-
tive configuration for the replacement of mechanical magnetic storage
devices.
The line-addressable CCD configuration combines an MOS address
selection matrix with a number of sequential CCD shift registers. Only
the data in the selected line are shifted at a time to provide input,
output, or refresh. The line-addressable configuration combines fast
access times with low power consumption.
7-08
}	 7.2.1.3.2 Trends in CC.D Mgmory - CCD memory devices have o=niv
been commerciall y
 available. since 1974; however, the technology is
already rapidly moving, toward increased capacity and lower cost per bit.
The major application for CCD memory devices in the future will be in
the production of "electronic disk" systems to replace and supplement
mechanical mass storage devices such as fixed-head disks. Currentl y . it
is not clear whether CCD or magnetic bubbles will eventually dominate
this market. CCD devices currently provide approximately a 10:1 speed
advantage compared with bubble devices. however, CCD devices require
power during; standby whereas magnetic bubbles are nonvolatile.
Figure 7.2.1.3.2-1 illustrates chip capacity trends for CCD
memory devices. The projected trend indicates a continuation of the
yearly doubling of semiconductor memory chip capacity that began in 1968.
The application of electron-beam lithographic and direct wafer fabrica-
tion techniques should enable the current trend to continue through 1955.
Electron-beam hardware for generating masks with 1-dim resolution
(
	
	 routinely are currently being built and are expected to be it use prior
to mid-1975. Direct production of 4-in. wafers with resolution to
approximately 0.5 sum is technically feasible for special-purpose appli-
cations, but is not economicall y
 feasible for production applications.
Direct wafer fabrication is not likely to be Feasible prior to the next
4 or 5 years. In the meantime, improvements in optical lithography
and hybrid electron beam/lithograaphic systems will provide the resolutions
required to advance at the rates projected in Figure 7.2.1.3.2-1.
Although CCD cost trends are not clearly established based on
historical data, the cost of facture CCD devices will closel y parallel
chip capacity and density trends. Figure 7.2.1,3.2-2 presents CCD
memory cost trends for CCD chips and memory systems.
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i.". 1 .3.3 IN. l ected rtyt'1opfients, in CCD Memory - Some authori-
	 I
ties predict that b y 1980 there will to more CCD memor y capacity shipped
per y ear Lhan any other semiconductor technology at a oast of .less than
1	 1,0 miLLNents per bit. Projected characteristics for CCD 1111`mory devicesi
that will be commercially available in 1080 and 1985 are presentee in
I
	
Table 7.2.1.3.3-1. Because CCD memory devices are inherently serial,
several significantly different :architectures aai l.l- evol- ye with signifi-
cant differences between the performance and cast of the devices that
prov.itie the highest densit y and the devices that provide the fastest
w
aceoss.
In .aNit:ion to the conventional shift register approach to CCV
Memory design, charge coupling has been used in combination with MOS
circuitr y to produce novel memor y and .Logic element Nsigns. Texas
Wstruments recently disclosed an experimental CCD RAM cell device
(Refs. 7-14 and 7-15) that stores data in switchable CCD capacitor regions
imp lanted beneath an MOS gate. Thus they entire memor y cell is no .Lamer
than x single gate that can measure less than half a mil square. The CCD
RAM saves even more chip space b y requiring only two :access lines per cell,
i whereas all other currently produced RAMs require three lines per cell.
Since each CCD SAM cell onl y has two access .liners, each cell is :a com-
ponent that is less complex than :a transistor. Therefore, the CCD KXM
is also called a no-transistor REM.
Ilia has recently reported a similar experimental device (Ref. ;-16)
called a merged charg e
 memory (MCM), with a cell si^e of 0.3 mil square.
These laboratory developments indicate that CCD RAM t y pe memor y cells may
be used to fabricate next-generation (65,536-bit) NMOS RAM devices.
-101
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TABLE 7.2.1.3.3-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN CCQ MEMORY
i
I
i
CHARACTERISTIC 1980 1985
Chip
Capacity 256 Kbits* 4 Mbits*
Size 40K mil s 50K m 1
Organization NA NA
Maximum Latency 1 msec* 1 msec*
Operating Frequency 1 to TO MHz 1 to 20 MHz
Power - Read/Write 300 mW 500 mW
- Low 50 mW 100 mW
Packaging- 16 pin dip TBD
Cost 0.01	 t/bit* 0.0015 ^/bit*
MTBF PIA NA
System
Capacity 8 Mbytes/ chassis 128 Mbytes /chassis
Volume NA NA
Maximum Access Time 1 msec 1 msec
Transfer Rate Up to 80 Mbits/sec Up to 160 Mbits/sec
Cost 0.02 t/bit 0.003 t/bit
Error Rate NA NA
MTBF NA NA
*Lower capacity, higher speed devices will be available at higher
cost/bit.
r	 ^
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7.2.	 Other. E lee tronic/Optical Memory
7.2.2.1 Elect o.n Beam --Add_rgssed llemo_ry -
7.2.2.1.1  St,aatte of the Artin Electron Beam Addressed .Memory -
The use of electron beams for accessing memory has been under- investigation
for a number of years, principally by Stanford Research Institute, General
Electric, and A,icro-Bit Corporation. Currently, only ;Micro-Bit is atill
active in the field. Such memories are called either Electron Beam
Addressable Memories (EBX*I) or Beam Addressable MOS Memories (BEAMOS).
The technology is based on the use of an electron beam to read and write
data on a simple, unstructured MOS chip. Addressing the two-dimensional
array of data is accomplished by deflection of the electron beam. Data 	 . aa
are stored on the MOS target as the presence or absence of positive
	 i
charge in the oxide near the oxide-silicon interface. Charge storage is
accomplished by the application of a bias voltage to the target while the
beam is swept along a track during a write or erase c ycle. In a subse-
quent read cycle, the beam is swept over the same track, and where a
charge is present a current is produced in a sense circuit. If no charge
°	 is present, no significant current is produced.
A complete BEAMOS or EBL%! memory system consists of one or morei
tubes, address and interface logic, control circuits, and pL7wer supplies.
i'	 The tube contains the MOS target and electron beam addressing system enclosed
(i	 in a sealed evacuated envelope. Tubes are being designed with both one
and two lens-deflector fields. The number of bits that can be accessed in
a one-stage tube is limited by
 aberrations in the deflector and by inac-
curacies and instabilities of the deflection eletronics. These limitations
can be pushed outward by several orders of magnitude through the use of
two--stage deflection and an array of lenses known as the fly's eve
configuration.
Development of BE NOS or >BAM technology has progressed to the
prototype stage, with units scheduled to be commerciall y
_ available in
1980. Table 7.?.2.1.I-1 summarizes the characteristics of the prototype
.i
units and memor y
 s ystegl5.
 .l alerlor\- access that invokes an operation change s
re-Lid to write) requires a change in the bias of tine oxide. There-
I
tore, its indicated in the table, this tvpe c'')C access Cakzo itOrc t: lie t , In	 }
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%TE OF THE ART IN ELECTRON SEAM ADDRESSED MEMOR Y
CFIARA6TERISTICS* ONE-STAGE TWO-STAGE
Tube
Dimensions
	
(length by di,-..meter) 26 by 5.5 cm 42 by 10 cm
Capacity 4 Mbits 32 Mbits
Storage Density 8.3 .	 10 5 4.2 x	 10'
bits/cm = bits/cm2
Cost 0.005	 c/bit 0.005	 c/bit
System
Capacity Up to 64 w 106 Up to 6 X 10'^
bits bits
Access Time - No Operation Change 5	 usec 5	 usec
Access Time - Operation Change 1	 10 to	 20	 •f sec 20 to 30	 uses
Service Time 440	 uses 440	 usec
Recording Data Rate** 0.5 to 5 Mpbs 5 to 10 Mbps
Power 250 W 250 W
Temperature Range -50 to +70°C -50 to +70°C
Radiation Tolerance 105 rad 10' rad
MTBF. 8,000 hr 8,000 hr
Cost 0.1	 c/ bit 0.1	 c/bit
%I
*Laboratory models; first systems to be delivered early 1980. 	
.r
**Higher read rate possible; higher write rate if tubes are operated
in parallel.
Upon entry into market; will fall to 0.0' to 0.05 d/bit as volume 	 }
increases; cost listed is for large, multitube system. 	 Ll
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successive calls of the sane operation, Which are limited primarily by the
switching and settling time of the deflection amplifier. The service time
listed in the table is the average time between the acceptance by the memory
of a. new command and the earliest time that the next command can be accepted.
The recording data rate for a tube is determined by the beam current avail-
able. Because considerably less beam current is required for a read opera-
tion., reading can be performed aL a. Higher rate than writing.
Electron beam memories require very stable and highly regulated
power supplies and a very fast and accurate deflection electronics system,
both of which contribute significantly to the overall system cost. For
this reason it is highly desirable to build multitube systems in which
a large portion of this electronics is shared. Only by sharing the elec-
tronics is the aost per bit reduced to acceptable levels.
The nonstructured nature of the storage plane and the flexibility 	 t
of electron beam addressing allow the.IMOS target to be formatted in a wide
variety of ways. H'EAMOS or EBAM systems can be used to access a single bit
at a time by allowing the deflection system to settle at a particular loc-
ation and then turning on the beam to interrogate the charge stored at that
,	 Y
arget nositioa. However, it is highly probable that most s ystems wil.1
be used in a block-oriented mode in which information is written as an en-
coded string of transitions along a continuous path. Random access to the
start of the block is achieved digitally, and the block itself is scanned
on the fiv with the beam on continuously. This is a more efficient organ-
ization because access time is primarily dependent ^n the deflection. settling
time, which in the block organization is incurred only for the starting loc-
ation of a block. The block length can vary over wide limits and there are
no built-in restrictions on word length. Therefore, redundancy can be
included easily within. each block for error control to enhance system.
reliability.
The MOS target is a relatively nonvolatile storage medium. It
stores data nor several weeks, even when power is oft, but it does not
store data permanently because of signal decay. Signal decay is very slow
with the power off or with the power on and zero or negative oxide bias
j
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values. With the power off, the measured signal. is 90% of its initial
value af ter five days of storage and about 80% after one month (Ref. 7-17).
Decay is somewhat faster at positive bias. In addition, the signal is
reduced slightly by each readout. As a result of these sources of decay,
refreshing of the memory is required, even when the memory is not being
used. When reading at 10 Mbits/sec, a rewrite becomes necessary after
10 to 20 reads. At higher read data rates, the number of reads before
rewrite decreases.
Because the electron beam is a source of radiation, it causes a
gradual permanent degradation of the target. This degradation limits the
lifetime in each location to the order of 10 7
 write-erase cycles. To
lessen the effects of this target fatigue, present BEAMOS or EBAM systems
rotate or permute the data to average the usage of the target area. Only
if the tube itself is replaced on.a preventive maintenance schedule-can
the MTBF given in Table 7.2.2.1.1-1 be achieved.
BEAMOS or EBAM memories exhibit many characteristics required for
military environment applications. A major advantage is the fact that
the systems are all-electronic and completely sealed. No parts are
especially sensitive to vibration and the section most important for beam
positioning, the matrix lens./target assembly, is very rugged. Tests of
the storage plane over the --50°C to +70°C temperature range indicate that
charge storage is not greatly
 affected by temperature. In this temperature
range there should be less than 0.7...-}m variation in the position of the
addressing beam. Although the memory requires a shield to protect against
external fields, a shield weighing only 10 lb should protect against
fields up to 10 g in strength. The memory plane is quite tolerant of
ionizing radiation. Ionizing radiation of 10 5 rads causes no more than
10% reduction in signal level, while no permanent radiation damage
has been observed up to 6 x 10 7 rads.
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]	 7.2.2.1.2 Trends -in.Electron.Beam AddressedKe_mory - While
functional BEAMOS or EBAM memory systems exist today, they are far from
"home free". To lower costs while increasing capacity and performance,
two significant problem areas must be addressed. First, electron optics
must be upgraded to accomplish submicron beam diameters in production
so that density goals can be realized. Second ., cathode development must
occur to increase beam brightness as the beam is made smaller to achieve
f
greater density. Assuming that progress is made in these areas, the
trends stated in the following paragraphs should be realized.
BEAMOS or EBAM memories offer great potential in terms of perform-
ance, cost pet bit, and total capacity. System performance is expected
to approach that or [fain memory with a capacity approaching and even exceed-
ing that of the large moving-head disk files. Therefore, these memory sys-
terns have the potential not only of bridging the memory access gap but
also of eliminating it and thus effecting a drariatic reduction in operating
system software complexity and cost.
During the next decade BEAMOS or EBal memories will benefit from
research in both semiconductor and electron bean technologies. As the
result of improvements in MOS target parameters, the use of two-stage
deflection in the array optics configuration, and increases in the address-
able target area of a single tube arising from advances in electron optics,
storage densities will increase and access times will decrease, as illus-
tra:ted in Figures 7.2.2.1..2-1 and 7.2...2.1.2 -2, respectively. At the swine
time, recording data rates will increase, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.2.1.2-3.
The increases in storage density and addressable target area will bring
increases in tube capacity, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.2.1.2-4. As a
result of these technology improvements, cost per bit will decline rapidly,
as illustrated in Figure 7.2.2.1,2-5. In addition, signal decay and target
degradation improvements will be realized and work on one-stage deflection
will decrease except for use as a study tool.
0
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7.2.2.1.3 Pro.ected Developments in Electron Boom Addressed.
`!unary - Assuming that progress Ls made in the problem :areas discussed
under trends (Subsection 7.2.2.1.2), BEAMOS or EBAM memor y
 systems should
be commercially available in 1980 and 1935 with the characteristics
presented in 'Tables 7.2.2..t.3-1 and 7.2.2.1.3- 1 , respectively. The
minimum system capacity is equal to the tube capacity. Since system-
level cost is dependent on the amount of sharing of electronics that is
achieved, multi:tube systems will be .dominant. The system costs given in
the tables are for these multitube systems. Emphasis will be placed on
utilizing two-stage deflection (to the practical exclusion of dine-stage
deflection) and an array of lenses known as the fly's eye configuration
because of the ,improvement it offers in terms of addressable tari4t area.
The ultimate theoretical limit on packing,* densit y is approximately 101 u
bits/cm' (Ref. 7-17). The development of tube capacities much greater
than 10 bits will require the use of field--emitter cathodes that have
three to five girders of magnitude ,;realer brightness than the current.tV
used thermal dispenser cathode. Stich cathodes have been developed
alread y as a result of the demand for higher-resolution scanning electron
microscopy (Ref.
The initial impact of the electron beam memory technology will
be as a replacement for the fast-access auxiliary storatie devices, cur-
rently dominated by fisted-head disks. The B'EXMOS or FRAM systems will
probably be cost -Competitive with the high-performance fixed-head disks
while offering significant performance improvement. Eventually these
systems will be cost-competitive with all on-line random access
peripheral memories but with far superior performance. Equally
important is their potential use as main memory extensions, in combination
with semiconductor cache, where they will have a large price advantage at
comparable performance. Amdahl is on record is being, willing to replace
virtual disk memory, with its big loss of throughput, with electron beam
memories, or at least electron beam cache, if they prove cost-effective.
7.2.2.2 Magnetic: Bubble Memory - Magnetic Bubble memory is
discussed in Section 3.2.
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TABLE 7.2.2 . 1.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRON BEAM
ADDRESSED MEMORY, 1980
-
CHARACTERISTICS ONE-STAGE TWO- STAGE
Tube
Dimensions ( length by diameter) 26 by 5 . 5 can 42 by 1 0 cm
yCapacity 16 Mbi ts 728 Mbits
Storage Density 3.3 x 16' bits/ 1.7	 10'	 bits/
Cost
rte-
0.0002	 Vbit
Cn
1 "3.0002	 t/bit
System
capaci ,ty Up to 255 Mbits Up to 2 Gbits;
Access Time - No Operation Change 3.3	 iisec. j 3.3	 -,.sec
Access Time - Operation Change 10 to 15	 usec 10 to ZS	 usec
Service Time NA NA
Recording Data Rate* 4 to 8 Mbo. s i 1Q to	 12 Mbps
Power NA NA
Temperature Rance -50 to 1-70°C -50 to +70°C
Radiation Tolerance 105 eads IV cads
3A NA
Cast*" 0.01	 to 0. 32 0.01	 to 0.02
Vbi t d 
I 
1 biI
*Higher read rate possible; higher write rate if tubes are operated in
parallel.
"For large, multitube system.
TABLE 7.2.2 . 1.3-2, PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRON BEAM
ADDRESSED MEMORY, 1985
CHARACTERISTICS	 ONE-tS.T-Ar-E- -STAGL-
Tube
Dimensions ( length by diameter)	 126 by 5 . 5 cm 42 by 10 cm
Capacity	 153 Mbits I	 Gbit
Storage Density	 11 x	 10'	 bits/	 i 1.3 x 10'	 bits/
1 =2 cm=
Cost 1 0.0001	 :11 bi l. 0.0001	 zfibit
Sys tem
Capacity Uo to 348 ?01bits; up to a Gbits
Access T i me - No Operation Change!2.5 -.j set- 2.3	 usec
Access Time - Operation Change is to to	 ;;sec 'S to 20	 usec
Service Time NA NA
Recording Oata Rate
 
Mbps j	 1.5 Mbos
Power NA NA
remperature -50 to +;, O*c _50 to +?0°C
Radiation tolerance 10' rads i 10 1 r1d5
MT§F NA k1tA
Cost** 0.001	 to 0.005 0,001	 t o 3"'JOS.
Vbi t b i t
*Higher read rate pass-lble-, higher write rate if tubes are operated in
paral 1el .
•*For large, multitube system.
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? . . 3 Co re: Memories
Computer mainframe memories used magnetic core technology almost
exclusively from the earl y 1950's up until IBM introduced semiconductor
memory
 in the early 1970's. During this time the demise of cord memory
was repeatedl y predicted. In the late 050's it was thought that cryo-
genics would supplant core; in the earl y 060's magnetic thin film; in
the later 1960's plated wire; and finally semiconductors.
Although semiconductor memory has replaced core as the mainframe
memory for large computer systems, minicomputer manufacturers continue
to ship large quantities of care memories for process control applica-
tions where the nonvolatility of core is considered important. :Another
current application of care memory is as a bulk storage: medium to fill the
"access gap" between the speed of mainframe semiconductor memor y and
that of fixed-head disk and ocher peripheral storage devices.
Corey is the principal storages medium used for :airborne and space-
borne data systems; however, plated wire is also used extensivel y where
low power operation is required. Plated wire memor y , unlike care, provides
nondestructive readout (NDRO); thus the data hoes not have to be rewritten
each time they memory
 is read. This results in faster cycle times and
lower power consumption. :mother alleged advantage of NDRO memories i,
that the data is less volatile because it cannot be altered by noise
during the rewrite process.
Some types of care memory designs such as read-only care memorie s
and NDRO care memories are no longer used. Read-only core memories were
used for microprogr:ammabl<e CPU control prior to the development of semi-
conductor read-only memories. The read-only core memor y used the presence
or absence of a core in a linear-4e:leec.t. two-dimensional array to store
data. NDRO core memories utilized cores with two holes instead of one.
One of the major applications for NDRO memories is in the design of format
controllers for airborne and s pa eborne data acquisition systems. During
the 19bO's the NVRO memory market was captured by plated wire. More
recently. a larks percentage of the fixed program memor y market has b oon
taken by erasable and noner.as:able. programmable. semiconductor read-only
memories.
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7.2.3.1 Stare of the Art.n_Gore_Memor_ies - Core memory systems
are currently used for three types of data storage applications:
• Microcomputer/Minicomputer Memory
• Core-Based Mass Storage
• Airborne Computer Memory.
Table 7.2.3.1-1 presents typical characteristics for each of these types
of core memory. Because many of the current systems package a complete
memory system as a single module, there may be some confusion as to the
difference between a module and a system. A system is defined as one or
more modules packaged as a single unit.
State-of-the-art core memory system designs utilize either two-
and-one-half-dimensional or three-dimensional organization. In the
three-dimensional systems the cores are arranged in an X-Y matrix called
a bit plane. M of these bit planes are required to implement a full
memory. The bit planes are interconnect.ed.by wiring the Y and Y wires
of each plane in series, creating a three-dimensional array called a
core stack.. The basic three-dimensional memory requires (NIM) Ll "X"
drivers and (NIM)^ "Y" drivers plus M inhibit drivers, where N is the
total number of bits in the memory . The number of drivers can be further
reduced by arranging the X and Y driver each in a matrix, thus reducing
the total number of drivers from 7(N /M)' to 4(N /M)'4 plus an additional
4(N /M) -^  diodes. Current three-dimensional technology uses the same line
for sense and inhibit, thereby reducing the number of wires per core from
4 to 3.
The two-and-one-half-dimensional organization is similar to the
three-dimensional organization in that the Y drive lines are wired in
series. The two-and-one-half-dimensional organization differs from the
three-dimensional organization in that separate sets of Y drivers are
used for each plane. In the conventional two-and-one-half-dimensional
organization, the readout_ :signal is sensed on a third sense wire that
links all cores in a bit plane. The two-and-one-half-dimensional organi-
zation has been used to make very low-cost, care-based, mass storage
(also called balk core.). In this type of memory, the separate sense
wire is eliminated and the readout signal is sensed on M sets of Y drive
1
1 ^
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TABLE 7.2.3.1-1. STATE: OF Tl'IE ART IN CORE MEMORIES
r
t,i1
CHARACHAISTtCS
MDCROCUMPUTER/
MINICOMPUTER
MEMORY
GORE -BASED
MASS STi1RAGE
A11ROORNE
COMPUTER HEMMY
H16UUE
rapacity  (bytes , 111i niniun W. to 64K 2569. to 4,096K bytes HK to 64K
to aeax!Imua)
Access time (tisec) 275 600 350
Cycle Time (nsec) 650 1,5(Kl 900
Power Di-ssi-pation H/A 40 250
(uW/bit}
Confligurations 30 (3-Wire =) 2ijD ( 2-wire) and 3D ?W (2-Wire) and , 3D(3=Wire) (3-W13re )
Phys i-ca.l	 Size	 (ii.n. ) 16 x 11.5 x 1.0 N/A 1.5 A 6:0 x 9.0
Wed •ght (lb) 4 HyA 3.:2 (Tess power supply)-
W,BF	 (,hr) Up to BO ,D(10 NIA 20,000
--SYSTEM
Capacity Bytes (minimum 1'K to 1,024K 256K to 4,0966 16K to 256K
Cost (^/bit) 0.3 0.2 2.0
Access time (inser) .27511 2;000 35(1'
Cyo.le Time (asec) 650' 4,000 900•
Power iDissi ,pation 210 (full capacity) 22 (full. capacity) *•
(pit/bill)
Phys i call	 5:i 'm (t m. 1 23 R 1 :9 x 18 23 x 19 x 22 • •
maximums)
Maximum Wei0t (Ub) 160 1150 ••
Environment - Operati:og 0 to WE 0 to +'55°C -55 to 85•C(lonaperat:ingj -55 to +85°C -55 to +801C N/A
A.
r
^ lw
`Medsured at mems-y module interface connector
''^t>rp^nds on system capacity
N'/'A - Not d,vad iable	 ^
4wires. The increase in the complexity of the sensing electronics is
more than offset by the cost saving realized by eliminating the continu-
ous long sense wire. The Ampex Megastore, core-based, mass storage
system utilizes the two-and-one-half-dimensional, two-wire technology.
Some of the factors responsible for improvements in core memory
cost/performance during recent years include advances in ferrite tech-
nology., more efficient stack configurations, and greater use of integrated
circuitry. Ferrite technology improvements include the use of smaller
cores, the discovery of temperature-independent materials, faster mate-
rials, and simplified core manufacturing techniques. Currently, cores as
small as 12 or 13 mils in. outer diameter and 7 mils inner- diameter are being
wired. Except for IBM, which uses automatic core wiring equipment for its
4 Pi computer core memories, manufacturers of core memories use manual
labor in overseas facilities for wiring core planes. One of the recent
innovations in core manufacturing technology is the use of a tape punch
process ., rather than the powder compaction process, to economically pro-
duce high-quality, 13-sail, ceramic, temperature-independent cores. State-
of-the-art, temperature-independent cores provide stable operation over
a temperature range of -55 to +125°C without the necessity of compensating
the drive currents as was required in earlier core system designs, thus
simplifying the electronic drive circuitry.
Improvements in core stack designs have resulted in increased
stack density (currently approximately 6,500 cores/in 2 ) and more cores
per sense line (currently up to 32,768). increased stack density has
made possible the packaging of core memory systems in the low-cost planar
configurations rather than the more costly "stacked" stack configurations
that were previously used.
Core memory electronics costs have decreased in recent years as
a result of the use of MSI and LSI circuitry, greater number of cores
per sense winding, and the temperature-independent core materials.
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7.`x.3.2 Trends. in_CoreSe^tories - The current trends in core
memory development are directed toward achieving improved performance
and lower cost per bit of storage. Figure 7.2.3.2-1 shows hoar the cost
of cQtmercial core memory has dropped from approximately IOC/bit in
1960. 	 to currently less than 0.3c/bit. This trend should continue thro ugh
1985 if no suitable core replacement such as the NDRO semiconductor is
developed.
Figure 7.2.3.2-2 illustrates how core memory system speeds have
improved since 196 0. Further improvements in both access times and
Cycle times can be expected as smaller cores (8-:nil) are developed that
require lower drive currents.
10-21_.
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7.2.3.3 Projected Developments in Cure Memory_ - The trends in
core memory technology indicate that significant improvements in both
cost and performance can be expected by 1985, provided a replacement
technology such as NDRO semiconductor memory does not become commercially
available at lower cost. Table 7.2.3.3-1 presents projected character-
istics of commercial core memories for 1980 and 1985. As seen from
Table 7.2.3.3-1, the cost per bit for core storage is expected to con-
tinue dropping through 1.985 as a result of eliminating labor-intensive
manufacturing procedures. There will also be improvements in speed,
reliability, and storage density. Improvements in speed and storage
density will result primarily from the use of smaller cores. Reliability
improvements will result from the use of more LSI and MS1 circuitry.
Another projected core memory development is a modular core
memory device that Ampex calls the "core chip". In this device the
cores are lodged in a ceramic "cavity plate" that also serves as a sub-
strat.e for deposited wiring that replaces the threaded wires normally
used in thre-dimensional organized Lore memories. Ampex is expected to
4	 announce a production K device lacer this year.
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LE 7.2.3.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY IN COMMERCIAL CORE MEMORIES
CHAR-ACTERISTI.CS 1980 1985
Mi-nicomputer Module
Capacity (bytes, Minimum lK to	 128K 1K to 256K
to maximum)
Access Time (nsec) 200 100
Cycle Time (nsec) 500 300
Power Dissipation (mwbi 0 150 1100
Configurattens 2120. (2-Wi re) and B 2x0 (2-Wire) and 3D
(3-Wire) (3-Wire)
Stack Density (bits,/in 2 ) 6,500 1.2,000
Core Size 12 mils 8 mils
MTB,F (hr) 105 2	 x	 10.1
Cost (0/bit) 0.10 0.,035
Mass Storage System
Capacity 256K to 4,096K 256 to 8,1'92K
Access Time (usec) 1.5 1.25
Cycle Time flisec) 3.0 2.5
Maximun Physical Size (in:.) 23 x 19 x 22 23:x 19 x 22
Cost WHO 0.10	 1 0.035
7.2.4 Disks
7.S.4.1 Mea-head Disks -
7.2.4.1.1 State of the Art in Nixed-Head Disks - FiNed"hezi
disks (Ma), also called head-per-mark disks. are oo"figured such thm,
stationary, rigAdlv mounted reakwrAte heads are positioned over the
rotating m• ► "etio surface and 3 head read$ or wrUes O"AY on one track.
Table	 coat tins the	 system characteristics
for fiNed-head disks.
industry currently ?aye at least A 40:1 price penalLv botween
fKed-hoad and movi"g-dead aisks to got lost than a 10:1 performance
improvement.	 WS are g0"eVKl_V used 0"lY in Arpli'WOM;
Where the g lower aecess time of nrovabic head Mks cannot be toleracea.
The FRO average access Me Wrency time ) to a given Mock address is
one-half the rotation ► L period K the JUk and is CvpLoaKy about S. ,
The magnetic muJium nurrenciv "sed In disk tvehnotogv to a
magnet Le oxide part icu I ace ooat ing about I Sm thiek	 the roa&wrltv
heads era made of a eeramie/ferrite material with a gap of I to 2 "m
and spaced A ym or less from the disk surface. AN linear and LrMlk
densities increase, the thickness of the magnetic coating. {lend-co-
Surface gap, mechanical tolerances of the rotational suinaie, and the
head spawi"g will have to he decreased.
During the IaSL 2 years. the increased demaod by user6 for greater	 4
use of Ms beeAuse advAncv.-.
capacities at reduvvd 00st.
s y stems, the voneept of
or economical feature. The
storage and faster aveess has increased the
in areal density have produced rather Large
With the increased desire for largo-ea pacLt
InLarehangeability is no longer a necessary
Aviva"tages of fixed-head disks are:
a No expense of disk-loading har,hware ov me-chanism to
Malatat" toleracne and	 Protenion
bevause the 'Usk ';.urt.-a''es and heads Are
sealed in one container
• So Java packagd limitations .imposed A the "ecossitY
for maAntdining the radial. AlLgnmvnt tolerance
necessary for drive-pack Enterchangvabiliry
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TABLE 7.2.4.1.1-2.
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS FIXED-HEAD DISKS
Track Density 300 to 500 tracks/in
Linear Density 5,636 to 7,000 bits/in
Media Areal Density Op to 3.5 Mbi is /i n=
Drive Capacity 0.5 to 472.5 Mbytes
Maximum System Capacity !gip to 647.5 Mbytes
Physical Size 19 by 23 by 17 to
42 by 33.5 by 46.5 in.
Weight 70 to 900 lb
Operating Temperature Range 0 to 50 °C
Humidity Tolerance 10	 to 90'-'
Rotation Time 5 to 10 msec
Average Access Time 5 to 13 msec
Soft Error Rate 10'"
Hard Error Rate 10`13
Drive Cost 0.021	 to 0.90 t/bit
System Cost 0.06 to 1.0 Vbit
MTBF 10,000 hr
• No expense for accurate angular alignment of --
read/write heads to prevent problems due to gap
skew
a High reliability of mechanical portions of disk
drive
s High data transfer rates and fast access time.
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7.2.4.1.2 Trends in  Fixed-Head Disks - A recant design trend
in fixed-head storage combiAes fixed-head files on the same spindle with
moving-head files and thereby reduces the cost premium of fixed-head
storage and improves the access time for moving -head storage. Although
this innovation has revived the use of FHD technology, the cost is still
sufficient to be challenged in the near future by solid-state storage
technology.
One area that will show little significant improvement for FHD
is access- time A large improvement does not appear feasible or worth-
while since rotational speed plays a large part in determining access
time, and significant increases in rotational speed y; will not be cost-
effective. Advanced error correction cedes, such as cyclic gone-Chaudlluri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, which have excellent burst error correction and
detection capabilities, are expected. to be in use by 1980.
I The areal density trends of FHDs are given in Figure 7.2.4.1.2-1.
This figure shows that a significant increase in areal density is possi-
ble in the next decade. pigure 7.2.4.1.2-2 gives the FHD system cost
trends. - the cost per bit of storage for FHDs will not decrease as much
as moving-head disks because the cost of the disc: assembly and . heads,
including the controller, will rennin fairly constant for the next 10
years. The current price trends of FHD have shown only a decrease of
10 to 20 per year, as compared with MD's 20 to 252#'. Ewen though
disk density trends will increase dramatically. the end is in sight and
the. technological limit for densities in magnetic media will probabl y be
reached this century.
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7.2.4.14	 ProJected, DevelopMents. in. Fixed-Head Disks 	 During
the next few years, the FRD market should receive significant competition
from both the solid-state technologies, such as CCD and magnetic bubbles,
a6dthe moving-head disk technology, which has been constantly improving
relative to . the fixed head. disk in,terms: of cost and performance.	 Because
of the high coot per bit stored of FHDs., the major advances in disk tech-Ii.
will be in the direction of improved moving-head disk performance
and the combination of solid-state and	 ..g"head disk. technology.
Although the technology will move away from the THD, it will probably
stall show at: least an order of magnitude improvement in some areas of
petfiormance by- 19850
Kigh,!-outptit thin-film alloys in the storage surfaces and thin- m -
film read/write heads will be used to achieve higher aveal : densities in
disk technology.	 The improved read/write'heads will be designed to mini-
:mire 'the transverse sensitivity to avoid adjacent track pickup i which is
a primary source of error, causing timing shifts in the desired data.
However, because reduced signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio increases sensi-
tivity to errors, the head electronics will.be. designed to maintain an
adequate S/N ratio as the track width reduces and the bandwidth increases.
Another source of error is head misre.gistration. 	 These errors will. be
overcome with greater accuracy in head positioning and Improved error
correction codes.
In sumary * it is the opinion: of numerous. experts in the field
today that no fundamental limiting factors have yet emergedto limit
thatf utur'd storage density advances and t 	 the key . argas for technology,
advances in PHD aswell as MHD are minimization of track/head : misregistra.7-
tion,  maintenance  of adequate S/N ratio at high densities without, increas-
ing sensitivity : to errors:, and reduction In head-adisk spacift-w	 Figure
7.2.4.1-3-1 presents the projected characteristic of faxed-herd disks in
the 1980-1985 timef r ame
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7.2.4.2 Movinpr-Head Disks
3 :2=,k.2 -=. i :: State; _of, the. At	 in -MOvin --Mead ;Dilate - c3ver.. the past
12 =0 15 years, disks have provided the bulk'o€ on=linearass storage.
_ Moving head disk techfiox^gy is the doitinant disk storage technology today."
g A diska"forage system is 'Con' .	red' from "disk drives an	 cojitrallers.	 A
moving-head disk drive consists of a stalk o€`rigid magnetic disks' addressed:
bcsiti0na6le read-Write heads that are mounted on arras attached_ to a.
voice coil actuator, 	 The actuator, moves. the- heads froce, . tradk to :track ao
" t-haty each head :covers a large number of condentr A tracks, thereby reducing
the roost of access to Iarge i mount	 o	 data a mce` the- read wife :heads:
conttibute "a "major :portion of the overall coz y .	 tutil tecently., the
majority of the drives ificorperated removable 4isk	 acks.	 However, non-
removable packs are appearing :in many of the newest drives. 	 Taff le
1.2.48L 2.1-1 summarizes the characteristics of stare-of-the-art moving-
y	 !capacities are associated with, thehead: "disk Sys esas.. 	 The: largesC. s stem c
largest sp#ndle.vapacit es', which in turn. 	 associated with the largest
track and linear densities.	 The drives with- the largest spindle capacities
generallp a11ow the ` hit eat transfer rates.	 Beck a the larger spindle
` ca aEitics are achieved by:	 bits `'mare:closely together, the physf-Pp king
cal dimensions>of systems are not proportional to their capacities.	 Some
k<
of.the largeg:t capacity aystems occupy the least amount of space and have
.P the smallest Weisht -	 ..
TABLE 7.2.4.2.1 .1. STATE OF THE ART IN MOVING-HEAD DISKS
REMOVABLE PACK I_NONREMOVABLE PACK
192 to 402 tracks/ 402 to 480 tracks/
in.	 in.
Up to 6,425 bpi	 Up to 6,425 bpi
Up to 3 Mbits/in. 2 Up to 3 Mbits/in.2
69.8 to 317.5	 300 to 400
Mbytes	 Mbytes
800 to 6,400	 5,000 to 12,800
Mbytes
	
Mbytes
ICost
19 by 34 by 38 to
44 by 32 by 47 in.
480 to 1,100 lb
60 to 30O F
20 to 80%
7 or 10 msec
25 to 30 msec
50 or 55 msec
16.7 msec
34.3 to 38.3 msec
806,000 or
585,000 or
1,198, 000 bytes/
sec
0.041 t/bit
NA
20 by 34 by 40 to
50 by 42 by 33 in.
500 to 1,100 lb
60 to 90°F
20 to 80%
7 or 10 msec
25 or 27 msec
50 msec
16.7 msec
33.4 to 35.3 msec
806,000 or
1,198,000 bytes/
sec
0.0007 t/bit
NA
ITrack Density
Linear Density
Areal Density
Spindle Capacity
imam System Capacity
Typical Physical Characteristics
of Minimum-Capacity System:
Width by Depth by Height
Weight
Temperature Range
Humidity Tolerance
Head Movement:
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Rotation Time
Average Access Time
Transfer Rate
N
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Moving-head disk storage is used primarily as on-line bulk memory,
providing large quantities of reliable, low-cost storage. The cost per bit
of this storage is heavily dependent on the overall system capacity. The
cost per bit figures given in Table 7.2.4.2.1-1 are for large-capacity
systems, those with at least 100 Mbytes of storage. Cost per bit in small-
capacity systems can be 0.044, and higher.
The achievement of higher storage densities has required improve-
meat in magnetic recording resolution, which has been achieved through
improvements in head gap, head-disk spacing, and medium thickness. Improved
track densities have followed from the advent of the voice coil actuator
q"­^J
	
	
and closed-loop track-following systems. Present track-following systems
contain a servo head in a multiple-head array to supply feedback informa-
tion on head positioning. Since all heads shove together, if the servo head
is maintained on its track, then all other heads will be on their tracks.
High recording densities and medium flaws have made the use of error-
correcting codes a standard procedure in state-of-the-art disk s ystems for
improved system reliability. The most common codes in use are cyclic
codes that have burst error detection and correction capabilities. Rela-
tively short codes in conjunction with logical means for skipping defective
surface areas can provide the desired error-rate levels. Increased relia-
bility has also been gained through the use of the Winchester design, in
which the recording disks, moving arm, and read-write heads are contained
in environmentally sealed data modules. The reliability advantages of this
technique include reading of data by the same head that writes the data,
low contamination by airborne particles, and light head loading.
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7.2.4.2.2 Trends in Moving-Head Disks - Moving-head disk storage
is still an evolving and viable technology. There is widespread belief
that during the next decade the use of disk storage will expand and tech-
nical advances will continue at the same rate as in the-past, providing
further major improvements in most performance categories, with as much
as an order of magnitude advance in many categories. Moving-head disk
storage will continue to be the dominant technology for on-line bulk storage,
at least into the 19801x.
Most of the improvements in the next decade will be in the form of
increased areal density resulting from more tracks per inch laterally and
more bits per inch longitudinally, as illustrated in Figures 7.2.4.2.2-1
through 7.2.4.2.2-3. Increased densities will be achieved through improve-
ments in recording resolution, as a result of decreased medium thickness,
head-gap and head-disk spacing, and through improved head performance. An
areal density improvement factor of at least 40 appears theoretically pos-
sible. Although advances in track density will be less dramatic, further
gains can be anticipated from improvements in head-positioning accuracy
resulting from the incorporation of servo information within the data
along each track, to be sensed by the same head that performs the reading
and writing, to reduce all possible mechanical tolerances. In addition,
disk systems will continue to be designed for ever larger capacity per
arm, thereby reducing the access rate per unit of capacity. Increasing
arm capacity has been the basis for the trend toward reduced cost per
bit. The 20 to 25% annual reduction in cost per bit will continue
through the next decade, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.4.2.2-4.
Removable disk technology became attractive as a way of keeping
drive costs down while increasing system storage capacity. With today's
large-capacity drives, the need to remove packs during daily operation
has been minimized. Fixed-disk packs are becoming desirable once again to
achieve the tighter mechanical tolerances needed to achieve ever higher
densities at the least cost.
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7.2.4.2.3 Projected Deye^hpmentsin Moving-Head _
 Disks - The trends
in moving-head disk technology over the past 15 years and the assessments
of several authorities in the field indicate thrt moving-head disk systems
will be commercially available in 1980 and 1985 with the characteristics
given in Tables 7.2.4.2.3-1 and 7.2.4.2.3-2, respectively. As discussed
under trends (Subsection 7.2.4.2.2), the progress in storage densities will
be achieved in the next decade through improved recording resolution. The
advances will require a scaling down of all recording dimensions. Medium-
base coatings will be thinner, with better dispersal and orientation of
the particles. Read-write heads will be spaced more closely and will have
improved performance, with minimized adjacent track pickup, minimized head
misregistration, and increased longitudinal head resolution.. Utilization
of these storage density advances to increase the storage capacity per
drive will cause a decrease in cost per bit and average access time with-
out changing the physical characteristics of the system. The cost per
bit of moving--head disk storage will continue to depend heavily on the
overall system capacity. the cost per bit figures given in Tables
7.2.4.2.3-1 and 7.2.4.2.3-2 are for large-capacity systems.
Increasing positioner motor force constants by the use of rare-
earth magnet motors will aid the development of faster access times during
the next decade. In addition, effective positioner speed will be improved
through the use of multitrack heads in some systems. They will be used in
fixed-head .files, as fixed-head additions to moving-head files, and as moving
multitrack heads in a hybrid design. An added benefit of this approach is
that it increases the size of a cylinder, thereby improving performance in
the case of sequential operations.
Improvements in system reliability will be aided by several factors
during the next decade. The use of error-correcting codes will expand since,
as a rule of thumb, data integrity is improved by three orders of magnitude
by the use of these codes. As electronic costs decline, error correcting
codes will be built into the drives, making them transparent to the channel.
Defect skipping will continue to be used, allowing the drive to locate
magnetic surface flaws, to catalog them, and then, by the use of buffers,
to skip over them during write and subsequent read operations. Redundancy
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TABLE 7.2.4.2.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR MOVING-MEAD DISKS, 1980
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Track Density 800 tracks/in
Linear Density 7,000 bits/in
Areal Density 9.4 Mbits /in2
Spindle Capacity 600 Mbytes
Maximum System Capacity 19.2 Gbytes
Typical Physical Characteristics of
Minimum-Capacity System:
Width by Depth by height NA
Weight NA
Temperature Range 60 to 90°F
Humidity Tolerance 20 to 80u
Head Movement:
Minimum 6 to 10 msec
Average 23 msec
Maximum 4.5 msec
Rotation Time 16.7 msec
Average Access Time 30 msec
Transfer Rate 1.5 Mbytes/sec
Cost:
Removable Pack 0.0005 d/bit
Unremovable. Pack 0.00036 d/bit
MTBF NA
0	 TABLE 7.2.4.2.3-2. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR MOVING-HEAD DISKS, 1985
SYSTEM CHARACT€RISTICS
Track Density 1,000 tracks/in
Linear Density 10,000 bits/in
Areal Density 25.4 Mbits /in2
Spindle Capacity 1,000 Mbytes
Maximum System Capacity 32 Gbytes
Typical Physical Characteristics of
Mimimum Capacity System:
Width by Depth by Height NA
Weight NA
Temperature Range 60 to 90°F
Humidity Tolerance 20 to 80b
Head Movement:
Minimum 5 to 8 msec
Average 20 msec
Maximum 40 msec
Rotation Time 16.1 msec
Average Access Time 27 msec
Transfer Rate 4.5 Mbytes/sec
Cost:
Removable Pack 0.0002 t/bit
Nonremovable Pack 0.0001 t/bit
MTBF NA
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of electronics-and tracks will be included in more systems. The use of fixed
packs will expand, allowing greater control over possible damage caused by
airborne particle contamination.
Moving-head disk technology is relatively mature. It should con-
tinue to be a reliable, cost-effective mass storage device during the 1980-
1985 timeframe. Although other emerging technologies such as CCD and bubble
memories will challenge some applications of these disks, their biggest
threat during the next decade seems to be to the smaller disk systems that
have a higher cost per bit.
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7.2.4.3 Floppy Disks -
7.2.4.3.1 State.of the.Art. in Floppy Disks - Floppy disks are
the least expensive form of disk storage and offer a wide variety of
design features. The floppy or flexible disk is a disk file storage
medium that is removable and is enclosed in its own protective container
(jacket). The floppy disk drive was developed because many applications
could not tolerate the long access time of serial storage devices like
cassette or cartridge tape drives or the high cost of large random-access
disk drives.
The current floppy, or diskette, drive was introduced in 1973
for low-cost key entry applications using contract recording technology
at surface speeds similar to half-inch tape drives. The newest genera
Lion of floppy disk drives have quadrupled storage capacity over earlier
floppy drives by recording data on both sides of the diskette and record-
ing at twice the standard density. The mini-floppy was developed to
reduce the entry cost of a standard floppy disk system but retain high
equipment reliability. This is an example of where available technology
was applied to a developing need to create an entirely new end product.
Another innovation is the dual-disk floppies that have two drives
packaged in a single cabinet with a common controller and computer inter-
face. Table 7.2.4.3.1-1 presents the state-of-the-art characteristics
of full-sized and mini-floppy d is k systems.
The floppy diskette consists of a 100-1:in-thick layer of non-
oriented magnetic oxide on a 0.003-in.-thick biaxially oriented polveste:r
substrate (mylar), all enclosed in a protective jacket. This jacket
has holes in it to provide head and index hole access and drive spindle
mounting. The newer floppy disk drives use a head of the flying type
that is separated from the media by about 20 pin. The older style
in-contact heads were corposed of a stainless steel body with a laminated
permalloy read/write core. The newest heads use a glass-bonded ceramic
design that has a ferrite magnetic core and a titanite face to improve
AIN
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TABLE 7.2.4.3.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN FLOPPY DISKS
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS FULL-SIZED FLOPPY* MINI-FLOPPY*
Track Density 48 tpi 48 tpi
Linear Density** 3,200 to 6,816 bpi 2,580/5,160 bpi
Unformatted Capacity 400K to 1,600K bytes 11OK/220K bytes
Number of Tracks 77 35
Transfer Rate 25OK/500K bps 125K/250K bps
Relative Velocity of Medium
Over Head 120 ips 80 ips
Spindle Speed 360 rpm 300 rpm
Average Access Time 91 msec 566 msec
Drive Size 4.6 by 8.5 by
14.2,	 in. 4 by 6 by 8 in.
Weight 10 to 20 1!b 3 to 15 lb
Power Consumption 72W 15W
Drive Price Less Controller $600 $390
Media Size 8 by 8 in. 5.25 by 5.25 in.
Media Price $6.50/diskette $4.50/diskette
Operating Temperature 10 to 45% 10 to 45°C
Humidity Tolerance 20 to 80% 20 to 800
Soft Error Rate 10 -9 10 -8 to 10-9
Hard Error Rate 10 -12 10 -12
Cost:	 Drive 5 mt/bit 22 m4/bit
Cost:
	
System 7 to 90 m4/bit 33 to 100 mt/bit
M'TBF 1	 8,500 hr 18,500 hr
*Anywhere a / is used, it represents single-density floppy/double-density
floppy•
**Inner-track density.
*Currently there are three types of noniinterchangeable diskette media:
IBM soft-sectored, hard-sectored, and Memorex. These differ mainly in
the way tracks are sectored for storage and in the hole arrangements in
the jacket.
r	 r
head and media life. These newer head designs also use 'a tunnel erase
structure borrowed from disk-head technology to clean up the track edges
when overwriting old data.
In the last years the floppy disk has been successfully competing
for the market and application areas of tape cartridge and cassette drives.
The key implication of these developments is that magnetic disks continue
to be an evolving and viable low-cost technology.
R V
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7.2.4.3.2 Trends -in Floppy Disk - During the next decade the use 	 NV
of low-cost disk storage will expand and technical advances will closely
follow those of the high-performance, large-capacity disk drives, providing
further improvements in the following performance areas:
w Larger storage capacity
• Increased_ areal density
• Improved disk media
• Use of soft sectoring instead of hard sectoring
• Faster access
f Higher transfer rates
• Higher M'TBF and lower WTR.
As the floppy disk drive's performance increases, so will its
variety of applications. By 1980, the floppy will be considered a
low-cost, direct-access storage device in addition to its role for data
entry and its load /dump function, while the mini-floppy will be used in
desk-top computer applications. Even though the cost per bit of storage
is higher for mini-floppies than low-cost tape drives, their random access,
small size, and reliability will wake them competitive in small-scale
systems applications. Improved access time will result from the use of^^
a new band-type head-positioning mechanism instead of using the conventional
load screw drive mechanism. Figures 7.2.4.3.2-1 and 7.2.4.3.2-2 present
cost and capacity trends for floppy disk drives. Figure 7.2.4.3.2-1
compares the cost trend of bubble memories and floppy disks through 1985.
By 1985, the bubble memory, as on-line storage, can be expected to inhibit
floppy disk growth, especially in the mini/ micro market.
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7.2.4.3.3 Projected Deyelo m' p ents in Floppy Disks - The trends in
floppy disk technology in the last 5 years and the assessment of several
authorities in the field indicate that floppy disk drives will be a viable
product through the early I980's, safe from the advancing technology of
solid-states storage devices such as bubble memories. The projected
characteristics of full-sized and mini-floppy disk systems for 1985 are
presented in Table 7.2.4.3.3-1.
By 1980, floppy storage capacity will increase to 2.4 Mbytes by
doubling the current 77 recording tracks on a diskette surface to 154
tracks. As much as an order of magnitude r,>duction in the price of floppy
disk systems seems feasible if high-volume usage continues to develop.
The main problem with future floppies and other low-cost electromechanical
systems will be reliability. if maintenance costs for floppy disk systems
are high, industry will probably turn to all-electronic storage devices
such as bubble memories, even if acquisition costs appear to be somewhat
higher. Closed-loop actuation with track following servo control promises
even further enhancements in storage capacity without significantly
altering the media coating or configuration, thus allowing diskette inter-
changeability. The stepping motors currently used for head positioning
will be replaced by more reliable linear motors similar to the ones
currently used in moving -head disk drives. improved throughput and
faster access rates will come about with the use of metal foil substrates
instead of mylar, flat read/write heads, and increased rotation speeds.
Increased storage capacity will be attained with the use of multi-disk
recording with two or more diskettes on the same spindle.
Another area in which improvement is expected is in the use of
more efficient data encoding techniques. Most floppies currently use
frequency modulation (FM) encoding. Three double density encoding methods
are: modified frequency modulation (MFM), also called Miller code; modi-
fied-modified frequency modulation (M" FM) codes, also called modified-
delay-modulation code; and modified Miller code. These codes are
Illustrated and explained in Figure 7.2.4.3.3-1.
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TABLE 7.2.4.3.3-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN FLOPPY DISKS, 1955
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS FULL-SIZED FLOPPY MINI -FLOPPY
Track Density 144 tpi 96 tpi
Linear Density* 9,600 bpi 3,000 bpi
Unformatted Capacity 6,000K bytes 800K bytes
Number of Tracks 231 77
Transfer Rate 880K bps 440K bps
Relative Velocity of Medium
Over Head 120 ips 80 ips
Spindle Speed 360 rpm 300 rpm
Average Access Time 30 msec 300 cosec
Drive Size NA NA
Weight 10 to 20 1b 3 to 5 lb
Power Consumption 60W 15W
Drive Price Less Controller 400 195
Media Size 8 by 8 in. 5.25 by 5.25 in.
Media Price j	 53.20/diskette 52.00/diskette
Operating Temperature NA NA
Humidity Tolerance NA NA
Soft Error Rate 10' 10 10-10
Hard Error Rate 10-1: 10-1.1
Cost:	 Drive 1 o t/bit 3 mt/bit
Cost:
	
System 2 mt/bit 5 mt/bit
MTBF 10,000 hr	 J
10,000 hr
*Inner-track density.
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DATA 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 1	 1	 0
 
I	 I ^	 I	 I	 i
FM(B4-S)
__
^
ri.i. LF7 F
MFM (MILLER) LL.
M2FM(MDM)
I	 j	 ^	 ^	 j	 ^	 I	 I
-
MODIFIED MILLER I
ENCODING RU LES
FM 1) "l l 'WRITE	 SIT AT CENTER OF THE BIT CELL.
2) WRITE CLOCK BIT AT THE LEADING EDGE OF THE BIT CELL.
MFM 1) WRITE " I" BIT AT CENTER OF THE BIT CELL.
2) WRITE CLOCK BIT AT THE LEADING EDGE OF BIT CELL IF:
a)	 NO "I" HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN THE PREVIOUS BIT CELL
b)	 NO "l l' WILL BE WRITTEN IN THE PRESENT BIT CELL.
M 
2 
FM 1) WRITE "1" BIT AT THE CENTER OF THE BIT CELL.
2) WRITE CLOCK BIT AT THE LEADING EDGE 
OF 
THE BIT CELL IF
a	 NO "I" OR CLOCK SIT HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN THE PREVIOUS
BIT CELL
b)	 NO "I" BIT WILL BE WRITTEN IN THE PRESENT BIT CELL.
MODIFIED - WRITE "011 AS A CLOCK AT LEADING EDGE OF BIT CELL.
MILLER
1^
2 WRITE "I" AS EITHER BIT AT CENTER OF BIT CELL OR NO
TRANSITION DEPENDING ON DC COMPONENT OF DATA.
FIGURE 7.2.4.3.3-1. DESCRIPTION OF FM, MFM, MFM, AND MODIFIED
MILLER ENCODING TECHNIQUES
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7.2.4.4 Cartridge Disks -
7.2.4.4.1 State of the Art in...Cartr dge Disks. - Disk cartridge
drives are used in computer systems today to fill the cost/performance
gap between floppies and the larger removable disk packs. Cartridge disk
drives cost about three times more than floppy drives but provide an
order of magnitude better performance. The typical cartridge drive has
an average access time of 55 msec, a storage capacity up to 13 Mbytes,
and a transfer rate of 187 Kbytes/sec. Disk cartridges come in two
versions: the top-loading IBM-standard 5440 cartridge type and the
front-loading IBM-standard 2315 cartridge type. Disk cartridge drives
are available in several configurations, including: one fixed, one
removable, or one removable combined with one to three fixed disks. The
concept of combined fixed and removable disk cartridges was developed to
fill the need for more storage capacity, file backup, and copying with-
out constantly changing drive mechanism and recording medium. Table
7.2.4.4.1-1 summarizes the characteristics of the single removable disk
-^	 and the combination of removable disk with up to three fixed-disk platters.
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TABLE 7.2.4.4.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN DISK CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS REMOVABLE DISKS
COMBINATION OF FIXED
AND REMOVABLE DISKS
Track Density 100 to 200 tpi 100 to 500. tpi
Linear Density 1,100 to 2,200 bpi 2,200 to 4,750 bpi
Drive Capacity 2..5 to 13.3 Mbytes 5 to 53.3 Mbytes
Transfer Rate 187K to 312K bps Up to 937.5K bps
Rotational Speed 1,500 to 2,400 rpm 1,500 to 3,600 rpm,
Track-to-Track Access
Time 6 to 15 msec 6 to 15 msec
Average Access Time 35 to 70 msec 8.3 to 45 msec
Maximum Access Time 60 to 80 msec 55 msec
Soft Error Rate 10 -10 10-11
Hard Error Rate 10	 !.z 10-12
Single Drive Price $2,600 to $5,000 $3,500 to $6,500
Controller Price $3,000 to $5,000 $3,000 to $6,000
Disk Cartridge Price $68 to $180
!
	
$68 to $180
Temperature Range 55 to 90°F 55 to 90°F
Humidity Tolerance 20 to 80. f	 20 to 80%
System Cost 5 to 10 mt/bit 2 to 4 ft /bit
i
Media Cost 0.1 mt/bit 0.1 mt/bit
MTBF NA NA
(1)
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7.2.4.4.2 Trends in Cartridge. Disks - Currrnt trends in cart-
ridge disk drives include: more cartridges per drive, more fixed disks
on the same spindle, and increased capacity per cartridge. During the
next decade, the increased need for more operating and backup storage
will result in cartridge disk drives with between one and three removable
cartridges and five to six fixed disks on the same spindle. Areal
density improvements will. provide storage capacities of up to 100 Mbytes
by 1985.
Another trend is the use of higher rotation speeds to decrease
access time and increase data transfer rates. These trends and improve=
meats will place disk cartridge drives in performance competition with
the standard disk pack systems. To produce competitive cost/performance
ratios and maintain reliability, the new improvements will require higher
packing densities at low cost, improved head design, and more precise
head positioning. One of the newest cartridge drives, the Diablo series
400, is moving away from previous cartridge drive technology. This drive
• I	 uses a flywheel principle of operation for two actuators (one for the
removable disk and the other for the fixed disks), an inertial power supply,
direct track positioning, and a dual-microprocessor-based controller.
The inertial actuator eliminates the usual large magnetic fields and
power requirements normally associated with traditional voice coil
positioners. Other trends include the use of microprocessors for error
detection and correction, rotational position sensing, alternate track
switching, and track servo technology.
s
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7.2.4.4.3 Projected Developments in Cartri^e _Disks -- The trends
in disk cartridge technology, in the opinion of several experts in the
field, are toward substantial progress in disk cartridge drive perfor-
mance by 1985 because of the strong commercial demand for inexpensive
mass storage devices to serve low-cost processing units made possible
by LSI technology. Table 7.2.4.4.3-1 contains characteristics of
commercially available disk cartridge drives between 1980 and 1935.
Because technology for these increased performance characteristics already
exists or is very near to development, no major breakthrough is needed.
A previously discussed projected development is the use of multiple fixed
disks on the same spindle with the removable disk to provide users with
cheaper storage, more capacity, and greater operational convenience.
Each additional fixed disk will allow increases in storage capacity from
5 to 20 Mbytes. This feature will also allow electronic track switching
up and down the cylinder, thus sharply reducing time delays due to moving
head seeks. Another important projected development is the use of
multiple fixed heads on each of the added fixed disks to enhance programs
and file swapping performance.
Vk^^f
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TABLE 1.2.4.4,3-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN DISK CARTRIDGE
SYSTEMS , 1980 - 1985
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 1985
Track Density 800 tpi
Li near Density 6,600 bpi
Drive Capacity 120 Mbytes
Transfer Rate Up to 1,200 Kbytes/sec
Rotational Speed Up to 3,600 rpm
Track=To=Track Access Time 3 msec
Average Access Time 25 msec
Maximum Access Time 50 msec
Soft Error Rate NA
Hard Error Rate NA
Single Drive Price $2,000 to $6,000
Controller Price $1,500 to $4.000
Disk Cartridge Price $80
Temperature Range NA
Humidity Tolerance NA
System Cost 1 to 6 mt/bit
Media Cost 0.09 and/bit
MTB F NA
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1.2.5 Magnetic Tape Systems_
	 B
7.2.5.1. Half-Inch Reel-To-heel. Tape
7.2.5.1 .1 8tate....of the. Art in,.Half =Inch Reel_t"Reel_Take - Half-
inch reel-to-reel magnetic tape is the major medium used for storage and 	 ^r
interchange of formatted digital data throughout the world. Since the 	 1K"
first commercial reel.-to-reel tape drive in 1953, the recording density 	 nv
has increased from 100 to the present 6,250 bpi, and throughput razes
have increased from 15,000 to 1,250 ,000 bytes /sec. The standard con-
figurations include both 7- and 9 -track systems, with 9-tracks being
predominant in newer systems. Reliable performance and low cost per bit
of storage have made half-inch tape the most popular low-cost storage.
medium today, with more than 150,000 units currently in use.
Table 7 . 2.5.1.1-1 summarizes the state-of-the-art characteristics
for low-cost and high-performance reel-to-reel tape drives. The high-per-
formance drives are generally characterized by much faster start/stop
times, lower error rates, higher density recording, and mechanical features
that facilitate tape/mounting and dismounting.
A major advantage of half--inch tape drives is the upward /downward
compatibility of tapes. Tapes written 20 years ago can still be read by
today ' s tape drives with little if any modifications. Other advantages
for on-line secondary storage are: high capacity, low cost per bit stored,
high transfer rates, archival stability, relatively simple and reliable
read/write electronic techniques, and the ability to selectively change the
data and thereby reuse the recording surface. The disadvantages of tape
drives in general are: slow access times, high cost for labor in terms of
tape mounting and library maintenance, and sequential access.
Today's reel-to-reel tape systems are characterized by the use of
microprocessors and microprogrammed circuitry within drives, controllers,
and interfaces that permit significant flexibility in throughput, error
detection and correction, and interfacing. Features available in current
drives include microprogrammed diagnostics, dual-density recording, auto-
matic threading, dynamic amplitude and braking control, velocity feedback
tf . ^
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TABLE 7.2.5.1.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN HALF-INCH REEL-TD-REtL. TAPE DRIVES
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS LOW-COST HIGH-PERFORMANCE
Ntanber of tracks 7 or 9 7 or 9
Linear Density Up to 1,600 bpi Up to 6,250** bpi
Operating Tape Speed Up to 75 ips Up to 250 ips
Maximum Transfer Rate Up to 120 Kbytes/sec Up to 1,250 Kbytes/sec
Tape Drives per Controller Up to 4 Up to 16
Design Configuration Serial Radial
Simultaneous Read/Write No Yes
Rewind Time (for 2,400 ft) 60 to 240 sec 45 to 76 sec
Maximum Unformatted Capacity* 4.6 x 10' bytes/drive 1.8 . 10 8 bytes/drive
Typical Start/Stop Time (msec) 5 to 30 0.95	 to 1.1
Recording Format PE/NRZI PE/GCR
Interrecord Gap Size (in.) 0.6 to 0.75 0.3
Media cost (2,400-ft  reel ) 0.03 mt/bi t 0.01	 mEt /bi t($8 to $12) ($9 to $15)
System Cost 2 to 4 and/bit 2 to 4 me/bit
Drive Cost $2.5K to WOK Up to $38K
Controller Cost $3.OK to $5.0K Up to $50K
Drive Size (W by 0 by H) 19 by 24 by 15 in N/A
Reel Size (Diameter) 7.0/8.5/10.5 in 7.0/8.5/10.5 in
Soft Error Rate 10-8 10-9
*No allowance for interrecord gap. For formatted capacity, refer to Table
7.2.5.1.1-2. Tape length was 2,400 ft.
**6,250 bpi is user density, tape density using GCR coding is 9,042 bpi.
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reel control, automatic reel hub, analog capstan control, vacuum tape
buffers, prealigned fixed-head assemblies that minimize head-to-tape
alignment errors, linear sensors and reel servos, backward reading, and
radial attachments to the controllers.
The use of advanced electronics and improved recording techniques
has considerably increased the error detection and correction capabilities
of today's tape drives. The 1,600/6,250-bit/in tape drives use a
relatively new recording method called Group-Coded Recording (GCR),
whereas the older drives used phase-encoding (PE) and noureturn-to-zero
inverted (NAZI) techniques. The GCR encoding method translates a 4-bit
data subgroup into a 5-bit, storage subgroup in such a manner that no more
than two zeros follow each other for any combination of 5-bit storage
groups. The 5-bit storage groups are then written on tape in the NRZ-M
format.
Tape media have significantly improved since 1465. Improvements
have taken place in the area of physical, chemical, and mechanical proper-
ties of the tape. Many of the newer tapes use iron-cobalt (Fe-Co) metallic__.]
particle coating to improve signal-to-noise (5/N) ratios and drop-in and
drop-out rates. The terms drop=in and drop-out mean the number of bits
gained or lost in a group of data bits and is typically 1 bit in 10 7 for
drop-out rates. Even with improved tape capabilities, the high perfor-
mance of 6,250 bits/in drives puts excessive demands on current tape quality
and requires a large overhead in error correcting. At present, industry
has found that the 3,200- to 4,000-bit/in range is the most cost-efficient
operating density. This density range remains practical because it is
consistent with current tape quality and requires only simple electronics
for its recording and reproducing techniques.
The on-dine system storage cost per bit for a 16-tape drive con-
figuration with 6,250-bit/in capability is on the order of 2 to 4 mC/bit,
assuming approximately 10 9-bit capacity per drive. System cost per bit
also falls within the range of 2 to 4 me for the low-cost systems. of
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course the cost per bit is much lower for the high-performance systems
when considering the off-line storage capacity available. Table 7.2.5.1.1-2
presents the performance and storage factors for different block sizes
and packing densities and tells how to use these factors to determine
the effective transfer ra ge and storage capacity in bytes for a given
system.
TABLE 7 . 2.5.1.1-2. TAPE DRIVE PERFORMANCE AND STORAGE FACTORS
RECORD BLOCK 5YZf
(bytes)
bits / in/I NTERRECORD GAP
.
800/0.6 1,600/0.6
-
6,250/0...
.3
80 114.4 123.0 255.6
500 408.0 547.2 1,318.8
1 1 000 540.8 816.0 2,175.0
2,000 644.8 1,081.6 1	 3,225.0
4,000 714.4 1,289.6 4,256.3
8,000 754.7 1,428.6 5,063.3
Effective_ transfer rate in bytes/sec = Appropriate factor x Tape Speed
(ips)
Storage Capacity in bytes = Appropriate factor x Tape length (in.)
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	7.2.5.1.2 Tronds In R41_f-Inch. Reel-to-Reel l'_apea - The trends	 ^!
in half-inch reel-to-reel drives are toward higher linear density, higher
throughput, more efficient interfacing and utilization of the I/O channel,
better quality tape, and automated tape operations. Figure 7.2.5.1.2-1
illustrates the trend in linear recording density. During the past decade,
the linear recording density has almost doubled every 4 years. This
trend will slow somewhat during the next decade since the increased costs
of higher-density tapes drives are not offset completely by reduced media
costs. However, evolutionary improvements in coding, media, and head
designs should provide at least a two-fold additional improvement in
reel-to-reel storage density by 1985. Even with a two-fold increase, the
user areal storage density for a 9-track tape will be only 2 x 10 5
 bits/in`.
Other- t ypes of digital tape recorders are currently under development
that have user data storage densities in excess of 6 x 10 6 bits/in'.
It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that IBM, who traditionally
establishes reel-to-reel tape standards, may introduce some type of
r
high-performance (high track density) tape systems that offers at least
i
	
	 an order of magnitude improvement in storage density and data transfer
rate. Although the technology currently exists to develop such a system,
other economic factors such as upward/downward tape compatibility with
existing systems may preclude development.
Data transfer rate trends and system cost trends are shown in
Figures 7.2.5.1.2-2 and 7.2.5.1.2-3. Data transfer rate and media costs
are directly related to linear storage density. System cost reductions
will result primarily from increased use of microminiature electronic
circuitry. System cost decreases will be limited by application of more
sophisticated coding techniques, improved head designs, etc. Further
reduction in media costs (cost./bit) will result from increased storage
density rather than lower cost tape manufacturing processes.
The current feeling of the experts in the industry is that half-
inch magnetic tape technology will continue to dominate the off-line com-
puter storage through 1985. Despite all the technological advances in
magnetic tape recording, the major disadvantage, high labor cost, will
continue through 1985 unless there is greater development in the use of
automated file handling.
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7,2.5.1. 3 Projected Developments in Half-inch Reel-to-Reel Tapes -
The trends in magnetic reel-to-reel tape technology over the last 25 years
and the assessment of several authorities in the field indicate that half-
inch tape drives will be a viable commercial product in 1980 and 1985 with
the characteristics given in Tables 7.2.5.1.3-1 and 7.2.5.1.3-2, respectively.
Trends in Half-inch magnetic tape show that the future holds higher linear
densities and transfer rates, lower cost, automated tape handling, improved
reliability and accuracy, and modularity for faster on-line repair and
maintenance.
Because the computer industry has standardized on 7- and 9-track
half-inch reel-to-reel tape systems, improvements in recording density
are limited to increasing the number of bits per inch of tape. Currently,
much higher areal densities are being realized in digital instrumentation
recorders (see Section 3.1) by utilizing a combination or higher track
densities and higher bit densities. Although the technology currently
exists to build. much higher performance half-inch reel- to-reel tape systems,
the existence of the 7- and 9-track standards and the already extremely
low cost of the magnetic tape media will probably preclude the adoption
of a new reel-to-reel standard during the next decade. One possible
alternative to standard half-inch tape would be a small tape system based
on the ISM 3850/CDC 38500 mass storage systems technology that includes
automated file handling, high-density helical scan recording, or air-
bearing heads. Another possible improvement is the use of air-bearing
rollers, which allow the tapes to travel on a pillar of air such that
tape wear is eliminated.
In addition to the system design, improvements will be made in
tape media formulations to increase both the magnetic resolution and
stability of the tape media. Computer tapes using finer metallic particles
will probably be available by 1980. Also projected are developments to
improve the tape viscoelastic material to reduce interlayer slippage of a
tape when re-read after storage. Even though digital magnetic tape
recording is a mature technology, the next decade will see this technology
expanding with technical advances providing improved cost and performance.
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TABLE 7.2.5.1.3-1. PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR 
HALF-INCHREEL-TO-REEL TAPE DRIVES, 1980
Numberar Tracks
Linear Densi tyw
Operating Tape SRe--i
Maximum Transfer Rate
Tape Orives per Controller
Maximum Unformatted Capacity**
Typical S tart/Stop TYrrse
AOCard ng Format
Cost
Soft Error Rate
*User density
"NO alTawance for illrerrecord gap and 2
, 40() 
`t of tape.
TABLE 7.2.5.1.3-2. PROJECTED 
TECHNOLOGY FOR HALF-INCHREEL TAPE DRIVES, 1985
qc
--M c"t mcTeRis
+umaer ^^ 'racks ^1+
Linear Density*
0perati'ng *ape Speed
'taxi.mum Transfer Rate
Tape Drive per Controller
Maximum U nfo nrattea capacity**
Typ ical ;tart/Step Time
Recording Format
:as..
So ft Error ,Rdte
*User density
"No all owance for inte.rrecard gap and 4,saO :t of tact.
^ or g -	 .- . - • -•
t	 9	 _	 -
UR to 1 1600 boi j Up to 9,600
U p to 12; fps i
up to ?50 ias
UD to 2COK bytes sec v	 t^ T,9R	 COK bytes;
4p to see
NA
4•5	 10" by tesrdrive !	 ?,8	 10° bytes,'drive
4..? to 20 cosec
0.5 to 1.0 cosec#^RiI1ac,•G%^ SCR
3 lx." b i t 0.95 mc; b i t
LOW-COST	
^ Gh- PE
.RFOR.MANCE
JP to 3,20U boi
i J R to 12,800 woi
UP to 200 i5g !p to Z5O ias
JD to 64OK bvtes;sec P to 2 by tes-4001K	 secJp so 14
r
^yt8s/drive
Jp to 24
3.7 %	 Zv i
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7.2.5.2 C.asset.tes and. Cartridges - The cassette drives were
originally developed from the low-cost Philips type cassette that is used
for audio application, with modifications and improvements for digital
recording. Today's cassettes are used where storage requirements and
access time are relatively low and cost is a primary consideration. The
cartridge drive technology is derived from a combination of reel-to-reel
and cassette technology and provides medium storage capacity at a rela-
tively low cost. In addition to standard cassette and cartridge drive
configurations, many manufacturers are offering cassette /cartridge drives
in miniature versions.
The cassette/cartridge-drives are generally used in small terminal
systems, data collection systems, data entry systems, and small business
systems where Low cost is an important factor. They are the most widely
used medium since paper tape and punched cards, with over 600,000 operation-
al units currently and a growth rage of over 150,000 additional units
per year. The general difference between cassette and cartridge tape
units has usually been that cartridge drives were larger in size, tape
width., and tape length. Recently, the difference has changed with the
innovation by 3M of smaller version cartridge drives.
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	7.2.5.2.1 Sta_tpe of the Art in -
 Casse_tte_s and Cartridges - Although
	
}
the cassette drive has changed very little during the last 5 years, some
improvements have been made on reliability, operating speed, packing
density, and standardization of recording formats (ECMA or ANSI standards).
{
	
	 The standard control functions of the cassette are: write, stop, reverse,
read one block, read continuously ., check read one block, erase, rewind
to BOT, and rewind for cassette removal. Several data flow checking
schemes currently on cassette drives are: read-after-write (RAW), drop-
in and drop-out check, bit timing checks, cycle_ redundancy check (CRC),
and data parity check. There are basically two types of digital cassette
media: the Philips and the. quarter-inch version. The quarter-inch.
cassette is not as popular as the Philips type because of its increased
complexity and higher cost, although it has advantages over the Philips
cassette in the areas of greater storage capacity and the ability to
write four tracks in parallel. Cassettes used either the reel-to-reel or
continuous-loop tape design. The continuous or endless loop design
generally reduces tape wear and cost by elimi-nati.ng the mechanical
components LPquired to rewind, engage, and drive reels, since the tape
only moves forward for read/write passes. Most cassettes use a high-
inertia capstan system that rotates all the time and therefore uses a
"banging" pressure roller to move the tape. This "banging" is relatively
hard on the tape and reduces the media reliability. Some of the major
advantages of cassettes are that they are relatively insensitive to
varying ambient conditions and are of simple and rugged construction,
thus making them suited for a wide variety of applications.
The advantages of the cartridge tape systems are low cost, simple
mechanics, compactness, low power consumption, high storage capacity,
ruggedness, and long medium life. Cartridges generally use precision
die-cast housing construction, ball bearings, and simple two =guide design
to provide uniform tape transfer between reels. 'These design features
reduce wear and flutter'and improve data reliability. I ,he simplicity of
the design of tape cartridges eliminates some of the tape handling problems
inherent in conventional tape transport designs aid provides a totally
0
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enclosed environment for rugged applications. The cartridge tape drive
was developed because of the need for higher operating speeds and greater
storage capacity than were available from cassette drives. Some
approaches to increasing the data capability of a cartridge unit are the
carousel system., which uses 1.6 quarter-inch tape cartridges in a removable
pack to obtain 32 Mbytes of storage, or the use of double-density
encoding techniques and phase-locked loop data separators to achieve 3,200
bits/in (double ANSI density).
One of the major disadvantages of cassette/cartridge systems is
data reliability or bit error rate (BER). The errors that occur most
often in cassette./cartridge tape systems are a result of excessive
filtering and drive speed variations. These errors can be overcome by
the use of the one motor/reel design concept that uses a single high
inertia capstan drive and a synchronous capstan motor. Multiple motor
reel and drive mechanisms have a tendency to damage the tape, because
while driving one reel, the tape must pull the motor of the unused or forward
drive reel, thus creating an undesirable back-tension.
Some state-of-the-art chardcterfstics of full-size and miniature
tape cassettes and cartridge tape drives are presented in Table 7.2.5.2.1-1.
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TABLE 7.":.5.2.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN CASSETTES
AND CARTRIDGE TAPE DRIVES
—SYSTEM.SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS CAS5-5^^ CASSETTE
FULL -SUE MINI
...CARTRIDGE
Unformatted Capacity (Kbytes)	 720 to 2,000 64 2,870 772
Number of Tracks
	
1, 2, or 4 1 1. 2, or 4 1 or 2
Transfer Rate (Kbits /sec)	 8 to 96 2.4 16 to 432 24 to 48
Operating Speed (in/sac)	 6 to 30 3 10 to 30 10 to 30
Search Speed (in/sac)
	
24 to 150 NA 10 to 240 10 to g0
Start/Stop Time (cosec)
	
120 to 120 70 24 to 35 NA
Average Access Time (sec) 	 120 to 120 14 to 20 14 to 50 11.2. to 21
Average Drive Size (in.) 	 ^4 x 6 x 8 13 x 3 x	 1.1 13 x 7 x 10 4 x 5 x 4.5
Average Weight (1b)	 15 1 4 to 5 1 to 3.2
Average Voltage Requirements
	 +12., -12, +5 +5 +i8, -18, +5 +12.. +5
(Y)
Average 3rive Prise (Qty)
	 1$300 to $700 $260 ISM $250
Without Controller
Media Size (in.)	
i$8.00
4 x 2.5 x 0.4 2 x 1.3 x 0.3 4 x 6 x 0.665 2.4 x 3.2 x 0.4
Average (Media Price $7.70 518.00 $14,00
I
Recording Format	 ANSI /EGMA NA ANSI/ISM 14ACoo"tib1e
:UpTape Length (ft) 	 to 600 Up to 50 Up to 600 ,Up to 140
Recording Density (bits/in)	 800 to 11600 800 1,600 to 6,400}800 to 1,649
Soft Error Rate 	 110"1, 10-' 10-1 10-4
System cost (4/bit)
	
1 x 10-4 4 x 10`;	 14 x 10-' 5.7 x 16-3
Media Cost (t/b i t)	 2 x 10`• 2 x I01 ' 8 r 10-6 2.3 x 10"
mm (hr)	 5,000 Co 10,000 5.000 10,000 110.000
3
k
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7.2.5.2.2 Trends in Cassettes
	 Cartridges The major=
	
	 -	 j	 push
in cassette/ cartridge technology today is to overcome the inherently
faster access time offered by random-access floppy disk drives by
increasing tape speed or increasing the number of tracks for storing
data. The other trend, toward miniaturization, has produced several
new transports that use a wafer cassette; that is a very small, thin,
continuous loop cartridge. This wafer uses a 0.7-in.-wide 50-ft tape
that can store 1.44 million flux changes at 2,400 fei, 1.5 Mbits of
modified FM (MFM) data, 0.75 Mbit of biphase, or 0.5 Mbit of ratio
recording data.
Technological advances in cassettes and cartridges will expand
their uses in microprocessor loading applications, data logging, and
anlaysis, storage for microprocessor development systems, and portable
program loading devices.
A recent trend in cassette/cartridge digital recording is the
use of the reel-to-reel hub drive instead of the widely used capstan/
pinch roller technique. The main disadvantage of the capstan drives is
the hammering and grinding of the tape oxide coat which reduces tape life.
The reel-to-reel design can increase tape life by as much as five times.
The reel-to-reel hub drive design uses the hub drive, which was previously
only used for rewind, fast-forward, and tape-slack operations, to provide
a constant tape speed over the read/write head.
As cassettes and cartridges begin using higher tape speeds, multi-
gap heads, bidirectional tape motion, and reduced start!stop times, a
conflicting force appears. Increased tape and head life require minimum
pad pressures, while bidirectional tape motion and small start/stop time
require increased tape forces. The evolving problem will have to be
overcome by the development of sophisticated pressure pads and tape
guiding techniques.
The advent of low-cost microprocessors is putting pressure on the
manufacturers to further reduce the price of cassette and cartridge tape
units for use in mire roprocessor -based systems. Even though further
increases in bit density tend to lower prices. the constant demand for
higher performance has the opposite effect.
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7,2.5.2.3 Projected Develo went in Cassettes and Cartrid es -
The trends in the previous section indicate that cassette and cartridge
technology is headed in the direction of increased storage capacity,
greater reliability, and faster access times.
By 1979 there will be an increased use of advanced interface
electronics to reduce the complexity of interfacing cassette/cartridge
drives with the CPU. These interfaces will use microprocessor and TTL-
compatible data input and output lines with strobe and separate lines
for control of transport operations. This type interface eliminates the
user's concern with such transport functions as start and stop time,
leader length, encoding/decoding, and the need for external clocking.
The use of self-clocking provides speed tolerant recording that essentially
eliminates_ the effects of flutter, wow, and head misalignment that are
normally associated with low-cost tape drives.
Other areas of development for tape cartridges and cassettes
during the 1980's will be the use of interdependent track operations,
four or more track parallel recording, and improved tape operating speed.
The interdependent track operation technique sequentially records unit'
records across the tracks in a continuous record file that is accessible
in less than 1/4th the current access time and is easily overwritable.
The use of four-track parallel recording provides two important advantages:
high data trap
 fer rate and low search time. dead technology, mechanical
wear, and magnetic problems, which currently limit maximum cassette/
cartridge search speeds, should ease, allowing these speeds to increase
to 50 in/sec by 1980. To precisely control increased motor speeds, the
transports will probably use a serve loop that includes solid-state
optical tachometers.
a
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7.3	 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM COMMUNICATION ELEMENTS
Data processing system communication elements are discussed here
in terms of three types of elements considered to be representative of
data processing communications in general. The three elements, illus=
traced in Figure 7-4, are communication controllers, data multiplexers,
and 1/0 channels. Some typical connections of these devices are illus-
trated in Figure 7.3-1. Specific topics falling within this outline,
such as modems, front-end communications processors, data multiplexers,
and demultiplexers, are covered elsewhere in this report (see Subsections
4.1.3, 6.3, 9.1.1.2, and 9.2). Thus this section addresses the aspect
of data processing system communication elements not covered in other
sections of this report: namely, the impact of specific microelectronic
devices (chips) on data processing sys tem communication elements.
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7.3.1 State of the Art._. in .Data_._Proee_s.s-ing. System Communication
Elements
Integrated circuit chips are now available to do much of the work
for several types of data processing communication devices. This sub-
section discusses these available devices (chips and micros) in terms of
their capabilities and uses. The logic contained on many of these chips
is specifically designed to perform one type of operation (e.g., voltage/
frequency translation, serial/parallel data formatting, and multiplex/
demulti^lex). Microcomputers tailored for communications, on the other hand,
are generalized multipurpose devices that may be used to control many
communications devices as well as perform a variety of data collection,
compression, distribution, format change, etc., tasks.
Communications controllers are those devices that provide timely
control of communications between the various elements in a data proces-
sing system. Such devices perform such operations as generating and checking
error detection/correction codes, buffering data streams, converting data
from one format (e.g., voltage levels) to another (e.g., frequency and/
or phase of a signal) and back, and converting parallel data to serial
(for transmission) and back (for reception). One important microelectronic
communications device type currently available, known as a Universal
Receiver/Transmitter or Communications Interface, typically provides
on a single chip:
• Conversion from parallel data (up to 8 bits) to bit
serial data
• Communisation in either an asynchronous (start-stop) or
synchronous manner (depending on the device selected)
• Generation and checking of parity
• Optional parity suppression
• Generation and detection of start and stop bits (for
asynchronous devices)
e Separate clocks for received and transmitted data
}
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• One byte (8 bits) buffering of received and transmitted
data (separate buffers for each direction)
e Generation of a signal (interrupt) upon receipt of data
o Recognition of several error conditions, including
overrun (receiving new data before the old are removed
from the buffer, thus causing data loss) and framing
error (receiving a wrong number of bits/word).
Most such devices are programmable to the extent that several features
(such as parity and word length) are selectable by writing data into
status registers within the device. Typical devices allow transmission
at up to 500,000 baud (bits/sec) with external devices or 50,000 baud
without them. Another important microelectronic device for communica!
tions is the modem chip. This device converts serial data expressed as
voltage levels (such as from a Communications Interface) to and from
frequency and/or phase of an electrical signal suitable for transmission
over voice-grade communications channels. Other typical features
include:
e Full or half duplex operation selectable
o Automatic answer
s Automatic disconnect with selectable delay
s Selectable originate or answer mode
e Variable or fixed data rate (depending on device selected).
Typical rates are 0 to 600 baud for variable-rate chips and 2,400 baud
for fixed-rate chips. Note that these rates are common for many com-
mercially available modems but are considerably slower than the fastest
units available (9,600 baud using a single voice--grade line).
Some communication control devices such as front-end processors
and modems are discussed in Section 9.2.
Data multiplexers are those devices that take several streams of
data from various sources and combine them into one stream in order to
transmit or otherwise process them as a single stream. Demultiplexers,
functioning in reverse, break down a single stream into component streams.
The term multiplexer (or mux) usually refers to a piece of hardware that
-L,)
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can perform both jobs. Multiplexer (and demultiplexer) chips implemented
with ECL logic are available with the capability of handling up to 16
input (output) streams to (froia) one output (input) stream at data rates
of about 100 Mbits/sec• However, this chip represents only a small part
of the logic required in state-of-the.-art multiplexers. For complete
multiplexers, many other components are required, as buffer storage,
control logic, and line drivers, for example. Additionally, several
levels of multiplexing may be used to allow a large number of inputs
while reducing, to the minimum level, the need for very-Thigh-speed
devices used for the logic in the last level of multiplexing.
Data multiplexers (and demultiplexers) are discussed in Sub-
sections 4.1.3, 6.3, and 9.1.1.2.
I/O channels are those devices that provide for data transfer
between a processor/computer element and its various input/output
devices. They are also known as 1/0 controllers. 1/0 channels typically
carry one word or byte at. a time and include communication lines for
parity and/or other error checking/correcting codes. Single-chip devices
(Peripheral Interfaces) are now available that provide some of the parts
for two 1/0 channels. They typically provide:
• Two 8-bit data paths, one to each of two devices, and
one common 8-bit data path back to the processor/
computer element
• Interrupt input signals (from the I/O devices) and
output signals (to the I/O devices and the processor/
computer element)
• Control registers that hold information such as
direction (input or output) for each I/O pin and
interrupt status.
They typically do not provide for parity generation or checking, although
one of the eight data lines may carry parity information if the data
word to be transmitted is 7 bits or less in width. Another important
facility supplied by I/O controllers, Direct Memory Access (DMA), can
now be provided by a single chip. Thus two chips (a Peripheral Interface
chip and a DMA. chip) can provide most of the logic necessary for an I/O
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channel (minus any error checking/correcting features) capable of trans-
ferring approximately 1 Mbyte/sec. Such a controller would be classified
as a relatively "dumb" and inflexible device. To provide "intelligent"
1/0, computer manufacturers are now using microcomputers in single- and
multiple-chip configurations for controlling the I/O processes. Such an
intelligent device can relieve the main processor/computer element of
a significant portion of its load with respect to 1/0 by performing such
tasks as data compression, checking, collection, routing etc.
Hicroeomputers are discussed in Subsection 7.1.1. 1.10 controllers
are discussed briefly in Subsections 7.1.3.1 and 7.1.4.1 as they are
used in current large-scale and super-scale computers.
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7.3.2 Trends _andProi ected. Develo pments in Data Proc
The general trend in data processing system communication elements
is toward higher data rates and more error- check/correct-ion. The general
trend of microelectronic devices is toward higher speed and complexity.
The device manufacturers are continuing their pursuit of increasing
capability and decreasing cost for microelectronic devices. This effort
is making it possible to build faster and "smarter" data processing
system communication elements.
Some improvements that can be expected in data processing system
communication microelectronic devices through the mid-1980's are:
• Incorporation of parity generating/checking in Peripheral
Interface chips by 1980
Incorporation of more sophisticated error correcting
codes (e.g., Hamming codes) in Communications Interface
and possibly Pheripheral Interface chips before 1985
• Expansion of data widths in some devices (especially
Peripheral Interfaces) to 16 bits by 1980 and further
expansion to 32 bits by 1985
• More input (output) channels for data multiplexer
(demultiplexer) chips to 32 (but not. likely 64 because
of the number of I/O pins necessary) by the early
1980's
• Modem chips capable of sending and receiving data at
9,600 baud by the early 1980's
• Higher data rates for all devices.
Trends and projected developments for data processing system
communication elements (above the chip level,) can be found in Subsections
4.1.3.3, 6.3.2, 6.3.3, 9.2.1.2, and 9.2.2.2.
v
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7.4	 FIRMWARE
Firmware is composed of two elements: software that is stored
permanently and the hardware in which it is stored. Software is discussed
in Sections 8 and 11; the hardware, read-only memory, is discussed here.
Read -only memories (ROMs) have been used for many years as micro-
program controllers to provide flexible control of CPUs to implement basic
instruction sets and frequently used subroutines. The recent dramatic
decrease in the cost of semiconductor read-only memory has greatly
expanded the use of ROMs in many areas, including microprogram firmware,
systems firmware, and applications firmware. Some other historical
applications of read
-only memories include character generators, function
look-up tables, and code converters.
Microprograms are almost always stored in read-only memories to
protect them from overwriting (accidental or malicious) and loss during
power outages. One exception is writable control store (WCS), which may
be classified as read-mostly memory. Fixed microprogram firmware has
been used for many years, essentially since computers were invented. The^.
concept of changeable micro -firmware is also very old, but the expense
involved has generally precluded its application except in larger proces-
sors. With the use of inexpensive semiconductor read-only memories, the
concept of changeable or custom microprogram firmware has gained wide
acceptance. Custom micro-firmware allows a computer to be optimized for
a particular application or instruction mix, or to be set up to emulate
other computers. Changeable micro-firmware allows more flexibility in
that the optimization or emulation may be refined or changed as require-
ments change. Such an application might use read-only memory (including
erasable / changeable read-only memory) or readi-mostly memory (e.g.,
writable control store).
Systems firmware is systems programs (operating systems, monitors,
compilers,
 library routines, etc.) implemented in firmware. :Microcomputers
have used small (about 1-nyte) read-only memory stored monitor programs
for several years, but little work was done on any wide scale in systems
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firmware prior to that. Much study of the feasibility of firmware imple-
mentation of at least the most used parts of large-scale computer operating
systems is currently underway. Results so far look very promising. Pres -
ently, compilers and interpreters (8 Kbytes or more in size) for FORTRAN,
BASIC, etc., are available in semiconductor read-only memories for several
popular microprocessors. Extension of this idea to large-scale computers
is also under study. In the past, system libraries (function calculation
programs, I/O routines, etc.) have occasionally been kept in readronly
memory. This will occur more often and to a larger degree in the future.
Note that the subroutine libraries (especially function calculations)
have often been implemented at a microprogram level when the need for
speed was the driving factor.
Storage of applications programs (firmware) is another use for
read-only memories that has found wide-scale application in microcom-
puters. Many microcomputers are used in a "one-program-fox-life"
environment as device controllers, etc. In such a system, storage of
the program and constants in a read-write memory is undesirable due to
overwriting and power outage problems, so that use of read-only memory
becomes an obviously superior concept. Moreover, use of inexpensive
semiconductor read-only memories will cause firmware realizations of
programs of much shorter life cycle to be economically justified.
Typical applications program candidates would include those with fairly
wide application and moderate lifetime, such as business programs
(accounts receivable, general ledger, etc.) and scientific subroutines
(linear regression, curve plotting, matrix manipulations, etc.).
The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of state
of the art, trends, and projected developments in semiconductor read-only
memory.
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7.4.1 State of the_ Art. in Semicanducto:r... Read.-Only Memory
Semiconductor read-only memories may be differentiated along the
lines of technology and programing method. The technology used (bipolar,
MOS) makes a difference in the speed, power dissipation, and other parame-
ters of the memory. However, differences in programming methods are more
striking. Read-only memories may be programmed at the factory, during
manufacturing, using one or more masking processes (ROMs); or in the field
(PROMs); and some may even be programmed, erased, and reprogrammed (EPROMs,
EEROMs, EAROMs). Table 7.4.1-1 summarizes the state of the art in semi-
conductor read-only memory.
Mask programmed ROM9 may be implemented with either bipolar or
MaS technology. ROMs of either technology exhibit higher speeds than
the corresponding PROMS and also have the lowest cost per bit (for large.
numbers of identical parts). ROMs are now available that store up to
64 Kbits, more than PROM or erasable types. Bipolar ROMs are faster
but dissipate more power than MDS ROMs. The main disadvantages of ROMs
are their total lack of flexibility, their large cost in small volume 	 }
(due to the fixed overhead of generating the mask for making the chips),
and the long leadtime needed to acquire a chip with a new pattern (due
to the time needed to generate and verify the mask, and verify sample
parts).
Field programmable read-.only memories, or PROMS, may also be
implemented with bipolar or MOS technology. PROMS are basically a
matrix of diodes (or Fuses) or fusable links which the user selectively
burns out (blows) or fuses by application of large voltage pulses.
Although they have slower access times than corresponding ROMs, they
can add much flexibility to a system by allowing the user to make rapid
changes (a few minutes or less for the actual programming) in firmware.
Total flexibility may be gained by allowing the end user to
program, erase, and reprogram read-only memories. Erasability is currently
available only for MDS devices, so that a penalty in maximum speed capa-
bility must be paid to gain this flexibility. Such.memories are always
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TABLE 7.4.1-1. STATE-OF-THE-ART IN SEMICONDUCTOR READ-ONLY MEMORY
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field programmable and are erased in a variety of ways. Erasable
programmable read-only memories (EPROMs) are erased by exposure to an
intense ultraviolet light source. The erasure is accomplished in a
period of 10 or more minutes, and the entire contents of the memory
chip are erased at once. Electrically erasable read-only memories
(EEROMs) are similar except that they employ electrical signals to
erase the entire memory and erase quickly compared with EPROMs. EPROMs
and EEROMs use a floating -gate avalanche MS process. Electrically
alterable read-only memories (EAROMs) differ from EEROMs in that they
are alterable (reprogrammable) on a word-by-word or block-by-block
basis, thus eliminating the Reed to erase and rewrite all of a chip's
contents to make small changes. EAROMs, however, are the slowest of
available semiconductor read-only memory types. EAROMs are built using
a metal-nitride -oxide MS process called MNO5. For further details on
MHOS, see Subsection 7.2.1.2.
r
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7.4.2 Trends and Projected Developments in Semiconductor
Read-only Memory
Use of read-onl y memory is expanding, and new, larger, and
faster ROMs, PROMS, etc., are constantly being introduced in a highly
competitive fashion. These trends should continue through the mid- 1480's.
Chip density should continue to increase for all types of read-only memo-
ries, with bipolar types improving less than ASS types because of the
greater maturity of bipolar technology. Access times. cost, and power
dissipation per bit should continue to decrease for all types, with A10S
again taking the lead. Access times ma y be expected to provide the most
dramatic advances as they fall to the levels of the currently faster
RAMs using corresponding technologies. In fact, it is probable that
read-only memories will be built speed-optimized rather than chip size.
package size, or power optimized. To this end, nonmultiplexed addressing
schemes will continue to be used for read-onl y memories so that access
will not have to wait for the presentation of two or more sets of time-
multiplexed address bits to the address pins, but may proceed on
► 	 presentation of the entire address at once.
Reliability will also improve. especially in PROM devices. The
future of EAROMs is ver y uncertain because of questions about fatigue
problems associated with the MNOS technology used to fabricate them.
Table 1.4.2-1 presents the projected technology in semiconductor read-
only memory for the 1980 to 1985 timeframe. In addition to the tech-
nologies presented in the table. it is very likely that GaAs ROMs with
even faster access times will be available within this timeframe.
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1ABLE 1.4.2-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN SEMICONDUCTOR READ-ONLY MEMORY, 1980-1985 TIMEFRAME
m
CHARACTERISTICS B.IPOLAR'ROM MOS ROM MOS PROM EPROM
Chip
Capacity (Kbits) 64 1,024 256 256
Size (mi1 2 ) NA NA NA NA
Maximum Read Time (nsec) 5 to 35 25 to 100 35 to 100 35 to 100
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 15 to 50 55 to 130 60 to 145 66 to 145
Typical Power Dissipation 75 10 20 20(,jW/bi t)
Cost (4/bit) NA NA N'A NA
MTBF (hr) 1101,	 to	 1+0 .9 1 1 043	 to 10 3 108 10B
System
Capacity (Gbits) 2 2 2 2
Physical Voliume NA NA NA NA
Maximum Read Time (nsec) 15 to 50 135 to 115 45 to 120 45 to 120
Minimum Cycle Time (nsec) 20 to 60 60 to 180 70 to 150 10 to 150
Typical ! Power Dissipation 85 15 25 25(W/bit)
Cost (t/bit) NA NA NA ;NA
MTBF (hr) 105 1O`' I'D"	 to 1 1 0'5 104 to 1'05
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8. DATA BASE SYSTEMS ELEMENTS (GROUND)
Data base systems elements include all the Level 1 elements
presented in Figure 8-1. This section discusses only two of the
elements identified in the referenced figure: i.e., Data Base Manage-
ment System (DBMS) and Data Storage Elements. Processing is discussed
in Section 7; telecommunication elements are presented in Section 9; and
software technology is included in Section 11.
Figure 8-2 presents a detailed breakdown of DBMS elements
in terms of features and. functions that are generally used to characterize
a DBMS. Subsequent paragraphs are organized along the lines of the break-
cut presented in this figure.
DBMS represents perhaps the most complex data processing
technology in the industry today. This is attributable to the several
disciplines that are crossed to develop, assess, or even understand DBMSs
as they exist today. As a result, two constraints or ground rules were
established to effect a meaningful technology assessment within
the limitations of this contract effort.
The first constraint is related to the scope of the subject
matter. One alternative is to cover all aspects of DBg!Ss but restrict
the level of detail and thereby produce little quantitative results.
Another alternative is to concentrate the investigative effort on selected
areas considered to be key DBMS issues. This latter approach was taken
to assess the technology from the present time through 1985. ,although
a reasonabl y comprehensive outline of DBMS issues is contained in this
section, not all of these issues were selected for in-depth investigation
and assessment.
Second, to provide consistency and commonality to this effort
and to enhance communication.w ith experts and authorities in the field,
DBMSs were limited to those that are. or will be, commercially available
and_gen_e..ral-purpose . In the evaluation and assessment of DBMS functions.
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the results are taken to represent those functions and capabilities
that are, or will be. common to the majority of commercially available,
general-purpose DBMSs.
The data storage elements discussed in Subsection 8.9 include
the large-capacity magnetic and optical mass storage elements that are
unique to very large data base storage applications. Other types of
mass storage devices such as disk, which provide less storage capacity
and are thus also used for other data storage applications, are
discussed in Section 7.
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USABILITY
The term usability is intended to represent a clans of functions
that enable the Data Base Administrator's (DBA) staff to effectively
maintain, alter, and access the data base to ensure availability of
meaningful data to end users. As such, usability entails several
aspects which are considered in the following paragraphs.
$.1.1 Data Sase.Tuning/Reorganization
The purpose of data tuning and/or reorganization is to provide
cost-effective performance of both the DBMS software and the set of
applications programs that utilize it.
8.1.1.1 State of the Art in Data Base Tuning,/Reorganization -
Most DBMSs today have a Data Description Language that provides some capa-
city for logically restructuring the data base. At present, however, the
DBMS maintains statistics on use, but the DBA must use the statistics in
the reorganization decision-making process.
8.1.1.2 Trends in _Data. Base_ Tuning,/Reorganization - The whole
problem area of which statistics to gather and how often to gather them is
also an integral part of the question of performance evaluation (Section
8.8). Much work is under way to identify those operating parameters
affecting DBMS performance. (Ref.. 8.1), but there is little evidence to
indicate that sufficient emphasis has been placed on incorporating advanced
techniques in commercially available DBMSs. Although there are trends
toward. continued development in this area, there appears to be insufficient
market pressure to warrant a rapid development pace.
8.1.1.3 Pro.ected Developments in. Data Base TUn ::,. /Reorganization
In terms, of capabilities, it is envisioned that by 1985 (and no sooner)
the DBMS and the DBA will jointly use the DBMS in the sense that the
DBA can define a utilization statistics data base in much the same
manner as any other data base might be defined. The DBA, as user, would
then access and analyze these data, which are automatically .maintained
by the DBMS. Because of the obvious magnitude of resources required,
this capability will be provided only on the largest installations
for some time after initial development.
3..5
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8.1.2 Data independence
	
i
Data independence is considered one of the key DBMS issues today.
Independence means the ability to make a change to the data base (whether
logical or physical) without significantly affecting the programs
that access it. The degree to which the programs must be changed repre-
sents the degree of data dependence (i.e., more change implies greater
data dependence).
For this effort, data independence was classified into two
8eneral categories. The f irst category is termed relative independence.
A collection of application programs is said to be relative-IX--data-
independent with respect to a change if the only required changes are in
those programs that directly access the changed view or structure of the
data base. The second category is termed absolute independence. A
collection of applications programs is said to be absolutely data independent
with respect to a change if it is not necessary to change or recompile
anv of the existing applications programs to enable their execution.
To do this, in the case of data item deletion, for example, it is 	 9 )
necessary for the DBMS to recognize an undefined data item and use some
type of algorithm to substitute a default value upon accessing the data
base to provide the application program an executable environment.
Obviously, the long-term ramifications of such a capability imply a level
of sophistication not readily achievable in the immediate future.
8.1.2.1 State of the Art in Data Independence - Tables 8.1.2.1-1
and 8 .1.2.1-2 provide a summary of the present capabilities with respect
to data independence. These tables exhibit different types of data base
changes and the corresponding timeframe in which the designated type of
independence will exist. Table 8 .1.2.1-1 shows that there is a high
degree of relative data independence in the present state of the art.
Table 8 .1. 2.1-2, on the other hand, shows that there is need for
significant development to achieve the same degree of absolute data
independence.
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PRESENT
1. Add a data item
1
. Delete a data item
3. Change the type of a
data item
4. Change the size of a
data item
5. Add a relation
6. Delete a relation
7. Change an existing
relation
5. Change the physical
storage structure
1980
	
1945
1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
TABLE 5.1.2.1-1. RELATIVE DATA INDEPENDENCE
PRESENT	 1980	 1985
♦ 1 1 1
	 1	 1 1 1	 1	 11. Add a data item
2. Delete a data item
3. Change the type of a
data i tem
4. Change the si.,e of a
data item
5. Add a relation
6. Delete a relation
7. Change an existing
relation
S. Change the phvsical
storage structure
TABLE 5.1.2.1-2. ABSOLUTE DATA INDEPENDENCE
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8.1.2.2 Trends in Data Independence - By comparing Tables
I
8.1.2.1-1 and 8.1.2.1-2, it can be seen that current development
trends are much stronger in favor of changes affecting data items as
opposed to changes affecting logical data relations. This applies 	 i
to both relative and absolute data independence. _,Lso, due to the
less complex technological considerations, the trend toward comprehensive
relative data independence is evidenced by Table 8.1.2.1-1.
8.1.2.3 ProJected_Developments in Data Independence - It is
expected that by 1982 existing application program w ill essentially
be "immune" to data item changes, as well as to adding a relation.
Absolute dat.; independence with respect to data relations is projected
to be feasible by 1985. However, as a result of the more extensive
ramifications associated with altering relations, it is uncertain at
present as to what degree such relational changes can be performed and
still accomplish meaningful processing. (An extrerae example is the
deletion of all relations, in which case any processing by existing appli-
catiuns programs would be Meaningless unless for testing /checkout purposes
or unless processing is performed on unconnected data.)
}
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S.2
	 ACCESSIBTUTY
Accessibility includes both manual and automated procedures
affecting an individual's or organization's ability to look at or alter
data. This further weans that procedures may vary depending on the mode
of access (e.g.. batch versus on-line), as well as on the nature of the
various data items. The following paragraphs discuss the various aspects
of accessibility in the context of DBMS.
8.21 .1 Data Security
Data security is considered to be the protection of data against
unauthorized dissemination or tampering, whether it be accidental or
intentional. Typically, attention is focused on the relationship
between the data and users of this data (both authorized and unauthorized).
8.2.1.1 State of the Art in Data Security - One technique
employed to discourage unauthorized comprehension of data in a data
base is the use of data enciphering/ deciphering. Presently. this is
)	 not a widespread feature of DBMS (e.g., only one or two DBMSs offer,
such a feature).
Another technique employed by DBMS to accomplish some degree of
data security is the use of various passwords. algorithms. and identifi-
cations to lock DBMS resources. In this context, a resource is both the
data and the operation performed on that data. Table 8."..l.l-1 depicts
the timeframe when it is predicted that the various DBMS resource levels
will be protected from unauthorized access. Ar shown in this table.
the data base and File levels presently have reasonably comprehensive
lockout capability. To date, the processing and management of lockout
features resides in the DBMS software.
_J.
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8.2-1.2 Trends in Data Security The trend in data security
is two-fold: 1) greater protection at lower resource levels and 2) the
use of hardware to enhance prevention of unauthorized access to data.
The use of technological advances in hardware will make the use of
enc. iphe ring/ deephe ring, multi-level resource lockout, etc., not only
	 A
I
feasible but economically practical As
8.2.1.3 ProJected Developments in Data Security - As shown
ti
in Table	 protection at the record level will be commonplace
by 1980. At the lower data levels of data aggregate and data --tem,
development will continue so that by 1984 these data levels may also be
locked. Almost all of the resource locking capabilities will be in the
DBMS software for the immediate future, since widespread use of hardware/
firmware to replace current and anticipated.DBMS software functions
is not envisioned prior to the 1983-1985 timeframe.
With rapid hardware developments and the Federal Government's
recent deveiopment of an enciphering/deciphering standard, it is
believed that by 1983 such a feature will be widespread, but as an
extra-purchase option.
TABLE 8.2.1-1-1. PROJECTION OF DBMS RESOURCE PROTECTION
OPERATION
MATA
"LOOK AT"
(READ ONLY) MODIFY DELETE ADD
LEVEL
Data Base Present Present Present Present
File Present Present Present Present
Record 1980 1980 1980 1980
Data Aggregate 1983 1983 1983 1983
Data Item 1984 1984 1984 1984
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8.2.2 Concurrent^Uj2date
A classic problem, which must be solved for any multfprogramA ng
or multiuser- environment, is the protection of data against simultaneous
modification by two or more users or applications programs.
8.2.2.1 State of the Art in Concurrent Update - Presently. DBMS
provides concurrent update protection at the data base and file levels.
This is provided in the DBMIS software, which is typically reentrant in
nature.
8.2.2.2 Trends in. Concurrent update - The trend in this area
is to develop techniques that enable protection of the da ta at the
lowest level possible. This frees the remaining data for use by others.
A major consideration in this assessment is when and at what level
concurrent update protection is expected to be economically practical.
8.2.2.3 ProJected.Developmrents. in Concurrent.Update - By 1979,
this protection will be a common feature at the record level. However,
concurrent update protection at the data aggregate and data item levels
is not expected to be available until 1985.
8-11
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8.2.3 Privacy and Gover=ent, gf.SulatIons
AThe Privacy Act of 1974 and other privacy legislation currently
pending have a definite impact on the development and trends in DBMS.
Since the area of privacy and Government regulations is not technological
in nature, it is not included in this effort. However, it is recommended
4
that this area be included in future assessment efforts.
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8.3
	
DATA MDEL
A "data model" is the logical structure with which the user
interrelates data items of interest to represent the "real world".
DBMSs are typically characterized by the type of data model that they
support. For assessing DBMS technology for the future, a DBMS is
labeled "network" if the network data model is therimar model
around which the DBMS was conceived and.designed. For example, INQUIRE
might be considered today to be a relational DBMS in li ght of some of
its capabilities. However, literature to date indicates that INQUIRE's
present capabilities as a DBMS have evolved from what was originally
an information retrieval system. Thus INQUIRE would not be counted
among the relational DBMSs projected to be developed in the future.
8.3.1 Stata of the Art in__Data . Models
Table 8.3.1-1 gives the distribution of data models among
commercially available DBMSs; 'Table 8.3.1-2 gives the expected distribution
among DBMS users. Although there are potentially many structural models
into which data may logically fit, these tables show that the three
most popular at present are hierarchical, network, and relational.
8.3.2 Trends in Data Models
Tables 8.3.1-1 and 8.3.1-2 illustrate a gradual trend away from
hierarchical and other models in favor- of the relational and ne twork
models.
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FABLE 8.3,1-1. DATA MODEL DISTRIBUTION AMONG DBMSs 	 f.,
DATA MODEL PRESENT 1980 1985
Relational 2% 18% 25ro
Network 36% 39% 42%
Hierarchical 58% 400 28%
Binary Association 20 1% 1%
Set-Theoretic 1% 2% 3%
Other 1 °p -.0% 1 °o
100% 100a 100'
TABLE 8.3.1-2. DATA MODEL DISTRIBUTION AMONG DBMS USERS
DATA MODEL PRESENT 1980 1985
Relational 20 14% 210
Network 340% 36% 39%
Hierarchical 60% 470 360
Binary Association 4% 20 2%
Set-Theoretic 0% f	 l0
i
2%
Other 0% Oo 0
1000 100% 100n
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U8.3.3 projected Developments - in Data Nlodels
Although Tables 8.3.1-1 and 8.3.1-2 indicate increasing develop-
ment and use of the relational model, network is expected to be the
primary data model available and in use through 1985. The information
in these tables is based on an assessment of responses received from
authorities in the field who were asked to predict the future data
model distributions.
Some additional notes are necessary to further qualify these
projections. First, 0% does not mean "not at all". Rather. 0% Is
intended to mean either that the number making up the percentage is
so small as to be negligible (e.g., Less than 1%) or that it reflects
special DBMSs or users not considered in this assignment. Second,
there is currently a distinct trend towards an increasing number of
DBMSs designed around the network model (e.g., CODASYL). Also not
shown in the tables is the expectation among experts that DBMSs of
the future will support multiple data models. Exactly when such a
cam:	 DBMS might appear on the market is not clear, but prototypes are anti-
cipated to be in development by 1985. Third, the trend away from
hierarchical models to network models raises the question of trans-
lating a data base from one model to another. To facilitate this pro-
cess, at least one high-level translation language is expected to
exist by 1983. It will be specialized (e.g., to translate IMS to MIS
on IBM), and such translation languages when they exist will continue
to be specialized through 1985 and perhaps beyond.
W
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8 . G	 DATA LANGUAGES
The term data languages refers to the languages that are
designed to: 1) define a data base physically and/or logically;
?) allow the data base to be modified, updated, and reorganized; or
3) allow various classes of users to retrieve data and generate reports.
The physical organization of the data base is described by physical
storage structures such as files and records. A storage definition
language is used to define this physical structure. It represents
the view of the systems programmer and systems designer, who are
concerned with performance, positioning of data on devices, and methods
of indexing data. The overall logical data base description is referred
to as a schema. The logical description of a portion of the data base,
which may be one user's view of the data base, is called a subschema.
A data description language is used to define schemata and subschemata.
The interface between a user and the data base is a data manipulation
facility. With it the user may select data and cause the selected data
to be transferred physically between a data base and an application
program (or vice versa). The data manipulation facility may support
interrogation, query, data manipulation, and report generation languages.
A good introduction to the role played by different data languages may
be fcund in Reference 8-3.
8.4.1 State. of. the Art in Data Languages
Current DB&MSs use widely differing means of specifying the
physical data structure of their data base. In most existing DBMSs,
a separate storage definition language does not exist. Many of the
functions of the storage description language are performed by the data
definition language, while others are handled by utilities supplied with
the DBMS. Proponents of a separate storage definition language point out
its utility in providing physical data independence (i.e., the physical
layout of data could be changed without affecting the overall logical
structure of the data or the applications programs).
Under the influence of the proposed CODASYL standards (Ref. 8-4),
a number of software products with data description language facilities
are coming onto the market. `test currently available data definition
languages follow at least the spirit of the CODASYL standard [e.g., the
Control Data Corporation D.DL (version 1.0), the Burroughs Data Management
System 11, and the Sperry-W 1VAC data management system]. One important
exception is 1BM,'s Data Language/1 (DL/1). The tree is the basic con-
struct of DL/l, while the set is the basic construct of the CODASYL data
description language (Ref. 8-5).
The user cf a data base may have access to the data base, either
on-line or off line, through several different languages. A language,
such as COBOL or FORTRAN, which has been augmented to include data
manipulation features may be used. Alternatively, a self-contained
data language (designed specifically for use with the data base) may be
used to obta1n and manipulate data. A fast-growing subset of the self-
contained data languages is the set of English-like query languages.
With these languages a user can formulate (usually on-line in an interactive
mode) common requests in a simple yet concise manner. A few systems
support effective data base interrogation techniques through man-machine
dialogue.
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8.4.2 Trends in Data languages 	 --
Except for the trend toward providing separate storage defini-
tion and data description languages, trends in these two language
areas are difficult to distinguish. There does seem to be a trend
toward including more manipulative capability in data description
languages. It has been suggested in the literature that a complete
query language should be included as a proper subset of a data definition
language in order to achieve multiple views of the data base.
Several currently available data base management systems provide
both host language (in some cases, several host languages) and self-
contained facilities for accessing the same data. Since many organ za-
tions have need for both type .facilities, more systems that support both
can be expected to appear. In fact, there is a trend not only to support
both type facilities but to support several different languages aimed at
different groups of users. For example, a data base may be accessible
to 1) an untrained casual user through a query language su,-porting
computer-initiated dialogue, 2) a trained office worker through a pro-
gramming-like language, and 3) an applications programmer through a host
language.
The languages query-by-example, with its fixed column input
form, and FORAL LP, with its light pen display screen input, have
provided innovations that attempt to make the forming of access requests
easier for the user (Ref. 8-6). This is a continuation of the trend
to simplify the user interface to the data. base.
8.4.3 Projeeted.Developments fn Data LanMMSes
In the future, most DBMSs will provide separate, though related,
storage definition and data description languages. storage definition
languages will probably remain unique to each vendor, although proposed
standards will have some influence.
By 1985, query languages will be in use that have the capability
to communicate with casual (untrained) users in what will appear to be
natural language. These query languages will support complex linguistic
constructions as opposed to the simple constructions supported by proto-
type systems today. Through dialogue with the user, the system will be
able to determine the user's information needs. Although the user trend
is toward higher-level languages, for years to come it will continue
to be necessary to program the large, repetitive systems of Government
and industry efficiently by using host languages such as COBOL and
FORTRAN.
co
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8.5	 DATA BASE ARCHITECTURE fHARDWART)
A number of varied advances in the hardware technology will
definitely impact the trends in DBMSs of the future. As a result of the
increased prominence of DBMSs in the industry and the many computer-
consuming functions in DHMSs, experts are anticipating the imminent
development of a data base machine.
8.5.1 Data Base-.-Machines
8.5.1.1 State of the Art in Data Base. Machines - There are presently
computers oriented toward DBMS, such as Datacomputer developed by Computer
Corporation of America. This is basically a minicomputer operating as a
"back-end" processor to perform data access and organization functions.
A similar development is being undertaken by Cullinane. Reference 8•-7
provides a summary of the use of dedicated DBMS processors in ongoing
work. If these qualify as data machines, then data machines are already
available or certainly will be in the very near future. however, since
these examples demonstrate new uses for current general-purpose hard-
ware technology rather than a new development in the hardware itself,
the "back-end" processor systems being developed today do not qualify
as data base machines for this assessment effort. Thus a data base machine
does not exist today.
If
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8.5.1.2 Trends. in. Data_Base. Machines. - In a recent' article,
Baum and Hsiao (Re-f. 8--8) provide an excellent summary of current
research and anticipated hardware technology trends which will signifi-
cantly  influence the characteristics of a data base machine. To summarize
their view, the database machine will have electronic mass storage
(in conjunction with disk) and multiple, specialized processors and/or
memory to perform DBMS functions (e.g., security checks). Other
authorities consulted as a part of this effort further indicate that
initially the specialized processors will perform conventional distinct
functions that can be readily identified in present software. Examples
include: searching, sorting, security checking, data base accessing
by key, hashing, and some editing of data. After a period of development,
the machine described by Baum and Hsiao (Ref. 8-8) exhibiting hierar-
chical memory, sophisticated data clustering, and a full complement
of subsidiary DBMS processors will emerge.
8.5.1.3 Prof eGted Developments in Data ...._Base .. Machines - Exactly
when the first data base machine will exist is not clear because of the
vague idea of what characterizes such a machine. however, as qualified
in Sections 8.5.1.1 and 8.5.1.2, the first data base machine is not
expected to appear on the market before 1982. Also, historical data
indicate that only the largest mainframe vendors have the resources to
introduce such a potentially radical development and succeed at gener-
ating widespread interest.
8.6
	 DISTRIBUTED DATA BASS
Since there is a diversity of opinion as to what is required
for distributed data bases, an attempt was made to define those DBMS
features that are considered to be minimal to support distributed data
base processing, and then to project when a DBMS with those features
will exist.
In assessing distributed data base processing, the following
DBMS characteristics were considered to be minimal:
6 Concurrent update protection at the record level
Security protection at the data item level
s Multilevel access authority controls
• Redundancy controls
a 'Transaction switching/routing
e Global data base dictionary with centralized control
• Distributed recovery capability (plus some degree of
centralized recovery).
Other features that might be desirable includet support of multiple
data models, reentrant software, multithreading, standard communciations
interfaces and protocols, monitoring of data usage, dynamic file alloca-
tion., retrieval by content, and modular hardware architecture.
8.6.1 State of the Art in Distributed Data Bases - There is not
a commercially available, general-purpose DBMS in existence today that
is designed to fulfill the minimal requirements of a distributed data
base.
g-Z2
8.6.2 Trends in Distributed Data bases
Current trends indicate that a variety of efforts will be devoted
to developing the individual features described above without particular
consideration of integrating all of them in a single DBMS.
8.5.3 Projected Deve.loppents in Distributed Data Bases
The results of the survey of experts indicate that a DBMS
possessing all of those features considered minimal to support distributed
data base processing will not :appear before 1983. Isolated systems with
partial capabilities will begin to appear, however, in the 1980-1982
timeframe .
y
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8.7	 STANDARDS
In the proceedings of the workshop co--sponsored by NBS and ACM
(Ref. 8-9), the working panel on standardization reported four prominent
areas related to DBMS for which standards are needed: terminology,
criteria for evaluation of standards, components (e.g., data description
language), and usage.
8.7.1 State of the Art..in.Standards
To date, the only viable DBMS standards proposal has been that
of the CODASYL Data Base Task Group (DBTG). The DBTG report of April
1971 contains the specification of a schema languuge, a COBOL subschema
language, and a COBOL data manipulation language oriented toward the
network data model.
8.7.2 Trends in Standards
As a general rule, the next 5 years are expected to demonstrate
an increasing interest in DBMS standards developments. In addition
to the DBTG, there is also an ANSI subcommittee developing similar
subs=.hema and data manipulation capabilities for FORTRAN. The status
of this committee is not presently known.
8.7.3 Projected Developments in Standards
Many experts expect the proposed standards of the DBTG (or a
moderately revised version thereof) to receive ANSI approval by 1980.
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8.8	 EFFICIENCY/PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the area of DBMS efficiency and performance evaluation, two
aspects are considered: evaluation tools/techniques and evaluation results.
Reference 8-10 presents a survey of evaluation techniques. Although
there are a number of analytical techniques under investigation, comparison
of features and capabilities continues to be the most widely used
technique for DBMS evaluation. As a result of the broad diversity of
parameters influencing DBMS performance, simulation is expected to be the
most useful tool for the near future.
Three of the most important performance parameters are storage
overhead, CPU time, and data access time. Storage overhead is a ratio
of storage consumed by the DBMS for retention and access of data (including
the data, compressed or uncompressed) to storage consumed by the uncom-
pressed data. Data access time reflects the non-CPV time consumed to
retrieve requested data.
8.8.1 State. of. the.Art in Effieien.cy/Performance
TM
Storage overhead is primarily compressed disk overhead and varies
widely from 50% to 400%. While data compression could be used to decrease
storage overhead, it is presently used in only one or two DBMSs.
0
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8.8.2 Trends in. Efficiency/Performanc+e
Since trends indicate utilization of large amounts of electronic
storage in the future, storage overhead should not be limited to disks,
as is typically done today. It is exported that any storage .overhead
that might be diminished because of hardware advances will be essentially
reinstated via incorporation of new or additional capabilities not
previously available.
With the use of additional subsidiary processors, bath CPU time
and data access time consumed by DBMS will continue to decrease through
1985. It is anticipated that DBMS will exhibit the most significant
decreases in CPU time in the 1980-1985 timefratme.
8.8.:3 Projected Developments in Efficiency /Performance
Due to the recapturing of storage overhead by the addition of
capabilities as described above, storage overhead is not expected to
change appreciably by 1930, and perhaps may even increase by 198:5.
Due to projections in hardware technology, the*. period between 19SO and
1985 will exhibit the mist significant decreases in CPU and data access 	 ^j
times.
While other parameters may be of interest to specific installa-
tions, the above parameters are considered common to a wide variety of
interests and applications for evaluation purposes. These and other
identifiable. DBMS performance parameters  will be analyzed in more depth
during subsequent program phases.
^,, .
8.9	 LARGE-CAPACITY.MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS
8.9.1 Large-Capacity Magnetic Maass S:turage,Systeems- (IISS)
On-line, large-capacity magnetic mass storage refers to devices
with capacities on the order of 10 12 bits. A trillion bits is approxi-
mately equal to 2,900 reels of standard 1600 BPI tape, 3,500 IBM 2314
disk packs, or 1,000 IBM 3330 disk packs. The advantages of MSS over,
tape or disk storage devices are reduction of file storage space (on-dine
and off-Tine), automated management of file storage to eliminate manually
induced errors, reduction of overall file storage cost after conversion
of data to mass storage, improved security, better data availability, and
simpler computer operations. Mass-storage systems are used as extensions
of main memory where access times up to 15 sec are adequate, for resident
storage of control programs and/or compilers in or out of main storage
in timesharing or multiprogramming environments,. for storage of on-line
data bases in a storage hierarchy scheme:, and as a replacement for mag-
netic tape or disk storage systems.-
There are basically three different methods for interfacing an
MSS to the user CPUs: user direct, CPU staging, and MSS staging. The
user direct interface allows application programs in execution to have
direct access to the MSS either as an emulation device or via a special
access method. The CPU staging interface uses a system-wide staging
service utility to prestage files from MSS through the CPU to high-speed
disks, thus decoupling application program execution from MSS access
resulting in high channel activity and CPU overhead. The MSS staging
interface removes the staging function from the CPU and places the burden
on the MSS, thus providing more efficient staging with less contention
but at increased cost and sophistication of hardware. The tradeoffs
between the different interfaces involve file size, request rate, and
cost. The user direct and CPU staging interfaces are cost/performance
feasible with low-request rates and small files. On. the other hand, for
high request rates or multiple, simultaneously processed files, MSS
staging becomes more cost/performance effective over CPU staging as the
average file size increases.
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8.9.1.1 State of the Art in Large-Capacity -
 :Iagnetic -Mass Storage
Systems'- In industry today, there is a limited variety of commercially
available mass storage systems. Since the technologies employed in these
systems are considerably different, the state of the art is presented in
terms of the specifications of the individual systems rather than in
general terms as done throughout most of this report.
	 Table 8.9.1.1-1
summarizes the characteristics of the four commercially available mag-
Betic mass storage systems:	 SDC TBM 11, IBM 3850, CDC 38500, and Calcomp
7110 Automated Tape Library (ATL).
The SDC TBM II mass storage system uses standard 2-in, transverse {
scan video tape.	 The system consists of parallel transport modules with s
transport driveri and data channels.
	 The maximum system configuration is t
32 transport modules, each with 9.2 x 1010-bit capacity on two reels of
tape.	 Data are recorded on dual channels in 1-in.-long addressable
blocks on transverse tracks (189 T'PI), providing 1 x 10 6 bits per block.
The error rate of 5 x 10 `11 is achieved by using a dual-record scheme
along with error correcting codes. 	 This data-redundant format records
data twice on tape, with a separation of 3/4 in, between records.
	 Thus,
to have an uncorrectable error, two tape defects would have to occur
exactly 3/4 in. apart.	 The system allows up to six simultaneous accesses,
which is equivalent to searching through 300 computer tapes per second.
The TBb1 (terabit memory) system was originally developed by Ampex. 	 SDC
currently has exclusive marketing rights for the system.
The IBM 3850 is a hierarchical storage system that provides
capacities of up to 472 billion bytes and offers disk-access capabili-
ties, via an IBM 3330 disk system, by use of a virtual direct-access
storage concept. The 3850 uses a flexible magnetic medium in individu-
ally spooled cartridges that are moved from a pair of 30-ft honeycomb-
type library walls to and from magnetic recording stations using a
helical rotary feed. Dual cartridge accessors are used to reach any
cartridge in the library at search speeds of 99 in/see. The cylindrical
cartridge is :1.9 in. in diameter and 3.5 in. long and contains a tape
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TABLE 8.9.1.1-1. STATE OF THE ART IN LARGE-CAPACITY MMS
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC SpC TBM II 7 IBM 3650 CDC 38500 CALCOMP ATL
System Capacity (Gbyte) Up to 362 35 to 472 16 to TO Up to 1,500
Subunit Capacity (Mbyte) 5,656/reel 50/cart. 8/cart. 150/reel
Average Access Time* 5 7 to 9 2.5 to 5 15 to 20
(sec)
Data Rate (Kbytes/sec) 700/data than. 806 806 1,200
Error Rate 5 X 10- 11 TBD TBD TBD
User Direct Interface Yes No Yes No
CPU Staging Interface Yes No Yes No
MSa Staging Interface Yes Yes No No
Virtual Volumes No Yes No Real volume
Virtual Files Yes No Yes No
Linear Density (bpi) 7,600 TBD 6,250 Up to 6,250
Area] Density (bpi = ) 1.5 K 10' 3.36 x 105 3.33 x 10 5 5.6 x 10"
Volumetric Density TBD 4.16 X 10 7 2.8 x 10 7 TBD(bpi')
Maximum Data Set Size TBD TBD 200 TBD
(Mbyte)
Tape Read/Write Speed 5 TBD 129 Up to 200
(ips)
Recording Method Transverse Helical Longi- Longitudinal
Rotary Rotary tudinal
Recording Mode NRZ/Asynchronous GCR GCR NRZI/PE/GCR
FM
Number of User CPUs 3 1 to 4 1 to 4 1 to 4
Number of Read/Write 2 to 64 2 .2 to 4 2 to 32
Stations
System Cost (Wbit) 0.1 0.07 0.2 0 .08
Media Cost (m0bit) 6 X .10- 4 0.005 04023 0.01
Operational Date 1972 1974 1974 1976 to 1977
*Access Time To Submit
0
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medium that is 2.7 in. wide and 770 in. long. The helical-scan transport
design is used because of its ability to handle a wide medium without a
large number of recording heads. Another advantage of the helical scan
configuration is that the instantaneous data rate is independent of tape
velocity, and a high-average data rate requires only low longitudinal
tape velocity. The system also uses incremental step mode tape motion
to improve error recovery time. The tape is moved forward one stripe
width as the head is transversing the gap between stripes and is sta-
tionary on the stripe during reading or writing. Thus if an error is
detected the tape remains stationary and is reread in an attempt at
error recovery. Another feature of this system is that the tape is
floated on a 10-tin-thick air cushion over the high.-speed rotary head to
eliminate.head wear due to tape abrasion.
The CDC 38500 is similar to the IBM 3850 in that bath use flexi-
ble media in a cartridge that is accessed from honeycomb-type library
walls. The 38500, however, uses longitudinal recording with a position
able pair of nine-track heads that move across the width of the tape to
one of eight positions, with a movement time of about 20 msec,. The
cartridge contains a 2.7-in.-wide, 150-in.-long ferric-oxide-coated mag-
netic tape (only 100-in. are used for recording). Data are recorded in
18-track data streams, with a total of eight addressable data streams per
cartridge:. The 38500 uses error detection and correction, on-line diag-
nostics, and the. automatic ability to physically and.logical:ly recon-
figure the MSS hardware in the event of a component failure to provide
high reliability, availability, and maintainability.
The . Calcomp Model 7110 ATL i:s.the largest mass data storage and
retrieval system commercially available as of 1977. it is approximately
100 ft long by. 15 ft aide; with a capacity of up to 1.5 trillion bytes of
data, storage on either 7,775 thin line reels of magnetic tape or 6,122
standard half-inch tape reels. Approximately 15 sec are required for
any ATL tape reel to be automatically retrieved and mounted. on one of up
to 32 tape drives in a system, The ATL can perform over 130 activities
8.9.1.2 Trends In .Large-Capacity Vii: Lnati.e `lass Storage Systems -
`tass storage systems (MSSs) are a rather young
 and still evolving storage
technology ►
 In the coming decade, `SS will have an ever-increasing cus-
tamer base as users' desire for more storage grows, thus providing more
momentum for further improvements in performance and price. Even though
the initial entry price is high, the overall low cost per bit stored will
ensure MSS to be a viable technoloZcy for on-line bulk storage through
1935. There is currently a growing Crend to use MSSs in communication-
based information s ystems because of the increasing cost of paper media
and the desire by users to place ;passive amounts of data in a made where
it can he accessed interactivel y . Recent studies (Ref. S-11) have shop.
that users 3o riot mind an initial delay- in order to have access to their
data„ making -fSS eery
 feasible. In various applications (e.g., sales
forecasting, production and inventor y control. custoner information, and
scientific and engineering calculations), the requirements for on-line
data bases have groan more rapidly than the disk device technology. With
the ever increasing appetite for on-line storage b y industry and govern-
meat, it is forecast that between 2,000 to 4,000 facilities worldwide
will each require one or mire trillion-bit systems by 1983. Figures
8.9.1.2-1 and 8.9.1.2	 show magnetic mass storage capacity and cost
trends, respectively.
Recent studies (Ref. 8-1 =) show that rarely used files and extremely
large files (used less than bi--weeT.Iv) should remain on tape; files used
many times. s day should remain on disk; and all other files should be on
mass storage devices. Between 50 and 70' Lr all tape files in a tape
library and 35% of tape activit y
 could be eliminated by using MSS. The
follow:'ng is a list of the type hies that should be Lin « __ s storage
devices to provide effective storage:
Files smaller than 1 `Ibyte used more often than
once every 2 to 3 months and less than daily
• Files between I to 10 Mbytes used more otter than
1 to a times a month and less than 1 tc 3 times
daily
a Files larger than l q *,A'lbvtes used "tare often, than
1 to _ times weekly and less than 3 to 3 times
daily.
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A	 8.9.1.3 Projected Developments 	 p._ in Large Ca ac.itX Magnetic Sass
Storage Systems- The trends in MSS over the last 5 years and the assess-
ment of several authorities in the field are that magnetic mass storage
systems will be the dominant large-capacity, on-line storage facilities
in 1980 and 1985, with the characteristics given in Table 8.9.1.3-1. It
appears unlikely that MSS will significantly reduce overall storage cost
so long as it is mainly used to replace only part of the magnetic tape
libraries and drives currently used by installations. Also, half-inch
reel-to-reel magnetic tape is such an entrenched stand.ird that it is
difficult to foresAe mass storage cartridges displacing tape within the
next 10 years. As needs for larger-capacity MSSs develop, careful system
planning will be necessary to produce not only larger and faster storage
devices but also intelligent systems capable of serving multiple CPU
configurations with modular capacity, throughput, and redundancy. Some
current problems in MSS that will have to be solved are programming over-
head that equals or exceeds the true access time of the device, the
complicated addressing structure, excessive handling, time-dependent 1/0,
the costly conversion process of placing existing .riles on the MSS, and
reliability.
By 1985, technology will support MSSs having up to 6 X 10 13 bits
on line; however, the predominant MSS will have a somewhat lower capacity.
These systems will still use flexible magnetic media with a packing
density of 10 7 bits/in 2 . This is an order of magnitude higher than cur-
rent systems and will be achieved without any loss in data reliability.
There is currently no feasible technology approach to large-capacity
MSSs that could do away with the use of physical motion or the use of
continuous recording media. The basic storage hierarchy of future MSSs
will include high-speed rigid disk (or electronic disk such as bubbles
or CCD) with a greater amount of on-line storage under system control.
•
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TABLE 8.9.1.3-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN LARGE-CAPACITY
MAGNETIC MASS MSS, 1980-1985
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 1980. 1985
System Capacity 1.5 x 10 11 bits 6 x 10 11 bits
Subunit Capacity 8.0 x 10 1 bits 1.6 x 10 9 bits
Average Access Time* 2 to 4 sec I to 3 sec
Data Rate 1,500 Kbytes/sec 4,500 Kbytes/sec:
System Cost 3 x 10- 5 Obit 8 x I()-"	 t/bit
Areal Density 5 x 10 6 bpi' 1	 x 10 7 bpi`
*Access time to submit
t
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8.9.2 Optical Mass-Storage
Although magnetic mass storage systems, such as discussed in the
previous subsections will provide the capability for handling large-
capacity on-line data base requirements of up to 5 x 10 13 bits through
the 1985 timeframe, there is increasing evidence that on-line data
banks In excess of 10 14 baits will be needed by that time. In fact,
the charter and activities of NASA are such that, by the early 1980's,
a need should exist for such a system for archival data storage. The
present trends presented in this report (see Subsection 8.9.1.2) indicate
that magnetic storage technology will not fulfill the need for very
-large-capacity on-line mass storage (>1014 bits) by 1985.
Although optical storage will not supersede magnetic storage
in the foreseeable future, it is capable of competitive performance
in storing large volumes of data and will most certainly be used to
implement very-large-capacity mass storage systems by 1985.
The two basic optical storage methods are holographic and
discrete. in the discrete systems, a single bit is stored as a hole,
photographic dot, stored charge, etc., on some type of medium (film,
metal-coated mylar, semiconductor plate, etc.). In the holographic
systems, a group of bits are stored in either a one-dimensional or
two-dimensional hologram. A series of holograms is written in rows
and columns on the film (also called a hologram matrix).
Both discrete and holographic systems have been developed and
fielded, but neither approach has yet gained a position that would favor
it as the dominant technology of the future.
•
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8.9.2.1 State of the Art on Optical Mass Storage - Some state--
of-the-art characteristics for discrete and holographic optical storage
systems are presented in Table 8.9.2.1-1. As seen in the table,
state-of-the-art discrete storage systems currently offer higher storage
densities than holographic systems, whereas the holographic systems pro-
!	 vide higher data transfer rates. Some of the characteristics of each type
of system are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Both the discrete and holographic storage systems use lasers for
reading and writing information onto the film roll, strip, or fische. In
the holographic system, data are recorded by first modulating the beam to
create a spatial light image corresponding to the bit pattern to be
recorded. The beam then passes through a Fourier transform hologram lens
and is recorded on the film medium. The photosensitive medium is then
developed and forms a hologram. Illumination of the film at the same
relative orientation with the same wavelength laser light recreates the
spectral image of the data, which can be sampled by a detector array to
determine its contents.
The theoretical advantage to the holographic method was con-
sidered to be its fast (microsecond region) access time to on-line data.
The standard definition of access tithe, though, is the time required
to locate any bit of data that is stored by the system. If enough data
are stored in the system, then there will be off-line data due to
the physical limitations of any present optical storage medium. There
appears to be no clear advantage in access time with this method unless
the data are on-line, and then the access time depends on the packing
density, the number of bits per unit area, of the medium. Physical
limitations have shown that microsecond access times are not feasible,
but one vendor has developed a system whose access time to 10' 2 bits
of on-line data is 4 seconds. The data for this system are stored in
a series of carrousels containing micro€ische.
The useful storage region for holographic media is limited by
bookkeeping codes to M. of the total area. Table 8.9.2.1-1 shows
8- 30'
TABLE 8.9.2.1-1. STATE OF THE ART Iti OPTICAL MASS STORAGE
r^
W
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC DISCRETE STORAGE HOLOGRAPHIC STORAGE
System Capacity 10 12 2	 x	 11101
Media Capacity 2.5 > 10'/105 i,n 2	strip 3 / 1 10'/24 in` fische
Storage Density 25 Mbits/in 2 5 Mbits/i,n`
Media Roll or strip of film or Roll or strip of film
metal coated mylar
Average Access Time 10 sec 4 sec
Read Rate 4.0 Mbits/sec 40 Mbits/sec
Write Rate UA 400 Mbits/sec
Media Cost X25 (strip) NA
Error Rate lO"b <10-5
Error Rate With Coding 10"13	 to 10- i " 10-13	 to 10-14
that the best current packing density for holographic media is 10^
Mbits/in2 . The Harris Corporation developed a holographic system with
a packing density of 30 Mbits/in 2 , but bookkeeping codes limited the
useful storage region to 30% of the total area. Harris is not actively
marketing this holographic system, since they have directed their efforts
toward discrete archival data storage systems.
Another advantage of holographic storage is that it is less sensi-
tive to media defects than discrete storage. Since the data are stored
throughout the volume of the hologram, damage to a portion of the holo-
gram does not destroy the data. It should be noted, however, that with
the loss of a portion of the hologram comes a decrease in the signal-
to-noise ratio and hence an increase in the bit error rate. A loss of
50% of the hologram area will correspondingly drop the signal-to-noise
ratio by 50%.
In discrete storage, each bit of data occupies a distinct
location on the surface of the medium. Successive data cells are
interrogated by directing a focused beam of light on each data cell and tJ
examining the change in the resulting beam. Optical beams can be
focused down to an area Less than a square micron, impl ying a potential
storage density of one bit per square micron, or 600 Mbits/in 2 . Current
discrete storage systems provide storage densities of up to 50 Mbits/in2.
Typical access time for the discrete systems is approximately 10 sec
for on-line data.
Unlike the holographic system, a loss of a portion of the
digital record means an irretrievable loss of that segment of data.
Further, dust particles or other- finite-sized contaminants can obscure
individual data sites due to their small size (3 to 5 um); the smaller
the data site, the easier the obstruction may be. This means that the
greater the packing density, the greater the potential bit error rates.
NASA Ames is currently using a 64,16 Fire code in conjunction with their
Precision Instruments Unicon system for error control. Redundant record-
ing is also used with the system to reduce the 10- 9 single copy error
rate to approximately 10- t8 errors per bit.
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8.9.2.2 Trends and Pro3ected Development in Optical Mass Storage -
	
up	
The major general trends in optical storage are toward increased storage
density and reduced cost par bit of storage. Figure 8.9.2.2-1 illustrates
how the storage density of optical storage devices is expected to evolve
through 1990. By 1985, it is expected that holographic storage may
achieve operational storage densities that are equal to or greater than
the storage densities in discrete storage systems. The expected storage
density by 1985 is 120 Mbits/in' for each laver in the medium. By record-
ing five layers deep, 600 Mbits/in" of recording media could be achieved
by 1985.
Because of the mechanical nature of both the optical and the
holographic systems, data access times are not expected to improve
significantly by 1985. Table 8.9.2.2-1 presents the characteristics
projected for 1985 for both the discrete and holographic systems.
It is expected that by 1980 archival mass storage systems
will be available that are based on one or more of the low-cost tech-
nologies currently being introduced as home video disk players.
Several companies, including Hitach; Philips, MCA, Matsushita,
Magnavox, RCA, and Sony have either already announced products or their
intention to do so. Although these systems are all analog, laboratory
digital systems based on similar technologies have demonstrated storage
densities of 300 Mbits/ins.
Recent advances have brought about erasable holographic media. If
this technology advances as vendors claim, then holographic archival
storage systems will have a read-write capability, whereas cii ^rete
systems will be read-only.
In addition to optical storage systems that employ visible lasers
as the mechanism for reading and writing, some companies are beginning
to research alternative storage technologies that employ either electron
beams, ion beams, or X-rays for reading and writing into data storage
cells with submieron dimensions. Submicron storage densities will
probably be needed in order to develop a practical mass storage system
with a total on-line storage capacity in excess of 10 1$ bits.
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TABLE 8 . 9.2.2-1. 1985 PROJECTION FOR OPTICAL STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC TDISCRETE STORAGE HOLOGRAPHIC STORAGE
System Capacity 101" 1.2 x 1014
Storage Density 250 Mbits/in s 120 Mbits/in2*
Average Access Time 10 sec 4 sec
Read Rate 10 Mbits/sec 100 Mbits/sec
Write Rate 10 Mbits/sec 600 Mbits/sec
*Possibly increased to 600 Mbits/ in 2 by recording 5 layers deep.
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One such research program, currently being funded by ARPA, is
the development of an Advanced Archival Memory System for applications
requiring at least 10 14 bits. The system, which is being developed by
General Electric, uses a derivative of GE's E-beam technology (see
Subsection 7.2.2.1) to write permanent data onto semiconducting sub-
strates with storage densities of up to 5 x 10 10 bits/in2 . Each
substrate, which would measure approximately 10 by 10 cm, would contain
approximately 10 12 bits. As the system is currently envisioned, it
would consist of up to 10 3 on-line substrates plus a warehouse (or
library) for off-line data storage. The system would provide multiple
read and write stations with each read station capable of reading at a
10-Mbit/sec rate. The Avionics Laboratory at Wright Patterson AFB is
monitoring the program for ARPA and should be contacted for further
information.
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9.1
	 TELECOMM[dNICATION NETWORKS
Telecommunication networks may be characterized according to the
media used for their implementation and the characteristics they possess.
For purposes of technology assessment, it seems appropriate to charac-
terize the networks as either terrestrial or satellite. The terrestrial
networks may be further defined as analog, digital, or value-added.
The capabilities and the technology are presented in terms of
network performance and cost, irrespective of whether the network is
common carrier, specialized common carrier-, or private. A distinction
is made-for instances where a carrier offers a special performance
advantage.
Terrestrial telecommunication networks will continue to pre-
dominate in the transmission of data in the early to mid-1980's. Long-
haul links will employ satellite channels, but most users will tend to
interface with these channels through the regular telephone system. The
use of small satellite terminals will see increasing popularity during
the 1980-1985 timeframe, particularly for the reception of wideband
data. The use of these small terminals for interactive data communica-
tions will also increase, but this use will be somewhat restricted as
a result of interface problems.
g-3
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9.1.1 Terrestrial Networks
Terrestrial networks are typically classified as either analog
or digital. Both analog and digital network services are available
from AT&T and a number of independent telephone companies (e.g., GTE,
UTS) and from specialized common carriers (e.g., MCI Telecommunications
Corporation, Nebraska Consolidated Communications Corporation, Southern
Pacific Communications Company, and a number of other companies). Value-
added networks, while generally digital in nature, are covered as a
third area due to their uniqueness of service and implementation. The
characteristics of each of these networks are presented in terms of
services and performance provided by the network.
The general complexity and the constantly changing status of
carrier tariffs excludes an in-depth analysis of the subject, but several
cases are analyzed. for data links between Huntsville, Alabama, and White
Sands, New Mexico, the site of the TDRSS ground station. Table 9.1.1-1
presents the data for these links. Slow-speed land lines are available
to the customer on a dial-up basis, with the maximum data rate being
4.8 Kbits/sec. Leased voice-grade lines are available that have a capa-
bility of handling 9.6 Kbits/sec. Since the carrier used digital trans-
mission techniques, a 56-Kbit/sec digital line is available for approxi-
mately the ,same price. The mileage charge is the driving factor for the
cost of either line, and the charge is approximately $12,000/month in
both cases. Terrestrial lines from White Sands are currently limited to
the 56-Kbit/sec links, but an increased data rate can be accommodated by
using parallel lines with the price per line dropping slightly as the
number of lines increases. Equipment to accommodate 1.344-Mbit/sec
digital service will be added to the White Sands facility at a future
date, but pricing information on this link is currently unavailable. The
cost of similar 1.54.4-Mbit/sec links, with distances comparable to that
from Huntsville to White Sands, currently runs in the range of $60K to
$70K per month.
9.4
D TABLE 9.1.1-1. COST AND AVAILABILITY OF TERRESTRIAL DATA LINES
FROM HUNTSVILLE TO WHITE SANDS
TYPE CIRCUIT BIT RATE COST
Direct Distance Dialed 4.8 Kbps $0.35 per minute
Leased Voice Grade 9.6 Kbps $12K/month
Leased Medium Rate Digital 56 kbps 312K/month
Leased High Rate Digital 1.544 fibps $60K to S70K/month
Analog networks are the primary networks in use at the present
time, but trends and technological developments are mainly in the area
of digital networks. Development activity is also being applied to
satellite relay networks and value-added networks. The major developments
for analog networks are in the switching hardware and the techniques for
interfacing to the network. The analog networks will play a decreasing
(although still major) role in the telecommunications networks of the
1980'x, with their replacement being slow due to the amount of equipment
currently in service. The other networks (e.g., digital, value-added,
and satellite) will grow by comparison, offering services unavailable
on the analog network. The major emphasis of this section is therefore
placed on the other networks, especially since they lend themselves
readily to data transmission.	 `'
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9.1.1.1 State of the Art in Analog Networks - The principal
telecommunications networks available within the United States today
are of the analog; type. Standard lines, whether from the public switched
(dial,-up) network or a hardwired leasutd network, offer a 3-kHz, bandwidth
extending from 300 to 3,300 H., Table 9.1..1.1-:1 presents a representa-
tive list of the types of service available via analog networks. The
typical data rates available for each type of line are also presented.
The companies providing; these lines may use either cable or terrestrial
or satellite microwave links (or a combination) since network transparency
is the major requirement of the end user.
The primary use of the analog network continues to be for voice,
but the transmission of digital data over analog lanes ha-_; grown rapidly
within the past several years and is expected to Frow at a faster rite
in the future. The transmission of digital information over analog net-
works requires the use of a modem (as described in Section 9.2.1).
Custom-tailored analog services are available (c.g,, widebaud equaliZeyd
lines and control Lines). The carrier assesses user requirements and
provides the facilities and services to ;satisfy that specific require-
ment. Of course the cost for this type of service goes beyond the
tariffs for standard services.
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TABLE 9.1.1.1-1. TYPICAL ANALOG NETWORK SERVICES WITHIN THE UAITED STATES
TYPE SERVICE
BANDWIDTH
(kHz)
MAXIMUM
BIT RATES
(bits/sec) SUPPLIER COMMENTS
Dial-Up Lir.^s
Subvoice =rode To 180 Western Union
Direct Distance Dialed 3 To 4,800* AT&T, GTE, and others
(DDD) network
Wide Area Telephone 3 To 4,800* AT&T Leased
Service (WATS)
SEX Service To 38:,400* Western Unten Switched service.	 Available
in certain areas only.
Leased Lines
Subvoice Grade To 180 AT&T and WU
Voice Grade Lines 3 To 9,600 AT&T, WW, and Cl, C2, and C4 conditionitng
Specialized Common availablle
Carriers
Wi-deband To 240 To 230,400 AT&T and Specialized Available in Groups (12
Cowan Carriers voice-grade lines), Super
Groups (60 voice-grade
lines), and Master Groups
(240 voice-grade lines)
*bependent on modems. Higher rates may be achieved.
9.1.1.2 State of the Art.in.Digital Networks - Digital networks
offer a straightforward approach For transmission of digital data, but
they present some unique problems not encountered in analog networks.
The digital networks use signal regenerators to provide a high-quality
digital signal with low error rates. These regenerators, spaced periodi-
cally along the transmission line, sample the incoming bit stream and
produce a corresponding digital bit stream free of noise, crosstalk,
and distortion. Since the hardware used in these digital transmission
systems is compatible only with digital signals, any analogy; data that
are transmitted must be digitized to correspond to the network's digital
format. A CODEC (coder /decoder) is a device commonly used to convert
voice data to a form suitable for digital transmission. A typical CODEC
samples the voice data at a rate of 8,0O0 times per second, with each
sample coded into S bits. Thus the bit rate for one voice channel is
64 kbitslsec. The CODEC functions are typically implemented on one or
'	 two IC chips, with output rates programmable between 64 kbits/sec and
3 Mbits/sec. The cost of these chips runs from $5 to $10, depending on
the functions available. The 64-kbit/sec CODEC output is somewhat high
when compared with the 3-kHz analog voice signal. Lower bit rates can
be used, but the reconstructed analog signal degrades in quality for
rates couch below 64 kbits/ sec. Several approaches have been considered
for lowering the bir rate to a more manageable level. Some of these
signal processing techniques rely on the redundancy of normal speech,
while others use adaptive processing to take advantage of the pauses
.found in most conversations. Even without the use of signal processing
to lower the data rates, the telephone company saves significant amounts
of money by using digital. switching equipment. As compared with existing;
analog equipment, digital switching equipment requires fewer buildings
to house equipment, has lower power consumption, makes more efficient
use of transmission trunks, and allows more economic expansion. To
make full use of these benefits, telephone companies are increasing
their digital networks at the rate of tens of millions of circuit miles
per year. These digital transmission networks allow optimum transmission
of both digital data and analog data that have been digitally encoded.
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Digital data networks are growing at a rapid pace, and a number
of specialized common carrier and private networks offer digital
services. The digital network that best represents the state of the
art is ATST's Dataphone Digital Service (DDS). This network is cur-
rently expanding to offer service to more than 100 cities, as listed in
Table 9.1.1.2-1. The services offered by DDS range from lines uf.2.4
knits/see up to 1.544 Mbits /sec. Additionally, AT&T is implementing a
Dataphone Switched Digital Service (DSDS) to allow switched digital
linen operating at speeds up to 56 kbits/sec. It is .anticipated that
these lines will be used for batch transmission services with the average
connection time being approximately 3 sec. Additionally, Western Union
has begun a digital service at 9.6 and 56 kbits/sec, with plans to offer
._►- and 4.8-kbits/sec service in the future. The Western Union system
will include service to approximately 50 cities.
In i.mplemeit,ting their DDS. AT&T multiplexes each user's data
onto a T1 (1.544-Mbits /sec) line and this in turn is eventually multi-
plexed onto the higher--data-rate links via the digital hierarehy of the
Sell system. The digital hierarchies for North AMerica (the Kell system).
Western Europe, and Japan are presented in Figure 9.1.1.:'-1. Each of
the three hierarchies is currentlY implemented through the lower tour
levels. The fifth level (Japan and Europe) has not been implemented at
this time.
The full realization of an efficient digital network is dependent
on the equipment used in the network. Development efforts are currently
underway to increase the throughput of the digital multiplexers used to
interleave the data coming from lower speed lines. Efforts are also
being applied to increase the performance of the existing terrestrial
microwave links. Improved cables and waveguides are being developed
for accommodating t ile higher data rates, and optical fibers, are being
tested as a means of linking, high traffic-switching stations.
Multiplexer technology is extrome.ty important in the realization
of a high-speed digital network. While ±;round-based telecommunik:ations
-a
GOTABLE 9.1.1.2-1. CITIES TO BE SERVED BY DDS
Boston, New York, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, Chicago
Bal timore, Pi ttsburgh
St. Louis
Cleveland
Newark
Detroit
Kansas City
Dallas
New Haven, Denver
Hartford, Los Angeles
Atlanta
Milwaukee, San Francisco
Houston, Miami
Portland, Mi nnF, apol i s
Camden, Seattle, Indianapolis, Mercerville (Trenton),
Salt Lake Ci ;:y, White Plains
Wilmington, hemphis, Springfield, Massachusetts
Inglewood, California, East Bay, California, Omaha
Anaheim, Caiifornia, Mountain View, California, Albany,
Orlando, Ruffalo
Charlotte, Phoenix, Columbus, Akron, Oklahoma City,
Syracuse, Rochester
Des Moines, Sacramento, Dayton, San Diego
Tulsa, Cincinnati, Providence, Harrisburg, New Orleans
Birmingham, Toledo, Worcester, Allentown
Jacksonville, Louisville, Huntsville, Raleigh, Nashville
Greenville, Tampa, Richmond, Youngstown
Spokane, Reno, Shreveport, Colorado Springs
Greensboro, North Carolina, Norfolk, Fresno, Knoxville
South Bend
Wichita, Ventura, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Lansing
Fort Wayne, E1 Paso. Lincoln, Chattanooga, Reading
Grand Rapids, Peoria, San Antonio, Baton Rouge, Madison
Flint, E. Moline, Little Rock, Roanoke. Cedar Rapids
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FIGURE 9.1.1.2-1. DIGITAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK HIERARCHY
multiplexing equipment is not severely limited in terms of power or	 I-
size (although the lower the better), system reliability and cost are
major factors of consideration. The state of the art in operational
telecommunications multiplexers is the 274.176-Mbit/sec system currently
being used in the Bell system. This M34 (level 3 to 4) digital multi-
plexer was placed in operation between Newark, New Jersey, and New York
City in early 1975 on a test basis. The performance of the system has
been excellent and it is now a standard operating system. Bell has
implemented these high-rate multiplexers in other areas and currently
has six in operation with plans to install more as the traffic needs
justify them. In operation, 28 of the 1.544-.ibit/see US1 lines are
combined into a single 44.736-Mbit/sec (A33) line using an M13 (level 1
to 3) multiplexer. The outputs of six of the M13 units are then con-
biped using the M34 multiplexer to obtain the 274.176-Mbit/sec signal.
Figure 9.1.1.2-2 presents the block diagram configurations for both the
M13 and M34 multiplexers. Multiplexing in the M13 unit is performed on
two levels. The first level combines four of the 1.544- ybit/sec lines
into a 6.312-Mb it/sec line. Seven of these lines are combined to obtain
the 44.736-Mbit/sec output. The low-speed multiplexers have a redundancy
of 1 backup for every 1.4 on-line units, while the high-speed multiplexer
has a redundant unit for each operational unit. The six 44.7-Mbit/sec
lines are fed into the M34 multiplexer and each line is scrambled using
a pseudo-random bit stream to control the transition density of the
output signal. The odd lines and the even lines are processed individu-
ally using ECL at a speed of 2 nsec. These two 137-Mbit /Sec lines are
then combined using 1-nsec logic. By combining these two streams near
the multiplexer output, the 1-nsec logic is limited to approximately 4%
of the total number of IC packages. The characteristics of the multi-
plexer are presented in Table 9.1.1.2-2 and the framing and stuffing
performance is given in Table 9.1.1.2-3.
The transmission network for the fourth level of hierarchy in
the Bell system is designated as the T4 digital transmission system.
The system is capable of transferring the data from 168 TI (1.544-Mbit /sec)
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TABLE 9.1.1.2-2. M13 AND M34 MULTIPLEXER
CHARACTERISTICS (Ref. 9-1)
MULTIPLEXER
M13
_	 -
CHARACTERISTIC LS-MUX HS-MUX M34
Output Rate (Mbi is/sec) 6.312 44.736 274.176
Stability (ppm) *20 t20 t10
Frame Length 294 680 196
Superframe Length 1,176 4,760 4,704
Average Maximum 7,050 1,280 120
Reframe Time Nsec)
Nominal Stuff 1,800 3,655 27,429
Rate (Hz)
Maximum Stuff 5,367 9,398 58,286
Rate (Hz)
Stuff Ratio M 33.5 38.9 47.1
TABLE 9.1.1.2-3. M13 AND M34 MULTIPLEXER FRAMING
AND STUFFING PERFORMANCE (Ref. 9 -1)
FERF09MANCF
ERROR _RATE
MEAN TIME BETWEEN
MISFRAMES (sec)
MEAN TIME BETWEEN IMPROPER
DESTUFFS PER CHANNEL (sec)
M13 _ _. _ M34 M13 M34
10-6 2 x 10 12 1.2 x 10 9 2.2 x 10 7 4.7 x 109
10" 3 3.4 x 10 1 4.5 x 10 1 2.4 x 10' 1.7 x 103
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lines along a pair of coaxial tubes designated as the T4H line. Regen-
erators are required on the T4M line at distances not to exceed 5,700 ft.
A typical maintenance span for the line is less than 111 mi. in length,
with the total system length limited to 300 mi. Plans for implementa-
tion of the DSv carriers call for use of WT4 millimeter-waveguide
systems and the DR-I8 digital radio system.
The development of high-rate digital transmission networks is
closely linked with the development of optical fiber transmission links.
The fiber-optic transmission systems offer several improvements over
coaxial cable and metallic wire. Alain advantages include greatly
increased bandwidth. lower loss, small diameter cables, decreased weight,
elimination of crosstalk, and immunity of RF and inductive interference.
Additionally, the price is competitive with wire/coaxial. systems, and
the cost is predicted to decrease as the manufacturing techniques are
refined.
Fiber-optic transmission systems consist of three basic segments:
the transmitter, the optical fiber, and the receiver. Most transmitter:
(also called light launchers) used todav are either of the Light Emitting
Diode (LED) type or the semiconductor laser type, LEDs .offer advantages
of low cost. long life, and simple modulation, but have^the disadvantages
of low optical output and lower efficiency. Semiconductor lasers, how--
ever. :offer high power output and spectral purity but are plagued by
longevity problems and the need for temperature control.
The optical fibers fall into three general categories: step-
index multimode, graded-index multimode, and single-mode. The step-
index multimode fiber 13 the simplest to fabricate but exhibits limited
bandwidth due to intermodal dis persion of the propagating pulse. Graded-
index fiber reduces this dispersion by radially varying the refractive
index within the core. Intermodal dispersion is totally eliminated in
the single-mode fiber, giving it extremely wide bandwidth capability.
The shall diameter of the care (5 to 10 um), however, :limits the light
source to a laser and places extremely tight tolerances on the connections
4_13
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lbetween fibers. Receivers generally are either a silicon PIN diode or
an avalanche photodiode. The PIN diodes exhibit a short response time,
high quantum efficiency , low capacitance, and very low noise equivalent
power. Avalanche photodiodes exhibit a high gain-bandwidth product,
very fast risetimes, and low capacitance. They also function to increase
signal-to-noise ratio when the system is limited b y preamplifier noise.
Unfortunately, these diodes are expensive and are subject to drift with
temperature. Data on the characteristics of both transmitting and
receiving devices are presented in Table 9.1.1.2-+. Additionally, data
on fiber-optics is presented in Section 4.1.1.2.21 under fiber=optic
data buses for onboard data handling..
The first major test of optical fibers in a telecommunications
environment occurred in Atlanta in 1976 when Bell Laboratories installed
two fiber-optic cables into existing underground ducts. These tests
were intended to simulate the environment of a typical urban telecommuni-
cations application. The s ystem used GaAs injection lasers as light
sources and avalar the photodiodes as receivers. Several other experi-
mental systems followed, each a simulation of operations. In May 1917,
Bell Laboratories began a test in Chicago using the fiber--optic lines
to carry actual telephone traffic. The Chicago M, ins'tal.lation uses a
24-fiber cable to link two central offices 1.5 mi. apart. additionally,
the cable links into an office building located between the two phone
company locations. In 60,000 hr of operation, the system had three
electronic circuit malfwnctions and one failure of the gallium-aluminum-
arsenide laser. The cable operates with a data rate of 44.7 Mbit::Isec.
the equivalent of a T3 digital transmission line. Results of that test
are premising, with the cable loss averaging 5.3 dB/km for the cable
and splices combined.
In Great Britain a similar fiber-optic system was put into
service in mid-1971 by Standard Telephones and Cables (a subsidiary of
ITT). The British system uses about 9 km of cable with two repeaters
rU TABLE 9.1.1.2-4. CHARACTERISTICS FOR ACTIVE DEVICES USEDFOR FIBER-OPTIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
DEVICE USE ADVANTAVES LIMITATIONS
Light Emitting Transmitter Low cost Low optical output
Diode (LED)
Lone life Low efficiency
Simple modulation
Laser Diode Transmitter High power output Short life
Spectral purity Need for tempera-
ture control
PIN Diode Receiver Short response time Preamplifier noise
High quantum
efficiency
Low noise equivalent
power
Avalanche Diode Receiver High gain-bandwidth Cost
product Need for tempera-
Very fast risetime ture control
Low capacitance
the fourth level of hierarchy within the European digital network. The
system uses gallium-aluminum-arsenide lasers for light sources. Other
optical fiber systems are being tested, but most are low-capacity with
data rates of only a few megabits per second.
One physical limitation encountered in optical fiber communica-
tions is that the allowable pulse rare is inversely proportional to the
fiber length. As the data rates increase, regeneration devices must be
spaced closer within the transmission link. Table 9.1.1.2-5 presents
some cost/performance characteristics for state-of--the-art optical
fibers. Current step-index multi-mode cable (Ref. 9-2) is capable of
operation at 10 Mbits/sec/km. Graded-index multimode fiber has a trans-
mission rate of 150 Mbits/sec/km for LED drivers and 500-Mbits/sec/km
for laser drivers. Single-mode fibers have a transmission rate in
excess of 5 Gbits/see/lm, but critical splicing tolerances have limited
these cables to laboratory environments.
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TABLE 9.1.1.2-5. COST /PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 	 01
STATE -OF-THE-ART OPTICAL FIBERS
FILER TYPE
ACHIEVABLE
RATE
RELATIVE
COST COMMENTS
MAP	 mmmo^
Multimode, 10 Mbits/ sec/km
mtmmmmmm^
Low
.	 .....	 .
Narrow bandwidth
Step-Index
Multimode 150 Mbits/ sec/km High LED driver
Graded- Index 500 Mbits/sec/km Laser driver
Single -Mode 5 Gbits /sec/km Moderate Difficult to
Step-Index splice
9.1.1.3 State of-the Art in Value-Added. Networks - Value-added
networks, also known as packet-switching networks, offer a very unique
method for accomplishing digital data transfer. The first large-scale
experimental packet-switching network was ARPANET, a project originated
by the Advanced Research Projects Agency. Today such networks exist in
a number of countries of the world and connections between some networks 	 _.
are available. Common carrier networks include TELENET and TYMNET in
the United States, AATAPAC in Canada, TRANSPAC and CYCLADES in France.
EPSS in the United Kingdom, the European Integrated Network across
Europe, and TIDAS in Sweden. Additionally, a number of other networks
are being considered.
In the concept of packet switching, data are transferred on a
block, or "packet", basis rather than on a bit or message basis. The
network receives the data from the originator and divides the data into
packets. Each packet is routed along the diversified network from node
to node, with each packet taking the route having best. availability.
The packets are passed to the next node, with several packets moving
across parallel paths of the network. As each packet reaches the
destination node, the packets are reassembled in order and the message
is then passed to the receiving user. The typical packet length is
1,024 bits (128 characters).
In the United. States, ARPANET, the oldest of the packet-switching
networks, now interconnects approximately 100 computers. This network
is primarily intended for research-oriented users and is not licensed
as a common carrier. TELENET provides local access to S5 cities in the
U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Users in other U.S. cities can access the
network via a dial-up service. Service to Puerto Rico, the United
Kingdom, and Western Europe is available through gateway switching on
a satellite network. Additionally, T1INET was approved in early 1977
to operate as a public carrier. The Tt'MNET network contains over 70
nodes serving 63 cities. Plans are to increase this to 111 cities.
In addition, AT&T announced in September 1977 that it is pro-
posing a packet-switching network to be called the Bell Data Network
(BDN). The proposed system will provide communications processing
functions and message distribution. The functions provided can be
customized to the user's needs through a high-level programming language.
The proposed network would connect hosts to hosts, hosts to terminals,
or terminals to terminals. There are three priority levels for end-
to-end transmission: priority 1 for 200 msec, priority 2 for 15 sec,
and priority 3 for 30 min. The standard transmission time for non-
priority data is a maximum of 4 hr. Data rates for the Bell network
are asynchronous, operating at 300, 600, 1,200, and 2,000 bits/sec.
Access to the network will be via a standard Bell 202 data set or its
equivalent.
The three major types of services available from value-added
networks are given in Table 9.1.1.3-1. The first type is datagram
service, in which the host computer is responsible for control of the
information.. The responsibility of addressing, sequencing, and error
correction rests entirely on the host. With the vi.rttial--circuit net-
work, the network appears to provide a dedicated line between the host
and the destination. The majority of current networks provide this
type of service. The third type is terminal emulation, in which the
network assumes all responsibility for control and the host serves only
as a receiving and sending device, much like a terminal.
One aspect important to value-added networks is that of network
interfaces. The network interface takes on two major characteristics:
first, the interface between the user and the network, and second, the
interface between the network and a second network if internetwork com-
munications are required. To aid in network interfaces, a common inter-
face standard, specified as X.25, was adopted by the packet carriers.
i;	 This standard specifies both physical and electrical characteristics
of the user interface, in addition to requirements for the data structure.
The standard also specifies the characteristics for the interface between
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TABLE 9.].1.3-1. TYPES OF SERVICE OFFERED
BY VALUE-ADDED NETWORKS
TYPE OF SERVICE
COMPUTER
RESPONSIBILITY
NETWORK
RESPONSIRILITY
Datagram Control, addressing, Transfer of non-
sequencing, error sequential data
correction
Virtual Circuit* Supply and receive Appears as a
sequential data dedicated line
Terminal Emulation Supply and receive Control, addressing.
serial data (funs- sequencing, error
tions only as correction
terminal)
*Most common type of service
packet-switching networks. This standard does not dietate the form
used for transmission within the network, however. At the present time.
'	 the majority of packet networks provide interfaces compatible with \.^'5
and the others are phasing the standard into their :sys toms .
Typical value-added networks operate with packet 1(+ngths of
1,024 bits, allowing 126 characters per packet. I.ow-speed interfaieess
are available for the small terminal user, with higher-speed tines of
1.2, 1.4, 4. g . and 9.6 kbitslsee available for the larger users. 'Elio
typical network rate is (3 kbits/see, but the actual data rate supported
can run from 1/3 to .ill that. depending on network tr.affi. ek-des and
the number %-N f users on the tine.
0
9.1.1.4 Trends and Prole_c_ted.Developments in.Terrestri_al Net-
works - The trend in terrestrial communications networks clearly
indicates a shift to an a11i-digital network. The existing analog net-
works will continue to be strong through the early 1980's, but digital
equipment will be installed as the older analog equipment is phased out
of service. Long-haul trunk lines will be the first part of the network
to become all-digital, probably by 1985. The subscriber lines will con-
tinue to be dominated by analog circuits, although there is a shift to
digital circuits for subscriber networks. This shift will occur first
in rural areas and in urban data hookups. The digital systems offer
noise reduction and cost decreases for long rural lines. Of course
they offer the most straightforward approach for digital data transmis-
sion in urban areas. By 1985, the availability of subscriber digital
circuits for use in voice /data applications should be good. Additionally,
a method of data compression for digitized voice will be standard by
this time, allowing voice to be sent at rates much below the 64-kbit/sec
rates of the present systems."
The multiplexing speeds on high-traffic trunks will increase,
allowing more data to be sent at faster rates. Several laboratory multi-
plexer systems are under development to extend the European system
hierarchy to the fifth level at 565.148 bits/sec. One design under
investigation uses a pure binary chain and subnanosecond ECL circuits.
This system uses a 2.6- by 9.5-mm coaxial transmission line and requires
repeaters at intervals of 850 m. Another experimental laboratory multi-
plexer system achieves the 565.148-Mbit/sec rate using a four-level
digital signal. This system uses ECL operating near 0.5-nsec speeds.
The system was tested over an 1,800 m cable with a measured noise margin
of 6.3 dB. Multiplexers for raising the digital hierarchy of other
countries are being developed and it is expected that rates approaching
1-bbits/sec will be in use by the 1985 timeframe.
The use of optical fibers for network trunk Lines will be quite
common in the 1980-1985 timeframe. Experimental networks tested by AUT,
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GTE, and several telephone companies in Europe and Japan have proved
that optical fiber links are Both reliable and practical. These experi-
mental links range from low-rate (192-kbit/sec) and high--rate! (44.7-Mbit/
sec) in-service prototype links to higher-rate (1404[bit/sec) nontraaffic
test links. Results have been encouraging; for all of the major tests
conducted thus far. These s ystems are comparably prfceJ with coaxial
systems at present, and the optical systems are expected to offer a
price advantage as the cost o r
 the fibers is lowered and as associated
equipment becomes more reliable. The use of fiber optics for other
systems will also increase in use. Fiber-optic links between computers
have already been installed by several banks and their use for other
widebaand links will undoubtedly .increase, especially for applications
that are either space- or weight-limited. There have been proposals
for using optical fibers to reduce the weight of ships, airplanes, and
even spacecraft. In terrestrial networks, fiber-optics have the advan-
tage of fitting into existing contmunications ductin g, that would other-
wise be too crowded for additional coaxial lines. Fiber-optics will be
used commonl y
 by 1950 for the transmission of digital data over short
links not requiring repeaters. By 1935, fiber-optic systems will be
used for prototype long-haul high-rate communications.
Value-added networks are expected to mature as interface stand-
ards provide for the orderly interconnection of international networks.
The number of cities receiving services of this type will also increase
t:i accommodate the increasing number of machines requiring data trans-
mission service. Small, inner-city packet-switching networks will
develop as banks and other large data users implement their own networks.
Additionally, value-added networks will be implemented by some of the
major common carriers, as outlined by Bell's proposal for the BDN.
However, the types of packet-swit,:hing services offered will likely be
determined more b y regulations and restrict lit.::: than by the technical
limitations on equipment.
The amount of data that can be transmitted over vo.#..-t^ - ►grade
analog lines is expected to increase during the 1980-1985 t.;.metraane.
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However, this will occur more as an improvement in modem technology
than as a change in network quality. Band rates of 9.6 kbi .ts./sec over
a multi -point line should be achievable in the 1980=1985 timef came. An
increase to 14.4 kbits /sec over a point -to-point line could be realized
by 1980, although an increase much above this will be unlikely due to
phase nonlinearity and noise limitations. Harris Radiation laboratories
are currently working under contract to develop a 16-kbit /sec modem for
the Rome Air Development Center. Specifications for this modem are
presently unavailable and details of an implementation schedule are not
known.
Terrestrial networks in general will experience growth and
increased capability. Many of the networks will become more dependent
on satellite links, for both domestic and international traffic. Addis-.
tionally the networks will provide more wideband services to their
customers.
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9.1.2 Satellite Networks
This subsection addresses satellite network technology from the
viewpoint of the availability and characteristics of satellite networks
for telecommunications. Emphasis is given to the areas of wideband
digital data transfer and the development of the "small Earth terminal"
for individual user accessibility. Other aspects of satellite technology,
such as orbiting spacecraft--to-ground communications and hardware com-
ponents (e.g., transmitters, receivers, and antennas), are presented in
Section S.
311Yi-
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9.1.2.1 State of the Art in S.ate.:llite. Networks - Satellite
telecommunications networks have been in existence since 1965, when
INTELSAT I was placed in orbit to provide communications coverage between
the United States and Western Europe. Both the number of communications
satellites and the number of satellite networks have grown rapidly since
that time, with a major growth having taken place since the early 1970's.
The number of satellites remains less than the number of satellite net-
works, however, since a number of networks (both in the U.S. and abroad)
lease capacity on satellite channels in lieu of operating their own
satellites.
Table 9.1.2.1-1 presents a listing of the regional (multi-country
coverage) satellite programs that are either in operation or are planned
for operation in the 1980-1985 timeframe. Listed in this table are the
program or sponsor, the classification according to use, the status of
the program, the date of system operation or planning, and the frequen-
cies used by the systems. Table 9.1.2.1-2 presents the same type of
information for domestic (single-country coverage) satellite network
programs. Networks using the transponders of a leased satellite are
included in the table with the facility name indicated under the frequency
column. Table 9.1.2.1-3 lists the'satellite network system character-
istics for a group of communications satellites. Characteristics include
the modulation and multiple-access technique. the diameter of the
required Earth station antenna, and the capsac ity of the satellite. The
key acronyms for the modulation and multiple-access techniques are pre-
sented in Table 9.1.2.1-4. The U.S. domestic :satellite systems are
given in Table 9.1.2.1-5, including the company. Earth station locations,
services offered, satellite capacity, and the program status.
Several foreign agencies have major programs underway to develop
advanced communications satellite networks. The European Communications
Satellite (ECS) system is being developed with a goal of having over 20
Earth stations linked together by the early 1980'x. The .Japanese have a
program underway with three communications satellites to be launched in
1978. Near-term goals of the Japanese efforts are: 1) to broadcast
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TABLE 9.1.2.1-1. REGIONAL SATELLITE NETWORK PROGRAMS
47N
W
CLASS OF USE STATUS
DATE
FREQUENCY'
64 v
O^
OPERATION
PROGRAM OR SPONSOR MIN
OR
PLANNINGI
INTELSAT X X X 7966 6	 4
USSR x x 1965 6	 4.1
European Space Agency X I x 1977 14	 11
Norway/North Sea* x X I 1975 via INTELSAT
Arab System x
x	
i 1980-1990 C 4 1	 2.5
COMSAT G. (NARISAT) x X 1975 UHF and L*•
6	 1	 4t
ESAICOMSAT G. x
i
IX 1979 VHF and L"
( AEROSAT)
^x
I C'
I••ESA (MAROTS) x
I
1977
14	 lit
IMCO (INARSAT) X I x	 1980+
1 
L7
C or KuT
European Broadcasting I x Ix	 1980+ Ku
Union
Symphonie x x 1975 6	 4
CTS x I x 19175 14	 11
OSCS x x x x x 1966 8	 7
PLTSATCOH x x X X 197? F--
UHLES Set-its x x x x x 1965 UHF and K
Andean Nations• xL.LIx ? Vi a INTELSAT
*Eartit stations only
"Satellite to mobil* terminal
tsatellite to fixed ground terminal
0
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TABLE 9.1.2.1-2. DOMESTIC SATELLITE NETWORK PROGRAMS
CLASS OF USE STATUS
a
s } ^ DATE
OF
FREQUENCY
(Gi2)
w g^
OPERATION
2^ s ^. o
OR
PROGRAM OR SPONSOR c W_ pie ^3: ^ ^ PLAMING
TELESA►T . Canada x x 1973 6	 1	 4
Western Union X X x 1974 6	 1
I	
4
RCA SATCOM x
i
x x 1974 6	 4
American Satellite x X 1974 via WESTAR
Corporation*
I
COMSAVATT x i x 1976 6	 1	 4
Algeria* x X 1975 via INTELSAT
Indonesia x I X 1916 6	 4
SOS x x 1981 14	 12
Phil
i
ppines* x ^ X 1976 6	 !	 4
India x x I x ? c or	 2.5
Ku 
FRG x l I x E	 =1 985 Ku
ATS -6 x x 1914
I
K,C.S.UHF,
I I VHF
Japan-Communication !	 x x x 1977 6	 4
Japan-Broadcast x x f X I	 1978 14	 12
SIRIO I x X
I
1977 17	 11
Argentina* x I x x ? via IHTLSAT
Australia x x X INO 's C,Au,S
Brazil X I? ?	 x x 1978 e	 1	 4
Oenmarh" x ( x x ?	 i via INTELSAT
Iran x ? ?	 x x ?	 i --
Malaysia• X x x 1975	 I via INTELSAT
United Kingdom X ..
Asian Nations X x x ? .•
Systems Using x x x X x x Various
	
I
via INT:LSAT
INTELSAT•
'Earth stations only.
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TABLE 9.1.2.1-3. SATELLITE NETWORK SYSTEM4#ARACTERISTICS ('Ref. 9-3)
-G
lV
SVSIEN
HODUh:ATIOH ACID
M LTIPLE ACCESS
EARTH STATION
ANI£NNA DIAMETER
(^] CAPACIIV PER SATELLITE
7,500 Channels + TV + SPADEINTELSAI IV IFH/V'loco
_
29.5 for STD. A
INTEISAI, IV-A FUN/FH/FDHA 10 for STD. B 1'2,000 Channels + IV ♦ SPADE
INIELSNT V	
^.
SPADE 27 Channels of 36 MIz
USSR-Holnia FM 1'2 One TV Channel
25 +Unspecified Telephones
TELSAT=Canada Single-Carrier FH Heavy Route - 30 12 Transponders of 36-141z Bandwidth
1400-Carrier FH Network TV - To.).
Single-Channel/Carrier Northern Tetecom"Alcatisons - 10.1
Wi to Widulation PSK/'TWA Remote TV 8.1/4..1
Thin Route 83/4.7
Western Union SSB/FN/FDN Single- 10 12 Video Channels (One-Way) or
(WESTAR) and Huttiple-Access 14.400 FUN Voice Channels (One-flay)
Video.. SCPC, PSK/TDH/TUIWI
RCA fiATCIMi FDIYi:	 FOH/fN and PCHIP5K 13 24 Video Ehannels with 34.1M1z Bandwidth
for Voice Data, 4 P5K to 9.000 Channels per Transponder
for Digital Data, FH
for Monochrome or
Color TV
IM:	 PCN/PSK for
Vokie/Data
COMSAT/ATT-Clf TOWN 30 28,800 fine-Way Telephone Channels or
(CONSTAR) Digital Transmission, 4PSK 13 1,073-Milt/sec Data
10
Eurtyiean Sparse 4-Phase PSK European A 13 + Spot Beam One 120-liiz Transponder
Ageocy(O15/Ef:S ) FH Video European B 3 One 40=Biz Transponder
TOM One 5-01111 Transponder
Indonesia FBN/FH HuLtiple Carriers 9.8 12 Transponders of 36-Hilt Bandwidth.
per Transponder 7.3
SCPC/fli Demand Assigned 4..0
TABLE 9.1.2.1 -3 - Continued
SYSTEFI
MOR"TION AND
NULUPLE ACCESS
EARTH STATION
ANIENNA -401ETER(w) CAPACITY PER SATEMITE
COMSAT Voices	 SCPC-FN 1,22 Nobiie Terminals 9 Voice Channels (Both flays).
General
{NARISAT)
Oats:	 2-Phase Coherent PSK 12.8 Shore Terminals 110 Teleprinter Channels (80th-Ways)
Cis FM. Video Ten 0.91 1 TV Channel
FN Sound Broadcast Eight 2.43 1 Sound Broadcast Channel
10 Channels (FBN) of Two 3.05 10 Duplex Voice Channels
FN Duplex Voice Two 9.14
ESA/COMSAT Voice:	 NBFM. PON Lour-Gain five 80 -kiln Comounications Channels for
General and YDSM Airborne Ground-to-Air and' Surveillance
(AEROSAT) Data:	 PSK/FSK Antennas
Fifteen 404111 Coamunications Channels for
AI'r-to-Ground
Two 80-kHz Communications Channels for
Ground--to-Ground
One 400-kHz or 10-Mllz Experimental' Channels
ESA (MARDIS) FPM 0.6 for Mobile Share-to-Ship:	 Up to 50 Voice/Fligh-Speed Data
IN Terminals Charnels
FUMA Ship-to-Shore:	 lip to 60 Voi'ce/High-Speed Data
Channels
TRIM Shore-to-Shore: 	 Up to 3 Vo:lce/High-Speed Data
Channels
Satellite TWA 5 f0 transponders at 36-Nllz Bamkidth
Business 4-PSK / (328 Mbi'ts/sec>)Systems(SITS) (1901)
Symphonie Analog and Digital 16 1,200 One-Way Telephone or 2 Color TV Channels
128
4
A1S-6 FN'. Video 25:.9 2 Video Channels at 2.6 Gllz or I Video channel
3 (!Various) at UiIF (060 lNlz)
f.-Rand Transponder has 40-114 Bandwidth
1.54;ft Transponder has 12-141z Bandwidth
YTABLE 9.1.2.1-3 - Concluded
SYSTEM'
MWILATION: AND
MULTIPLE ACCESS
EARTH STATION
ANTENNA DIAMETER
CAPACITY PRE SATELLITE
S'IRCO PCM-PSK. 2-Phase for Voice 14.6 for Stations in Ita ly Twelve 100-kilz Telephone Channels
(Narrow-Band Communications) 14 for Stations in Finland 1.5 191z Totail Bandwidth or one 4491z Baseband
FM or Digital for TV 112 for Stations in U.S. or TV
(Wideband Commun4cations) Various Smaller sizes Down to
1.2 for Shipboard TemJnul
DSCS 11 Stage 14 of Program: 18.2 for Fixed Terminals 1,300 Duplex Voice Channels or 140-Wit/sec0ata
FM and CW 0 . 8 for Airborne Terminals Total of 410-141z of Transponder Bandwidth
Stage lb of Program:
FOPA and COMA
Stage Ic of Program:
FDKA and CDFIA. Phasing
into T1WPCW
Stage 2 of Program.	 TWA
SKY-Silly CUMA in 20 Mlz Channel !1:
	 12.8 One 20=11lz Channel]
FUMA in Z-Mz Channel 11:	 12.2 One 2-141z Channell,
111 and IV. .	 6.4 24- (2,400 bit/sec) Data Channel's or
V:	 1.8 280 Voice Channels
"Scot":	 1.1
NATO FOM/FDM (Cigar We) 12.8
COMA (Jamming KW@)
Fi.TSAFCOM 9 U11F and I SlIF Uplink
10 UHF Downillink
Each ! IJIIF has	 25-kilz Ranibeildth
LES Series DPSK Downlink 1.2 for ABNCP Terminal 36 to 38 Gliz:
QPSK Conferencing Link (Lincoln Labs) Wkbits/sec, DPSK-to other LES Satellites
R-ary FSK Foward -Uplink 0.92 for Al-vtorne Terminal 20 Wilts/sec. DPSK to ABNCP Tenninal11-ary FSK -for-ward Uplink, (IPSK Conferencing Uplink
8-ary WSK, Hopped at ANIASC-22 i	 So k-ary Symbols/sec from^ ADNCP Terminal,
200/set 4.6 for Navy Term	 al Pa Dfts,/sec to Havy Shipboard Terminal
I :	 UHF:	 50 ft-ary Syn"ls/sec to Aircraft
100 8-ar-y Syndiuls/sec from Aircraft
TABLE 9.1.2,1-4. ACRONYMS FOR MODULATION
AND MULTIPLE ACCESS
OPSK Differential Phase Shift
Keyed
QPSK Quadriphase Shift Keyed
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple
Access
TDMA Time Division Multiple
Access
SCPC Single Channel per Carrier
SPADE Single-Channel-per-Carrier
PCM Multiple Access Demand-
Assigned Equipment
NBFM Narrow-Band Frequency
Modulation
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
MFSK Multiple Frequency Shift
Keyed
VSDM Variable Slope Delta
Modulation
i
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TABLE 9.1.2.1-5. U.S. DOMESTIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS
(1)
ORTH STATION
COMPANY Low. SERVICES SATELLITES STATUS
44stern union New York Oats, voice, and video -,;wo 1.1-ti4nmi 4S-333s oaer3tlonat
Chicago 144340 private line (wESTAR)	
I
uuly 1974
Los Angeles Two advanctdi.6ESTARS OPermonal
Oallas
Atlanta
40noluiu
Arnrican Rf" York Data. voice, and video Phase 1:	 lease of 3 Operational
Satellite I Los Angeles leased private line channels in WESTAR Ju ly 1914Corporation Phase Z.	 I a-ch&nne I
HS-!33s
Fairchild AFB. :A
Loring AFS. 14E
Centerville Beach. :A
ftffett F l eld. CA
Offut AFB. NR
ftnterrsy. CA
Chicnoe, AA
Orlando, fL
San Francisco
RCA ti;ob4l New York Oat&. voice., and video Phase-1:	 lease of i qverat,,onal
cmim4nica-
bons Los Angties
leased private line
MTT	 Alaska
Channels	 in ANIK tar
wESTAR)
';Anuary	 1474
RCA Alaska San Francisco
plus	 within
and between Alaska and
i
Phase 2:	 two 2a-channel
Comup ^ca- Juneau. AK CONUS satellites Guilt by RCA
tions
Honolulu Astro-Electronics
Washington. DC
Son Juan. ?A
lioustan
Prudhoe Bay. AK
Cordova. Ax
'1wa. Ax
Valdez. AK
Talkeetna, AK
Bethel. AK
Y&Kutat. AK
ATIT and Now York WT r eo zrivite Leased fr^m COMSATI17M satellite Chicago line'	 to 1.40except I [	 Soner3l by 471T intian
U.S. Government autmoriwions
San Francisco 3 for 3 years) jrart*d
Atlanta
Los Angeles
I Tampa
4oM0 1 4 1 U
COMSAT TTIC only (Santa LO&S* of transoonOers 7"rq* 24-c"A"Mel satellites Lt&5ed to
General Paula. CA. and to AT&T imoalficatiaii of tai%.LSAT ATATSoutnoury. C", IV) buil l by Hughes
Ge ger3t valley Forge, PA Comoany campunications Trapsoonderi 'eased from jueratioral
Electric Oaytona itacn. FL oquiament sna system 'western UnionComoany javelamont
Satellite TTIC-view jersey. CA I digital	 data.	 voice. Two	 !O-ctamnel	 satellites. 7a Ze
susiness
user terminal - '3M i 
and
	 !IaCs1m1'0e built by Hughes Zi rcrift )optrati in&;
Systems location Zmativ 48.
.Sas"
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television from space on a national coverage basis, 2) to establish
a wideband digital communication network using Time Division Multiple
Access (TOMA) and operating in both the 4- to 6-4-Hz and the 20- to 30-GHz
bands, and 3) to conduct extensive testing of communications in the 30-
to 35-GHz frequency range. Other long-term-programs. to make Japan
a communications satellite leader are in the planning stages. Additionally,
several other national and regional networks are planned abroad, but
these will have only marginal impact on the world communication system.
The use of communication satellites has been rapidly increasing
since 1975 and many new uses are proposed. Several of the U.S. domestic
satellite carriers have transponders leased for use by cable television
companies. The decision of the Federal Communications Commission in
late 1976 to approve the use of 4.5-m antennas for receive -only terminals
for cable companies has accelerated the use of satellites for distribu-
tion of "pay television". These 4.5-m stations can be built and main-
twined at lower cost than conventional 10-m stations. Estimates are
as low as $18k per station in quantity. Additionally, the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting (PBS) is currently in the process of changing
from a terrestrial to a satellite network for distribution of educational
television. The network, to be fully operational by late 1978, will
consist of 163 Earth stations, four of which will have uplink capability.
The network will use leased satellite channels operating at C -band.
Other systems, operating at narrow bandwidths, have been proposed for
the distribution of music, both for radio networks and for consumer
background music. Hughes recently introduced a station with a 3-M
antenna for reception of two-channel audio signals of 15-kHz bandwidth.
The cost of the system is $5K, and it is expected to offer an alternative
to leased line audio distribution.
The use of broadcast satellites on an in-depth experimental
basis began with the launch of the Applications Technology Satellite
(ATS). Since then, several other satellites have incorporated broad-
cast distribution on an experimental basis, including the Comtmications
Technology Satellite (CTS). Ground stations for these experimental
f	 1
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broadcast satellites use antennas as small as 1.0 m, with 1.6 m being
common for the 12-GHz broadcast band. The Japanese are planning a
broadcast satellite for 1978 that will also operate in the Ku-band. The
ground stations for this satellite will range from 2.5 to 4.5 m. As the
power of satellite transmitters increases, the use of broadcast satel-
lites to transmit to small receive-only stations will increase.
In the area of wideband data transfer by communications satellite,
the current state of the art is probably best presented by the proposed
Satellite Business Systems (SRS) network. SBS, to be operational in
early 1981, will be the first totall y
 digital data relay system operating
at Ku-band. Each subscriber will have an Earth terminal located on the
premises, and will have access to the network without the use of landlines.
The system will be an all-digital link with capabilities for data,
voice, facsimile, and freeze-frame video. The unattended Earth termi-
nals for the SBS will use either a 5- or 7-m antenna and have a 500-W
power amplifier for uplink. These ground stations feature a time-
division multiple-access burst modem with rate capacity of up to 43 Mbits/
sec and options for 48-.obit /see operation. The user's throughput data
rate can be controlled from the SBS control center on a need basis.
The achievable bit error rate for the system is 10' 5
 for 99.5% of the
time. An optional 10-7
 BER.will be provided through error correction
coding. The first phase of testing was conducted in early 1977 using
leased transponders at C-band. Phase 2 tests are scheduled for late
1977 and early 1975 using the Ku-band facilities of the CTS. These
tests will be conducted with the participation of several large
corporations.
The use of small terminals for reception of data from communi-
cation satellites is currently feasible. With the higher satellite
powers and the lower noise receivers of today, the use or small antennas
in a receive-only mode presents no problems. For interactive terminals,
however, the transmit made can present several. problems. The receiver
noise temperature for spaceborne transponders runs several decibels
above those for uncooled ground stations. in addition, the smaller-
diameter antenna on the ground has a lower gain, requiring more trans-
mitter power on the ground. While current technology .foes not present
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a limitation on available power, the beadwidth of the small terminal
antenna is wide and the sidelobe level is high. Much of this power is
beamed into places where it is not only wasted but where it may inter=
Pere with other satellite s ystems. Geosynchronous communications satel-
lites are already working in an interference environment, and the
additional interference from small terminal antennas cannot be tolerated.
The Federal Communications Commission currently limits the uplink
antenna size to a minimum of 10 m at C-hand. Smaller antennas (such as
the SHS 5- and 7-m) may be used at higher frequencies because th-
beadwidth is dependent on frequency. These small terminals are of
course less expensive than the larger 10- to 30-m manned terminals,
but they are still quite expensive, with costs estimated from $350K to
$500K per interactive terminal.
One application in which the receive-only small terminal would
be favorable is for multi.poi'n't distribution of data. The originating
ground station would relay the data through the satellite where a number
of small terminal stations could receive them on site and process the
data to extract those portions of interest to them.
Typical performance characteristics for satellites operating in
the more common communications bands are presented in Table 9.1.''.1-6.
Channel bandwidth is limited to 500 MHz for both C- and Ku-bands; but
in the 20- to 30-GHz band, bandwidths of up to 1,500 MHz are allocated.
For each individual transponder, 36 MHz is typical for C-band operation.
At Ku-band, 85-Mz bandwidth per transponder is common, with a few
special exceptions using up to 250 MHz. Typical transponder bandwidth.,
have not been established at 20 GHz, but bandwidths of a few hundred
megahertz are technically feasible at these frequencies. The general
error performance at C-band is slightly better than at the higher fre-
quencies, but extreme spectral crowding exists at C-band, Leaving little
room for additional services. At both Ku- and Ka-bands, atmospheric
conditions exhibit a great effect on the error performance. Severe
attenuation due to rain limits the usefulness during; extreme weather
conditions. Additionally, degradation at Ka-band occurs from water
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TABLE 9.1.2.1-6. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE BANDS
CHARACTERISTIC C-BAND Ku-BAND Ka-BANG
Frequency 4/6 GHz 11/14 GHz 20/30 GHz
Channel Bandwidth 500 MHz 500 MHz 1,500 MHz
Transponder Bandwidth 36 MHz 85 MHz -
Error Performance 10- 6 BER 10- 5 BER 10-4	 to 10- 5 BER
Special Considerations Extreme Attenuation Extreme
spectral from attenuation
crowding weather from
weather
Suitability for Small Receive Good for Good for
Terminals only interactive interactive
vapor in the atmosphere. For users of small antenna systemus, the higher
bands have some advantages. At C-band, small terminal use is limited
to receive=only applications. At Ku-band, an interactive terminal
becomes feasible for 4- to 5-m antennas. The equivalent antenna for an
interactive small terminal operating at 20 to 30 GHz is only about 2 m.
Component technology can currently support the equipment necessary for
operation at these higher frequencies, but there are currently no com-
mercial satellites supplying services in this band. Therefore, most of
the satellite users will continue for the time being to interface with
the network by land lines rather than by their own interactive terminals.
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9.1.2.2 Trends in Satellite Networks - The general trend in
data systems is to transmit more data in less time. Future communi-
cations satellites will increase in capacity as technology provides
hardware with advanced capabilities. Frequency reuse will become more
common as a scheme to double the transmission capacity of any one fre-
quency by using orthogonal polarization to keep the two data channels
separate. This frequency reuse scheme is currently being used at the
4- to 6-GHz band and will be used at both the 4- to 6-GHz and the 11-
to 14-GHz bands with the implementation of INTELSAT V in 1979.
The 11- to 14-GHz band will be used to provide more channels and
greater bandwidth. As technology advances, the 20- to 30-GHz band will
be used. The use of these higher frequency bands will result in narrower
antenna beamwidths and Higher gains and will produce a decrease in
ground antenna size: Additionally, the satellite transmitter power will
increase at both the 4- to 6-GHz and the 11- to 14-GHz bands. This
power increase will be made possible by better TWTs, increased prime
power collection, and more directive antenna patterns. As with all
systems, cost is a major factor. The launch costs of future satellites
launched from the Space Shuttle will be an estimated 40% less than present
costs. This will allow more of the s ystem budget to be spent on the
spacecraft and will allow increased weight to achieve increased capability.
The ground stations in the satellite networks will become smaller.
The higher frequencies and higher power of ground stations, along with the
advancement of beater antenna designs, will allow use of small terminals
with a minimal amount of interference to other satellite systems. Depend-
ing on the type of signal, the ground station antenna will range from
10 m for High-rate digital data down to 0.6 m for TV reception from high-
power satellites. The ground station receivers will also be improved by
lower noise amplifiers and solid-state controllers.
Communications satellite s ystems in general will continue to
increase in capability. The existing systems will be updated in both
capacity and capability (e.g., INTELSAT V and Western Union's
TURSS/Advanced WESTAR). New designs will provide for increased data rates,
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both on a per-user and a per-satellite basis. The total available band-
width will be increased through frequency reuse, combination of C- and
Ku-band operation., and the migration to the 20- to 30-G-Hz band, where
bandwidths of up to 1,500-MHz have been allocated. Additionally, the
number of networks will increase as more companies start networks of
their own. The trend for these networks will be for ail-digital capa-
bility with ground stations located at or near the user. It has been
predicted (Ref. 9!4) that 84 telecommunications satellites will be
launched by the Western World between 1980 and 1990. Of these, 29 will
be for the United States, 13 .for Europe, and 16 for international organ-
izations.
Figure 9.1.2.2-1 presents the trend in the number of U.S.
domestic communications satellites available between 1975 and 1990. In
addition to an increasing number of satellites, the number of transponder
channels per satellite will also increase. Figure 9.1.2.2-2 gives the
trend in the number of wideband transponder channels available for domestic
communications. The cost of a wideband transponder channel will decrease
sy
	as more channels become available with the projected test being $1M
per year per transponder by 1990, as shown in Figure 9.1.2.2-3.
The number of users will increase as more channel capacity
becomes available. Many of the users will have narrow bandwidth needs
(such as real-time data connection between company teletypes) and will
connect to the satellite network by means of the terrestrial network.
Other users will have a need for wideband data links and will interface
with the network through small terminals located at or near their
premises. The flexibility available to these users will be increased
by the use of real-time reassignment of a time -division multiple-access
system. This will allow the throughput rate to be allocated to the user
as needed.
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9.1.2.3 Projected Developments_ tn. Satellite. Networks - While
the 4- to 6-GHz band will continue to be used, the 11- to 14-GHz band
will become the predominant band for wideband data and ground stations
employing small-diameter antennas. At Ku-band, RF bandwidths of 85-MHz
(versus 36-MHz at C-band) will be common, with a few special systems
having links of up to 250-M!{z bandwidth. The majority of these satellite
networks will relay digital data, with the most common exception being
analog FM links for broadcast satellite television.
The ground stations for the 11- to 14-GHz band will use mostly
5- to 10-m antennas. Receive-only stations for TV will use 1- to 2-m
antennas at Ku-band, while 4.5-m antennas will continue to be used for
receive-only TV operating at C-band. Interactive terminals will operate
at Ku-band or above, making the use of small terminals feasible. These
small terminals can be configured for transmission of wideband data at
these higher frequencies. The cost of a wideband channel is relatively
high, but the per-user cost can be kept low if transmissions are scheduled
ahead of time and if multiple users receive the data in a broadcast mode.
The number of satellites and satellite networks will increase as
more communications data shifts from terrestrial to satellite networks.
The transfer of both high-speed data and commercial television will be
accomplished by satellite networks instead of ground distribution net-
works. These networks will have the ground station at the user and will
reduce the long-term cost of the system when compared with wideband line
network charges. Narrowband systems will also use satellite links,
especially for the distribution of a single signal over a wide area (as
in radio news networks or background music suppliers).
The hardware technology to implement these satellite communi-
cation systems (see Section 5) either currently exists or will exist
during the 1980-1985 timeframe. Care must be taken, however, to make
optimum use of the satellites and satellite networks. A recent study
by the Office of Telecommunications (Ref. 9-5) shows that a direct
satellite communications system has a total capacity of 2,000-Mbits/sec
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from each satellite. By comparison, the AT&T COMSTAR series has a capac-
ity of 1,073 Mbits/see and the SBS a capacity of only 328 Mbits/sec.
As the geosyxhronous orbits continue to be filled, it becomes increas-
ingly important for each satellite to produce the greatest benefits
possible. Multifunction satellites (such as the TbRSS /Advanced WESTAR)
increase the utilization of orbital space by providing several services
in one satellite. This trend will become more common as multifunction
satellites provide broadcast, point-to-point data links, and mult.ipoint
data relay, all from the same satellite. This trend will reduce the
amount of orbital space required as well as reducing the spacecraft cost
(as compared with using two or three separate satellites). This technique
will become feasible with the operation of the Space Shuttle, allowing
capacity for heavier systems and the ability for satellite retrieval in
the event of s ystem failure.
Another technique that will allow a more optimu►at use of satellite
capacity is a scanning spot-beam system, such as that proposed by Bell
Laboratories. Their proposal utilizes fixed spot beams for coverage of
major cities, with a phased-array antenna scanning the remainder of the
country. Sweep rate for the s ystem is 0.01 sec and stations are polled
by a time-division multiple-access s ystem, much like the SBS scheme.
The system will allow a more efficient use of the radio spectrum since
the beam is limited to 1N of the nation at any instant as opposed to a
beam covering the entire country . This allows frequency reuse tech.-
niques that increase satellite capacity by up to three times while
actually lowering the required EIRP by as much as 20 dB. The system
uses a 10-ft-diameter Earth-station antenna located near the user. Bell
is currently
 designing a prototype of the system, but has no comment on
when it may be implemented.
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9.2	 TELECOMMUNICATION HARDWARE
Telecommunication hardware includes all the terminal and inter-
face equipment that makes up a communications network except for the
long lines or radio links. These include terminals, data multiplexers,
modems, front-end processors, and network processors. This section
covers these pieces of hardware with the exception of terminals, which
are covered in Section 10.
Telecommunication hardware is changing as the requirements of
the data network change. These changes are generally toward increasing
capability, not only to better perform the traditional function of the
device but to increase its role in the total cammunication system. Many
of these devices are acquiring a processing capability, allowing them to
perform functions that were once either not performed or done at the
central computer facility. This is leading to a distributed network
with capacity spread around the network rather than concentrated at one
point.
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9.2.1 Modems
Modems (.short For modulator/demodulator) are the interface devices
used to connect digital equipment to analog transmission channels. The
modem provides the transition of serial digital data from a baseband
pulse train to a modulated carrier compatible with the 300- to 1,300-Hz
bandwidth of standard voice grade communications channels. The modem
uses multilevel modulation techniques and complex equalization schemes
to provide bit rates that exceed the normal channel capacity of the line.
Advances in mudem technology account for a major improvement in the
effective throughput u€ data over telecommunication channels.
di
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9.2.1.1 State of _ the_Art- - in Modems - Modems operate either
synchronously or asynchronously, depending on whether the receiving and
transmitting terminals operate in phase. Asynchronous modems are gener-
ally limited to data rates below 1,200 bits /sec, as might be required for
a teletype terminal. Asynchronous modems may be either acoustically
coupled to a standard telephone handset or hardwired to the communicat ons
line. Frequency-Shift-Keyed (FSK) modulation is normally used for asyn-
chronous modems. As the data rate increases above 2-kbits /sec, multilevel
modulation is required to maintain the signal within the limited line band-
.,	 width. These modulation techniques require the modem to be synchronized
with the sending terminal.. Synchronous modems normally operate between
2.4 and 9.6 kbits /sec. Several modulation techniques are used to achieve
y^
the high data-rate-to-bandwidth ratio required for these types of rates.
X	 Figure 9.2.1.1-1 illustrates the signal constellation patterns for several
yi
	of the more popular methods. The constellation at (a) shows the pattern
for four-phase DPSK used for sending 2,400 bits /sec. An eight-phase
DPSK (b) is the standard for 4 ,800 bits /see. Several standards exist
for the 9,600-bit/sec rate. The U . S. common carriers use a 4x4 Quadra-
ture Amplitude Modulation (QAI) technique, as shown in (c)• The independent
modem manufacturers use a two-level, eight-phase PSK, as illustrated in
(d). No matter which method is used for 9,600-bit/sec modulation, the modem
must handle 16 signal conditions. The number of conditions sets a practical
limit on the amount of data sent over a limited bandwidth line. To achieve
even 14.4 kbits/sec, it is nacesscry to maintain 24 conditions and as the
number of conditions goes up, the individual points become more difficult
to decode. The phase shift and noise on the line become extremely critical
and reliability goes down unless extensive coding techniques are employed.
Some multiplexed modems accommodat: a rate of 19.2 kbits /sec, but this is
achieved by sending data at a rate of 9.6 kbits /sec over two voice-grade
lines.
Modems have reached a high level of-sophistication compared with
the early units of the 1960'x. Some current designs employ microprocessors
for control. Others use M5I or LSI for all functions. Many of the present
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(a) FOUR-PHASE DPSK STANDARD FOI
2.400 bits/sec
EIGHT-PHASE DESK -STANDARD F(
4.800 bits/sec
I (p
• •
I "(D
(c) 4x4 QAM U.S. CARRIER STANDARD	 (d) TWO-LEVEL. EIGHT-PHA5L P-SK
FOR 9,600 bits/sec	 INDEPENDENT MOO: LM MANUFACTURERS'
STANDARD FOR 9.600 bits,'Sec
FIGURE 9.2.1.1-1. SIGNAL CONSTELLA"Ir IONS FOR SEVERAL
MODEM MODULATION TECHNIQUES
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modems have status lights that monitor in the range of 9 to 11 vital
interface conditions. In the event of a system failure, a cursory
examination of the modem interface conditions will isolate the problem.
Some modem models offer automatically adaptive equalizers. These units
determine the equalization required for the line in use and then set an
active filter system to achieve this value. In this way, a dial-up line
can be used without the modem operator having to adjust the modem equali-
zation. These modems, when used with dial-up lines, are capable of
achieving data rates once possible only with leased lines. The cost of
these modems is quite high, however, and their implementation cannot be
justified by some users. Likewise, modems are available with forward
error corrective coding techniques, but the cost is too great for the
typical user.
A listing of the characteristics for some typical state-of-the-
art modems is given in Table 9.2.1.1-1. All of the modems listed are
for rates at or below 9.6 kbits/sec except the Codex Model 8310. This
is a high-rate modem capable of sending up to 64 kbits/sec over a wide-
band line. In most cases, the modems can operate over either a switched
or point--to-point line at rates of 4.8 kbits/sec or less, but a con-
ditioned point-to-point line is required for data rates above 4.8
kbits/sec.
Since modems provide the link between a variety of terminal
equipment and the analog network, it is important that the modem provide
a standard interface to all such terminal equipment. For years the EIA
standard RS-232 has provided the specifications for both mechanical and
electrical interfaces to the modem. Performance characteristics for
this standard and a recently adopted interface standard are given in
Table 9.2.1.1-2. The new standard, RS-449, is designed to operate at
data rates up to 100 kbits/sec at a distance of 1,200 m in the balanced
line mode. For shorter distances of down to 12 m, the interface will
accommodate up to 10 Mbits/sec. In the unbalanced mode, the interface
allows 3 kbits/sec over a 1,200-m link or up to 300 kbits/sec at a
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TABLE 9.2.1.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS FOR TYPICAL STATE-OF-THE-ART MODEMS
MANUFACTURER MODEL
SY:NCHRO--
NIZATI04
L I 14-E
TYPE
OUTPUT
DATA RATE
(kbits/sec) BER
COST
Codex 1960 Synch point-to- 4.8, 7.2,	 9.6 T@ 8,500
P.0i nit
Codex 8310 Synch point-to- 48, 50, 5-6, 1,0-e
Point 64.
Datec 30 Asynch Switched 0;.3 310
and Point-
to-paint
Develcon DS513 Asynch Hardwire- 9-.6 275
Limited
Distance
General Asynch Switched and 2.0, 2.4
Datacom poilnt-to-
potnt
General 2400EP Synch Point-to- 2.4
Datacom Point
Nesco 420 Asynch Switched and 2.4, 4.8. 9.6 -
Point-to-
Point
Telle-Dynamics 7208 Synch Switched and 4. 8. -
Po iint- to-
Po int
Vadi:c VA3467 Asynch Switched, and 1.2 each from 850
Point-to- three modem
Point
Vadic VA3415 Asynch Switched andi 1.2 740
Po iint -to-
Poi nt
Western Union 1	 4196 Synch Switched and 4.8, 7.2 6,500
Information Service putnt-to-
Pei nt
ta_
. .	
............
TABLE 9.2.1.1-2. PERFORMANCE FOR RECOGNIZED MODEM INTERFACE STANDARDS
SNORT RUN LONG RUN
EIA
STANDARD LINECHARACTERISTIC DISTANCE(m.-) DATARATE DATA CONNECTORDISTANCE (m)	 RATE PINS6	 RS-232C Unbalanced 15 20 kbits/
sec 25
RS-449 Unbalanced 12 300 kbits/ 1,200
	 3 kbits/r sec sec,
,n:	 f Balanced 12 10 Mbi ts/ 1,200
	 100 kbits/
37
f	 c sec sec
I	 ^
_	 {	 r
i
r
distance of 12 m. By comparison, RS-2.32C provided for a 20-kbit. /sec link
over a distance of 15 m. The provisions of RS-449 allow for an unmodified
interface with RS-232 equipment; however, system data rates will be limited
to those set by the RS -232 equipment. In addition to the higher achievable
data rates, the new interface accommodates seven control and testing func-
tfons not previously available. The new specification uses a 37 -pin con-
nector of the same type as the 25-pin connector used for RS-2320.
In addition to the mechanical and ele ctrical interface require-
ments, there must be a compatibility on the Ian wage level. Several pro-
tocols exist for this purpose, and what is standard depends on the machine
characteristics and the location. Byte-o .rienteu protocols are used today
by several companies, including IBM., Burroughs, and DEC. These protocols
require complex software to separate the message from the overhead.
Additionally, they are limited to half-duplex operation. Bit--oriented
protocols have a much simpler overhead and require only two characters to
identify the beginning and ending of a frame. Several of these bit-oriented
protocols exist, including IBM's Synchronous Link Data Control (SLDC), the
Advanced Data Communications Control Procedure (ADCCP) of the American
National Standards Institute, and the High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC)
of the International Standards Organization. The existence of so many
"Standards" creates a noncompa.tibility of equipment. The need for a
truly standard protocol exists, but authorities in the area predict that
no true standard will come until the turn of the century.
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9.2.1.2 Trends and Prol0a ted. Developments in Modem	 i
Technology - The trends in modem technology are based on the implemen-
tation of LSI circuitry and microprocessor controllers to reduce the
power consumption, size., and cost. They will at the same time increase
bit rates, reliability, and error performance. The advances in network
technology are dependent on advances in modem technology. The rate for
point-to-point leased lines will be limited to a maximum of 14.4 kbits /sec,
about 1.5 times the present capability, and these rates, if achieved, will
_be the result of advances in modem technology in lieu of improvements in
distribution networks. Some custom-designed, very- -high-cost modems will
be capable of operation at higher rates during the early 1980 ' s. Harris
Radiation Labs currently has a contract with Rome Air Development Center
to develop a modem capable of sending 16 kbits /sec over a single telephone
line. The details of specifications and system availability have not been
released at this time. Experimental systems operating at 16 kbits/sec
have been demonstrated with fair success for digitized speech., but the
error rates of these systems are too high for use in data communication.
The proper error coding and equalization techniques will make data com-
munication possible for this high throughput rate, but cost of the
necessary equipment will be too high in the near future for the average
user. The maximum theoretical channel capacity for a voice. grade tele-
phone line is approximately 20 kbits /sec. The present state-of-the-art
modems achieve 48% of the theoretical rate, and the 14.4-kbit /sec modems
of the early 1980's will achieve 72% of this. The proposed 16-k-bit/sec
modem will achieve 80% of the maximum and is approaching the practical
rate that can be achieved over a voice-grade telephone line. Table
9.2..1.2-1 gives the projected bit rates for modems operating aver voice-
grade lines in the 1980-1985 timeframe..
The electrical and mechanical interface standards will be con-
sistent with those of R5-449. The agreement on a common protocol standard
will be slow, with a true standard unlikely during the 1980 -1985 time-
frame. Equipment will move toward a standard, but general compatibility
will not come until at least the 1990's.
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0 TABLE 9.2.1.2-1. PROJECTED DATA RAPES FOR MODEMS OF THE1980-1985 TIMEFRAME
PROJECTED
_
INCREASE OVER PORTION OF
BIT RATE PRESENT THEORETICAL
TYPE OF MODEM (kbi is /sec) ( ^) ( ^^
Mu 1 t i po i:n t 9.6 10048
Point-to-Point 14.4 50 72
Special-Purpose 16.0 67 80
Additionally, the networks of the 1980-1:985 timetrame will be
more distributed than those of today. The average terminal will possess
capability to function independently of the network, but reliability of
the data link will still be a major concern. The modems of this period
will contain automated preventive maintenance functions with automatic
swit.chover to redundancy in the event of a failure. The use of modems
will increase as the use of distributed data processing increases. The
number of modems in use will be impacted somewhat by the continued
expansion of digital network services; however, the expansion of data
processing needs is expected to increase at a rate much higher than can
be met by digital data services alone.
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9.2.2Fron -t-End Processors
The front-end processor, as discussed in this subsection, is
located at the host computer. 	 its functions are the monitor and control
of the communications network-to-host computer interface. 	 In performing
this function, there are several tasks performed by the front-end 'proc-
;T_
essor.	 Those classified as basic functions include the control of
k` reception and transmission, responsibility for code conversions, the
control of network errors, editing of messages, and the routing of
area of pollingmessages to and from the main program processor. 	 in the	
4A.
and dialing functions, the front-end processor may perform such tasks
as the dialing of terminals, answering the line when the computer is
dialed, and polling the terminals on either an automatic or programmed
basis.
An important purpose of the front-end processor, although not
generally counted as a function, is to conserve the amount of processing
capability taken from the host computer. To optimize the savings ofnn;
host computer resources, several other tasks can be assigned on a user-
sensitive basis. For example, the front-end processor can control the
allocation of a dynamic buffer to minimize the storage required in the
main computer. The front-end processor can also serve as a queueing
mechanism for both incoming and outgoing messages. Additionally, it can
handle scheduling and can allow the CPU to perform other functions during
nariods when the communications channels are busy . Two other functions
that are not always implemented but that should be considered are message-
logging and statistics gathering.
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9.2.2.1 State of the _Art in__Fron:t-End. Proeessors - The front-
end processors in general use today are either of a hardwired or program-
mable nature. The hardwired processors can accommodate a variety of
either asynchronous or synchronous terminals. The asynchronous terminals
most ofter!. accommodated operate at one of seven common speeds: 75, 110,
134.5, 1.50, 300, 600, or 1,200 bits /sec. The synchronous speeds accommo-
dated include, but are not limited to, 2, 2.4, 3.6, 4.8, 7.2, 9.6, and
19.2 kbits/sec. Higher rates from 48 to 56 kbits/sec are also available
with some processors. While the hardwired front--end processors have the
advantage of speed, they possess the disadvantage of general inflexibility
in-the changing of network configuration. Also, the host computer must
provide the processing capability for many of the network functions.
Despite these constraints, the hardwired front-end processor continues
to be used in many systems.
The programmable front-end processor maintains the advantages
of both a system interface flexibility and a reduction of the burden on
the CPC-. Programmable front ends usually incorporate a minicomputer with
memory ranging from 4 to 512 kbytes. The functions available on many of
the typical units include variable line count, variable speed of the
throughput, and adaptive data formatting. These snits can also perform
error correction, editing, and dialing functions. Options available
include statistical multiplexing, data compression, network performance
monitoring, and network statistics gathering. The available options vary
among manufacturers, and plug-in modules provide a flexibility even above
that obtained by programming. With a number of diversified functions
available from different manufacturers, a difficulty exists in separating
the network control functions from those required for an efficient net-
work interface. Some current systems employ both a front-end processor
and a network controller, but many use the front-end processor for both
functions. A representative listing of currently used front-end processors
and their manufacturers is presented in Table 9.2.2.1-1. The table covers
the characteristics of several units currently employed for this purpose.
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TABLE 9.2.2.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART FRONT-CND PROCESSORS
s
cr
Q^
MAHUFAETURE1l AHO MODEL
L1HE5
RATE
HllMBEl1kb s
HUMBER'
OF
HOSTS
LW:DIZE
^ —_ -0051
STORAGE
MEDIUM
^
 
i1t110Rr
SIR	 OTHER FEATURES
kbft^:.	
—
'Computer  Comummicatlons:. Inc.
CC-8 64 230 2 16 88.9 1 M 16 to 128' Peripherals:	 card reader.
cc-8o 960 230 7 16 11`7.8 MOs 16 to 517 line printer, fixed-bead disc.
movable-head disc
Counter 3670 384 230 4 16 70 ♦ Care 16 to 51Z . Dynamic liine/subchannel assign-
options scent. auto"tic baud rate
detection; full-duplex HSC
can be used as concentrator or
concentrator/controller.
Honeywell 6470 NJA 50 6 18 190 Semiconductor, 11I.A Any c"ination of duplex or
full duplex operation
IBM 3705-1 1 1 352 56 2 16 1 32 HJA MGrnolichic 32 to 2561 Can be used as line
FET concentrator
Memorex 1380 240 230 4 16 154 IM 32 to 512 'Direct replacement for 18M
3704$3705.	 Blocks level
synchronous scanners and
block-level channel adaptors
are standard.
fiodular Computer Systems, Inc. 256 250 l 16 29.5 - 512 Accommodates any type of
iV/DP peripheral
Paradyne Corporation PIX 11 11JA 56 NJA 16 1•S.B MO5 32 Features include voice adaptor
and llne switch
y	
—...,
'"	
.,.3 ^+,. " 
toWi, e-J ^^,^ ^^ ^ ^	 ^R M' M t'A
The functions available with these systems vary, and the amount of net-
work control depends both on the front-end processor chosen and the
configuration of the network. The maximum control is achieved for net-
works configured with similar equipment, while the least amount of control
and flexibility is obtained for terminals with varying characteristics.
i 	 ' f "
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re	 nd_ _Pr_o ected_ De_v_eio.2 tints in Front-End_ __ _	 .^9.x,2.2 Tr nds a
Pro_cesso_rs - The general trend for front-end processing equipment will
be for an increase in both flexibility and capability. The major role
of the front-end processor is an interface between the central computer
and the communications network. The amount of influence that the pro-
cessor exhibits beyond the interface depends on the user's intentions,
but that amount of influence is growing. With the increase in accepta-
bility of the minicomputer, the front-end processor functions have
increased to take over those items normally associated with other hard-
ware. In many cases, front-end processors have accepted the role of
concentrator and multiplexer on the network side, while relieving the
host of the traditional network processing on the other side of the
interface. In many cases, the front-end processor will continue to
assume more functions, with processors of the future being capable of
automatic network restoral in the event of an equipment failure along
the line.
The implementation of the distributed network will have an
impact on the role of the processor. With passive terminals, the entire
burden of the end-to-end communications system is placed with the host
and/or front-end processor. With the advent of the intelligent terminal
and distributed processing, this changes somewhat. The terminals become
more autonomous and the flow of data is filled with more information
and fewer control functions. as the functions of formatting and terminal
control are further removed from the processor, the possibility for net-
work control is increased. In essence, the front-end processor will
begin to look more like a network controller.
The use of hardwired front-end processors will decrease, with
programmable processors accounting for more than half of the systems of
the early 1980's. The programmable processors will serve to release
the host from the burden of control as well as taking control of network
functions. The trends and developments in front-end processo r technology
will generally follow those for processors and memory and are discussed
in Section 7 of this report. As discussed in this section, large com-
puters will exist on a single integrated circuit chip. Thus the front-
end processor in 1985 may consist of a single chip built into a box
that houses the modem (also a chip and/or a superc-omponent), multiplexer,
and other special circuitry for interfacing a variety of components
(e.g., computers and terminals, etc.) to the communication network.
^J
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9.2.3 Data Multi.p.lexers.
Data multiplexers, as discussed in this subsection, allow several
data terminals to share a communications line. The multiplexer serves
to interleave the data of the various remote users so that a more com-
plete utilization can be made of available bandwidth. This can result
in reduced line costs, especially when several pieces of low-to-medium
data rate equipment are located in a central area and have connections
to the same processing unit.
while conventional multiplexers have a definite role in the
area of data communications, the newer types of multiplexers with front
panel programming and automatic sensing functions will become more impor-
tant in future data systems. The multiplexer will assuage the responsi-
bility for more of the network control functions that were once consid-
ered the job of the network controller. These intelligent multiplexers
will be a vital part of the distributed network of the future.
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9.2.3.1 State of the Art in Data Multiplexers - Line data
multiplexers generally use either Time Pivi.sion Multiplexing (TDM) or
Frequenev Division Multiplexing =M) to interleave the data from
several users onto one communications lint. The more common technique
used today is :a TDH system that interleaves the data on a per-bit basis.
The multiplexers may operate in tither a synchronous or asynchronous
mode, with some models offering the capability to mix modes. Typical
asynchronous channel input speeds range from 75 to 1.00 biLslsee.
Synchronous speeds on :.a number of units :tart at 1.2 kbtts: sec_ anci
include 2 . 2.4, 3.0. 4.6. and 7.2 lC AS,sec. with some higher-speed
multiplexers also accepting_ inputs at Co WLS, sec. Standard outpu
rates are s nehronous and We Lude the rates given above for syn hronou
inputs. Some h ikhc r-r:ate mu it i p lexers have output rates A up to
Q kbits soc. cable 9.:.3.1-1 pretieats the characteristics tier several
typica 1. units.
Multiplexers in the strict sense from for example) alLot a given
amount of time for frequency  t c a r FVM) tor t ransiili ss ic o n O t data L.) and
tram a parti.:ular terminal. They result is that a portion of the Lille
is dedicated to the user whether ::aily data rare present or not. rhere-
fart:. the fixed multiplexing scheme. :are bettor adapted for use with
s ystems that Have a relatively constant data :ate. Systems with "bursty''
data are better suited for implomentation with a packet switching .arr.,nge-
gient, :although ON scheme may not be suitable for many user applications.
An Alternative would be to use can intelligent multiplexer. also known
as :a Concentrator. The concentrator deli's the work o! a multiplexer.
but it contains buffer storage to prevent data overflow during burst
periods. l'he sv te:n then srreaas the data out on the line. taking
advawage of break periods in the other users' Vata. Adatt.ionally, most
concentrators multiplex the data on a block basis rather thail I'll a bit
or eharac'_tor basis. A hit :etch in sent to Signi fv the staWa 01 anV
idle terminal.  thn:a VOIVa::llli, LIIAL tVIZilinal t : share o l, the line tcc r ki-AV
L,v other terminals.
0
,I_t.l
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TABLE 9.2.3.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS FOR TYPICAL STATE ­OF -THE -ART DATA MULTIPLEXERS
01
N
NUMBER OF
INPUT RATES
OUTPUT
RATES USER COSTASYNCHRONOUS SYNCHRONOUS
MANUFACTURER MODEL INPUT LINES (bits/sec) (kbits/sec): (kbits/sec) TRANSPARENCY
IBM 2712-1 110 134.5 None Yes
IBM 2712-2 14, 74.2 None Yes
Codex :920 Up to-64 !75,	 110.	 134.5 ., 1.2,	 2.0,	 2.4, 9..6 Yes 1	 1,800 (1 16 ch)
`150, 300, 600, A.6, 4.8, 7.2 2,700 (64 ch)
.1.200
Codex 8014 20 None 2.4 to 38.4 in 64 Yes
2.4-kbit/sec
increments
--k
As the capability of the equipment at the user's site increases,
the system takes on the characteristics of a distributed network. The
intelligent multiplexer takes on other tasks besides pure multiplexing
of data. The intelligent multiplexer can be used as a network node,
connecting to remote ,job entry equipment. in addition to the conventional
user terminal. As the intelligent multiplexer gains capability, it can
be used for data compression. The simplest data compression techniques
of this type reduce the data required to transmit repeated characters.
More sophisticated data compression uses codes to assign bit patterns
to the various characters. By assigning the simplest patterns to the
more frequently used characters, the transmission efficiency can be
improved by approximately 30% over that of a standard 3-bit format.
Intelligent multiplexers are also capable of providing error correction
through the use of an automatic repeat request feature.
The advantages offered by multiplexers vary according, to the
users' needs. Where manv low--rate terminals are in close proximity and
communicate with the same processing unit over a relatively long distance,
the multiplexer can be _justified by reducing the need for having several
under-utilized lines. On the other hand, the cost of the multiplexer
eould not be ;justified for a small number of terminals (two or three)
operating over local lines. Likewise, the advantages are great for the
low-rate user, since many low-rate users can be placed on a voice-grade
line. This advantage decreases as the user's data rate approaches the
capacity of the line.
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l9.2.3.2 Trends and Projected Developments_i.n.... Data MulLi.plexer
Technology - The trend in data multiplexer technology is toward an
increase in throughput data rates and an increase in control functions.
Multiplexers of the 1980-1985 timeframe will have a large number of
input ports and these ports will be capable of supporting higher data
rates. -he output rates of these multiple.ters will also increase, with
the higher data rates being accommodated by the digital data networks
rather than by modems and analog networks. High-rate data multiplexers
(handling hundreds of lines and having output rates of up to a few
megabits pet second) will tie to the small terminal satellite Eaith
stations proposed for the early 1980's.
At the slower multiplexer rates (9.6 kbits/sec and below), the
multiplexers will exhibit increased capability due to internal processing.
The smart multiplexer will be common, having the standard functions of
data compression and error detection, in addition to offering an auto-
matic adantion to terminal speed and format. These adaptive systems
will develop with the increased use of LSI and microprocessor circuitry
and will be .found in some form in all multiplexer applications except
the simplest.
The use of the intelligent multiplexer will become even more
important with an increase in the number of all digital networks. Using
the system currently being implemented for analog-to-digital conversion,
the voice-grade analog line (capable of 9.6 kbits/sec at most) of the
telephone company is equivalent to a 56-kbit/sec digital line. To use
this capability efficiently, digital lines serving customers would of
necessity need a multiplexer to use the line's capacity while operating
terminals. Additionally, the standard multiplexer is only efficient if
all terminals are operating at rated capacity. The intelligent multi-
plexer will reduce a great portion of this inefficiency, allowing active
terminals to take advantage of the unused portions of the data lines.
la
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10. INFORMATION PRESENTATION ELEMENTS
Information presentation elements are discussed in this section
in terms of the dynamic or real-time presentation elements and the hard-
copy presentation elements that are depicted in Figure 10-1. Dynamic
presentation elements are those that are capable of being driven and/or
changed in real time ., in contrast to the hardeopy elements, which are
permanent in nature once they are produced. For purposes of classifica-
tion, dynamic presentation elements include certain classes of projection
systems that use hardeopy media (e.g., film) as the image source. Thus,
for this example, the systems that generate the hardeopy image source
are classified as hardeopy presentation elements, and systems that project
the image are classified as dynamic presentation elements.
For more than a decade, the information presentation/display
market has been projected as ready to explode. Indeed, the market has
"exploded" in the area of alphanumeric terminal devices, but has been
r^	 less successful in the area of graphics than forecasted, To a certain
extent, advancements in Lechnology have been reflected by this market.
Many _f the most significant advances that have occurred in displays
recently have been the result of advances in supporting technologies,
primarily integrated circuit technolo gy. Among the significant advances
that have occur,ad as a result of IC technology are the intelligent
terminals, graphic displays that are refreshed from solid-state memories,
and digital control of graphic functions.
Display devices still employ the cathode ray tube (CRT) as the
dominant display medium ., and indications are that this will not change
significantly during the next several years; however, other technologies
are beginning to emerge as technically feasible approaches. The applica-
tion of these technologies will probably be limited for the foreseeable
future to special requirements that can justi fy the additional cost over
that for a CRT-based system. At present, no technology is cost-
competitive with the CRT, although certain classes of plasma panels are
showing progress in that direction.
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Research is going on in many areas of display technology at the
present time. In fact, so many areas are being investigated that the
efforts appear to be fragmented. This fragmentation clearly disperses
the available funding to the point that it probably restricts technology
development . The one factor that places the most pressure on manufacturers
to improve display media technology is the search for higher-performance
home television/home entertainment displays to replace the current CRT
systems. A breakthrough in one or more areas may result in more funding
being diverted to that area, which could conceivably produce a system that
is p ost- and.performance-competitive with the CRT. However, most autho:r.
ities are not presently willing to commit themselves as to which display
technology will experience this first breakthrough, or indeed if such
a breakthrough occurs, whether that technology will win the final
competition as the predominant display medium for computer-generated
data, home television., and other information presentation functions.
CIA
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10.1	 DYNAMC_INFORMATION PRESENTATION ELEMENTS
Dynamic information presentation elements include the visual
pr"-eeentation systems and represent the most important method for presenting
dynamic data.	 'Visual systems are classified as either small-o- screen
(Tv-type') or- large-screen systems.	 Small-screen systems are generally
classified as those devices that have display screens that measure
25 in. or less diagonally. 	 This distinction has been primarily the
result of practical limitattions on the size of cathode ray tubes, which
are the principal dynamic stall-screen display medium.	 This distinction
between large- and small--screen displays may change as technology
advances.
Technology is discussed in the following subsections in terms of
two specific aspects of display technology:
	 1) features that ate provided
independent of the display medium (e.g., intelligent terminal features)
and 2-) the display medium. 	 Many of the features available on terminal;
devices are not limited by technology but are functions of human factors 1
and cost.
W
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1:0.1.1 State of the. Art _. in aia? l , Sdreen Displays.
The state of the art in smell --screen (TV-type) dynamic info- ton
presentation elements is discussed in terms of features available on
alphanumeric terminals, graphic display terminals, and wage presentation
devices The specific display device technologies (e:.g., CRTs,. plasma:
:panels, LCDS) are 'discussed and compared in subsequent paragraphs.
Alphanumeric display terminals perform as remote communication
terminals (similar to the hardeopy teletype devices) and as local
term nala for interactive Operations (e.g., editing and data base access)
with computers. As such, these devices are available as 1) intelligent
terminals (.possess memory and limited programming and processing capa-
bility), 2) smart terminals (possess editing capability), and 3) dumb.
terminals (strictly dependent on the host processor for all intelligence).
The dumb terminal has been in use since the mid-sixties, and although
it still serves the needs of numerous users,: many of the newer terminals
are incorporating microprocessor-based intelligence. Some industry
officials feel, that the emergence of lour-cost microprocessor--controlled
terminals in 1:971 was most significant (Ref. 10-1) in 'terms of reducing
the cost of display devices. The introduction of microprocessors into
terminals allowed some manufacturers to lower their parts count by 25 to
30% for dumb terminals and by 30 to 35% for smart terminals. The .result-
ing decrease in the price of display terminals will serve to reinforce
the increasing sales of microprocessor-based terminals. The majority
of displ:a_y terminals in service do not have microprocessor controllers,
but an ancreasng number of new. terminals are equipped r th microprocessors.
A characterization of the state of the art for alphanumeric
displays, excluding the display medium itself, is difficult to accomplish
because certain characteristics are more a function of human factors
and cost than of technology. The primary technology items are
features of 14tel;-li$ent terminals, such as edit capabilities, memory
size., and stand-alone processing capabilities. Tables 10.1.1-1 and
10.1.1-2 present the characteristics and features, respectively, for
•
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TABLE 10.1.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL ALPHANUMERIC
DISPLAY TERMINALS
C-H-ARXIEKISUC- AM NGE
Display Screen Viewing Arta 50 to 80 in 2
`Number, Of Display
	
Lines 24 typical; up to 40
Number of Characters/Ltne 80
Maximum Viewable Characters 1,920 typical; up to 3,200
Character Set 64, 06, 128
Character Code ASCII
Symbol Formation 5 x 1 dot matrix
.Keyboard typewriter
Transmission Mode Half/full duplex
Transmission Rate MOO to 9,600 bits/sec
Transmission Technique Synchronous or Asynchronous
C"unicatioh Protocol ASCII/BSC/SDLC
Mes-sage Format Character or Block
Interface EIA RS-2320
Display Monitor CRT
(0
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TABLE 10.1.1-2. TYPICAL ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY TERMINAL FEATURES
FEATURE COMMENTS
Memory Available to 64K words
Microprocessor Control Widely available
Edit Features
Cursor Positioning U, 0 1 L, R, H on most
Cursor Blinking Available on most
Character Insert/Del:ete Available on most
Line Insert/Delete Widely available
.Erase Character, line, screen common
Roll Limited availability
Paging Limited availability
Co l or Limited availability
Auxiliary Storage Limited availability
Light Pen/Other Select Limited availability
Modes
Selectable Brightness Up to 2 levels fairly common
Compatible With One or Generally available
.More Standard Devices
Internal Refresh Trends in direction of
Internal Refresh
0
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typical alphanumeric terminals available on today's market. These
	 URV
capabilities and features are not considered to be the limit of technology,
but are representative of the features and capabilities that are available
at ,a cost that the market will bear.
The CRT still remains the principal display medium for alphanumeric
display terminals. Plasma panels are finding limited use for special
Applications, but they are not cost-competitive with the CRT. Other
technologies (e.g., LADS, and liquid crystals) are receiving limited use
in applications that are genes-ally limited in the number of characters
and that are no more than one line. Several companies are developing
small-screen TV-tYAe displays using liquid crystals, LEDs, and electro-
luminescent displays, but these systems have limited applications in
their current configurations and lack the resolution necessary fe mo9't
terminal alphanumeric and graphic display applications.
The CRT is alto the primary display medium used for graphic
display applications. For these applications, display site is more
important than it is for alphanumeric display applications, and systems
measuring up to 25 in. diagonally are available. Graphic displays are
available in both black and white, with from 2 up to 64 shades of gray,
and color. The resolution for both types typically goes up to 1,424
lines for raster scan systems and up to 4,096 for stroke writing display
systems. At least three companies (Adage, Vector General, end Evans
Sutherland) build graphic display systems that produce dynamic perspective
drawings of complete three-dimensional objects. These systems are
capable of maneuvering and/or manipulating the displayed picture through
offsets, rotation, translation, scaling up, scaling down, windowing.,
clipping, and zooming. Mott of the new systems perform these functions
digitally. Prior to the past 2 or 3 years, these functions were per-
formed using analog techniques.
Table 10.1.1-3 presents state-of-the-art characteristics and fea-
tures f.or graphics display, systems. This table presents typical. features
:that are available in various systems, although no individual system
provides all of the features listed. Table 10.1.1-4 gives a representative
1O-8
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CRT
I	 208 i n2
4,096 x 4,096 typical;
8,192 x 8,192 maximum
1,024 X 1,024 typical;
4,096 x 4;096 maximum
16 bits
106
106 in/sec
330,000
128 character ASCII set typical
CHARACTERISTICS
display Media
. Maximum Viewable Area
Addressable Matri"x
Viewable Matrix
Word Length
Points/sec
Vectors/sec
Characters/sec
Character set
FEATURES
Color
Intensity/Shades of Grey
Perspective (3-D) Views
Translation/Rotation/Offset
Line Texturing
Windowing/Zoom
Conics
Refresh Mode
Internal Processor
Source Language
Available on some units
Ava.ii-,ble on some units
Available from 3 vendors
Widely available
Generally available
Generally available
Available on some units
Trend to internal refresh
Trend to internal processor
Wide use of FORTRAN
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TABLE 10.1.1-4. TYPICAL GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS (UP TO 1,024 MATRIFIXI
MARUTACTURER
I
M]DEI.
VIEWING,
A	 .REA(in ADDRESSMATRIIX NEWINGi	 MATRIX:
WRITING	 : ! CHARACTERSPEED'
('Vectlsec)
SPEED
j {Char/^sec)
I
C01i0R
^CAPAB^ILFTX
; Control Data Carpbrati'on 240 21!Diag 1,024.:1, 24 x178- 1 5 1411,1,024 x1,024 28K 178-
i
no
03911 tat Equipment GT115 NA 1$',-1'92 x 8,1:92 ` 1 1 .024 % 1:..024 33K !	 69K He
Corporation,
Evans and Sutherland Pi'c. 21 Diag. 4„ 096 x 4,096 : -- 50.7K I	 2!1:OK	 ^' Yes
I Systew Ix 64,
2
Hewlett=Packard 26M '.5	 x	 10' 360!x 720 360 x 720
I8M Corporation 2250 12 x 12 1,024 x 11,024' ' 11,024 x 1 : 24 1OK to. 85K 84K No
Mac Corporation PDS-16 12 x 12 1;024 x 1,024, 1.024` x 1.024 ' 9K in/'sec 1,450 No
Information Displays., I0I-l0 1 17''Dfag 1;024 x LOU 1 ,024' x 11,024 i	 5 .9K 83K No
Inc. 21 DiIag
f4egatek Corporation 6000 j 19'	 lag; 1;.024 x 11 .024 1:,:024 x 1;024 1178K I	 35.6K No
Ramtek Corporation F5-2000 I STD. CRT 256 x 256 256 x 256 -- 3M Multicolor
Non for
Sanders Assoc. 9 00 24 Diiag 4,096 x 4,096 1.024 x 1,024 25K 250iC No
E
P
® listing of graphic displayg .	p ^ 	 	  aysteas barring up to a 1, 024 by 1, 02._4 viewing_.$	
matrix.	 Several ofrer color monitor capability, and one model. in this
group offers athree=dimensional add ress matrix for generating perspective
' views.
	 Table 10 . 1.1-5 is a representative listing of manufacturers
having models with greater than a 1,024 by 1,024 viewing matrix.
	 Again,
several models offer the option. for color display, and three models have
a three.=dimensiooa_l
 address matrit.	 Several of the models listed have
a viewing matrix of up to 4,996 points,. but this is the upper limit
for a practical system with current technology.
Most of the display monitors in use today use the raster scan
t#:chnique for illuminating the CRT. 	 This method employs an electron beam
to) cover the screen with a series of parallel lines..
	 Amplitude modula-
lion of the beam produces the display pattern.
	 'The image on the tube
needs to be refreshed at least 50 times per second if the display is
to be free of flicker. 	 To do this, the image is stored in a digital
{ memory and the information is continuously cycled to the display.
	 An
° alternate method uses the vector (stroke writing) CRT, in which the
electron beam. draws each image line on the screen. 	 The vector stroke
image must also be refreshed at least 50 times per second.
	 Some of the
r
advantages of the vector systems are that the line drawings are very
straightforwrard, and lines can be added, moved., or deleted easily.
	 There
is no distracting taster in the background, so the lines are bright
and the contrast is high, 	 Additionally, the resolution is good, with up
to 4,096 by 4,096 points available. 	 Color capability is provided in
stroke writing vector display systems by using a special type of CRT
-` known as the beam penetration tube.
	 The beam penetration tube differs
s from the standard CRT in that the color phosphors are deposited on the
screen in layers rather than as discrete dots. 	 The layer (or color
to be displayed) is selected by the amount of energy (applied acceleration
voltage) in the electron beam that is swept across the screen.
	 The. current
technology beau penetrat-1._,n tube systems. do not provide color blending
capability (i.e., each vector must be a discrete color) and the number
of colors that can be displayed is the same as the number of phosphor
layers.
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TABLE 110:.1.1--S.: TYPICAL 6RAPHI^C DISPLAY SYSTEMS '(C^ATER TiHAN
1,024: MATR°I;X}
0
F
VIEWING WRIT CFiMACfER
AREA ADDRESS Y,tEIlIM& SPEED Som COLOR
MAltUFACTtIRER _
-
MODEL. (in..)„ M TRI'l Wi1TR^IX (YectlsecF). "tawrls :eti CAPABIIihf
Adage;. Inc. GS/330 115 x 17 8.192 x 8092 3;000 x 3 9400 57* 142K; 4 Color,
II
x B.YE92 (Opt.)
Control Data Corporation 777-2 21'. ^Oag x' 4; 096	 4; 096._
i;
x 4 096.4,096	 . .
I
T0K 30K, Mo
Hughes	 ircraft Colspany i6raphic 9 x 12 8,092 x 8:0:92 ;2.,048 x 1,536 1,,.760 2K Ilo
Display 11	 x li5 intsec
-
Terminal: (Opt.)
h1^ac Corpora:tian i	 PQ5-4 : x 10	 10 x2,, 048	 2048 Z 048 x 2,040..  , 80K. 2::Gl4 NoE	 ^
1.0 x 12 inlsec
(opt-)
.f sLund	 :ElectronicY i32 370 xII	 l b	 13 2 •048 x 2' 048, X09	 x '2 "0482	 8	 .
^
1 OMK.
insec/
1;67K 4
and Systems,,. Inc.t- f ; .
Lundy EieCtroei'cs 2600 21` spia% 4,096 x 4„096 14:,096 x 4496 1,000K 286K 4 Color
and System,, Inc
.
-
in/sec (Opt.)
Sanders Assoc. 7000 24 Oiag 2,048' x 2,048 2:,048 x 2:.048 25K: i'	 Z50K Ma
Tektronix. Inc, 4010 1'5 x 11 ! 4;096 x 4;,096 4,096 x 3,120 5K in/set I''	 4K Ho
Vector General Series. 3 13 x 14 4.0% x 44096 14:,096 x 4:,0% 39K 133K noi	 x 4,096
Yec.tor General 3404 i9 !Oiag 65K % b5K x 4,,096 x 4.,096 S5K 180K 4 "Colorb5K x . 4:,0+96 j (opt. )
One modification of the CRT that has come into widespread use
for graphic display systems is the direct view storage tube MST:).
This tube uses a bistable phosphor on the screen.	 The main electron
gun activates the phosphor, Much as in a standard CRT :.	 Several auxiliary
electron guns then flood the screen with enough energy to keep
 the
phosphor energized.
	 This allows a flicker free image to be realized
without the. need for internal refresh memory.
	 Since the DUST is
compatible with the vector %riling techniques, high resolutions of up
to 4,0,96 by 4,096 can be .realized.-	 A DVST caiz retain an image for
r up to several hours, but- has the disadvantage of storing the entire
image.
	 Lines cannot be erased or altered on an individual basis and
any chan$e requires that the entire screen must be erased and rewritten.
Another method of obtaining storage is with a scanned storage
tube (SST),
	 An electron :beam scans a selenium-coated target in a vacuum
tube to write or erase lines of the display image:.. The image is stored
r.
on the coated. target and is read by scanning the target with a second
' beam.	 Since the picture is stored in analog form, features such as
zooming and windowing become 'easily implemented.	 Good resolution
F	
. can be obtained from this method, but is depend'eat on the scanning :method
-, used to read.the storage target..	 Many systems use a standard TV raster
g scan, which provides flexibility but degrades resolution.
A refresh and atora. ge method that is gaining widespread accept-
- since for graphic display devices is the internal solid--state memory.
Most of the systems presently employing this method. use MOS technology
for the memory devices. 	 Image processing (such as zooming and w ndOwing)
can ire performed by digital processing. .	 Many systems provide an
addressable matrix that is several times larger than the viewing matrix,
making these features possible.
Information presentat gn.devices that display images in lieu
of alphanumerics or graphics .play at least two roles for presenting high
resolution images. The traditional. role is that of the direct-view
monitor, similar to the home television set. This type of monitor is
10-.13
available cocmaercially in either color- or shades of gray with display G.
screen sizes to 25 in. diagonally and 1,02 .4 TV lines resolution.	 The
,imitation on this type system is one of bandwidth, which is a function
of the scan and refresh rates.	 Increasing the resolution in each
dimension causes the bandwidth to increase as a squared function;
thus doubling the resolution will cause the bandwidth to increase.by
a factor of four. 	 This soon becomes .prohibitive unless the refresh.
rate can be reduced, which causes flicker.	 Thus, to take full advantage
o€ the potential resolution capabilities of the CRTs that are presently
available, the CRT should be used in a manner that eliminates the need
for refreshing, and thus direct viewing. 	 The approach is to scan the
CRT in a slow mode and let the light created by each scan line expose
a film where the image is recorded.	 One commercially available system
produces a 70=-mat film from a 4,600-line CRT with a 3- by 3-in. raster.
The CRT uses a 0.000E -in. CRT light source.	 Linearity of the system
s 0.053; short-term stability is 0.0013; and long-term stability is
0.00053.
10.1.1.1	 Cathode Ray Tubes	 CRTs_) - Since the development of the
CRT in the early 1930's, it has been the dominant (and until recently,
the only) medium for display applications requiring a large number of
picture elements.	 The CRT has advanced from its original application
as an oscilloscope display to the capability for high-resolution
color TV systems.	 During the past 15 years, it has gained extensive
popular-ity for the display of computer-generated images, graphics,
and alphanumerfcs,
CRTs are widely available in color, black and white, and shades
of gray. The largest color CRTs produced commercially have display
screens that measure approximately 25 in. diagonally, with a viewing
area of slightly more than 300 in2 . While this is not an absolute
limit in size, any increase beyond this causes rapid increases in volume,
weight, and cost. For sizes larger than 25 in., equivalent brightness
and resolution are extremely difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.
Table 1.0.1.1.1--1 presents representative characteristics for state-of-
the-art color picture tubes. All size-dependent characteristics are 	 f.
normalized to the values for a 25-in.-diagonal tube.
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TABLE 10.1.1.1-1. TYPICAL SHADOW MASK COLOR TUBE
CHARACTERISTICS (Ref. 10-2)
CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS
Maximum Picture Area 315 in 2	(2,032 cmz)
Peak Brightness 1,000	 Fr t-L
Average Brightness (1.5 mA) 150 ft-L
Luminous Efficiency (Tri-
Color White)
Light Out/High Voltage 8 lm/W
Power
Light Out/Total	 Display 3 lm/W
Power
Contrast 50:1
Resolution
Low Current 400 to 500 TV lines
High Current 100 to 200 TV lines
Minimum Number of 8
Electrical	 Inputs
Total	 Power Input 100 W
Display Volume (Tube, 0.8 ft- 1	(23	 liters)
Yoke, etc.)
Display Weight 50	 lb	 (23	 kg)
Display Cost (OEM) $90
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CRT development has advanced to the point where most -viewers
are unable to distinguish any improvement in performance other than
size. The one characteristic other than size that is distinguishable is
resolution, particularly in picture highlight areas.. The highest
resolution of the raster-scanned systems that are commerically available
is 1,024 lines (at 30 frames{see
 refresh) , and many of these systems
fail to meet this specification on the fringes and in the picture
corners. A number of vendors are currently working to improve resolution,
and Improvements should be forthcoming in the near future. As was
poin`ed out., vector writing systems are capable of much higher .resolution
(up tv 4,096 lines). Although this resolution is beyond the limits
of perception of the eye, it can be utilized in such applications as the
film exposure system previously mentioned.
Another area that has been studied for some time concerns the
development of a flat CRT. In a conventional CRT, the electron gun
must be set in the neck of the tube, behind the screen. The depth
of the tube (Length of the neck behind the screen) is determined by the
amount of deflection that can be obtained. Numerous efforts have been
made to reduce or eliminate the neck, and this has been auccessfully
accomplished in a laboratory prototype model. Work at Texas Instruments
has resulted in a 6- by 8-in. CRT that is only 2 in. deep. It is a
digitally addressed cathodoluminescent display capable of presenting
1920 alphanumeric characters. Each character is formed in a 5 by 9 dot
matrix. A multiple-layer grid system is used to cut the number of
input leads from 590 (on an equivalent plasma panel display) down to
108. In :dd:i:tion, the flat CRT has a spot brl.ghtness of 500 ft-L.
This display tube is still in the development stages and it is not known
when it may become available on the commercial market.
10.1.1.2 Matrix-Addre AeA Panels - Almost all flat panel displays
(excluding projection systems, which for purposes of this technology
assessment are classified as large-screen displays) use a matrix of
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display elements. The matrix-addressed devices discussed in this
section are classified as small-screen displays since all such systems
are currently in the size range .of the CRT.. However, some of the
technologies discussed may achieve the size of large-screen displays
in the future. Also, some existing large-screen displays are
matrix-addressed panels.
Three of the matrix-addressed techniques that appear to offer
high potential for use as TV-type displays are plasma panels, elect-r:o-
luminescent panels, and liquid crystal panels. There are many other
technologies under laboratory investigation, and these cannot be ruled
out. Although some of these technologies are only suited for static
display applications, others may prove suitable for TV-type applications.
10.1.1.2.1 Plasma Panels - Plasma panels (sometimes referred
to as gas discharge panels) are the most advanced of the matrix-
addressed panels and come closest to competing with the CRT for computer--
driven displays. Plasma panels are classified as either do gas discharge
devices or ac gas discharge devices. Both of these techniques are
commercially available as flat panel displays and both are receiving
attention from a number of companies.
Unlike the CRT, the electrodes of the gas discharge tube are
cold and there is no thermi.onic emission involved. The potential
across the electrodes is typically 150 to 170 V. Light coming from the
plasma tube is generated by two effects. The first is an ionization
referred to as "cathode glow". This cathode glow is the visible output
from a number of display devices, including the "nixie" tube and the
seven-segment gas display tubes. A larger region of glow space is
generated by the "positive column". The positive column is suppressed
in many of the devices using cathode glow, but other devices rely on
the positive column for their output. The familiar fluorescent lamp
uses the positive column glow of mercury to produce ultraviolet light that
in turn excites a phosphor coating. The me st efficient of the plasma dis-
play panels built to date (up to 3.4 lm/W) have incorporated positive
column glow, but they must be operated at a high temperature (80 to 8'5°C),
and to date no commercial Positive column displays have been marketed.
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The do plasma panels have the electrodes immersed directly in
the gas and are driven by unidirectional pulses. The voltages associated
with the plasma tubes are too high (170 V) for direct switching with
solid=state devices. This can be ovorcome, however, due to the threshold
effect of the plasma tube. The do voltage is held at a value slightly
lower than the firing threshold. A moderate swing of less than 60 V
is used to switch the tube into conduction. A pulse of opposite magnitude
will cut the tube off. The do plasma panels usually incorporate a dot
matrix format.. A 16-character display typically uses 95 columns by 7 rows,
for a total of 665 dots. This approach requires a barge number of
drivers (102) for a conventional matrix driving scheme, An alternative
approach using self-scanning techniques reduces the number of display
drivers to 10, for a 16-character display. This technique is used
in the Burroughs "self-scan" panel. Typical self-scanning panels are
available in sizes up to 12 lines of 40 characters. Since the self-scan
do panels do not have an inherent memory, it is necessary to continuously
regenerate the display. This poses no problems, except that it limits
the maximum number of columns that can be scanned without a noticeable
flicker. Currently, the practical size of a scanned do plasma panel is
limited to 200 columns. The de plasma panels are capable of generating
color displays by using ultraviolet light from the glow to excite
various phosphors. The choice of colors is limited, however, and there
are no color-selective do displays on the commercial mi.rket at p-esent.
The ac plasma panels are energized with bidirectional pulses.
The electrodes are insulated from the gas by a thin dielectric film,
and the electrode configuration is symmetrical. The dielectric film
acts as a capacitor, and charge is stored at each of the electrodes. The
initial firing pulse -r im 14.6 be large enough to overcome the threshold of the
gas cell. The dielectric capacitor charges, and on the next half cycle,
addo to the sustaining voltage to continue to light the cell. This process
continues until an extinguishing pulse is applied and the capacitance is
discharged. Without the capacitor voltage, sustaining pulses will no
longer fire the tube. This process gives the ac panel a display memory
q:
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and eliminates the need €or a dynamic refresh memory. Since the ac
plasma panel is a bistable device, it can achieve a high contrast
ratio but has no gray scale. Several methods are currently being
studied for implementing a gray scale. One method involves the use of
several gas elements to make up a picture element. By selectively
lighting or extinguishing the dots within each picture element cluster,
several shades of gray can be achieved. Another method involves varying
the.sustaining voltage so that the cell is fired in a degenerative manner
And extinguishes itself after a number of cycles. This offers an
excellent gray scale but results in low output and poor efficiency.
Much of the current research and development work being con-
ducted for plasma panels is for TV-type image. displays. In fact,
many of the researchers are television manufacturers. Table 10.1 .1.2.1-1
summarizes the current research efforts for gas discharge television
displays. The common method of illumination in all cases is to excite
a phosphor with the ultraviolet light from the gas discharge. Both Bell
Laboratories and Zenith have systems that use a modified Burroughs
"self-scan" panel to obtain high-quality pictures. The Bell technique
employs the standards of their "Picturephone", while the Zenith system
uses commercial television standards. The Hitachi system is similar
except it uses a panel that allows greater coupling between the cathode
glow and the phosphor dots. The Sony design employs cathode glow to
excite a color TV picture, but their scanning is done entirely with
digital circuitry. Technical results are promising, but a full color
television display requires 750,000 driver transistors.
Zenith, General Telephone and Electronics, and p^illips all have
had recent research programs for developing positive column glow plasma
display systems for commercial television applications. The positive
column techniques are promising and provide greater efficiencies than
can be obtained with cathode glow. The panel must be operated at an
elevated temperature (80°C), however, to provide sufficient mercury
vapor pressure. The positive column techniques are not as refined as
1A	
those for cathode glow panels, but research is continuing in this area.
kv
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TABLE 10.1.1.2.1-1. RECENT RESEARCH IN GAS DJSCHARGE TELE'VIS]
RESEARCH
COMPANY
EXCITxnou
MOVE
SCANNING
TECHNIQUE
101 Laboratories Cathode Glow Self-Scan P,i:ctw
General 'telephone Positive Column Self-Scan
and; Electronics
Hitachi Cathode Glow Self-Scan Glow
phosp
Phillips Positive Column. Self-Scan
Sony Cathode Glow Digital-Scan Simp1
AM ve
Toshiba Constricted -- High
Glow
Zenith Cathode Glow Self-Scan
Zenith Positive Column Self-Scan 3.4 1
0
0
Toshiba is working on a technique whereby the positive glow discharge
is constricted by an iesula-ted aperture. The luminance for this
techn que:ie h.igh.and the.glow can be shifted from electrode to electrode
for scanning Small television pictures are currently practical with
this design, but the scan rate is presently below that needed for
commercial television.
The future applications of the ac plasma ,panel may be determined
more by supply than by technology. Owens-Illinois, manufacturer of
the popular "bigivue" panel.. , recently announced that they are discon-
tinuing their line of plasma panels. Several companies are currently
negotiating for the rights to manufacture the panels, but industry
sources are not certain whether the prospective manufacturer will offer
the panels on the open market. Fujitsu offers a similar plasma panel
that can replace the Digivue in some applications, but users of the panels
have not completed full evaluation of the second-source product.
10.1.1.2.2 Elecrroluminescent Display Panels - Electxoluminescen.t
(EL) panels produce light by exciting an electroluminescent phosphor
with an electric field. The inherent thinness of these panels offers
an excellent potential for the true "flat display". The .Four major types
of EL panels currently in use or under development are; ac powder,
do powder, ac thin-film, ay-.d do thin-film. Table 10.1.1.2.2-1 gives the
characteristics for each of these types of panels. For display panel
applications, the EL :panels generally exhibit a relatively lcrw luminescence,
a low luminance efficiency, and a high voltage drive requirement that
is difficult to achieve with integrated circuits.
Both the ac and de panels can be matrixed in arrays with as many
as 50,000 elements, but none of the materials has the desired nonlinearity
nor is the color gamut good enough for television applications. Additionally,
the do panels have a short, life (100 to 300 hr). In terms of life and
efficiency, the ac panels are the most favorable. The development of ac
thin-film panels is currently receiving much attention in both the
United States and Japan. The ac thin-film panel gives excellent contrast
(D
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TYPE
.LUMINANCE
EFFICIENCY
(I mm)
LUMINOUS
OUTPUT
(ft-L) COLOR
LIFE
TO HALF
BRIGHTNESS
^(.hr) COMMENTS
ac Powder 1, to 2 1,000 peak wi th. Green and 5,000 . Poor nonlinearity
short life yellow
dc Powder 0.-07 110 Yellow . 300. Short life
ac Thi n- Fi Im 0.1 30 to 60, Yellow= 20,0001 RecelOng. much
orange
J-ofr
current7r.esearchl
dc Thin-film
t
0.4 35 Yel To* 1 W
J
Very short lifle
TABLE 10.1.1.2.2-1. STATE-OF-THE-ART CHARACTERISTICS FOR .ELECTRO-
LUMINESCENT PANELS
Sri	 f.
	 (a
sm
(yellow-orange against . black) and has a long life (20,000 hr).	 The color
of the xght can be changed by adoing certain rare earth ghasphorts
to the film, but efficiency and life degenerate.	 Additionally, the
ac thin-film panel has been :found to exhibit€ a stora8e characteristic,
a. phenomenon. not found in other devices.	 Most of the research on de
panels is occurring in England.	 The Phosphor Products Company of
England.has announced a modified technique whereby a do elec'troluminesce l
panel achieves a lifetime of 10,000 hr.	 The company has built several
1;250-.character- displays for British military purposes.
j Several corporations have research . work in progress to build
a video display using.EL panel technology.	 One of the larger panels
is a 6= by 6-in., 12,000-element electr-oluminescent panel developed by
Westinghouse Research Laboratories.	 The display uses a thin-film
integrated circuit with 24,000 transistors (2 for each element) overlaid
with an ac powder, electroluminescent phosphor. 	 A similar panel is a
108 by 81 element matrix built by Sharp Corporation:. 	 This panel has a
picture size of 48 by 36 mm. 	 The Sharp display has an orange-yellow
color-, maintains eight levels of gray, has a contrast ratio of 50:1,
and has a maxiinu	 brightness of 60 f t-L.
10.1.1.2.3	 Electrophoretic D splay Panels - The electrophoretic
display, unlike those previously discussed, is a passive display. 	 It
functions on the principle of charged pigment particles being transported
through an opaque fluid by means of an electric field. 	 The small
particles are placed in a colloidal suspension of a contrasting color.
When a positive charge is placed on the segment electrode, the display
will appear to be the color of the dyed suspending medium.	 If the
segment electrode is made negative, however, the observer will view
the charged pigment particles at the front of the display panel.
One of the important features of the electro.phoretic display
is the ability to store information without the continuous application
of an electric field.	 Electrophoretc displays have a memory of up to
100 hr.	 Additionally, the application of the field for the entire switch-
ing duration is not necessary. 	 The pigment particles will move to the
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opposite electrode on their own once they have clear ed the potential wells
in which they-,tmre Stored; h ever, the Switching speed is dependent on
the applied voltage. Appxoximately 20 msec is required for a 504 device
to._awitch states. The characteristics far state--of-the-art: electrophoretic
displays are presented in Table 10.1.1.2.3-1.
As with any panel display with a large nuaber of eletits, the
need for multiplexing exits. The electrophoxetic display lacks the
inherent nonl near ty necessary for multiplexed matrix addressing. The
lii►ear characteristics of the display will turn cells partially on
'	 when- they are in the row or column being addressed. A control electrode
concept has been developed to overcome this matrix addressing problem.
The grid etype electrode adds a threshold to the cell, and since the
threshold is more than half of the driving voltag,^, a single cell can
be addressed, without partially turning on other cel1z^.
The electrophoretic cell provides good contrast provided the
particle and the supporting fluid are made, of highly contrasting colors.
For example., black and white have been tried with excellent results.
A number of problem areas exist in the stability of the colloidal
auspension, however. The pigment: and suspending liquid must have
exactly equal; specific gravities so that the particles do not float
or settle out and they mus t have electrostatic compatibility. Electro-
static compatibility means that the proper amount of repulsion must exist
between the particles so that they do not have a tendency to form lumps.
The pigment and liquid must: also have a chemical stability so that they
maintain their characteristics for an extended lifetime.
The size of electrophoretic display arrays built to date have
been relatively small. Although no large displays have been built,
results indicate that a matrix of 2.,000 by 2,000 elements is possible
with the switching characteristics of the control grid cell mentioned
previously.
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CHARACTERISTIC SPECIFICATION
Required Voltage (V
.
) is to 50
Power Con g umption Lets than 5
(VW CHI
Spee,d (msec) 20
: Memory (hr). TOO
.Lifetime	 'hr). 8,,500
Number of Operatfons . Greater than 108
cycles)
,
TemperAture
Operation (*C) -TO to 70
storage ( 00 .40 to 100
Appearance :Excellent contrast, viewing
angle of a Printed page
:Color Availability Many contrasting color com-
binations including black/
white
•
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1x.141.2.4	 Liquid .CrYsta_ Dspl	 •- The Liquid Crystal
Display (LCD) is another. type_ of passive display device that has gained
widespread ufje.	 LCDs fall into two major categories:	 1) the older
dynamic scattering devices and 2) the newer twisted-nematc, or field-
effect, devices.. In both :.devices, at electric field applied across
= the liquid crystal material causes a change in the structure of the
crystal_. with a resulting change in its effects on light.	 The field-
4 effect LCD has _replaced the dynamic scattering display in almost all 
~x applications.	 The field-effect device works on the principle of light
polarization.	 A light polarization filter is placed both behind and in
front of the LCD display...
	
With no voltage applied to the cell, the
crystal structure aligns to make the display appear transparent,. 	 When a
voltage is applied to the cell, the crystal realigns to block light
passage between the filters and the display cell appears dark.
The I.CD has several advanta$es over other. types of display
media.	 The most noted of these is the low-power consumption, which is
on the order of 5 uW per cell. 	 This. low power. consumption is especiallyf_
E, useful for displays designed for battery operation (such as wristwatches)
o: Another advantage of the LCD is its contrast under conditions of high
ambient light.	 An active display (such as the CRT or LED) will look
"washed out"" in bright sunlight but the LCD has a sharp contrast and is
easy to . read.
The field-effect cell has the disadvantage of requiring a polari-
zer, ,a component that has given poor reliability in the past.	 The most
r commonly used polarizer material is an iodine compound that is sensitive
to both high humidity and high temperature. 	 The humidity problem has
been partially solved by sealing the polarizers. in a laminated moisture-
tight structure.
	
An alternative solution is the use of the "K polarizer"
manufactured by Polaroid Corporation. 	 This is a more complex chemical
that does not diffuse under humid conditions. 	 Disadvantages of the K
polarizer include high cost and the limited viewing angle . of the
field-effect. cell. 	 The viewing angle. of the K polarizer is restricted
typically to about 45 deg on either side of center.
.9
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One problem common to all LCDs. is. the time taken for turn-on
and tum-off. At room temperature, the .rase and decay times for field=
effect displays are in the range of 200 cosec The rise and decay times
increase at lower temperatures and can be over a second. at Q°C. A new
type of crystal, called phenylcyclohexane, has been developed for low-
temperature operation. The rise time
-
at 0°C is 380 mse.c and the decay time
is 270 meet. Other materials have been developed that exhibit the
liquid crystal properties from -55% to +80 °C;, but the rise time at the
low temperature it . several hundred seconds. To overcome the temperature-
related
. problems, several companies ale developing LCD heaters. A thin-
film heatnr is placed behind the display panel and is used to keep the
liquid' crystals operating with faster switching characteristics. Care must
be taken with this method to avoid damage due to thermal cycling.
One of the requirements of any large-scale display is the need
for efficient. multiplexing techniques. LCDs must be driven with ac
signals only, and this presents a problem for multi plex drivers since a
symmetrical waveform must be switched. Additionally, the liquid crystal
material does not exhibit nonlinearity in the voltage threshold curve
and is subJect to partial switching of display cells. The slow switching
,.	 speed mentioned previously is also a problem when trying to obtain
multiplexed . operaton. Some of these multiplexing problems are being
solved by using crystal materials that have both faster rise times and a non-
linear voltage threshold cha racteristic. Current crystal compositions allow
the multiplexing of several digits; but large-scale multiplexing has not
yet  become practical for cpmmercial applications.
Intensive research is being placed into the development of
pleochroic dyes for liquid crystal displays. These displays show white
numerials on a colored backgrour:l. They do not require polarizers, and they
have a wide viewing angle of 180 deg. These displays require a higher
drive voltage of 8 V, compared with V for field-effect LCDs. The
switching speeds are 120 cosec rise time and 150 cosec decay time at room
Ce . per.ature. Displays .currently available exhibit white characters
on either a purple, black, or blue background.
i
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A recent 'develo.^raent is the fluorescence-activated liquid
crystal display (FLAD.}. This device has a fluorescent plate placed
behind the liquid crystal plate. Ambient light stimulates the
fluorescent panel and enhances the display. The FIAAD can be read
in minimal light while continuing to exhibit good contrast in. condi-
tions of high ambient light.
Several video-t;ype displays have been constructed using liquid.
crystal technology. in early 1976, Hughes Aircraft demonstrated a
display having 175 by 175 elements on a 1.75-in. square plate. In mid- .
1977,. the Japanese released information on a black and white television
with a 6-in.-diagonal screen. It has 16 shades of gray and a con-
trast ratio of 20:1. the response time of the liquid crystal is much
longer than the.1V line time, so the display is unable to keep up with
fast motion without blurring. The display is driven by CMOS, and the
total display power requirement is only 10 mW. Meanwhile, the French
announced in late 1977 that they are developing a miniature LCD for
video phone operation. The French display measures 6.4 by 6.4 mm and
contains .a 128 by 128 element matrix. The display has a center- -to-center
element spacing of 0.05 mm, and eight shades of gray are achieved with
this display. The actual display is too small for direct viewing, so
the image is projected with a lamp and lens arrangement.
10.1.1 . 2.5 Other Display - Technologies - The display technologies
covered in this paragraph are each important in their own respects, but the
coverage given them is limited due to their limited value for terminal
display applications. No attempt will be made to cover the many unique
and novel ideas that arse  far from the commercial market.
Thin-film transistors (TFTs) were mentioned in conjunction with
powder electr .oluminescent panels. TFTs themselves do not form a display,
but they offer the potential as display drivers for many of the other,
display elements. TFTs have been used in conjunction with a number of
display technologies including electroluminescent phosphors, liquid
crystals, and gas discharge devices. The TFT enhances the capabilities
of the other technologies by providing display storage capability and by
providing the nonlinearity necessary for multiplexed operation of large
matrix. displays.
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The TFT has a substrate made of glass and the dimensions can
be sevetal feet each way. The TFT driver panel can be made any size
necessary to accommodate the display being driven .; even large sizes
are feasible. Furthermore, the TFT panel can be designed to accommodate
i
300-V switching requirements, so they are directly compatible with the
high-voltage plasma displays. The display driver can be deposited on the
same substrate as the display element for sparse displays, or it can be
deposited behind the display element for dense display panels. In view
of the flexibilities provided, it appears almost certain that TFT's will
be used extensively in display systems of the future.
The Light Emitting Diode (LED) is a solid-state active display
technology that has gained widespread use for small displays. The
LED is a popular display device for watches and calculators and has
received some use as an alphanumeric display panel where only one line
is required. The cost of the display materials and the need for large
peak currents when driving multielement displays limit the usefulness
of the LED_ for TV-type graphic displays.
The LED is used in many forms for display devices. In addition
to the standard LED "bulb", LEDs come in display blocks for 7- and 16-
segment readouts and for S- by 7-element dot matrix displays. In addition
to the traditional red color, LEDs are available in green, yellow, and
orange. Designers are working on devices with a blue radiation, but have
had no success to date.
Despite the high cost and driving problems, many researchers
are working on LED panel displays. Hewlett-Packard has developed a
30- by 36-eletient matrix on a 0.5- by 0.5-in. substrate. The yield for
a perfect matrix is currently only about 5%, but if a matrix is allowed
to have four defective elements and if a capacitive discharge repair
system is used, the vield increases to 54. Other work in this area
includes a 14- by 15-element matrix developed in Japan. This device
uses both red and green LEDs to give it a limited color capability.
In addition, the LEDs are of a four-layer design that provides inherent
memory.
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Currently, indications are that it is unlikely that the LED
matrix will ever approach a eommerel-al quality television display,
since thousands of amperes of current woixl :d be required to drive the
display.
Rotating balls are another display teehnolog •:
 that is receiving
some research work. These devices use very small balls and should not
be confused with the large electromechanical displays. Two systems are
currently under investigation for small -screen displays: magnetic balls
and electrostatic balls.
The magnetic halls are microscopic spheres made of a ferrite
material and painted white on one hemisphere. When an external magnetic
field is applied, the spheres will rotate to show either white, black,
or a shade of gray. The display is activated from a matrix of orthogonal
current carrying wires behind the panel. The intersection of two of
these wires produces enough magnetic field to cause the spheres to switch.
Nonlinearity of the magnetic material provides a threshold, and the
hysteresis of the ferrite provides a memory for image storage. Power con-
^T--Iption for this display is low provided that the information is
Infrequently changed.
The electrostatic display is likewise made of microscopic
spheres with white on one side and black on the other. The composition
of the sphere is a dielectric material. These balls respond to an
electric field interacting with the fluid surrounding the spheres. The
electrostatic display does not have a threshold, but it does exhibit
a memory. Like the magnetic display, power consumption is low for
infrequently changed data.
There are many other displays in use, such as the vacuum fluorescent
and incandescent displays. Both of these have a market for applications
with limited information content, but neither is suited for displaying
more than a line or so of information. Other small -screen display
technologies exist, but they do not possess the potential to be included
in a technology assessment at this time.
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10.1.2
Small.-screen displays as discussed herein include alphanumeric
displays., graphic displays, and imaging systems. The trends and pro-
jected developments are presented first in terms of the available
terminal features and second in terms of the display medium. As with
other areas of data systems, the technology will be reflected largely
by market demand and not necessarily by feasibility or availability.
Advances in the capabilities of available features in display
devices can be expected to continue to increase at an accelerated pace.
Further development of integrated circuit technology and microprocessors
will give added capability and intelligence to the display terminal
while lowering the power consumption and reducing the size. Advances in
communications hardware and the implementation of distributed processing
will give the user of remote display terminals more computing power
with shorter turnaround time. The implementation of both large semi-
conductor memories and magnetic bubble memories will give added cap-
abilities in data storage, in addition to adding display features. For
more information on each of these related technologies, refer to
Sections 3, 4., 7, and 9.
Recent advances that have resulted from the supporting tech-
nologies mentioned include the introduction and growth of the intelligent
terminal, the replacement of analog circuits with digital circuitry for
graphics manipulation, and the increased use of MS memories for storing
and refreshing relatively high-resolution color graphic displays, such
as the Ratmtek display system. The improvements in IC technology speed,
packing density., power dissipation characteristics, and packaging that
are forecast in previous sections (primarily Section 7) will be
reflected on almost a one-for-one basis in future terminals. Features
for alphanumeric display terminals of the 1980-1985 timeframe are
shown in Table 10.1.2-1. The charafteristics of graphic display systems
for this period are shown in Table 10.1.2-2. The features of graphic
i.
TABLE 10.1.2-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN ALPHANUMERIC 	 All
DISPLAY TERMINAL FEATURES
FEATURE PROJECTION.
Memory 64 Kbytes. standard
>64 Kbytes. common,
I to 16 Mbytes available
Microprocessor Control Generally used on most systems
Edit Features
Cursor Positioning U,	 D, L, R. H on all
Cursor Blinking General availability
Character Insert/Del-ete General availability
Line Insert/Delete Wide availability
Erase Character, line, screen
Roll General availability
Paging General availability
Color 4 colors generally available,
blended multicolor limited avail-
ability
Auxiliary Storage General availability
Light Pen/Other Select Modes General availability
Selectable Brightness Generally 2 levels
Compatibility with Standard
Devices Generally available
Internal Refresh On most models
0
0
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TABLE 10..1.2-.2. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN GRAPHIC
DISPLAY SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTIC PROJECTIONS
Display Medium CRT most common
plasma on some systems,
LCD and EL by 1985
Maximum Viewable Area 30.0 in?
Addressable Matrix 8,192 x 8,19.2 typical,
64K x 64K available
Viewable Matrix Z-J48 x 2,048 typical,
8,192 x 8, 192 maximum
Word Length 16 bits
Points/Second 1.06 common,
5 x
 106 availabl:
Vectors/second 1;06 in/sec common,
5 x 106 in/sec available
Cha!racte:r Second 3.3 x 10 5 common,
106 available
Character Set 128-character ASCII set typical
Additional symbols and languages
common
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display systems are given in Table 10.1.2-3. The alphanumeric terminals
will be capable of incorporating increased processing capabilities and
will have both random-access and high-speed auxiliary storage, probably
In the form of magnetic bubbles. In this timeframe, terminals with the
processing capabilities of today's minicomputer wi1.1 be available at
costs that rival a medium-capability intelligent terminal today. Random-
access storage of 64 Kbytes should be standard, with capabilities to
1 Mbyte being common. (Technology will support higher capacities, but
the availability will be a function of market demand.) Bubble memories
with capacit es of 1 to 16 Mbytes can be expected in a few systems.
Internal refresh (via high-speed semiconductor memory) of high resolution
(2,048 by 2,048 pixels) color graphic displays and/or images will be
feasible in terms of both cost and performance. The added processing
and/or storage capacity in display devices will provide almost all
required processing capabilities within the graphics or image pro-
ceasing terminal, thus learning the host processor free to perform more
important functions.
in terms of the display medium, the CRT will continue to be the
dominant device in the 1980-1985 timeframe. The CRT will continue to
exhibit its present characteristics with only minor changes expected.
Variations of the CRT (such as the flat CRT) will be available but will
not be in mass production and will.contfnue to be costly. Plasma
devices will become more economical and will be used for specific appli-
cations requiring a display with mechanical ruggedness and a thin profile.
ElL-ztroluminescent displays will become available on a limited basis by
1980 and will be capable of good-quality video display by 1985. The
widespread use of EL panels for television will not come until the late
1980's, however. Electrophoretic displays will be used for smaller
displays not requiring matrix operation or high-speed response. The
liquid crystal display will become one of the major competitors of the
CRT, at least for devices not displaying motion. The slowness of the
liquid crystal response wri?l limit its usefulness for standard tele-ision,
(a
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FEATURE. P ROJECT ION
Collor 4 colors generally available,
blended multicolor available on some
Intensity/Shades of Gray General availability
Perspective (34) Views Available on some
Translation/Rotation/Offset General availability
.Line Texturing General availability
Windowing/Zooming General availability
Conics General availability
Refresh Mode Widely available
Internal Processor Widely available
Source Languages FORTRAN, CORAL, BASIC, and high-
level problem/system oriented
languages
I•
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Electroluminescent
Panels
Electrophoretic
Panels
I Liquid Crystal Panels
I Other Technologies
Longer life, improved
color gamut
Longer life, improved
nor Iinearity
Improved life,
improved matrix
capability
Various
but it will:.prove well-suited for computer graphics displays. Wide"
spread use will riot come until the mid-1980's, however. Other display
technologies will continue to develop, but none is expected to have
great impact on. computer-oriented displays. Table 10.:1.2-4 presents
the projected developments for the various display media.
TABLE 10.1.2.4. PROJECTED QEYE-LOPMENTS
IN DISPLAY MEDIA
PRIMARY INCREASE IN
DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY	 CAPABILITY
CRT	 Slight increase in
resolution
^ Plasma Panel
	 I Lower cost
I
Will remain the primary
display medium for video
and computer graphics
Will be used for
specific applications
requiring mechanical
ruggedness and thin
profile
Alphanumeric display in
early 1980's, video
display. by 1985
Small displays not
requiring high-speed
response
Alphanumeric displays,
video displays not
requiring motion,
computer graphics
displays
Small alphanumeric
di splays
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•10.1.3 State of_ the_Art in . Large-Ser-_een Dis 1P _ay_a
Large-screen displays as discussed herein, represent. those dis-
plays that are-greater than 25 in. in diagonal measurement. These.
displays fall into the general categories of matrix systems and pro-
jeetion systems. The matrix systems use either active arrays of lights
or an array of passive characters. The projection systems use either
direct magnification of a CRT image or use a tight valve and projection
bulb:
The more common farm of large-sereen matrix display uses an
array of lights that can 'ae controlled to form both alphAn-umeric and
image displays. This type of display has widespread applications for
information and advertitiing signs. The mad or improvement to these
displays over the past few years has been the replacement of the
mechanical sequencer fy solid-state control. electronics. Large arrays
of this tYPe have been Implemented for image display in stadium env ron-
meats. A typical array of this type contains nearly 10,000 pixels, with
the picture controlled by a microprocessor-. Displays of this type have
the disadvantage of high power requirements, with some of the larger
displays consuming hundreds of kilowatts of power.
The passive electromagnetic displays offer capability for alpha-
numerics, syiribols, and limited wage display. These displays are avail-
able with characters ranging in size from 1 to 24 in. The principal
applications are variable message signs such as are used for airport
announcement boards, stock exchanges, and outdoor advertising. The
display elements consist of a disk and magnet mounted on a common axis..
An electromagnet nearby can be switched so that the disk will rotate to
show either a light or dark image. The display exhibi-tsl memory, and
power is needed only when the information is being changed:. A pulse of
3 A for 300-wsec duration is sufficient for changing a single display
element: By updating the characters in sequence, the peak current can
be kept low. Changing the display at a rate of '10 characters per second
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consumes approxfaiateiy 
.
33 W. Since the display is passive, lighting
	 M
must be added for night viewing. In this case, light is projected onto
the display much as on a highway billboard. The power consumption for
a 100 character display with night lighting is approximately loo times
lower than for an equivalent lamp .matrix display.
Projection-type displays offer mare capability for both alpha-
numeric and image displays than can be found in matrix displays. The
simplest of the projection displays uses a 'lens .arrangement to pro j.ect:
the image froia a CRT directly onto a screen.. this is the technique
used in the home video projection systems, and while it is the least
expensive method, the quality is somewhat lacking. The limit on avail-
able light from the CRT display produces an enlarged image that is
dim. The raster of the CRT also creates.problefts as the enlarged raster
emphasizes the low resolution and magnifies any nonlinearities in the
video display.
The commercial-quality projectors use a light valve and a pro-
jection bulb to increase the. available light on the display. The image
can be written on the light valve with a CRT, an electron beam, or a
laser beam. The composition of the light valves varies from company to
company. Several systems are available on the commercial market, and
several others are in the laboratory development stage. Table 10.1.3-1
:presents the state-of-the.-art characteristics for light valve projection
systems.
The most common type of light valve system in current production
uses an.oil film to modulate the light from a projection lamp. Both the
Eidophor and the General Electric systems use this technique. The
Edophor color television projection system uses an electron beam to
scan an oil-covered surface on the light valve. A xenon projection
lamp is reflected from the light valve and aimed through a lens to the
projection screen. The General Electric system likewise uses an electron
beam to deform an oil layer on the light valve. This system uses a
I
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TABLE 10.1.3-1. STATE OF THE ART :N' -LIGHT
VALVE PROJECTION SYSTEMS
MANUFACTURER/DEYI .CE
TRANSMISSION
MODE
',LIGHT !!OM IXATION
MEDIUM
WR:ITIsNG
SCHEME
EFFICTENCY
(xm/W`
IREAL-TIME Y'IDEO
! CAPABI'LIT1F
Advent/Ca thodoch,rom-c Electron -
CRT Reflective Sodalfte beam. No
Conrac/Eido;phor Reflective Oil	 fillm Electron
beam 1.5 '	 Yes
General Electric/ Electron
GE Light Valve Transmissive Oil film beam 1.2 to 1.5 (es
Hughes Aircraft/* Reflective Liquid Light - No
crystal , beam
I18M/* Reflective Liquid IR IAsa- • No
crystal
Xerox/Ruticon Reflective Metallized Light beam - YES**
elastomer
Western Electric Transmissive Liquid I 	 laser - No
crystal
*Liquid crystal :projection system.
**With degradatior: of upper 118% of picture.
g g37.
transmissive light valve, however.	 By using polarized color filters,
the 6E system is Able to achieve simultaheous R.G..,B. color with a single
electron 3u-,a and a single pro:j.ection lamp. 	 Both of these systems have
response times comp4tibl e with commercial television and can be. used
'tot- real-time Video display without blurring or loss of motion.
Another type of light valve developed by Xerox, and called the
Ruticon light valve.. uses a deform.able metallized elastother As the
reflecting	 m the rear using the surface.	 Tho light valve is exposed fro
light from a CRT.	 This light falls upon a : phot	 that- ocondoctive surface t..
varies an electric potential across the cell.	 Thisdefo =- s. 	 the ref lec-
tive elastomer surface, and light striking the front of the valve is
reflected to thatch the image from the CRT.	 The Ruticon has an inherent
memory and must be shorted and exposed to an intense light in 
order to
erase - the memory.	 This presents a problem for real-time video display
since the valve must remain shorted for a period of time much longer
than the video field retrace of the CELT. 	 When used in this mode, the
upper 18% of the video image lacks, resolution and appears dark because
the tube 
is 
shorted during the beginning 61 the first field scan.	 The
second field scan	 write on the upper part of the reflecting surface,
but  resolution and light intensity are lowered by 50%.
Another reflective light valve is the cathodochromic CRT
(CCRT)j which employs sodalite as the cathodochromic material. 	 The
sodalite target is scanned with an electron beamto make alternate areas
either reflective or transmissive.	 A rear projection light is beamed
on-to the target and the resulting image inagnified and projected.	 The
Image is erased by writing on the entire target with an electron beam.
The erase cycle at present takes 2.8 see, so the system does not have
the response necessary for real-time video display.	 The CCRT display
is suitable for high quality alphanumeric display applications.	 This
type of di-.play has a writing speed of approximately 580 characters per
second in the black-on-white mode and 1,060 characters per second in the
white-on-black for-mat.
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Several systems have been developed for graphic and alphanumeric
display using liquid crystal ' light valves. Hughes. Aircraft has announced
a liquid crystal projection system. with 1,024 .i-line resolution. Their
liquid crystal light valve consists of a sandwich of liquid crystal
material and photoconductive material between ttio transparent electrodes.
A bias voltage is applied, across the- .dell and light striking the photo-
conductive layer causes the liquid crystals to be turned on. Polarized
ligh -he the p-rojection lamp illuminates 	 polarized liquid crystal
light valve and the polarization of the crystals determines the light
that is reflected or absorbed,.... The reflected light is projected onto
the display screen. The slow ,speed of the liquid crystals limits the
use of this technique to alphanumeric and graphic display applications.
Western Electric has developed a system that uses an infrared
User to create hot spots and thus write onto a liquid crystal light
valve. The system was developed for creating printed.-circuit artwork
but has potential for graphic and alphanumeric projection. The laser
Alh	 beam is moved ac-coss the light valve using galvanometer-controlled
mirrors. An arc lamp behind the liquid crystal valve provides the light
for projection. The system has a capability of writing over 147,000
characters at a speed of 1,430 characters per second using a 7 by 9
dot matrix.
A similar system designed by IBM uses an uncooled semiconductor
laser to write on the liquid crystal light valve. A pair of x-y galvano-
meter mirrors are used to control the laser beam. Reflective aluminum
is deposited on the rear of the valve, and crystal polarization deter-
mines whether the cell reflects the light from the projection bulb.
Present capabilities allow writing at a rate of 20 characters per second,
with a total display of 2,000 characters available.
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10.1.4 Trends .and _Prod ecte.d Developments in„Lame-Screen. _Dsplays.
The major improvements during the next few years for large-
screen displays will be in the projection systems rather- than in the
ma-trixed systems. The matrix-type devices will show no dramatic improve-
ment during the next several years; however, some improvements will be
made in the Control and drive electronics. Very little improvement is
expected in the actual display elements for urge- screen displays. The
improvements in projection-type
 systems will be dependent on develop-
ments. in light valve. technology. The oil layer valves currently have
the best capability for real-time video and will probably continue to
lead in this area. the image quality should continue to improve for
the other projection display tubes, with the efficiency increasing for
all systems.
The liquid crystal projection systems offer the greatest
potential for graphic and alphanumeric large-screen displays. These
systems provide the sharpest contrast and best resolution of any of the
projection type systems. Progress with liquid crystal projection systems
will be linked mainly to two :technology areas: 1) improvements in liquid
crystal materials aid 2) improvements in semiconductor laser diodes. The
entire display industry is striving to improve the liquid crystal dis-
play, and the communications industry is enhancing the laser diode for
use in fiber-optic transmission links. Liquid crystal projection
display technology will therefore benefit both from direct research in
liquid crystal display systems and from research in the associated
fields.
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10.2	 HAI. WWPY INFORMATION PRESENTATION ELEMENTS
The primary media used for hardcopy informatibn presentation
are the photographic film, and the paper page. The photographic data
presentation elements discussed in this report are computer output
m ctoftlm (COM).and microfiche. The paper hardcopy is addressed in
terms of the prnters and plotters required to produce the page;
specifically, the electro-mechanical printers and plotters (as opposed
to the mechanical printing presses). The discussion of printers
includes low-speed serial devices; however, the emphasis is placed on
ehe medium-to-high-speed devices used for computer output. The dis-
cussion of plotters covers both the small hardcopy devices used for
time-shared terminals and the larger plotters used for output from both
minicomputers and large mainframe systems.
(a
0
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10.2.1 5ta-te of the Art in Comguter Qut=put Microfilm
Computer output microfilm (CON) systems are available as both
on-line and off. -line equipment, with the of£ =line sys;:ems normally using
magnetic tape recorders for input. These systems are capable of pro-
ducing alphanumeric and graphic data at rates to 30,000 lines/min for
alphanumerics and 400,000 points/sec for graphic,.j.
Available COM devices may be configured in many different ways.
Some manufacturers provide interfaces to only the IBM 360/310 series;
others provide interfaces to any third-generation computer; and still
others claim compatibility with any computer. Many of the newer systems
are interfaced via front-end processors that increase the flexibility
but may require user-provided software. Available features on COM
equipment vary widely, ranging from multiple fonts, the presence ar
absence of graphic capability, different reduction ra-ci:os, different
film sizes, and number of characters per line. A number of these
features are presented in Table 10.2.1-1, which gives a representat.ve
listing for typical computer output microfilm systems. The details and
implications of these features are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
The majority of the COX equipment on the market today uses a
CRT to expose the film. As the technology improves in dynamic displays,
different types of image-generation systems are being employed. Twc
of the more innovative systems use lasers and.Iight-emitting diodes.r
The 3M Company uses both an Electron Beam Recorder and a Laser Beam
Recorder to write data directly onto the film. Memorex composes the
output onto a bank of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) through a character-
translation matrix. The light from these diodes is transmitted to the
film through fiber-optic strands to form a character image. One
difficulty in this latter approach is that the image is generated a
line at a time (CRT imaging systems generate a frame before the film is
advanced, although the film may be exposed character-by-character).
This imaging Method has limited capabilities for producing graphics
0
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TABLE 10.2.1-1. STATE OF THE ART FOR COMPUTER OUTPUT
MICROFILM SYSTEMS
0
tn
.MANUFACTURER MODEL
PR'I'NT
SPEED
CH ARACTER
SET
CHARACTERS
PER LINE INPU	 .
FILM
FORMAT
EDUCTION
RATIO
Datagraphix 4530 14,000 1pm 1,69 80 7/9 track 1'05-mm 48x
60 0 000 cps 132 mag tape 42x
144 80.0/1,:600 24x
160 bpi
Datagraphix 4560 20,:.000 fpm 190 80 7/9 track std: 1.05-mm 48x
132 mag tape opt: 16-mm 42x
144 800/1,600 35=mm 24x
160 bpi 82.5--
Information 8032 4:0,000 cps - - 9 track 110.5-mm 418x
International mag tape 42x
800 bpi
Kodak KOM-80 - std: 64 132 7/9 track 105-mn 4:85t
opt: 82 mag tape 82'.5-mm 412x
800/1,600 35-mm 24-x
bpi 1.6,mm
Kodak KOM-85 120,000 caps std: 64 std:	 132 7/9 track 105-mm std,: 48x
30,000 fpm opt:	 121 opt:	 172 mag tape 35-mm 42x
800/1,,600 1 . 6-mm 24x
bpi opt: 32x
because of the difficulties in controlling movement of the film. Use
of 
the LI ED approach also restricts the generation of microfiche because
of inability to control the film. This latter difficulty may be a
greater limitation on the use of this technique than the . limited graphics
capability because more users appear to be using microfiche than micro-
film in today's market. One major advantage of LEDs is that they produce
up to a thousand times more Light energy than a CRT and thereby lessen
the effects of film seas itivty. Thus it appears likely that attempts
will be made to overcome the problems identified above to enable. the
use of this technique on future CON devices.
Reductions in size of Ux to Ox appear to represent the state
of the art. Some vendors are unable to overcome the resolution problem
in going to 48x reductions. Silver- halide films typically have resolu-
tions that range from 100 to 194 lines per millimeter, and films with
resolutions of 190 lines per millimeter or higher are required to
accomplish reductions of 48:1. Silver halide film is considered the
industry standard for the recorder master copy. One of the highest-
grade films available for COX applications is Kodak AHU, and the price
is reflected accordingly. The most widely used film for duplicating
is designated Diazo. Diazo is sensitized with diazonium salts and
exposed by strong ultra+violet light. Ammonia is used in the develop-
ment process to yield a direct image. Diazo is less expensive to
purchase and to process than other types of COM film. A relatively
recent introduction is vesicular film ., which has a light-sensitive
coating on a plastic backing. The film is exposed by ultraviolet
radiation and is developed by the application of heat. It is replacing
Diazo in many installations because of the simpler processing chemistry
that eliminates the need for ammonia.
As mentioned above, the introduction of front-end processors on
many COM systems has increased the flexibility of these systems. These
processors not only relieve the host processor of its processing load
and provide DMA-to-DMA interfaces to speed up the data throughput, they
10-4b
the operator burden and/or the need for operating. system nmodifications
within the host processor. These front-end processors perform a number
of functions that otherwise have to be performed by the host processor
or deleted:. Among current functions -being performed are formatting,
graphics generation, control functions, character selection, software
translation, and
. 
film indexing. These functions can be expected to
increase as the costs and capabilities of such processors continue to
decline.
f
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10.2.2
Computer output microfilm is another area of technology that has
failed to grow as rapidly as many a;Lperts projected in the 1960's. The
probable cause is a prejudice against microfilm. Many potential users
are hesitant to eliminate the paper copy. Additional disadvantages are
the special reading and filing equipment, the lack of direct update
capability, and the inability to write comments directly on the pa$e.
In spite of the lack of public acceptance, the technology has followed
a relatively steady increase in capability. The most important recent
improvement in COM systems is the introduction of the front-end pro-
cessor to increase system flexibility. Front - end processors will be
used more and more to enhance the capability and flexibility of COM
equipment. Also, advances in the area of image -generation devices will
continue to be reflected in the COM systems of the future.
Da-tapro Research Corporation (Ref. 10-3) feels that COM prices
will not decline in the foreseeable future. Instead, any reduction in
component prices will be reflected in greater sophistication and
flexibility.
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10.2.3 State of the Art in Printers and Plotters_
The state of the art in printers and plotters is presented in
terms of impact printers, nonimpact printers, and plotters. The discussion
of each type includes a brief discription of the methods currently used,
followed by their characteristics and capabilities.
Printer technology corners a wide range of capabilities and
applications. Typical impact printers range from 10 characters per
second (cps) to 2.,250 lines per minute (lpm), with the cost of these
devices varying from less than $2,000 to $112,000. Nonimpact printers
range in capability from 30 cps up to 45,000 l.pm. Costs for these printers
range from less than a thousand dollars for several electro.graphic printers
to well over $300K for the very-high-speed laser xerographic and ink-Jet
printers. Applications for these printers range from cash register
printouts and small status monitoring equipment to high-speed computer
output. Current estimates include an availability of some 4.00 models
from some 100 manufacturers.
10.2.3.1 Im act Printers - Impact printers by definition employ
some type of mechanical force to place the character image onto the paper.
The design of the print mechanism can be further defined as either a
template or a matrix. The template printers use some form of pre-engraved
type, with the reproduced characters having the appearance of the type.
The matrix printers use a number of pins arranged so that they impact to
form a matrix of dots, with the characters being determined by the dots
reproduced or omitted. The methods used to implement impact printers
vary, as do the .Feed and cost of the devices. One important character-
istic shared by all impact printers is the capability to produce multiple
copies at once. This can be accomplished using multiple ribbons and/or
carbon packs or by using pressure-sensitive paper. The ribbon and carbon
pack impact printers also have the advantage of using plain paper, which
is a feature not found in many of the nonimpact printers.
Table 10.2.3.1-1 lists the major characteristics for typical
state-ofo-the-art impact printers. The simplest and most inexpensive
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TABLE I.0.2.3.1-1. CHARACTERISTICS FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART IMPACT PRINTERS
PRINTER TYPE SPEED ADVANTAGES 01 S-ADVANTAGES COST SUPPLIERMAIN S PPLI!
Cylinder .110 cps Availability Low Speed I to 2K I	 Telietype Corp.
Low cost Noisy operation
Poor print quality
Golf Ball 15 cps Good print quality Low speed 2 to 5K IBM
Interchangeable fonts Noisy operation
Relatively low cost
Daisy Wheel 1 30 to 55 Higher speed than golf Print quality not as good 3 to 7K Diablo Systems,
CrAs ball or cylinder as golf ball Inc.	 (Xerox)
Interchangeable fonts
Serial Matrix 31 to 330 Ffne resolution on some Dot characters can be 2 to U Centronics Data:
Interchangeable fonts difficult to read
Computer Corp.
Some graphics capability Reliability drops withhigh duty cycle
Higher speeds on some
Line Matrix 500 Ipm Fine resolution on some Dolt characters can be 5 to 9K Tally Corp:.
Interchangeable fonts difficult to read
Some graphics capability Reliability drops withhigh duty cycle
Relatively high speed
Drum 300 to Reliable operation Limited choke of fonts TO to 70K Data Products
2,000l
High print speed. Vertical mis,registratiron Car.
Good performance at medium of characters
to heavy duty cycle I-
d' x41	 7-7-777
..........
W 0
TABLE 10.2.3.1-1 ; - Concluded-
PRINTER TYPE SPEED ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES CgS MAIN. SUPPLIER 1
Train (Chaiin.) 2,250 Ipm Good print quality Not as relIable as drum 10 to 112K ''j1:BM
Vartablie character sets,
up to 128 characters
.-Band and Belt . 300 cps to Interchangeable fonts Subject to .bel' t wear 3 to $-K ..General
2 '1000 Ipm Good print quality Poor print quality with Eliectric
!HighRelIability some types
Entire belt must be
replaced if character
becomes defective
jimpact printing technique is the cylinder printer. 	 This system is used
on. the familiar teletype machines.
	
The cylinder printer uses a'hammer
to strike a cylinder upon which characters are embossed, and the characters
are printed through a ribbon onto the paper. 	 The cost of these devices
is good, but they are plagued by low speed (10 cps), noisy operation,
.	 and .poor print quality.
Another printer type of which is similar to the cylinder is the
"golf-ball" printer.	 This device functions like the cylinde r except that
the characters are embossed on the outside of a ball=shaped print heal:
The golf-ball printer offers slightly greater speed (15 cps) and has
the advantages of good :print. quality and interchangeable fonts.	 These.
devices are inherently noisy, however, and are still slow for most
:t	 applications.
A third type of similar printer is the "daisy wheel", in which
a single character is embossed on a spoke and a number of spokes are
located around a central hub.	 The appropriate spoke is then tapped
`	 with a hammer to imprint the symbol through a ribbon.	 The daisy Wheel
can operate at speeds of 30 to 55 cps and has easily interchangeable
K
fonts.
	
The .print quality, however, is not as good as the golf ball.
'	 In terms of the larger and faster template impact printers, the
drum printer is the best known and the most reliable.	 The drum has a
complete character set embossed around its circumference for each print
column.	 The drum rotates at a constant speed and a hammer strikes the
paper and ribbon against the appropriate character.	 The print speed for
^.	 the drum printer ranges from 300 to 2,000 1pm. 	 It offer-.s reliable
operation and good performance for medium 	 to heavy-duty use.	 There
s	 is a limited choice of character- fonts, however, and the problem of
vertical misregistraton causes wavy limes due to some characters
being above and below the line.
Another type of high-speed printer is the train or chain printer,
which incorporates a set of characters moving horizontally across the
page, with each character in the form of a slug.	 The slugs are connected
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and pull: each either around in the chain printer. The slugs are not
connected: in the train printer, and each piece pushes the. next around
A track.. A hammer in each print position strikes the paper against the
typeas the appropriate character is aligned. Typical. printers can
accommodate up to 128 characters in a set. The speed of these devices
runs up to 2,250 1pm. The advantages are good print quality and variable
character sets, but they have a lower reliability than the drum printers.
An advantage of the chain printer is that any misregistration in this
printer is in the horizontal direction and is not as noticeable as the
vertical misregistration of the drum printer.
The band and belt printers are somewhat similar to the chain
printers. The characters are embossed in a continuous steel belt that
moves across the paper in a horizontal direction. A hammer sits at
each character position and strikes the paper against the type as the
appropriate symbol passes. The print speed ranges from 300 cps to 2,000
1pm. The advantages of the band /belt printers include high reliability,
interchangeable fonts, and good print quality. Character misregistration
is in the horizontal direction as in the chain-type printers and is not
very noticeable. The belts are subject to wear, however, and the entire
belt must be replaced if a single character becomes defective.
Matrix impact printers form the desired character from a pattern
of small dots. The dots are formed when small needle-like hammers are
struck against the paper. The number of dots in the matrix varies among
the different manufacturers, with typical configurations being 5 by 7,
5 by 9, 7 by 7, and 7 by 9. The 5 by 7 matrix machines are capable of
forming 64 standard ASCII characters, while the 7 by 9 matrix can form
both upper- and lower-case alphanumeries. The character codes are stored
in a read-only memory, and the list of available symbols is limited only by
the code storage space. Matrix printer speed, unlike many of the other
types of impact printers, is independent of the number of characters in
the set. The versatility of the matrix allows the printing of special
symbols and various alphabets, as well as changing the appearance of the
standard alphabet.
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Mechanical impact matrix printers generally fall into two categories:P	 .
serial-matrix and line --matrix. . The serial-matrix printer has a single head
t'..at moves horizontally across the page.	 The vertical dots of each character
are formed simultaneously, with the head scanning to produce the horizontal.
dots.	 In this manner, one scan across the page pill. yield one. line of pant.
Serial-matrix machines are capable of forming 30 to 330 cps. 	 They after
moderate to fine resolution, easily interchangeable character fonts, and
a certain degree of graphics capability.	 The dot characters become
difficult to read on the smaller matrix sizes, however, and the reliability
of the printer drops as the-duty cycle increases.	 To achieve a greater
print speed,, several of the serial printers use a bi-directional print
scheme.	 The printer head moves from left to right, printing the desired
message, and then prints from right to left on the following line to
nave the time taken for the head to return to the left margin.	 A line
of message is loaded into the print controller and the reversing of the
character sequence is automatically accomplished for the right-to-left
print scan.
The line-matrix printers are capable of producing output rates
of up to 500 1pm. The print head consists of a horizontal row of print
needles contained on a bar or comb. The bar slides fr-om left to right,
with the needles striking each selected dot to produce a row.. The complete
characters are formed as the paper is moved to successive rows. The
vertical resolution of a typical line-matrix printer varies from 70 to 100
dots per inch. The line-matrix printer offers fine resolutions with the
larger matrix sizes, as well as easily interchanged fonts and relatively
high speed. However, alphanumeric characters can be difficult to read
when printed with the smaller matrix arrays. Table 10.2.3.1-2 shows a
representative list of impact printers and their manufacturers.
10.2.3.2 Nonimpact Printers - Nonimpact printers use some form
of indirectly placing the ima$e onto the paper. They generally use special
sensitized paper that can respond to electrical or thermal stimuli, as is
done in thermal, ele.etrographic, and electrostatic printers. Two developing
(a
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0TABLE 110.2.3.1-2. TYPICAL IMPACT PRINTERS
PRINTI'NG
MANUFACTURER MODEL METHOO SPEED	 COST COMMENTS
Anadex DP-11000 Matrix 50 cps	 700
Centronics 761: Matri1x - 50 cps Teleprinter.
Dataproducts 200 Matrix 200 Ipm
Bataroyal 7000 Matrix 120 cps	 1.,:5,95,
Diablo 1660 Matrix ZOO cps Terminal
Flierida. Data Corp. PB-600 Matrix 240 1p
Newliett-Packard : 2631A Mat,ri:x 1,80 cps	 -
Lear Si^eglier 200 Bal I i sti !c 180 cps	 -
Matrix
Practiical . Auitoma,tiion DMPT-3 Matrix 120 cps	 452
PrIntronix 300 Matrix 300 Ipm
Sheldon-Sedeco Spanning 90 1, pm:	 1.40 21 CGITUMn,
Hammer No El-ectroni.,cs
Teletype Corp. 40 Revol v oling 300 Ipm	 2K
Carrier
Dataproducts. 2550 Rand 2,000 Ipm
General ETectri-c Band 30 cps	 3K
fpson . America 110 Belt 1150 1 pm
I. BM - Belt 2:, 1000 1 pm
Dataproducts 2470 Drum 2,000 Ipm
18M - Train 2,250 Ipm
technologies of nonimpact printers not using sensitized paper are the 	 ^.
ink-jet printer and the laser xerographic printers. Both of these latter
methods are especially suited for very-high-speed output devices, but tie
costs are quite high. Table 10.2.3.2-1 lists the characteristics for the
state-of-the-art nonimpact printers.
One of the typical nonimpact printers is the thermal-matrix printer.
The thermal-matrix printer typically has a print head with a 5 by 7 array
of dot elements. The print head moves horizontally across the paper with
the head stopping at each column. A recently introduced alternative
method is to use a vertical column of seven dot elements that scan the
page much like the serial impact matrix printer. In either method, the
elements of the head are selectively heated. The leading type of print
head is a 35-dot, 5- by 7-element array of single-crystal silicon mesas.
Energy consumption for the silicon dots is 8 mW-sec/dot. Other thermal
print heads use a resistive film in which a film resistor is deposited
on a ceramic substrate. These print heads require 16 to 24 mW-sec/dot.
Generally, thermal-matrix printers are among the least expensive and offer
low-noise operation. They are ideally suited for small system applications,
requiring 30 to 100 cps. This is relatively slow for many applications,
and like all other nonimpact. printers, no multiple copy capability is
available. Additionally, the thermally sensitized paper is expensive
and does not keep well in environments of bright light or high heat.
These printers also lack the capacity for using pre-printed forms.
The eleetrographic printers use special paper that is sensitive
to electric currents. A stylus print head moves across the paper and a
current is applied to the stylus to form the characters. Two types of
paper are commwnly used. The electrolytic version uses a wet process
in which moist paper is drawn between electrolytes. The application of
a current to the paper then causes a chemical coloration. The electre-
sensitive version uses dry paper with layers. As current flows from the
stylus to the paper, the trop layer of the paper is burned away, exposing
a. darker layer underneath. These printers are generally the lovast in
cost
.
, with prices starting below a thousand dollars. Additionally, the
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TABLE 1 10;2.3.2-1. CHARACTERISTICS FOR STATE-OF-THE-ART NONIMPACT PRINTERS
1—0
PRINTER TYPE SPEED ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES COST {$) MAIN SUPPLIER
Thermal-Matrix 30 to 1 100 Low cost Relatively slow speed ^i	 to 5K Texas
cps
Low-noise o.peratton No multiple copy capability. Instruments, Inc.
Ideal for small operations Paper is expensive
No pre-priinted farms
Electrographic 60 to Very low cost Paper is expensive 600 to 3K Scope Data, Inc.
2,,200 cps High seriai print speed No multiple copy capability .SCI Systems, inc.
Paper looks and feels like 
a l timin:um fo i 1
Direct '300 to Accommodates plotting No multiple copy capability 5 to 13K Versatec,
	
Inc.
Electrostatic 18,000 1pm
Easily changeable fonts Pap,-	 is expensive (Low s.peed)'.
Lower cost than impact Wet t1ner must be (Hig
01g
h nfo
Infoywell
rmation printer of same speed repleni shed
speed) Systems, Inc.
Very high speed possible
Laser 4,000 to Very high character No multiple copy capability
Xerographic 21,000 1pm resolution High level of maintenance 14:5 to 310K' Xerox Corp.
Quiet operation
Limited to high-volume IBM
Multiple character fonts appitcattoes
Accommodates 132 columns
on 8:.5 by 11-in.
	 paper
Ink-det `72 cps to Character flexibility Poor copy quality at 5 to 25K IBM
45,000 fpm Quiet operation extremely high speeds 5.8K/mfl. IMead Digital
Migh print quality at No multiple copy capability rental Systems, Inc.
lower speeds
Very high speed possible
print speed is high for a serial printer, with speeds ranging from 160
to 2,200 cps. Disadvantages are mostly related to the paper. The paper
has the look and feel of aluminum foil -- and wrinkles easily. The paper
is also expensive and does not have the capability for multiple copies.
The direct electrostatic printer is capable of achieving high
line speeds. In operation, a specially coated paper is passed over a
row of fine metal styli. Each stylus is selectively charged to produce
a group of charged spots corresponding to the character to be formed.
The paper passes through a toner bath where ink particles are attracted
to the charged areas. Some models use a scanning stylus instead of a
fixed row. The scanning stylus moves across the paper, with the voltage
being varied to produce charged areas of the desired character patterns.
The paper is then run through the toner. The low-speed models use the
scanning stylus and operate at speeds of 300 1pm. The fixed stylus design
has no moving parts except for the paper transport mechanism. Therefore,
very high print speeds of up to 18,000 1pm can be obtained. In addition
to the very high print speed, a 2000-fpm electrostatic printer is lower 	 ("'}
in cost than an impact printer of the same speed. Another advantage
of the electrostatic printer is that the fonts are easily changed simply
by reprogramming the controller. The direct electrostatic printers also
can be used for high-resolution graphics applications. Disadvantages
of the electrostatic printers include the lack of multiple copy capability,
the cost of the paper, and the need to replenish the wet toner.
One of the newer printer technologies is the laser xerographic
printer. This printer uses a laser beam to scan a charged photoconductive
surface and develop an image of charged dots. Wherever the laser beam
strikes the photoconductive surface., the surface is discharged to leave
a pattern corresponding to the image to be printed. The photoconductive
surface is provided either on a drum or on a belt, as in conventional
Xerox copiers. The image pattern picks up a dry toner and transfers it
onto the paper. The resulting image is then heated to fuse the toner
and render the image permanent. A light discharges the photoconductive
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surface and a brush removes the excess toner from the belt or drum.  The
throughput of these printers is extremely high, ranging from 4,000 to
21,000 1pm. The character- resolution of the system is extremely good,
with one system using an 18 by 24 matrix to generate characters.. The
printer is quiet in operation since the paper drive is the major moving
part. Multiple character fonts are available with 128 characters standard
and an additional 127 characters optional. Because of O!e high resolution,
smaller characters can be generated so it is feasible to place 132 columns
on paper that is 8.5 in. wide. To date, the laser xerographic printing
systems have been plagued by maintenance problems, but the technology
is relatively new and .the manufacturers feel that reliability will
increase with experience.
Another developing printer technology uses the ink jet. This
printer uses a stream of controlled ink droplets directed to the-paper
to form the desired characters. One of the schemes currently in use
employs a horizontal bar with one hole per dot for the ink to pass through.
A second design uses an on-demand ink-jet pump to deliver ink to a dot
matrix. In a third design, an electric field deflects the droplets of
ink to the appropriate places to form the characters.
The print speed for the ink-jet printers ranges from 72 cps for
the office types to 45,000 1pm for the large computer output printers.
Some other advantages of ink-jet printing are quiet operation., character
font flexibility, high print quality for the lower-speed models, and
extremely high throughput speeds for some models. Disadvantages include
a hi3h level of maintenance for the high-speed types, poor character
quality at the high speeds, and the lack of multiple-copy capability.
The use of ink-jet printers is increasing, however, and many of the
current problems are likely to be solved as the technology continues
to evolve.
Table 10.2.3.2-2 presents a representative list of nonimpact
printers and their manufacturers.
0
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TABLE 110.2.3 - 2-2. TYPICAL , ,.NON'TI MPACT PRINTERS
01
a
MANUFACTURER MODEL
PRINTING
METHOD SPEED	 :.°-,COST	 {^ COMMENTS
Perkin-Elmer 650 Thermal 20 sec/page	 795 Terminal
hardcopy.
Texas Instruments 734 Thermal 30 cps	 1,088
Centronics P-1 Electrographic 180 lipm	 595 Small
business
SCI Systems - Electrographiic 2,200 cps	 300 Highest
speed/$
Scope Data, Inc. 1200 Electrographiic 300 cps	 - Terminal
printer
Versatec, Inc. 11640 Electrostatic 1 10 sec/page	 1OK Terminal
hardcopy
IBM - Xerographic 19,400 Ipm	 3110K
Siemens - Xerographic 21,000:lpm
Xerox - Xerographic 118'-000 I-pm
A-B.Di,ck - Ink jet - For marking
containers
IBM 6640 Ink jet 72 cps	 5K Office machtne.
Mead Digital Systems - Ink jet 45,000 1pm	 5.8K/mo. Rental only
Siemens Ink jet 300 cps Office machine
j
	 1	 l	 l k	 :..
Aft
	
	
10.2.3.3 Plotters - Plotters, unlike .printers, are usually avail-
able as complete systems which include internal programtoble controllers
with the necessary software to produce complex plots with minimum super-
vision by the host computer. Plotters generally fall into one of three
categories: flatbed, drum, and electrostatic. The flatbed plotter
resembles an electromechanical drafting table in which the controller
determines the pen position ire the X and Y directions. The paper is held
in a flat position by either- electrostatics or vacuum. In the drum
plotter, the pen moves along the -axis of the paper. The paper is
attached to the drum and the drum rotates to move the paper for plotting
in the Y direction. The electrostatic plotter moves the paper across a
row of styli and then runs it through a liquid toner. This is similar to
the system used for electrostatic printers.
Table 10.2.3.3-1 presents a representative listing of state=of-
the-art plotters. The majority of the plotters are either drum or flatbed
and use pens for drawing the lines. A couple of the listed plotters use
ink-jet techniques. Electrostatic plotters are becoming more popular,
but they have the disadvantages of expensive paper and liquid toner.
All. of the entries are for complete plotter systems except for the
device by Phillips, which is only the mechanism and does not include
the controller.
The advancement of plotters took a leap in 1977 as several
manufacturers introduced machines with microprocessor controllers.
These machines reduce the amount of time taken from the CPU and reduce
the time required to send the data from the computer to the plotter over
a remote line. The data required to produce a plot are reduced by a
factor of 20:1 in some cases, greatly reducing remote line charges.
Additionally, the controllers are op4imizgd for plotter control and
can run several times faster than a minicomputer can supply the data.
In addition to offering faster plotting, some estimates say that two-
thirds of the work formerly done in the host computer can now be done by
the plotter. In many cases, the vectors arr. the only information needed
for the plotter to function..
a)
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TABLE 1+0.2.3.3-1- STATE OF THE ART FOR PLOTTERS
0
MANUFACTURER MODEL
PLOTTING
METHOD
PAPER SIZE
{iLn.y
COST (>;) COMMENTS
Applicon - ink jet 22by,	 34 - Drum, 3 colors
Gourd Inc. 200 link Jet - - With
ai phanumerits
Gould Inc. 4822.8 EliectrostatIc 11 wide - Raster scan
Gould Inc. 51056 Electrostatic 22 wide - Raster scan
Hewlett-Packard 7221A Pen 11 by 17 4,600 F ,atbed,
4 colors
Houston Instrument OP-11 Pen 11 Wide 3,995 Drum
Houston Instrument DP-8 Pen 36 wide 9,500 Drum., 3 coltors
Phillips PM-8125 Pen 16 by 15 2,195 XY Recorder,
flatbed
Tektronixp
 
4 662 P e n 10 b .	 15Y - 'Flatbed
Versatec 11600A Electrographic - 9,950 Raster scan
Zeta Research 1200 Pen 11 by 14 10,.000 Drum.
Fo.r flatbed and drum plotters, the pens play an important role
in determining the plot quality. Very fine lines are difficult to obtain
with :prolonged use of either felt-tip or ballpoint pens. Liquid ink pens
can achieve a high quality, but are subject to clogging. Some models of
plotters can accommodate several types of pens so that the user can deter-
mine line quality. Many manufacturers also have multiple pens that produce
multicolor plots.
The quality of the platted lines depends on the ability to draw
smooth circles and arcs. For flatbed and drum plotters, the curves are
trade from a series of short straight-line segments. The quality of, the
curve increases as the segments become smaller, but each segment requires
a vector command. The speed of the plot is decreased as the number of
these commands increases. The ability to draw very short line segments
works in contradiction to the ability for high-speed plots. Likewise,
the quality is dependent on the system accuracy, resolution, and repeat-
ability. The accuracy is the tolerance to which a point may be plotted.
The resolution is the smallest distance that can be drawn between two
points. Repeatability of the system is the ability of the plotter to
return to a position that has already been plotted. Most high-quality
pen plotters currently available have accuracies and repeatabil.ites
ranging from 0.001 to 0.005 in.
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10.2.4 T'rend's and. Projected. Developments in Printers_ and Plotters
With few exceptions, printers employ well-developed and time-proven
technology. While the actual printer design may be different or new,
chances are the technology is well established. The most evident excep-
tions to this are the laser xerographic and the ink -Jet printers, both
of which have been developed recently. The printer- or plotter controller
may incorporate a microprocessor, and while this method of implementation
is relatively new, the microprocessor has been around long enough that
the advantages of using it have been established. Table 10.2.4-1 presents
the projected characteristics for printers in the 1980-19$5 timeframe.
The low-speed impact printers, such as the cylinder, golf-ball,
and daisy wheel, will see little or no improvement in speed, capability,
or cost by 1985. A11 three have well-established markets and will continue
to be used for low-speed mechanical terminals and office equipment. The
number of these machines in use will increase slightly, although their
popularity will decrease as more of the other printer methods come into
wider use.
Arum, train, and band printers will all continue to dominate the
computer printer market through the early 1980's. This is true due to
the established momentum of the large impact printers and the lack of
proven performance of the other alternatives. The number of large impact
printers in use represents a major investment to industry and the replace-
ment of these machines will be show. The capabilities of the large impact
printers will remain constant, with only minor increases in speed and
reliability. This is due mainly to an increased vendor interest in the
nonimpact printer methods since some of the latter are capable of higher
speeds at equal cost and reliability. By 1985, the number of large impact
printers will still be in the majority, but nonimpact technologies will
be widely used and will hold a major portion of the market. These impact
printers will remain the choice of users needing moderately large throughput
(3,000 1pm) with multiple copy capability.
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TABLE 10.2.4-1. PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS iFOR PRINTERS
I-
m
TYPE OF PRINTER SPEED USE COMMENT'S
Cyl i nder Up to Office machines Replaced by matrix and nonimpact priinters
Golf-Ball 70 cps
Time-shared
Daisy Wheel
computer
terminal s
Drum Up to Medium-speed Some replacement at ljow speeds by matrix and'
Train 3,000 1pm computer output electrographic pri.nters
Band
Some replacement at higher speed's ;by el ectro- .
static printers
Wi 31 continue to -be most . popul air rned i  um-speed
computer output
Matrix Impact 6:00 cps Office machines
o,
iWi1l replace cylunder, golf iball., and daisy
wheel',
1,000 i+pm Medium-speed Will replace shower drum;, train, andi band
computer output priinters
Thermal--Matrix 300. cps Office machiines Limited to slow speeds with low vo.l,ume
Status logging
flectrograghic 5,000 cps Office machiines Capable of medium speeds 'but limited in output
Status logging volume by fiigh paper: cost
Small	 te,rmiinal
hairdcopy
0TABLE 14.2.4-1 - Concluded':
TYPE OF PRINTER SPEED USE COMMENTS
Electrostatic 3 to 5 Terminal Widespread use for CRT terminal hardc-opy
sec/page hardcapy capability
500 lipm Desk-top Use for minicomputer printer
printers
5 0 000 1pm Free-standing Use for imedium-speed t computer output with
printers printer located in work area
20K 1pm High-speed Ute for v.ery-high-speed ' .output from large
computer output computer center
Xerographic 30K 1pm Hiqh=speed Use for very -high-speed , output from large
computer output computer center
Ink-Jet 50.cps Office products Use for office products and limited use for
terminal output
50K 1pm High-speed Use for very -high-speed output ` from large
computer output computer center.
W-M7 ^707,7-7.
1	
	
The use of matrix impact printers will increase for all applica
tions requiring slow (300 cps) to Medium (500 1pm) print speeds. The
serial-matrix printers will gain widespread acceptance, with many appli
cations in point-of-sale devices, equipment logging, and office products.
By 1985, the r-esolution.of the small matrix printers will improve
and the print quality will approach tl^&at found in the low-speed serial
impact printers. Reliability will increase and be comparable with the
serial-template impact printers by the early 1980's. The price of th e
serial impact printers will decrease slightly in this t:imef.rame. The
line-matrix impact printers will gain wide acceptance as medium-speed
desk•-tap printers by the early 1980's. These machines will provide higher
character resolution, reliability, and print speeds. Print speed should
increase to SOU fpm by 19.$0 and to ],000 1pm by 1985. The line-matrix
printer will replace the larger line-template printers in many applications.
These printers will be placed in the work environment since the noise
level is much lower than for template impact printers. The lime-matrix
printer will find wider use in multicopy form printing and applications
not requiring the higher speed of electrostatic printers.
For low speed (less than 100'-cps) print applications not requiring
multiple copy capability, thermal-matrix printers will find widespread
use due to their quietness of operation and low cost. The higher cost
of thermal sensitive paper will remain a disadvantage, however, and will
restrict the thermal-matrix printer- to applications with a limited amount
of throughput. The speed. of these printers will increase to the range
of 300 cps, but the impact of the increase will be minimal since acceptance
of the printer- will still be limited by paper costs.
Electrographic printers will remain attractive for medium- to high--
speed serial printing applications not requiring multiple copy capability.
The very low cost, simplicity, and reliability of design will aid in wide-
spread acceptance. Improvements in the paper will create better acceptance
of the printed output. The .rate of throughput will increase to 5,000 cps
during the 1980-1985 timeframe, but the cost of the special paper will
a
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restrict its widespread use as a high-rate computer output device except"
for hobby-home applications when the printer will be operated only a
limited amount of time.
The direct electrostatic printer will see a major increase in
use as a computer output device.	 The low-speed electrostatic printer
will gain pop .glarity as a hardcopy device for CRT terminals.	 In 1977,
several companies introduced electrostatic printers for this application..
Typical models take from 10 to 20 sec to form a page, but internal printer
memory allows. the information to be loaded in l to 2 see, with the actual
printing done "off line".	 The speed of these terminal printers will
increase, with times of 3 to 5 sec per 8.5- by 11-in. page being common.
General quietness of the CRT/electrostatic printer combination will make.
its use quite common in the office environment. 	 The higher-speed electro-
static printers will provide the greatest competition for large impact
line printers.
	 Electrostatic printers are presently equal to impact
line printers in terms of cost for a given speed. 	 Electrostatic printers
have the advantage of operating at higher speeds, however, and will be
favored for operations requiring a throughput higher than can be obtained
by impact printers.	 Additionally, the quietness of operation will allow
the placement of printers in the work area.
	 Desk-top electrostatic
printers will be common in the early 1980's, with print speeds of 300
to 500 1pm.	 Free-standing office models will be capable of operation at
5,000 1pm, with the 132-character print line compressed to fit on an
8.5-in. format.	 Very-high-speed (10K to 20K 1pm) electrostatic printers
will be common as output devices for large computer centers.	 The number
of electrostatic printers in use should not exceed the number of impact
line printers during the 1980-1985 timeframe, mainly because of the
number of impact printers already in use. 	 The number of electrostatic
printers will form a significant percentage of the printer market, however.
The newer-technology, very-high-speed printers will find increased
use for high-speed computer output applications. The laser xerographic
printers are currently being developed by several sources, and present
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speeds range from 18K to 21K 1pm. The. reliability of these machines
has been less than optima, but the general.
 reliability will increase
in the early 1980's ad the manufacturers have enough time and experience
t0 improve the systems. The print quality will increase for ti:°_ higher...
speed machines, with the resolution becoming comparable with impact
printers. The print speed. will increase moderately by 1985, but not by
more than. a factor of 1.5. The.high cost, high maintenance requirements,
and the need for skilled operators will restrict the use of these machines
to advanced computer centers where high speed throughput is essential.
Like the xerographic process, the ink-jet printer will gain
increased use in both high- and low-speed applications. The low=-speed
ink-jet office printers will increase in speed and reliability as the
technology matures. Some of the low-speed models already have excellent
print quality, and it is unlikely that much improvement in print quality
will be gained in the early 1980's. The main improvements will be in
speed and cost. On the high-speed ink-jet systems, print quality will
improve and the amount. of required maintenance will decrease. Several
new companies will enter the high--speed ink--jet market by 2985. The
speed of these printers is not likely to increase during the early 1980's,
however. The high speed of these machines along with the necessity for
skilled operations personnel will limit their use to very-large-volume
output applications at large computer centers.
The major trend in plotters will be toward use of microprocessors
for internal controllers. Studies indicate (Ref. 10-4) that by 1980,
over 80% of the plotting systems will operate either on-line or by
k
remote time-sharing. This will be possible because the internal
processor will relieve the control burden from the CPU and will reduce
the amount of data that must be sent over remote lines. The plotters
using pens for drawing will increase in multicolor capability, with
three or four colors being common by the early 1980's on both large
and small machines. Electrostatic plotters will increase in popularity
because of their capacity for high-speed operation and high resolution.
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SFlatbed plotters will find_ use primarily as slower-speed off-Line devices. ^;z
C	
A
s^-rsSmall electrostatic.plott	 will be used for terminal hardeop.y devices.
Medium-sized plotting applications will use drum plotters for multi-color
graphs and electrostatic techniques for single-color and high-resolution
graphs.	 Large output applications will use high-speed electrostatic
plotters.
p7:
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11. SOFTWARE
It is natural to think of a data processing system as hardware.
The computer, disks, displays, etc., are all visible, tangible electro-
mechanical components. These devices, connected together, form a data
processing system that will have known and predictable characteristics:
the computer processes a given amount of data per second; the display
has a specified resolution; the disk permits the storage of a given
amount of characters. To change these characteristics, it is necessary
to use different hardware components.
It is less natural to think of a data processing system as soft--
war-e. Software is neither- visible nor tangible, yet software controls
the way data are processed. A computer system is nothing more than a
group of components designed to execute a sequence of commands. That
sequence of commands is called software. The software turns a computer
into a data processing device and specifies to the computer the sequence
in which functions will be performed. Unlike the hardware, software is
"soft"; the command sequence can be replaced easily with a new command
sequence.
Software is normally organized into two main groups (Figure 11-1).
The first group provides direct control of the machine and its peripheral
equipment (disks, displays, card readers, etc.) and provides an inter-
face between the specialized command sequences (called a program in this
report) provided by a user and the computer itself. This group is called
systems software and includes an operating system, language translators,
and utility routines. Systems software is an extension of the hardware.
Its purpose is to relieve the user of the necessity of understanding the
detailed operation of the hardware.
Programs that make the computer perform specific, productive
work for the user are called applications programs, and the collection of
these programs is called applications software. Applications software is
further classified as commercial or scientific software, depending on the
01	 area of application. Commercial software is used 'o automate business
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	 processes and facilitate their operations.. Scientific software is
$enerally produced for scientific or engineering applications. These
applications range from simple (a few commands) to highly complex (almost
one million commands).
Software engineering technology (.Figure 11-2.) is centered around
a software life cycle consisting of three phases: Initiation,. Develop-
ment, and Operation and Maintenance (Ref. 11-1).
The Initiation Phase begins with the recognition that a new
computer application is required. The phase is performed primarily by
the user or his representative. During this phase, the new application
is studied to determine whether it is feasible and cost-effective to
proceed with the development. Sometimes, depending on the size and
complexity of the application or the user's skill, a number of additional
studies are performed to support the feasibility of the application..
These studies include detailed cost estimates, preliminary designs,
scheduling, risk assessment, and options. Today, almost always, a docu-
ment is produced defining the purpose of the application and its require-
ments at the end of this phase.
The Development Phase is the building phase. During this phase,
the concept defined in the Initiation Phase is translated fr_uiu an idea
to a computer program (or a system of programs). The translation pro-
cess may be subdivided into four steps:
• Reg i.rement Specification - The concept defined in the
Initiation Phase is analyzed and a set of software
requirements is developed.
Design - A solution that meets the software requirements
Ts developed and further refined into the design of the
program. The design is then checked against all the
requirements to ensure that it satisfies them.
e _Coding and Integration. - The design is'translated into a
computer program. As each segment of code is written, it
is tested first by itself and then integrated with other
existing portions of the program and retested to validate
that it performs as expected.
Olk	 • Acceptance Testing - The completed program is formally
VU	 tested to validate that it performs as envisioned dur-
ing the Initiation Phase and is ready to become operational.
e
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While the Initiation Phase is performed by the user, the Develop-
ment Phase is generally performed by people who specialize in software.
The overall process described in this phase is generally called program-
ming and the people who perform the process are called programmers.
Programmers are required since programming is a complex process and the
user seldom has the skill or the time or personnel to develop the program.
Often, due to the size of the program or short delivery times, or both,
a group of programmers is required in the Development Phase. Generally,
the user is relegated to the role of a monitor until he is asked to
accept the program during Acceptance Testing.
After the program passes Acceptance Testing, it is turned over
to the user and enters the Operation and Maintenance phase of its life
cycle. During this phase, the program is operational. The length of
the Operation and Maintenance Phase varies from program to program and
may last for a single execution or as long as it is still compatible
with the user's computer. The Department of Defense, for example,
estimates that large command and control programs have an average life
of 10 years, while another study of commercial applications programs
(Ref. 11-2) found the average life of a program to be 18 months (excluding
one-time programs), with no program lasting more than 3.3 months.
Throughout the Operation and Maintenance Phase, programming
activities continue. This makes this phase different from the mainten-
ance phase of hardware, when only preventive maintenance and repairs to
nonworking equipment are made. In fact, various estimates indicate that
32 (Ref, 11-3) to 60% (Ref. 11-4) of all programming activity is involved
with mantenance.programming. In contrast, computer hardware maintenance
costs 8 to 12% of the price of the machine.
This section of the report analyzes three aspects of software and
and software engineering technology -- system software, programming
languages, and methodology -- and attempts to define the state of the art,
trends, and forecasts for 1985.
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Hardware forecasting is comparatively a more objective process
	 f
than software technology forecasting. This is because a hardware
forecast is based on establishing trends using specific and well-defined
metrics, such as cost per bit, add time, transfer rate, byte capacity,
and size. However, there are no comparable meaningful metrics in soft-
ware yet. In fact, there is little agreement on even the definition of
the metrics. As a result, historical software data are either lacking
or impossible to interpret. Therefore, software forecasting is a sub-
jective process, based on information extracted from scientific papers,
books, usage survdys, analogies to related fields, etc..
One additional principle can be applied to software forecasting.
Known as the " 7-year rule", it states that a minimum of 5 to is years
is needed to bring technological innovation from initial laboratory
demonstration to general availability in practical applications (Ref.
11-5).
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11.1	 OPERATING.. SYSTEMS.
The term "operating system" denotes an organized collection of
Programs (implemented in either software, firmware, or hardware) and
data which have as their purpose the management of a computer system's
resources and the control of programs executing on that system. This
section consists of four subsections addressing, respectively, the develop-
ment, current state of the art, current trends, and future development of
operating systems. A concise historical summary is presented first to
provide the context for the following subsections.
21.1.1 Hs.tar.ieal.Summary
The earliest users of computer systems not only programmed their
application but also oPer-ated the computers. They set toggles, fed cards,
and watched over the system until the run was completed. This grossly
inefficient use of the programmer's talent was corrected by employing a
person trained in hardware handling (e.g., control panel wiring, forms..
loading, tape mounting) to operate the computer. The user (programmer)
provided the operator with his program and with written instructions
telling the operator exactly what actions were needed to process his
work. The idea of automating part of the operator's job by allowing
automatic interpretation of some of the operator's instructions led to
the development of operating systems.
The first-generation operating systems (often called monitors) were
simple control programs providing job-to-job transition by sensing end-of-
job messages and branching to the next job from the card reader. Each
user's job had control of all the system's resources during the job's
execution. Card reading/punching and printing were performed on line.
As computers became faster, the second-generation operating systems
evolved. The speed disparity between the CPU and the I/O devices led to
the development of batch processing. This concept increased the perform-
ance of the main computer by exchanging low-speed I/O devices for higher-
speed devices. The slow card-reading, punching, and printing operations
0
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were moved off line. The simple monitor system was further- improved 	 !
^1 1
through the concept of the 110 channel and the CPU interrupt capability.
The I/O channel. allows I/O and computing to proceed concurrently, and
the CPU interrupt allows an external event to interrupt the execution
of the CPU. Implementation of these capabilities resulted in complex
operating systems, part of which were required to be resident in main
storage at all times. The main storage resident portion of the operating
system provided intercommunication and control among operating system
routines and user programs.
The effectiveness of certain 1/0 devices was improved by using
blocking to combine Several logical records into one physical record.
The functions of blocking and deblocking were provided by the operating
system. The technique of multiple buffering was also used. The second-
generation operating system fully supported sequential, indexed-sequential,
and direct file organization. A significant advance was made when operating
systems began to allow symbolic device assignment. This was the advent
of "device management", one of the primary functions of an operating}
system.
Chaining was an earl, technique that provided the capability for
running programs requiring more than the available main storage. This
concept was replaced by the more easily used concepts of overlays and
labeled commons.
Even with these capabilities, the second-generation operating
system was essentially a collection of independent programs that were
accessed one after the other to perform the functions for which they were
designed. The relatively low degree of integration Was primarily a result
of the limited interrupt capability of the hardware, limited memory protec-
tion, and lack of I/O channels. The typical operating system ran in a
serial batch mode, one program at a time.
The computer's third generation was ushered in with the intro-
duction of integrated circuit logic. With these, the speed disparity
between the computer and its I/O devices became even more pronounced..
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The effort to obtain maximum utilization of the hardware led to multi-
programming. Under- this concept, the CPU is shared by a number of main
storage resident programs. An early basic fixed-partition multiprogramming
Operating system used four partitions containing, respectively, the
supervisor routine, a primary foreground function (e.g., terminal support),
a secondary foreground function (e.g., I/O handlers), and a background
function (e.g., batch fob stream processing). An advanced fixed.-partition
system included as many as 16 partitions of varying sizes. The system
used privileged instructions to protect each partition's storage area.
These operating systems were lacking in at least two areas. First,
they normally did not provide roll-in/roll-out capability. That is, once
a program became resident in a partition it ran to completion (or termi-
nation by the operator). Second, they lacked a resource manager. Thus
the computer operator was responsible for doing job planning, computer
utilization planning, and balanced production scheduling.
The next step in the evolution of operating systems was the develop-
ment of a system that overcame problems inherent in fixed-partition systems
by dynamically allocating main storage. Resource managetrent was implemented,
In part, through the use of priority schemes. Priorities were used to
determine not only which Job was processed next but which job should be
given control of the CPU next. The ability to suspend a job, roll it out
to secondary storage, and later roll it back into main storage for continued
execution was available. This allowed low-priority jobs to be suspended
so that higher-priority jobs could be hurried through the system.
Computers became even faster as electrons technology advanced,
causing the speed disparity between the CPU and its I/O devices to be
further aggravated. The main storage capacity available limited the
number of active programs that multiprogramming systems could handle.
Once again, CPU utilization became unacceptably low. It was possible to
increase the number of active programs without increasing the amount of
main storage by breaking each program into segments and using the old
roll-in/roll.-out logic to allow only selected segments of the program to
a)
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be resident in main storage. The segments not currently being used were
stored in secondary storage. Since the roll-in /rr l-out operations
(called paging) provided by the operating system are transparent to the
user, this "extension." of main storage is called virtual storage. Although
this main storage management technique is not a recent innovation, it is
still considered a state-of-the--art technique.
Another type of operating system is the time-sharing operating
system. This type of operating system has many users, each treating the
computer- as if he were the exclusive user. In this environment, the
users usually interact with the system through remote terminal devices.
Using the technique called time=slicing, the operating system passes
control of the CPU to each user in turn, but limits each user to a short
period, a time slice., of control. To balance the system load and provide
all users with adequate response time, the amount of time in the time slice
given to a user may be made a dynamic function of several parameters, such
as overall system load and past resource demands of the user.
This discussion has presented the major innovations that have led
to operating systems as they exist today. A modern operating system will
integrate several of these and other techniques into a coherent system
to effectively manage the system resources. For example, it may provide
batch processing by using dynamic partitioning, multiprogramming, and
virtual memory, while providing time-sharing services using a time-slicing
technique. It will manage several different types of devices (tape drives,
disks, drums, telecommunication) using different management algorithms and
buffering techniques for each. Many system control parameters will be of
a dynamic nature so that the operating system may continually make adjust-
ments in its use of resources. Further, more detailed capabilities of some
currently available operating systems are presented in the following
subsections.	 ti
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11.1.2 State of the Art in O,peratng.Syst_ems
To give the reader a broad view of the capabilities of currently
available operating systems, su:maaries of the capabilities of several
modern operating systems are presented.
11.1.2.1 IBM VM/390 - The IBM VM/370 can be classified as a
fourth-generation operating system. It permits one machine to appear
to be many at any time. The illusory effect is the result of using the
virtual machine concept. A virtual machine is a simulated functional
equivalent of a real system/370 that consists of a virtual CPU, virtual
storage, virtual I/O devices, and a virtual console.
To employ VM/370 facilities, each user defines his unique machine
configuration and requirements plus the operating systems to be used,
,.Ihich can be either the OS/370 or OS/360. This description is recorded
in a directory held on a VM/370 file. When a user calls for his "system",
the definition is retrieved and VM/370 matches his virtual machine I/O
device addresses with real device addresses. Real resources are allocated
to users in a computer-snaring mode, and each user is given frequent CPU
time slices until he is finished,
VM/370 is both an operating system and a multi-access time-shared
facility that permits users to develop virtual: machines. It consists of
two major components: the control program (CP) and the conversational
monitor system (DAS). Through these, the user creates and controls the
virtual machine he desires. The CP manages the real resources of the
system, including CPU time, to create and control multiple concurrent
virtual machines that can run under different operating systems. CIMS
operates under the direction of the CP and provides a general-purpose
conversational time-sharing capability suitable for problem solving,
program development, and general conversational work.
Work done by each virtual machine is scheduled and controlled by
the selected OS running under VM/370. The time and system resources
required to do the work are managed by the virtual machine facility.
The following advantages are claimed by IBM for the virtual machine concept:
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• Programming most reduced
• Memory fragmentation eliminated
• Enhanced on-line application possibility
• System backup assured.
11.1.2.2 CDC
 SCOPE. and. KRONOS - CDC has developed two operating
systems for its medium to large-scale machines. They are SCOPE and KRONOS.
SCOPE is designed for generalized multimode processing environments; it
supports batch, remote batch, time-sharing (up to 80 terminals), real.-time,
and interactive graphics. KRONOS is designed for large communities of
asynchronous terminals in a time-sharing environment; it supports time-
sharing (up to 512 terminals), batch., remote batch, and deferred batch.
Although it supports multi-mode operation, the primary purpose of
SCOPE 3.4 is to support `,atch and remote batch. All other modes compete
with remote batch for the resources. However, remote batch is given a
higher priority and a longer time slice for both memory residency and
CPV execution.
SCOPE 3.4 handles time-sharing in the following manner. The
Peripheral Processor Unit (PPU) takes care of the utility functions such
as log in, status; open files, etc. Utility functions are completed
before the PPU passes a job to the disk input queue. In this way, a PPU
can be viewed as the front-end processor for the time-sharing jobs.
KRON05 was designed to efficiently handle time-sharing and batch
processing. Deferred batch is a new capability in KRONOS, but remote
batch capability is limited.
The scheduling of a job in both operating systems is determined
by a four-digit priority classification. The first two di6_.;s are
declared by the user. The last two digits are determined by the system
scheduling algorithm. The resulting priority decides the memory residence
and CPU time slice. The scheduling algorithm., in general, favors 1/0
bound jobs over computationally bound fobs.
To accommodate the changing loads with time on different parts
of a mult.imode environment, the KRONOS operating system provides a tuning
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capability. The system can be tuned by setting parameters during system
generation time. The parameters can assign different priorities, memo:cy
allocations, time slices, etc., which in turn affect the entire system
response and performance.
A new operating system, Network Operating System (NOS), will
eventually replace both SCOPE and KRONOS. The release of NOS will be
through several stages. NOS is designed for batch, remote batch, deferred
batch, time-sharing, transaction processing, real-time, and multiple
mainframe system functions between the PPU--based monitor and the CPU.
Unlike SCOPE or KRONCS, the CPU will have the responsibility for memory
management and direct-access device data management.
NOS will support up to 25 dynamic partitions. One partition is
used for each of the application executives and one is used for I/O spooling.
It provides the computer with a networking capability by the addition of
a network supervisor which is another module under NOS. It will also
operate as a working processing resource in a computer network and keep
track of the processing resources available on the network as well as
communication paths available `o that resource.
11.1.2.3 Burroughs. MCP - Burroughs Corporation produced the MCP V
(Master Control Program) for its medium to large-scale computers. The MCP
V is a multimode operating system supporting batch, time-sharing, and
transaction processing. It requires 30 to 32 Kbytes of resident memory.
The normal mode of operation of MCP V is multiprocessing. It includes
the following function's: initiation of programs on a priority basis,
dynamic storage allocation on both main memory and disks, virtual memory
operation using a memory* segmentation technique, and multiprogramming.
The structure of MCP V is a skeleton program with a number of
overlays, but only one copy of a particular overlay can be in memory at
any time.
An interesting feature in MCP V is that it includes a new scheduling
algorithm that attempts to solve the most critical scheduling problems (on
any computer). It uses a three-level. system of priorities; system schedsles
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are based on a combination of memory priority, process priority, and
schedule priority. Memory priority refers to the decision by the system
as to which program currently in memory should be suspended to make room
for higher-priority programs. Process priority determines the best way
to enhance system throughput to dynamically adjust its loading and
processing. Schedule priority is a user input. The three-level system
of priority does not guarantee the best solution to scheduling problems,
but it is an interesting attempt.
MCP V also permits memory sharing, which is a technique whereby
multiple copies of the same program share a common area of memory. It
also supports shared-disk operations.
A new version, named MCP VZ, has a completely different architec-
ture and provides a host of new functions. MCP VI is structured like a
series of independent programs so that more than one copy of the sime
program can be in memory functioning concurrently. Although MCP VI is
more dynamic than MCP V, upward compatibility is maintained between the
two operating systems, 	 1
In MCP V!, the relationship between a job and a task is very much
Like that in a PL/I program. A j,ob/task manager groups tasks into jobs
and allows different types of task handling (e.g., a job ma y run some
synchronous and some asynchronous tasks).
In a multiprocessing environment, each processor can be under
the control of different versions of the operating system. A single
copy of "parent" MCP VI can reside on disk, and its overlays can be
shared by various processors. Alternatively, independent versions can
reside on private, processor-associated disks.
over-all, the major- design goals of the MCP operating systems are
to optimize the hardware capabilities and increase the job processing rate
of the system.
11.1.2.4 Xerox CP-1' - CP-V operates in a multi-mode environment.
It supports batch, remote batch, deferred batch, time-sharing, transaction
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processing, and real-time. It was designed for Sigma 9 multiprocessor
systems. One CPU is designated to handle I/O operations and schedules,
execute user progrc-m , and service all user requests. All other CPUs
are secondary and serve as computing peripherals. Multiprocessing is
transparent to users, with all processors contributing time to the
execution of a user .job.
CP-V is a single; integrated operating system with a single monitor
program to schedule and operate all system modes. it is a hybrid and
extension of XOS and UTS (Universal Time-Sharing), with emphasis on UTS.
One of the unique features in CP-V is its dynamic tuning capability.
There are up to SO parameters that can be changed from the configuration
console at any time by the operator. These changes can affect t?me slice
and size of memory partition. In addition, privileged users can be given
access to change partition size to permit uversized programs to run.
Up to 16 batch partitions are permitted, ;which are set to service
batch jobs with different main memory requirements. The size of the jobs
serviced by each partition can be different and can have unique time
slices for execution. The intent of the different main memory resource
and time-slice assignments is to ensure that all programs will be given
a chance to execute regardless of memory requirements.
Two advanced features in CP-V are the folloaingt
• Users can address most of the s ystem facilities from
any mode. This is because all modes use the same data.
• The transaction processing (TP) system allows users
at remote terminals to perform business processing
transactions. TP handles communication lines,
preliminary edits, formatting, and message queuing
and calls the appropriate appli-ation programs.
)
	
	 11.1,2.5 Bell Laboratories 
UNIX 
- UNIX is one of the operating
systems designed for small-scale computers. Pell Laboratories developed
UNIX to operate PDP-11/40 or PDP-11/45 computers. It is a general-purpose,is
multiuser, interactive operating system.
UNIX offers a number of features seldom found even in large
operating systems. These features include:
• A hierarchical file system incorporating demountable
volumes
• Compatible file, device, and inter-process I/O
• The ability to initiate asynchronous processes
• System command language selectable on a per-user
basis
• Over 100 subsystems including a dozen languages.
The most important achievement of UNIX is that it demonstrates
that a powerful operating system for interactive use need not be expensive
either in equipment or in human effort. It is characterized by its
simplicity, elegance, and ease of use. One thing worth mentioning is
that U!M is written in a high-level language C. This may be one of
the reasons that contributes to its development cost saving.
It requires 42 Kbytes of main memory. The system calls to do^!
I/O are designed to eliminate the differences between the various devices
and styles of access. There is no distinction between random and sequen-
tial I/0, nor is any logical record size imposed by the system. The size
of a file is determined by the highest byte written on it.
Communication with UNIX is carried on with the aid of a program
called the Shell. It is a command line interpreter; it reads lines typed
by the user and interprets them as requests to execute other programs.
It also provides features of multi-tasking by allowing Shell, which itself
is a recursive program, to respond to multicommands. The Shell is designed
to allow the user full access to the facilities of the system since it will
invoke the execution of any program with appropriate protection mode.
It is expected that the success of UNIX will affect many future
operating systems for large-scale computers. The architecture of UNIX
will lead the way to improve the coherence, simplicity, and elegance of
operating systems.
f
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0	 11.1.3 Trends in Operating Systems
This subsection addresses trends in particular areas of operating
system theory and practice. The following paragraphs discuss more general
topics.
An outstanding pattern which is expected to continue is the
operating system Family trend. Several popular operating systems have
been allowed to evolve through several generations with many releases
in each generation. The systems have been improved, new features addeA,
and even major changes made in the hardware while keeping the basic system
intact and while holding the user's interface relatively constant. This
trend has been and will continue to be encouraged by the high cost of both
developing a new operating system and converting old software to run under
a new system.
Another trend is the increasing use of high--level languages for
implementing operating systems. For example, the operating system HYDRA
has been implemented in the language BLISS and UNIX in the language C.
Since the use of a high--level language decreases development costs and
improves the maintainability of the system, tht;.s trend will continue (of
course, operating systems for small microcomputers will probably continue
to be written in assembly language).
11.1.3.1 Management of Main Storage - Computer systems having
over S Mbytes of main storage are not uncommon today. Commercially avail-
able machines are available which support lb Hbytes of main storage, and
in the future, systems with over 100 Mbytes of main storage may become
commonplace. It seems likely that as main storage expands, applications
demand for storage will expand, as it has in the past, to demand even
larger memories. Thus the management of main storage will continue to
be important. In the past, as main storage expanded, the operating system
also expanded, allowing more complex (and hopefully more effective)
algorithms for main storage management (and other functions) to be
implemented. This trend will continue. The relaxation of many constraints
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of the past and better understanding of the necessary hardware structures
will result in more effective and more efficient main storage management
techniques.
11.1.3.2 Management of I/O Devices - The management of I/O devices,
such as card readers, printers, tape drivers, disks, drums, plotters, etc.,
and their supporting devices, such as control units and control channels,
will continue to be important. Techniques for the efficient use of I/O
devices have included off-Line peripheral operations, direct-coupled
systems, attached support processors, and virtual systems. All these
techniques may be thought of as methods for implementing virtual devices.
The virtual device concept allows the execution of a program to be divorced
from dealing directly with slow-speed I/O devices (e.g., the afooling
technique can be used to make one physical card reader appear to be many
virtual card readers). The present trend is toward even more virtualizing
of devices.
The task of handling the physical devices can be more efficiently
done if certain knowledge of the state of the device is available. For
example, the IBM 370 provides rotational position sensing and block multi-
plexing, *ihich were not available on the earlier IBM 360. There is a
trend toward making more hardware facilities available to the software
for better utilization of 1/0 devices.
11.1.3.3 Management of Information - The operating system modules
that perform information management are sometimes collectively referred to
as the file system. The file system is concerned only with the simple,
logical organization of information into files or data sets. There are
many similarities between the file system and the segmentation and paging
concepts used in memory management. In fact, in MULTICS and other systems,
the file system and the segmentation and paging mechanisms are integrated.
The trend seems to be toward even more merging of modules of :memory manage-
ment and information management.
Recently, very-large-capacity on-line auxiliary storage devices
called mass storage facilities have appeared (e.g., the SDC TBM II and
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the IBM 3850 - see Section 8.3). These devices provide the capability
to automatically access on the order of 400 billion bytes of information
and to access it more quickly than was possible with previous forms of
automatic mass storage. This continues the trend of increasing the amount
of on-line information that must be managed. Auxiliary storage management
is moving toward more automatic management of the different storage
facilities, with the storage devices becoming more transparent to the
user. To provide efficient access and economical long-term storage, data
will be moved automatically, in accordance with storage management policies,
from one device type to another. Backup of data, protection of data
integrity, and data security will be provided by the operating system.
11.1.3.4 Proof of Correctness - Program proofs offer, in theory,
a powerful way to obtain very reliable operating system software. Although
there are no commercially available verifiers that can be used to tent
software for correctness, much of the motivation for the changes currently
taking place in software design is based on the concept of correctness of
programs (including both application programs and operating systems).
Verifiers do exist in the universities, but they have not been verified
themselves. It is also important to note that even if an algorithm is
verified to be correct, this does not guarantee the correctness of a
program written to implement that algorithm on any particular machine.
There are a number of powerful methods for proving that programs
meet stated specifications. Many different types of programs, high-level
language, assembly language, and parallel, have been verified. Progress
is being made toward handling (verifying) more complex programs (Refs.
11-6 and 11-7), and techniques have been suggested which, in theory,
allow proof of correctness of complex systems (Ref. 11-8). At present,
a program is much more likely to be amenable to verification if it was
constructed with verification as an original design goal. However, some
experts in the field believe that the "right kind" of arbitrary program
(a well-defined program, written in a suitable high-level language, etc.)
can be verified if sufficient manpower and computer time are available.
Q^
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11.1.3.5 Kernel-Based Operating Systems - The Kernel approach
to the design of operating systems supports modularity and the separation
of policies and mechanisms. The hope, of course, is that the resulting
operating system can be proved and certified to be correct. Several
operating systems, including HYDRA, Texas Instruments' DSOS, and the
University of Rochester's ALEPH, have been implemented using the Kernel
concept. The growing concern for providing computer security and protec-
tion in operating systems has also contributed to the emergence of
Kernel.-based systems. The most advanced protection features currently
available seem to be present in the HYDRA Kernel (Ref. 11-9).
Problems such as Mutual Suspicion, Confinement, Conservation,
and Limiting Propagation of Capabilities are successfully addressed by
the HYDRA system. It also provides control protection and object-level
access. In Reference 11-10, Linden surveys structures to support security
and reliable software and concludes that there exists the potential for a
breakthrough in both security and reliable software. The Kernel approach
seems to be leading the way to this breakthrough.
11.1.3.6 Computer Networks - Several projects have been unuet°
taken to study, design, and build network operating systems. A network
operating system includes the software and protocols needed to allow a
set of interconnected autonomous computers to be conveniently and
effectively used together. Examples of network operating systems include
the Resource Sharing Executive (RSEXEC) Project, supported by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the National Software
Works (NSW) Project, supported by DARPA and the Rome Air Development
Center. Although systems have been designed and built, there is a lack
of attempts to measure or analyze the relative cost
-effectiveness of
alternative methods of implementing such systems.
ht this time, network operating systems have not developed
sufficiently for trends in details to be appearing. However, the geneiai
movement is toward having the operating system handle communications
between elements of the network without the user knowing where the actual
computer power or data reside.
	 "'p
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11.1.4 Projected Developments in O.perating^S,ystems
The general outlook for operating systems in 1$85 is for them
to be using many of the same basic techniques (multiprogramming, time-
slicing, buffering, etc.) that are used today. These operating systems
will be implemented using a combination of hardware, firmware, and software
and will be members of operating system families, with the software portion
written (for the most part) in some high-level language. Current techniques
will be refined to provide flexibility of application and dynamic response
to load changes. The user will find the operating system more easily used
and more dependable. Although these future operating systems will evolve
from present operating systems, they will differ in that the operating
system will be distributed among the system elements to a much greater
extent than is currently being done. Because of the low costs projected
for future processorlmemory technology (see Sections I and 7), future
large-scale computer systems will likely be implemented as some form of
multiple processor with significantly greater throughput capacity than
currently available. Future operating systems will therefore assume a
greater role as managers of communications between the various system
elements. The following subsections outline projected developments that
will support these operating systems' characteristics.
11.1:.4.1 Proof of Correctness - Although automatic and manually
assisted program verification technology will probably not be capable
of dealing with specifications and programs of the size and number
involved in a complete commercial operating system, by 1985, formal
verification of some major subsystems will be accomplished. Based on
current developments (Ref. 11-11), it is not unrealistic to expect that,
by 1985, there will be commercially available operating systems that
include certified and verified security kernels. For verification to
be accomplished, operating systems will be tightly designed (e.g., designed
with verification as are objective), their functions precisely defined, and
their implementation will be modular in nature.
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11.1.4.2 Operating System Firmware - It seems apparent that more
and more operating system functions will be performed by hardware / firmware.
Factors pushing development in this direction include the continued decline
in hardware /firmware costs, the increased flexibility of firmware (e.g.,
microprogrammable functions may currently be loaded from an external
device), and the significant performance gains realizable by this procedure..
Aided by architectural and software advances, manufacturers will be able
to apply microprogramming systematically to the implementation of computer
systems, including operating systems. Implementation of the most frequently
executed primitives of an operating system nucleus in firmware is already
being experimented with (Ref. 11- 12). By 1985, at least theses primitives
will reside in (and be executed by) firmware, and perhaps more extensive
portions of the operating system will be so implemented.
11.1.4. 3 Computer _Networks - Networks and network operating systems
of some power will be common by 1985, but these will not yet have evolved
into true distributed data processing systems. The problems, such as
security, data integrity, and resource management, found in a central 	
S
computer are magnified in a distributed processing environment. Of
course, data transmission between sites and multiple fil- :access become
problems. These and other problems will be the subject of intense
research, but they will delay the implementation of true distributed
data processing systems well past 1985.
r^
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NW	 11.2 LANWAGES
11.2.1 Introduction:
This aection evaluates computer- languages, past, present, and
future, in terms of their effect on programmer productivity. Computer 	 `
languages are those tools that are used for expressing ideas as well as
communicating with computers. For the purpose of developing the subject,
the section is divided into the following general areas: overall history
(1.945-1978) and state-of- the-art and trends and projected developments
in general-purpose languages, simulation languages, graphic languages,
and the emerging field of system requirements specification/analysis
languages (SRSAL).
This section does not attempt to provide a comprehensive study
of all languages; it presents those languages whose primary objective is
to be used as tools in the development of computer-based systems. There-
fore, only a few languages in the general application-oriented language
category are discussed.
The definitions given in Table 11.2.1-1 are used to conveniently
discuss the subject without the need for references to each individual
language. The four language classifications are: general-purpose,
simulation, graphic, and system requirements specification/analysis.
For discussing the laet classification, the definition of "languages"
has been broadened to include languages that do not currently produce
executable code.
The most promising language areas (relative to increasing the
productivity of programmers) are graphic languages, as described in
Reference 11-13, and the development of system requirements specification/
analysis languages. The reason for this is that these language areas in
combination will facilitate both the understanding and analysis of computer
system problems. The emergence of these two tools has been assisted by
the increasing numbers of interactive graphic terminals.
051­1
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TABLE 11.2.1-1. CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES
N
LANGUAGES DEFINITION
1.	 General Purpose Languages Languages whose end objective is to-produce object
code (e.g., assemblers and compilers).
2.	 Simulation Languages Languages used to model complex systems for analysis:
and detectilon of definition and/or design problems.'
Characterized by the fact that the end objective
is not the s1mulation output object code.
3.	 Graphic Languages Languages whose main objective is a higher level
of man-machine (man-computer) interaction
achieved by the use of graphic image detecting
and/or produciing devices.	 These Ian--Vages are
characterized by the fact that their primitives
include two-dimensional graphic symbols inn addl-
tion to the limited set of standard alphabetic,
numeric, and special characters used in non-
;raphic oriented lang.uages.
4.	 System Requirements Specificatifon/ Languages whose primary objective is to describe
Analysis Languages the requirements for a total system or its parts
In precise, unambiguous, and quantitative terms
for detailed analysis.	 Included in this defi=nition
acre those languages which claim the preceding
characteristics.
r.'•
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11.2.2 History and State of the Art in Iang4age^s a s They Impactt
-Programming. Environment, techniques, and Proi=.-ti-YL-Z
Table 11 .2.2-1 lists, in chronological order by year, the entrance
of various language types, corresponding programming environments, and
development techniques.
11.2.2.1	 Statement of tbe Problem - Despite the proliferation
of programming languages (over 600 were identified in Reference 11-14)
and software system development techniques, these software tools seem
to have no noticeable effect on increasing the productivity of programmers.
This situation is reflected in the facts and figures in the following
paragraphs.
According to one source (Ref. 11-13), "The cos-C of software in
present and future data processing s ystems is becoming dominant, which
is more than 50 percent and is expected to increase rapidly to a much
higher percentage in less than a decade.	 (In some p rojections, e.g.,
[Reference 11-16], this fi gure reaches 90 percent.)"	 The reason for
t1 4-s appears to be that programmer productivit y is not keepin g pace with
tr• developments in computer hardware.
In the following analysis "productivity growth factor" for the
period year 1-year 2 is defined to be the -ratio of source instructions
produced in year 2 to instructions produced in year 1 with equal quantities
of programmer effort.
	 According to Reference 11-17:
•	 The productivity growth factor for 1955-1965 was
about 2.1.
•
	 The productivity growth factor for 1965-1975 was
about 1.1.
The greatest increase in productivit y
 was during
the period from 1955 to 1960, which reflects the
effect of compiler-level languages on the computer
ind-ustry at that time.W
The productivity growth factor is an indication of the effective-
ness of our software development tools on the production of computer
TABLE 11.2.2-1. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
YEAR LANGUAGE TYPE
PROGRANIM11ING
EmUnRONMENT DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES
1945 bla.chi roe
1952 Symi Assembler Real-time
1953 Macro-AssetAtter
1 1956 Compiler
Interpreter
1959 Operating Systems Batch
Jab Control'
Simulation
1 ,961 String, Processing
1963 Graphic Timing-sharing
1 1965 List Processing Corkifi-goration Management. Process
Coi6struction
1 :969 Requivewnts Structured Prograllmling, Madular Design(Ref.
1970 Data Base Mani.pul'ation Virtual Memory
Top-Dowti Design.
Top-Down Implementation,
Top-Down Tesitiing
Chi!ef Programmer Teams
Step-wise Reflineiiiii
Data Base Destgn
11 Decision Tables
1972 Smiftwere Physics
I	 Veri- i,cationi and Validation
1' Cori uctiiiess Proof
Software Relfabi.1-ity
symi Execution
Structured 11falikthVIDILIgh
Software Quality -Control
1974 Software Engiiineer-ling
Technoloqy
1 2975 Process Design
L__j
{	 1	 i
r.....+i-
systems. `therefore, it appears that the tools developed since 1960 are
not solving the basic problems associated with software.
11.2.2.2 Reasons for th_e Problem - The stimulus associated with
the above-stated problem has been the need For more functionally complex
computer systems and the entrance of a batch-oriented programming environ-
ment. The reason that languages and techniques developed from 1960 to
the present have not been effective in increasing programmer productivity
is that these tools have been attacking the wrong problems. The problems
that must be solved are:
• Lack of definitive, auditable steps in the programming
process; management has no visibility of the
programming progress
• Lack cf discipline within the programmer community
• Lack of responsibility within the systems analyst
community
r No major improvement in lan.gua:ges
• These languages provide no means for comprehensive
analysis of the system definition and. design ideas
before full implementation of the system.
• These languages provide no means for communicating
quantitative system requirements between systems
analysts and programmers.
• These languages provide no means for communicating
quantitative test criteria between systems analysts
and independent test teams.
• A false sense of security has been created by each
of the various technical fads developed during the
latter 1960's and 1970's.
The industry has been attacking the wrong problem by looking for-
solutions (graphically illustrated in Figure 13.2.2.2-1) in "high-level
languages", which do not provide much more advantage than those compilers
produced in the 1955-1960 period. The following facts support the
argument that the problem will be solved in the area of system
11 -27
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FIGURE 11.2.2.2-1. EFFICIENT METHODOLOGIES FOR FINDING THE WRONG SOLUTION
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requirements specification and not in languages and techniques, which
onl y
 support the limited area of coding:
• 36 to 70 of computer system problems, b y
 count,
are design errors, not coding errors (Ref. 11-18).
• Design errors require 1.5 to 3 times the effort to
correct relative to implementation errors (Ref. 11-19).
• Therefore, 46 to 90 of the effort to correct all
errors is associated with design errors, determined
as follows:
A Weighted Law Q - 3b(1.5) i J36kl.5)+64(1.17) J
= 0.4553 (460
A Weighted High (1) - 74(3.0)/[4(3.1)+2KL.0)3
0.89516 (901).
The following SAFEGUARD system example ( 7.5-year effort. Ref.
11-15) provides a specific example supporting the thesis:
• 201 of development time was spent on system
engineering.
• 201 of development time was spent on design.
t 17 of development time was spent on cede and
unit tasting.
* M of development time was spent on integration.
Therefore, SY of development time was spent on
noncoding activities.
The fact that programmer productivity has not increased substan-
tially in the past 23 years is partiall y due to the .pressure for more
functionall y complex systems and a programming environment that prevents
most programmers from having direct contact with the computer (Ref. 11-17).
However, the most prominant cause of low productivity is the Lack of
major advances in programmers' tools following the development of general
compiler. languages. The advances that are necessary to .increase programmer
productivit y
 involve: l) improving the methods for communicating computer
system requirements between s ystems analysts and programmers and
,^r
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2) replacing the standard one-dimensional, character-string oriented
computer 1/0 with the direct approach of two-dimensional, interactive
graphic 1/0. The second represents an efficient way for achieving the
first.
1	 :i
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11.1.3 'Fronds and Projected Developments in Languages
1I.2.3.1 GenFral._Purpase Languages and Pt7D.
 S.tandardi,.itien Efforts -
The largest improvement in programmer productivity occurred between 1955
and 1960 (Ref. 11-17), and this effort can be partially attributed to the
development of compilers, particularly FORTRAN in 1956. The negligible
increase in productivity from 1960 to 1975 can be attributed to causes
outside the area of languages, such as the availabilit y of time-sharing
in 1963, which improved the programmer environment, and/or the improve-
ments in hardware, such as faster computers and cheaper memor y . However,
there is no evidence indicating significant differences within general-
purpose languages over this same period, and it is therefore concluded
that very little (if any) of the improvement in productivit y is due to
the past developments in general-purpose languages.
It is highly unlikel y that anv breakthroughs in language design
will occur in the nest 2 years given that very little has occurred during
the past 1.3. Concurrent PASCAL languages that facilitate parallel
algorithms (e.g., PFOR - FORTRAN for	 will help solve concurrent
problems (operating systems) and parallel algorithms for special. problems
(weather processing) on special architectures.. However. these improvements
will not substantiall y affect productivit y . Therefore, as tong as the
developments in general-purpose languages continue to parallel the develop-
merits over the past 23 years in terms of major breakthroughs, nothin g; new
in this area of software production tools will improve programmer produc-
tivity in the 1950-1985 period.
The following six general-purpose Languages will continue to
dominate programming efforts and programmer productivit y , primarily because
of the inertia of the computer industry and the call for a particular
standardization of lauguages within Government agencies:
• FORTRAN
• COBOL
• JOVIAL
	
Air Force
• TACPOL (PLI)
	
Army
• CItS-2 (FORTRAN) Navy
• SPL-1 (PASCAL)	 Navy.
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IThe DOD standardization of these six languages will provide some advantages 	 I..
in terms of portability of software from installation to installation.
In addition, there is an effort to develop a single .DOD language (DOD-1)
through the standardization of features associated with the above languages
for "embedded computer applications" (Ref. 11-14). Unless the DOD-1
language addresses the Major problem of specifying the requirements for
computer-based systems in a comprehensive, explicit, and unambiguous
manner, DOD--1 will not do much more than ensure the portability of
developed software.
Other languages in this same classification that have been used
in the past and will continue to be used during and after the 1980=1985
period are:
• PLl
• ALGOL
• PASCAL.
The basic difficulty associated with the development of computer-
based systems, as stated previously, is the definition and design of system 	 i
requirements. These requirements must be stated in terms that can be used
to communicate and analyze system concepts before the system has been built.
these requirements must be stated in terms that can also be used to test
the system to ensure that it does what it is supposed to do after it has
been built.
It is obvious that the above list of general-purpose languages
does not satisfv those activities that must be performed before implementa-
tion of the system. It is also apparent that these languages cannot be
used to test the system after it has been implemented without violating
what is equivalent to the circular fallacy in formal logic (i.e., program
listings cannot be used as criteria against which one tests the programs
correctness). These languages do provide after-the-fact descriptions of
the software. The descriptions become important when used in conjunction
with system requirements that have been developed independently at a time
prior co the implementation of the software. Because the basic difficulties
1
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in system defill.ition and design are iiot solved by the above L:in;;Uages,
the l.;inguages will. continue to have :i tlegl Lgib.le effe t on tilt*_ improvement
of l► rn >':ittttit?t Prtlductivit y
 Jut nithe i44t}-1^?^+ period.
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11.2.3.3 Graphic-Languages - Graphic languages are obviously
dependent on graphic hardware developments. This means that the use of
graphic languages and graphic techniques for computer I/O has been
limited by the cost of graphic hardware and therefore its availability
in the past. Currently, progress is being made in decreasing this cost
in all areas of graphic equipment (see Section 10). Examples of this 	 ^^
are: TEKTRONIX 2000 series storage tube display terminals, DEC GT=40
series refresh type display terminals with light pen capability, and
VARIAN and VERSATEC printer/plotters, all at prices under $50,000, malting
interactive graphics a reasonable approach to the man-machine computer
interface problem.
Assuming that progress will continue to be made in the area of
graphic hardware costs and availability, graphic languages will be very
effective in solving a portion of the productivity problem by providing 	 { 1
both programmers and systems analysts with a higher level of eommunica-
tion with the computer- systems they use and build. These graphic inter -
faces will eventually replace the one-dimensional, string-oriented (for
card reader or textual data displays) interface languages, which pose
too many nonhuman, nonproblem associated restrictions.
Progress in the area of standardizing graphics language facilities
began in the 1960s when Bell Laboratories developed GRAFPAC (Ref. 11-21).
The objectives of GRAFPAC were to unify the descriptions of graphic data
and .provide graphic output on a number of different devices without the
need to regenerate the data. For example, GRAFPAC was capable of drawing
lines and circular arcs, plotting points, and generating text on devices
such as 5D-4060, FR80, a_-.d ADP-5000 microfilm recorders; the Calcomp
plotters; Gerber; STARE; and the GRAPHIC 101A (Ref. 11-21). Automatic
and direct scaling as well as "windowing" were provided to give the
GRAFPAC language user the ability to select and draw portions of an
overall graph or drawing.
i	 t	 I	 i	 i	 _^	 f	 t	 _.^	 ^	 .,
This effort is continuing as evidenced by the results of a recently
published report of the "Graphic Standards Planning Committee of ACM/
SIGCRAPH" (Ref 11--13). The overall objectives of the committee report
were to provide a standard that would ensure programmer portability as
well as program portability. Also, the report specifies the requirements
for a "core" graphics system with a user interface that is device=,
machine-, and operating system-independent in addition to being usable
from high-level application languages such as FORTRAN and FL/1. The
report included a survey of the following graphics packages:
• ADAGE
• C ALCOMP
• DISSPLI
• OCS
• GINO-F
• GPGS
a IG
• TEKTRONIX.
The report noted the following general features which differed among the
packages: ":1 general disarra y in graphical input, device coordinate systems
differ considerabl y , different levels of usage of picture segments, non-
uniform support of positioning and drawing (e.g., ?D and 3D, relative and
absolute, and polyline), several different approaches to textual output,
and differences in quality and handling of error reporting." If the
Graphics Standards Planning Committee meets its objectives, all of these
problems will be solved, much to the advantage of the graphics language
user.
11.1.3.4 Formal Reg!:j:rement_s_ 14kigemges - Formal requirements
languages combined with interactive graphics should improve programmer
productivity in the 1950-1985 period. During the late 1960's, the computer
industry as a whole started to become aware of the importance of specifying
computer systems in detail before they were built. This was beautifully
expressed in a paper presented the 1969 Spring Joint Computer Conference
(Ref. 11-22):
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Of all the problems facing the developer the lack of
an adequate systems specification is both the hardest
to overcome and at the same time the one which, if not
overcome, will cause the most grief. This specification
is a statement of what the system will do under all
conditions, how it will do it, how fast it will operate,
and how large it will be.
From a practical point of view, however, one can regard
it as axiomatic that what is not contained in the
specification will not be in the system when.it is
finally built.
In spite of these statements as well as many others written since
1969 advocating that we think out our computer systems before we build
them., and in spite of the overwhelming evidence of poorly built computer
systems, the industry continues to avoid specifying computer systems
(before they are built), usually with such obscure objectives as "main-
taining design freedom until the last moment". This somewhat contradic-
tory position is exemplified by the following quotations taken from
Reference 11-15:
Generally speaking, previous experience with large-scale
software development has been depressing.	 The symptoms
of the inadequacy of our software design and development
methodology are high costs, unresponsive products, slip-
page of production schedules, and difficulties in system
operation and maintenance.
	 ..,	 The primary objective
of a specification methodology is to rectify the above
problems.	 To accomplish this objective, the methodology
should provide means to precisely state the system
,- requirements and provide- analytic Procedures to check
for the consistency, completeness, and correctness of
the specification.
While in the same report, these objectives are compromised by the following
statements:
Another important concept that has been developed recently
in the area of system design is the family of systems
approach. The essential concept is that we are developing
a system conceptually in a hierarchy of levels, we are
starting out with a broad class of systems, and as we.
go along and make design decisions, the class of systems
is limited to meet more specific requirements. If a
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system is designed with this philosoph y , requirements
change and, in general, system modifications can be
accommodated much more easilv by zeroing in the
proper level at which a design decision must be
changed.	 ...	 We have . made an assumption that
design freedom should - be maintained a$ - far_ as
passible.
This philosophy implies two faulty assumptions:	 The first is that
design creativity is best nurtured in an atmosphere of total design .freedom.
This same premise has been widely used as an argument during the sixties
and seventies for inhibiting the use of precise, unambiguous system
requirements specifications at the upper levels of computer system
definition and design. 	 However, there are some extremel y creative
people who disagree with this.	 For example, Igor Stravinsky states
(Ref.	 11-23):
What delivers me from the anguish into which an unre-
stricted freedom plunges me is the fact that I am
always able to turn immediately to the concrete things
that are here in question. 	 I have no use for theoretic
freedom.	 Let me have something finite, definite --
matter that can lend itself to my operation only insofar
as it is commensurate with my possibilities.	 --	 Well,
in art as in ever ything else, one can build only upon
a resisting foundation: 	 whatever constantly gives way
to pressure constantly renders movement impossible.
My freedom thus consists in my moving about within
the narrow frame that I have assigned myself for each
of my undertakings.
The second faulty assumption is that there is only one "family
of systems" when in fact there are two: 	 the "family of requirement systems"
and the "family of solution systems".	 Limiting the class of requirement
systems is "definition", while limiting the class of solution systems is
"design".	 The former activity is the formulation of a problem in terms
of precise, unambiguous system requirements that state what the system
is to do, when, and haw fast. 	 The latter activit y is the orderly division
of these system requirements (commonly referred to as "decomposition" or
"allocation") into unlr! 	 (at the lowest lever that have technologically
implementable solutions. 	 Until the system requirements have been explicitiv ..
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st.:ted, there are no criteria by
 which one can limit the class of solution
systems (i.e., the famil y
 of solution systems remains infinite).
In practice, the industry
 avoids the definition activit y. (as
described above) and thus each analyst responsible for units at the
lowest level of design is forced to develop his own independent criteria.
These criteria are usually either lost or buried in the solution documen-
tation (program listings). When the system is finall y
 integrated and
tested against another set of independentl y determined test criteria,
we wonder why
 it doesn't work.
The conclusions are:
• There are two distinct families of s ystems: the
Family of requirement systems and the famil y
 of
solution systems.
• Formal, precise, unambiguous s ystem requirements
provide a necessary
 service by
 bounding the family
of solution s ystems and therefore these same
requirements facilitate the search for a set
of "best" solutions.
In stud ying the past and preset system requirements specification/
analysis languages, the following 19 languages were identified:
• ADS (Ref. 11-15)
• BDL (Ref. I1-15)
is FSM (Ref". 11-15)
• F"D'- (Ref. 11-15)
• HT-PO (Refs. 11-15 and 11-'4)
• HOS (Refs. 11-15, 11-25, and 11-26)
• IdRL (Refs. 11-37, 11-25, 11-29, and 11-30)
• LOGOS (Ref. 11-15)
• PDL (CSC) (Ref. 11-31)
• PDL (CFG) (Ref. 11=32)
• PSL (Refs. 11-15, 11-26, 11-33, and 11-341
• RSL (Refs. 11-15 and 11-35)
• SaDT (Refs. 11-15 and 11-36)
• SDDL (Re-f. i1=371
• SODA (fief. 11-15)
• S5L (Ref. 11-35)
• TAG (Ref. 11-15)
• T:MEADS (Ref. 11-15)
• VG (Ref. 11-15).
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In almost all cases, each of these languages suffers from one or more of
the following deficiencies:
No formal, syntax :and/or semantics
• Most are imprecise, ambiguous, and textuaal. in format
and therefore indeterminate and no"q"aatifl:able.
• Current languages tend to concentrate on highly
developed hierarchical atructures for containing
mostly
 ,ambiguous and "ndlsc:ernable prose.
• Descriptions are limited to only parts or levels
of the system description, which defies uni.fled
and comprehensive s ystem analysis, validation
from level to level., and /or requirements tracing.
e Although several claim to he graphic typo languages,
all oE. those that are computerized except two {.la)RI,
and RSI.) require noninteractive, cute— dlnac^aaaaLc^atal ,
character-string input to generate the graphics.
k '
	
• Of those that address timing. most treat it as an
afterthought which is not lntekaated Into the
K s
	 requirements Language.
The results of these deficiencies have hen n and still are that one cannot
{`r
	
	 see what they
 system is supposed to do using most of the currently avail-
able system requirement specification languages until the system has
been Implemented and all this
 money has been spent. This. of course.
EPT 14 defeats they objectives for sa System Requirements Spec.if.iention/Anaal.ysts
Language. There. are exceptions to these tiRSAL fni.l.ings, but generally
_	 they aL1 fail one? ear move of the above points.
The exceptions area RSI, and TORL.. in study ing there two languages
it is interesting to note their. similar.ltles. For example. with the
exception of the "validation node';s }e used to specif y timing in R81,, the
RSL "R NET" diagram is almost identical to the IORL "tORTU", even to the
extent that the symbol shapes for a given semantic definition are Identical.
It might appear that the two :languapcs were designed by the same pe rson
or person s.
I -)'
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A noticeable difference between these two languages is that RSL
seems to be limited to the area of "Control Dominant Software Architecture.
Specification" (Ref. 11-13), while IORL was designed with the objective
of providing all levels of computer system specification from system
definition to detailed software design.
The outlook for SRSALs in the 1980-1985 period is dependent on
whether the computer industry begins to reeognize the need to specify
systems precisely and unambiguously before they are built. It is also
dependent on the amount of research support (dollars) that are directed
toward the development of SRSALs. The technology is here (i.e., inter-
active graphics and formally defined SRSAL). Ii we are extremely optimistic,
these languages will be available and will have the following characteristics:
• Single language. for all levels of system definition
and design defined through formal syntax rules and
semantic definitions (closure property).
• Language elements designed such that it will formally
connect the total set of system requirements in a
single hierarchy (library).
• Machine readable from an interactive graphic uerminal,
thus providing rapid modification of system requirements.
• Provide an extremely high level of anal yst interaction
through two=dimensional representations of all mathemat-
ical forms and logical conditions. Interactive graphics
will be the primary I/O vehicle.
These languages will be capable of providing the following services
directly from their representations of the system requirements and the use
of interactive graphics:
• Provide fast access and modification of requirements
information
f'	 • Provide simulation results derived directly from the
system requirements
• Provide Computerized validation of requirements at
each step in the system development
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• F rovi-de computerized trAcing of requErements front
Loved to _level. VOW the system requirements
hierarchy
	 '
• Each Set of requirements at a given level within
the systom requirements hierarchy wi L.l provide
re quirements for Lhe "vxt level below and at the
Rant, tinx, will provides integration i.n8truetio"s.
and test oriteria for the system integration
phase of development.
• 
p
rovide they s tructure for automated eonfi tguration
management
• Provide mAna gt'me"t with  spe!e t. f t.e q uan't i f i Ab to
infor.nuitton rogardtnt
	 gre,	 of they Srste^:n
• t'rovide, the in f ormat ion nooessary to
.' "Aes to the system
• rrovtdo a means for com{+ uteri nva evaluat ing
of alternative so l ut ions to a g ive" set of
system re:q uirement8.
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11.2.4 Summary _o f.. Conclusions
in spite of the proliferation of programming languages and soft-
ware development techniques, these software tools have not been effective
in increasing the productivity of programmers over the past 23 years.
Because basic difficulties in system definition and design are
not solved by the above general-purpose languages, they Will continue
to have a negligible effect on the improvement of programmer productivity
during the 1980-1985 period.
Assuming that progress will continue to be made in the area of
graphic hardware costs and availability, graphic languages will be very
effective in . solving a portion of the productivity problem by providing
both programmers and systems analysts with a higher level of communication
with the computer systems they use and build.
Formal requirements languages used in conjunction with interactive
graphics offer the only hope for improved programmer productivity in the
1980-1985 period. However, these will not come to the rescue unless the
computer industry is able to recognize soon that programmer productivity
is a system requirement specification and analysis problem.
.	
r<a
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11.3	 SOFTWARE HE.1HODOLOGY
Ct
Software methodology is the practicer of the method by which
software is conceived, produced, and maintained ever its life evele.
Although software has been produced for over 5 years, litt.Le attention
had been given to software methodology until the last decade.
Software casts are personnel costs, and unlike hardware costs,
which benefited by technological advances and steadily Jecreased for
individual components, software costs have risen steadil y as salaries
have risen. Today. software methodology is undergoing close scrutiny
in an attempt to define and reafine it with at goal to reduc e the cost
through increased programmer productivity. Strong pressure is being
applied by the user community for improved software.
This section analyzes the state of the art and the trends and
forecasts the Methodology for 1985. Normall y . the states of the are
refers to the technological limits that a scien%:ea can be hushed in the
present environment. However, due to the lack of metrics in software.
there are no "leading" methodologies because no method-ology has been
scientificall y proven to be better than others.
Since the analysis of software methodology is primaril y the
anal ysis of tine wary people practice it. in this section the state 'I
the art is presented as the wa y the majority practice it. Newer methods
that are used by a minorit y
 of people for	 a re presented)
primarily as trends. Finally. using a loo-Ael of the methodology of a
related field, modif ied
 
by the eLtrrent state of the art of software
practice and its trends, a forecast is derived through 1985.
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11.3.1 State..uf.... the .Art_o:f Software Methodology
This section is divided into four subsections. The first des-
cribes the state of the art of software methodology in general as it
aplies to all phases of the software life cycle. The final three
subsections describe the state of the art as it pertains to each of the
three phases of the life cycle.
Throughout these four subsections, the "state of the art of
software methodology" refers to the application of software methodologies
i as generally practiced by the scientific applications programming
community today.
1.1.3.1.1 The ueneral Status of the-State of the Art - Software
methodology today is a product of the experiences of the past. In order
to document the present and to develop the reasons for the use of the
methodology of the present, it is necessar y to know and understand the
past. The subsection first describes the history of software methodology
before describing the state of the art.
11.3.1.1.1 Background - Software methodology is little more
than 25 years old. The first computers were functionally slow, limited
in memory, and simple. Programs were limited not only by the computer
but by the tools available for program creation and "debugging". The
first programs were written directly in machine language (literally 1's
and 0's), and debugging consisted of testing against band--generated test
cases. The Initiation Phase consisted of no more than the statement of
the problem to be solved. Since most early programs were designed, coded,
and tested by the same programmer, user and programmer interactions were
straightforward and clarifications could be made whenever the programmer
or user felt necessary. Programmers developed their own methodology and
adjusted it to their own personalities. The Development Phase ended
when the programmer announced that he was done. There were little
necessity for a formal test, as maintenance was performed by the same
programmer. Rarely was a program turned over to the end user, but
remained with the programmer who ran it on request.
e
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In reality, programmers were more concerned with the speed and
efficiency (in terms of memory requirements) of their programs and in
interfacing directly with the computer (operating systems did not exist)
than with methodology. Since the computers were used primaril y to solve
problems that could not be solved without them, and since software costs
represented only 2.5% of data processing costs, little attention was given
to methodology or programmer productivity.
From this humble start in the early 1950's, the computer industry
underwent an explosive growth. Computers increased rapidly in both
speed and storage capabilities. No longer was the computer used only
for special problem solving, but extensively for business and scientific
applications. Programs of increasing size and complexity were conceived
and built.
As programs became bigger in the late 1950's, groups of program-
mers were teamed together to build them. No one gave serious thought to
the exponential rise in programmer interactions required b y groups of
yrss1	 programmers working on the same program or to the methodology they used.
Success or failure of a software effort was considered a problem of
organization and management, not methodology. The small program teem-
niques continued to be used but in slightly more organised form. Program-
mers were given pieces of the larger program and then proceeded to use
the same informal design, coding. and testing techniques that the y had
used in the early fifties. They were also given a schedule, based on the
overall schedule, but project schedules were optimistic, and becaust, of
the relative isolation of each programmer, schedules generall y collapsed
when various pieces of the program were integrated together. Yet softwarer.
in spite of failures, had some notable successes.
The first successrul large program developed was the SAGE system,
a complex system to defend against manned bombers, completed in the late
fifties. This system wcs conceived and prutotyped by a small group of
programmers using a machine with onl y 25b words of memory. The actual
system was to have considerably more capability than the prototype;
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the computer was to have 8,000 words of memory. Within a year, 1,000
people were involved in the development. The system computer expanded
to 64,000 words. The original requirements were cut considerably and
the system was delivered late and well over budget. The system did
work, however, and thus was termed a "success". Few people looked at the
negative side of the project, as the introduction of higher-level
languages (FORTRAN in 1956 and COBOL in 1961) and system software were
widely accepted as the solution to problems such as encountered by SAGE.
Buoyed by the successes and ignoring the failures, industry and
Government alike looked to the computer- to solve complex problems and
automate manual processes. In the early 1960's, the business community
made concreted efforts to produce programs to handle payrolls, inventories,
and other accounting functions, while Government, particularly the military
and space programs, became totally dependent on them. As machines
increased in capability, more demand was placed on the software to pro-
duce the increasingly elaborate programs conceived to utilize the
capability. Throughout the early and middle sixties, the number of pro-
grammers grew but the methodology they employed did not. The only change
in methodology was the slow acceptance of higher-level languages, but
programmers generally stM preferred assembl y languages.
By 1968, 2 years after the IBM 360 was introduced, the impact of
a new generation of computers with an order of magnitude improvement over
their predecessors was beginning to be felt. It is estimated (Ref. 11-41)
that computer performance/cost had increased by a factor of over 100
(normalized to 1955), while individual programmer product. vity increased
by a factor of only 2.2. *Software costs now equaled hardware costs; pro--
Ject cost overruns and late deliveries were commonplace. Most everyone
agreed that software was a "problem". What was visible, however, wi;s not
the problem but the effects of the problem. The industry did not kisow
the cause of the problem. Managers in the sixties had applied their best
techniques **and increased their controls, but it still was a basic rule
The increase was due - to- the use of systems software and higher-order
languages.
**It should be noted that most software managers were not programmers but
engineers and business administrators. The management techniques that
	 ;'
they used are not suited to software management, nor did these managers
have the experience to recognize the causes of the problem.
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that "the larger the project, the larger the disaster". No matter how
well-planned and managed, large projects seemed to "take off on their
own" and were soon out of control. Yet they
 were always on schedule
until integration started, when they seemed to stand still. (This is
a form of what is called the 90% syndrome in software.)
In 1968, a significaric but little-noticed event took place. The
first Software Engineering Conference (sponsored by NATO) was held.
The significance lies in the .fact that for the first time formal recog-
nition was given to the idea that r ,rugramming is not purely a science
nor is It a craft (as programmers practiced it), but instead it was
recognized that programming should be pr&2ticed as an engineering dis-
cipline. The problem was recognized as software methodology?
The following summar y of software methodology as ;^ractieed in
196S is presented as a baseline for comparison throughout the rest
or this section:
Initiation Phase - Methodology in the Initiation Phase could be
characterized by informality and inconsistency:
• The user conceived a requirement for a program on :in
existing compxiter* or for a hardware/software system
(i.e., a radar).
• The user (or in the case of a system, a group of his
representatives) attempted to define the requirements
of the program or system.
• In the case of a hardware /se.ftware system, .feasibility
studies concentrated on the hardwa re,
 as did the defi'-
nition of requirements. For the case of a program..
feasibilit y studies were omitted.
• Simulation as a tool for system or program feasibility
was nonexistent.
• The output of this phase almost always was a document
written in English with the following; characteristics:
Such as a new accounting program or a new data r eduction program.
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A Lack of standards or formats. It informally
described the requirements in prose.
L Lack of a description of intended operation.
The operational doehygnt was left for the
programmer to write ;fitter project completion.
Lack of specific acceptance test requirements.
A Requirements for software characterized by:
- Inconsistent or impractical requirements
- Ambiguous or unclear requirements
-- Lack of critical requirements such as timing.
A In the case of systems, hardware requirements section:
were separated from software requirements sections,
and the two were often in conflict.
• In the case of medium and large: systems after completion
of this phase, the originators of the requirements docu-
ments were reassigned to other tasks and unavailable to
provide clarification.
Development Phase - The methodology used during this phase could
be generally
 characterized as an organized form of the small program
methodology that has evolved since the earl y
 fifties. It should be
noted that the methodology always worked fairl y well for small programs
dais than 16.000 commands and requiring newer than five programmers)
where the number of programmers and program module interactions were
small. The characterization that follows is representative of the
development of medium and large p rograms and hardware/software systems.
The problems described increaser in magnitude exponentially with the
%r	 number of interactions required.
The methodology of the Development Phase can be described as
follows:
a Projects :always started out with complete plans containing:
A `tilestones for requirements specifications documents.
preliminary design reviews, rte. Development stages
were well rocogni end and miiestoned. Eq"41 time spans
were allocated for design. coding, and testing.
A Manning schedules were characterized by a bell-shaped
curve with peak Loading during the coding period.
► Organization charts featured a project manager, his
technical group (the systems group), module group
leaders, and programmers. Module group leaders
were scheduled for the design stage, programmers
for the final stages of designing and coding.
A Elaborate PERT charts outlining the "critical path".
•	 Concurrently with the planning phase, the requirements
specification Stage was started using the system group
as a base.	 This group set about specifying the system
(or program) based on their interpretation of the require-
ments.
	 (If this was a hardware /software system, a
similar hardware activity was proceeding independently
in another area.)	 Unlike at the time of proposal when
the basic philosophy was to minimize every software
function to reduce costs (and if competieive, costs
were probably cut more), the philosophy of the systems
group was not to interpret every specification in the
user's favor and to provide dual functions to handle con-
flicts in the specifications.
	 It was too late to worry
_about feasibility, so no one did.	 It was too early to
worry about timing and sizing requirements, so no one
did, although there was a feeling that "things were
tight".	 The document output by this effort could be
characterized by:
A All the characteristics of the original requirements
document
A A far more elaborate description of the functions to
be performed than in the original design concept
► A different (and normally larger) set of modules in
the high-level program structure than were used for
the initial concept.
As the seine people who performed the requirements stage
were required to help with the planning and the period
was originally scheduled to be brief, and the system
turned out to be more elaborate than originally thought,
this stage ended "slightly" behind schedule.
o Even before the requirements specification stage was
completed, the design stage began (preliminary design)
on time as scheduled. The group leaders (with a few
extras "to help") arrived one by one as they completed
their previous assignments. The qualifications required
to be a group leader were:
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A Any programming experience on another project
A At least 3 years' experience, although there were
exceptions (this still was a young and rapidly
growing field)
A Availability.
• Group leaders who arrived before the new specifications
document was published designed their module from the
original requirements document, while those who arrived
after the new document was published used both. In
either event, group leaders conceived their module based
on their own personalities.
i If not enough group leaders arrived in time, members of
the original systems group assumed their positions.
9 The end product of the preliminary design required a
design document containing an English description of
the module, identification of major interfaces with
other modules (although not detailed), and design of
the module with at least the identification and descrip-
tion of the major routings (with flow charts). Design
methodology was oriented to these ends. The descrip-
tion of the module was produced with a combination of
reading, thinking, and interpretation of whatever
initial documents were available. If the module had
significant algorithmic content, it was generally
unavailable (the algorithm developers in another area
were still conceiving the algorithms) and ignored.
Interfaces were settled verbally between group leaders
on a gross level and then written down. The last step
in the design was the hardest due to the unknown effect
of the algorithms (and hardware), but the module was
divided up into major routines based on the module
leader ' s conception.
a During the preliminary design, what was left of the
systems group was:
Working on a new proposal ( "temporarily")
A Reworking the requirements specification document,
which had been reviewed by the new .representatives
of the user and was found lacking because:
It did not meet his new interpretation of the
initial requirements document.
- It was important to squeeze every last enhancement
out of the software in order to obtain more software
for the cost.
fE^
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• Due to increased and unexpected complexity of the
software ., the lack of elarity of previous documents,
and reiterations of the preliminary design due to
changing requirements, this portion of the design stage
alway s ended late, sometimes so late that a schedule
slip had to be conceded and a new schedule developed.
More often. however, the preliminary design was com-
pleted before the halfway point in the schedule for
the detailed portion of the design, so it was agreed
that the schedule could be made up. It should be noted
that another technique to handle the apparent overrun
at this point was to terminate the prelimina ry design,
saving what was originall y planned for the detailed
design.
9 Preliminary design documents could be characterized by
all the attributes of previous documents with more
elaboration.
• When the preliminary design review was held, normally
long after detailed designing had started, the follow-
ing groups criticized the design:
A The user's re.presentat y es for the same reasons that
4	 he criticized the requirements specification
A The algorithm designers, because it didn't appear
that the modules as described matched their
preliminary designs
• The hardware designers for the same reasons as the
algorithm designers.
After the design review, since the project was behind
schedule, it was normally agreed to incorporate all
criticisms and changes into the detailed design.
s The detailed design started on schedule or as near to on
schedule as possible when additional personnel became
available to help with the schedule slip (or because it
was supposed to be time to cods.). The detailed design
effort can be characterized by
A A repeat of the preliminary design ef fort but on a
bigger and more detailed scale
A Mounds of documentation produced using the design
methods described before* to the lowest level in
each module
T.he order of breakdown was one of convenience: low-level routines might
well. be designed first sea that they could be coded early*.
11w^1
A Generally detailed attempts to define as many	 f
internal module interfaces as possible (the
algorithms were still missing)
A A slow realization that someone should estimate file
size and memory requirements. Timing requirements
were not forgotten, but no one knew how to deter-
mine whether the requirements could be met.
• The detailed design phase formally ended (although
inforMally it would continue to the end of the project)
with a critical design review and a set of design docu-
ments but often still lacking the final versions of the
algorithms.
e The detailed design .review produced new criticisms
and suggested changes by the same groups that attended
the preliminary design review for the same reasons as
at the time of the preliminary design review. The
detailed design .review caused a limited re-issue* of
the design documents with the suggested modifications.
a The coding and integration phase** started on schedule
or as near to schedule as there was something to be
coded. The technique used is today called "bottom-up"
coding, since the lowest identified routines were
generally coded first. Each module was generally con-
structed step by step, starting with the lowest identified
routines and gradually working upward to the "driving"
routines. The coding process went as follows:
A programmer was assigned. a subroutine to code by
his group leader. This routine was generally a
routine from the lowest level left to code for
which the group leader .felt sufficient information
could be obtained (i.e., the algorithms could be
designed by the programmer or obtained by contacting
the algorithm group).
A The programmer studied the documentation (hopefully
the Last version), which might consist of a short
description and a macro flow chart .
A The progra=er obtained and studied any required
Algorithms or derived his own.
*There were now two sets in use and still not enough to go around!
**In 1968, these were considered more as separate stages because of the
methodology.
'Macre flow charts seldom described the code and were more often func=
tional flows that includd critical decision branches. 	 1
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is
	 A After deciding that he understood the problems, the
programmer organized the program (optional) into a
driver and stall lower-level routines. The programmer
produced (optional) more detailed flow charts on scrap
Paper.
A When the unit was designed, the programmer looked.
around (optional) to see if he could find any one
else who had routines he could adapt to meet his
requirements.
A For each routine in the unit, generally starting with
the lowest level:
- Assembly or a higher-order language was chosen for
coding.
- The routine was coded and submitted for compilation.
and assembly.
- After submission, the programmer decided on :xis test
procedure and designed and coded his test routines.
When all routines were compiled (assembled) without_
errors, they were married together and resubmitted
to start the tests.
After each run, the results were analyzed to deter-
mine if the routine had performed as expected. If
not, both test routine and routine under test were
studied and corrected and then resubmitted.
• When each piece of the unit was completed to the program-
mer's sa.tisfaction., it was combined with other pieces,
often by the lead programmer, a new test was designed, and
the whole assembly was retested. If the test failed, the
faulty program(s) was modified (or "patched") and the test
repeated. This activity is called integration.
• Sometime during the coding and integration phase, some or
all of the following happened:
A The manager was told by his staff and told the user that
the software was 90% finished.
A The algorithm.designers discovered mistakes and better
algorithms and asked that changes be made in the
software.
-i	 ! ._4
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A The programmers discovered that some of the algorithms^,^
could not be .implemented in the sof tware and asked the
algorithm designers to redesign the algorithms.
The computer reached 1.00% utilization (no one thought
about the computer requirements for the project until
that point).
A The workload submitted to the computer reached 120%
(or more) of the computer ' s capability.
A An integration test showed major interface problems
requiring extensive redesign of one or more of the
modules.
A An integration test failed because the program did not
f it in.core, resulting in the need to rework the code
(often recoding routines in assembly) or a request for
more memory.
A The best code counts the manager could obtain told him
that more than twice the amount of code had been
generated than any of his worst-case estimates. (No
one until this point had thought to include test and
support code in the estimate.)
The scheduled project end-date passed.
An overrun was declared, resulting in the following
actions:
- The manager was replaced with a new manager (optional).
- A new schedule was developed.
- The project was recognized as in the first step.
- The user was asked for more money.
A if more money was obtained, the above steps were
repeated, except that problems described with the
algorithms became problems in interfacing with the
hardware.
e Somewhere along the way, someone developed acceptance tests
much in the fashion of the rest of the software and obtained
the user's approval. Although the tests were run many times,
projects usually ended when:
The user decided to accept anything and finish it
himself.
A The user changed his requirements ( including timing)
so that the last run of the acceptance test could be
declared acceptable.
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VX	 A The user ran out of money (some corporations in the
sixties actually went bankrupt because of their data
processing systems!).
A The system no longer was required or necessary.
Although this description of a 1968 project is a worst-case com-
posite scenario of software development, most projects during the late
sixties experienced all or some of these problems to a degree related
to the size and complexity of the program under development. Virtually
all software produced during this period had the following characteristics:
• It was filled with errors (testing was incomplete).
• It was ragged. There were ro standards for module or
subroutine size or organization; code styles varied,
commentary was criptc; and documentation was out of
data or incomplete.
The methodology used to produce the program had the following characteristics:
• An attempt at good management at the top but virtually
no management at lower levels of the software
organization
• Milestones that could not be measured
• Lack of management tools for project monitoring, such as
code monitors, cost estimation, and timing and sizing.
• Generally forced, small programming methodology
• Lack of programming tools
• Lack of systems techniques or philosophy.
Maint:eriance..Phase - The Maintenance. Phase started out as a con-
tinuation of the Development Phase since testing was seldom fully completed
and the system failed to meet its requirements fully or the requirements
had changed. As a rule of thumb, 10% of the development staff was left
behind to perform the maintenance., and on large systems they were joined
by new programmers directly employed by the user.
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The Maintenance Phase was characterized by:
• Long periods of study to determine how the program
actually worked. This was required due to the inadequate
documentation delivered and often resulted in the first
accurate flow charts for the routines. These were kept
by individual programmers (job security) who became
"experts" for those routines.
• Panic design and patch sessions to correct the errors
that caused system "crashes"
6 Lack of formal configuration control
• Lack of any formal attempts to maintain or improve the
existing documentation
• A general feeling that the software should be continually
improved
• Little or no testing of new or patch code
• Punic redesign and patch sessions to correct the errors
caused by the code that was added to fix the original
errors
•	 Major efforts to enhance the software, with all the
-'' characteristics applied to the Development Phase
although less organized.
In spite of the problems throughout the software life c ycle, large
software systems in both the commercial and scientific world came on- line
in the sixties and. they worked.	 The software may not have ended up with
_ all the features the user had envisioned and may have cost more than he
expected, but when it finally became operational it generally represented
a major increase in the user's capability or payed for itself (in the
case of automation) by reducing costs.	 Medium_-sized programs (16,000 to
-.°. 64,000 lines of code) generally became highly reliable early in the
Maintenance Phase. 	 Although people wondered if there were a limit to the
size of the software program that could be developed, the software industry
was willing to develop software for any application as long as it was not
to be done with a fixed price contract.
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Software methodology during the early seventies showed little
change from the methodology of the late sixties although the demands on
it continued to increase. Computers continued to become more powerful and
the applications more complex. The trend toward more management control
increased (even as it had in the sixties). The general software industry
was unaware of software engineering of new methodologies.
The seeds of change had been planted in 1968, however, and
research into engineering-oriented methodologies was in process. Some of
the early research in methodology resulted in the following:
• Early cost estimating_. _ models - Ea.rly cost estimating models
depending on estimating the number of commands in the f inal
program but recognizing and predicting the costs due to
other factors such as programmer interactions, support code,
and documentation requirements.
• Proposeef criteria to_ be user inecatnpossng=ysKems_n:Lq
modules (	 _4.2.Ref. 11-)_ - Modular programming is a commonly
accepted method of designing systems. Conventionally, a
system is decomposed into modules based on flowcharts
with proper interfaces that provide flexibility, com-
prehensibility, and manageability of the program. This
conventional approach has severe drawbacks. For example.
if the specifications are changed, many modules may
access a few data structures, thus hindering swift modi-
fication. A new set of criteria is proposed to eliminate
these drawbacks while still maintaining the benefits of
the modular programming. The criteria are:
A A data structure, its internal linkings, accessing
procedures, and modifying procedures should be part
of a single module.
A The sequence of instructions necessary to call a given
routine and the routine call itself should be part of
the same module.
The formats of control blocks used in queues in operat-
ing systems and similar programs must be hidden within
a control block module.
A Character codes, alphabetic orderings, and similar data
shoule he hidden in single modules for greatest
*Although the research is attributed to the original author, this des-
cription is taken from Reference 11-43.
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A The sequence in which. certain items will be processed
should be hidden within a single module.
The new set of criteria will, in general, generate more modules than the
conventional method merely because the functions are more refined. This
will cause greater procedural call overhead than in conventional programs.
To save the call overhead yet gain the same advantages of modular pro-
gramming, the implementation of the mudules must be in an unusual way.
The routines could best be inserted into the code by an assembler or by
using highly specialized and efficient transfers for procedural calls.
The proposed way of decomposing a program is to gather a list of design
decisions that are difficult or likely to change. Each module is designed
to hide such a decision from others. Since in most cases design decisions
transcend time of execution, modules will not correspond to steps in the
processing. To achieve an efficient implementation, one must abandon the
assumption that a module is one or more subroutines and instead allow sub-
routines and programs to be assembled collections of code from various
modules. Other early research in methodology resulted in:
e Stepwise refinement _(Ref. 11-44) * = Stepwise refinement is
the process of designing and constructing a program by
gradual development o:f.partial solutions. In each step,
one or several instructions of the given program are
decomposed into more detailed instructions. Some well-
known techniques such as strategy of preselection,
stepwise construction of trial solutions, introduction
of auxiliary data, and recursion are used. In this
process of successive specifications refinement, decisions
concerning details of representation are deferred as long
as possible. Each refinement in the description of a task
is accompanied by a refinement of the description of the
data that constitute the means of communication between
subtasks.
• E oless programmingRef. 11-45)* - Conventionally,
programmers identify programming errors with programming
incompetency. As a result, programmers are defensive
about their programs. Due to this natural phenomenon,
many extra difficulties are created during system inte-
gration tests. From the psychological point of view,
Weinberg (Ref. 1.1-45) proposes that a new school of
thought be brought into the programming profession:
*Although the research is attributed to the original author, the descrip-
tion is taken from Reference 11-43.
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programmers should disassociate their egos from their
programming mistakes. This technique can provide better
working relationships among team members and higher
production for each individual. The concept of the
if
	 through" came from this book.
• Structured form (Ref. .11-4_b_.) - This paper contains the
theorem and proof that any program can be written using
three basic control constructures: Process, If...Then...
Else, and Do ... While. It also introduced the rule that
each function should have a single entry and a single
exit.
e 5ttructured. ,pro.gramini-A - Ai,jkstra (Ref. 11-47) proposes a
methodology to construct the designer's mechanism in such
a way, (i.e., so effectively structured) that at every stage
of the testing procedure the number of relevant test cases
will be so small that he can try them all. It is therefore
a method of structuring the program so that it can be
"exhaustively" tested and confidently verified.
most of this early research focused on particular aspects of
software methodology. However, the individual methodologies were com-
bined in a practical mann.er and applied to the development of the New
York Times information bank. The methodology (Ref. 11-48) combined the
philosophies of structured programming and structured form with a manage-
ment philosophy that utilized chief programmer teams. The nucleus of a
chief programmer team (Ref. 11-49) consists of:
• A chief programmer -- a senior--level key programmer who
produces the critical nucleus of the system in full and
integrates all the other programming activities
a A backup programmer - a senior programmer who works closely
with the chief programmer
• A program librarian -- a programmer /technician who main-
tains a.prog.ram library containing test data and the
current baseline version of the program.
This approach (also called top-down or structured design, coding, and
testing) utilized a rigorous step -by-step process of program design (top-
down design) in which functional specifications are expanded in a top-
down manner into simpler and simpler subfunctions until statements of the
__— -	 i—___	 iw.^.+..A^:w^.^+	 nn_ 
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programming language itself are reached. The design at each step is:r
converted into code directly using the structured form of coding.*
The project, which claimed an almost error-free end product and a
productivity rate of 35 lines of code per day, attracted wide attention,
and the industry in general began to look at software methodology. In
1975, the first annual conference on software engineering was held in the
United States (under the auspices of the IEEE). This conference further
focused attention on software methodology. Finally, in 1976, the Depart=
menu of Defense released DOD Directive 5000.29, "Defense Systems Software
Management Plan", and with it money to support research in software
methodology. The industry was sure that the software "problem" was one
of methodology.
11.3.1.1.2 state of_the_Art - In determining the state of the art
of software methodology, the following facts stand out:
• Most .A the research in software methodology has occurred
in the last 7 years.
t.
• The computer performance/cost ratio is still increasing by
a factor of 10 every 5 years, implying more demands on
the software (Ref. 11-41) .
• Programmer productivity has increased by a rate of 3% per
year during the ]mast decade (Ref. 11-41) .
• The motivation of improving software methodology is based
partially on the beliefs that software costs are increas-
ing faster than hardware costs and that programmer
productivity can be increased. Both of these beliefs are
currently under attack as myths.
• Software managers are concerned with "saving" projects in
trouble.
• The idea that programming is an engineering discipline is
becoming common.
Most of the facts need no explanation as they are evident from
the history presented in the previous section. The fourth fact, however,
is different. The belief that costs were rising is attributed to Boehm
*As a result of this project, the term "structured programming" became
associated with the methodology of the project.
l	
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(Ref. 11-50) and others who have predicted that software costs will be
three times hardware costs in 1978 and will approach 90% by 1985. It is
this fear of rising costs that led to the DOD Direetive in 1976. The
solution to rising costs is seen in the industry to be increased pro-
ductivit y . The attack on these beliefs is lead by Frank (Ref. 11-51).
He contends that the idea that progranuner productivity can be significantly
increased is a myth. He feels that there are currently only two important
ways to increase programmer productivity. higher-level languages and
control of software production. The former has had no significant impact
since the introduction of FORTRAN and COBAIL in the late fifties and early
sixties, and today (Ref. 11-41), "the industry no longer believes that
there is any magic in higher-level languages, or in operating systems ...
(although) it still continues to create them and call them magic".
Control of software production seems to be the onl y hope for
increasing productivit y , but as Frank again points out: "Different
organizations and different philosophies of operation can produce equal
results". Stated another way, as far as can be ascertained without soft-
ware metrics, no one approach to software production is superior to any
other.
On the question of software costs, he argues that both Datamation
and International Data Corporation (IDC) annual cost surveys show that
software costs have remained equal to hardware costs over the last few
years and that predictions that software costs will reach 80 to 9M, of
hardware/ software systems costs are wrung. There are three reasons fer
this:
• Hardware money saved can cheaper computers is spent on more
and better peripheral. equipment (terminals, timesharing,
memory , etc.) to support the ine_reasing1v complex
applications.
• The availability of package software is growing and
software users are increasingly considering; its use,
thus spreading its cost over many users.
11-«1
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• Cosa trends such as Boehms's i-taelude systems software.
However, in applications software, systems software is
an extension of the hardware and its cost should be
spread over many computers and amortized over the life
of the computer system. Of course this argument breaks
down in special-puvpose hardware/software systems such as
required for military purposes when the systems software
must be replaced.
In assessing the state of the art, Schwartz's commentar y (Ref.
11-52), after reviewing a series of software projects over the last 20
years, is striking: "this and numerous other examples seem to illustrate
that things haven't changed very much in the past 20 years in carrying
out programming projects". Equally striking is Dolota's assessment
(Ref. 11=41:): "Programming is still a craft." Certainly the relatively
small rise in programmer productivity lends further credence to this view.
However, when combined with the other facts a more complex view emerges.
The general state of the art of software methodology* can be summarized
as .follows:
a The basic methodologies used (showing pictorially in Figure
11.3.1.1.2-1) greatly resemble the methodologies of 1968.
but are in the process of change. (The changes are dis-
cussed as trends.)
• The. industry understands what goes wrong and why during
the course of a project but is unable to prevent the
problem from occurring
e The importance of applying engineering techniques to the
Development Phase is well recognized. However, this appli-
cation to date has taken the form of improvement of existing
techniques (1968) rather than the adoption of newer
methodologies.
• Software engineering is primarily limited to the Development
Phase of the life cycle and has yet to develop a systems
viewpoint.
These general statements will be amplified in the following
sections.
11.3.1.2 State of the Art as It Relates to the Initiation Phase -
The Initiation Phase until 1976 was probably the least discussed phase
in the literature. This phase is not normally considered as part of soft-
ware methodology since it is performed most often by the user instead of
*It is worth remembering that the state of the art is defined as majority
practice.
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the programmer. In fact, in combination with systems specification during
?z	 the development phase, it is the root cause for virtually every problem
	
j
that occurs in the Development Phase. figure 11.3.1.2 =1 (Ref. 11-53)
graphically demonstrates this fact and shows how deficiencies that occur
before the design activity of the Development Phase (all activities
before DSARC II) lead to deficiencies through the rest of the software
life cycle. This chart references military command and control systems
and uses DOD milestones but is applicable to all types of applications
programs.
Ideally, after initial concept formation by the user, both user
and programmner should proceed through the tnitation Phase and at Least
partly into systems specifications together.
Schwartz (Ref. 11-52) states which questions should be answered
during this phase:
"l. What should be produced?
2. Should it be produced?
3. Can it be _produced?"
He then states that the results of the phase (including systems
specification) should include;
I. A clear, detailed functional description of the total
system, including the user interface with the system.
2. A reasonably accurate statement of budgets and schedules.
3. The resources available, required, and a plan for
contingencies."
The state of the art falls considerably short of obtaining these
results. Generally, instead of working with the development programmers,
the user prefers to be disassociated, resulting in a virtual separation
of Initiation Phase and the systems specification stage of development.
The requirements are output in English (an ambiguous language) and
generally fall short of systems considerations. There are no standards;
user interfaces are frequently implied; requirements are in conflict or
unnecessarily
 restrictive; and timing requirements are missing. Although
the major method of acceptance :<► l.l be testing, testing requirements are
often omitted or are so vague as to have no specific meaning.
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It is with this start that most Development Phases begin. Yet
it is still the state of the art that the Initiation Phase, which is the
foundation for software development, is the least-understood phase in the
software life cycle.
11.3.1.3 State._of the _Art as It Relates to. the Develooment - Phase -
It should come as no surprise that software methodology is generally
associated with the Development Phase of software. The idea that software
methodology is associated with the entire life cycle is only Beginning to
find acceptance in the industry.
The state of the art of the Development Phase basically is the
general: state of the art already described for 1968. this section only
summarizes the state of the art by subphases, addressing differences, and
then addresses other aspects of the Development Phase as they relate to
the state of the art.
The system specification phase as it should be performed was
described in the previous subsection. In practice, it seldom receives
the attention or time required to properly complete the specifications
and more often is performed in near concurrence with the design phase.
In fact, it is still common in the industry to reduce the Development
Phase to just the remaining subphases by including system specifications
as part of design.
The remaining phases are more distinguishable in today's Develop-
ment Phase than in 1968 and more time is generally spent on design efforts.
The changing emphasis on design can be seen by comparing the relative
efforts on these phases (Table 11.3.1.3-1). 'The time spent on d-esign
is increasing, while the time spent on testing is generally decreasing.
Table 11.3.1.3-1 is deceptive, however, in that it must not be assumed
that all design is complete before coding st_.rts. In practice, there is
considerable overlap between phases and large projects still end up with
all phases simultaneously active as in 1968. However, the process is
better organized and designs are more complete.
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TABLE 11.3.1.3-1. RELATIVE LEVELS OF EFFORT COMBINED FROM
A NUMBER OF SOURCES
ANALYSIS AN9
DESIGN CODING TESTING
General Programs Before 1960 &. 40 40
Spa.ceborne (Gemini, Saturn)	 0960's) 34 20 46
OS/360 (1960's) 33 17 50
Modern Command and Control	 (1970's) 46 20 34
Design philosophy has been influenced by the technique of top-
down design. Of all the methodologies proposed or tried in the last decade,
this may well be the most accepted one. The technique revolves around
starting with the specification and functionally describing the system on
a general level, then increasingly defining more and more levels of sub-
functions until the system is defined in detail. There is no widely
accepted method of doing this, however, with both languages (process
design languages) and graphics (functional: flow diagrams) in use. There
is no agreement as to when the functional breakdown should stop, hence
software is frequently underdesigned and many critical decisions are
still left for the coding phase. Too often the design reviews are
scheduled too early in the project by bath managers and users who want
to see code output.
Design phases almost always end with a set of documents (not
necessarily complete) describing the design, but there are still no
standards and surprisingly no general agreement as to the contents of the
documents or the level of detail. When the initial design stage is
complete and coding starts (if it has not already), the design documents
are quickly set aside, not maintained, and soon are unusable.
The coding phase proceeds much as it did in 1968. It is an
interesting observation that the industry now believes in using some
form of structured code, although in practice it. seldom. does. It is true,
however, that the trend toward using higher-level languages is continuing
.Y..
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1- in the applications area and that the industry believes in "modularity"
even though designs are seldom complete enough to ensure that modularity
''' will be maintained through the testing stage.	 Coding styles still vary
from programmer to programmer due to lack of standardization, and if
standards are used in the beginning, they are likely to be relaxed in
the rush to complete the program.	 Program commentary follows along the
. same lines as coding styles in general.
	
One of the most significant
defects in the current methodology is the lack of code traceability.
' Programmers are seldom required to acknowledge their code, yet it is a
fundamental control principle that every line of code in every program be
traceable to the author and that he be held responsible for it.
	 This would
help standards to be maintained and would prevent the partial incomplete
"fixes" that so frequently occur during the coding and testing stages.
The coding stage has received the most attention of any stage in
the Development Phase of software; however, its success is still dependent
on individual programmers.
Testing is almost as neglected as the specifications stage.	 In
fact, the scenario of testing presented for 1968 could easily be applied
today.	 Test plans are seldom developed until late in the project and
individual programmers are sti l l responsible for developing test cases
c for their modules or routines before integrating them into the system.
Initial. test procedures still rely heavily on traces and dumps. 	 Test
records are not generally maintained.	 Integration testing still proceeds
as in the 1968 scenario.	 In summary, with the exception of a few large
programs where an outside contractor is responsible for software validation
and verification, testing procedures have changed little in the last
decade.
For the most part, software organizational structures have changed
little since 1968. Programmers are nominally grouped around a leader, or
on large programs, one of a number of leaders who is (are) nominally
responsible for their area through all stages of the Development Phase.
Some organizations have added a librarian to the project organization.
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The librarian's function is to protect the baseline version of the
program and perform program updates. Other orSan:iz atiuntal struc tures
include the use of chief programmer teams and. or quality control groups.
Chief programmer teams in practices operate much like the group leader
concept above except that the chief programmer is held ci.irenLy responsible
for the design and all cone produced by his group.
The increase of formal software quality control groups is :a
phenomenon that is discussed as a trend (Subsection 11.3.2.3) since quality
eu.n[rc+L is the responsibility of the lead pri>grzmmer kor chit`f prograllmlvr)
for the majority of sof tware organizations today and is pr:acti.t ed
h:aph az and-l y . However. the increasing use of quality control groups
.indicates that, in 1 0 . the software ;indus try is becom ing concerned
over the qualit y of the software i t produces.
11.3.1.4 State of the Art as It Rela tes to the Operation and
Maintenance Phase -- lilt Maintenances Phase is the third and final phase in
thesoftware life cy o. It is also the phase where pro.-g r;atiming is most
expensive!. For example. it h as been estimated chat .avionLos maintenance
costs can run 50 times LRei . 11-54) per line of cede more than the`
n
associated development costs. It was also point ed .gut, in Section 11. that
l
32 to h()I of all programming costs in the sof tware life c y cle occur luri g	 i
this phase. Some of the reasons for NO ;activit y are:
'	 'i
• The delivered software has "Ws" in it.
• The delivered softwa re does not do exact ly what it wds
s upposed to do.
• Some of the requirements changed during the ,te•vo lopme"t
phase.
• view use's we re conceived, re s" king in the need to
enhance the softwa re.
• ileaintenance programmers discovered a "bettor" way to
perform some function,
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Maintenance programming methodologies are identical to those
described for 1958. It is part of the state of the art that maintenance
programmers feel that the program needs continual tuning and review. It
is also part of the state of the art that the degree of configuration
control exercised during this phase ranges from none at all to so much
that even emergency error correction takes weeks to perform. Maintenance
coding, however, is seldom performed with the thoroughness that was used
during the Development Phase (with the possible exception of major
modifications). The design stage and testing stage are generally informal
and test only the correction. System testing is generally omitted. Thus
the possibility of one "fix" causing more errors is high, ranging from
estimates of one error per two fixes to two errors per Fix — the latter
suggesting why software seems to degenerate with age.
Although maintenance programming costs are high, there is little
research or impetus to do anything to lower them. Since maintenance
programming is performed after the development cycle, it must lag the
state of the art and does by the b months to 4 years required to develop
programs. A11 hopes for reducing costs in this phase rest on the hope
that better quality, better structured, better documented, more reliable
programs in the future will reduce the requirements for maintenance.
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11.3.2 l• rends_ in Software Mexthodo.l.oy
General 'Trends in Software MethodoloSy -Although the
previews sections presented ;a gloomy picture of the state A the art,
software methodology was not stagnant during the last decade, but instead
industry took a wait-and-see attitudes. In fact, starting in 1972  with
they
 publishing of they paper :about the New York Times Project and con-
tinuing today. methodologies are being subjected to experimentation and.
testing. However. man y of the experimental projects fail due to the
lack of understandAg of the difficulties in monitoring software activities.
A few successful projects a re not generally accepted as proof of success
due to the Lack of meaningful software metrics.
For examp le. the New York Times Project used almost completely
d ifferent
 methodology (this was described in S"Weation L1.3.1.1.1)
from they traditionaL methodology and claimed a phenomenal productivity
o f 15 sourov commands per a a y . It would have had far more impact if it
had not been mentioned that the project had been carried out with a small
team of very SkO.,.i programmers. They industry feels that any methodology
would work with this type o f
 group anj therefo re decides to wait for
results from some large proje cts, a number of which are in Vrogress . In
summary, 110 indl. idtl:al techniques Or rtethodolog ie:s have found general-
Acceptance.
Re search W methodo logy, particularly tou ts and testing techniques,
has continued. Examples Of the` techniques and too ls fo llow:
Automatic Generation of Olt:--Metric Se•ftw;at e ^Rl^ti, 11- 5i1* -
'fi-Ic'—probt-e-m-of software v;ali;i;ation req uires a deeper
Ilileii?rtit.a3lilin, of software behavi o r than merely "perform—
du e" ;analysis measured by conventional hardware o r
software monitors. Questions of performance and speed
become secondar y to the question of whether the soft-
ware produces valid answers meet ing problem requirements.
A new measurement approach Is self-metric instrumentation.
It enables the• usQr to study the internal structures and
behavior of software systems. The sett-metric instru-
ment.atton is an approach to the meAsurements of equipment
utilir.:ation. Mtrurtion-t ype or res ident- routine- type
(	 x:CTT4^ii.li C^ii' r^ e:ia^ lz is attributed to the ori;;itt:aL aaathor, thist	 description is taken from Sw re"ce 11-0.
•
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Iusage, program execution activity at the source-statement
level, and program execution activity at the machine-
language level. The measurement of program execution
activity at the source-statement level is a technique
whereby self-measurement capabilities are built into
source-language programs. This can be accomplished
by pre-processing the original program or augmenting
the compiler to perform the necessary instrumentation.
After the program is made self-metric ., it is then
executed and a subsequent post--processing step or a set
of run-time routines then generates a report on actual
program behavior. Two techniques have been experimentally
used to implement sensors: 1) direct code insertion
and 2) invocation of run-time routines. The direct code
insertion appears to be faster in most cases, but the run-
time routine is more flexible in that execution time
measurements can be more easil y altered.
The measurements performed. allow examination of the
internal structure of a software system rather than merely
treating it as a "black box". While the testing process
does not technically prove the correctness of the algorithms,
it does allow observation of behavior with actual test
data. From these observations, the effectiveness of the
software verification process can be greatly improved.
An automated tool called Program Evaluation and Tester
(PET) is developed according to this philosophy . PET
consists of two major components: 1) a highly structured
pre-processor that instruments the source program in a
manner that makes it self-metric and 2) a post-processor to
generate reports from the execution measurement data pro-
duced by the instrumented self-metric software. Current
versions of PET are in ASA standard FORTRAN IV.
•
1156)* - PACES- is a tool designed to aid in analyzing
and debugging FORTRAN programs. Its input is a FORTRAN
program on which it performs anal ysis and reports correct
parameter alignment between routines, COMMON block align-
meat, variable initialization, and the future and history
of specified variables.
The system is composed of two main parts: 1) the FORTRAN
front-end, which gathers information about the input
program, and 2) a set of routines organized as a diagnostic
package that. evaluate the information and print warning
messages concerning actual or potential. errors. The front-
end scans and parses the input program, simultaneously
*Although the research is attributed to the original author, this
description is taken from Reference 11-43.
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gathering information about the source codex. A graphics!
representation of each routine analyzed is formed and
information concerning; interfaces between routines is
gathered and stored in tables. They second portion off
FACES consists of diagnostic routines that anal y ze they
information stored in the tables, looking for possible
danger signs and specific problems. Each routine per-
formed is chosen for execution by the user.
r Svmbolic E_xecutiun (pe_fs. 11-57, 11 -58, 11-59) - Symbolic,
execution iG as method intended to generalize the program
testing capabilities by replacing the specific test data
values witt y
 5nnbo:iic names. Thus the output becomes a
mathematical formula that is true for any
 values going
through the path of as program. The symbolic execution
actually decomposes an entire program into many different
formulas. and each formula is the result of the symlboLic
input data traveling through one of the man y
 paths of
the program. Although one can verif y
 the correctness of
each path. no methoU has been proposed that can efficiently
distinguish all the execution path; from nonexecution paths,
since there is no way to el im inates nonexecution paths in
an arbitrary program (Refs. 11-0, 11-61) .
The spectrum of software validation ranges from testing to
program proving. Symbolic execution offers a happy com-
promise: it is somewhere in between the two extremes.
Both program testing and program proving; have severe
problems in their validation process: program testing
often draws the criticism tha t "testing can only prove
the presence. never the absence, of bugs" (Ref. 11-11"_) ,
while the techniques developed to prove program correctness
are not easily implementable and the awomatic theorem
provers, which are essential in they program proving process,
leave much to be desired (Ref. 11-63). This leaves symbolic
execution as the brightest hope in software validation.
Research in this area is predicted to achieve a certain
degree of success during the 1980--1985 timeframe.
The industry
 has started to invest heavil y in software tools l and
this trend will continues as software tools continue to improve. Software
tools may be de fined as anyt hing than automates some ,activity in the
software .life c ycle. Most softwaro r_ or s are the-msolvcs software pro-
grams. Actuall y . the .industr y has almost: always had some tools, such as
assemblers and compilers, but generalized tool development and use grew
slowly until the mid 1970's so that their case will not be signHicaant
until the early 1980'x.
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iIn the sixties, tools were created to support individual projects
as part of the project and then were either discarded or delivered as
part of the software (the latter case was rare). The realization that
the same tools were being created over and over led to the realization
that more generalized versions of the tools could be created anti sold.
By 1980, prograrr.ers will not be allowed to create their own tools unless
they can prove to their managers that the required tool is not available
on the market.
Today there is a specific tool in existence or under development
for virtually every aspect of the software life cycle. There are tools
that provide automatic documentation, flow charting, cost estimating,
code validity checking, project reporting, language structuring, code
standards checking, and tilting and storage analysis. There are also
tools* that are used to aid in design**, system specification, and require-
ments generation and analysis. With all the specific tools, it was
inevitable that some group would try to package the tools together into
one big tool. A number of such tools are under development (,plus numerous
systems oriented to special applications) under such names as Software
Engineering System and The Software Factory. These facilities attempt to
provide as much software project automation as is currently possible
within the state of the art.
It should be noted that software libraries, though yet undeveloped,
are potentially powerful Cools, although tools suffer from many of the
same problems as software libraries. The two major problems are lack of
portability (although some tools provide limited portability) and lan-
guage restrictions. Lack of portability is caused by the difference in
computer architectures, instruction sets, and program compilers. Language
restrictions occur as the tool is designed to opera. t.e on a specific
language (i.e., a code syntax checking routine),
-*A number of these tools were discussed from their language aspects
in Section 11.2.
**One such tool is IORL, created by Teledyne Brown Engineering.
1
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0 The strong interest in tools sterns from two theoretical concepts:
1) tools automate, thus improving productivit y , and ?) the enforced use
of tools forces software discipline on undisciplined programmers. Manage-
ment sees tools as a means to reduce both costs and risks and can
readily justif y
 their purchase. This provides the y strangest evidence
that the trend toward increased organization and discipline in softer-are
development will continue.
Starting in the late 1960's and earl y
 1970's, DOD, alarmed by
the increasing costs and unrealiability of its military software. under-
took a series of studies that culminated in the 1976 issue of DOD
Directive 5000.29: "Defense S ystems Software Management Plan". Since
DOD is the largest software consumer in the world. this document caused
a number of trends. The directive, aimed at improving both DOD software
acquisition management and industrial software man.ag4men[, covered the
following; policy areas:
e Requirements Validation and Risk Analy-sits (part of the-
Initiation Phase) -- This policy generally expanded the
areas to be included in the determination of require-
ments for new s y stems. Most signific,,ntly . it directed
that software requirements be considered with hardware
requirements (a F rstems approach) and that risk analvsis..
preliminary
 design hardware'Aoxtware methodology, external
interface control, security features. and life cycle
planning; be included.
• Configuration Man.a.kement of Comouter Resources -`Phis
policy directed that software acquisition be treated as
a tell configuration like the hardware. \o longer would
DUD procure software as a data item. The significance of
this is that .industry was told that it has to m;anaige the
software development in the same organiwed way that it
managed hardware.
• Comuter Resource Life Cycle Planning - This policy made
it clear that planning was to be performed in terms of
the life cycle of the s ystem. Thus short cuts taken
during the Development Phase were no longer acceptable
it they
 would create problems during the Maintenance
Phase.
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r $upport Softwa— .Deliverables - This policy
 made all
supporting software, such as tools, deliverable so
that it could be used during the Maintenance Phase. 	 1
r Milestone . Defin tion._and.:Atta.nment Criteria - This
policy proclaimed that software projects would pass
through stages in an orderly fashion and that its
progress be monitored.
r Software Language Standardization .and. Control - This
Policy directed tEe services to agree on a limited
number of higher-order languages and standardize them.
A subsequent directive, DOD 5000.31, specified that the
approved languages were 015-2, SPL-1, TACPOL, J3 Jovial,
J73 Jovial, ANSI COBOL, and ANSI FORTRAN. In addition,
DOD launched an effort to create a single general-purpose
language that could be used for all military systems.
This lanugage (nicknamed DOD-1) is currently under
development. It is based on PASCAL.
Most of the trends in software methodology toda y are based on
engineering technology and represent a trend toward the overall develop-
ment of a software engineering technology. The trend in industry is to
move away from the poorly organized craft of the la te sixties and toward
a more organized methodology characterized by engineering principles.
At the same time, tha industry is giving hope that programming will
	 l
become a science in the foreseeable future.
The movement toward a more organized methodology generall y includes
adoption of some or all of the top-down practices (design., code, test);
however, the way they are employed varies from organization to oxganizu-
tion and the rigor with which they are used from project to project within
the organization
Figure 11 . 3.2.1-1 shows how one organization (Ref. 11-64) has
organized their programming practices in the software life cycle. Observe
that the design phase has no overlap with the coding phase (indicating
the stress on design completeness) and the recognition of the need for
complete planning early in the project. Like most other organizations.
this one has adopted top--down techniques, but their implementation is far
different .from the structured programming implementation used (and sub-
sequently adopted) b y IBM on the New York Times Project. The mechanics
of the methodology feature the following:
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FIGURE 11.3.2.1-1. TRENDS IN PROGRAMKNG PRACTICES LIFE CYCLE
• Program_ manager .authority - The software prcject leader
has management authorit y . He is given both technical
and administrative responsibilities. He is responsible
For meeting cost and schedule commitments, to deliver 	 }
products and to satisfy quality criteria that he has
responsibility to negotiate, and for discharging his
obligations in a. wa y that both satisfies the cust'omer's
needs and meets the company profit objectives. He has
supervisory responsibility for making assignments,
monitoring and directing task e+tiecution, and evaluating
performance.
• Reviews - Use of formal reviews, keyed to phases of the
development process.
' • Unit development folder - A folder kept on each unit or,
module that serves to provide all records for that module.
These folders contain the schedule, dates of task com-
pletion, requirements, design, test plans, test procedures,
test results, interface descriptions, and code listings
and verification.
• Design d scip l ne_ and . yerif icati_on - Use of formal design
and verification criteria. The design methodology is
top-doom to obtain the functional design. in addition,
a construction plan is developed. The design is formally
reviewed with the customer -- if possible before coding
starts. Formal verification procedures are also used, such
as structural walkthroughs, modularity analyses, data flow
verifications, and compliance with re quirements analvsis.
• Support librarF_.._and,_facil.itig - Each project establishes
a controlled l:ibra:ry as a location to record code, data,
and other information related to the project. In addi-
tion, the library provides automated tools essential
to the project, such as design aids, structured precom-
pilers, and code scanners for adherence to standards.
• Phase testing - A formalized test procedure in which:
A The project produce 's a test plan and test designs
and secures customer concurrence on them.
A Two types are developed: acceptance tests (formal
demonstration) and functional tests (preferred if
possible with customer's data).
A The project produces test procedures and data cases
and maintains them in a controlled library to
facilitate test repeatability.
A The procedures include pass/fail criteria.
A The object of the tests is to ensure that the code
correctly implemented the design.
I
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A	 The tests are used as a basis to report test status
and problems.
11.3.2.2	 $pec	 ds for the Initiation Phase	 0	 0if ic Tren 	 -Some	 f the
major trends for this phase were . covered in the previous section.	 DOD
Directive 5000.29 highlighted the problems of incomplete requirements
and set in motion an attempt to solve them. 	 All three services have
completed drafts or their implementation documents. 	 The trend toward
better problem definition will be followed by the rest of the industry.
There is a strong trend in the industry to develop tools that
make the processes of requirements specification during the Initiation
"
.2 Phase and system specification and design stages during the Development
Phase all flow smoothly and unambiguously together. 	 This is indicative
of the general trend to reunite the user and the programmer in some
fashion to develop a common understanding of the program under develop-
sent.	 These tools all rely on some form of artificial language (see
Subsection 11.2.1) as the basis for their input. it is t ypical of
specifieaition/design tools (see Table 11.3.2.2-1) that they utilize a
data base; can (or will be able to) check for errors and inconsistencies;
and produce graphic representations (except PDL), structure charts, data
flows, or tables. Some of them can (or will be able to) run-functional
or analvtical simulations and analyze the results.
These tools provide a means to produce meaningful specifications
and designs, but most are only in some stage of development and only a
few are designed for general applications. Yet they clearly point to the
	
I ?I	 future.
..'	 :. 1	 1.1.3.2.3	 5peFJ. -1	 -c if Le Trends -for the Develop ftnt Phase Specific
trends in software development are readily apparent in the literature
and from the history
 of programming. One survey
 (Ref. 11-65) of 22 aero-
space companies revealed that approximately 70 ,
 OE the firms indicated
that they had employed one or more of the precedures generally placed
under the heading of Modern Programming Practices (-NIPP), although onlV
40% had appeared to have made a substantial commitment. There is a
clear trend toward using at least some of the available software engineer-
ing techniques. This same surve y
 listed the MPPs and asked whicn ones
I I _7 9
TABLE 11.3.2.2-1. SOME EXAMPLES OF REQUIREMENTS/DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS TOOLS
NAME DESCRIPTIVE NAME
TYP ICAL
APPLICATION AREAS INPUT DEVELOPER GOVERNMENT SPONSOR
PSL/PSA Problem Statement
7--
Saturn IV Text Univ. Mich. Air Force
Language
ProblemiRequirements
Analyzer
SREP System iRequirements Missile Dag/Text TI, TRW Army
Engiiineeriingi Project Systems
figs 1H, f9her Order Space Shuttle Text/Code Draper Lab NASA, Navy,
Software Army
PUL Process Design :General Text -C. S. C. :NASA
,Language
10RL Input/Output General Computer Teledyne ].R&D
Requirements Graphic Brown
Language Diag/Text Engifneeriing-
O
Jwere used*. The results, shown in Table 11.3.2.3-1, are enlightening.
The five most used practices are relatively old practices (at least 10
years old) and are generally required on all Government con-tracts. It
should also be noted that the diligence with which they were used is not
available. On the other hand, a number of the pract-ices associated with
the New York Times Project are in moderate use. For projects employing
MPPs, all of them except structured coding were employed more than 40%
TABLE 11.3-2-3-1- MODERN PROGRAMMING PRACTICE
UTILIZATION (Ref. 11-63)
PRACTICE
PRECENTAGE REPORTED
M
. . ....... . .
Program Manager Authority (Ref.	 11-64) 78
Reviews	 (Ref.	 11-64) 81
Unit Development Folder (Ref.	 11-66) 37
Design Discipline and Verification (Ref.	 11-64) 48
Program Modularity (Ref.	 11-69) 70
Naming Conventions (Ref.	 11-64) 56
Structured Form (Ref. 11-47) 15
Structured Walkthroughs (Ref. 	 11-45) 44
Structured Analysis (Ref.	 11-67) 15
Structured Design (Ref.	 11-67) 41
Chief Programmer Teams (Ref. 	 11-49) 48
HIPOs (Ref.	 11-68) 11
Support Library and Facilities (Ref. 	 1144) 44
Phase Testing (Ref. 	 11-64) 81
lConfiguration Management 78	
... . .. ......... . —
Note: References listed provide the definitions used by the authors.
*The data are biased in that the authors asked for data from projects
emploving modern programming practices.
it
is
of the time.. Remembering that the companies surveyed are part of the
trend-setting industrial group and recalling the "7-year rule", there
appears to be a general trend (although slow) to use the structured and
associated software engineering technology. However, the transition to
general usage will not occur until around 1982.
One structured technique, structured .form (coding), does not
appear to have wide acceptance. Its failure to gain acceptance can be
explained: programmers do not like it and resist its use. In its pure
form, structure coding limits the power of most higher=order Languages
to simple processing ., one branch (IF...THEN...ELSE), and one ,loop (DO
WHILE). Structured coding practices often utilize rigid formats relying
on indentation to simplify the interpretation of the structure, require
each unit to have one flow in and out, and impose standards on size of
modules, commentary, etc. Today's programmers are too artistic to accept
it. Today's managers, who are worried abouc less of programmer morale
and that users will become overly concerned with form, not content
(hence increasing software costs), are reluctant to impose this discipline.
Structured forms will not come into wide use in the immediate future. 	 f_'
Instead, software engineering practice will concentrate on producing
modular, well-organized code with simple interfaces between modules or
routines. The organization and code in each subroutine will remain the
prerogative of the programmer.
The trend toward tool use in the development phase is clear from
the number of them marketed. In the survey, the most commonly used tools
include automatic project monitors (467), library monitors (30°x), program
structure analyzers (26%), and automatic test case generators (19%).
There is a trend toward on-line capabilities all through the
Development Phase. In the sixties and through the middle seventies, all
project using medium to large-scale computers were predicated on the
restrictions imposed by limited access to the computer. This is because
of the prevalence of the batch processing practice. One of the benefits
of cheaper computer hardware and the introduction of the microprocessor
11.82
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CIL	 has been a decrease in cost of terminals. The terminal has the effect of
returning the machine to the programmer. The programmer can enter his
code, maintain working files (replacing card decks), and run his routines.
The user can call up his programs and run them. It should be noted that
most of the software tools are more effective if designed for on-lint
s ystems. This is particularly true of the requirements and design tools
discussed in the previous section. The use of on-line tools is not with-
out its problems, of which configuration control is the biggest, but .tile
trend is clear: the use of on-line capabilities will grow until each
person (or very small group) has his personal terminal.
The increased use of quality control groups is a recent event
(occurring primaril y during, the last G rears). however, software quality
control is different from hardware quality control. Hardware quality
control groups are generally independent groups, who, through tlse use of
statistical techniques, monitor the hardware try determine whether it
meets its performance and quality specifications. During; the engineering
phase of a hardware development, the quality Control group operates in
the background to ensure that the hardware design and documents produced
meet the required specifications. Qualit y control in hardware includes
performance and reliability predictions.
Software quality control groups are almost }primarily concerned
with defect removal and to a lesser extent with enforcement of good
programming practices. Thus software quality control is an extension of
software management (the 1968 s ystems croup renamed). The industry is
becoming concerned with the quality of its sof= tware if for no other
reason than the recognition that error-filled software is expensive to
correct. It is 38 times (fief. 11-b9) more expensive to find and fix
errors in the test stage than in the design stage, and 114 times more
expensive after testing, yet almost half of all software terrors are
design errors. It is eas y to believe the qualit y control tl~esis. "When
control of the process improves, not onl y does the quality of the product
increase but the cost of the product decreases". Qualitr control may
if
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nbe performed informally or by a formal group, but the trend is toward	 i
specialists in a formal group.
11.3.2.4 Specific Trends for Operation and Maintenance - The
trend in maintenance today is to wait for help in terms of clear require-
ments for better structured, better documented software from developers.
However, in Subsection 11,3.1.4, six reasons were given for maintenance,
and while it is true that better development of programs will greatly
aid any maintenance programming effort, only two of the six reasons are
directly related to the Development Phase. Although there should be a
trend discouraging all but absolutel y necessary changes, there is none.
One trend will begin as a result of the qualit y control movement.	 I
Maintenance programmers will be required to keep detailed error records
(cause, type, etc.). Again, the trend that each .line of code be tracea-
ble will start in this phase. This is important. as all program errors
are traditionally blamed on the developers.
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11.3.3 projected Developments in Software Methodology
11.3.3.1 General Forecasts - Forecasting; software methodology
is at best risky. The science of forecasting is supposed to be based on
mathematical/statistical techniques using a data base accumulated in the
past and tempered by outside events and their projected impacts on the
statisticaliv based trends.
Lacking, the necessary metrics to perform a statistical trend
analysis and a sufficient data base, it is necessar y to choose a model to
use as the basis for forecasting. Ideall y , in the case of software
methodology . the model should be in an area that has similar applications
and vet be in a more advanced state of the art today. It has already
been asserted that the trend in software methodology is toward employ-
ing software engineering technology. Thus the model chosen for fore-
casting the future of software engineering was digital engineering.
Digital engineering 'is remarkable like software engineering in terms of
the end product produced. Both deal literally 'in ones and zeros, M%D's
and DR'S. Both produce complex end-products. Di g ital devices consist-
ing of several printed wiring boards each with several. LSI chips ,are not
uncommon today. In fact, the computer is primaril y a digital device and
the software is but an extension that customizes the general circuitry.
New products are expensive in both disciplines. It is expensive
to design a new chip or a new device just as it is expensive to product
software. However, the digital device can be mass-produced, so the
engineering; cost is spread overmany copies. Unfortunatel y , software
ousts are always attributed to the first cope of the program.
Both digital engineering and programming (not software engineering,)
are about 25 to 30 years old. However, digital engineering is further
advanced since it is a specialized form of electrical engineering. and
unlike the programmer,  the digital designer had the. engineerin discipline
to guide him.
i	
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With the choice of a model, the next step is to determine where
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software engineering (S.E.) is relative to digital engineering (D.E.).
Since digital engineering is about 25 years old and software engineering
is about 10, it is reasonable to assume that D.E. is 15 years ahead of
S.E. Actually, this is not a bad estivate from a historical view. Ten
years (1961) after the beginning of D.E., the only chip available to the
D.E. was the transistor. Even small-scale LSI was a dream of the future.
Digital designs were cumbersome, and analog techniques were frequently
chosen over digital. Digital designs were by necessity
 completed to
the gate level. Libraries were crude, as was the engineering technology.
The forecasting model is good for roughly 15 years. The state of
the art of digital engineering; today could be used to predict the state
of the art of S.E. in the early 1990's. Since this report is primarily
concerned with forecasting to 1935, the "7-year rule" must be envoked
to separate the state of the art and trends for that peried.
Although most of the forecasts for software methodology are
related to individual software life cycle phases and are given in the
following sections, some general forecasts follow from the model and
existing trends:
• The industry will trove to an engineering and technician
organization. The analyst/programmer of today's method-
ology who participates in all stages of the Development
Phase will disappear. This change in organizational
structure will be almost complete by 1985 for scientific
applications and exist as a strong trend in ether soft-
ware areas. It will have no effect on programmer
productivity.
• Use of tools will become commonplace by 1985.
The industry will become data collection conscious
and routinely use automatic data collection techniques
to ensure accuracy . universal software metrics will not
yet exist, but some progress will be made.
• As a coro:llary to the third trend, code traceability
will be a reality by 1935.
• The rate of increase in productivity will remain at 3
per annum as it has during the last decade.
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The forecast that software engineering will move to the tradi-
tional engineer/technician organization is not in itself surprising ., but
the forecast that the organizational structure will change rapidly in
the next 7 years is surprising in view of the fact that today analysts/
programmers perform every phase. The prediction is based on economics.
In view of rising salaries, managers will have to limit their senior
people to the decision stages. The coding stage and a major portion of
the testing stages could be performed by lower-paid
 (non-degreed)
technicians under the direction of an engineer. By 1985, the use of
programmer technicians will be common.
The prediction on tool use has the following rationale: The
increasing one-line capabilities, strong current trends, and shortage
of skilled personnel leave no alternative but to rely on any automated
help that is available. Tool use. is discussed again in the following
subsections.
The forecasts on data collection are based on three current
trends:
• Quality control groups want the data to refine cost-
estimating procedures and to determine the duality
of the software.
a DOD wants data to form a research base.
• Tools will be available to both provide project data
to the manager while preserving it for other uses.
Virtually every manager will rely on automatic project monitoring tools.
It is unfortunate that the data collected will not be the same
from installation to installation. However, experience will begin to
point to useful aet.ric.s.
The final prediction is based on the absence of any trend that
will result in a dramatic increase in productivity in the next 7 years.
Areas could be developed now that would help. These areas are libraries
and universal languages (discussed as a 1985 trend in the following
sections). However, the industry is too immature to recognize these
.'	 areas.
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11.3.3.2 Initiation Phase.Foreea_sts - This phase will be heavily
influenced by the effects of DOD Directive 5000.29 over the next few
years, and it is expected that complete analyses during this phase will
become commonplace by 1985. Requirements analyses in the future will
greatly benefit from the massive data-collections that will be common-
place. By 1985, tools will permit some systems feasibility studies,
and the need for these studies will be well-recognized.
The nee l for better communication between designers and developers
will be well-recognized, and by 1985, attempts will be made to use exist-
ing requirements/design languages instead of the English specifications
currently in use.
11.3.3.3 _Deyelo m 
	
Forecasts - By
 1985, softwareg eat Phase
engineering methodology will be well-defined for the total software life
cycle. Even so, some of the methodology will only be used in research
or experimental development. To forecast what this methodology will be
like in 1985 and what trends will be prevalent, it is only necessary to
examine the model's state of the art and then draw appropriate analogies.
Digital engineering (see Table 11.3.3.3-1) utilizes the same phases and
stages of development as software engineering except that the coding stage
of software is called the model-building or fabrication stage by D.E.'s.
Digital engineering relies heavily on the computer throughout its Initia-
tion and Development Phases. In fact, without the automation and aid of
the computer, digital engineering was sufficiently developed by 1970 to make
automation feasible. Key factors leading to this state of development were:
• A common and well-defined specification and design
language
• A common and well-defined development process
• Common cell, and later, chip libraries; a design
philosophy to use them whenever possible.*
*Thev are nothing more than purchased parts.
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TABLE 11.3.3.3-1. STATE 0'F THE ART IN DI-GITAL UMINEER'ING
ACT 11T I l•! S
t. Tradeoff
Studies
2. Cost Studies
3..	 Feas ! : bit i i,ty
Studies
4. Precise
Speci'f ications
1 . Precise
definition of
the device
using a
Fi i e rarcha,l
level of
srhema t i:c s
down to the
ee11 level
2. Printed wire
boards (IPWO)
layout.
3. Photo pints to
be used for
semi-autana ie
manufacture
1. Components are
a.ssenihiled on
Pilii by
technician.
1. Campnnents
tested
2. i!WO's tested
3. itevice tested!
TOOLS
1. Simuilation
to valiida'te
2. farts d_iist
catal'of.ls
3. "Engineering"
lianyuage
4. 11•i;ih Lpve,l
schematics
-1	 Simula'tiori to
validate
2. Computer aided
design
1. 1 0gh speed
diig i•ta,l tent
sets iisinci
test patterns
derived during
the design stage
liy sinlu,latlun.
COMMENTS
1. Specs - include
input/output
vo•ltayes., currents;
logir_ level's; thresholds;
tolr_rdnces on ail] com-
ponents; physical proper-
ties, etc.
1. AesI'.gn emphasis is always
nn using,as many "off the
shelf" components as
possible.
2. Th;i s Is a highly
automated process.
3. Cell Ubraries and scmie-
time Oil) libraries are
stored tri the compu:tet-s
f i lies..
4. Layouts of chips and,
W's by draftsmen.
1. This cliart stresses
logic testing. There
Is also exitenstve
euvironiiient testing and
nther types as spectfledi
'by title requ,ireinents:.
PlIASE/STAGE
Iniitiation
(iRequi,mments
andi System
Specification)
i}esign
Model pu,iliding
Testing
^q
r
tL ^I
I	 f`
rvy	 I 	 ^	 I 	 f 	
.^	
^	 ^	
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Unfortunately, none of these factors yet exist in software
engineering methodology. But this field, which has automated every
other field but its own, has the potential for even more efficient and
automated procedures than digital engineering. Table 11.3.3.3-2 fore-
cases the state of the art of software engineering by the year 2000. It
is analogous to the state of the a rt of digital engineering toda y with
one exception: the coding phase is itself largely automated (this is
why 2000 was chosen instead of 1993)! The keys to this prediction are:
a The development of a universal specification/design
language that can-be understood by the computer
a A common component library..
These are the same factors that permitted the automation of digital
engineering, since the common and well-defined development process is
implied and enforced by the universal language.
Previously it was pointed out that there were only two known
ways to increase programming productivity . Analysis of the techniques
of digital engineering show there are two more, vest unexplored ways with
unlimited potential: libraries and automatic code generation resulting
from the universal language.
One of the biggest failures of current software methodology is
in the use and maintenance of software libraries. At ter 25 years, only
10 to 20% of applic=ation program code (Ref. 11-1) is derived from
existing code, and it is generally derived from the limited library
supplied by the computer manufacturer. Industr y libraries are generally
outdated, poorly maintained, and poorly documented. In today's state of
the art, no one seems to use or shiw concern for software libraries.
Yet as has been shown, the slight ivereases in programmer productivity
brought about by higher-level languages and increasingly better project
controls have not come near meeting the demands of increasing program
complexity and size. In fact, software threatens to become the limiting
factor in the industry's growth. It is the state of the art that the
industry is failing to recognize the potential increase in productivity
TABLE 11.3.3.3-2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING - FORECAST FOR THE YEAR 20 GO
PRASE/STAGE Ac.riyiiIis T'WE5 Cflt	 LINTS
IrAitiation I.	 Tradeoff Studies 1.	 Simulation to validate 1.	 All tuolis are based on
(Reyu$r-ensents comiputer anailysis of the
and System 2,	 Cost studies Accurate code estimates unive.rsaili language.
Specification) : accuuotiaig only for
!.	 Feasibility studies ufniyue new code only
p9lus design complexity.
4..	 Precise specifica-t
ion in Universal 1.	 Computer aifided data
Graphic Cariguage base
Design I.	 Precise definition L	 Simu 'la 'tion to validate I.	 Design e"Whasds is always
of program using each step of desi gn. on us-ing as many "off the
Gr4phic liierarchail . she1F" components as possible.
representation which 2.
	 Computer aided design
includes functional 2.	 Cfaitrunent libraries stored
diagrams, data in computer fides„
tables, and data
fluff diagrams
Code 1.	 Code rkrferati.un ti m !-	 Wiyfuter generated code I.	 Choir.e of Hr1L its to provide
convert basic pro- (directlyf:rolH. the as much portabili ty as
grain and all 'library U111i'versal	 I anyuage) poss0.)1e.
cangwrcents Lo AWA
li!iill	 r level 	Lanyuaye
2.	 Speciail coding in A1151
MR.. by prugransner I
technicians li
Test I.	 Festing has been I.	 Automated testing 1 _ 	Fests used for this phase
con tinuuuS. were autum+atically derived
frrxn Universal Design
Z.	 Maud coded cum- Lanqud(je.
Ixuients tested
!,	 Program tested
C 'A
C;
Jd
^n
fro
tlr]
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that is possible from greater use of libraries. If productivity were 	 3
seen in terms of the ratio of total application program site (machine
instructions) to total person--project days, then the industry would have
a generalized productivity metric that more realistically reflects its
capabilities to meet future requirements.*
It is not unrealistic to expect applications programs to approach
80e library code utilization if good libraries exist. If this goal were
realized, programmer productivity would increase by a factor of four,
more than over the first 25 years!
Before libraries can reach their potential, a number of attitudes
must change and existing problems be solved:
• Hanagement must recognize that software is capital
property and must initiate inventory cotitrols.
• Users must develop techniques for tailoring their
requirements around maximum library use.
• CorVuuter manufacturers must determine how to best standardize
"kernels" of the hardware (instruction sets) (possibly with
firmware) to make software totally portable. 	 ?
• The software industry must stop creating new coding languages.
• Compilers and languages must be standardized.
• A national, clearing house must be established as a
medium for buying and selling library components.
The industry has the capabilities to develop the necessary
universal language today (IORL has just this potential), and code
generation and libraries are already used on a limited scale. If the
industry knew where it was going, the forecast for the year 2000 could
become a forecast for the late 1980's or even for 1985. It is unfortu-
nate that software methodology will fall considerably short since the
industry has neither the desire nor the impetus to accomplish such a
radical change in such a short time. it is fundamental, however, that
*The definition of productivity omits the operating system directly but
includes code generated by the compiler and would include any section of
system software code envoked by the application program such as envoked 	 + }
by Input/Output commands and calls to the system library.
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with or without knowing it, the software industr y
 will move toward this
forecast for the year 2000.
Based on current trends, the following forecasts can be made
for the Development Phase for 1935:
• Structured techniques for specification, design, and
test design will be commonplace. Computer tools in
the forms of on-line capabilities will greatly aid
these processes.
The steps involved in producing software will be
formally defined, leading to more disciplined pro-
gramming practices.
• 'Modular, well-organized code will. be the rule, but
structured code as it is defined today- will have
limited use. Code will be written by programmer
technicians, not by software engineers.
• Chief programmer teams will give way to the trends
toward software engineers and progra=,er technicians.
the reasons .for this were discussed in Subsection
No new programming language will crake any great inroads
on the languages in use today . (Corollary: DOD-1
will be used onl y when required; it does not fit into
the long-range model).
• Testing will be performed b y both technicians and
engineers. However, this area will still lack the
sophistication of other stages in the Development
Phase.
• automatic project monitoring to facilitate project
management will be commonplace.
• Formal quality control groups will become a standard
part of all projects. The y
 will be active throughout
all stages of the Development Phase and will start to
make attempts to predict software reliability. It is
from these people and their motivations that the
beginnings of automatic data gathering will start
and future trends will be conceived. (Corollary:
Configuration Control, partially automated, will
become a reality.)
0
s
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11.3.3.4 Operat on_and_.Iaii1, ante Phase .. Forecas_ta - As in the
past, methodology in the Operation and 'Maintenance Phase will lag the
changes in the methodology of the Development Phase, although it
generally will follow similar lines. By 1985, the high costs of soft=
ware operation and maintenance should begin to show a downward trend due
to a number of factors:	 1
• .Better organized and documented software will make changes
les s colLplax.
*,	 • Clearer requirements will reduce the need for changes.
r' `	 • The increased use of packaged software will reduce the
i
	
	
general tendency to modify it. Users will learn. to
accept software as delivered.
i	 p Users will begin to expect software to be warranted
(some already do!) and produced for a fixed cost.
This will result in both increased reliability and
decreased tendencies by users to modify the software.
Line-by-line code responsibility will be common and
result in programmers accepting stringent configuration
management and test requirements.
• Major modifications will be subject to the same methodology
as used in the Development Phase.
In summary, the payof f of software engineering methodology doers
not lie in lower-cost. software development (although there is some
evidence that software development will cost less by using modern
methodology) but in lower Costs for maintenance, hence lower costs for
the complete life cycle of the software.
•
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APPENDIX A. SPACE-TO-GROUND
COMMUNICATIONS ELEMENTS
The researching of state-of-the-=art characteristics for active
devices in the microwave region produced a number of lists for the
different types of devices. These lists contained useful information
about the characteristics of currently available solid-state devices,
including frequency, power, gain, efficiency, noise figure, and the
device manufacturer. For reasons of completeness, these listings are
presented in Tables A-1 through A-6. Table A-1 presents device infor-
mation for a number of FET devices. Table A-2 covers the same type of
information for bipolar transistors. Table A-3 lists information on
TRAP?1TTS and IMPATTS in the 3--to =4=Gliz range, and Table A-4 covers these
devices for the 8-to-10-GHx range. Table A-5 presents info M- anion on
IMPATT diodes for frequencies above 12 GHz. The characteristics for a
number of small-signal FET devices suitable for microwave receivers are
listed in Table A-6.
TABLE A-i. STATE OF THE ART IN FET DEVICES
Fa
FREQUENCY
(GHz)
POWER
.W)
POWER GAIN
(d8)
EFFICIENCY
(°i) MATERIAL SOURCE
4 0.26 9.6 68 GaAs RCA
4 6 47 GaAs Fujitsu
5 i	 0.25	 I 12 22 GaAs Plessey
6 2.4 5 34	 1 GaAs	 I Fujitsu
8 1 7.0 - GaAs MSC
8 - 20 - GaAs i Plessey 
8 4.1 4 31 GaAs Texas Instruments
8 to 10 0.7 6 46 GaAs 1 Texas Instruments
10 - 10 - I	 GaAs I Plessey
12 0.5 6 15 I	 GaAs RCA
15 0.45 5 12.5 1	 GaAs RCA
22 '	 0.14 4.3 9 GaAs RCA
47 0.1 - 2.2 InP Plessey
a-1
RODUCIB
nr PF
PW 
ISoon 
_c
TABLE A-2. STATE OF THE ART IN BIPOLAR DEVICES
FREQUENCY
(GH.- Z)
POWER
(W)
POWER GAIN
(dB)
EFFICIENCY
SOURCE
1 40 9 65 Typical
2 24 7 45 Typical
2 40 8 50 TRW
3 8 7 45 Typical
4 7 - - Texas Instruments
6 i's 4 36 Hewlett-Packard
8 1.5 - - Texas Instruments
L 
10 1	
.1
4.5 20 Texas Instrument s
TABLE A-3. STATE OF THE ART IN 3-T0-4-GHz TRAPATT AND IMPATT DEVICES
DEVICE
PEAK P
(.W)
PW
( Usec)
CYCLE I dB OW POWER GAIN
(0)
EFFICIENCY
SOURCE
tRAPAft 24-0* 0.2 O. M 4.8 29 Hughes
195 Narrow Narrow 6.3 20 RCA
08 6.2 0.1 8.3 6 30 Hughes
82 lo ? 8 4.9 is RCA
65 so 1 5 5 24 sughesA. RL
45 so 0.001 16 7 21 ^oerry
3 CW 100 Oscillator - 26 PTL
IMPATTS 21 aw IOD Narrow Locked 12 to 13 BTL
43 diodes) Oscillator
Locking
Power
	 3.5 W
12.1 C-W 100 Oscillator 21 Lincoln Laboratories
............
3.4
i.—
CW 100 Oscillator
.	 -
37
.	 .	 -
Lincoln Laboratories
-	 -	 .
•Two devices hybrid combined.
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Aft	 TABLE A-4. STATE OF THE ART IN 3-TO-10-GHz TRAPATT AND IMPATT DEVICES
DEVICE
MTE41AL AND
tUSE DEVICE
PEAK Po
{W]
PW
(usec)
DUTY	
.
CYCLE
0.)
.
8W {X]
POWER GAIN
(d8)
EFFICIENCY
_(a) SOURCE
TRAPATTS 27 1 0.1 Oscillator - 42.5 Hughes
10 0.25 0.1 10 6 12 Sperry
6 CW 100 Oscillator 24 Hughes
5 CW 100 5.5 5 16.4 Hughes
IMPMS MD. 16 0.8 25 Oscillator - 12.3 Hewlett -Packard
GaAs
WmLO 12.8 0.8 25 Oscillator - 25 Varian
GaAs
SS Read 8 CW 100 Oscillator - 35 Raytheon
GaAs
Flat
Profile 5 CW 100 7 25 10 I	 Typical
(4 Stages)
GaAs
SS Read 4.5 CW 100 6.5 4.-a 22 Raytheon
Galls
HI-EO 2.9 CW 100 Oscillator - 18.8 Varian
TABLE A-5. STATE OF THE ART IN I'MPATT DEVICES ABOVE 12 GHz
MATERIAL TYPE •
FREQUENCY
( GHz)
PEAK P
iW) p
PW
(uses)
3W	 1
(:}
POSTER GAIN
(W ffIFICIamy(:} (OUNCE
Silicon 00	 14.6 0.81	 CW Oscillator	 - 15.1	
Microwave Institute
OD	 76.5 11.0	 0.8 Oscillator	 -	 I i4	 hewtett-Packard
gp	 37 10.0	 10	 j 500 MHz	 .0	 I -	 I
	
Martin Parietta
00	 2.4..39 1.2	 CW	 I Oscillator	 - 10	 Hughes
G0	 I	 39 11.0	 I	 0.35	 I Oscillator	 - 10	 Hughes
OD	 55 7.6	 CW Oscillator	 - 11.5	
!	 Fujitsu
00	 60 1.0	 k	 CW Up to 6 GHx	 9 2	 I	 Hughes
l j
4	
(2 Stages) i
00	 !	 c6 0.7	 €W Oscillator	 }	 - 6	 I	 Hughes
Op	 w	 42 I
	
0.38	 co Oscillator	 ! 32.5	 6Ti
so	 i	 94 0.1	 t	 CW j	 2 GHz	 i	 4 2	 I	 Hughes
Op	 I	 140 0.72	 0.3 j	 Oscillator	 I	 - I	 a	 Hughes
pD	 110 0.03	 Ca
i
G	 Oscillator {	 2	 Hughes
50-	 4	 185 0.00	 I	 cW #	 Oscillator	 i I	 2.3	 I	
'iiopon TAT
50	 202 OAS	 I	 cW ^	 Oscillator	 - #	 1.3	 Nippon TIT
0D	 j	 212 i	 0.204	 !	 0.05 1	 Oscillator,	 1i
1.5
	 I	 Hughes
00	 215 0.52	 - I	 Oscillator	 - 2.6	
Hughes
t
s0	 29s i	 (7.008	 CW 1	 Oscillator	 - 0.35	 N ippon Tit
Sp	 301 0.0012	 Ca I	 Oscillator	 - -	 Nippon rRT
GaAs 58 Read 13.7	 3.2 C1	 I	 Oscillator	 i	 - 24	
Raytheon
00 21	 1.1 Cv	 Oscillator 15.6	 Hitachi
i	 so 34.8	 0..." CW	 ^lsc^tiator 32.4	 RCA
Sp•• 37.5	 I	 0.5 1	 CW	 I	 Oscillator	 I 4.6	 Lincoin Laaorator+es
sa 51	 I	 0.2 I	 rW	 0sci11ator	- 11.0	 j	
Hitachi
I	
ya 53 Cil	 pSCillator	 j	 - i.;	 li	 Hitacnt
r 00 - Ooudle drift; SO - Single Orif!; S8 - SchotEky dwrier
toR iRp.
; A
TABLE A-6. SMALL-SIGNAL FET CHARACTERISTICS AND COST
(EXTRACTED WITH MODIFICATIONS FROM REF. 5-4)
1Y41411FAC►UREA ON U.S. REP.
GAIL
1INGT11
jim)
110ist
FIGURE
(d8 omin,)
TfST
FREQUENCY
(:GHZ)
GAIN (00) RV POWEROUIPUT
(d8m)
1. "afty
PRICE
-9)ASSOC.
-
(1.NAG
Aertech Industries AFT2W 0.75 2.2 8 9.0 12.0 10.0 s 60 (10-49)
05 Stewart Or.
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
(4118) 732-t18RQ
DXL-502 0.50 2.5 7 7.0 9.0 10.0 S 95 (1-24)
2285-C "mrtin Ave.
Santa Clara. CA 95(150
('408) 244-9833
Fojitsu America, Inc. FSCO2 1.00 3.5 a 6.5 12.0 $250
1135 E. Jan4 St.
Carson. CA 90746
(.213) 636-0958
llewlett-Pankard Cowany 11FET-1600 1.00 3.6 10 6.9 111-.0 14.5 Sf'35•
150.1 Page "JI ' l Rd.
Palo Alto. CA 9*304
(415) 493-1501
111tachi-Denshi UCRL-85 1.00 3.0 a - I'l.0 10.0 $ 60
58-75 Brooklyn/
Queens Expressway IICRL-07 0.50 2.5 a - 13.0 10.0 $160
W(mmiside, MY: 11377
(20) 898-1261
NEC Olippon Electric) NE244 1.00 2.3 8 10.5 12.0 8.5 S 15 (10-24')
Calif. Eastern tabs
1kie Edwards CE. 1iE388 0.50 2.7 T2 8.0 12.0 8.5 1125
burl Ingarw, CA: 94010
(415) 342-7744 ME463 1.9/1.0 3.2 8 14.0 15.0 8.5 f 90
Dual
- 1.55 4 - 39 -
Plessey Optop lectronics GAT-5 0.80 2.5 8 10.0 t2.0 13.0 $105
and "icrowave
1674 11 cGr4w 46. 3.0 10 0.0 10.0 10.0
kvine. CA 92705(714) 540-9946 CAT-3 3.5 12 - 5.8
(AI-3 1.2 2 1,2
